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CBO ECONOMIC AND BUDGET OUTLOOK

1996-2000

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 26, 1995

U.S. Senate,
Committee on the Budget,

Washington, DC.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:38 a.m., in room

SD-608, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Pete V. Domenici
(chairman of the committee) presiding.

Present: Senators Domenici, Nickles, Brown, Grorton, Snowe,
Frist, Exon, Conrad and Murray.

Staff present: G. William Hoagland, staff director; and Cheri
Reidy, senior analyst for budget review.
For the minority: William G. Dauster, democratic chief of staff

and chief counsel; Jodi Grant, general counsel.

OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN DOMENICI
Chairman Domenici. The committee will please come to order.
I thank the Senators who were able to make it here at the outset

of this hearing, and we have some others who will be attending.
Let me welcome our distinguished witness—and we will only

have one today—Dr. Robert Reischauer. We need to get started be-
cause we have a lot of ground to cover today. This is probably our
last chance to question Dr. Reischauer in lus capacity as director
of the Congressional Budget Office. He always smiles when I say
that, £md I always tell him that I bear on feelings toward him other
than absolute respect and gratitude for his public service and hard
work.
On behalf of the committee, I want to once again express that

gratitude for your outstanding work. You have a long record of
service, and you have served Congress with fairness and I believe
conviction, and we thank you for that.

The report that CBO is going to release early next week is enti-

tled, "The Economic and Budget Outlook, 1996-2000." Yes, this is

the first time the year "2000" appears on the cover of a CBO eco-
nomic and budget outlook. This year, for the first time, our budget
resolution will go out to the year 2000. Before that, we used to phi-
losophize about governing in the 21st century, and everybody used
to use that as a means of describing their concern about the future.
This year, we do not have to talk about it as if it is so much in

the future; it is reality, and it is upon us.

(1)



Last year at this time, there was much rejoicing about the decHn-
ing deficit estimates. CBO's January report showed the deficit fall-

ing to $166 billion in 1996. I played the part of the devil's advocate
last year, when I warned not to pop the champagne corks yet. The
estimated 1996 deficit represented the trough, and then the deficits

climbed relentlessly after that rising to $365 billion by 2004.
Well, today the CBO director will tell us the deficit will not be

as low as $166 billion in 1996. It will not be $175 billion or even
$200 biUion. CBO projects the 1996 deficit will be $207 billion,

chmbing to $421 biUion by 2005.
Furthermore, the U.S. economy is now in the 45th month of ex-

pansion, just short of 4 years. We are all very pleased that that is

the case, for all those in the United States who seek opportunity
and advancement from this great economy.
The average peacetime recovery in the United States has lasted

43 months, or about 3V2 years. CBO's annual report contains eco-

nomic assumptions that show the current expansion continuing
throughout the forecast period, and still the deficits jump sky-high.
What will the deficits look like if we are unable to sustain the cur-

rent expansion?
Governing in the 21st century means heading for a balanced

budget, and it means starting down that path now. We will likely

have a constitutional amendment that mandates that the budget
be balanced early in the next decade, and thereafter we will no
longer have deficits unless they are in emergencies.

I would like to hear your thoughts regarding undertaking major
deficit reduction now, versus waiting a couple of years before we
start. Obviously, a downward path toward a balanced budget rep-

resents a major long-term fiscal contraction. The last round of

budget cuts did not do that, and I repeat, whatever they did, they
did not get us on a trendline down.
The deficit reductions we undertake will have to balance the goal

of a balanced budget with the goal of long-term economic health of

our Nation. How can we do this and do it in the best way? What
is the magnitude of the deficit reduction that the economy can en-

dure annually?
Again, Dr. Reischauer, thank you for being here today. I wish

you all the best in your future endeavors, whatever they may be,

and hope that we can have you back again to give us some advice

and your thoughts about the future.

Senator Exon, I yield now to you.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR EXON
Senator ExoN. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much.
I want to join you in welcoming our witness today. Dr. Robert

Reischauer.
I would like to take a moment if I might to thank Dr. Reischauer

for the enormous contribution that he has made during his tenure
as CBO Director.

Dr. Reischauer, you are one of the finest public servants I have
ever known. You have served in one of the most difficult and
thankless jobs that I know of. You clearly have set a standard that

those who follow you should seek to maintain.



Bob was often the messenger of some very bad news, but very

important news, for Congress and the American people. Moreover,

he had to fend off those who wanted to manipulate his message

—

of course, this Senator was not one of those who ever sought to ma-
nipulate that message. But I say in all sincerity that both Repub-
hcans and Democrats alike always try to massage the figures that

we get to emphasize our points of view. But Dr. Reischauer always

rose above the fray and always rose to the occasion.

Bob Reischauer combined acute intelligence, a ready wit, and an
absolute devotion to principle that was truly outstanding. His leg-

acy is one of integrity, courage and credibility, and above all else,

honesty.
The CBO is all the stronger for his leadership and dedication. He

leaves his office a better place than when he accepted it. For this,

Dr. Reischauer, you have my deepest gratitude and I think the

deep gratitude of all of us who sit on this panel, and all Americans.

Dr. Reischauer, as usual, the CBO presents us with a wealth of

information—maybe sometimes too much information. As I inter-

pret the report, we have a classic case of "good news and bad

news." Although the deficit will decline from $203 billion in 1994

to $176 billion in 1995, we will see an upswing in the deficit be-

tween 1995 and 1999, as the Chairman has pointed out. Short-term

deficits should increase by about $25 billion a year.

This is certainly no great surprise. These increases, as I under-

stand, were expected as a result of the higher than indicated inter-

est rates and somewhat lower revenues.

The good news is that deficits after 2000 will be slightly below
CBO's August estimates. Annual growth in medicaid and medicare
spending has declined.

However, this is good news with some very bad news, in my
opinion, at its core. I do not take much comfort in a $421 billion

deficit in the year 2005. No one here should. We should be

ashamed that we are scaling the deficit mountain once again.

However, the most significant aspect of this very interesting re-

port involves the balanced budget amendment. In a few short days,

perhaps in a week, the Senate will take up a balanced budget
amendment to the Constitution. In its report, the CBO prepared a

sample deficit reduction path leading to a balanced budget in the

year 2002. This path requires deficit cuts of $1.2 trillion over the

7-year period from 1996 to the year 2002.

I would only add the caveat at this point that in addition to the

$1.2 trillion, if any of the significant tax cuts that seemingly are

very popular within Congress today, if not with the American peo-

ple, if anything like what is being talked about is enacted, I would
think it would be safe to say that the $1.2 trillion that you outline

as the mountain that we have to scale would be even somewhat
higher, into the range of probably $1.5 trillion, according to my cal-

culations.

CBO emphasizes in its report—and I would like to quote because
I think it is important

If the budget is to be balanced by 2002, it is vitally important that the Congress
and the President begin immediately to put into effect policies that will achieve that

goal.



I would like to add a loud "Amen" to those sentiments. This is

exactly what I have been trying to get my colleagues to do since
the session began 3 weeks ago. It is something that I will continue
to press throughout this Congress.
We have to be honest with the American people. We have to

show them that there is more to our will to balance the budget
than mere words. Certainly, it is no panacea. We have to show
them the specifics as to how we reach balance by 2002 if we are
sincere. We have to show them a plan. The Republican majorities
in both the Senate and the House, with the assistance and active
support of the minority, need to step up to the plate on this very
important issue.

I hope, too. Dr. Reischauer, that today you will give us your best
predictions about our economy. The current expansion is now al-

most 4 years old, as the Chairman has outlined very correctly in

his opening statement. Many economists, including those at CBO,
are predicting that the economy will slow. If there is a risk that
we could slip back into a recession, I would like your thoughts on
how this could affect the budget deficit.

I would also like you to address deficit reduction this year and
how that might affect the economy. How might the economy re-

spond, for example, if we pass another budget reduction package?
How would the economy react if we put the deficit on a path to bal-

ance in the year 2002? And how will interest rates, wages and jobs
respond if we make further credible, serous cuts in the deficit?

So once again, in closing, and with my thanks to the Chairman,
I welcome Dr. Reischauer. I look forward with great interest to

your testimony, and I wish you all the very best in your future en-
deavors. You will be sorely missed here.

Mr. Chairman, thank you very much.
Chairman DOMENICI. Thank you very much. Senator Exon.
Senator Brown?

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR BROWN
Senator Brown. I do not want to add to Dr. Reischauer's "eulo-

gy" this morning, but I would observe, Dr. Reischauer, that I have
appreciated your frankness and, frankly, the integrity you have
brought to an office that has not always been marked by that. You
will be missed.
Chairman DOMENICI. Senator Conrad?

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR CONRAD
Senator CONRAD. Well, I do want to add to it. I have found Dr.

Reischauer to be honest, professional, nonpartisan, and absolutely

consistent in his warnings to this panel and to the Congress at-

large on the danger of deficits and the need to start early and to

stick with it.

So I want to say to you, Dr. Reischauer, you will be missed. I

can remember so well your coming to our deficit reduction caucus
meetings, those early morning meetings, and going through a bliz-

zard of statistics with a small band of dedicated deficit reducers.

I think you gave real leadership to this country, and I think you
can leave with great pride in the kind of conduct and the kind of

service you have provided.



So I hope it does not go by unnoticed that this is perhaps your
last time testifying before the Budget Committee, and I as one
member just want to say to you that I think you have done a su-

perb job.

With respect to what has happened with the deficit, I think it is

important to review what has occurred, and I think some celebra-

tion is in order, and at the same time a sober reflection on what
needs to be done to complete the job. But the fact is in 1992, we
had a deficit of $290 billion—$290 billion—nearly 5 percent of

gross domestic product. And because some of us had the courage

to take action, to cut spending, and yes, to raise taxes on the

wealthiest among us, we now face a deficit this year of $176 billion,

about a 40 percent reduction. Measured against the size of our

economy, it is about 2.5 percent of gross domestic product. So the

deficit measured against the size of the economy has about been

cut in half. That is significant progress, and it was a move in the

right direction. It was something that had to be done.

There is still progress that needs to be made. But I think we
should point out that while in dollar terms, the deficit will go up
in succeeding years, measured against the size of the economy, the

deficit is relatively stable.

That does not mean nothing is left to be done. Clearly, there is

a further gap to close, and if we look beyond the immediate 5-year

budget planning horizon, there is cause for concern.

So I think it is terribly important that we put this in perspective

and that we measure the deficit against the size of the economy

—

that is really what matters, after all, in economic terms and mat-
ters in what happens in the lives of American people.

Interestingly enough, if one looks out into the future, and if we
maintain a discretionary freeze, the deficit measured against the
size of the economy would continue to go down to 2.1 percent by
the year 2005.
Again, I do not think we should rest on our laurels. I think we

want to close in on this and move toward a balanced budget. That
will take tough decisions, and I think the American people deserve
an outline of what will be required. We know now that about $1
trillion will be necessary to close the gap—I think the estimate is

$1,035 trillion over the next 7 years.

If you read the Republican Contract with America, they say the
first thing we ought to do is cut $364 billion of taxes, which would
just make the hole deeper. My own view is that that would give
us a $1.4 trillion hole to fill. Then they say raise defense $82 bil-

lion. Now we have created about a $1.5 trillion problem. That goes
in the wrong direction.

We ought to be devising plans to reduce the debt and the growth
of the debt, not plans to increase it. So I think there is a challenge
that all of us confront, and the best thing to do is to be straight-

forward with the American people and start outlining precisely how
we achieve the deficit and debt reduction that all of us I think
favor.

I thfink the Chairman, and I again want to thank you. Dr.
Reischauer, for your service.

Chairman DOMENICI. Senator Frist?



OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR FRIST
Senator Frist. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I Eilso wish to thank Dr. Reischauer for appearing before us today

to discuss the findings of the CBO on the economic and budget out-
look for the remaining years in this century and beyond.

I too want to extend my appreciation for the work you have done.
As you know, I am one of the newcomers to the United States Sen-
ate, and I just want to reflect that mandate with which I was elect-

ed, and I heard it loudly 3 months ago and have been back home
each weekend, and that is to some way or another balance this

budget.
The question that I entertain regularly as I have gone back home

over the last several weeks is what progress is being made, and
clearly people are looking very directly at what we do over the next
year with regard to what happens over the balance of this century.

It is very clear to me, having been here even just a short time,
that there are going to be some very tough decisions that have to

be made. We are going to have to pass legislation that fundsimen-
tally alters the way government does business. We heard a little

bit about responsibilities of government and philosophy of govern-
ment yesterday, and that is going to have to be brought into the
equation.
Current trends are clearly not sustainable, and the Members of

our Congress are going to have to really learn to prioritize and not
just give lip-service to it with rhetoric.

I understand that you will be outlining one path today for a bal-

anced budget by the year 2002, and I look forward to hearing that
and appreciate the work that you have done.
Thauok you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman DOMENICI. Thank you.
Senator Gorton?

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR GORTON
Senator Gorton. Mr. Chairman, along with the other members

of the committee, I feel that Dr. Reischauer has held to his position

during difficult times, with both honor, objectivity, and a high de-

gree of competence. I look forward to this message on his part as
one of America's great experts at reaching a goal to which all of

us give lip service, but for which most of us have great excuses as

to just how it is not the time, or not the way, or can't there be an
easier path.

I do look forward to this message with great anticipation.

Chairman DoMENici. Thank you. Senator Gorton.
Senator Murray—I am sorry; I guess in the real routine of

things, I should have called on you before Senator Gorton, and I

apologize.

Senator Murray. That is OK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and in

my next life I will be taller so you can see me.
Chairman DOMENICI. In a few years, you will be over here.

Senator Murray. I thought I would be this time. [Laughter.]

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR MURRAY
Senator Murray. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.



I just want to add my words of praise to you, Director
Reischauer, for all the work you have done in serving this Congress
Euid the people of this country. Your honesty in telling us where we
need to go and how to get there is very much appreciated. I can
only hope that your successor is as effective and balanced and fair

as you have been with us.

Mr. Chairman, as you know, I have a number of concerns with
some of the legislation that has been coming before this committee,
including the balanced budget amendment, so I was particularly in-

terested in the portion of the CBO report which describes one pos-

sible path toward that balanced budget by the year 2002. And I

saw the massive saving necessary to achieve that—$1.2 trillion be-

tween now and 2002.

I was disappointed that Senator Rollings' amendment failed yes-

terday. It would have required us to specify how we were going to

get to a balanced budget by 2002. I have seen the Treasury Depart-
ment's analysis, which shows that the balanced budget amendment
would reduce Federal grants 'to my home State of Washington by
$1.3 billion—$730 million in medicaid, $117 million in our highway
trust fund, $346 million in education, job training, environment

—

that would be gone. I think we have to be very cautious and careful

as we set these priorities.

I think we all have to remember that deficit reduction in and of

itself is not an economic policy, as you well know. We have to set

fiscal priorities. That is the role of Congress, and we are definitely

going to have to move toward reducing the deficit by setting prior-

ities. I believe we have been doing that in the last several years.
It is a tough road. We have had tough choices, and I want to con-
tinue to work in that direction.

But again. Dr. Reischauer, I do appreciate your work. We will

miss you, and best of luck to you in the future.

Chairman DOMENICI. Thank you. Senator.
Please proceed. Dr. Reischauer.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT D. REISCHAUER, DIRECTOR,
CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET OFFICE

Dr. Reischauer. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee,
I thank you for your kind words and the opportunity to appear be-
fore you this morning.
With your permission, I will submit my prepared statement for

the record, and I will summarize for you CBO's economic forecast
and our new set of budget projections. I will also say a few words
about the challenge involved in balancing the budget by the year
2002, which might be required if the proposed amendment to the
Constitution passes the Congress and is approved by three-quar-
ters of the States.

With respect to the economy, CBO expects the strong growth
that was experienced during 1994 to continue only slightly abated
into the first part of this year. Because the economy is operating
close to its potential, that growth will increase inflationary pres-
sures and be likely to trigger additional efforts by the Federal Re-
serve to rein in the economy with higher short-term interest rates.
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As a result of the expected monetary tightening and that which
has already occurred, the economy should slow down at the end of
1995 and slow down further into 1996.
On a fourth-quarter-to-fourth-quarter basis, real economic

growth was 3.7 percent in 1994. CBO expects that the economy will
grow on this basis at 2.5 percent during the current year and 1.9
percent during 1996.
Over 3 million new jobs were created in 1994, during which the

unemployment rate averaged 6.1 percent. The unemployment rate
should average about 5.5 percent in 1995—that is about where it

is now—and then inch up a bit to around 5.7 percent in 1996 as
a result of the slowdown in the economy. Both of these figures are
below CBO's 6 percent estimate of the rate of unemployment that
is compatible with nonaccelerating inflation.

Although inflation has been quite subdued for the last few
years—around 2.8 percent—CBO expects it to pick up modestly be-

cause unemployment is below this nonaccelerating rate and be-

cause actual output is exceeding potential output. The Consumer
Price Index for urban consumers is forecast to increase by 3.2 per-

cent in the current year and by 3.4 percent in 1996.
Over the course of 1994, the Federal Reserve tightened monetary

policy, and the interest rate on 90-day Treasury bills rose from 3.2

percent in the first quarter to 5.2 percent in the fourth quarter.
The rate on 10-year Treasury notes rose from 6.1 percent to 7.8

percent over this period.

CBO expects that the Fed will continue to tighten monetary pol-

icy in the first part of this year, and that the average rate on bills

will rise to 6.2 percent for 1995 and the average rate on notes to

about 7.7 percent.

Rates should fall a bit in 1996 as a result of the slowdown in the
economy that we are predicting.

CBO's forecast implies that the Fed's effort to restrain the econ-
omy will slow it down without causing a recession. Other outcomes,
of course, are possible. If the economy overshoots its potential by
a wider margin than CBO now expects, the Fed could take more
drastic actions, and that could pres age a recession next year or the
year after.

Alternatively, it is possible that the rise in interest rates that

has already occurred has been enough to slow the economy down,
so if there was further tightening when we have already done a
sufficient amount, that also could put the economy into a recession.

Alternatively, there might not be any need for further Fed tighten-

ing. There is a lot of debate in the economics profession concerning
these issues, and the CBO forecast is really a compromise between
these various scenarios and is similar to that of the consensus of

private economists.
With respect to the budget outlook, CBO expects the deficit for

the current fiscal year to f^l to $176 billion, or 2.5 percent of gross

domestic product (GDP). In dollar terms, that will be the lowest
level that we have experienced since 1989, and relative to GDP, it

will be the lowest figures that we have experienced since 1979.

If further policies are not adopted to reduce the deficit, however,
the 3-consecutive years of declining deficits that we have enjoyed

will come to an end, and the deficit will begin to rise again in 1996.



The mounting deficits will be fueled primarily by the increases that
we expect in medicare and medicaid, which we think will grow over
the next 5 to 10 years at roughly 10 percent per year. Spending on
all other components of the budget is projected to grow at only
about half of that rate.

Chairman DOMENICI. Would you state that again, please?

Dr. Reischauer. I said that the rise in the deficit can primarily
be traced to medicare and medicaid, which we expect to grow at

around 10 percent over the course of the next 5 to 10 years; other
spending in the aggregate should grow at roughly half that rate,

roughly 5 percent.

Chairman DOMENICI. Could I ask for one clarification on your 10
percent rise in health care costs for the Federal Grovemment's pro-

grams? Does that include the demographic add-ons, that is, the

new entrants that must be
Dr. Reischauer. Yes; That includes automatic cost-of-living in-

creases, new folks coming into these programs, increases in bene-
fits associated with the progress of medical technology, and higher
earnings records for new social security recipients. All of that is

factored in.
,

Chairman DOMENICI. Thank you.

Dr. Reischauer. By the year 2005, the deficit is projected to

reach $421 billion, or 3.6 percent of GDP, if one assumes that dis-

cretionary spending is adjusted for inflation after the discretionary
caps expire in fiscal year 1998.

If, on the other hand, discretionary spending is frozen at 1998
levels when those caps expire, the deficit would be only $241 bil-

lion, or 2.1 percent of GDP, in 2005, slightly lower than the level

that we experience now.
However, the fiinds available for discretionary programs in 2005

would have only 73 percent of the purchasing power of the appro-
priations that you provided for discretionary programs in the cur-
rent fiscal year. If defense were protected from the insidious effects

of inflation over this 10-year period, the money available for all

other discretionary programs in 2005 would have less than half of
the purchasing power that the 1995 appropriations are providing
to these programs this year.

This hints at some of the tough choices that will have to be made
to balance the budget in 2002, which could be required if the effort

to amend the Constitution is successful.

According to CBO's projections, some combination of spending
cuts and tax increases totaling $322 billion in 2002 would be need-
ed to eliminate the deficit in that year.
There are many possible paths to reach this objective, one of

which we have presented on page 23 of my prepared statement^
for illustrative purposes. This particular path first freezes discre-
tionary spending through 2002 at the dollar levels of the 1998 caps.
That action, together with the resulting debt-service effects, would
produce $89 billion of the $322 billion in savings that are needed
to balance the budget in 2002. The buying power of the discre-
tionary appropriations that would be provided in 2002 under this

» See p. 20.
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path would be about 20 percent less than the 1995 appropriations
provide for these programs.
The illustrative path next assumes further savings from policy

changes in a pattern similar to that of the mandatory program sav-
ings that were contained in the reconciliation bills of 1990 and
1993. If these savings were achieved entirely out of entitlement
and other mandatory spending programs, excluding social security,
they would represent about a 20 percent reduction from current-
policy levels for those programs. In other words, you would have
to lop roughly a fifth off food stamps, medicaid, medicare, student
loan programs, farm price supports, et cetera.

Looking over the period from 1996 to 2002, the savings in the
CBO illustrative path that result directly from policy ch£inges total

more thsin $1 trillion, and the associated debt-service savings
amount to around $175 billion. But this picture probably overstates
the severity of the required policy-related cuts. If the policy

changes required to balance the budget are enacted into law soon,

and financial markets are convinced that policymakers would stay
the course, CBO would expect interest rates to fall below those in-

cluded in the CBO forecast. That would increase the debt-service

savings and reduce the amount of savings needed from policy

changes. If interest rates were as much as 1 percentage point below
the level assumed in the CBO forecast by the year 2000—and we
think that is a plausible set of assumptions—the amount of savings
needed over the 1996 to 2002 period from policy changes would be
almost $140 billion less than the $1,035 trillion shown in that
table.

I have testified many times before this committee on the long-
run economic benefits of reducing the deficit. Productivity would in-

crease; living standards would rise; we would be less dependent on
foreigners for future investment funding; and our debt-to-GDP
ratio would begin to decline.

But in economic terms, the road to a balanced budget would be
one that we have never traveled before. It would involve sustained
fiscal restraint that would average about four-tenths of a percent
of GDP per year over this 6- or 7-year period. The contractionary
effects of this would be offset to some degree by lower interest rates
that would result from a reduction in Federal credit demands and
possibly from an easing of monetary policy by the Federal Reserve;
as well as by stronger exports that would be brought on by reduced
exchange rates.

Nevertheless, it would be foolish not to assume that there will

be a few bumps along this road if we begin traveling it.

Let me conclude by noting that the discretionary and mandatory
cuts contained in the illustrative path to a balanced budget are

large, but they are not unattainable. Their size could be reduced,
of course, if tax increases were considered as part of the equation.

If taxes are cut, on the other hand, deeper spending cuts will be
required.

Irrespective of the outcome of that debate, the effort to balance
the budget should trigger some much-needed rethinking about the
activities that the Federal Government should continue to pursue,
and those which, in times of fiscal stringency, are better left to

other levels of government or to the private sector. And as the new
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Senator from Tennessee pointed out, I think that is the crux of the
issue that is before this Congress.

I will end at that point and will be glad to answer any questions
that the committee might have.
Chairman DOMENICI. Thank you very much, Dr. Reischauer.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Reischauer follows:]

Prepared Statement of Robert D. Reischauer, Director, Congressional
Budget Office

Chairman Domenici, Senator Exon, and members of the committee, I am pleased
to be with you this morning to review the state of the economy and the budget. Next
week, the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) will publish The Economic and Budget
Outlook: Fiscal Years 1996-2000, which describes our current views in considerable

detail. We have provided advance copies for the committee. My testimony summa-
rizes that report.

No fundamental change in the economic or budget situation has occured since

CBO published The Economic and Budget Outlook: An Update in August 1994. The
economy may be a bit more robust in 1995 than had been anticipated at that time,

but a likely slowdown in growth in 1996 leaves the long-term economic outlook little

different from last summer's. CBO expects that the high levels of business invest-

ment and purchases of durable goods tnat spurred the economy to a 3.7 percent real

rate of growth in 1994 will continue into the fu-st part of 1995. Because tne economy
is already operating close to its potential (the level of gross domestic product, or
GDP, consistent with the stable rate of inflation), that growth is expected to result

in somewhat higher rates of inflation and interest. In turn, those higher interest

rates are hkely to slow growth by the end of 1995—cutting it to 2.5 percent in 1995
and 1.9 percent in 1996 and dampening inflationary pressures. In CBO's longer-

term projections, average annual growth after 1996 is close to the 2.4 percent rate
of growth estimated for potential GDP, over the 1997-2000 period covered by those
projections, inflation averages 3.4 percent and interest rates drift down.
CBO proiects that the deficit will decline from the $203 billion registered in 1994

to $176 billion in 1995, the lowest level since 1989 and the lowest as a percentage
of GDP (2.5 percent) since 1979. After reaching a trough in 1995, the deficit will

rise to $207 billion in 1996 (2.8 percent of GDP), grow again in 1997, and then level

off in 1998. Those projections assume no change in current policies governing taxes
and mandatory spending; they also assume compliance with the limits on discre-
tionary appropriations that are in place through 1998. Under the assumption that
spending lor discretionary programs increases at the rate of inflation after 1998,
deficits will grow to $284 billion (3.1 percent of GDP) in 2000, the last year of CBO's
regular projections. Under an alternative baseline that assumes that discretionary
spending remains fi"ozen at the dollar level of the 1998 caps, deficits increase only
to $243 billion in 2000.
CBO's extended projections for 2001 through 2005, which are less detailed than

those through 2000, show deficits continuing to mount in dollar terms through 2005
if discretionary spending is adjusted for inflation after 1993 (see Figure 1 at the end
of this statement). Deficits also grow as a percentage of GDP—to 3.6 percent in
2005. There is no reason to believe that this trend will be reversed in the years after
that; indeed, the growth in the deficit is likely to accelerate in the second decade
of the 21st century as large numbers of baby boomers become eligible for social secu-
rity and medicare benefits. Extended baseline projections that assume that discre-
tionary spending is frozen at the 1998 level show deficits that are nearly constant
fi-om 2000 throught 2005. As a percentage of GDP, the deficit in that baseline
shrinks from 2.7 percent in 1998 to 2.1 percent 2005.
Higher-than-anticipated interest payments and lower revenues, which are only

partically offset by lower spending for medical care programs, have pushed up
CBO's deficit projection for fiscal years 1995 throught 1999 from last August's esti-

mates by an average of almost $25 billion a year. After 2002, however, the deficits
in the new extended projections are a little lower than the deficits projected in Au-
gust.

The Congress in considering a constitutional amendment, which could go into ef-

fect as early as 2002, requiring a balanced budget. CBO currently projects a deficit
of $322 billion for that year (assuming that discretionary spending is adjusted for
inflation after 1998), which is only $3 hillion more than the amount estimated last
August. To illustrate the magnitude of the task facing those who would have to
enact policies to comply with the balanced budget requirement, CBO has con-
structed an illustrative path leading to a balanced budget in 2002 that entails defi-
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cit reduction of $1.2 trillion over the 1996-2000 period. Major changes in current
policies would be required to achieve deficit reduction on that scale.

CBO forecasts that the strong economic growth that the Nation experienced
throughout 1994 will continue into the first part of 1995. Because the economy is

operating close to its potential, that growth will increase inflationary pressures and
is likely to trigger additional efforts by the Federal Reserve Board to rein in the
economy with higher short-term interest rates. In the CBO forecast, the resulting
moderate slowdown at the end of 1995 and during 1996 will gradually bring GDP
back in line with potential output without seriously disrupting the economy. Even
with somewhat higher short-term growth and the slowdown in 1996, the current
economic projections for 1997 through 1999 are little difference from those CBO
made last August.

THE FORECAST FOR 1995 AND 1996

The robust growth that the U.S. economy experienced in 1994 is likely to continue
through the first part of 1995 but will fade by the end of the year. The 3.7 percent
increase in real output (on a fourth-quarter-to-fourth-queirter basis) and the creation
of over 3 million new jobs in 1994 were achieved without an increase in inflation,

but that performance is not likely to be repeated in 1995 (see Table P). Because
the economy is already operating close to its potential, it cannot persistently expand
faster than the growth of potential output—estimated at 2.4 percent a year by
CBO—without triggering modestly high inflation.

The Federal Reserve, which is determined to avoid any significant increase in in-

flation, raised the Federal funds rate by 250 basis points (2.5 percentage points) in

1994 and is likely to further boost short-term interest rates in 1995. CBO forcasts

that 90-day Treasury bill rates will average 6.2 percent in 1995—up from 3.2 per-
cent in the first quarter of 1994. Rates for 10-year Treasury notes are expected to

increase more modestly. The high rates of business investment and personal con-
sumption of durable goods that drove the economy forward in 1994 apparently have
not yet declined and will keep growth strong in the first part of 1995. However, by
1996, the cumulative effect of past and future hikes in interest rates should begin
to bring the economy back in line with potential output. As a result, CBO expects
that growth of real GDP will slow to 1.9 percent in 1996.
Unemployment will remain low in 1995—it is forecast to average 5.5 percent com-

pared with 6.1 percent 1994—but will climb to 5.7 percent in 1996. Even at 1996's
slightly higher level, unemployment will be below CBO's estimate of 6.0 percent for

the nonaccelerating inflation rate of unemployment (NAIRU). A sustained unem-
ployment rate below the NAIRU indicates a future increase in wage inflation. With
unemployment below the NAIRU and GDP exceeding potential output, inflation is

expected to rise in 1995 and 1996. Because the economy has not become too over-

heated and is expected to cool down later this year, the forecast upswing in the
consumer price index for all urban consumers (CPI-U) is modest—from 2.8 percent
in 1994 to 3.2 percent in 1995 and 3.4 percent in 1996 (see Table 12 ).

CBO's forecast assumes that the recent anticipated future increases in short-term
interest rates engineered by the Federal Reserve will restrain the economy to an
appropriate degree. If the continuing strong growth that CBO foresees in early 1995
does not take place—if the economy has already started to cool off—the expected
additional monetary tightening will slow growth sooner and more sharply than an-

ticipated. Alternatively, if the economy proves stronger and more resistant than ex-

pected to the anticipated increases in interest rates and it surges well above poten-

tial output, the Federal Reserve will probably respond with even higher interest

rates to combat the risk of inflation. That stronger-than-expected growth and the

Federal Reserve's response to it could usher in a cycle of boom and bust for the

economy.
Some economists argue that potential output may be greater than CBO estimates,

in which case the economy could grow at its current rate for some time without trig-

gering higher inflation. The Federal Reserve, however, is unlikely to allow such
growth unless the evidence for a shift in potential output is more compelling than
it currently is.

PROJECTIONS FOR 1997 THROUGH 2000

CBO attempts to forecast the cyclical fluctuations in the economy only for the

next 2 years. Beyond 1996, its projections are based on trends in fundamental fac-

iSeep. 18.
2 See p. 18.
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tors that determine the potential growth of the economy, including growth in the
labor force, projectivity, and national saving.

CBO's proiections follow a path that has the gap between GDP and potential GDP
reaching it historical average level—with GDP 0.6 percent below potential—at the
end of the projection period in 2000. Because CBO estimates that the level of GDP
will exceed potential output in 1996, the average annual real growth projected for

1997 througn 2000 is slightly below the estimated 2.4 percent rate of ^owth of po-

tential output (see Table 2^ ). Unemployment is expected to increase slightly to 6.0

percent, the estimated level of the NAIRU. Projected consumer price increases are

assumed to average 3.4 percent a year over the period, with projected interest rates

declining from the levels associated with efforts to slow the economy in 1995 and
1996.
Although CBO now projects that the deficits for fiscal years 1995 through 1999

will be almost $25 billion a year higher, on average, than it anticipated last August,

the fundamental budget outlook is not very different from the one CBO projected

then. Moreover, there has been no substantial change in CBO's deficit projections

since its report in September 1993, which for the first time reflected the more than
$400 billion in deficit reduction enacted in the Omnibus Budget Reconciliaiton Act
of 1993 (see Figure 2^ ). The deficit is still expected to fall in 1995 to its lowest level

since 1989 and its lowest point as a percentage of GDP since 1979. As was also the

case in August, the deficit is projected to be^n rising again in 1996. CBO's extended
budget projections show that trend continuing through 2005 if spending for discre-

tionary programs increases at the rate of inflation after 1998. After 2002, currently

projected deficits are slightly lower than the deficits forecast in August.

THE OUTLOOK FOR THE DEFICIT

Since 1992's record-high shortfall of $290 billion, the deficit has declined to $255
billion (4.0 percent of GDP) in 1993 and $203 billion (3.1 percent of GDP) in 1994.

(Although a record in dollar terms, the 1992 deficit as a percentage of GDP was far

short—at 4.9 percent—of even a postwar record.) CBO projects that the deficit will

decline for a third straight year to $176 billion (2.5 percent of GDP) in 1995 (see

Table 3^ ). That gratifying trend is expected to end the next year, however, with the
deficit climbing under current laws to $207 billion (2.8 percent of GDP) in 1996 and
$224 billion in 1997 (2.9 percent of GDP) before leveling off in 1998.
The standardized-employment deficit, which is an estimate of the deficit that

would occur if the economy was operating at its potential, is of interest because it

is a measure of the fiscal posture of the Federal budget without the cyclical effects

of the economy. When the economy is operating below potential, the deficit swells
as a result of reductions in revenues and increased spending for programs such as
unemployment insurance. When the economy is operating above potential, revenues
are increased and spending is lower. Because in CBO's forecast the economy will

be operating close to potential throughout the 1995-2000 period, the projected
standardized-employment deficits differ little from the projected total deficits. De-
spite that, a look at the standardized-employment deficit as a percentage of poten-
tial GDP is still illuminating. That measure varies only slightly from year to year
during the 1994-1998 period, which makes it clear that the fiscal stance of the
budget changes hardly at all during that time.
CBO's baseline projections for mandatory spending programs and taxes represent

the outlays and revenues that will result if no changes are made in the laws govern-
ing those parts of the budget. The projections for discretionary spending (spending
controlled by annual appropriations) assume compliance with the discretionary
spending limits for 1996 through 1998 establilshed for general-purpose appropria-
tions in the Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985 and for
specific anticrime appropriations in the Violent Crime Control and Law Enforce-
ment Act of 1994. Because no level of discretionary spending is set by law for the
years after 1998, CBO makes two different projections of the deficit for 1999 and
later years. In one projection, discretionary spending grows at the rate of inflation;

the purchasing power of the appropriations is thus held constant at the 1998 level.

In the other, discretionary spending is frozen at the 1998 dollar level.

In the baseline projections with discretionary spending adjusted for inflations
after 1998, the deficit resumes its upward path after the pause in 1998. By 2000,
the last year of CBO's regular projections, the deficit of $284 billion is almost back
to the record level of 1992 (although at 3.1 percent, it is well below the 1992 deficit

3 See p. 17.
» See p. 16.
6 See p. 17.
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as a percentage of GDP). CBO's extended projections show deficits that continue to
chmb after 2000, reaching $421 billion (3.6 percent of GDP) in 2005. The mounting
deficits continue to be fueled primarily by increases in medicaid and medicare, even
though projected costs for those programs are somewhat lower that CBO had esti-

mated last August. All spending other than that for medicaid and medicare is pro-
jected to grow at an average rate of about 5 percent a year between 1998 and 2005,
slightly slower than the rise in revenues. Projected spending for the two big Federal
health programs, however, increases at an average rate of almost 10 percent a year
after 1998.

In the baseline projections without inflation adjustments for discretionary spend-
ing after 1998, deficits level off at around $240 billion a year from 1999 through
2005. (The projected deficit of $242 billion for 2005 is equal to 2.1 percent of GDP.)
Freezing discretionary appropriations at the 1998 dollar level through 2005 would
result in funding for discretionary programs in 2005 that had about 27 percent less

purchasing power than the 1995 appropriations. If total discretionary spending was
frozen at the nominal 1998 level but defense spending was preserved at the 1995
funding level adjusted for inflation, the money available for all other discretionary

programs in 2005 would have less than half the purchasing power of the 1995 ap-
propriations for those programs.

All mandatory spending is the same in both baselines, except that interest pay-
ments reflect the lower deficits and debt in the version that does not adjust discre-

tionary spending for inflation after 1998.

CHANGES IN THE PROJECTIONS

The deficits that CBO currently projects for 1995 through 1999 are almost $25
billion a year higher, on average, than those projected last August (see Table 4^ ).

Yet despite those increases, there has been no fundamental change in the deficit

outlook. In fact, by 2003, the deficits in CBO's current extended projections are
slightly lower than the deficits CBO projected in August.

Legislation enacted since then has had very little effect on the deficit outlook. The
two most significant laws were an act making major changes in the Federal crop
insurance program in hopes of avoiding future ad hoc disaster assistance to farmers
and an act implementing the Uruguay Round of the General Agreement on Tariffs

and Trade (GATT). The crop insurance legislation increased estimates of the deficit

by almost $1 billion a year. Because CBO's baseline projections were made on the
basis of current law, they did not include any spending that might result from the
enactment of future ad hoc disaster bills. Therefore, reducing the likelihood of such
legislation did notproduce savings that could offset the higher spending for crop in-

surance. The GATT implementing legislation added almost $3 billion to deficits over
the 1995—1999 period because losses in revenues from lower tariffs were not com-
pletely offset by other revenue increases and spending cuts.

Changes in the economic forecast since August have had a greater effect on deficit

projections than did legislation. Thoses changes have pushed down projected reve-

nues by $9 billion in 1996 and $8 billion in 1997, largely because of lower wage and
salary income than had been forecast in August. More significantly, the higher in-

terest rates in the new forecast have driven up projected Federal interest payments
by more than $15 billion a year, on average, in 1996 through 1999.
Taken altogether, technical reestimates—those changes that cannot be attributed

to legislation or revisions in the economic forecast—have had little impact on projec-

tions of the deficit. But looking only at the total effect masks some significant

changes. Projected medicaid spending is lower in every year—by as much as $13 bil-

lion in 1999—than was estimated in August, reflecting actual 1994 outlays that

were lower than expected and evidence that the rapid growth in that program has
slowed. Medicare expenditures are down only slightly over the 1995-1999 period,

but CBO's extended forecasts have significantly lowered spending for medicare as

well as medicaid in the years after 2000. The medicaid reductions in 1995 through
2000, however, are more than offset by technical reestimates that bring down pro-

jected revenues to reflect smaller-than-anticipated tax collections in 1994 and in-

creased spending for a variety of programs other than medicare and medicaid.

A constitutional amendment requiring a balanced Federal budget will be consid-

ered during the early days of the 104th Congress. If the Congress adopts such an
amendment this year and three-quarters of the State legislatures ratify it over the

next few years, the requirement could apply to the budget for fiscal year 2002. If

the budget is to be balanced by 2002, it is important that the Congress and the

President begin immediately to put into effect policies that will achieve that goal.

6 See p. 19.
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According to CBO's latest projections of a baseline that adjusts discretionary spend-

ing for inflation after 1998, some combination of spending cuts and tax increases

totaling $322 billion in 2002 would be needed to eliminate the deficit in that year.

The amounts of deficit reduction called for in the years preceding 2002 depend on
both the exact policies adopted and when the process begun.

For illustrative purposes, CBO has laid out one of many possible paths to a bal-

anced budget in 2002 (see Table 5"^). Starting from a baseline that assumes that

discretionary spending is adjusted for inflations after 1998, that path first shows the

savings that would be achieved by fi-eezing discretionary spending through 2002 at

the dollar level of the 1998 cap. Such a freeze, along with the resulting debt-service

effect, would produce $89 billion of the required savings of $322 billion in 2002.

Under the fi-eeze policy, the buying power of total discretionary appropriations in

2002 would be approximately 20 percent less than in 1995.

CBO also built into its illustrative path a possible course of savings from further

policy changes. The amounts of those savings are not based on the adoption of any
particular set of poUcies; they do assume, however, that policy changes are phased

in between 1996 and 1999 in a pattern that is similar to the changes in mandatory
spending enacted in the last two major efforts at deficit reduction in 1990 and 1993.

;^er 1999, the assumed savings increase at the baseline rate of growth for entitle-

ment and other mandatory spending, excluding social security—implying that the

cuts implemented in earlier years have a permanent effect but no additional policy

changes have been made. If those savings were achieved entirely out of entitlement

and other mandatory programs (excluding social security), they would represent

about a 20 percent reduction fi"om current-policy levels for those programs.
Over the entire 1996-2002 period, the savings in CBO's illustrative path that re-

sult directly from policy changes total more that $1 trillion (in relations to a base-

line that adjusts discretionary spending for inflation after 1998). When the resulting

savings in debt-service pa)Tnents are included, the total exceeds $1.2 trillion. As
noted, this path and the resulting $1.2 trillion in savings are illustrative only; the
actual amount of cumulative deficit reduction over the 1996-2002 period will de-

pend on the timing and exact nature of the policies enacted to achieve balance in

2002.

The required savings fi"om policy changes would be smaller and the debt-service
savings greater if, as CBO anticipates, ongoing deficit reduction efforts over this pe-

riod in lower interest rates. CBO believes that by 2000, interest rates could be as
much as 1 percentage point lower than it currently forecasts if spending cuts and
tax increases that would lead to a balanced budget have been enacted and the finan-

cial markets are convinced that policymakers will maintain those policies. CBO esti-

mates that such a drop in interest rates would lower projected Federal interest pay-
ments—and the amount of savings fi"om policy changes needed to balance the budg-
et—by almost $140 billion over the 1996-2002 period.

CONCLUSION

CBO's most recent economic and budget projections underscore the challenge fac-

ing policymakers who may have to enact the spending cuts or tax increases needed
to balance the budget by 2002. Although the long-term budget outlook is no worse
now than it was last August, the new projections emphasize that the deficit can be
eliminated only through major changes in current policies.

'' See p. 20.
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Figure 1.

Comparison of CBO Projections With and Without Discretionary Inflation After 1998 (By fiscal year)

Billions of Dollars

With Oiscredonary Inflation

WHhout Discretionary bmation

1M6 1M7 19M 2001 3003 200S

SOURCE: Congressional Budget Office.

NOTE: Caps on discfetionafy spending are set by law mrough 1996 Measures of the defidi "with discretiorwy inflation* assume thai discretionary

spendnggrTMsal the lak of inflation afler 1996 Measures of the defldi "wlthoul discretionary inflation* assume that discretionary spending
remains frozen in doltar tarms at ttie level of the 1996 cape.

Figure 2.

Comparison of CBO Deficit Projections (By fiscal year)

Billions of Dollars

August 1M4

JaiwMryltM

1M2 1M4 IMS IMS 2000 3002

SOURCE. Congressional Budget Office

NOTE The projections assume that discretionary spending nses with inflation after the caps ei^Mre in 1996
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Table 2.

The Economic Forecast and Projections (By calendar year)
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Table 1.

Comparison of Forecasts for 1995 and 1996

Nominal GDP

Actual

1993
Estimated

1994

Fourth Quarter to Fourth Quarter

(Percentage change)

199S

CBO
Blue Chip
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Table 4.

Changes in CBO Deficit Projections (By fiscal year, in billions of dollars)

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999

August 1 994 Baseline Total Deficit

with Discretionary Inflation After 1998

Changes
Policy changes

Economic assumptions

Revenues*

Net interest

Other outlays

Subitotal

Technical reestmates

Revenues*

Deposit insurance'

Medicaid and Medicare

Net interesf

Other outlays

Subtotal

Total

162 197

2
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Table S.

Illustrative Deficit Reduction Path (By fiscal year, in billions of dollars)

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002
1996-

2002

CBO January Baseline

Deficit with Discretonary

Inflaton After 1 998 176 207 224 222 253 284 297 322

Freeze Discretionary

Outlays After 1998
Discretionary reduction

Debt service

-19

-1

-38

-2

-58

-6

-78

-10

-193

-19

Total Deficit Reduction -19 -40 -63 -89 -212

CBO January Baseline

Deficit Without Discretionary

Inflation After 1998 176 207 224 222 234 243 234 234

Additional Deficit Reduction

Policy changes'

Debt service

Total Deficit Reduction

Resulting Deficit
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Chairman Domenici. I was thinking, and sort of reminded by
Senator Exon, that everybody has sung your praises so eloquently,

and if I were in your seat I probably would have asked, "With all

that good news, why am I going?" But you are a gentleman and
did not ask that question, so I thought I would kind of put it on
the record.

I do want to say that for Senator Sasser and me, as we screened

the various nominees, it was a great pleasure to end up with you.

I wanted to say that in my opening remarks, and I forgot.

I want to let a couple other Senators on my side go first, so I will

start with Senator Frist, who was here first.

Senator Frist. I will pass, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman DOMENICI. Does any Senator on our side desire to ask

questions at this point?

Senator Gorton, please proceed, and then we will go to Senator

Exon.
Senator GoRTON. That last table of yours. Dr. Reischauer, is a

most interesting one. It includes, of course, the numbers with the

notation that there are a number of policy changes which could

reach those numbers. Taking the case that you used there—that is

to say, that there are no changes in the tax laws, and we do wish
to balance the budget by 2002 by spending cuts alone; we accept

the freeze that you have posited—what kind of policy changes in

entitlements, especially in medicare and medicaid, are there that

would contribute principally or primarily to reaching that figure?

Dr. Reischauer. Well, as you know, we put out a "cookbook"
each year of options for you to consider, ways to cut the deficit, but
we are not in the business of making recommendations. But to fol-

low the path of Chairman Greenspan, one could change the index-

ing of the Social Security System; one could make major changes
in the way medicaid reimbursements are provided; one could in-

crease the premiums that are paid by better-off Americans for med-
icare (that proposal has been considered by Congress a number of

times); one could establish coinsurance for certain aspects of medi-
care, like laboratory fees and home health care, that now do not
have those copayment amounts.
So there are really a wide variety of incremental changes that

could be added together, or fundamental rethinking of our entitle-

ment system could be on the table, and the Congress could decide
that certain of these programs are no longer a high priority.

Senator Gorton. Well, let us take the one that is in the news
today, the latest idea, that the Consumer Price Index is literally

higher under its present formula than it is in reality. Do you have
any views, first as to whether or not that is true, and if it is true,

the extent to which it is true? Do you agree with what I gather are
the statements at the extreme end by Mr. Greenspan, or do you
feel it is somewhat less than that, and at the level at which you
think changes might be appropriate, what would those levels do
with the figures you have in the statement?

Dr. Reischauer. We put out a report last fall on this very topic,

and we concluded that although more research is certainly needed,
the Consumer Price Index is probably overstating the increase in

the cost of living by somewhere between two-tenths and eight-

tenths of a percentage point each year. That is a pretty wide range.
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It is also a range that is considerably lower than the one put for-

ward by the Chairman of the Federal Reserve.

Taking as a midpoint half a percentage point, if we reduced the

indexing of both benefit programs and tax system by half a per-

centage point from the CPI, total savings over the 1996-2000 pe-

riod would be $64 billion.

Senator GORTON. And if we go to the year 2002, that would be
closer to $100 billion.

Dr. Reischauer. Yes, it would.
Senator GoRTON. And how much of that would be in lower bene-

fits and how much in higher tax collection?

Dr. Reischauer. Of the $64 billion over that 5-year period,

roughly a third, $22 billion, would be associated with higher reve-

nues. We would obviously reduce the index used to adjust the
bracket points in the tax system and the personal exemption and
standard deduction. That would account for $22 billion, and of the
rest, $36 billion would come from reduced spending on benefit pro-

grams, and another $6 billion, roughly, from the associated debt-

service saving, if all of the savings went to lowering the deficit.

Of the $36 billion, the largest chunk, $26 billion of it, would
come from social security. So it is primarily social security savings
and increased taxes that would result from this policy change.
Senator GORTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman DOMENICI. Thank you very much, Senator Gorton.
Senator Exon?
Senator ExoN. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much.
Dr. Reischauer, let me follow up on the questions with regard to

CPI that were raised by my colleague from Washington. I have
long been interested in this particular proposition. Let me phrase
my question in this manner. Do you have estimates, or have you
done any work in your department, on how changes in the CPI
would affect taxpayers and program beneficiaries at different in-

come levels? If you understand, what I am getting at is that while
I recognize that the CPI has been a blanket figure and I suppose
somewhat weighted with regard to averages, perhaps, it is clear to

me that a 27-year-old man and wife with three children are prob-
ably more adversely affected by many of the key elements that are
used in arriving at the CPI.

For example, if you are 77 years old rather than 27 years old,

you do not have children to worry about when you are 77 years
old—at least, hopefully; in most cases, they are out on their own

—

you do not have to worry so much about the increased cost of edu-
cation that is going to be bumping up against those 27-year-olds in

the next 10 or 12 years. You do not have to worry so much about
the cost of interest because usually, when you get to that age, your
home is paid for. By and large, you do not have all of the credit
cards outstanding that the average 27-year-old has today.

I guess what I am talking about—I am not suggesting that we
have a whole series of Consumer Price Indexes, but does the
present CPI tend to favor seniors as opposed to the primary work-
ing groups and young families today?

Dr. Reischauer. Well, it is a Uttle complicated to understand the
effects because there are so many different programs that would be
affected by a policy change of this sort.
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The change in income after taxes from reducing indexation in the

tax system would be sUghtly higher for the bottom two quintiles,

the lower income groups, than it would be for the middle class and
the upper middle class, though roughly the same as for the very

rich.

On the benefits side, the impacts are, as you suggested, much
more significant among lower-income groups—aged people in par-

ticular, who are by and large concentrated in the bottom two or

three quintiles of the income distribution. For people in the upper
income brackets, although they might receive benefits, those bene-

fits amount to a much smaller fraction of their total income, so re-

ducing the rate of growth of the benefits has a much less signifi-

cant impact on their total income.

Senator EXON. Do you have any kind of a table, or have you done
any work on this that you could supply the committee for the

record to show the distribution and how that came about and how
you figured it?

Dr. Reischauer. Yes; we would be glad to. I have it here, but
it is so detailed that I am sure you would not want me to go into

the details.

Senator ExoN. Simplify it so we can understand it and provide
it for the record, please.

Dr. Reischauer. We will be happy to.

[The information requested by Senator Exon follows:]

The table shows the effect of reducing indexation of the Federal income tax by
0.5 percentage points, as well as reducing cost-of-living adjustments by 0.5 points
for social security, supplemental security income, veterans' compensation and pen-
sions, and Federal civilian and military retirement programs. This table represents
the effect in the first year of cutting back on indexation. In the second year, the
effect would be approximately twice that shown here, and the effect would grow
with each additional year of alternative indexing.
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TABLE. EFFECTS OF REDUCING INDEXING IN 1996 BY 0.5 PERCENTAGE POINTS (USING

JANUARY 1995 ECONOMIC ASSUMPTIONS, 1996 INCOME LEVELS, AND 1996 LAW)

Families Ranked by

Adjusted Family Jnccne

All Federal Taxes

Average

Tax Before

Change

Change

in Dollars

Percentage

Change

Income After Taxes

Average

Income Before Change Percentage

Change in Dollars Change

Reduce 1996 Indexing ofFederal Income Tax

First Quintile
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Senator EXON. Let me shift to another matter that we are prob-
ably going to be taking up tomorrow with Mr. Greenspan who will

be here, and that is the Mexican loan guarantee.
Do you agree with all of the estimates from most quarters that

we have heard from that the proposed $40 billion borrowing guar-

antees by the United States government would have no adverse ef-

fect on the budget, certainly in the next year or two, only if there

should be a default at some time in the future? Is that an accurate

description of the plan as you understand it and the risks involved?

Dr. Reischauer. We have done an estimate for one version of

this guarantee proposal that Chairman Leach presented to us,

which was structured much like the plan that the Administration

is putting together. We judged that that proposal would have no
adverse consequences on the deficit, and in fact to the extent that

there was an impact, it would most likely be to reduce the deficit.

In other words, the fees that would be brought in would be larger

than the expected value of the costs to the Federal Government,
which is the way we now estimate the impacts of loan guarantees.

Senator ExoN. Now, having said that, you are not suggesting,
are you. Dr. Reischauer, that we launch on a series of loan guaran-
tees to balance the budget over the long term? [Laughter.]

Dr. Reischauer. I do not think there are enough countries in the
world to give loan guarantees to to bail you out of that one. Sen-
ator.

Senator ExoN. Doctor, let me press you a little further on this.

You are an economist, and we who are not tend to look at econo-
mists as the most well-informed people in the world on all subjects
as long as their conclusions agree with ours, and the dumbest peo-
ple in the world if they do not.

But let me ask you something. I have been, frankly, a little bit

concerned about this bailout. Some people are comparing it to the
S and L difficulties that we have had. Well, it is true that, from
the standpoint of us maybe putting the full faith and credit of the
United States behind these guarantees, it might not be totally un-
like the S and L bailout. A key difference was that, rightly or
wrongly, we were on the hook for bailing out the S and Ls; we are
not yet on hook to bail out Mexico.

It seems to me, though, that there may be an option that has not
been explored. My major concern with regard to the bailout is that
there were a whole lot of people up on Wall Street who cast their
net for a higher interest rate in Mexican waters when the Amer-
ican waters were not very productive, with 3 to 4 to 5 percent in-
terest rates. I understand that some of these entrepreneurs cast
their nets in Mexican waters to get up to maybe three times the
annualized interest rate that they could have gotten in America.

Therefore, it concerns me a great deal that after that opportun-
ism, or greed, or sound marketing investment strategy, depending
on your point of view, that here we are coming along and saying,
well, because you profiteers and you risk-takers invested your
money in those clients of yours in Mexico, and the deal went bad,
now we have an obligation to bail you out.

I vvonder if there has been any consideration given to the fact
that if Mexico is in the trouble that some people say it is today £ind
is near bankruptcy, it would seem to me that those people who
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made those bad investments in Mexico maybe should have that

$10, $20, $30, or $40 billion loan or whatever it is set off to one
side, as you might do with regard to a company that finds itself in

bankruptcy. The bank does not come in and say, "OK, we are going
to pay off all your creditors and let you start anew." I would think
that $40 billion, if we could fashion it in some manner, would be
much stronger to help Mexico in the future by saying to those Wall
Street money changers, "We are not going to bail you out. You
work that out with the Mexican government, and we are not going
to let any of this guarantee money go to guarantee risky invest-

ments that you made and expect the American taxpayer to bail you
out."

It would make just as much sense, it seems to me, if we were
to say to Orange County, "You made a terrible mistake down there,

but we are going to take care of you."
Have the economists ever thought of anjrthing like that, what I

would call a little creative bookkeeping, not to bail out those who
took the heavy risk, but maybe provide some security for Mexico
in the future—which I agree does have some relationship to the
economy of the United States.

Dr. Reischauer. I have not seen any discussion of that, but I am
sure there has been some. There is a dilemma, of course, in a situa-

tion like this in which you have a borrower and a lender. You
might have very little sympathy for the lender, but by punishing
or holding the lender to the risk that that lender accepted as a con-
senting adult earlier, you are also going to visit repercussions on
the borrower. And the borrower is who we are concerned about
right now.
Unfortunately, I think there might be a problem in your proposal

in that Mexico and the United States and the world economy are
looking to these same individuals—mutual funds, pension funds,
Wall Street financial interests

Senator ExoN. Money changers.
Dr. Reischauer. Well, I was trying not to use that word—I still

have to find a job. [Laughter.]
They are looking to those people to provide additional resources

to Mexico not only to help it over this short-term problem, but also
to help it along in its economic development over the course of the
next 5 or 10 years. I think there would be a legitimate concern that
if these lenders were burned, they might not be forthcoming, or
others might not be as willing to get into investments in Mexico.

Senator ExoN. Well, Mr. Chairman, let me just say, to put my
previous caveat into place here, that I do not agree with your con-
clusion. You state the standard conclusion that we hear from all

the economist and from all the money changers. I guess what I am
saying to you is can't we have a little bit of creative situation here.
If I were a banker, and somebody came to me for a loan, I would
simply say, well, I might help you out—just like we do in bank-
ruptcies in the United States today—when somebody goes into
bankruptcy, the banker is not going to say, "OK, we are going to
pay off all of your creditors and let you start anew."

Dr. Reischauer. I wasn't saying
Senator Exon. What they basically say is, 'Tou work that prob-

lem out. Set those people aside. I will be glad to loan you some
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money for a new factory, or to hire new people to get you going in
the future."

What you are saying is the traditional thing that we are faced
with, and that is if you offend one of the money changers, you of-

fend all of the money changers. I resent the fact, and I think it is

pretty ill-advised for the United States of America to get itself into

a position where we are bailing out those who cast their nets for

high interest rates and then come back to Uncle Sam and say, "You
have got to help us out; otherwise, we are in trouble."

I have no further questions, Mr. Chairman. Thank you.

Chairman DOMENICI. Thank you very much.
Dr. Reischauer, I would like to ask a few questions. First of all,

I very much appreciate what I consider to be the very objective

analysis of the fiscal policy of the country and the outyear deficits,

and your analysis of what a constitutional amendment for a bal-

anced budget, if enacted and implemented, could mean.
But I think there are two or three things about your statement

that are rather startling and different, and I would like to dwell
on them for just a minute. But first, let me ask, if I read your testi-

mony and hear it correctly, in spite of the amount of reduction that
we would have to take by the year 2002 or thereabouts under the
current thinking, I read you to say that wdth some ups and downs
and some things you would have to be careful of, that deficit reduc-
tion would not harm the economic prosperity of the United States,
that it would not be bad fiscal policy. Did I read you correctly as
saying that? You may have a preference, but your objective analy-
sis—would you give us that, please?

Dr. Reischauer. Reducing the deficit, achieving a balanced
budget, even achieving a surplus I think are worthy objectives and
ones that the Congress has been pursuing for the last 4 years, at
least, and should continue to pursue. There vrill be long run eco-
nomic benefits from following this course. I have no disagreement
vvdth you on that.

Chairman DOMENICI. Now, the second thing that I find, and
hopefully, we will hear this tomorrow from Dr. Greenspan, is that
while people have been talking about dynamic versus static esti-

mating, I find a rather startling dynsimic exercise in this. CBO
uses djTiamic scorekeeping—in that you are telling us that we
would save an additional $140 billion over that period because
lower interest would result from deficit reduction.

Dr. Reischauer. Over the period.
Chairman DOMENICI. Is it 2002?
Dr. Reischauer. It is 2002.
Chairman DOMENICI. OK. From now until 2002, if the balanced

budget were being implemented and moving in that direction, and
we were getting there, we would save in debt service an additional
$140 billion; is that correct?

Dr. Reischauer. That is. This is actually the same kind of exer-
cise we engaged in at the request of the participants in the budget
summit negotiations in 1990. We were asked then to build into our
economic forecast the consequences of achieving a $500 billion defi-
cit reduction package, which we did, and then you used those eco-
nomic assumptions to price out the savings and the budgetary con-
sequences of the package that was ultimately adopted. This is giv-
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ing you a taste of the same kind of exercise that we engaged in at

that point.

Chairman DOMENICI. OK. So that could be $140 billion. The CPI,

as you indicate, there are numbers all over the ball park, but you
would estimate, using your best numbers, is about another $40 bil-

lion; is that what you told Senator Gorton?
Dr. Reischauer. No; it was that if you took half a percentage

point off the CPI, and you did it on the tax side as well as the ben-

efits side, the savings would be about $64 billion through 2000

—

so presumably closer to $100 billion by 2002.

Chairman Domenici. OK So a CPI adjustment, if rational and
if based on facts and in the nature of what you have described, plus

the interest savings that would come from dramatically reducing

the deficit, we now have $240 billion, if I add the numbers up,

through 2002; is that correct?

Dr. Reischauer. Yes, and that is coming off the $1,035 trillion

aggregate savings on the policy side that one would have to do, as

suggested in our illustrative path. So we are at roughly $800 bil-

lion.

Chairman Domenici. Right. So we have reduced the amount we
would have to find in actual expenditures to roughly $800 billion

under that scenario for the 2002 balanced budget.
Dr. Reischauer. Yes.
Chairman DOMENICI. We will hear, I am sure, on the balanced

budget many talk about the present effects on certain members of
the population of the United States and the State of New Mexico,
and obviously, some will emphasize that we are going to hurt chil-

dren by reducing the deficit. Now, obviously, we do not have to do
that in balancing the budget. You have already stated to Senator
Frist that it depends on what we decide to do with the programs.

I have come to the conclusion that the best thing we can do for
the children of this country and the children yet to come is to bal-
ance the budget and to stay within a sound fiscal policy, because
I believe we are spending their legacy the more we increase this

deficit. And they do not have representation, they do not vote, and
there is no more graphic example of tsixation without representa-
tion than to continue to incur large debt and impose it on the next
and the next generations.
Now, might I ask—I know it is a question of degrees, but would

you not agree that to the extent that we defer and continue to mul-
tiply this deficit that we are really taking from the children and
the next generation of children after that in the United States and
their natural entitlement as Americans to a certain amount of op-
portunity and material wealth?

Dr. Reischauer. Oh, I would certainly agree with you that the
benefits of reducing the deficit and balancing the budget will be
largely bestowed upon the children and grandchildren and future
generations. That does not necessarily mean that we should make
them pay the price for the profligacy that we adults have engaged
in. Rather, all of us have reaped the benefits of deficit spending
over the last couple of decades, and in a just system, one would ex-
pect the adults, not the children, to try to right the system that
they set off-kilter earher.
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Chairman DOMENICI. Let me proceed with just two other things.

One, quickly, you have not heretofore had to estimate what the def-

icit would be in the year 2005, so in this context, it is the first

time. And you are saying, using your kind of evaluations, that it

will be up to $421 biUion in the year 2005, and that will be up from

what level this year?
Dr. Reischauer. For the current year, $176 billion.

Chairman DOMENICI. And the next year?

Dr. Reischauer. But a better way to look at it, of course, is as

a percentage of GDP, because $1 in 2005 will be a very different

animal from $1 today. What we will have then is a deficit that will

be 3.6 percent of GDP as opposed to 2.5 percent, which is the cur-

rent level.

Chairman Domenici. Yes, I understand, Dr. Reischauer, but it is

my opinion that one of the reasons we need a constitutional amend-
ment—which I did not think we needed 15 years ago—is that when
we use comparisons, we will never lock the gate; and the $421 bil-

lion will not be $421 billion, it will be bigger than that, until we
have some way of actually starting the clock. So I just want the

numbers. The numbers are $421 biUion in the year 2005, and what
is it going to be in the year 1996?

Dr. Reischauer. In 1996, $207 billion.

Chairman Domenici. OK. So that however you regard it, it is up
over $200 billion in 10 years.

Dr. Reischauer. Right.

Chairman Domenici. Does that not mean that we have not made
structural changes in how we spend our money, so that we could

get to a balanced budget? We have not done that yet in our budget
exercises.

Dr. Reischauer. Well, I would emphasize the point that Senator
Conrad made, which is that in fact you have done a tremendous
amount. If one looked at the underlying structural problem that

faced this country in the spring of 1990 and compared the current
situation to that, one would have to conclude that the deficit reduc-
tion bills of 1990 and 1993 solved a little bit over half of the prob-

lem that existed in the spring of 1990. So you have made two giant

steps forward. They still leave half of the problem there, and that
is still a huge amount.
The changes that were made probably should not be defined as

structural; I think you are right there. They were modifications

around the edges of our existing policy structure, but we did not

fundamentally rethink either the revenue side or the spending side,

particularly the entitlement side. What we did was shave a little

here, twist a little off there, snap a few twigs.

Chairman DoMENlCl. Well, you have said it better than I, and I

thank you.
My last one is that Senator Exon has made a point—and I will

not quote your remarks—but something to the effect that if the
budget is to be balanced by 2002, it is vitally important that Con-
gress begin immediately—and the President, you said—that Con-
gress and the President begin immediately to put into effect poli-

cies that achieve that goal.

Dr. Reischauer, you do not give us policy advice, so you did not
intend that statement to mean that in your opinion, before we pass

93696 95-2
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a constitutional amendment, we should put a total blueprint of how
we get there out for the AmericEin public; that was not part of your
job of being CBO Director. Is that correct? Am I correct or not?

Dr. Reischauer. Are you nervous about what I am going to say?

[Laughter.]
Chairman DOMENICI. No; I just know you are a very honest per-

son, and I know you have sdways done right.

Dr. Reischauer. No, no, I did not say that.

Chairman DOMENICI. Thank you very much.
Now, obviously, I would just ask you a follow-up question. What

if we actually did $450 billion in net deficit reduction over the next

5 years—I am going to use that number of $450 billion—would that

be moving in the right direction?

Dr. Reischauer. That would be a very significant step forward.

You would be well on your way, particularly if those savings in-

volved changes in the structure of entitlement programs or the tax

system. If, however, you achieved $450 billion in savings largely

through sales of assets or reductions in discretionary programs,
some of which involved really a deferral of inevitable spending

—

such as large-scale elimination of military procurement, when we
know that many of the weapon systems that we bought during the
1980's are going to have to be replaced early in the next century

—

then I in my role as an outside observer and other folks up on Wall
Street would say that you had nibbled the bullet but you had not
bit it.

Chairman DOMENICI. Thank you very much.
Senator Murray, you are next.

Senator Murray. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to go back to the line of questioning that Senator Exon

started on the Mexican peso crisis. I heard your response that you
did not see an adverse impact on the budget, but let me ask the
question differently. I saw in your economic and budget outlook on
page 11, you have an analysis of the Mexican crisis. I will read it

to you. You write, "Although the crisis is likely to have significant
effects on the Mexican economy, the overall effect on the U.S. econ-
omy will be small, particularly if stabihzing measures and reforms
prove successful."

Are you saying that if we do not do the bailout, the effect on the
U.S. economy will be insignificant?

Dr. Reischauer. One has to put all this in some perspective. Our
exports to Mexico amount to about 1 percent of GDP. No matter
what happens to the Mexican economy or to the bailout, Mexico is

going to import a considerable amount from us. So it is inconceiv-
able that that 1 percent would be eliminated. What we are talking
about is some modest reduction in that amount. And if the finan-
cial situation in Mexico stabilizes, it is more likely that the value
of the peso will rise

Senator MURRAY. Is this with the bailout or without?
Dr. Reischauer. With the bailout, or with whatever mechanisms

might be brought forward. But with the bailout, the value of the
Mexican peso will rise, and exports from Mexico into the United
States will not surge as much as they would otherwise. I would say
It is a matter of degree, but I think the issue here is that under
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most plausible scenarios, this is not going to have a huge impact
on the American economy.

Senator Murray. The crisis in Mexico.
Dr. Reischauer. The crisis in Mexico. It will have even less of

an impact if we do—I do not want to use the word "bailout"—if we
do provide

Senator Murray. Loan guarantees.
Dr. Reischauer [continuing]. Guaranteed loans. The important

thing to remember is that Mexico is not bankrupt. It has an econ-

omy that has gone through some very rapid reforms and changes.
It has a budget that has been in pretty good shape over the last

couple of years. It has adopted a lot of economic reforms, privatiza-

tion and deregulation. It is going through some difficult reforms in

its political system, evolving from a one-party state into a multi-

party state, but it is a country that has oil, which is an inter-

national currency right now.
So we are not dealing here with a basket case; we are dealing

with an economy that has stumbled.
Senator Murray. Who holds the short-term debt? Who are we

bailing out?
Dr. Reischauer. A lot of the short-term debt is owned by inves-

tors in the United States, some by people in Japan, pension funds,

insurance companies, those who, as Senator Exon said, were look-

ing for higher returns in 1993 when interest rates in the United
States were very low for short-term money, and they were at-

tracted to the rates being paid by Mexico. Mexico used that money
basically to support a current-account deficit that was
unsustainable in the long run, and Mexican leaders were reluctant
to take the steps they probably should have taken because it was
in a Presidential election year. I think there is some sympathy in

this room for that kind of response.
Senator Murray. I appreciate that, and my time is going to run

out, so I want to switch quickly to another topic that is important:
the unfunded mandates bill, which is on the floor of the Senate
right now. We are considering it as reported out of the Govern-
mental Affairs Committee.
My read of that bill is that it shifts a great burden to CBO to

give us estimates on every amendment and bill that comes before
us. If this bill is to pass as it is, how are you going to set priorities

about which bills and which amendments you are going to esti-

mate.
Dr. Reischauer. If the bill is passed, we would hope that CBO

would be provided with additional resources to undertake this ac-

tivity. I mean, this is an organization that is flat-out right now pro-
viding you with regular cost estimates, budget projections, and
other analyses, most of which are required by law.

Senator Murray. So it would be very difficult for you.
Dr. Reischauer. This bill has within it authorizations for more

resources for CBO.
Senator Murray. Yes, $4.5 million.

Dr. Reischauer. Yes. If those resources are not provided to CBO,
and we are required to provide this new information, some of the
existing information that you now receive and depend on and is
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necessary for the functioning of the budget process will not be
done.

Senator Murray. In your estimation, could CBO become the new
source of gridlock for Congress?

Dr. Reischauer. I do not think that will be the case.

Senator Murray. So you would be able to get back all of the esti-

mates? What if there are 13 amendments on the floor?

Dr. Reischauer. We will do our best to do what is required by
law. The law requires us to provide this service for bills reported

from committees, and right now
Senator Murray. Let me go back and ask how would you set pri-

orities? If you were to get 13 amendments today, how would you
decide which ones to go to work on? How would the CBO decide

that?
Dr. Reischauer. I will give you the same answer that I gave

during the health care debate, which is that I would hope that we
would get guidance from the bipartisan leadership of the Congress.

I say that having not received the guidance I asked for on the

health reform legislation, but that will be the problem of my suc-

cessor, not one that I will have to worry about.

Senator Murray. Thank you.

Chairman Domenici. Senator Snowe?
Senator Snowe. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I also want to add my words of appreciation, Dr. Reischauer, for

your longstanding service to Congress in your capacity as director
of the Congressional Budget Office. I know you provided invaluable
assistance to us, and you were always forthright in your testimony
before the Budget Committee and the Congress, so I just want to

wish you well, because I know it was often a difficult and thankless
task. I certainly appreciate all that you have done for us during
your term of office.

First of all, I want to be clear on one issue concerning the Mexi-
can loan guarantee program. Will there be a cost impact on our
budget?

Dr. Reischauer. The estimate that we have provided on the only
bill that has been given to us for a cost estimate is that there will

be no impact on the budget in a negative sense. There could be a
positive impact in the sense that the fees that would be charged
to Mexico would more than offset the expected costs.

Senator Snowe. In your budget deficit projections for the future,
by what amount will we be required to reduce the deficit in order
to balance the budget by the year 2002?

Dr. Reischauer. If you just look at that year, that single year,
the answer is $322 billion.

Senator Snowe. Right, but between now and then, for each sub-
sequent

Dr. Reischauer. Well, you could do it in an infinite number of
ways. You could procrastinate until 2002 and then cut it all, the
economy would go in the tank, you would all be replaced, and we
could start again. [Laughter.]

Senator Snowe. That is heart-warming.
Dr. Reischauer. Well, that is one form of term limits. [Laugh-

ter.]
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A more responsible and judicious way to do this would be to

begin immediately with the 1996 budget resolution and reconcili-

ation instructions in it. We have provided you with one of a large

number of reasonable paths that would get you there.

Senator Snowe. So $322 billion is what would be required of us
in the year 2002 if we did nothing between now and then?

Dr. Reischauer. Right.

Senator Snowe. OK.
Dr. Reischauer. But that is not really a possibility.

Senator Snowe. Right, exactly. Is 7 years a sufficient period of

time in which to reduce and balance the budget by that amount of

money, assuming that that is the correct estimate, without any
changes—and obviously, we know that will not happen.

Dr. Reischauer. It will be a tough row to hoe, but not an impos-

sible one, and the objective a desirable. It will take some sacrifice,

and as I suggested in my remarks, there will be some bumps along
it. If the economy goes into recession, if there are some kinds of ex-

ternal shocks that we face, if there are some sort of major catas-

trophes in this country like there have been in Japan—these types
of things one can never predict, and yet one knows that something
will occur between now and 2002 that we have not foreseen.

Senator Snowe. But do your assumptions include either a period
of inflation or a recession between now and the year 2002?

Dr. Reischauer. No, not really, but we do not assume that the
economy is going to operate along a path represented by its full po-

tential. We believe that right now the economy is operating a bit

above its full potential, and we have projected that between now
and 2005, it will gradually fall to half a percentage point below its

potential, which is consistent with some periods of relatively slow
growth and some of average growth.

Senator Snowe. My concern, in terms of these deficit projections
into the future, is that you have obviously had to recalculate the
amount of the deficit beyond 1996 by $25 billion per year. Now, in
addition to that tax receipts were off in 1994 by $8 billion, based
on your calculation. If the economy were growing vigorously, ac-

cording to your statement in your testimony, then what accounted
for that decline and why the reestimate of $25 billion per year?
That is a major amount. I am concerned, as we are looking at bal-

ancing the budget, about what might also be required of us in the
future for reestimating the amount of the deficit.

Dr. Reischauer. Well, not to be too humble, but in our business
$25 billion is not very much by which to be off. Interest rates have
gone up, and that is a significant part of the change. You have to

remember when we are talking about being off" by $8 billion on rev-

enues, that we are talking about a base of $1.2 trillion or $1.3 tril-

lion, and having an error of that amount is really rather small.
One does not want these errors always to be in the same direc-

tion, which is that spending is higher and taxes are lower. In the
last couple of years, we have actually overestimated the deficit and
brought our numbers down. This is the first time in a couple of
years that we are bringing them up.

I should add that although you are correct that we have raised
our deficit estimates over the next 5 years by an average of about
$25 billion since we reported to you in August, if you look out to
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the year 2004, the deficit is actually a tad below what we thought
it was going to be then. So other changes—namely, the slowdown
that we anticipate in medicare and medicaid spending—have more
than offset in the longer run the changes in interest rates and
taxes that we see in the short run.

Senator Snowe. I was just concerned given the fact that the task
is much greater if the deficit estimates increase, and assuming that

we pass a balanced budget amendment—which I hope that we do.

Dr. Reischauer. There is a lot of uncertainty in here, and if you
pass the amendment, you might be coming back for painful mid-
course corrections every couple of years.

Senator Snowe. Which the States often have to do, especially in

recent years, because of the economic downturn; they have to go
back and adjust their budgets accordingly.

Dr. Reischauer. Right.

Senator Snowe. Thank you very much, and I wish you well in

the future.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman DOMENICI. Thank you. Senator Snowe.
Senator Exon?
Senator ExON. Mr. Chairman, I have no further questions. I will

probably have some for the record, but in the interest of time, I

just want to close by once again expressing my fond respect for the
tremendous job that the good doctor has done for us over the years.
I just want to join in wishing him well, and echo what I think were
your earlier remarks, that we do hope. Doctor, that you will come
back at our beckon from time to time, because you might be as ef-

fective in front of this committee as an "outsider," free of all the
constraints that you have in your position, and just being a free-

wheeling economist, to come in here and give us your professional
views on what we should and should not do.

I have one question that you might not want to answer. If you
could take yourself out of your present position, which is not going
to last for an indefinite length of time

Dr. Reischauer. I hope so.

Senator ExON [continuing]. And place yourself in a position, in
a shell, in a telephone booth, if you will, and answer this question:
Do you as an economist feel that we should proceed to a balanced
budget amendment, or do you think that is not in the long-term in-

terest of the U.S. economy and trying to come to grips with the
problem that I think concerns us all, that we continue to spend
more than we take in?

Dr. Reischauer. I am fully in favor of the goal of a balanced
budget. I hope that the Congress has the will to achieve that goal
without resorting to drastic changes in procedures. And as CBO
has testified and written a number of times, a balanced budget
amendment is not a substitute for political will; a balanced budget
amendment could be circumvented, just as the Gramm-Rudman
law was circumvented. So this is really an issue that faces all of
you, that you are going to have to belly up to the bar and make
some tough decisions. The tough decision is not the balanced budg-
et amendment itself; it is the steps that need to be taken to reduce
spendmg or to raise taxes.
Senator ExoN. Or both.
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Dr. Reischauer. Or both.

Let me close by saying that I have very much enjoyed working
with this committee over the past 6 years and with the staffs on

both sides of the aisle. The bad news might be that Bob Reischauer

is dead meat and he is going, but the good news is that the CBO
director is really a very small part of the contribution that CBO
makes to the budget process and to this committee. It is really the

staff. I am the expression of a very dedicated, hard-working, non-

partisan group of people, and they will remain and will serve a new
director and you as well as they have served me.

Senator ExON. Doctor, thank you very, very much.
Let me conclude on a little bit of a humorous note. I could not

agree more with the last part of your statement. The answer to the

first part of my question showed your great expertise as an econo-

mist, and I am sure that you graduated near the top of your class.

And when you give me those kinds of answers, I simply say that

I recognize the stress that you were under in this particular posi-

tion

Dr. Reischauer. I will call you from the phone booth.

Senator ExoN [continuing]. And you have done a tremendous job,

and I will miss you as not only a skilled administrator under a

very important task, but also as a classic economist whom we have
trouble getting yes and no answers out of
Thank you very much.
Chairman DOMENICI. Wait a minute, I want to say something.

First, we have some young people here in the audience. Might I

ask you—is serving the public in a career in public service worth
it?

Dr. Reischauer. Oh, very much. I think it is the most rewarding
thing you can do. It is also the most interesting. The hours are long

and the pay is lousy, but everything else about the job is wonder-
ful; and as you get older in life, you realize that those are the im-

portant things. The important thing is being able to go home at

night satisfied that you have made some small contribution to

making the country function a little better. So I would urge every-

one to at least spend part of their lives in public service. And espe-

cially if you want to be highly critical of government or of what
government is doing, I think the right thing to do is to go into the

government, serve some time, and get some experience so you know
what you are talking about.

The people of the United States have laid at the doorstep of the

government all the problems that cannot be solved in the family,

cannot be solved by the private sector, cannot be solved at the

State and local level, the most intractable kinds of problems, and
then they stand back and ask, "Why can't you do it better? Why
can't you do it?"

These are tough problems, and you only realize how tough they
are by being a part of government and trying to solve them.
Chairman DOMENICI. I keep forgetting things that I am supposed

to do. I have this "American Economic Review" in front of me. Dr.

Reischauer, and there is a minimum wage and employment case
study out of New Jersey by Card and Krueger. Have you all ana-
lyzed that?
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Dr. Reischauer. There are people at CBO who have read it and
thought about it. Certainly there are some new analyses of the
minimum wage and its effect on employment that do not find the
large disemployment effects that earlier studies have found, and
there is a controversy in the economics profession on how accurate
these studies are, or whether this is a new reality that we are look-

ing at.

I think the jury is still out.

Chairman DOMENICI. Might I close, then, by saying that in rec-

ognizing you, we recognize the excellence that has now become part

of the Congressional Budget Office. It has been there for a long

time, you have added to it, and it is probably one of the best insti-

tutions we have ever caused to come into existence to help the
American people and their Congress. And I say that to all of the

staff sitting behind Dr. Reischauer. Many of you work long hours.
You are very good people. And clearly, as we screen successors to

your director, one of the reasons it has taken a little while is be-

cause we are really looking for somebody very, very good, because
you are very good; and we do not want you to think that this delay
is so that somebody will be put in there who will not be part of
causing your excellence and your contribution to remain front and
center and as objective and positive as it has been. I can just give
you that assurance that the successor will be that kind of person,
be it a man or a woman, and it may take us a few more days,
maybe even a few more weeks, but I hope not.

In the meantime, we thank all of you at CBO
Senator ExON. Mr. Chairman, before you adjourn this meeting

and before we make closing remarks, just let me add here an em-
phasis to what you have just said. We work very closely together
on the matter of who is going to be the person who will take your
place. Doctor, and I tend to subscribe to the fact that the Chairman
is seeking someone with not only the credentials but the ability to
perform as you have, and I thank him for the consideration that
he has given the minority as part of this process.
Chairman DOMENICI. Thank you very much.
We stand adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 11:10 a.m., the committee was adjourned.]
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OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN DOMENICI
Chairman Domenici. Members of the committee. Dr. Greenspan,

first we want to welcome you today. I know you have been bur-

dened with a lot of hearings, but we are charged with the heavy
responsibility—and we always like to hear from you—as to the way
the economy is progressing and other related matters.
Yesterday, Chairman Reischauer, the outgoing Director of the

Congressional Budget Office testified before our committee, and he
made an important statement that I am not sure was fully appre-
ciated as he was giving it. First, he gave an illustrative path to a
balanced budget in the year 2002 that he said would mean about
a $1.2 trillion slower rate of growth in spending on programs and
debt service and debt-service savings over the 7-year time to

achieve it.

In this illustrative path of $1.2 trillion, 1.035 was from policy

changes and 175 came from resulting debt-service savings. That
means, he said, if we moved in that direction, the expected interest

rates would be significantly lower tham he had put in without the
balanced budget movement. Most importantly, he said, and I quote,

CBO believes that by 2000, interest rates

And I repeat this in detail as a quote
Could be as much as 1 percentage point lower than it currently forecasts if spend-

ing cuts and tax increases that would lead to a balance budget have been enacted
and the financial markets are convinced that the policy makers will maintain these
policies. CBO estimates that such a drop in interest rate would lower projected Fed-
eral interest pajonents, and the amount of savings from policy changes needed to

balance the budget by almost $140 billion over 1996 to the year 2000.

Mr. Chairmain and members of the committee, I believe you all

understand what this means. First, the amount of policy changes

(37)
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needed to reach balance is not $1,035 trillion but, rather, $895 bil-

lion over 7 years. Second, he indicated—and you will address this

because we will ask you about it here today—that if we assumed
that the CPI overstates inflation—and while he has diiferent per-

centage changes recommended by his staff than you do in your pre-

vious testimony, he indicates that if we assume this and we use
only five-tenths of a percentage point annually, and if this is cor-

rected, the required amount of policy changes to reach balance is

reduced further by another $100 billion over that period of time.

That means that the work required to reach balance in the year

2002 would be about $795 billion in actual policy changes and re-

ductions.

Now, if we found the will in 1990 to have $500 billion in cuts and
reductions in the deficit—that is over 5 years—and whether I agree

with the policies or not, if Congress was persuaded to adopt a $430
billion 5-year deficit reduction package in 1993, then surely it is

not out of the realm of possibility to believe that we can find $795
billion over 7 years.

I am not suggesting that this will be easy, but I am suggesting

that it can be done. More importantly, as I have repeatedly said

these last few weeks, it is not whether it can be done; it must be
done, as I view it, if we are concerned about our children's future.

As we begin this hearing today, I hope either in your remarks
or in answers to questions that you will comment on the CBO
statement, Dr. Greenspan, and my conclusion that a balanced
budget can and must be done.

I have additional remarks on a more broad subject that I will not
deliver. I will ask that they be made part of the record at this time.
[The additional remarks of Chairman Domenici follows:]

Additional remarks of Chairman Domenici

Over the past few years America has been riding a cycle—not a bicycle but a busi-
ness cycle. Three and a half years of uninterrupted economic growth has brought
the unemployment rate down to 5.4 percent. Incomes have risen $1,000 per person
since the middle of 1991, when a RepubUcan still sat in the White House.
Fortunately for the current Administration, to this point we have been on the up

side of this business cycle. In particular the recovery has been the primary source
of deficit reduction. Of the $96 billion in deficit reduction between 1992 and 1995,
business cycle strength accounted for $83 billion of it. Little of it was the result of
Government policy.

The question we address today is how the economy progresses from here. Yester-
day's CBO report reminded us that the current expansion is nearly 4 years long,

now older than the average American business expansion. CBO says we should ex-
pect economic growth to slow ahead. Moreover, cyclical strength will no longer give
us a free ride in reducing the deficit, it's up hill from here on.

Since Government can't continue to rely on the business cycle we should step back
and take a longer view. The question is not what will get us through this year, but
what we should be doing to lift American prosperity into the 21st century. How
should the American economy evolve in order to compete in the 21st century global
market place? In a number of ongoing Budget Committee hearings we have been
addressing these issues: how government can contribute by becoming more effective,
more responsive, and more market oriented—scaling back, devolving, and
privatizing.

Today, I hope our distinguished witnesses will outline some of the challenges we
face that aren't being reflected in today's sunny economic statistics. For example:
• Owing to hiring uncertainties and regulatory hurdles, workplace overtime is at a

record level of 4.8 hours per week. We are not expanding work opportunities to
help lift the incomes of all Americans.
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• Personal savings, after rising through 1992 to 5.5 percent of disposable income,

have been declining ever since, averaging 3.0 percent in 1994—close to an historic

low.
• Moreover, partly due to low private saving and still sizable Government deficits,

borrowing requirements from abroad have increased by $100 billion since 1992.

• This high borrowing may partly explain the two percentage-point increase in long-

term interest rates over the past year and the weak exchange value of the dollar.

With work-place capacity constraints and peaking consumer demands ahead, the

most robust part of the current expansion is most likely behind us. As a result,

these adverse factors will become even more difficult to overcome. I hope our wit-

nesses can give us some guidance today on what Government policies we should be

pursuing in order to turn these conditions around. Specifically, your thoughts on tax

system changes and investment and savings enhancing policies would be appre-

ciated.

Chairman DOMENICI. I yield now to Senator Exon.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR EXON

Senator ExON. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much. And wel-

come to you, Dr. Greenspan. We look forward to your testimony

today on a whole series of issues that are going to go maybe beyond
the basic problems with the budget, some of which were just ad-

dressed by the Chairman.
As we embark on another round of deficit reduction, I hope, we

welcome you here to get your thoughts on this and other matters
related thereto.

During consideration of the 1993 reduction package, I found your
observations and suggestions to be particularly helpful. But in lis-

tening to the questions just put to you by the Chairman as to how
we are going to get from here to there and how we can finesse the

$1.2 trillion savings that are necessary by the year 2000, as out-

lined by CBO, we can take into consideration what we would save
with interest.

I would simply remind the Chairman and other members of the

committee that when many of us went on the line for the Deficit

Reduction Act of 1993, we felt that all those good things would
happen, too. I would simply say that with the uncertainty of the
economy and the role that the Federal Reserve Board plays in that

and the role that the Federal Reserve plays particularly with re-

gard to every increasing cost of carrying the huge debt burden that
is not the responsibility of the Fed, I suggest, we have got to be
awfully careful before we start minimizing in any fashion the mag-
nitude of the problem that we would face by the year 2002 to re-

duce, hopefully, the deficit and maybe somewhere get on down the
line to start addressing the horrendous national debt and the tre-

mendous costs that it makes on the taxpayers and those of us who
are trying to bring some balance to the income and outgo of the
Federal Government.

I believe your warnings, though, previously helped steer the Con-
gress towards credible deficit reduction and away from the gim-
micks of the past, and I for one hope that we will not be resorting

to those gimmicks in the future.

Today I have quite a few questions ready both on the monetary
and the fiscal policies that are pretty broad-ranging. I hope that we
will have enough time to get into at least most of them.
We heard yesterday from Dr. Reischauer that the recovery could

fizzle out. That is something that I suspect that you hope will not
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happen, and you have been keeping an eagle eye, I guess, on the

economy, and you have to look months and years down the road,

and I respect that.

The opinions of many other reputable economists as well are very
much concerned about the future, and many of them have endorsed
your interests at the Fed in raiising interest rates. I am very much
concerned about all of this, that we risk slipping into a period of

economic stagnation with minimal GDP growth, if not recession.

Some of that was substantiated yesterday in my view from the tes-

timony and the crystal ball that we heard from Dr. Reischauer.

I hope that you will address both the risk of recession and what
the impact would be on the deficit for both short term and long

term or in the out-years. As you are aware. Congress will also take

up a number of budget issues this year, including the legislative

line-item veto and the balanced budget amendment to the Con-
stitution. I would hope that you will address the implications of

such legislation as you see it from your position of great influence

and the role that you have played in the economic forecasting of

our country for many, many years.

In this regard, I am also interested in the response of the mone-
tary authority should Congress enact significant deficit reductions
this year to off"set an austere fiscal policy. Will the Fed use this

monetary tool to keep the economy moving? In addition, what do
you and the financial markets consider credible when it comes to

deficit reduction? How much can we do? And how fast can we do
it without having an adverse effect on the economy? What sorts of
changes are gimmicks, and what sorts of changes are real hard fact

that will get us better straightened out on the road to economic
and fiscal reality?

Dr. Greenspan, I am concerned not only with the deficit, of
course, but with our $4.7 trillion national debt and the interest we
must pay to service that debt, as I referred to briefly earlier. Our
annual deficit is roughly equal to the interest payments on the Na-
tional debt. Since last January, the Federal Reserve has raised in-

terest rates six times. I would like to get your thoughts on the im-
pact of these interest rates on the debt service.

Let me put it another way and say this: I believe it is a fact

—

and I suspect that you would generally agree—that with the way
the Fed is raising the interest rates and, therefore, causing more
and more costs to the Federal Government, you know, indirectly
you are raising the deficit faster than we are cutting the expendi-
tures of the Federal Government. That is something that I do not
believe too many people have looked at, but, you know, I think it

is important.
I am not directly criticizing you for making tough decisions that

you have to make with regard to keeping inflation under control.
I simply want to emphasize that every time you raise the interest
rates, as I think you know full well, it makes it that much more
difficult for us who are trying to bring the balance between expend-
itures and income of the Federal Government.

Dr. Greenspan, once again let me welcome you to the committee.
We consider you an expert in these matters, and we are very ap-
preciative of the fact that you have taken time from your very, very
busy schedule to come over and try and help us out with all of our
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difficult problems that you have been most helpful in the past

about, in at least coming and giving your advice and counsel. I will

have several questions on several subjects. We are glad you are

here.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Greenspan. Thank you, Senator.

Chairman DOMENICI. Thank you.

Senator Brown?

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR BROWN
Senator Brown. Your comments in the past have been ominous

warnings: the chronicHng of lower savings, increased dependency

on foreign capital, the potential of the U.S. dollar losing its status

as a reserve currency, or at least losing the status it has had in

the past. We appreciate your frankness. We hope also this morning
we will perhaps extend that frankness to not only a discussion of

the problem, but we would, I think, be most interested in rec-

ommendations for solutions.

Chairman DOMENICI. Senator Johnston, you were next.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR JOHNSTON
Senator Johnston. Welcome, Mr. Chairman. I am one who has

supported what the Fed has done on its interest rates. I think you
have acted early and properly and are heading off this inflation.

You are, indeed, an independent voice, and I support the independ-

ence of the Fed.
Now, in the spirit of independence, I hope you will use your in-

fluence to head off what I think is very obviously wrong fiscal pol-

icy, which is to have a middle-class tax cut. Both parties seem to

be rushing headstrong against what is the best economic advice

that I know of, which is not to have a tax cut to stimulate an over-

stimulated economy. The reason you have been raising interest

rates is because the economy is over-stimulated. And here we are
going off in circles in order to have another middle-class tax cut,

which I think is wrong, and I hope you will use your independent
voice, very respected in this town, to try to head that off.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman DoMENici. Thank you. I was going to limit the re-

marks to 5 minutes, but everybody is being so great in their open-
ing remarks. I am just going to let you do what you want.

Senator Abraham, you are next.

Senator Abraham. Well, I might even do you one better, Mr.
Chairman. I will pass at this time.

Senator Conrad. Mr. Chairman, might I just ask? I do not know
what the early-bird rule is around here. I was the first one here,

but I guess we are off the early-bird rule.

Senator JOHNSTON. Nobody noticed you.

Senator Conrad. If you are first, you are last under this new
system. Is that the way it works?
Chairmeui DOMENICI. Well, the Lord said if you are last, you are

first.

Senator Conrad. Well, I will be last.

Chairman DOMENICI. Anyhow, let me suggest I did not intend to

violate that rule. I thought he was first on your side, and I apolo-
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gize. We are on that, and we are still going back and forth, which
you understand.

Senator Conrad. Well, I am just saying, of all of us who were
here
Chairman DOMENICI. You are next.

Senator Conrad [continuing]. I was the first one here, Mr.
Chairman, and I now am going to be sixth.

Chairman DOMENICI. Senator Conrad, you are recognized.

Senator Conrad. No, go ahead. Mr. Abraham has been recog-

nized. I just want to point out, I hope
Senator Abraham. I already passed to Mr. Conrad, so please go

ahead.
Senator Conrad. You passed?
Senator Abraham. Yes, I did.

Chairman Domenici. So we had a lot of talk about nothing.

Senator Conrad. I thank the Chairman, and I thank Mr. Abra-
ham. I have got two committees going at once. That is why I came
early. I have a Finance Committee going on at the same time, and
it is hard to have both responsibilities, as well as an Agriculture
Committee hearing going on at the same time.

First of all, I find the Chairman's math interesting. He talks

about reducing the $1,035 trillion hole to $795 billion by taking out
lower interest rates that might result from moving towards balgmce
and adjustments in the CPI. The problem with that calculation is

it leaves out the proposed tax cuts that are in the Contract With
America. The Treasury Department estimates those tax cuts at
$364 billion. So you add that back in, and you are right back at
over $1.1 trillion. Then, of course, you have got to add in the de-
fense increases that they are proposing. That is another $82 billion.

We are right back at a $1.2 trillion hole to fill in. And that is not
million, that is not billion. That is trillion. That is real money even
in Washington talk.

Then you look at what they have proposed in terms of spending
cuts. So far, on the House side at least, they have put on $277 bil-

lion compared to the $1.2 trillion that would be necessary. That is

$1 trillion short. So I do not think we should start to minimize the
problem here.

In addition to that, in 1993 we passed an aggressive deficit re-

duction package. We thought it was $500 billion; because of eco-

nomic changes, we now know it is going to be about $600 billion

of deficit reduction over 5 years. Initially, we got reduction in inter-

est rates, but since that time, we have had six increases in interest
rates. And yesterday in your testimony before the Fingince Commit-
tee, you indicated there were what at one point you termed "vague
indications of inflation pressure building."

I saw in the New York Times today the headline, "Greenspan
Gives Strong Impression That Rates Will Climb." I must say I find
that a real concern. When I am talking to people about what is

happening in the economy, I am hearing lots of evidence that
things are slowing down. Christmas sales were significantly less
strong than anticipated. I think the statistics show that. I would
be interested in what your perspective is. Home builders are re-
porting a significant slowdown. Car makers are reporting a slow-
down. In fact, I noticed that the Chrysler Corporation is issuing a
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warning that if you impose another rate hike, you could tip this

economy into recession.

I noticed that a group of economists said that instead of a 2.5

percent growth rate in the economy, we could tolerate a 3.5 percent

growth rate in the economy, because something has changed here.

Something has changed that is fundamental in the economy, be-

cause we have had this strong growth going, and yet we see wages
remaining relatively flat—in fact, no real increase in wages since

1979, which is one of the reasons there is a lot of pent-up anger

around the country.

I am hoping very much that you will comment on these matters

as we get into the testimony.

Chairman DOMENICI. Thank you very much, Senator.

Might I just say to my good friend, he is absolutely right. To the

extent that you add taxes, you—I am only talking about if the

budget—CBO has given a proposal. From what I understand from

yesterday, CBO will do the numbers. If we were given a proposal

that showed that, net, we changed policies so that we have reduced

the amount of spending by seven-point—whatever number I gave

you, 790-something—they have to readjust the economic assump-
tions and the interest rates. After all, we are relying upon a set of

interest rates in here that somebody recommended. You know, if

the CBO Director is saying they will be different if, in fact, you re-

duce the deficit by this amount, I am not asking for pie in the sky.

I am merely saying send it back to them and ask them what they

would give us.

Now, they could be wrong on the interest they have got in there

now. They could be wrong on it later, which is one of the difficul-

ties of predicting exactly where you will get and how you will get

there in 7 years. That is all I meant.
Senator Conrad. I would just say to you two things. One, you

know, we put in place a deficit reduction package that really

worked for once. A lot of these deficit reduction packages did not

reduce the deficit. We put one in place that really has reduced the

deficit for 3 years, and yet we have seen six interest rate increases

since February of last year.

Finally, I do not think anybody has persuaded the other side to

give up on these tax increases, unless you are enunciating your
view, Mr. Chairman, that we should not have a big round of tax

cuts here that just dig the hole deeper.

Chairman Domenici. I want to close my remarks and just say,

to the extent that I am trying to make a case for economic changes
that will occur if we have got enough courage to project a real bal-

anced budget, frankly, I would say if you do not like my logic, then
obviously the truth of the matter is instead of 1.2, we are at 1.5,

you know, when you add back all those things.

Now, when I add them back, I am going to be at 1.2 instead of

1.5. So however you do it, there is a $250 to $300 billion differen-

tial that would come from economic adjustments.
Let's proceed. Doctor?
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STATEMENT OF ALAN GREENSPAN, CHAIRMAN, BOARD OF
GOVERNORS OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

Dr. Greenspan. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. It is al-

ways interesting to appear here and especially to listen to the col-

loquy that occurs before the testimony, which I usually find more
interesting than my testimony.
Let me start by saying the fairly obvious thing: that the Amer-

ican economy has recorded some really quite notable achievements
over the past few years, but there is, nonetheless, much left to be
accomplished. The fiscal decisions made by the Congress in the
next several months clearly play a critical role in determining the
economic welfare of our citizens over the years—indeed, I suspect,

decades—to come.
I perhaps should begin with a brief review of the current condi-

tion of the economy. In 1994, we had a difficult reversal in mone-
tary policy to navigate. The overhang of debt and the strains that
emerged among our financial intermediaries, especially out of the
commercial real estate collapse of the late 1980's, required a heavy
dose of monetary ease beginning in 1989 to alleviate a significant

credit crunch. The danger of overstajdng that policy of ease was
clear, particularly as we moved through 1993, but the right time
to change course was quite difficult to judge.
Looking at the developments of the past year, it appears that our

policy reversal last February was timely, but we really will not
know for sure, except in retrospect, looking back perhaps a year or
two from now.
There is no question that the past year was one of remarkable

progress along many dimensions of macroeconomic performance.
The official estimates for the fourth quarter are not yet available,

but it is clear that the real gross domestic product expanded by 4
percent over the course of 1994—the best gain in some time and
one that surpassed most expectations. Importantly, we saw an ac-

celerated expansion of employment as well. Cumulatively, payrolls
have now increased roughly 6 million over the past couple of years,
belying in dramatic fashion the notion that had developed earlier

in this decade that our economy had lost its job-generating ability.

With the rapid growth of employment, the National unemployment
rate has fallen sharply, to less than 5.5 percent this past month.
Of crucial importance to the sustainability of these gains, they

have been achieved without a deterioration in the overall inflation

rate. The Consumer Price Index rose 2.7 percent last year, the
same as in 1993. Inflation at the retail level, as measured by the
CPI, has been a bit less than 3 percent for 3 years running now

—

the first time that has occurred since the early 1960's. This is a sig-

nal accomplishment, for it marks a move toward a more stable eco-
nomic environment in which households, businesses, and govern-
mental units can plan with greater confidence and operate with
greater efficiency. When we consider the probably upward bias of
the CPI, it would appear that we have made considerable progress
toward achieving price stability.

I have stated many times in congressional testimony, Mr. Chair-
man, that I believe firmly that a key ingredient in achieving the
highest possible levels of productivity, real incomes, and living
standards is the achievement of price stability. Thus, I see it as
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crucial that we extend the recent trend of low and, hopefully, de-

clining inflation in the years ahead. The prospects in this regard

are fundamentally good, but there are reasons for some concern, at

least with respect to the nearer term. Those concerns relate pri-

marily to the fact that resource utilization rates already have risen

to high levels by recent historic standards.

The current unemployment rate, for example, is comparable to

the average of the late 1980's when wages and prices accelerated

appreciably. The same is true of the capacity utilization rate in the

industrial sector. It may be that these pressures will lead to some
deterioration in the price picture in the near term, but any such

deterioration should be contained if the Federal Reserve remains
vigilant.

The actions of the Congress and the Administration in the fiscal

sphere will also be important to the outlook for prices and the econ-

omy. There can be no doubt that the persistence of large Federal

budget deficits represents in the minds of many individuals a po-

tential risk. While we certainly have avoided it in recent years, his-

tory is replete with examples of fiscal pressures leading to mone-
tary excesses and then to greater inflation. Currently, I strongly

suspect that investors here and abroad are exacting from issuers

of dollar-denominated debt an extra inflation premium that reflects

not their estimate of the most likely rate of price increase over the
life of the obligation, but the possibility that it could prove to be
significantly greater. This inflation risk premium is costly, because
it raises the hurdle that must be surpassed when looking at the ex-

pected returns on possible investment projects.

But the influence of the fiscal imbalance of the Federal Govern-
ment on capital formation is broader than that. The Federal deficit

drains off a large share of a regrettably small pool of domestic pri-

vate saving, thus contributing further—and perhaps to an even
greater degree—to the elevation of real rates of interest in the
economy. Admittedly, there is some uncertainty about the causes
of what seem to be relatively high real long-term rates around the
world, as was noted by leaders of the largest industrial nations at

their summit meeting last year. But the vast majority of analysts
would agree that in the United States the current sizable Federal
deficits, and the projected growth of those deficits over the decades
ahead, are a significant element in the story.

I am sure that you are aware of the general picture with respect
to the flows of saving and investment in the economy, but it may
be worth spending a few minutes to review the recent data. I have
attached a couple of charts to my statement to aid in following my
description.

As you can see in the upper chart, there has been a dramatic de-

cline over the past couple of decades in the ratio of net domestic
non-Federal saving to net domestic product. The ratio last year,
based on data for the first three quarters of the year, was about
6 percent, as compared with more than 9 percent, on average, dur-
ing the 1960's and 1970's.
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In the past few years, net business saving has moved up as cor-

porate profitabiUty has experienced a cycHcal improvement, but the
personal saving rate has been running at its lowest levels in nearly
half a century. The causes of the low private saving rate are hotly

debated by economists, and it is fair to say that it is not yet under-
stood. Americans have not always been low savers, but, for what-
ever reasons, that has been the pattern recently, and it is a reality

with important implications for the financial markets.
If we were a high saving nation, we might be in a position to bet-

ter tolerate the Federal fiscal imbalance. But as you can see in the
chart, the Federal deficit has generally been absorbing half or more
of the available domestic saving since the early 1980's. Even with
the decline in the Federal deficit last year, it amounted to almost
45 percent of domestic non-Federal saving.
How, then, one might ask, has it been possible for the United

States to experience the impressive growth in business fixed invest-

ment that it has of late? There are a number of arithmetic compo-
nents to the answer, but I shall focus on two particularly central
points.

The first is that, while gross investment has been rising rapidly
and has been accounting for a substantial share of the gross do-
mestic product, net investment has only recently reached appre-
ciable dimensions. The difference between gross and net invest-
ment is, of course, depreciation, and the fact is that depreciation
has been rising steeply because of the shift in the composition of
the capital stock toward equipment, especially computers, with
shorter useful lives.

Another ingredient in the reconciliation of the domestic saving
and investment balance is saving from abroad, shown in the lower
chart. Our Nation has been running persistent and often sizable
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deficits in its current account position vis-a-vis the rest of the

world; once a leading provider of capital to other nations, we have
become a net importer of capital—and a very large one at that, I

might add.

Sources and Uses of Net Saving
P«rc«nt
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In today's more open and integrated international capital mar-
kets, it is easier to finance investment abroad. And economic effi-

ciency may be served by the tendency for capital to flow across bor-

ders to where the potential returns on real investment appear
highest and the risks lowest. But this does not mean that we
should view the pattern of U.S. external deficits as sustainable in

the long run. Looking back at the history of the past century or

more, the record would suggest that nations ultimately must rely

on their domestic savings to support domestic investment.
The challenge for the United States over the coming decades is

clear. We must sustain higher levels of investment if we are to

achieve healthy increases in productivity and be strong and suc-

cessful competitors in the international marketplace. To support
that investment, we shall need to raise the level of domestic sav-

ing. Absent a rise in private saving, it will be necessary to elimi-

nate the structural deficit in the Federal budget. Indeed, it has
long been my judgment that it would be wise to target achievement
of at least a modest surplus down the road, as bizarre as that
might seem in recent years' discussions.

If the Congress were to pass a balanced budget amendment, the
need for aiming at a structural surplus would become even more
important. Unless there were a surplus to provide some cushion,
the inevitable cyclical fluctuations in economic activity would cre-

ate pressures either to set aside the requirements of the amend-
ment or to take budgetary actions that are inimical to economic
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stability. It should not be necessary to raise taxes or cut spending
in response to a transitory weakening of the economy.

I recognize that the achievement of structural balance, let alone

surplus, is no small political challenge. Moreover, as the Kerrey-
Danforth entitlement commission recently documented, the prob-

lem that must be addressed is not one with a 2002 endpoint. The
outlook is for a mounting fiscal imbalance during the 21st century,

given current programs and likely population and labor force

trends. We should not be seduced by the mounting trust fund sur-

pluses today into thinking that we can postpone dealing with the

entitlement gap. The cost of waiting is going to be far more painful

adjustments, which could be avoided by moderate actions legislated

today to become effective after the turn of the century.

This longer-range perspective obviously has relevance to the tax

and spending measures the Congress will be considering. Some
basic economic principles must be observed if you are to maximize
the Federal Government's contribution to the fostering of high real

incomes and to alleviating the entitlement problem. Most impor-
tantly, not all t£Lxes or expenditures are equal in terms of their in-

fluence on the productive capacity of the economy. Although, as I

testified recently, I would caution against major changes in budget
scoring techniques at this time, that does not mean that the Con-
gress should not give a good deal of attention to the effects of its

fiscal actions on the incentives faced by private decision makers.
In sum, Mr. Chairman, the recent performance of the macro-

economy has been encouraging. But much of the improvement is in

the nature of cyclical developments, and we all have our work cut
out for us if we are to extend these gains and foster long-term
trends that enhance the welfare of all of our citizens.

The central role of the Federal Reserve today is to ensure that
our economy remains on a sustainable, non-inflationary path. For
the Congress, a crucial focus should be continuing the process of
fiscal consolidation and rectifying the secular shortfall in domestic
saving that is limiting the growth of our Nation's productive poten-
tial.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Domenici. Thank you very much. Dr. Greenspan.
Senator Brown, I am going to let you start on our side, if you

would, please.

Senator Brown. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
We have already referred this morning to the fact that deficits

have gone down over the past couple of years, and yet interest
rates have risen. I think that was the point that Senator Conrad
had tried to make. Obviously, there are other factors in the econ-
omy, of course, besides what the Federal Government does that in-

fluence that. But the common perception is that the Federal Re-
serve plays the key role in determining what interest rates are in
the United States.

I would be interested in your observations on that subject. Are
most of the factors that determine interest rates simply market
forces? How much discretion does the Fed have? How far can you
vary from market forces?
Dr Greenspan. Well, Senator, we can pretty much fix the Fed-

eral funds rate, which is the overnight rate for funds deposited at
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the Federal Reserve banko, within a very narrow range. We have
virtually no direct effect on interest rates in the long end of the
market.
Because of the way the yield on, say, 20- or 30-year bonds is de-

termined, it is also capable of being looked at as an averaging of

all interest rates starting with short-term interest rates all the way
out. It has a cumulative effect.

So it is true, to the extent that we affect short-term interest

rates, we have some impact on the longer-term rate, but the crucial

determinant of that is other factors in the economy: basically what
inflation expectations are and what other factors of fundamental
supply and demand are.

At the end of the day, I would suspect that the impact that we
at the Federal Reserve have most effectively on the longer end of

the market is the extent to which we can affect inflation expecta-

tions. And in that regard, because of our awareness of the impor-
tance of long-term rates, especially as they affect the mortgage
market, the best thing that we could do to sustain long-term eco-

nomic growth is to try to lower that inflation expectation and hope-
fully eliminate it completely, because if we were able to do that,

then the goal which is at the base of Federal Reserve policy

—

namely, to create a maximum sustainable growth in our economy

—

can be achieved.
Senator Brown. Recent reports have indicated a slowdown in re-

tail sales and an increase in inventories. Do you view these as
signs—these and others, I guess, to be fair, of an economy that has
further growth in it? Or do you see these as a sign that it may be
peaking out?

Dr. Greenspan. If you look at the various signs, it is clear that
the very torrid rate of increase in economic growth which we expe-
rienced through the latter part of 1994 is slowing down, and I

think that is an important plus for the stability of the economy.
If that were not happening, if we were not getting certain mar-

ginal signs of slowing in certain areas which have been growing at
very extraordinary rates, I think that would be a cause for quite
considerable concern.
So you have to distinguish between signs that we are no longer

growing flat out, if I may put it that way; we are much more a type
of economy in which one sees fairly good, moderate growth is occur-
ring. There are always pluses and some minuses. What we had in
the type of period we went through for a good part of the second
half of 1994 was that it was almost impossible to find anything
that was on the negative side. That is just absolutely extraordinary
and utterly unsustainable. So the slightly more mixed evidence
which we are getting, is merely suggesting that the torrid rate of
growth is slowing down, it is by no means saying that growth is

coming to an end, nor is there any evidence that I can see that the
economy is running into difficulty. I think that these are good
signs, not bad signs.

Senator Brown. One last question. I note that while, indeed, the
deficit is down from last year, the year prior, that the deficit at this
stage of the recovery is significantly higher than it was in the pre-
vious recovery. To put it a different way, yes, the deficit is down
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from a period when we had a recession, but the deficit is dramati-
cally higher than it was at this stage of the previous recovery.

I guess I would ask you to comment on that observation and in-

dicate whether you are comfortable with the level of deficit reduc-

tion that we are committed to at this point.

Dr. Greenspan. Senator, I think that if you take a look at his-

tory and you compare the type of economy that characterized fiscal

1994, that we did not have a surplus in the period is the thing that

should surprise us or should cause chagrin, because if you look at

what we know about fiscal policy's impact on the economy, if one
took the period of October 1, 1993, through the end of the third

quarter last year, that is the type of period which I would suspect
virtually every economist would say, if you are going to have a sur-

plus in the budget to keep some form of balance, that was the pe-

riod in which it should occur. So that when you look at the type
of deficit we ran up, to be sure it is significantly less than previous
fiscal years, it is scarcely something which we should basically be
cheerful about, because it is not anything that I find comforting, es-

pecially considering the structural problems in the deficit which
one very readily sees on the basis of current law and demographics
as you project into the 21st century.
Chairman DOMENICI. Thank you very much. Senator Brown.
Senator Exon?
Senator ExON. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much.
Dr. Greenspan, first I would like to ask you this question. I no-

ticed in your testimony that you said something to the effect that
we are growing—and I took it as it may be some concern for

alarm—net importer of capital in the United States of America. I

think that was the message that you were trying to relay to us,
right?

Dr. Greenspan. That is correct, sir.

Senator ExoN. Well, is it not true in that regard that every in-

crease in the interest rates in America tends to encourage that
very thing rather than to not encourage it?

Dr. Greenspan. No, I would not basically say that. One can
argue that over the long run, even though there is a good deal of
dispute about this, the higher real interest rates are, the greater
the domestic private saving in the system, and the greater the do-
mestic private saving, the less we have to import saving from
abroad, so to speak, and, therefore, one does not necessarily draw
a close relationship there.

Let me just say here, because there has been a lot of discussion
about whether interest rate policy should be focused on the deficit
or should be an issue in deficit reduction or should be used to affect
the current account deficit and the like, that is terribly important
for monetary policy to focus on the crucial goal, which is an en-
deavor to try to maintain price stability. If we succeed in that, a
lot of good things emerge. If we try to have a whole series of mul-
tiple goals to be the focus of interest rate policy, my fear is we will
achieve none of them. And I do not deny that when interest rates
go up, the interest costs of the Federal debt go up—the arithmetic
is unassailable.
The question that we have to ask ourselves is: What are the al-

ternatives? In other words, should we endeavor to focus policy mon-
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etary policy, on keeping the short-term interest costs of the Federal

budget at a low level? I would submit that were we to try to do
that, we would actually end up with precisely the opposite, because
we would create an inflationary bias in the system, interest rates

would rise, and 2 years down the road, we would find that the debt

service costs were horrendous, and we would not know how in the

world that happened. So we have to be very carefiil about trying

to look at monetary policy as a crucial element in trying to affect

the deficit.

Reversing the example that I just gave, Senator, if we keep a

steady non-inflationary economy, the levels of interest costs in thei

budget, given the level of the debt are as low as we will be able

to get them.
Chairman DOMENici. Senator Exon, would you just yield to me

for a little bit of housekeeping?
Senator ExoN. Yes.

Chairman DoMENici. I noticed the lights are on, and I am told

we have about 5 minutes left on this vote, and the problem we
have is that there is another vote, which I believe is on your
amendment. Senator, the second one, is it not?

Senator JOHNSTON. Yes.

Chairman DOMENICI. Dr. Greenspan has told us that he has to

be out of here at 11:00. Is that correct?

Dr. Greenspan. I can go at 11:15.

Chairman Domenici. OK. I think I will go vote right now, and
you continue. But you will have to come very shortly. I do not know
how we can do anj^hing but adjourn at some point for 15 minutes
until we can get back here.

Senator ExoN. That is the only thing we can do.

Chairman DOMENICI. Dr. Greenspan, I would really encourage
you, since we only have such a short time, to make your answers
as brief as possible. That is really asking a lot of you, but
Senator Lautenberg. Especially when the questions are so long.

Chairmsm Domenici. Senator Exon's last question was not too
long, but, anyway, I just would ask that. If you can, we

Dr. Greenspan. I can be pithy. I am not sure I will be clear.

[Laughter.]
Chairman DOMENICI. OK.
Senator Exon. Dr. Greenspan, let me touch on two things. First,

at that last meeting, joint meeting of the House and the Senate,
I asked you whether or not you thought it would be a good idea
to try and incorporate debt ceiling in the budget. We have talked
about that. I do not have time to go into it. You have told me that
you still have some reservations about that.

You told me at that meeting that you would try and come up
with some other enforcement mechanism because you shared my
frustration about how easy it was. I would simply ask you to get
back to me on that as quickly as you can.

You were quoted in the paper this morning, and I want to quote
this:

Mr. Alan Greenspan, Chairman of the Federal Reserve Board, yesterday warned
Congress that failure to pass the $40 billion Mexican loan guarantee package would
threaten the global trends towards free markets in the democracy.
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I must tell you and Secretary Rubin that if you do not know it,

what support there was for the $40 billion loan guarantee is col-

lapsing in a dramatic fashion. The questions that many of us have
raised have not been answered. I just wanted to alert you to that.

I have not decided how I am going to vote on this, but I want some
answers.
One of the problems that I think we are looking at is the fact

that we are going to give loan guarantees, and the first people that

are going to benefit from that are the money-changers on Wall
Street who cast their nets in Mexican waters to reap high interest

rates at a time when the interest rates here were in the 3 to 4 per-

cent range, and they were getting 10 to 12 percent in Mexico. At
least this Senator and I suspect a lot of my constituents are very

much concerned about that. Why, if we are going to bail out those

money-changers on Wall Street who made bad investments in Mex-
ico, why shouldn't we bail out Orange County for the same situa-

tion?

This is over-simplification, I admit that, but I am telling you that

there are big problems. I am trying to get a handle on this. Is there

a chance that we could put ourselves in the place of a bankruptcy
judge under Chapter 11, where some of those people that have
made those bad loans from a greedy standpoint are not the ones
that are immediately benefited from the guaranteed bailout?

Dr. Greenspan. First of all. Senator, the basic purpose of the
loan guarantee is not a bailout. It is essentially a structured lo£ui

guarantee with a very large up-fi'ont fee paid by Mexico. In looking
at the issue of individuals who benefit, it is important to recognize
that those who have peso-denominated investments, which is a big
part of this, have lost a great deal of money. There is nothing that
I can contemplate in this loan agreement which is going to make
that money back for them. In other words, those losses will stay,
and I do not see any significant way in which they can recoup other
than a small amount of that.

The basic problem that we confront is that if it were solely Mex-
ico, we would not be overly concerned about the contagion effect

spilling over into other areas. Most importantly, especially in the
context in the way you put it, Senator, there is no Chapter 11 or
Chapter 9 for sovereign international types of loans. The issue of
Orange County is contained, without the contagion, because there
is a Chapter 9 which enables an orderly resolution of their debts.
Our concern is without such a formal legal mechanism, we

confi-ont ourselves with some degree of considerable financial insta-
bility.

Senator ExON. Mr. Chairman, I have to go vote. I have 3 minutes
to get over there. We will be back as soon as we can.
The committee will stand in temporary recess pending the return

of any Senator who would reconvene the meeting. We know that
you have to leave at 11:00. I am sorry we have to leave.

Dr. Greenspan. No problem.
[Recess.]

Chairman Domenici. Dr. Greenspan, let me ask you if you would
just briefly tell us what the Federal Reserve Board thinks about
the CPI as we currently use it, both in the Tax Code and for many
Federal programs. Do you have an ongoing research project or just
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where are you in terms of coming up with a Federal Reserve Board
evaluation of its accuracy?

Dr. Greenspan. The Federal Reserve, per se, is not doing under-
lying independent research. What we have done, which, indeed,
many of our senior staff have been involved in, is to scan the lit-

erature, of which there is a considerable amount, on the question
of where the biases are.

I think it is fairly safe to say that the consensus of the economics
profession is that there is a bias and that the bias is estimated dif-

ferently by everyone, but all have at least several tenths to going
well beyond 1 percent. If one could put a consensus on it, I would
say the consensus is somewhere between a half and 1 percent, but
there are numbers of estimates which go higher than that. And the
point that ought to be addressed is that if it has been the intent

of the Congress to hold beneficiaries of numbers of programs whole,
meaning adjusting for the cost of living, the question one must ask
oneself is if there is this bias in the CPI, is the law actually being
adhered to, in the sense that from the best any of us can judge,
the actual cost of living is running under where the CPI measures
it, by whatever amount one wants to stipulate. It means, therefore,
that the benefits are, in real terms, rising.

Now, if the Congress wished to do that, I would suspect the Con-
gress would pass a law which stipulated that those benefits in real
terms should rise. My point is solely a technical question with re-

spect to the particular measure that is being employed for purposes
of carrying out the will of the Congress in this endeavor to hold the
beneficiaries harmless from changes in the cost of living.

Chairman DOMENICI. I want to go on to some assumptions on a
balanced budget and a trend line toward it and what positive or
negative impacts you might find. I wanted to make an observation
for the record. There are still some—I do not know that there are
any on this committee, but there are still some around who would
like to take away the independence of the Federal Reserve or, in
a sense, have politicians tell them what to do. And I would like to
make sure the record reflects that we now have a very good mod-
ern-day example of that and what happens. Because, obviously,
Mexico had a politically motivated monetary policy. Now, I am not
saying they motivated it in any pejorative way, trying to be harm-
ful or helpful, but they actually manipulated it, changed it based
upon politics. And you see what they got. So I would hope that ev-
erybody understands that there may be some down sides, but the
Federal Reserve Board has been a stalwart in keeping America
solid and having strong money and having the best kind of eco-
nomic growth we can have under political circumstances that we
create, not them.
Having said that
Senator Gramm. Mr. Chairman, would you )aeld very briefly on

that point?
Chairman DOMENICI. Of course.
Senator Gramm. I think the Chairman has made a very impor-

tant point here. We have now for a decade running, in both Repub-
lican and Democratic administrations, had members of both parties
make pronouncements about the desirability of having Congress
have a say in monetary policy. We have had complaints from time
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to time that the Fed was imposing interest rates that were too

high. We have had complaints that the money supply was not

growing rapidly enough. We have had proposals that Congress
have a bigger say in setting monetary policy. And I think if you
look at Mexico, you have got a perfect case in point about how the

Lord is good to us by not giving us what we think we want. Be-

cause in 1993, currency and bank reserves in Mexico were growing
at 3.5 percent a year. In the first half of 1994, as they built up to

their election, their monetary base grew at 23 percent a year. They
now have an inflation rate of 20 or 30 percent. That has produced
the collapse of the peso. And what they need more than anything
else is an independent monetary authority. And, Mr. Chairman, I

would just like to say that I think your point is a very important
point, that Mexico is a case in point about why it is a bad idea to

have politicians control monetary policy.

Chairman DOMENICI. Thank you very much, Senator.

Dr. Greenspan, on this subject for one additional moment, it

would seem to me that those who were negotiating with Mexico

—

and I am not going to spend your time on the Mexican loan guar-
antees here. If other Senators want to ask about that, that is their

privilege. But it does seem to me that rather than ask us to write
into the law a mandate with reference to their changing their mon-
etary policy to a more reliable, credible, independent institution, it

seems to me that those who want to get the job done ought to ask
Mexico to do it on their own. It seems to me we would be in a lot

better shape if we could come to the Congress of the United States
and say Mexico recognizes this and they have done this and this.

They might do it easier if they are doing it themselves than
under a gun from us. So I throw that out. I know you are not a
negotiator, but obviously, it seems to me, somebody must be talking
to Mexico. I do not believe it is all in the air.

Two questions. I assume that you agree somewhat with the Di-
rector of the Congressional Budget Office, Dr. Reischauer, who in-

dicated that the economy will suffer in the next 2 years a slow-
down, albeit we will not go into a recession, but we will have less
growth this year than we had last year, and less growth the follow-
ing year, all things being equal.

Is that a fair statement?
Dr. Greenspan. Well, Mr. Chairman, I do not want to specifi-

cally comment on forecasts which are, of necessity, very difficult to

make. I do think, as I said just prior to the adjourning of this com-
mittee, that the torrid pace of economic growth that we were in-

volved with was not sustainable, and were it to be sustained, we
would create significant imbalances.
So I would say that I certainly hope that we are going to slow

down to a more sustainable pace, and from what we can see in re-

cent weeks, the evidence does suggest that that is occurring. I hope
it is sustained because it creates a degree of stability which keeps
the economy going in a fairly solid fashion for a protracted period.
Chairman DOMENICI. All right. No matter how you say it, I did

not intend to indicate that if it slows down but we do not go into
a recession for a period of time, I am not suggesting that is all bad.
Actually, when you look at the length of this recovery, it has been
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going on for a long time, comparatively speaking, and that is all

upbeat for America, positive for us.

My last question has to do with interest rates, long-term interest

rates in particular. I am fully aware that you have some very big

persuasion with reference to short-term rates. The Federal Re-
serve, in the way it has been handling that, it is obvious that

short-term rates reflect some action on your part. You indicated

long-term rates are not necessarily so related. In fact, I think you
said they may be more market-oriented than they are related to

the actions of the Federal Reserve. Is that correct?

Dr. Greenspan. They are substantially market-oriented.

Chairman DOMENICI. Now, if that is the case, it seems to me that

without regard to precision, if the Congress of the United States,

bipartisan or partisan, produces a balanced budget amendment and
it is out there for the people to ratify, a constitutional amendment,
and we produce a budget resolution that is enforceable and that ad-

dresses entitlements along with other things, so that we are talk-

ing about structural changes, perhaps in the neighborhood of a
$450 billion reduction over 5 years, is it fair to assume that that

has a positive effect on long-term interest rates? And eventually

will not economists make projections with reference to those long-

term interest rates based on that? And are they apt to be lower
than otherwise?

Dr. Greenspan. I would not be so focused on economists. I would
say to you, as I have said in the past, Mr. Chairman, that if there
is a major credible program toward budget deficit reduction and
the authorizations and appropriations are in place projecting us in

that direction, I have very little doubt that there will be a signifi-

cant positive impact in the long end of the bond market in the
order of magnitude of—depending on what we are talking about

—

a percentage point or more.
Chairman Domenici. Thank you very much.
Senator Johnston, I believe you are next.

Senator Johnston. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Greenspan, we are all familiar with those estimates of where

the deficit goes from here; that is, it goes down toward the end of
this year to, I think, 2.3 percent of GNP, and then it begins to go
up because of increases in medicare costs, because of increasing
medical expenses, the increasing base in medicare, in medicaid as
well, medical expenses.
Now, that being so, we are going to have to have, I am sure you

agree, big budget cuts or reconfigurations in medicare and medic-
aid which amount to budget cuts, just to stay even with the board.
You agree with that, don't ycu?

Dr. Greenspan. I think the arithmetic does support that.

Senator Johnston. All right. In addition to that, in order to get
to a balanced budget by the year 2002, we have various estimates
of what we need to do, some as high as $1.5 trillion, depending on
the way you increase defense. Now, that being so, isn't it really
foolish at this time to talk about a tax cut when we have got so
much distance to cover to get wherever we are going, even just to
stay even with the board, just to keep it from increasing, much less

to balance the budget?
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Dr. Greenspan. Senator, I argued at the Finance Committee yes-

terday that deficit reduction is the highest priority; that is, we
have to have a significant reduction in expenditures before, in my
judgment, it is sensible to even begin to contemplate reducing
taxes. I am not against reducing taxes. I would like to see taxes

move lower. But it is crucially important that we have major reduc-

tions on the expenditure side which get the budget deficit down ap-

preciably, and that would be by far the first priority. And I would
say at the end of the day, if there is very successful activity in that

direction, there is probably no damage done in adding cuts in

taxes. I would much prefer, as I said yesterday, to see marginal tax

rates cut, not basically tax credits.

Senator Johnston. But the timing of doing that now, not only

doing it before we have reduced expenditures, but to do it while the

economy is at least overheated enough that you have seen fit to in-

crease interest rates recently, isn't that timing just altogether
wrong?

Dr. Greenspan. Oh, I absolutely agree with that. Senator. The
issue of tax cuts, which are important for the long-term basic struc-

ture of our fiscal policy, has got to be on the agenda. But I think
that it would be premature to move in that direction before very
substantial progress has been made, real progress on the expendi-
ture side.

Senator JOHNSTON. What we really ought to do is make real

progress on the expenditure side and wait until the evidence of the
economy slowing down, then we put in the stimulus to cut taxes.

Dr. Greenspan. That would certainly be my preference.
Senator JOHNSTON. All right. Now, Dr. Greenspan, you say in

your statement that not all taxes or expenditures are equal in
terms of their influence on the productive capacity of the economy.
Some ways, in effect, of balancing the budget would be less good
than others, and some would be downright detrimental, wouldn't
they?

Dr. Greenspan. I think that is correct, Senator.
Senator Johnston. Well, that being so, shouldn't we insist on

knowing how this budget is going to be balanced before we vote for
a balanced budget amendment, given that there are some ways
that we might do it which would be harmful and some ways that
we might do it which would be good?

Dr. Greenspan. Senator, there are innumerable ways in which
you can bring the budget deficit down very sharply and approach
zero. I am not certain that you know in advance precisely what the
scenario is. It is going to take a number of years to do that. And
the argument that one goes step-by-step and evaluates programs as
you do it is probably not unwise. To commit in advance exactly how
you will do all the various elements of it I am not sure is the type
of program you necessarily want.

Senator Johnston. But don't we want at least a general direc-
tion? Don't we want to know whether it is taxes or whether it is

means testing of entitlements or whether it is cutting the lower
end of the scale like medicaid and food stamps and WIG and those
programs?

Dr. Greenspan. I think that all of it should be done on the ex-
penditure side. The problem that I would foresee if we started to
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try to raise taxes to reduce the deficit, is that we would find over

the longer run that that might turn out to be counterproductive.

But there are a lot of political decisions, all of which relate to this,

and all I can suggest to you is what the economic effects of various

different strategies are without getting into the details of the pro-

grams.
Senator Johnston. Thank you, Dr. Greenspan.
Chairman DOMENICI. Let me remind everyone, through no fault

of his own but mostly this committee, he only has about 15 minutes
left here.

Senator Gramm?
Senator Gramm. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Alan, we appreciate having you back. I want to take up where

Senator Johnston left off. You are, of course, aware, as we are, in

looking at the numbers that we face in the Federal budget that if

we could freeze government spending at its existing dollar level for

3 years, we would have a balanced budget given the current projec-

tions of the economic growth occurring and the revenues that flow

from that. If we could limit the growth of government spending to

2 percent a year for 7 years, we could achieve a balanced budget.
If you were looking back at your experience in both the public

and the private sector of the economy and you were going to look

at America's fiscal problem as a business or a family would look

at it, how many businesses in America in the last 20 years, in per-

centage terms, would you say have faced restructuring problems at

least as difficult as the Federal Government faces today and have
successfully overcome them?

Dr. Greenspan. I would say a large majority, Senator.
Senator Gramm. If America were a business instead of a country

or a family instead of a country, would you call our financial prob-
lems from the point of view of a family or a business a modest re-

structuring or a dramatic restructuring as compared to, say, IBM's
problems or General Motors' problems 10 years ago?

Dr. Greenspan. I would say small.

Senator Gramm. So you, in essence, agree with the thesis—it is

a thesis that I hold, obviously—that if America were a family, a
strong family, or a good business, we would be looking at a modest
restructuring and that we would roll up our sleeves, get serious
about this problem, and solve it?

Dr. Greenspan. Well, Senator, the private analogy is an interest-

ing one. There was a corporate executive president of a firm who
said he sent out notices to five of his divisions that they all had
to cut back by roughly 20 percent. They all came back and said it

is not possible, you know, we cannot do it. He then sent out an
edict in which it had to be done or everyone got fired. They did it.

Senator Gramm. Miraculously.
Dr. Greenspan. Miraculously. Nothing happened. The system

went on.

Look, we have all dealt internally with our bureaucratic systems.
There is an extraordinary inertia that we all confront. It is very
difficult. I see it at the Fed. Everyone sees it in every other busi-
ness. The presumption that you cannot squeeze down without
undoing a corporate, government, or other structure is silliness.
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Senator Gramm. Well, I am struck, Mr. Chairman, by the para-

dox that we are facing a problem as a country that if we were a

family or a business, it would be a modest restructuring, and yet

what businesses and families do every day we find so difficult to

do as a people.

I want to address this issue about being able to say how you
would balance the budget before you start to do it. When you went
off to graduate school and you were looking at all the courses that

you had to pass and all the things that you had to learn, did you
know how you were going to do it?

Dr. Greenspan. No. In fact, that is precisely the appropriate

analogy. Senator. You knew you were going to get there; you knew
you had innumerable paths to get there. You did not know what
the optimum path was until you approached various different forks

in the road. And that is the reason why I would be a little reluc-

tant to put in a locked path at this particular stage

Senator Gramm. But we are going to learn something during the

process.

Dr. Greenspan. That is precisely it.

Senator Gramm. To sum up, Mr. Chairman, if we only set out to

do what we knew exactly how we were going to do, nobody would
ever start a business, nobody would ever go off to college, nobody
would ever get married. As I said when I asked my wife to marry
me for the third time, and I got down on one knee and said, "If

you will marry me, I will spend the rest of my life trying to make
you happy," she did not say, "How are you going to do it?" She
measured was I sincere about it, and, quite frankly, 25 years later
I am still working on it.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman DOMENICI. Thank you very much.
Senator Lautenberg?
Senator Lautenberg. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Greenspan, we hear the analogies constantly between busi-

ness, family, and the Federal Government. And while I think it is

fairly easy to draw a comprehensive picture of the three situations,
there are enormous differences between them. And when you look
at the restructuring of companies throughout our economy over the
last few years, you see companies having sacrificed huge shares of
the market, improve their performance—IBM I think is perhaps
the most notable example. IBM no longer has the market share
that it used to have. And one cannot measure IBM's progress by
the improvement in profit in this last year. There is a sustain-
ability factor that is going to have to be viewed so that we know
whether or not their decisions were correct. But they each have
capital budgets. They each have depreciation schedules, amortize
capital investment, live—are there any corporations that you are
aware of that are without borrowing, without credit on the outside?
Any of the major corporations? You served on the board of one of
the best companies in America. That was ADP. That was my com-
pany. Dr. Greenspan was on that board before he came here. But
there is no inside track, I assure you.

Dr. Greenspan. Observe how well they have done since both of
us left. [Laughter.]
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Senator Lautenberg. I was hoping you would not mention that.

But are there any companies that do not rely on credit, on borrow-
ing some place along the way to continue their expansion, their de-

velopment?
Dr. Greenspan. Borrowing for productive investments is clearly

a very sensible thing to do. Borrowing for consumption, which is to

a very large extent what is done in the Federal Government, I do
not think corporations do or should do.

Senator Lautenberg. But the net result is, isn't it, that our abil-

ity to raise revenues—and I am not recommending it, and I was
very interested in your response to Senator Johnston—is unique
among entities due to the fact you can raise taxes, you do not have
to give reasons except to give up your seat in the Senate or the

House, and you go ahead and do it.

The point I am attempting to make here is the vast difference

between the way corporate America works and the Federal Govern-
ment. And the analogy between the two is not worth an awful lot,

as I see it, in most instances. Do you agree or disagree?

Dr. Greenspan. I disagree in the one specific area which I em-
phasize, which is the inertia of bureaucratic organizations; that is,

it is extraordinarily difficult to get anyone to voluntary cut back,
and they are almost always indicating the reasons why, if it is to

be done, there is some catastrophe that occurs as a consequence.
I think that that is rampant, frankly, in the Federal Government,
and it is rampant in a lot of corporations as well. And it is those
which have been forced into very major restructuring. I would hope
that we recognize that the types of problems that we have with our
very large structural deficits which go into the 21st century are
enough of a spur for us to take some very dramatic actions which,
while dramatic, are not very large.

I happen to agree with Senator Gramm that it is really not a big
number. It is politically huge, but analytically it is not that big a
number.

Senator Lautenberg. If I can, one more question, Mr. Chairman,
and that is this: Do you see any risks inherent in a constitutional
amendment that says thou shalt balance the budget by 2002, or
whatever it is, as contrasted to what needs to be done in the oper-
ation of our financial structure with decision making year by year?

Dr. Greenspan. Over the years I have been concerned about
changing the Constitution to put in fiscal issues which have to be
sustainable 50 and 100 years hence. And I am worried, I must say,
about enforcement capabilities of strictly the type of balanced budg-
et amendments that we have been talking about. But I have reluc-

tantly concluded that there should be a constitutional super-major-
ity requirement for appropriations, outlays, and expenditures, as
well as sunset legislation. But the crucial issue which I think you
are raising, with which I agree, is that process or mechanisms are
not going to balance the budget. You have to basically get at the
roots of the process and change the law. Unless you do that, par-
ticular guidelines or various different things which inhibit you from
doing things is not going to get it done very readily.

Senator Lautenberg. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman DOMENICI. Senator Gorton?
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Senator GORTON. In a series of questions with Senator Johnston
just a few moments ago, I believe that you set out your priorities,

Dr. Greenspan, with respect to deficit reduction, spending reduc-
tion, and tax cuts. And if I heard you correctly, you said that while
you were in favor of tax cuts, they are a lower priority than a re-

duction in the deficit, in the budget.
Then I think you said, sort of offhandedly, that if there were

going to be tax cuts, you felt they should be somewhat different in

their structure and their direction than those which are now being
discussed.
Am I correct in that? And if I am, would you give me what your

priorities would be with respect to economic growth if there were
to be tax reductions of a given amount, a significant given amount?

Dr. Greenspan. Senator, as I have testified before this and other
committees, my first priority would be to address the capital gains
tax, which I think has the capability of having the most positive

effect on the economy. Any loss of revenue, if there is, in fact, a
loss in revenue from that sort of tax. which is quite different from
other t>T)es of taxes.

Senator Gorton. Expand on that a little bit. if you will. It is

your view, then, one, that a reduction in the capital gains tax, at
least at certain levels, might have only a very modest impact on
revenue loss; is that correct?

Dr. Greenspan. The estimating techniques that everyone uses
very clearly produce evidence that very small changes in assump-
tions have ver>' large impacts on what those revenue estimates are.

My sense is that since I personally believe that the capital gains
tax is an inappropriate means to raise revenue if economic growth
is centrally important or a major priority, I would tend to lean in
the direction, where we possibly can, of reducing it and ultimately
eliminating it.

I cannot give you revenue estimates. I think everyone else can
give you revenue estimates down to the last decimal point, and
what we have seen is that the ability to forecast revenue changes
on changes in the capital gains tax is very, very limited. But if I

had to guess, I would say the revenue losses are small.
Senator Gorton. But the justification, then, for changes, for re-

ductions in capital gains, have to do with increased productivity in
society, increased economic activity, and, one presumes, increased
jobs?

Dr. Greenspan. Yes.
Senator GoRTON. Now, nevertheless, in spite of this set of prior-

ities, you did have reductions in taxes relatively low on your order
of priority. At the same time, much of your wTitten testimony re-
lates to low savings rates, and low investment rates in the United
States.

Do you believe it possible to significantly increase our savings
rates, given the nature of our current tax system?

Dr. Greenspan. I support those endeavors, of which I gather
there are many initiatives in the Senate, to move toward the type
of tax system which basically taxes consumption rather than sav-
ing. I would tend not to assume that a number of these basic tax
programs which do not inhibit consumption somehow create saving
out of the blue. The only way to increase saving is either to get in-
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come going up or consumption going down, or both. And if you can

put your tax system where its burden is on consumption, I suspect

you will engender a higher level of saving.

I certainly think it is the way to go. If there is support for that,

I would very much encourage it.

Senator GoRTON. You are an admirer of the Chairman, I take it.

Chairman DoMP:Nif;i. Thank you very much. Senator Gorton.

I believe, Senator Hollings, you are next.

Senator Hollings. Thank you very much.
Mr. Chairman, with respect to Mexico in deep trouble, $160 bil-

lion long-term debt, $31 billion current account deficits, 20 percent

of the bank loans, I understand, are non-performing. The workers

down there, of course, over the last 10 years have had a 50-percent

cut in their wages, and now with the devaluation of the peso, they

have got another 40-percent cut. There is going to be some reces-

sion, and the question is how severe.

I look upon the Administration's proposal as really making it ex-

tremely severe, devastating, for the simple reason that they are

going to have to control imports on the one hand, I am sure you
would agree. That is going to cancel out, by the way, the advan-

tages of NAFTA about creating jobs up here. But more particular,

with a $40 billion loan guarantee and the security being requested

to guarantee the loan guarantee, all of their export revenues are

going to debt service rather than development.
Specifically, they need those oil revenues to build schools and

hospitals, roads, sewer lines for industry to get the economy going
again. How is it that the Federal Reserve has not moved in to peg
that peso, take our hits up front, rather than incur this $40 billion

obligation? We could get the International Development Bank then
to move in with some good loans, the IMF and World Bank, but
at least the International Development Bank to sta.rt loans.

I want to make sure we help the people of Mexico, not the bil-

lionaires. Steve Forbes is up there now testifying before the For-
eign Relations Committee and had written in his articles last year
that under Salinas, the so-called privatization, I wish I could pri-

vatize this Government and give Senators Domenici and Exon and
Sarbanes the TV and the telephone and everything else like that.

That was the good-ol' boy system. The people never got any advan-
tage. They ought to give the money back.
But be that as it may, rather than go in this way, we could take

the hits; they could still have their money and get a chance to work
their way out of it. What they do is, as I say, get into a gridlock
situation down there financially on the one hand, and we would be
the culprit on the other hand. A year from now, 2 years from now,
they are going to say the oil revenues, well, we have to pay it to

the gringo up north. Dale Carnegie did not design this plan.

Dr. Greenspan. Would you repeat your question, Senator?
Senator Hollings. My question is: Why didn't the Federal Re-

serve move in and take the hits early on here?
Dr. Greenspan. You mean, in other words, to support the peso?
Senator Hollings. Yes, sir.

Dr. Greenspan. If we were to do that—and I would argue stren-
uously against it—we would have to be using unappropriated
funds, which is all that we have got at the Federal Reserve; and
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to the extent that we were supporting the peso, we would be accu-

mulating significant quantities of them, which we have no way of

hedging. And as a consequence of that, we concluded that that

would not be authorizable, if I may put it that way, under the stat-

utes under which we operate.

The reason, actually, that we have supported the issue of going
for another approach to this is largely that we do not have authori-

ties, as we see it, either in the Exchange Stabilization Fund at the

Treasury or at the Federal Reserve to take that sort of action.

Senator HOLLINGS. Why not ask for that authority?

Dr. Greenspan. Because the guarantee authority is very similar.

We would be exposing, as far as I can see, the American taxpayer
probably more if we were going in with the direct purpose of sta-

bilizing a foreign country's currency than we are, as I understand
it, in the type of structure that Treasury is moving forward on,

which is to have a loan guarantee facility for which Mexico would
be paying a very large up-front fee. The chance of taxpayer loss is

greater if we were to do it than in the type of facility that I under-
stand is being negotiated by the Treasury Department.
Senator Hollings. I see my time is up.

Chairman DOMENICI. Thank you very much. Senator Hollings.

Senator Sarbanes?
Senator Sarbanes. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Greenspan, I understand your time is limited, and I

will try to very succinctly put some questions to you.
First of all, I was interested to hear this kind of "Amen" comer

for the Fed and its policies from the other side. But one of the
points they made is that Mexico would not have had these prob-
lems, or perhaps less of them, if they had an independent monetary
authority. Do you agree with that?

Dr. Greenspan. I do not know enough about precisely how the
system was working. That they have a legal independent monetary
authority is very clear. There was a law passed last year which cre-

ated a fully independent institution in a legal structural sense. But
as you well know. Senator, it is one thing to have a legal structure
and another to make a judgment as to what extent is a monetary
authority affected by an executive branch or a legislature. And I

am not in a position

Senator Sarbanes. They seem to feel that is important. I won-
dered whether the conditionality on the Mexican guarantees ought
to address that issue.

Dr. Greenspan. I would certainly think that any conditionality
should focus on such policies.

Senator Sarbanes. Now, I want to ask you about U.S. interest
rates. The Chamber of Commerce in November, after the Fed last
took the rates up, and I quote:
Apparently, the Fed will not be satisfied until it has seen irrefutable proof of a

slowdown, and by then it will most likely be too late. It is clear that the only phones
that are answered at the Federal Reserve Board come from the Wall Street area
code.

Now, the auto dealers in the last few days have certainly sound-
ed the alarm. Chrysler's chief economist said:
The Fed could squeeze too hard as it tried to restrain the economy. The Fed is

right on the cusp of not flattening the cui-ve, but causing an actual downturn.
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That is in yesterday's paper. And Ford, of course, closed some
plants and said the reason they were closing them was the damp-
ening effect of rising interest rates on car-buyer plans.

Now, the New York Times has a headline this morning: "Compa-
nies are beginning to worry that the Fed is overreacting." Now, you
are getting this reaction all across the economic scale here, and I

am interested to hear your response to it.

Let me just add one other item. The Finance Minister of Mexico
said that the rise in interest rates in 1994 was one of the reasons
that international investors began to sour on Mexico, pulling their

money out, and uncertainty in Mexico was further increased by re-

vived reports that the Federal Reserve would increase interest

rates at the end of the month, thereby draining more investor

money from Mexico.
What is the Fed going to do next week in light of all these con-

cerns? Whose phones are you listening to? It is a reasonable point,

I think, that the Chamber of Commerce made. I could quote the
NAM and the home builders as well, but I know your time is lim-

ited.

Dr. Greenspan. Thank you.

Senator Sarbanes. I want to put one more question to you before

you get away.
Dr. Greenspan. I will just merely repeat what I said before. Sen-

ator. I was not sure whether you had come in. But during the lat-

ter part of last year, we had the most extraordinary expansion that
I ever recall, not in terms of its orders of magnitude, but in terms
of the fact that it was almost impossible to find anything that was
negative. And that is extraordinarily unusual for any economy, es-

pecially one as complex and diverse as the United States economy.
We are, fortunately, beginning to see some mixed elements with-

in it, which I think is very advantageous in the sense that the
unsustainable torrid pace that we were exposed to is now simmer-
ing down into what looks to be a more stable, sustainable pace.
That is our judgment as to what we see is occurring, and it is

not a question of which telephones we answer, because what we try
to do is to find out as best we can, as you well know, what is going
on in the economy through every means possible. And I think we
do a reasonably good job.

There are innumerable voices that are out there which are al-

ways concerned about any rise in interest rates, and I understand
that. That is part of the process. We listen very closely for the rea-
sons why people are concerned, and in some instances, we learn a
good deal. But it is a very tough set of judgments that we have to
make, and we make them on the basis of what evidence we believe
is there and try to balance them in a manner which gives us the
best policy.

That is the only way I can really answer that question, Senator.
Senator Sarbanes. Mr. Chairman, could I put a question on the

CPI very quickly?
Chairman DoMENici. Sure.
Senator Sarbanes. Mr. Chairman, you said in some testimony

recently that you thought the CPI was overstated.
Dr. Greenspan. Yes.
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Senator Sarbanes. Now, that is being studied. In fact, the Bu-
reau of Labor Statistics has that possibiHty of revising the CPI
under examination.

Dr. Greenspan. That is correct.

Senator Sarbanes. Your comment, though, provoked Members of

Congress, including leading Members of Congress, to say, and I am
quoting:

We have a handful of bureaucrats who, all professional economists agree, have an
error in their calculations. But we cannot tell these people to get it right. If they

cannot get it right in the next 30 days or so, we zero tnem out and transfer the

responsibility to either the Federal Reserve or the Treasury and tell them to get it

right.

Now, is that the way to achieve a sensible revision of the CPI?
Dr. Greenspan. Well, Senator, all I can say is what I said at the

joint hearing of both Budget Committees awhile back that there is

a technical problem in the CPI which creates an upward bias.

There is very little dispute in the economics profession that that is

true. There are differing estimates of what that may be.

My argument was that because it is so technically difficult to

fully get the bias out of the system, since it presumably is the in-

tent of the Congress by law to maintain programs so that the cost

of living is fully adjusted for, it was clear to me and I think to oth-

ers that the CPI was not appropriately meeting that requirement.
What I argued for was to create another index which would es-

sentially be the Consumer Price Index minus an adjustment factor

to recognize that particular bias for purposes of indexing programs
in the Federal budget.

I think that is an important issue. I do believe that the Bureau
of Labor Statistics is working very assiduously to endeavor to make
the types of corrections that we are all aware of, and, indeed, many
of the areas where there are upward biases, these have been identi-
fied by people at the BLS.
Senator Sarbanes. Do you think that Congress should zero out

the BLS if they do not change it in the next 30 days?
Dr. Greenspan. I do not think that was a notion that was meant

to be taken seriously.

Senator Sarbanes. If it was meant to be taken seriously, I take
it you would disagree with it?

Dr. Greenspan. I would certainly disagree with that, but I want
to emphasize I think it was an issue of emphasizing a particular
point, which should be made, but I do not believe that it is meant
literally.

Chairman DOMENICI. Thank you very much. Doctor, and I am
sorry we kept you over. We look forward to hearing from you
throughout the year, and we appreciate your work.

Dr. Greenspan. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman DOMENICI. Let me proceed, while we are changing

here and getting our three next witnesses, to make an announce-
ment for all the staff here, if we could carry it to our respective
Senators. I would hope on the minority and on the majority the
staff will indicate to members this change.

I have talked with Senator Exon, and what we are going to do
in the future on opening statements is the Chairman and ranking
member will make only 5-minute opening statements. We will be
bound by a clock. And no one else will make opening statements.
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However, we will add 2 minutes to each Senator's questioning on
the first round so that they can question 2 minutes longer than
now. They can include in that some opening remarks or use it en-

tirely for questions. That is going to be the rule until we are per-

suaded to the contrary, so everybody ought to have that. The rank-
ing member has agreed.
We have three witnesses here. Dr. Allan Meltzer is professor of

political economy and public policy at Carnegie Mellon University.

His reputation in the field of money and capital markets has
brought him frequent assignments with congressional committees,
as a consultant to the Council of Economic Advisers, as head of a

shadow open market committee.
Dr. Mickey Levy—we welcome you also. Doctor—is a senior vice

president and chief financial economist of the NationsBanc Capital

Markets, Inc. He is also a board adviser to the Federal Reserve of

New York, graduate of the School of Public Policy, University of

California at Berkeley. Previously he was on staff at the Congres-
sional Budget Office.

We appreciate, in addition to your appearance here, having re-

ceived a breakfast presentation that you both gave last year on the
state of the economy. You gave us some exciting information and
some very worthwhile things to chew on.

Dr. Wyss is research director of DRI/McGraw-Hill, counsels cor-

porate clients on financial issues, produces DRI's financial fore-

casts. Previously he was on the staff at the Council of Economic
Advisers.

I gather you know by the attendance, or lack thereof, we are run-
ning late. I would very much appreciate it if we would start with
Dr. Meltzer first, and each one take a brief amount of time. We vsdll

put your statements in the record. Thank you for being patient.

STATEMENT OF ALLAN H. MELTZER, PROFESSOR, CARNEGIE
MELLON UNIVERSITY

Dr. Meltzer. Thank you. Senator, and it is a pleasure to be here
before the committee again. I am going to abbreviate my remarks
to give you and Senator Sarbanes the opportunity to raise ques-
tions.

I have divided my comments into two parts, one having to do
with short-term and one having to do with long-term prospects and
problems of the American economy.

In brief, the short-term outlook and experience has been very
good. As Chairman Greenspan just mentioned, we have had a re-

markably good, strong recovery, and we all are happy about that.
Long term, there are some serious problems in the American

economy, and I am going to comment on two of them.
Let me say just a few words about the short term. We had strong

monetary stimulus in 1991 through 1993, and this is the principal,
but not the only, reason that we have had a strong recovery during
1993 and 1994. The Administration's argument that tax increases
spurred the economy by lowering the deficit and lowering interest
rates is a mistake. An elementary student in economics taking an
elementary economics course would fail for answering a question
by saying that raising taxes would be stimulative for the economy.
Raising taxes is, of course, destimulating or contractive for the
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economy, and no amount of argumentation about deficits and inter-

est rates will reverse that conclusion. The economy's strength and
the subsequent rise in interest rates has been due to a combination
of strong real growth, not only in the U.S. economy but around the
world, combined with a restrictive monetary policy that has worked
to try to slow down or prevent another round of inflation.

It is not surprising to me that the Administration takes credit for

the strong performance of the economy. I think we would all do the

same if we were in their position. But I believe they have been
wrong to do so.

On the longer-term outlook, I talk about two major problems.

The first is that since 1971, the dollar has depreciated 65 percent

against the German mark and 72 percent against the Japanese
yen. It has been a weak currency in the world, marked by periods

of strength. I do not attempt to make a forecast about where the

dollar will be in 1 week or 3 months, but I do believe that it has
long-term problems, and those problems result, I believe, from two
main sources. One is the very low expected rates of return to cap-

ital in the United States, which has prevented or slowed the rate

at which foreigners are bujdng U.S. assets and has increased the
rate at which Americans have been sending their investments
abroad.

I have a chart, which I distributed separately from my testimony
that I hope you have, showing private long-term capital market de-

cisions. You can see that during the 1980's we withdrew a large
amount of capital from the world. During the 1990's, as the real
rates of return, expected and actual, have declined, capital has
flowed out of the United States on a net basis. And I think there
are many other examples or pieces of data which could support
that.
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U.S. Net Long-Term Capital Inflows
As a % of the U.S. Current Account Deficit

Percent (8-<}uarter moving average) ^^^

-40
86 87 88 89 90 91 9ii w<3 s»^ »o

Source: WEFA

I believe that there is a current weakness, and what we need to

do is to raise the expected return to capital and to investment in

the United States by improving productivity, by investing in cap-

ital, both human and physical, to raise standards of living in the

United States for the benefit of our children and ourselves.

The second major problem that I want to point to is that the Ad-
ministration has pursued a policy of trying to talk down the dollar

for a time and has beat on the Japanese to try to reduce their trade
surpluses. Their trade surpluses are the principal form of lending
to the world economy, and we are a principal beneficiary of that
lending. This policy toward Japan, whatever its merits, has the ef-

fect of raising real interest rates not only for us but for everybody
else in the world, depriving us of capitsil by removing the principal

source of saving on a net basis from the world economy. So that
is a second main criticism.

Finally, I recommend some changes to raise living standards in

the U.S., and I am pleased that I am able to strongly recommend
your proposal, with Senator Nunn, to shift taxation from taxation
of income to taxation of consumed income or consumer expenditure,
and at the same time expense capital equipment, removing, of
course, the interest subsidy at the same time. But I strongly en-
dorse the proposal as moving in the direction of trying to encourage
saving and investment which, as you and other members of the
committee know, are the only ways to raise living standards long
term.

Thank you. Senator.

Chairman DOMENICI. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Meltzer follows:]
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SHORT-TERM ACHIEVEMENTS AND LONG-TERM PROBLEMS

by

AfCan !H. Mdtzer

Camtgit ^eCbn University and Amirican 'Enterprise Institute

(Preparedfor t/u UJ. SenaU 'Budget Committee, January 26, 199S

It is a great pleasure to appear again before this committee. The committee,

has long advocated and worked for a more responsible budget position. The

Chairman has co-sponsored an excellent proposal for tax reform that would

strengthen the economy and raise standards of living permanently by encouraging

saving and investment. The focus of that reform is long-term. I believe that is the

proper focus and, as I will comment presently, if we are going to solve our major

economic problems, we must focus on the long-term.

Currently the economy enjoys robust growth with low inflation. Growth of

employment is strong. Productivity has increased. The budget deficit has fallen.

The administration crows like a cock about these achievements and takes credit

for them. It is understandable that they would do so. Anyone of us might be tempted to

do the same if we had the opportunity.

They are, nevertheless, wrong to do so. Their major economic achievement

has been in trade policy -- their support for Congressional action to approve NAFTA

and GATT. Both will have a long-term benefit and, I believe. NAFTA contributed to the

growth of exports and output in 1994, But the main contribution of NAFTA and GATT is

to future living standards.

The administration's discussion of fiscal policy is entirely focused on the short-

run. They make the economically absurd argument that raising tax rates stimulated

the economy by reducing the deficit. An economics student who gave that answer

would fail elementary economics, it is both sad and disgraceful that the Council of

Economic Advisors has become so politicized that it endorses this incredible
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argument.

The robust recovery came despite, not because of, the 1993 tax increase. The

administration's argument that lower interest rates stimulated the expansion is correct,

but the reason long-term interest rates fell until October 1993 was the same as the

reason they fell in 1991 and 1992. Federal Reserve policy - measured by growth of

bank reserves, the monetary base, or purchases of securities - turned decisively in

first quarter 1991. Rapid monetary growth continued until last winter. Rapid money

growth initially lowers interest rates, stimulates spending, and encourages expansion.

So it was in 1992 and, 1993. But economic gro^/th and interest rates typically move in

the same direction. When grov^rth picked up, so did long-term interest rates. And.

when money growth slowed, interest rates continued to increase both because the

recovery continued and money growth slowed.

I do not want to concentrate only on these short-term matters. We all give too

much attention to forecasts of what will happen next quarter or next year. It should be

no secret that economists forecasts are often inaccurate. The sluggish recovery of

1991 and early 1992 led many to believe sluggish growth or a double-dip recession

was in the cards for late 1 992 or 1 993. Instead, the economy entered a period of

robust growth. Many economists predicted that the unemployment rate could not fall

below 6 or 6-1/2% without inflation. Unemployment is a percentage point lower with

only a 1-1/2% increase (to 1.7%) in producer prices and no change in the rate of

increase of consumer prices in 1994.

It is a mistake to base policy actions on short-term forecasts. Even if we,

economists, could forecast much more accurately, attention should be on a longer

horizon than a year or a quarter. Long-term programs are the only way to raise living

standards permanently, provide good jobs at rising wages, accumulate the resources

to build better schools, offer medical care for an aging population, and contribute to the

solution of other social problems. A one-half percent increase in the economy's long-

term growth rate from current levels woukJ add $27 billion of real income the first year.

But if the increase is maintained, ten years from now there is an additional $350 billion

to allocate to consumption investment, and social programs.
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Long-term solutions depend on the economy's ability to provide future

resources. A longer-term perspective on the performance of the U.S. economy is

given by the decline in the dollar. In the 23 years since President Nixon ended the

fixed exchange rate system in 1971 , the dollar has depreciated 65% against the

German mark and about 72% against the Japanese yen. fulost of the decline cannot

be explained by differences in inflation, particularly in recent years. International

Monetary Fund data show that the real (inflation adjusted) effective exchange rate has

fallen. The dollar continued to depreciate against major currencies in 1994 despite

low inflation and robust grov^h that typically appreciates a currency.

The most important reasons for the decline are the lower long-term expected

return to investment in the U.S. compared to other countries and the gradual decline in

the relative importance of the dollar as a reserve currency. I do not want to suggest

that intervention is required to stop the decline. It is much better for the dollar to be

allowed to depreciate, as the market demands, than for the dollar to be fixed to other

currencies. Those who propose fixed exchange rates or coordinated policies to

manage exchange rates never take account of the persistent decline of the dollar

against the mark, the yen, or the Swiss franc. Nor do they recognize that much of the

decline reflects differences in prospective real returns to investment.

The decline in the dollar is in part a measure of the market's judgment about the

prospects for U.S. growth relative to growth elsewhere. Supportive evidence comes

from investment decisions of domestic and foreign investors. Through most of the

1 980s, foreigners wanted to invest here and U.S. investors found attractive

opportunities at home. As recently as 1988 or 1989, the net flow of private capital to

the U.S. was about $100 billion a year. For 1991 to 1993, the average is about $25

billion. Since the U.S. continues to run a current account deficit, it continues to borrow

substantial sums abroad. Voluntary private lending fmanced the borrowing in the

1980s. In the 1990s, foreign government purchases of dollars, and recently currency

depreciation, have become more important. For the 3-1/2 years ending in June,

foreign central banks and governments - mainly in Europe and Asia ~ financed half

our net borrowing. In 1993, the share was 70%. Preliminary data for 1994 suggest we
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have borrowed an additional $140 billion. Much of it came from foreign central banks.

Foreign and U.S. investors alike find more attractive opportunities abroad than

at home. That leaves foreign central banks and governments three choices. They can

buy dollars and increase money growth. They can let the dollar depreciate or. they

can njn budget surpluses and sterilize money inflows. The last choice would allow the

U.S. to determine the domestic budget policy of foreign governments. Few countries

will make that choice.

The remaining choices are inflation and currency appreciation abroad. Many
countries have done some of each, and no doubt they will continue to do both.

Countries like Argentina, Mexico or Hong Kong keep their currencies pegged to the

dollar, so they buy whatever dollars come to them. Others pursue a mixed policy,

choosing between faster money growth and currency appreciation. If these countries

choose to avoid a new round of inflation, they will limit their purchases of dollars.

Given our borrowing requirement, the dollar will depreciate over time against major

currencies. The depreciation may not. probably will not. be a daily or monthly event.

There will be both ups and down, but the long-term trend will continue.

This may seem to be an odd conclusion and one that runs against the popular

belief that the U.S. has become more competitive. Whatever the overused term

competitiveness means, higher productivity growth, corporate restnjcturing, NAFTA,
higher growth abroad, and the real devaluation of the dollar have boosted exports and

retarded imports. At some point. U.S. goods, assets and travel will be so cheap for

foreigners that they will both buy more and expand investment here. And foreign

goods, assets and travel will be so expensive that U.S. citizens will substantially curtail

purchases and investments abroad. In the light of recent private investment decisions

that, I suggest, reflect expected rates of return in the U.S. and other countries, the

amount of further depreciation appears to be relatively large.

In my view, recent depreciation of the dollar is mainly a nonmonetary event.

Federal Reserve policy can not con-ect for the real problems engendering

depreciation. Raising martlet interest rates to support the dollar would bring a
temporary appreciation that would last only until this mistaken policy brought on the
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next recession. Nor can we count on problems abroad, as in Mexico recently, to have

a permanent effect on capital flows.

A second, long-term problem Is related to the first. The U.S. is a chronic

borrower in international markets, but it is not the only borrower. In fact, the world

economy has many borrowers and few large lenders. The principal lender is Japan.

U.S. policy seeks to reduce the Japanese surplus. The administration

encourages - and at times demands - that the Japanese spend more at home so as

to reduce their surplus. This is as counterproductive and short-sighted as any policy

can be. A lower Japanese surplus means less Japanese lending to us. Since Japan

is the world's principal net lender, higher real interest rates would result. This would

reduce investment here, and elsewhere, adding to our long-term problem of improving

productivity by investing more in equipment, plant, and education.

The popular, current view of Wall Street economists and perhaps others is that

market interest rates have been rising mainly because of fears of inflation. There is

some prospect of higher inflation in the U.S. but, in my judgment, neither current nor

future inflation can account for the simultaneous rise in interest rates on long-term

bonds on all world markets. A better explanation, I believe, is that real interest rates

have increased this year in response to the prospective additions to demands on

world capital markets from developing and recovering economies. Higher real interest

rates reduce some of these demands and slow economic growth here and abroad. I

do not believe that current projections for world recovery and expansion in 1995 will

be realized at current real interest rates.

Growth helps to solve many of the long-term problems of the U.S. and other

countries. Better jobs at higher wages will not be realized without investment in capital

and education. The widening spread between high- and low-income earners, and the

slow growth of median income, that arouse so much political comment, reflect mainly

differences in productivity growth for different parts of the population. A lasting change

in the income distribution or a lasting increase in median income will require changes

in relative productivity, hopefully achieved while overall productivity increases.

Discussion in Washington mainly concerns policies that shift income around
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without increasing -- and possibly reducing •• standards of living. The Clinton

administration started with the usual redistributive rhetoric. The emphasis was on

punishing those who earned the most in the 1980s, or taxing corporate profits and

capital accumulation, while spending more for health care, welfare, and other transfer

programs. Current talk in Congress and the administration is about increased family

allowances or a middle class tax cut. Either of the two would stimulate consumption

much more than investment. Whatever their political merits, these proposals do not

address long-term problems.

To increase investment and productivity growth, the U.S. as a nation should be

reallocating resources to remove the bias in favor of consumption not redistributing

income. Increased real returns to investment in education and physical capital will not

solve all social problems or even all our long-term economic problems. But the nation

will be better able to pay for the promised social security and health benefits, to

improve education, to build jails, and raise living standards if we start now to save and

invest at a higher rate.

The tax program we should adopt, Mr. Chairman, is the program you have

sponsored. It would tax consumption, not saving, and would raise the after-tax,

expected return to capital. We should replace the income tax with a tax on consumed

Income, and allow new investment to be charged as an expense when it is put in

place. We should begin to privatize social security, increase the retirement age at

which full social security benefits are paid, reduce or repeal the corporate income tax,

and increase competition in educational services.

Devolution of responsibility for some social programs to state and local

governments is on its way. Devolution eliminates a layer of bureaucracy and

recognizes that federal programs and federal rules have been ineffective and at times

counter productive. Better programs may develop through competition between local

or state governments and through experimentation. But the most costly current and

prospective social programs - social security, health care, and care of an aging

population - will not be solved in this v\/ay. These programs will require more

resources, both private and public. The only way to avoid the social conflict that will

6
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follow attempts to increase greatly the redistribution from young to old now required to

pay for past promises, is to increase the resources that will be available in the future.

That will require increased attention to future growth •• more saving, more domestic

investment, and better quality education for more of the population. The administration

has taken a short-timer's view. I hope the Congress will help them to shift their focus

and extend their vision.
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Chairman DoMENici Dr. Levy?

STATEMENT OF MICKEY D. LEVY, CHIEF FINANCIAL
ECONOMIST, NATIONSBANC CAPITAL MARKETS, INC.

Dr. Levy. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I appre-

ciate the opportunity to present my views today.

I have several points. The first point is the strong rate of eco-

nomic growth since mid- 1993 has been due entirely to the Federal

Reserve's earlier monetary stimulus and the healthy foundation

provided by the private sector restructuring, while the thrust of fis-

cal policy has been misguided and has hurt economic performance.

Simply put, the Administration's tax hikes legislated by OBRA in

1993 reduced disposable income and lowered expected returns on

investment. They did not deter consumption as much as they low-

ered private saving; this offset the deficit reduction so that there

was little added to net national savings. Thus, effectively, the tax

increase simply redistributed wealth from private savers to public

uses. This contributed to a higher current account deficit and lower

expected rates of return on dollar-denominated assets.

This is a perfect example of how a misguided analytical structure

for deficit cutting could fail to achieve its economic objectives and
also generate unintended side effects. I will come back to that in

a moment.
My second point is the economy now is set to slow. I expect a de-

celeration of economic growth below 3 percent in the next four

quarters and below 2 percent in 1996. Again, monetary policy plays

a key role.

The probability of recession now is very, very low. I am just look-

ing for a slowing. But a caution here: The Federal Reserve in the
past has tended to continue to tighten until it sees clear evidence
of the economy slowing. If it tightens too much now, the probability

of recession in 1996 or 1997 rises a lot.

I would like to review the transmission process through which
monetary policy affects the economy, suggesting the Fed's tighten-
ing will slow economic growth.

In the last year, bank reserves have declined, as have all infla-

tion-adjusted measures of money, while the yield curve has flat-

tened dramatically. Monetary policy always affects financial mar-
kets initially, and then the economy with a lag, and it is never a
smooth process.

So when we consider major portfolio adjustments, the declines in

the bond market, the collapsing European debt markets in early
1994, the unhinging of the mortgaged-backed market and deriva-
tives. Orange County, and the peso crisis in Mexico—all are part
of the transmission process through which monetary policy will af-

fect the real economy. So the Fed must be cautious at this point.

Even as the economy begins to slow, we can expect some modest
increase in inflation. Monetary policy affects inflation with an even
longer lag. But I fully concur with Federal Reserve Chairman
Greenspan that we are on the right track toward long-run stable
prices.

Real, inflation-adjusted interest rates rose with the strong eco-
nomic growth in 1993-1994, and the yield curve flattened with
short-term interest rates rising faster than long rates as the Fed
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tried to tighten and constrain inflationary expectations. As the rate

of real growth starts to subside in 1995, real rates will fall and the

yield curve will start steepening again by short rates falling faster

than long rates.

My next point stems from my forecast of slower economic growth;

the implications for the Federal budget is the best news on the def-

icit is occurring right now. Stated differently, if you dissect the sig-

nificant decline in deficits the last 3 years, it has been due to the

reversal of the costs of the S&L bailouts, the legislated tax in-

creases and the robust economic growth. Tax reform has been
scant, consequently, the most important and challenging legislative

issues facing this committee are yet to come.
In that regard, I would like to consider issues in macroeconomic

policies. First and foremost, it is very important for the fiscal pol-

icymakers to recognize that fiscal policy is not a substitute for mon-
etary policy. Even though the concept or the notion of changing the
fiscal policy/monetary policy mix is very alluring politically, it

makes no sense at all. Monetary policy and fiscal policies have very
different impacts on short-run economic activity and long-run activ-

ity, and they are not interchangeable.
The second point, and perhaps the most important point I would

like to bring forth to this committee, as it embarks on fiscal legisla-

tion, is when you think about fiscal policy, the objective should be
to reform the tax and spending structures underlying the deficit in

a way to create an environment conducive to long-run economic
growth and increased standards of living. This involves much more
than just reducing the deficit. And here I urge the committee to

focus on the tax and spending structures and how they allocate na-
tional resources.

The way in which the deficit is reduced is more important than
the magnitude by which it is reduced. I will go back to a point that
Senator Lautenberg made when he questioned Chairman Green-
span on comparing a private corporation to the government.
Whether a private corporation or the government, the key issue is

not how much debt there is, but what the deficit spending is for.

Is it achieving its objective? What is the rate of return on the re-

sources relative to the cost of borrowing?
In this regard, this committee must address the uneven mix of

Federal spending. Over the last couple decades, all of the rise in
Federal spending and all of the rise in the deficit has been due to
increasing spending on transfer payments. These have contributed
to higher consumption, while at the same time government spend-
ing on investment-oriented activity has been squeezed.
This mix of deficit spending has several results. First, it reduces

the long-term capital stock and it reduces national saving. Also, a
transfer payment financed by a taix or debt merely redistributes a
claim on those resources from the taxpayer to the beneficiary.
On the other hand, a government purchase directly absorbs that

national resource. The key point is, insofar as all of the increases
in spending have been for transfer payments, taxpayers are paying
more and getting less direct government purchases of goods and
services for the taxes they pay.
So my recommendations to this committee are to cut spending,

to eliminate the tax bias against saving, and that means adopting
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a consumption-based tax. And when you talk about reducing the
deficit, be very, very careful about how you do it, because the way
in which you cut deficits is the whole ball game in terms of achiev-

ing favorable long-run economic performance.
Thank you.

Chairman DOMENICI. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Levy follows:!
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Economic Performance and Macroeconomic Policies

by
Mickey D. Levy

NationsBanc Capital Markets, Inc.

Prepared for the U.S. Senate Budget Committee
January 26. 1995

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee. I appreciate the opportunity to present my

views on economic conditions and macroeconomic policies. From my perspective, while recent

economic performance has been very strong-output and emptoyment have grown rapidly,

incomes are up, and inflation has remained moderate-these posKive cyclical conditions will

dissipate in 1995-1996. and significant reforms of fiscal and budget policies are necessary to

sustain healthy economic growth and rising standards of living. A summary of my remarks are as

follows;

Economic growth has been robust in lagged response to the Federal Reserve's earlier

monetary stimulus and the healthy foundation provided by the private sector restructuring,

while the thrust of fiscal policy has been misguided and has hurl economic performance.

Real GDP growth will slow in 1995 and decelerate bek)w 2.0 percent growth in 1996,

while inflation will rise modestly in 1995 and level off in 1996. Just as real interest rates rose

in 1994 to reflect the strong economic growth, real rates will recede in 1995-1996 with

moderating economic growth. Contrary to the Administration's allegations, interest rates

have responded to economic activity, not the tax hike-generated deficit reductions.

The Federal Reserve has tightened monetary policy appropriately in response to

accelerating economic activity, consistent with its k>ng-run goal of low inflation, and has built

valuable inflation-fighting aedibility. Monetary policy now is restrictive, based on sustained

declines in bank reserves and real money balances. The Fed must be careful to not

tighten much further, keeping in mind the lags between nvDnetary action and economic

outcomes. Its historical tendency has been to igrtore those lags and tighten too much,

generating recession.

Fiscal policy remains in disarray arxl requires reform. This committee's focus should be

on long-term objectives. The tax bias against saving must be reduced; this is vastly more

important than a tax cut that would only fuel nrK»re consumption. Deficit spending on

consumption-oriented transfer programs at the expense of investment-oriented activities

must be reduced. Well-intended but structurally-flawed programs must be reformed.
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• Fiscal F)olicynnakers must focus on the tax and spending staictures and what they imply

for the allocation of national resources and economic performance-both in the short and long

runs-rather than deficit bearv-counting. The way in which the deficit is reduced is more

important than the magnitude by which it is reduced.

The improvement in economic performance is in part a tribute to the flexibility of the

private sector and Its efficient restructuring. The public sector must now be restnjctured to

sustain economic growth and rising standards of living. Corrective action is best taken in a

healthy economic environment like the present.

I. Cyclical Conditions and Macroeconomic Policies

Real Economic Performance. Since mid- 1993, economic performance has been very

strong, with real GDP growth over 4.0 percent annualized, well above its 2.75 percent tong-run

trend, corporate profits robust, and inflation moderate. Real GDP growth is projected to

moderate to approximately 3.0 percent in 1995. experiencing a marked stowdown in the second

half of the year, and decelerate below 2.0 percent in 1996.

Following the gradual recovery, the acceleration in economic growth beginning in mid- 1993

has benefited a broad array of sectors and industries. What began as a "productivity-driven"

recovery characterized by industrial restructuring and highly visible job layoffs has evolved into an

expansion with rapid job growth, historically high average workweeks, and healthy increases in

personal incomes. In the last year, nonfarm payrolls have risen 3.1 percent, the fastest rate

since 1988, and the unemptoyment rate has fallen to 5.4 percent, its kjwest level in five years.

Since mid- 1993, real consumption has grown 3.4 percent annualized, with particulariy strong

sales of rTK)tor vehicles and household durables. Corporate profits and cash flows are rising

rapidly and are at all-time highs.

Business fixed Investment grew 12.0 percent annually in 1993-1994, rising as a share of

GDP. Investment in producer durable goods equipment, particulariy information processing

equipment, has been robust, while investment in structures has stabilized after approximately

seven years of adjustment. Business Inventories remain low relative to sales and GDP.

Investment in residential constmction has begun to dip as housing activity is stowly subsiding In

response to higher nfK)rtgage rates.

Two sectors have subtracted from GDP: govemment purchases and net exports.

Government purchases have continued to decline with the ongoing federal defense downsizing.
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Exports have grown rapidfy. despite tfve eartier perxxj of economic weakness among the US s

major trading partners, and have risen as a share of vrtjridwide exports. However, imports have

increased more rapkSy with the strong growth of domestic consumption. The widening trade

deficit has suppressed GOP relative to domestic demand.

Inflation. Inflation has remained moderate, despite the strong economy. The CPI increased

2.7 percent in 1994. and shows scant stgns of accelerating. While the PPI for crude goods has

risen 17 percent and the PPI for intermediate goods has risen 5.1 percent in the last year, these

pressures have not yet appeared at the consumer level. The implicit GDP deflator has inaeased

a modest 2.3 percent, while the largest portion of the acceleration of nominal growth has been

real output.

Rapid increases in productivity in the last year (2.2 percent in the nonfarm business sector

and over 5.0 percent in n^anufacturing) and stable lr>creases in employment costs have

constrained unit labor cost inaeases to 0.9 percent, contnbuting stgnrftcantly to the moderate

inflation environment. While strong product demand growth (nominal GOP has increased 6.8

percent in the last year) has ervabled certain industries to raise product prices, attempts to raise

prices in other irxlustries have not been successful.

Interest Rates. Real interest rates have risen in response to the strong ecorxjmic

performance arxd rtsi^ng expected rates of return on investment, while the Federal Reserve has

tightened rrxx^etary policy in an attempt to constrain inflation. As a consequence, typical of

recent episodes of robust economic growth, short-term interest rates have risen faster than bond

yields, gerteratirtg a flatter yiekj curve.

The flattening yieid curve, firm stock market amid the Fed tightening, and relative stability of

gold prices are an indications that real rates have risen while the Feds inflation-fighting aedibility

has grown. The Adn\irvtstration's contention that its 1993 deHcit reduction (tax hiiie) package was

the source of bwer interest rates was greatly overstated; the low rates through nx>st of 1993

primarily reflected weak economic growth and low inflationary expectations.

The Influences of Monetary and Fiscal Policies. The strong economic perfonrvance since

nr»id-1993 has been attributable to the lagged impact of the FecTs stimulative monetary policy in

1992-1993 aTKJ the heatthy foundation for expansion aeated by the positive private sector
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restructuring. Meanwhile, fiscal policy has rernained misguided arvj has negatively influenced

economic activity.

The excessive liquidity provided by the Fed's accommodative rTxx>etary policy arxJ low real

interest rates in 1992-1993 served initially to replenish the corrunerciaJ banking sector and raise

prices of financial assets. As the negative impact of some of the structural and noncydical

adjustments that had inhibited the pace of recovery began to unwirxj (including the defense

downsizing, real estate adjustments, and finar>cial balance sheet adjustments), aggregate

demand picked up and economic growth accelerated. As the economic expansion has gair>ed

nx)mentum it has taken on many of the characteristics of previous demand-driven growth spurts.

Fiscal policy has had a negative impact on the expansion, but it has been offset by the

demarxJ-driven tailwinds of morietary stimulus. The Administration's defidt-cutting package of

1993-comprised largely of tax increases—was fiscally restrictive in a cyclical sense and negative

for ksng-run potential growth. The defense dov/nsizing reduced real government purchases and

subtracted from GDP, particularly in 1992-1993. when the economy was struggling to recover.

The Administration's argument that tax increases stimulate growth by lowerir>g interest rates

was simply political, without economic merit or empirical support. Deficit reduction was largely

offset by lower private saving, constraining the increase in net national saving, wtule the higher

taxes on income and capital reduced disposable income and expected rates of return on

investment. The higher tax/lower deficit package effectively realkxated private saving to

consumption-oriented public uses, contnbuting to the widening current account defidt and

reducing expected rates of return on U.S. dollar-denominated assets relative to assets

denominated in foreign currencies. This is a perfect example of how misguided defidt-cutting

can fail to achieve its economic objectives wtiile generatir>g unintended negative skie effects.

The Monetary Transmisston Process. The Fed's monetary poticy is now appropriately

restrictive, and the unpleasant financial market responses to the Fed's tighterwig in 1994 have

been integral to the transmisswn process through which the monetary restrictiveness will slow

the economy. In the last year, the Fed's hikes in the federal funds rate has involved a 2.4

percent dedine in bank reserves arxl dedines in aJI r^arrow monetary aggregates in inflatiorv-

adjusted temns, their first dedines since early-1989. Reflecting the monetary tightening, the yiekJ

curve has flattened significantly. All of these have been (precursors to recent economic

sk}wdowns and recesskxis.
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Pericxjs of monetary tightening are never pleasant or smooth for financial markets, and the

current episode is no different. In 1994, the lx}nd market turned in its worst performance in

decades. Sizable portfolio adjustments involved net declines in stock and k)ng-term tx>nd funds,

and a rise in short-term nrK)ney market funds and bank CDs. Bank margins were squeezed as

strong toan demand raised bank demand for Eurodollar deposits and k)wered demand for

govemment securities. More jarring events included the dramatic deterioration of the European

debt markets, the unhinging of the mortgage-backed securities market, huge investors' kisses in

derivative products, the Orange County calamity, and collapsing currency and debt markets in

Mexico and other emerging markets. All of these events are part of the transitbn between

monetary tightening and economic slowdown. Just as the rapid nvsnetary expansion and lower

interest rates in 1991-1993 have been the primary factors generating the recent robust economic

growth, the Fed's tightening and draining of lk)uidity will stow grov\/th.

The Outlook for Economic Performance and Financial Markets. Signs of an economic

slowdown should emerge by Spring 1995, with GDP growth moderating to 2.5-3.0 percent in the

second half of this year, and then decelerating betow 2.0 percent growth in 1996. In light of the

underiying structural soundness of the economy, chances of recession in 1995 or 1996 are tow.

However, the longer the economy remains strong and the more the Fed tightens in response, the

higher is the probability of a more severe cyclical stowdown or recesston unfolding in 1996-1997.

Virtually every sector in the economy presently exhibits strength, but this is not unusual in the

mature stage of a cyclical grovtrth spurt. In each recent instance when the Fed has reduced the

money stock and the yield curve has flattened dramatically, a slowdown has always followed.

Typically, the first signs of economic stowdown appear in consumptton of durable goods and

housing activity. Initially, GDP growth and emptoyment are relatively unaffected, as the

slowdown in final sales is offset by unintended inventory buitoing. However, as businesses tower

their expectations of product demand, productton schedules are cut back over the next several

quarters to achieve tower desired levels of inventories, and this involves decelerating growth of

GDP and employment.

That same pattern is expected to unfokJ this year, as real consumptton has exceeded its

tong-term trend and business inventory building has been very rapid since second quarter 1994.

The net export sector will provide a buffer against weaker domestic sales. Real exports, which

have grown 12.0 percent in the last year, should remain robust with the strengthening economies

in industrialized nations and the weak U.S. dollar, while import growth will decelerate with the
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moderation of domestic demand. Consequently, the trade deficit will decline and GDP growth will

slow by less than domestic demand.

In past episodes of monetary tightening, the Fed continued to tighten until clear signs of

economic slowdown emerged. Because monetary policy always affects the real ecornimy with a

lag, most recent efforts to achieve a soft landing have proved elusive, as excessive monetary

restraint has slowed the economy more than desired.

Inflation tends to lag real economic activity, and modestly higher inflation is projected in 1995,

even after economic growth slows. The CPI is projected to rise modestly to 3.5-3.75 percent in

1995 and 1996, before beginning to recede thereafter.

So far in this expansion, the largest portion of nominal GOP growth has been growth in real

output, while inflation has not accelerated. Now, with capacity utilization relatively high and the

unemployment rate low, pressures on unit latx>r costs and inflation should begin to mount, and a

rising portion of current dollar spending will be inflation. Thus, whereas the 6.8 percent rise in

nominal GDP in the last year comprised 4.4 percent real growth and a 2.3 percent rise in the

implicit GDP deflator, a slowdown of nominal GDP to 6.0 percent in 1995 may involve 2.75

percent growth in real output and a 3.25 percent rise in the deflator. Consumer prices would rise

somewhat faster, reflecting the composition of the CPI.

Real interest rates will recede with moderating economic growth. The most significant impact

should be on shorter-term securities that have built in expectations of substantial hikes in the

federal funds rate. Bond yields should not fall as much, generating a steepening yield curve.

While slower economic growth should ease inflation fears, lingering inflation pressures should

limit declines in bond yields. This would reverse recent interest rate trends that have

accompanied the strong economy.

II. Implications for the Federal Budget

Under current law, the best news on the federal budget is occurring now. As robust

economic growth slows, deficits will rise and the budget's structural problems, mostly involving

entitlements, will become more apparent.

No question, there has been significant deficit reduction. The deficit will be less than net

interest outlays in Fiscal 1995 for the first time since 1989. But there has been little reform of the
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structural flaws in tax and spending structures that influence long-run economic perfonnance.

Consequently, the hardest and nriost important legislative challenges remain ahead.

The deficit reduction from its peak of $292 billion in FY1992 to abOiA $180 billion in FY1995

is due to 1) the reversal of government spending for the S&L bailout-those outlays, which

peaked at $66.1 billion in FY1991, have shifted to negative outlays since 1993 as the RTC has

disposed of assets, 2) the tax hikes legislated by the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993

(OBRA93), and 3) robust economic growth.

Actual budget improvement has been overstated, and the cyclically-adjusted deficit remains

high. Tax receipts have accelerated while total spending (excluding the impact of de|X)sit

insurance) has continued to rise rapidly. While defense outlays have declined since 1990 and

spending on discretionary programs has increased only 2.1 percent annually-a reduction in real

terms-spending on so-called mandatory programs has soared, led by double-digit annual

increases in Medicare and Medicaid and persistent inflation-adjusted increases in social security.

Also, misguided policies, resulting from politically-motivated deficit reduction efforts, have

actually widened the budget imbalance. The Administration's 1993 decision to alter the

Treasury's debt management strategy and shorten the duration of government debt was an

attempt to lower deficit projections. That short-sighted decision, effectively betting that short-

term interest rates would stay low, has backfired, and is proving costly to taxpayers. Net interest

costs and their projections have been revised up significantly, uncertainty is higher, and pockets

of illiquidity have emerged in certain maturities of the U.S. Treasury and zero coupon markets.

As less favorable economic conditions unfold, the budget imbalance will widen, and the

structural deficit will become nrx>re apparent. The deficit will rise sharply in 1996, to roughly $215

billion. This will occur primarily as the cyclical slowdown in emptoyment and incomes dampen tax

receipts, to approximately 5.5 percent grov^h from an average of 8.6 percent in 1994-1995.

Under cun-ent law, the budget imbalance can be expected to widen continuously in later years,

even if the economy expands along its long-run trendline.

These adverse budget trends will increase the pressure to cut deficits and make nrK)re

apparent the structural flows of current tax and spending legislation. They will also move us

further from achieving the objectives of balanced budget proposals.
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III. Issues tn Macroeconomic Policies

This Federal Reserve, perhaps more than any recent Fed. seems fully committed to the

objective of low long-run inflation as a necessary foundation for sustained healthy economic

expansion. Congress should fully support the Fed's pursuit of this objective. The purpose of the

Fed's monetary tightening in response to strong economic growth is not to shut down growth, but

rather to create an environment conducive to sustained expansion by keeping inflation low. High

inflation is inconsistent with sustained expansion.

This committee must conduct its budget and fiscal policy with full recognrtion that monetary

and fiscal policies have vastly different impacts, each with its own limited capabilities. Monetary

and fiscal policy should not be considered substitutes; the politically alluring notion of adjusting

the "policy mix" is without economic merit and always leads to poor macroeconomic policies and

undesirable economic outcomes.

Monetary policy may permanently shift aggregate demand but is incapable of raising long-run

output; accordingly, it may have a temporary impact on real economic activity but in the long-run

only affects inflation. In contrast, fiscal policy is incapable of generating a permanent shift in

aggregate demand, but instead alters the allocation of national resources between public and

private uses, and influences long-run potential output by aftering incentives to consume, save and

invest. Previous attempts to use fiscal policy as a countercyclical tool to achieve short-run

objectives have generally failed and been discredited.

The most pressing task facing fiscal policymakers is to reform tax and spending programs

with the broad objective of creating a fiscal environment conducive to healthy sustained economic

expansion, job creation, and rising long-run standards of living. Fiscal policy involves much more

than the deficit. The allocative affects of tax and spending structures are as important, if not

more important. Presently, there is a right way and a wrong way to address the deficit issue.

While artificial deficit targets may be required for polKical discipline, meeting them can cause

more harm than good if doing so involves resource misallocation that dampens economic

performance.

The current tax and spending structures are inconsistent with tong-run economic objectives in

several regards. First, the increasingly uneven mix of federal spending, with a rising share for
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transfer payments, allocates too much national resources toward consumption while discouraging

saving and investment. This lowers the future capital stock.

[Mandatory spending programs, including social security, f^edicare, f\/ledicaid, other

retirement and disability and the various welfare programs, presently comprise 55 percent of all

federal spending, up sharply from below 45 percent in the 1980s. Since 1990, their spending has

risen four times faster than spending on discretionary programs (domestic, international and

defense), which are shrinking in real terms and as a share of natk}nal output. Under current law,

those trends continue.

This mix of spending has important implications for economic performance, quite

independent of the deficit issue. Whereas government purchases of goods and services such as

defense, infrastructure, transportation, natural resources, as well as state and k>cal purchases for

education, police, etc., directly absorb national resources and affect economic performance,

transfer payments redistribute claims on resources from taxpayers to beneficiaries and have

significant indirect impacts on economic performance through their influences on decisions to

work. save, and invest. In particular, the rising tide of transfer payments that redistributes

income from savers and investors toward consumption-oriented activities has had a significant

and cumulative depressing effect on k)ng-run potential growth.

The magnitude of the shift in this fundamental role of the budget is striking. In recent

decades, more than 100 percent of the rise in federal spending and deficits has been attributable

to the rise in transfers, while the government's direct absorption of national resources has been

declining in real terms. That means that taxpayers are receiving fewer and fewer goods and

services from the government for the taxes they pay, while a larger portion of their taxes are

redistributed through transfer programs. This redistribution reduces national saving and

investment while adding to consumption.

Secondly, the tax system is biased against saving and investment, constraining national

saving and reducing productivity. Higher taxes on income imposed by OBRA93 raise the double

taxation on saving and reduce expected after-tax rates of return on Investment. No wonder

national saving is so low.

Thirdly, specific tax and spending programs discourage work effort and labor force

participation, in addition to being pooriy designed in terms of their intended objectives. As a

result, current budget and fiscal policies suppress ecorK)mic performance and long-run standards
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of living. The list of programs that are wasteful, generate ineffidencies, are poorly designed is

long and costly.

As the basis for fiscal reform I suggest the following rules of thumb:

• The tax bias against saving and investment should be reduced. This involves reducing

the double taxation on saving, nrtost preferably through substituting a consumption-based tax

for the income tax. Separate taxation of income from capital must apply only to real

eamings; that is, the basis for taxation of capital gains must be adjusted for inflation.

Deficits should be cut largely through reductions in spending.

The rising share of budget outlays for transfers and the failing share for investment-

oriented activity must be hatted. Most obviously, no serious plan to close the budget

imbalance can exclude slowing the growth of spending on nonmeans-tested entitlements,

including social security, other retirement programs and Medicare. All other budget

categories have been pared, including defense, domestic discretionary, and many of the

means-tested entitlements. Social security admittedly is a political tinderbox, but excluding it

from budget cuts heightens the difficulty of reducing the budget imbalance, requires deeper

cuts in other programs and creates more inefficiencies, and only postpones necessary

reform. In this regard, the budget committee must recognize that the budget process itsetf

reinforces the spending mix bias: under Gramm-Rudman, social security was excluded from

sequestration; presently, OBRA93 allows higher spending on entitlements if they do not raise

deficits (pay-as-you-go), while discretionary programs face increasingly stringent, binding

caps on spending. This bias must be overcome.

Social security involves long-term budget issues as well as issues of intragenerational

and intergenerational distributbn, so its reform must be long-sighted and fair. Corrective

legislation that is phased in ten years from now would provide older workers sufficient time to

adjust, but would still be timely in addressing social security's long-run financing dilemma. In

this regard, as the budget deficit rises in the next several years, it will be inappropriate to

consider major structural reforms to achieve short-term budget objectives. Current proposals

to adjust the CPI are a measurement issue, not a reform issue.

Correcting the structural flaws in spending programs, concentrating on how changes in

the budget allocate national resources, both directly and through (dis)incentives, and

eliminating wasteful government activities, are as important as the magnitude by which

deficits are cut in terms of achieving long-run economic objectives.

I would be pleased to assist this committee in pursuing these budget and ecoriomic

objectives.

10
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Chairman DOMENICI. Dr. Wyss?

STATEMENT OF DAVID A. WYSS, RESEARCH DIRECTOR, DRI/
McGRAW HILL

Dr. Wyss. Thank you, Senator Domenici.
The economy is now fully recovered from the 1990-1991 reces-

sion. But with an unemployment rate of 5.4 percent and growth of

4.4 percent over the last four quarters, I am afraid this is about
as good as it gets. We are really at an unsustainable pace of

growth, and I expect the economy to slow down over the course of

1995, if, for no other reason, that the Federal Reserve will keep
raising rates until it does. I think they are right to do so.

Right now, the slowdown looks like it is coming on schedule. In

the past, it has taken an average of 13 months between the time
the Fed started to tighten and the economy hit its cyclical peak.
The Fed started to tighten last February, and we would expect to

see the peak of this economy in March based on that historical av-

erage. The slowdown should begin in the second quarter of the
year.

So far, we think that it is going to be what the Fed calls a soft

landing, that they are going to slow the economy without causing
a recession. However, my worries about recession are rising, and
they are rising for a very simple reason. If you look at past soft

landings—and there have been only two successful soft landings in

the post-war period, 1966 and 198&—in both cases you had a major
sector moving against the slowdown, which was cushioning the soft

landing. In 1966, of course, that was military spending with the
buildup to Vietnam. In 1986, it was trade after the dollar took its

dive in 1985.
In 1995, we had hoped that the cushion would come from trade

again. That little air cushion may have sprung a leak, however,
from Mexico. With the collapse of the Mexico peso and the possible
collapse of the Mexican economy, our forecast is that, even if this
is contained, it will cost the United States about .4 percent off GDP
in 1996 and about 350,000 jobs. If it is not contained and if it

spreads to the rest of Latin America, those estimates could easily
be doubled.
And that makes me worry about a recession, especially when you

combine it with the usual reluctance of the Federal Reserve to stop
tightening until they see the whites of the slowdown's eyes and a
reluctance to start loosening when it does actually slow down.
The question is whether the Fed right to be slowing the economy.

At this point, we see no evidence that this economy is capable of
sustaining more than 2.5 percent growth or capable of operating at
much below a 5.75 percent unemployment rate. Productivity
growth during the first 3y2 years of this economic expansion has
been below the average of the last four economic recoveries. There
is no productivity revolution going on.

Real investment has been normal. It has been rising at double-
digit paces for the last 3 years, but that has happened in every eco-
nomic expansion. I do not see any sign of a revolution that would
allow us to operate at a higher pace than we have been doing.
What happens next. I think one of the best things we could do

to help the long-term growth of this economy is to get the budget
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back under control. Like a lot of economists, I used to oppose a bal-

anced budget amendment, because it is not the best way to run the

government. We ought to allow some room for borrowing and some
room for running surpluses. But even though it may not be the

best way to run the government, I think it is a better way to run

the government. As a result, I have come around to believing that

the balanced budget amendment is probably the best thing we can

do.

Economically, balancing the budget is not a problem. Frankly, as

far as the macroeconomics is concerned, it is easy to offset a tighter

fiscal policy with a more accommodative monetary policy. You do

not have to get any real increase in the unemployment rate. In the

long term, the increased investment that you get and, in my view,

with the right tax changes, the right spending changes, the in-

creased labor force that would result, could raise real output over

the next 10 years by as much as 1.5 to 2 percent. That is not an
insignificant amount of money.
The cuts needed can be made. In our simulation, by reducing the

spending numbers that we have in the budget, we were actually

able to balance the budget by the year 2002, with the same unem-
ployment rate and a higher level of real income and a higher level

of employment. It does require pulling out a lot of stops and being

willing to cut a lot of programs. But the side advantage you get

from it is that over half of the deficit cuts that we made were ac-

counted for by lower interest payments, as interest rates came
down and as the level of debt was lower at the end of that 7-year

period.

If the budget is not balanced, we do not stay where we are. It

gets worse. Budgets will continue to suffer, as interest payments
rise as a share of total government spending. The longer you con-

tinue to run deficits, the harder the problem becomes to solve.

Thank you.
Chairman DOMENICI. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Wyss follows:!
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Mr. Chairman, Senators, and fellow taxpayers:

The eoooomy has now fully recovered from the 199(V91 recessioa At S.4% io December, the

unemployment rate is below the full employment level, and at 4.4% over the last four quarters,

GDP growth is well above the 2S% we believe can be sustained in the long rua The economy

should and will be slowed over the coming months.

The Federal Reserve has been applying the brakes to the economy since last February. We be-

lieve that the slowdown is coming on schedule. An analysis of the postwar cycles shows that the

economy has reached its cyclical peak an average of 13 months after the Fed began to tighten.

This would imply the peak will be reached this March, with the slowdown or recession beginning

in the second quarter. The variation arouixl this timing has be«n about six months, suggesting

the latest the sk>wdowD is likely to appear is September.

F*d Tlghtoning
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Are we growing too fast?

We believe that the curreDt eoooomic streiigth is urentstainahle. In the past, inilatioo has beguo

to accelerate wheoever the xmemploymeot rate has falleo below the noo-aoceleratiDg rate of un-

employment (NAIRU, a/lc/a "natural rate" or "^lU employment rate"). The last time the unem-

pk^ment rate fell below the NAIRU, in the late 19S0s, the consumer price index accelerated

from 2% in 1986 to 5% just before the 1990 recession.

There is no reason to believe that the world has changed significantly. As yet, there are no sig-

nificant signs of wage infiation, but there shouldn't be for another few months. There are some

early signs in commodity markets and in some manufactured goods, notably paper, chemicals,

and ix>nfenous metals.

On the wage front, the first signs of inflation will appear at the bottom of the income ladder.

Higher-paying employers will reach downward to lower-qualified worken rather than raise wages.

Thk has already begun in the areas of the country where labor markets are tightest The upward

move of workers leaves the kiwest-paying jobs »mfill<»^ and the first signs of wage pressure are

ahvays the proliferation of "help wanted" signs at retailers and £ast-£cxxl outlets.

We see no sign of any "productivity revolution" that would allow more rapid growth or lower un-

employment In the first three and one-half years of the current eooiK>mic ejqpansion, productiv-

ity growth has been slightly below the average of the last four economic recoveries (excluding the

1980 recovery, which lasted only a year). Productivity has been a higher percentage of total

growth during this expansion, but that is almost inevitable because of the sk>wer growth of the

labor supply in the 199Qs. Total output is employment growth plus productivi^ growth, so if em-

ployment is rising more slowly (echoing the "baby bust" of the 1970s), productivity will be a high-

er share of growth.

Productivity Has B«*n Notmal in

This R»cov»ry
(Pwoant eraovth.M 14 quarlwa a( •xp«naion)

Avarag* o4 Four
Prvvtous Raoovaria*

2-
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Similarly, there has been do revolution in investment In nominal tenns, investment in the cur-

rent recovery has risen less than in any of the past four oq^ansions. In real terms, the rise looks

large only because of the over-weighting of computeis. When we look back on the last three

yean using 1992 rather than 1987 prices, the period will be revealed as weak, not strong, for

equipment spending.

We expect GDP to rise by about 2^% in the 1990s, about the same as it did in the 1970$ and the

1980s. The pattern of growth will shift, however toward stronger productivity growth (15%) bal-

anced by weaker empl^ment growth (1%)< The weaker employment growth reflects the slow

growth of the working-age population in the 1990s.

The risk of recession

Whenever the Federal Reserve b trying to sk>w the economy down, the risk of recession rises.

The recession can come not only because of miscak:ulation by the Fed, but also because the

economy becomes vuberable to exogenous shocks. These outside shocks can turn slow growth

into recession, while during a period of stronger fconomir. momentum, they can be ridden

through.

The immediate fear is that the Fed will tighten for too k>ng, and be too skiw to reverse course

when the economy softens. This has been the history of the business c^de; the wony is not that

the Fed does too little, too late, but rather too much too late. Since Work! >Mtf II, the Fed has

successfully hit only two soft landings there have been nine recessions.

We believe that the economy will sk>w in 1995, if for no other reason than that the Fed will keep

tightening until it does slow. The risk is that the Fed will tighten for too long, and this risk rises

the stronger the economy is in early 1995. The weak retail sales data in November and Decem-

An lnv»rt*d Yl*ld Curv* L»«(U R*c*««lon«

•YWd SprMd BctwMO 10-

Vmt Bond and I-Ymt NoI*
(L*A »eat», paraanug* pokiti)

•RmI GOP Grow*)
(Right (cala, paroant

ehanga Irom yaar

aaf«ar)
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ber increase the chances that the Fed will ease o£F in time. On the other band, the unusually

good December and Januaiy weather could boost employment and production, and induce the

Fed to overrcacL

We e^qpect the Fed to tighten again Februaiy 1, the end of the next FOMC meeting. I do not

think the next tightening is overly dangerous, but we are getting close to the line between slow-

down and recessioa

One danger signal is the slope of the yield curve. Before all nine of the postwar recessions, the

yield on ten-year U-easuiy notes has ^en below the yield on one-year bills. A year ago, ten-year

yields were over two percentage points above the one-year. In early December, that spread fell

to only 025 percentage point It has since widened, but a repeat of the bond rally that came af-

ter the November Fed tightening could cause inveisioa Onty once has the yield curve inverted

without recession - just before the 1966 growth recession.

How to hit a soft landing

In both of the successful soft landing;:, a major sector of the economy was moving "against the

flow." This strong sector cushioned the decline in the private domestic economy, aixl prevented

the slowdown from turning into a recession. In 1966, for example, it was the militaiy buildup in

Vietnam that cushioned the soft landing. In 1986, the surge in exports that followed the drop in

the dollar in 1985 provided the support.

In 1995, the cushion is again &q>ected to be foreign trade. Europe and Japan are recovering af-

ter three yean of recession, and their growth will boost the demand for our exports. Unfortu-

nately, the collapse of the Mexican peso and the recession that imdw seems likdy in that countiy

could oSset most of that boost Our revised Mexican forecast has cut 0.4% off VS. real GDP by

mid-1996, and cuts 350,000 jobs out of the economy.

Japan could be a slight counterbalance to Mexico. The earthquake will increase GDP in Japan,

because of the necessaiy reconstruction work. Siixx himber and other building materials are ma-
jor U.S. e)qx>rts to Japan, our sales in those industries will improve. The question is whether we
have enough ^)are capacity, eq>ecially in the Northwest, to provide these «qx>rts. With a weaker

housing market due in 1995, however, we believe the lumber will be available.

Other weaknesses in the economy k)ok modest TLe bousing Qvle, the most interest-sensitive

part of the economy, should not £all as sharply as it nonnally does. The 1994 bousing boom was
only moderate, and multi-femily bousing has remained veiy soft because of the overbuikiing of

the 1980s. The lack of a boom means that supply is not ahead of demand as much as usual at

the peak of a (^e, wluch sboukl limit the downUun.

Inventories are becoming the major wony. Tlie weak Quistmas retail sales and the heavy inven-

toiy stocking during the pre-Christmas season suggests that inventories are too high at the begin-

ning of 1995. Fint-quarter accumulation is also likely to be substantial, The invenloiy-sales ra-

tios still kx>k moderate, and we are forecasting only a slowdown in accumulation rather than

destocking. A more severe inventoiy cyde, perhaps induced by beavier-than-oqpected stocking in

the fint half of 1995, could turn the slowdown into a recession

-4-
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Balancing the budget

A balanced budget would be a major boost to the loog-tenn growth of the \JS. economy. In

the short run, of course, lower government spending or higher taxes would slow the economy.

The trick is to balance the tighter fiscal polic^ with lower interest rates.

Over a five-year period, this can be done with few probleins. Ibday, when the Fed is tiying to

slow the economy anyway, would be a good time to start. Balancing the cuts would require real

interest rates to drop to their lowest levels since the 1970s. The problem is that the Fed and the

fini^nri^l markets would have to have the faith that the budget reqwnsibility would continue, or

they would be afiuid to loosen this mucL

The politics of balandng the budget is more diffioUL Relying on q^eoding cuts alone would re-

quire the use of virtually eveiy cut rx^miiK^ by the Congressional Budget Office in its recent op-

tions book. This would include cutting the indexation of social security and other pensions, either

e;q}licitly or by redefining the consumer price inaease. All these programs taken together could

balance the budget by 2002.

If the supply skle of the labor market were grimiibit<^, the process couU be speeded up. The

three measures we examined were: requiring wvl&ire recipients who are able to woiic to do so,

eliminating the marriage penalty in the tax law, and increasing the limit on the eaming?> of wel-

fare recipients. These three changes might add as many as 2S million woiken to the labor force

by 2000. Ahhough these workers woukl be significantly less productive than the average Ameri-

can worker, ou^>ut coukl be inaeased by as much as one percent, permitting the budget to be

balanced two yeais ahead of schedule.

The positive elements of balancing the budget become clear in the longer nm. The elimination

of the deficit wouU reheve strain on financial markets, allowing lower interest rates and bond

yiekls. The lower interest rates and reduced borrowing would cut interest costs for the federal

government; in fact, by 2002 half the savings in our budget simulations come from k>wer interest

The kTwer interest rates encourage private investment, as the federal government ceases to be a

drain on investible ft'n^y By 2002, real tk^it^M*'"^' investment coukl be 4% to 5% higher

than with a stable S200 billion deficit Employment oouU be up by 2.5 million people, absorbing

all the additions to the labor force.

A correctly balanced policy could do this with little macroeoonoauc pain. The microeoonomic

adjustments would be Mgnifirant, however. Recipients of government programs, and today that

increasingly means the elderly, would have their benefits cut - or at least not increased. 1^ de-

ductions would be reduced, broadening the base of the tax system. Medkal costs woukl have to

be controlled. The political process needed to eSect the balance woukl be difficult, but in the

long run the sacrifice wouki pay back the costs, with interest

If the budget is not balanced, problems increase. The drain on investible funds will further slow

productivity growth, and the higher debt and interest costs will fiuther constrain fiscal poUcy. We
woukl not have a significant deficit problem today were it not for the deficits of the last twenty

yean. Interest costs i>ow account for 14% of federal q>ending, and that ratk> will continue to

rise.

5-
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Dynamic budgeting

The issue of dynamic budgedng is clearly critical to this exercise. On a static basis, the cuts are

not enough to balance the budget Only \^tea the leoondaiy impacts of the higher labor force,

lower interest rates, and stronger iov«stmeat and productivi^ growth are considered does the

6-
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program succeed. Clearly, dynainic budget estimation is needed to get accurate estimates of the

impact of policy shifts.

The problem is that dynamic budgeting is so subject to exaggeration and distortion. It is easy to

promise excessive policy impacts, but bard to deliver them. The 1980s were full of supply-side

promises that lower taxes would raise revenue and balance the budget; they didn't

I would prefer that Congress be very conservative in its fisrimatfs of secondary impacts. Further

tax cuts can always be given if stronger revenues appear. Raising taxes or making larger spending

cuts is more difBcuh.

Dynamic budgeting cannot be used as a shield from the need for budget discipline. Used cor-

rectly, it can give better measures of policy changes. Used aggressively, it can permit irresponsi-

ble fiscal poUcy.
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Synopsis of the Economy

The strong November employment report and upward revision to third-quarter GDP suggest the

economy has more momentum than we believed a month aga The unemployment rate, at 5.6%

in November, is clearly below almost all rstimatfs of the non-accelerating inflation rate of unem-

ployment (NAIRU). The Federal Reserve will brake the economy even harder imtil it slows.

The forecast is stronger in the near term. Slower growth does not appear until next spring, with

most of the slowdown oaw in the second half of 199S rather than in the first hall Since the rise

in interest rates thus far has not slowed the economy, the Fed will raise them even more until

they begin to bite. The ^ical lag of nine to 12 months between the tightening and the impact

on the economy suggests a late-1995 slowdown, since the bulk of the tightf-ning came in the se-

cond half of 1994.

Consumers are continuing to spcad during the early Quistmas season, although debt is becom-

ing a bit worrisome. Car sales are the major swing item. We esq^ect sales to remain firm into

early 1995, but then to sbw. The baseline forecast is for stable light vehkle sales in 1994 and

1995, above 15 million units.

Business investment remains strong, but orders are beginning to weaken once oomputeis are

excluded. The price war in computers is boosting real spending, but nominal purchases appear

to be slowing a bit even here. Nonresidential construction was revised upward in the third quar-

ter. Overall, we look for continued investment growth in 1995, but at a slower pace than in 19SH.

Housing starts dropped in October, but the good weather thus far in November and December
should boost starts, at least on a seasonally adjusted basis. We expeCL only a marginal decline in

residential construction in 1995.

Inventory accumulatk>n was revised lower in the third quarter, but the recent pace of accumula-

tion cannot be maintained. There is no reason to expcd destoddng, however, since the inventoiy/

sales ratio remains low.

Government spending will be weak in 1995. Federal purchases of goods and services jumped

sharply in the third quarter, as agencies attempted to spend their appropriations before they ex-

pired with the 1994 fiscal year. Spending will drop sharply in the fourth quarter fiom the artifi-

cial third-quarter peak. State and local governments are also under budget constraints. Although

their spending is not likely to fall, neither will it rise very sharpty.

The trade gap is expeded to widen in nominal dollan in 1995. Although real e^qxarts will be

strong, responding to the stronger growth in Europe, imports are still rising rapidty. Moreover,

the terms of trade have turned against the United States, as higher commodity prices and a

weaker dollar in 1994 raised import costs.

Employment remains strong with the tinempksyment rate, at 5.6%, below most estimates of the

NAIRU. Our estimate of the NAIRU has been revised downward, bowever, because of new
studies indicating that the difference between the old and new survey methodologies was over-

stated. We now believe the gap is only 02 percentage point between the two techniques.

-8-
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The Federal Reserve is still struggling to slow the economy. We expect another percentage

point on the federal funds rate, perhaps in one move at the Januaiy 31/Februaiy 1 FOMC meet-

ing. Bond yields have dropped over the last month, suggesting that the market now expects the

economy to slow mailcedly during the coming year. We expect one more rise in yields because

some bad news seems bound to appear, but it is possible that the rise is over.

Inflation remains under control The unemployment rate is only slightly below our new f^'rpa*^

of full employment, suggesting only a mild acceleration in wages. The slower growth in the U.S.

economy will restrain any acceleration in inflation, holding consumer price inflation under 3J%.

The dollar has recovered slightly from its summer lows. We e^qpect the dollar to continue to gain

through early 1995, espedally against the Japanese yen.

The risk that growth will be stronger than caqsected in the short term, and that the Federal Re-

serve will tighten more sharply, it rising. In the boom-bust icenaiio (probability—25%), the high-

er interest rates will force a recession in 1996. Stronger productivity growth and a more confi-

dent consumer could permit the economy to grow more rapidly while inflation remains in check.

This optimistic ahemative (probability"10%) requires that the Fed accept the higher growth

without raising interest rates. A stall in the economy also remains possible, although its probabil-

ity may be diminishing. A weakening of consumer confidence and more pessimism on the part

of business could cause the economy to fizzle out (probability>10%).

9-
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Chairman DOMENICI. Senator Sarbanes?
Senator Sarbanes. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I know the hour

is late, and I will be very brief.

I want to posit to each of the panel members this question that

is based on a hypothetical assumption, namely that you would be
a member of the Federal Open Market Committee meeting next
week. Would you favor taking interest rates up?

Dr. Meltzer. Do you want me to start?

Senator Sarbanes. In whatever order.

Dr. Meltzer. The answer is no, I would not. I would pause and
look around and see what happens to the economy. I believe that

by almost any measure, whether it is real interest rates or money
supply growth or any other measure, monetary policy is tight. The
Federal Reserve has a history of overreacting in both directions. I

think this would be a wonderful time for them not to overreact, and
I do not think a great deal would be lost by waiting.

Senator Sarbanes. Dr. Levy?
Dr. Levy. Based on declining real money supply, and the flatten-

ing of the yield curve, I would also be on hold. My concern would
be the financial markets might get upset, agree with Chairman
Greenspan's concern about the role of the Fed in constrsdning infla-

tion expectations.

One strategy they may wish to take is to increase rates, but an-

nounce that the Fed expects an economic slowdown, suggesting the
Fed will probably be on hold for a while, and concerned about not
tightening too much.

Senator SARBANES. Dr. Wyss?
Dr. Wyss. Before Mexico happened, I was in favor of tightening

at this FOMC meeting. But given the damage that the Mexican re-

cession is likely to do to the U.S. economy, I actually think the Fed
might be well advised to wait until the next FOMC meeting before
moving, to see what happens with Mexico and with the bill that is

in Congress right now.
I am worried, like Dr. Levy, what that would do to the bond mar-

ket. I am a little concerned that the bond market might see it as
backing away from controlling inflation. We are avoiding the tight-

ening, not because of the damage it will do to Mexico, but because
of the damage Mexico will do to the U.S. economy.
Senator SARBANES. The Fed tightened all year and the bond mar-

ket did not do very well.

Dr. Wyss. Why should it? The bond market looks at the same
numbers the Fed is looking at. They are looking at long employ-
ment rates, they are looking at the risk of inflation, and

Senator Sarbanes. You were very dogmatic about that, and I

wanted to ask you about that point. You said that the economy
could not do better than 2.5 percent or better than a 5.75 percent
unemployment rate, without I take it confronting a major inflation

problem. Is that your view?
Dr. Wyss. That is my view.
Senator Sarbanes. Are you familiar with the Business Week arti-

cle last May, Why Are We So Afraid of Growth, their lead issue
which posited that a lot of things have happened in terms of how
the economy functioned, which should enable us perhaps to even
have a 3.5 percent growth rate without an inflation problem?
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Dr. Wyss. Yes, and I consider it a great example of wishful
thinking, just like the front-page article in the Wall Street Journal.

Senator Sarbanes. Last year, we had over 4 percent growth and
we got unemployment down to 5.4 percent. What was the perform-
ance of the CPI last year?

Dr. Wyss. The CPI was exactly the same in 1994 as in 1993.

Senator Sarbanes. It is about the best performance in how long,

30 years?
Dr. Wyss. Actually, for 1 year, no. It is the best back-to-back per-

formance in about 30 years. It is the best 1-year performance only

since 1986.

Senator SARBANES. We had an exception in 1986.

Dr. Wyss. We had that 1 year where the oil prices went down.
Senator Sarbanes. When we had that unique factor, so to speak,

with the oil prices. But on any trend basis, would you not say the
last 2 or 3 years have been the best in 30 years?

Dr. Wyss. Yes, I said the best back-to-back year since the early

1960's.

Senator Sarbanes. How about unit labor costs?

Dr. Wyss. Unit labor costs have been almost exactly flat.

Senator Sarbanes. Now, when did we last have a unit labor cost

performance comparable to what we have?
Dr. Wyss. The early 1960's.

Senator Sarbanes. So we had 4 percent growth, an unemploy-
ment rate that came down to 5.4 percent, and yet we had the best
performance in 30 years on both the CPI and the unit labor costs.

Of course, that is no guarantee that it will continue, but it seems
to me it ought to shake these dogmatic assertions that people have.
There may be things working in the economy that would give us
stronger growth. One percent on the growth rate is worth how
much on goods and services, $65 billion?

Dr. Wyss. On real GDP, yes.

Chairman DOMENICI. WTiat was that question?
Senator Sarbanes. If we have 3.5 percent growth, instead of 2.5

percent growth, we pick up $55 or $60 billion.

Dr. Wyss. $70 bilhon in current dollars.

Senator Sarbanes. All right, in extra goods and services, which
from my point of view is a good thing for the economy, assuming
we do not trigger off other problems that we have to confront.

It seems to me that we need a little modesty on everyone's part
as we look at the situation. My concern is that we have now gotten
into the habit of thinking of taking growth or low unemployment
and immediately trying to translate that into restraining the econ-
omy, without evidence of a problem either on the inflation front or
on the front with respect to the unit labor costs.

It is quite possible that we might be able to have more growth
than people have assumed, more than your benchmark at 2.5 per-
cent, and have an unemployment rate better than we have as-
sumed, and yet not run into major problems with respect to either
inflation or unit labor costs. And I would like to let the economy
work for a while to see whether that is in fact possible.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman DoMENici. Thank you very much.
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Dr. Levy, you wanted to comment on a couple of the propositions

that were put forth?

Dr. Levy. Yes, please.

Senator real interest rates tend to rise with strong economic
growth. So when the economy kicked into high gear beginning in

fall 1993, there was a natural rise in real interest rates, and the
Federal Reserve tightened and reined in inflationary expectations.

As a result, bond yields rose much less than short rates, and the
yield curve flattened.

Second, unit labor costs rose less than 1 percent in part due to

very strong productivity growth. In fact, productivity growth was
faster than what most people would agree is sustainable.

My third point is

Senator Sarbanes. How about weak unions and international

competition, how does that play in on unit labor costs?

Dr. Levy. Well, I think it has had more to do with businesses
trying to meet strong product demand through controlling employ-
ment and costs. The trend in employment the last couple of years
has not been as robust as normal expansion.
My third point is, even if that Business Week article is right and

potential growth is 3.5 percent, which is far outside the band of ex-

pectations of the vast majority of economists, current dollar nomi-
nal spending year-over-year now has accelerated to 6.8 percent.

Virtually by definition, the underlying rate of inflation is going to

approach the extent to which current dollar spending growth ex-

ceeds long-run capacity, so that if nominal GDP growth is sus-

tained, inflation would rise. In that regard, the Federal Reserve
has appropriately tightened, insofar as the Fed's zero inflation ob-

jective requires slowing current dollar spending down toward that
potential rate of growth.
My point is, even if you are right on potential growth, current

dollar spending has been way too fast and monetary always affects

financial markets immediately, the real economy with a lag, and
then inflation with a longer lag. I think that is the Fed's top con-
cern, despite the good news on current inflation.

Chairman Domenici. Could I ask if you had any comments on
any of the questions, Dr. Meltzer?

Dr. Meltzer. I would make a very brief comment to Senator Sar-
banes. I think that I share his view in part that we should not pre-
dict the inflation rate from the growth rate, nor should we believe
that we know what the growth rate is within a half percentage
point one way or the other. Therefore, the Federal Reserve should
not be playing Philips curve games, nor should anyone else be play-
ing Philips curve games. We should try to keep the inflation rate
low by running a sensible monetary policy and let the private sec-

tor decide what the growth rate is going to be. I have always been
on that side of the issue, and I remain on that side of the issue.

I was on that side of the issue when you and I disagreed a year
ago, and I am still on that side of the issue, but now we are on
the same side.

Chairman Domenici. Let me thank of you and thank Senator
Sarbanes for his questions.
Senator Dodd. Mr. Chairman, may I
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Chairman DOMENICI. I am not going to recess. I was going to ask
something.
Senator DODD. I am sorry.

Chairman DOMENICI. Why don't I let you go. I have to stay any-
ways, so you go ahead.

Senator DoDD. Just very briefly. First of all, I apologize, Mr.
Chairman. We have had hearings on the National Endowment for

the Arts and other such matters, so I apologize for not getting over
here earlier.

Maybe I missed this. Dr. Levy and Dr. Meltzer, but I am curious
—particularly Dr. Levy, in light of what I felt was a very worth-
while point—how we will reduce the deficit. It is critically impor-
tant. In fact, I would agree with you, that the manner in which we
actually bring it down is more important. If we do it wrong, the im-
plication is wrong. But I am curious as to where you come out on
this proposal that is going to be before us very shortly on writing
into the Constitution of the United States, the organic law of the
country, a balanced budget proposal. Dr. Meltzer, I would like your
response.

Dr. Meltzer. Well, I have to preface that. Senator, by sajdng
that I was the author of a balanced budget amendment many years
ago for the National Taxpayers Union, and I believe it was intro-

duced in the Congress and voted on. So I was a very strong be-
liever in the balanced budget amendment at the time.

I have since rethought that position, not because I think that
balanced budget amendments, or I prefer to say spending limita-

tion amendments, are not a good idea in principle. They have a
great virtue, that is they have the virtue of saying I agree to tem-
per my demands on the public spending, if you will agree to temper
your demands. We have a binding way of making that agreement.
So I think that is very good.
Years of experience have taught me that there are a lot of loop-

holes, and it is those loopholes that worry me a great deal. There
are, for example, things like the Community Reinvestment Act
which orders private sector lenders to do things which the Con-
gress might like to do, but which it no longer has the money to do,
so it tries to do it through the credit markets. There is the risk of
credit allocation. That is one of the loopholes.
A second loophole, of course, is orders the States to spend for

some chosen purpose. I am not sure that would be always an im-
provement. A third and perhaps equally important one is to order
the private sector to clean up pollution and to do a variety of other
things. So the public purpose that would perhaps be served by
spending is now being served in ways which are no less harmful
and may be more harmful.
My problem with balanced budget amendments is are that I

think they are a very good idea in principle. I have a difficult time
seeing the practice that is going to implement the amendment.
Having said that, of course, I do believe that it is critical for the
Congress to reduce the growth of spending, particularly spending
on consumption.

Senator Dodd. I could not agree more.
By the way, it is something we all do not do enough of around

here. In fact, we look at these issue, having been the author of one
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and the examiner of it, I admire immensely the fact that you can
come forward again and say, having looked at the other factors

around here, arrive at a different conclusion. That is something we
are all reluctant to do, for obvious reasons. I admire that.

Dr. Meltzer. Thank you very much. Senator.
Senator DODD. Dr. Levy?
Dr. Levy. The primary impetus toward a balanced budget

amendment is to impose political discipline. That in fact could

backfire, if once enacted. Congress fails to achieve it: you would
lose credibility. Witness Gramm-Rudman I, Gramm-Rudman II, et

al.

In pure economics, I have some problems with the balanced
budget amendment, not just in a cyclical sense, but also, once
again, I look at the budget as a vehicle for allocating national re-

sources, and the mix of spending is crucially important. The gen-

eral notion that deficits are bad, is not necessarily true, depending
on what you are deficit spending for. Similarly, deficit cuts are not

unambiguously good for economic performance, depending on how
taxes and spending programs are changed and what they imply for

the allocation of national resources.

Similarly, the impact of deficit cuts on interest rates depends on
how deficit are cut. It need not reduce interest rates. It could in-

crease interest rates, if it raises expected returns on investments.
So I have very mixed feelings about the balanced budget amend-
ment, but largely from an economic point of view.

Senator DODD. I appreciate your thoughts, and they express my
sentiments strongly. When I offered back in 1982-1983 a pay-as-
you-go budget, I got about 20 votes for it. I was the second Demo-
crat after Fritz Rollings to support Gramm-Rudman. I am commit-
ted to finding all sorts of ways to do it. I think it is a very impor-
tant issue to push home. Maybe 10 years from now or 15 or 20
years from now somebody will look at this record of today's hear-
ing, and analyze whether we made the right choices. If we promote
consumption and do not promote savings, we are really going to be
in trouble.

I will tell you, with the baby-boomers aging and the population
growing, I may not be here in the year 2002 or 2004 or whatever
it is. I do not know where my pal from New Mexico will be. Hope-
fully he will be here, because he is a damn good Senator.

I would tell you, if we are forced to make a choice between pro-

moting some business tax cut, or increasing medicare or medicaid,
we will increase consumption. That is who is going to win, if those
choices are forced on us.

I guarantee that the future Congresses will make dreadful
choices, will make pure political decisions on achieving a balanced
budget, whether or not they achieve it. I think the business com-
munity is going to deeply, deeply, deeply regret it—and I think
there is a very good chance it is going to be passed— and we will

deeply regret what happens down the road. That evidence will not
be available immediately, it will take 7 years, but I promise you
that if it becomes the law of the land, the choices that future Con-
gresses make are going to be very detrimental to the growth of this

country's savings. The consumption side of the equation is going to
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be the winner, upon analysis, because that is how this place works.
That much will not change.

I thank the Chairman.
Chairman DOMENICI. Let me suggest, just to put a little bit of

reality into this for all of you—we heard your views on a balanced
budget, but we did not hear yours. Dr. Wyss.

Senator DODD. He did, he stated it.

Chairman DOMENICI. You said you were not for it?

Senator DODD. He said he is for it.

Chairman Domenici. You are for it.

Dr. Wyss. Yes, but I said I am nervous about it.

Chairman DOMENICI. All right.

Senator DoDD. He is Jim Exon's witness.

Chairman DOMENICI. Here is the interesting thing: Most econo-

mists are against it and most economists talk against it, because
they are worried about how we might behave, as both of you have,

with reference to where we are going to spend our money. We
might cut the wrong things and spend on the wrong things.

Let me say I think the public is ahead of us, because they know
we are not doing that very well without a constitutional amend-
ment. I mean all of you have told us that the thing wrong today
is that we are moving dramatically towards spending on consump-
tion, rather than investment. Now, what makes anyone think that
if we do not have a constitutional amendment, we are going to

change that? We have been trying to change it and it never oc-

curred.

The last budget, the Democrats hail it, the President did this and
that. Nothing was changed on the consumption side, a little tiny
bit of an entitlement. The rest of it had nothing whatsoever to do
with that.

Senator DODD. You are attacking us.

Chairman DOMENICI. Because you take too much credit for it.

You think it was more than it is. In any event, I have come the
other way. I was not for it at a point in time. I am for it, because
I do not believe we are going to, one, ever really dramatically re-

duce the deficit and move towards zero and/or surplus, until we
have it as the basic law of the land; and, second, I am absolutely
convinced that we are just as apt to encourage savings by changing
the Tax Code after we have a constitutional amendment than we
are before. That is in the mill and moving its way, whether we
have it or not, that is changing the incentives in the Tax Code. At
least two of you are familiar with my proposal along with Senator
Nunn. It is not prefect, but at least it takes the disincentives out.

We look around, and what is the hardest thing to cut, and why
are we saying we must have a constitutional amendment? The very
things that you all are sajdng equal a bias towards consumption.
Essentially, it is a practical situation for me.

Dr. Meltzer. Senator, I think you made the effective argument
for the balanced budget amendment and it was the argument that
appealed to me originally, and I believe that it is a strong case for
the amendment. I think that there is the other side of the question,
and that is why people looking at this will make different judg-
ments.
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I do not think it is a black or white thing and I do not share the
views of those who say it will have terrible economic effects and all

that. But I do believe that there are many problems. You have been
here for a long time. I have observed this for a long time. You know
that there are many ways in which legislators try to do what they
think the public wants them to do. When or if they have a constitu-

tional amendment which blocks one path, they will find other paths
that they will be inclined to follow.

The Chairman. Let me make one other point and then we will

jdeld to you, Dr. Levy.
Dr. Meltzer, you make the point that one of the big loopholes is

that we will direct banks to lend money in a certain way, that we
may direct States to do it, we may direct the private sector to do
it.

Dr. Meltzer. You already do all those things.

The Chairman. You have got it, we already do those things. But
let me suggest, the reason the bill is on the floor with reference to

unfunded mandates, and the reason people like this Senator have
called it a genuine precursor to a constitutional amendment on a
balanced budget is because for the first time in history, when that
becomes law, all of those loopholes you concerned yourself with will

be presented in a different way to the policymakers of America. Be-
cause it is an accountability law.

So we will have to know the impact and upon whom before we
do then, and we may then act as crazy as we have been in the past
and do it an)rway. And it is not a super-majority, it is just a simple
vote, because we want to make that debate a very interesting focus,

but we do not want to make it impossible to go ahead and do some
of these unfunded mandates.
Now, Dr. Levy, you wanted to say something?
Dr. Levy. Yes, I just wanted to make a comment based on your

previous statement Your proposal for a consumption-based tax
would in fact reduce long term deficits even if its proposal is deficit

neutral, because it would raise national saving which would reduce
real interest rates. Replacing the income tax with a consumption-
based tax would not only raise national saving, it would reduce real
interest rates, raise the dollar, and generate a lot of the positive
long run effects you are trjdng to achieve.
The Chairman. Did anybody want to make any additional com-

ment? Dr. Wyss?
Dr. Wyss. One thing I would say is that I fully agree with your

reasoning, because I used to oppose a balanced budget amendment
and on pure economic grounds I think you have to. It is a second-
best solution. But it is better than what we are doing now. That
is why I have come around to favoring the idea of putting a
straightjacket on the budget. It should not be needed. Congress
should do this without a balanced budget amendment, but it has
not been doing it for the last 15 years.
The Chairman. Thank you all very much. Great having you here.

We are adjourned till call of the Chair.
[Whereupon, at 12:24 p.m., the committee was adjourned.]
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OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN DOMENICI
Chairman DOMENICI. The hearing will please come to order.

Let me first welcome the distinguished Secretary of the Treas-
ury. I understand he is on a tight schedule and has to leave. What
was your schedule, 10:30, to go to House Ways and Means?

Secretary Rubin. Yes, just before that, if you could.

Chairman Domenici. We will try our very best to work it out
where you are finished. I assume that Economic Adviser Dr. Tyson
can stay until noon or so.

Dr. Tyson. Yes.
Chairman Domenici. So we will do it one at a time, even though

you are both at the table. But let me say that if you need to help.

I understand that the Secretary is concerned that he does not have
enough information or knowledge to answer some questions. He
said he might have to let you do some, so we will

Secretary Rubin. No, no. My suggestion was that we would both
be fully informed, so you get the benefits of two points of view.
Chairman DOMENICI. In which event, we do not have to hear

from both of you, if you both are going to say the same thing.

[Laughter.]
We are going to do that. Let me take up a couple of housekeeping

announcements. First, we begin today the second phase of our
hearing schedule by reviewing the President's 1996 budget submis-
sion. Tomorrow, Wednesday, for members of the committee, we will

have the 0MB Director Alice Rivlin with us. That will start at
9:30, instead of 9:00. On Friday, we will have the Secretary of De-
fense and the Joint Chiefs of Staff on the Administration's defense
budget.

(109)
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At this time, because the new Secretary of Agriculture will not
have been confirmed by next week, we have scheduled only one Ad-
ministration witness prior to the Presidents' Day recess, and Sec-
retary of State Christopher on the 15th.

When we return from the Presidents' Day recess, we will have
the Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services, a
major hearing on tax reform, and the distinguished minority and
majority leaders from the House and others, along with a major
hearing on the concept of privatization. This should conclude the
hearing schedule for the month of February for our committee. It

is full and we surely intend to devote plenty of time to it, and I

hope the Senators who have specific interests in where we are
going and how we are going to get there will come to these hear-

ings.

Turning to this hearing, I believe the Secretary and Madam
Chairman have heard the initial—I think I have heard the initial

reasons and response to the President's budget. I will not belabor
the issues, except to make two brief observations this morning.

First, if I am to believe the weekend press reports, it is probably
appropriate that Secretary Rubin and Chairman Tyson precede Di-

rector Rivlin on our committee, because it seems they have more
to do with putting the budget together than the 0MB Director. If

these reports are to be believed, our witnesses this morning argued
for a hold-the-line on the deficit, but not more deficit reduction. In-

deed, Dr. Tyson's testimony this morning states that deficit reduc-
tion is not an end in itself, but, rather, a means to an end of great-

er national investment and higher living standards.
While I look forward to this discussion, I must say that one pol-

icy I have come to believe we as legislators have a responsibility

for and that will increase national savings and therein national in-

vestment and economic growth for the future, is the reduction of

the deficit. Perhaps we do not disagree on that, but perhaps we dis-

agree in relative terms.
Nonetheless, the reason that I said what I did yesterday about

this budget, that it raises a white flag on the Federal deficit and
is the surrender, is because I do not believe the basic reason for

the deficit has been addressed.
If you do not mind, if you will put up one chart, as you think

of the status quo and stay the course, I do not believe this can be
denied. The red columns are the Federal deficit if we do nothing
with the entitlement programs.
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And what it seems like we have done right here, we have cut it

off here and said the status quo, when this might have been a year
that you could clearly have chopped off the inordinate growth in

some of the entitlements, for when you get out here there is noth-
ing left in the budget but for entitlements and interest, and the
percent of GDP will be way back up there, which concerns you in

terms of your discussions with our President.
So those Federal programs that threaten this future and threat-

en our grandchildren's future because of what you have just seen
there have not even been touched in this budget. I find it some-
what ironic that this year's budget documents drop the interesting
section from last year's budget on intergovernmental accounting.
That was in there all the time and that is the one that showed the
burden of taxation on the next and the next generation.

Further, it is interesting that there is a lack of information. Sen-
ator Exon, on the direction the deficit will take after the first 5
years. Normally, we had 6, 7, 8, 9, 10. I think if I were putting this

budget together, I would not include 10 years, either, because the
hold-the-line does not work after the fifth year, or after the fifth

year it starts going up dramatically. In fact, I hope the two wit-

nesses from the Administration will talk to that either in their re-

marks or in questions.
The President had a bipartisan Commission on Entitlements and

Tax Reform. They released their report. In that report, they made
it clear that, by the year 2012, projected outlays for entitlements
and interest payments will consume all tax revenues collected by
the Federal Government. Secretary Rubin, by virtue of your posi-
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tion, you are the managing trustee of social security and the Medi-
care Board of Trustees.
Last year, the trustees' report made it clear that the Medicare

Trust Fund would go broke in the year 2001, and yet this budget
takes a walk on any reform in medicare. I understand you will
claim some savings, but they are nothing more than extending cur-
rent law, nothing new, and charging some new fees. I do not think
either are calculated to solve the problem of the insolvency of the
Medicare Fund.
So for these reasons, it seems we in Congress have our work cut

out. Maybe the President is saying, and perhaps you might address
that also, you go first. Maybe that is the President's thought in this

budget. I am not against that. We will try our very best to do much
better. Unless we are willing to confront some of the entitlements,
we will make little headway beyond that which you have made in
your budget.

I jdeld to Senator Exon,

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR EXON
Senator ExON. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much.
I want to thank you for your cooperation in outlining the sched-

ule well in advance so that all Members can be advised and ar-

range their schedules accordingly. We are holding some extremely
important meetings leading up to the budgetary decisions that we
are going to have to make sometime before the 1st of April.

I want to extend a very hearty welcome to our two witnesses
today. Treasury Secretary Robert Rubin and Chairwoman of the
President's Council on Economic Advisers, Laura Tyson.
We all have msmy questions for both of our witnesses, Mr. Chair-

man, so I will keep my remarks brief. I want to make two observa-
tions, though.

First, the economic perform£ince over the past 2 years has been
spectacular. You in the Administration deserve more credit than
you have received for this great success. We created 5.6 million
jobs, 92 percent of which are in the private sector. And over the
same period, the Federal bureaucracy was slashed by 100,000 jobs.

In both accounts, we are moving in the right direction, notwith-
standing the dire predictions of economic collapse as we passed the
President's 1993 Budget Act. We survived, we have made impor-
tant progress in the right direction since then. The deficit is lower,

and the economy clearly has boomed.
However, I see storm clouds on the horizon. I am speaking of

some of the reckless economic schemes being advocated by some

—

many of which are wildly inconsistent and foolhardy. I am very
afraid the Congress could jeopardize the recovery.
We learned the hard way in the 1980's that it is impossible to

lower revenues, increase spending and balance the budget at the
semie time. It was this type of voodoo economics that led to a $4.8
trillion debt. Indeed, I would point out that if the interest costs
alone associated with the Reag£in-Bush deficits were excluded from
our current deficit estimate, which they cannot be. But if they
were, the budget would very likely achieve balance in 1996. That
is just a way to dramatize how foolhardy our policies have been in
the past.
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Second, I stated yesterday that I do not agree with everything
contained in the President's budget submission. In spite of the re-

markable progress we have made to reduce the deficit over the past
2^2 years, I believe that we are coming up way short of the deficit

reduction in this budget, especially if we want to balance the budg-
et by the year 2002. We cannot afford to rest on our laurels.

Mr. Chairman, I share the concerns that you expressed in the
chart that you put up. I suggest, Mr. Chairman, that it might be
a good idea for the two of us to join together to request a 10-year
estimate from CBO and the Joint Tax Committee of both the Presi-
dent's budget that was submitted yesterday and the Republican
proposals that have been offered thus far. I think maybe something
like that would perhaps put into perspective the difficult choices
that we have to make.

It seems to me, though, that if we are going to entertain the no-
tion of a tax cut, any tax cut, when we need $1.2 trillion in savings
to balance the budget, the answer is we should not, in my view.
I am talking about the Administration's proposal of $63 billion in
tax cuts and the Republicans' $196 billion cut, with an additional
$120 or $140 billion 2 years down the road from there. I think it

is fiscally irresponsible. It is hard for me to follow how anyone who
is seriously in support of a constitutional amendment to balance
the budget by the year 2002 would even consider such action at
this juncture.

I would join with others in saying that if we firmly get on the
road or on our way to a balanced budget, I would eagerly support
the tax cut for our hard-pressed middle-class families. We must
look at the repercussions, too. Is it not likely that the Federal Re-
serve would raise interest rates even higher to counter such a tax
cut? That is what they have done in the last year. Will the average
American save a few dollars in taxes, only to have to pay more in
higher interest rates? That is not a very happy thought.
Chairman Greenspan told the Budget Committee, "Deficit reduc-

tion should be our primary goal, even though we all like to cut
taxes down the line." Those words should be carved in stone on the
Capitol. We must continue down the path of a solid, credible deficit

reduction established by the 1993 Deficit Reduction Act.
I would like the witnesses to address these issues. I trust that

they will all speak to the long-term benefits of a major overhaul of
the Teix Code that has been suggested by some. As you can see, we
have a wealth of issues to deal with this morning. I am sure that
your testimony will enrich the discussion, the debate and help us
in making our decisions.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman DOMENICI. Thank you very much.
Pursuant to the proposal as to how we proceed, which Senator

Exon and I have heretofore stated for the committee, we will pro-
ceed to the witnesses now. Each Senator, in turn, as they inquire
in their first round will have 2 additional minutes over the regular
amount for any opening statement or comments they would like to
inject into their questions.
So we are going to take the Secretary of the Treasury now. Sec-

retary Rubin, we have your detailed statement. You can proceed as
you see fit. We would indicate it is being made a part of the record.
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STATEMENT OF HON. ROBERT E. RUBB»^, SECRETARY, UNITED
STATES DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY; ACCOMPANIED
BY LAURA D'ANDREA TYSON, CHAIR, COUNCIL OF ECO-
NOMIC ADVISERS
Secretary Rubin. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
What I would hke to do is to present a much abbreviated version

of the written statement in order to present the philosophy of the
President's budget. But you raise a number of questions or issues
in your opening statement which I would very much like to respond
to, so I hope you will return to those after I complete my state-

ment.
Chairman Domenici, Senator Exon and members of the commit-

tee, we are very pleased to appear here today to present the Presi-

dent's budget for 1996. We are presenting a budget that continues
the process of cutting the deficit begun at the start of this Adminis-
tration and that cuts taxes and increases public investments, both
in ways designed to increase future productivity. 0MB Director
Rivlin will testify tomorrow and provide details on the spending
side of the budget.
President Clinton, from the very beginning of this Administra-

tion, has had a broad-based economic strategy to stimulate and
then protect the recovery, to position the country for the long term,
and to increase the incomes of working Americans. This strategy
consists of fiscal discipline, private and public investment, in-

creased long-run productivity, opening markets, reforming govern-
ment and reforming regulation, and achieving health care and wel-
fare reform.
Our threshold issue when we first took office was to bring the

deficit under control after a long period of large and increasing
deficits and facing projections for large and increasing deficits

going forward. Working with Congress, we enacted a powerful defi-

cit reduction program. As a result, the deficit has come down from
$290 billion in 1992 to what we now project as $193 billion this

year.

Or, to use a starker contrast and to show I think much more dra-

matically how much has been accomplished in the 2 years that we
have been here, the budget deficit has come down from a projected

$400 billion for 1998, a projection based on the last numbers re-

leased by the prior Administration, to the of $194 billion projected
for that same year under this budget. The deficit as a percentage
of GDP, or the total economy, goes from 4.9 percent in 1992 to a
projected 2.7 percent for this year and a projected 2.1 percent of

GDP in the year 2000.
Fiscal discipline has been reestablished after a long period of bal-

looning deficits and projections of ever increasing deficits. The defi-

cit has been reduced by more than one-half, as the President prom-
ised it would be, both in absolute terms and as a percentage of
GDP.

I worked in financial markets for 26 years and I have no doubt
that our aggressive deficit reduction program was in large meas-
ure, not totally, but in large measure, responsible for the decline
in interest rates in 1993, which in turn was the key to jump-start-
ing the economy in that same year and producing the results that
Senator Exon spoke of
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Rates have now increased, reflecting growth. But the deficit pre-

mium, which in my judgment was the critical impediment to

growth, is largely gone. We now have a strong investment-led re-

covery that is creating jobs. Business investment in machinery and
equipment has increased dramatically, and as a percentage of

GDP, business investment in machinery and equipment is at an
all-time high. The chart shows the percentages. That is a big plus
for future productivity.
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The economy has created 5.7 million jobs, 5.3 million in the pri-

vate sector. The unemployment rate has declined from 7.1 percent
to 5.7 percent. And even with the strength of the current recovery,

the increase in the Consumer Price Index has come in under 3 per-

cent for each of the past 3 years. It is, taken altogether, about the
best economic performance that I can remember in a long, long,

long time.
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93 Percent of the 5.7 Million New Jobs
Have Been in the Private Sector
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Middle Class Incomes Were Stagnant, 1980-93

Change in Average Real Household Income

Lowest fifth Second Third Fourth Highest fifth

This budget emphasizes a three-part strategy to promote growth
and improve the incomes of working Americans: one, maintaining
fiscal discipHne and continuing the process of deficit reduction; two,
providing tax rehef for the middle class that is targeted to also pro-
mote individual activity that will increase future productivity; and,
three, increasing public investment in workers through education
and training.

First, maintaining fiscal discipline. On a 10-year basis, as I said
a moment ago, we project that this budget will reduce the budget
deficit to 1.6 percent of GDP. And while 10-year numbers are not
in the budget, we would be happy to submit them in writing in re-

sponse to the comment that the Chairman made.
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The Deficit Has Been Cut in Half
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We continue reducing the deficit, while lowering taxes at the
same time, by making substantial spending cuts in three areas. Re-
structuring government saves $26 billion, savings that come largely

from five agencies: the Departments of Transportation, Energy, and
Housing and Urban Development, the General Services Adminis-
tration, and the Office of Personnel Management.
We save $80 billion by further lowering the discretionary caps in

1996 through 1998, and extending them for 2 years beyond their

scheduled expiration in 1998, and in the budget we provide specif-

ics for all of our spending cuts. Thirty-two billion in savings come
primarily from the mandatory side of the budget, through continu-
ing some existing health care savings and various other items.

Chairman Domenici. How much was that, $32 billion?

Secretary RUBIN. Thirty-two billion, that is correct.

The remaining $5 billion in deficit reduction comes primarily
from lower debt service as a result of our success in lowering the
deficit. All of these programs put together save $144 billion from
1996 through the year 2000. The President has proposed using $63
billion of these savings to provide tax relief to middle-income fami-
lies.

The deficit is projected to continue to fall as a percentage of the
economy for the next 10 years—and in our view that is the eco-
nomically most valid and significant way to look at the deficit: its

size as a percentage of total GDP, of the total economy. Eventually,
the deficit will turn up, as the Chairman pointed out. The problems
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are an increasingly aging population and rapidly rising health care
costs. To maintain fiscal discipline over the long run, we must re-

form health care as soon as possible. The President spent the last

2 years addressing that subject. It was not accomplished. As he
said in the State of the Union Address, he wants to return to that
effort and work with Congress to reform the health care system
and thereby contain Federal health care expenditures.

Before I leave our deficit discussion, let me make two additional
points. Under President Clinton, and Chart 4 shows this, for the
first time since the 1960's, expenditures on government programs
are less than the taxes paid by the American people. In other
words, our deficit results from the burden of pajdng interest on the
debt accumulated primarily by the deficits of the 1980's. In fact,

were it not for interest on the debt, we would actually have a small
surplus.

Spending on Government Programs Is Less
than Taxes for the First Time Since the 1960's
Revenues Minus Program Spending as a Share of GDP

Percent
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Fiscal Years

'Fiscal year 1994 and projection for fiscal year 1995.

I might also observe that in our budget, discretionary spending
in every year covered by the budget is less than it is in 1995.
The second general point I would like to make is that we believe

the way to achieve deficit reduction is through deliberate and
thoughtfiil policy choices, not through a balanced budget amend-
ment that substantially increases macroeconomic risk and involves
spending cuts that have not been specified at the time the decision
on a balanced budget amendment is made.
Now let me turn to middle-income tax relief. On December 15,

1994, President Clinton announced his Middle-Class Bill of Rights.
A middle-class tax cut has been an explicit goal of this President
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from the beginning of this Administration, in fact from the days
prior to the Administration.
Many working American families have lagged behind, as I have

already discussed, even in the last 2 years, when growth has been
brisk. Not only do these tax cuts provide immediate relief to finan-
cially strapped middle-income families, but these tax cuts also
serve an important economic purpose by helping these families
save and invest and become more productive and enjoy higher fu-

ture standards of living in the years ahead.
We have targeted tax reduction squarely at middle-income fami-

lies, and Chart 5 shows that. Eighty-six percent of the benefits of
these proposals will go to families with incomes of between $20,000
and $100,000. Let me go through tax cuts very briefly.

Tax Cut Targeted
to Middle-Income Families

Family Income
Over $100,000

Family Income
Under $20,000

1%

Family Income

$20,000-$1 00,000

First, the $500 child tax credit for children under 13. This credit

is designed to help younger families, where economic pressure
tends to be greatest, to provide better child care, after-school activi-

ties, and the other requisites for good child rearing. This credit

would reduce the Federal income tax burden of a typical two-child
family with an income of $50,000 by almost 21 percent, once the
credit is fully phased in. This is an investment in children, the fu-

ture of our country.
Second, a $10,000 deduction for post-secondary education and

training expenses. This deduction can be used by all members of

the family, including spouses and children, and will help middle-
income families to obtain the eduction and skills that will equip
them to succeed in the modern economy, again people investing in

themselves.
Third, expansion of individual retirement accounts. This program

will substantially increase the availability of individual retirement
accounts by raising the income ceiling to $100,000 for joint filers
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and to $70,000 for individuals. Under the President's plan, the
flexibihty of the individual retirement account is greatly enhanced,
which we believe will increase its use and, thereby, savings. It is

our judgment that the savings rate in this country is one of our
critical economic problems.
An individual can either deduct the amount deposited up front

or forego this deduction in favor of tax-free withdrawal of all accu-

mulated earnings after 5 years. Also, an individual may save for

a broader range of purposes. Penalty-free withdrawals may be
made at any time for specified purposes, such as education, a first

home, or certain medical expenses. This increased availability with
respect to the uses for which savings can be made will in our judg-
ment have a good chance of greatly increasing the uses of IRA's,

and increased use will induce financial institutions to advertise

more. You can get a cycle going, which in our judgment will have
a real chance of increasing savings.

Finally, turning to taxes, one of the Administration's priorities is

to implement fully the Internal Revenue Service's Tax Systems
Modernization plan to reduce the administrative burden on busi-

nesses and individuals and to raise compliance.
Finally, public investing for the future. The President's public in-

vestment program, critical to future productivity, is one that he has
talked about many times. It is many-faceted. In this budget, it fo-

cuses on his GI Bill for America's workers, which consolidates and
streamlines a patchwork of 70 training programs to provide skill

grants to lower-income and displaced workers.
To conclude my statement, Mr. Chairman, this budget is the next

step in carrying forward the President's economic strategy designed
to raise standards of living for all Americans now and for the long
term.

We believe a great deal has been accomplished in the last 2
years, but miich remains to be done. We welcome the opportunity
to work with you on a bipartisan basis to continue moving forward.
Thank you.

Chairman Domenici. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
[The prepared statement of Secretary Rubin follows:]
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STATEMENT OF ROBERT E. RUBIN
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY

BEFORE THE SENATE BUDGET COMMITTEE

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

I am pleased to appear before you today to present the President's proposed

Budget for the 1996 Fis(^ Year. I've been in ofiBce less than a month, but I am doing

something not many Treasury Secretaries get to do: presenting a budget that cuts the

deficit and cuts taxes . I am also doing something that you would have to go back 16

Treasury Secretaries to sometime in the Truman Administration to find: announcing that

our budget deficit will decline for three years in a row.

As Treasury Secretary, my testimony will focus on broad policy issues and on the

revenue proposals set forth in our budget. OMB Director AUce Rivlin will testify before

you tomorrow. She will provide greater detail on the program side.

Every Administration's agenda is contained in its proposed budgets. President

Clinton, from the beginning of this Administration, has had a broad-based economic

strategy to stimulate and then protect the recovery, to position the coimtry for the long-

term, and to increase the incomes of working Americans.

Prior to joining Treasury, I assisted the President in setting our overall policies. I

know how deeply he feels about continuing to move forward on his full economic

strategy, which includes fiscal discipline, boosting both private and pubhc investment to

increase long-nm productivity, opening markets, reforming government and regulation,

and achieving health care and welfare reform.

This morning, I would like to summarize briefly what we have achieved, where we

are now, and where we are headed, with special attention to the President's proposed
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Middle-Qass Bill of Rights. 1

What Have We Achieved to Date?

When the President came into office, the economy may have been in recovery,

but the recovery was weak and imcertaiiL Employment growth, in particular, had lagged

far behind norrnal expectations. Large federal budget deficits, which were increasing

rapidly as a percent of GDP even as the economy was recovering, created an unstable

economic environment Escalating structural deficits were a clear signal that the chances

of an eventual severe financial crisis were on the rise. Prudent business people were

reluctant to hire or to invest in this unstable environment As a result, Americans were

experiencing a jobless recovery.

Thus, the first necessary economic move was to bring the deficit under control

Working with Congress, we enacted a powerful deficit reduction program. The $505

billion deficit reduction package was achieved largely through spending cuts of $255

bilhon over five years, including freezing discretionary spending at 1993 levels, and

raising income tax rates on only the 1.2 percent of Americans with highest incomes.

We also introduced plans to reduce the size of government The President's

Reinventing Govenmient initiative called for reducing the federal work force by 272,900

over five years, bringing government employment back to levels not seen since John

Kennedy was President

At the same time that we were cutting spending and government employment, we
were able to reduce taxes for millions of lower- and moderate-income working

individuals and families, and to offer tax relief for small bxisinesses.

The net effect of our plan was to bring the deficit dowr: from $290 billion in 1992

to what we now project as $193 billion this year. The deficit as a share of GDP went

from 4.9 percent in 1992 to a projected 2.7 percent for 1995.

I worked in financial markets for 26 years, and I have ro doubt that our

aggressive deficit reduction program was, in large measure, responsible for the decline in

interest rates which in turn was key to jimip^starting the economy in 1993. Deficit

reduction also reduced imcertainty about our fiscal future and restored confidence

conducive to investment

In addition to addressing the deficit problem, we also made sure that American

businesses had access to the credit they needed. When President Clinton took office,

small- and mediimi-sized businesses were facing a "credit crunch." In response. President

Clinton aimounced a program of regulatory and administrative changes to reduce

impediments and increase the availability of credit
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The combination of these policies, a sound fiscal environment and increased

availability of credit, has paid off. We now have a strong investment-led recovery that is

creating jobs. The first chart at the end of this statement shows that business investment

in equipment has increased dramatically imder the Clinton Administration. As a percent

of real GDP, business equipment investment is at an all-time high.

Most imponant, as we have cut the deficit and reduced federal employment, the

economy has created 5.7 million jobs, putting an end to the jobless recovery. Note that

5.3 milhon, or 93 percent, of these jobs were created in the private-sector (see attached

chart). At the same time, the imemployment rate has declined from 7.1 percent to 5.7

percent Some say that all these new jobs are in low-paying industries, but that view is

incorrect Over the past year, the number of jobs in construction, which pays 30 percent

more than the average wage, has surged by some 325,000. The decline in manufacturing

jobs has turned around: factory employment is up 290,000. The high-paying wholesale

trade and transportation and public utilities industries provided an additional 295,000

jobs.

All this investment and employment growth has occurred in an environment of

low inflation-an absolutely critical objective of this Administration. Even with the

strength of the current recovery, inflation has remained under control. The increase in

the consumer price index has come in imder 3.0 percent for each of the last three years.

We see virtually no evidence of cost-push inflation pressm^e from wages. Growth of the

employment cost index~the most reliable measure of labor costs—was lower in 1994 than

it had been in 1993.

We have also established the basis for growth of futiu-e wages and living standards

through our trade liberalization policies. We worked hard to enact NAFTA and GATT
because we beheve American workers will benefit In an increasingly integrated world,

we are going to have to look outward rather than inward if we are going to stay on top.

Moreover, jobs in export industries are more productive than average and pay about 10

to 20 percent more than average. That means shifting the composition of GDP toward

more exports automatically shifts the economy toward better paying jobs.

Where Are We Now?

As successful as economic performance has been in the last two years, getting the

economy moving and creating jobs in the short term was only part of the challenge. In

the longer run, the key test of this Administration will be whether it has succeeded in

raising productivity growth-because that is the only way to create higher wages and

higher standards of living.

I want to emphasize that productivity growth is not an academic abstraction. In

the final analysis, increases in workers' incomes caimot be sustained without increases in

productivity—in the amoimt produced per hour worked. Productivity growth has been
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extremely slow over the past twenty years. And slow productivity growth has meant slow

growth in workers* incomes.

This slow growth in average wages has been accompanied by an unequal

distribution of income gains. As you can see from the attached chart, in the past fifteen

years, those with incomes in the lowest fifth of American households have seen their real

incomes fall below the levels attained by their counterparts in 1980; those in the top fifth

have seen their incomes rise by 21 percent; and the middle has stood stilL

The unequal distribution of income gains over the past fifteen years has put veiy

real pressures on middle-class famihes. Their standards of living have failed to match

their legitimate expectations. Dealing with this problem is at the heart of the President's

budget and his Middle-Qass Bill of Rights.

Where Do We Go from Here?

This budget emphasizes a three part strategy to promote growth and improve

middle-class incomes: 1) maintaining long-term fiscal discipline, 2) providing tax relief

for the middle class, and 3) increasing investment in workers through education and
training, as well as in machines and buildings. This is the approach that the President

has outlined in his budget.

Maintaining Fiscal Discipline

This Administration fought hard to break the back of the cycle of ever-increasing

deficits. But it is not enough to reduce the deficit for three years in a row. We are

concerned both about the pattern of projected deficits over ^e next five years and also

about the pattern after the turn of the century.

For the next five years, this budget maintains the progress on deficit reduction

made in OBRA '93. As I said earlier, our projections show the budget deficit dropping

in 1995 for the third straight year, this time to $193 billion. After 1995, the deficit,

measured in dollar terms, fluctuates in a narrow range before falling back to $194 billion

in 2000.

More important than stabilizing the deficit in dollar terms is reducing the deficit

as a share of GDP. Between 1995 and 2000, the deficit-to-GDP ratio falls from 2.7

percent to 2.1 percent We haven't seen numbers in that range since 1979.

Further, the attached chart shows that the deficit as a share of GDP has been cut

in half fi-om what was projected before passage of the 1993 deficit reduction package,

fulfilling the President's promise.

This year, we continue our deficit reduction efforts and lower taxes by making

93-696 95-5
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substantial cuts in spending. Budget cuts come from three areas. Restructuring

government saves about $26 billion. Most of that $26 biUion is the result of fundamental

changes in five agencies-the Departments of Transportation (DOT), Energy (DOE), and
Housing and Urban Development (HUD), the General Services Administration (GSA),
and the OflSce of Personnel Management (OPM). Additional efforts are aimed at

terminating certain agencies and programs and restructuring others. In addition, we
propose to turn over to the private sector or to state governments activities that they are

well positioned to carry out themselves.

We have already had real success in this area. The President's reinventing

government initiative has already reduced the federal work force by 102,500 positions.

Currently, the federal work force as a share of total employment is at its lowest point

since the IPSCs. In addition. Congress has enacted $63 billion of the $108 biUion in

reinventing government savings proposed by the Administration. The goal is to make
government even smaller and to make it work better for all Americans.

In addition, further lowering of discretionaiy spending caps from 1996 through

1998 and extending them for two years beyond their scheduled expiration in 1998

produces an additional $80 billion in savings. The budget contains specific proposals to

achieve these savings. The net result of extending the caps and making the cuts will be

to keep discretionary spending virtually constant in nominal dollars from 1996 through

2000.

Finally, $32 billion in savings comes primarily from the mandatory side of the

budget through continuing some existing health care savings, imposing user fees for the

lucrative electro-magnetic spectrvun, accelerating student loan savings, and reducing

certain agricultural programs. The remaining $5 billion of deficit reduction comes
primarily from lower debt service, as a result of our success in lowering the deficit

Together, our program cuts and projected debt service reductions save $144

billion between 1996 and 2000. The President has proposed using $63 billion of these

savings to provide tax relief to middle-income families as part of his Middle-Class Bill of

Rights. The remaining $81 biUion is for deficit reduction.

If our proposed p)olicies are continued beyond the year 2000, we now project that

the fiscal year 2005 deficit will be only 1.6 percent of GDP. This good news comes from

two developments. First, for the ten-year period from fiscal year 1995 to fiscal year

2005, the President's budget proposals produce substantial deficit reduction. Second, our

new budget baseline projects lower spending for Medicare and Medicaid, based on the

latest growth rate estimates from the actuaries at the Health Care Financing

Administration.

Administration estimates of deficits in the out-years are noticeably lower than

estimates that have been recently produced by the Congressional Budget Office. There
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are several reasons for this.

First, CBO's baseline, by convention, does not include any deficit reduction

proposals. The President's budget proposes substantial deficit reduction over the next

ten years.

Second, the Administration's baseline estimates include recent revisions to

projected costs of Federal health care programs made by the actuaries at the Health

Care Financing Administration. I do not believe that the latest CBO estimates

incorporate the full revisions from the actuaries.

Third, over the long term, the Administration has a slightly more optimistic rate

of growth for productivity-by one or two tenths of one-percent-than does CBO. By

2005, even very small differences in projected growth rates materially affect deficit

projections.

In other words, there are straightforward explanations of the differences between

our numbers and CBO's, and we are very comfortable with all our projections.

While we are confident that the deficit outlook for the next ten years is good, all

observers agree that the deficit will eventually turn upward. The problems are an

increasingly aging population and rapidly rising health care costs. We cannot do

anything about the projected demographic shifts, but we need to do something about

health care as soon as possible. If we want to maintain fiscal discipline over the long

run, we must reform health care.

Before we leave our deficit discussion, let me make two additional points. First,

let me refer you to an enlightening chart This chart shows the difference between

program exnenditures and revenues for the Clinton Administration and for each of the

last eight Administrations. Under President Qinton-for the first time since the 1960s-

expenditures on government programs are less than the taxes paid by the American
people. We have a deficit solely because of the burden of paying interest on the debt

run up largely as a result of the deficits of the 1980s-not because we're overspending

today.

The second general point Fd like to make is that I beheve the way to achieve

deficit reduction is through deUberate and thoughtful policy choices, not through a

balanced budget amendment that greatly increases macroeconomic risk in our economy
and involves spending cuts that have not heen specified at the time the decision on a

balanced budget amendment is made.
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Providing Tax Relief for Middle-Income Americans

Let me now turn to the centerpiece of the President's budget. On December 15,

1994, President Clinton announced in an Oval Office address his "Middle-Class Bill of

Rights." A major piece of his initiative is providing tax relief for middle-income families.

A middle-class tax cut has always been a goal of this Administration. In 1993,

however, the Administration faced a deficit crisis larger than had been predicted at the

start of 1992. Bringing the deficit imder control, and directing tax relief to lower and

moderate income Americans were our first priorities.

Due to strong, effective leadership and tough choices, the deficit reduction

program has been even more of a success than expected. However, incomes of many
working American famihes have lagged behind—even in the last two years, when growth

in the economy has been brisk.

The President's tax cuts will not only provide immediate relief to financially-

strapped middle-income famihes but also will help these families save and invest so that

they will become more productive and enjoy higher future standards of hving. Individual

tax reUef coupled with savings and investment will boost American productivity,

providing the foundation for sustained increases in real incomes.

The Administration's tax cut is targeted squarely at middle-income famihes. The
attached chart illustrates that a full 86 percent of the benefits of this tax cut will go to

families with incomes between $20,000 and $100,000.

The tax cuts in the President's Middle-Class Bill of Rights have three elements,

aimed at strengthening famihes, promoting education, and encouraging savings.

$500 Child Tax Credit: This credit is designed to help younger families, where

economic pressiu-e often tends to be greatest, to better provide child care, after-school

activity, and the other requisites for good child rearing. This is an investment in

children-the future of oiu- coimtiy. A $500 (when fully phased in) non-refundable credit

will be allowed for each dependent child under 13. Between 1996 and 1998, the

maYimiim credit would be $300. This credit would reduce the federal income tax burden

of a typical two-child family with an income of $50,000 by 21 percent. The credit will be

phased out for taxpayers with initial Adjusted Gross Incomes (AGI) between $60,000 and

$75,000. No credit will be available to taxpayers with AGI in excess of $75,000.

Deduction for Post-Secondary Education Expenses: This deduction can be used

for education and training expenses for all members of the family, including spouses and

children, and should better enable middle-income famihes to obtain the education and

skills that will equip them to function effectively in a modem economy. This deduction

is used in determining a taxpayers AGI (that is, taken above the hne) and is, therefore.
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available to those who do not itemize their deductions as well as to those who do

itemize. The maximum allowable deduction would be phased out ratably for ta>q)ayers

filing a joint filers with AGI (before the deduction) between $100,000 and $120,000

($70,000-$90,000 for individuals). The maximum deduction would be $5,000 in 1996-

1998 and $10,000 thereafter.

This proposed tax deduction of up to $10,000 in tuition and fees can be taken for

study at any college, imiversity, or vocational program eUgible for federal assistance.

Expansion of Individual Retirement Accounts: This program will substantially

increase the availability of individual retirement accounts by raising the income ceiling to

$100,000 for joint filers and to $70,000 for individuals. Today, only couples with AGI up
to $40,000 and individuals with AGI up to $25,000 can make fully deductible

contributions. Moreover, the flexibility of the individual retirement account has been
greatly enhanced: an individual can either dedua the amoimt deposited up front, or

forego this deduction in favor of tax-fi-ee withdrawal of all accumulated earnings after

five years. The President's proposal would allow penalty-free withdrawals immediately

for specified purposes such as education, first homes, long-term unemployment, or

certain medical expenses.

Other Revenue Proposals

In addition to the President's prop>osed middle-class tax cuts, the budget contains

certain other provisions that affea revenues. An Appendix to my testimony provides

further details. But let me note that we are proposing two additional empowerment
zones, thus enlarging empowerment zone tax incentives; reducing a tax on vaccine

manufacturers; denying the Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) to imdocimiented

workers, and to those with significant unearned income; changing the tax treatment of

those who renounce their citizenship or use foreign trusts to shelter income; and
supporting the extension of the taxes that finance the "Superfund" that cleans up
hazardous waste sites.

Also, on the subject of taxes, one of the Administration's priorities is to fully

implement the Internal Revenue Service's Tax Systems Modernization (TSM) plan to

reduce the administrative burden on businesses and individuals and to raise compUance.

Investing for the Future

Fiscal discipline and middle class tax relief are necessary elements of any coherent

economic strategy. Yet, by themselves, they are not enough to ensure higher standards

of hving for all Americans.

Additional investment in the skills and capabilities of America's workers and in

physical capital have always been an integral part of the President's agenda. Today's

8
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investments will translate into stronger productivity growth and higher living standards

for years to come. Boosting public investment is an important step towards a rising

standard of living for all Americans.

Let me focus on three areas: investment in human capital; investment in science

and technology; and investment in infrastructiu'e.

Human Capital: The President has consistently emphasized the importance of

lifelong learning" in an economy which favors the highest skilled workers. The budget

proposes $473 biUion in 1996 for investment in education and training This represents

a $5.4 billion increase, or 13 percent, over 1993 levels. Working with Congress, the

Administration has already laimched legislation from expansion of the Head Start

program to cutting the cost of higher-education loans for students.

This year, the President will focus on better opportunities for adults already in the

work force. The President's proposal-the "G.I. Bill for America's Workers"~will

consolidate and streamline a patchwork of some 70 job training programs. The "G.I.

Bill" will offer dislocated and low-income workers "skill grants" through which they can

make their own choices about the training they need to find new and better jobs.

Two other Presidential initiatives also deserve mention here.

Welfare reform fits into the over-arching strategy of raising economic growth.

The current welfare system costs taxpayen a great deal of money and actujdly

discourages work by participants. This Administration wants to work with Congress to

make welfare a temporary safety net only, through time limits and through making work

pay. If we succeed, we will both raise the standard of Uving of participants and lower the

tax burden on average Americans.

Similarly, health care reform is not only essential to maintaining long-term fiscal

stability, but also important for the take-home wages of the average American. If

employees' health insurance costs keep rising, workers' wages won't Health care cost

containment will pay off in higher wages as well as in a more stable fiscal environment.

Science and Technology: We know that the rates of return for R&D are high in

the private sector. Industry R&D may have accounted for as much as a quarter of

overall productivity growth in recent decades. Commercial firms caimot reap the entire

rewards of basic research, however, because other firms easily learn and use the

knowledge generated. Despite high rates of return, the private sector does too little

basic research to meet all of society's needs.

Thus, the federal government plays an important role in promoting and investing

in R&D. Federal spending accounts for nearly 40 percent of the nation's R&D
spending. This budget proposes $69.4 billion in 1996 for research and development-an
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increase of $3.74 billion in nondefense R&D over 1993.

Through the President's National Science and Technology Council, the

Administration seeks to support the best possible science on a tight budget The science

and technology program pursues advances in health, business, the environment,

information technology, national security, and basic science itself.

In addition, because of the imjwrtance of R&E to the nation's economy, we
support the extension of the R&E tax credit on a revenue neutral basis, and we will work

with Congress to pay for it.

Infrastructure: Infrastructure is one area where the government must play an

important role-the private sector could not profitably run many of our nation's roads

and bridges or the treatment plants needed to provide clean water. TTie budget proposes

$58.8 billion for 1996 for infrastructure investment-up $8.6 bilhon from 1993.

While infrastructure spending can be among the most effective ways to boost

productivity, projects must be chosen carefully. The Administration proposes to

restructure the Transportation Department, consolidating its infrastructure activities into

a single transportation block grant Local governments will have more flexibility to

direct resources to areas which best address commimity needs. Oiu- goal is more and

better infrastructure, at less cost and with less red tape.

Conclusion

In conclusion, let me make three points:

First, you can read the priorities of this Administration in its budget This

President is committed to raising standards of living for all Americans, and the policy

objectives pursued through the budget-deficit reduction; the middle-class tax cuts; public

investments in workers, in knowledge, and in infrastructure; Reinventing Government-
are all aimed at attaining that goal.

Second, this budget maintains the ground won in the struggle to reduce the deficit

in 1993. We project that, with the deficit-reduction poUcies in the budget, the federal

deficit will remain below $200 biUion in nine of the next ten years, and will shrink to 1.6

percent of GDP in fiscal 2005. We as a country simply cannot afford to return to the

days of rising, uncontrolled deficits of the 1980s or early 1990s. This budget will keep us

on a sound trajectory that reduces the deficit

We do this by taking step-by-step reductions in spending programs and in cutting

the size of government itself. Reinventing government not only saves money, but also

makes government efficient. As a result of the Administration's actions to date, we are

reducing the deficit and do not need a balanced budget amendment to enforce fiscal

10
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discipline. This is the right way to cut the deficit

Third, we take a crucial step toward addressing the economic concerns of working

famihes by cutting their taxes. Our proposals are targeted to the f>eople who need them

the most when they need them the most These cuts will help faroihes with yoimg

children, people who are paying for education, and those who want to save for the

future.

This budget builds upon what has been achieved. It is the next step in the logical

sequence of pohcies designed to raise the Uving standard for all Americans. It reinforces

fiscal restraint. It provides tax relief to milHons of Americans who have seen their

incomes stagnate for a generation. And it invests in education, infrastructure, and

technology.

Much has been accomplished in the past two years, but much remains to be done.

I look forward to working with you on a bi-partisan basis to continue moving forward.

11
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APPENDIX: OTHER REVENUE PROVISIONS

Additional Empowerment Zones . The Secretaiy of Housing and Urban Development

would be authorized to designate two urban em{X)werment zones in addition to the six

urban and three rural zones designated on December 21, 1994. This would have the

effect of extending the empowerment zone tax incentives to these additional areas.

Other current-law limitations, such as those regarding population, size, poverty, and

application requirements, would be applicable to these areas.

Reduce Vaccine Excise Tax Under current law, a manufactxirer's tax is levied on
vaccines used to prevent diphtheria, pertussis, tetanus, measles, mumps, rubella or poUo.

These taxes are dejwsited in the Vaccine Injury Compensation Trust Fund and provide a

source of revenue to compensate individuals who sustain certain injuries or to families of

individuals who die following administration of these vaccines. Because of large bjilances

in the trust fund, the Administration proposes a reduction in revenues from these taxes.

The decrease will allow continued program compensation while lowering the costs of

vaccines to both pubUc and private purchasers.

Earned Income Tax Credit

Eire denied to undocumented workers . Under this compliance proposal, only

individuals who are authorized to work in the United States would be eligible for the

earned income tax credit (EITC). When claiming the EITC, taxpayers would be

required to provide a valid social security number for themselves, their spouses, and their

qualifying children. Only social security numbers that are vaUd for employment purposes

in the U.S. would enable the individual to claim the EITC. In addition, the proposal

would modify the IRS procedure for processing returns with erroneous or missing

taxpayer identification numbers so as to reduce improperly claimed credits. These
proposals would be effective in 1996.

EITC denied if interest and dividends exceed $2.500. Under current law, an individual

must have earned income in order to be eligible for the EITC. Because the EITC is

designed to benefit low-income workers, the amount of the credit should decrease as the

taxpayer's income increases. A taxpayer with relatively low earned income, however,

may be eligible for the EITC even though he or she has significant interest and dividend

income from investment assets. Under this proposal, taxpayers would not be ehgible to

receive the EITC if their combined interest and dividend income for the year exceeds

$2,500. This proposal would be effective in 1996.

12
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Tax responsibilities of Americans who renounce citizenship . The proposal would tax the

untaxed gains of U.S. taxpayers who renounce citizenship. The tax would also apply to

aliens who have been lawful p)ermanent residents for at least ten years and then cease to

be subject to U.S. tax. This tax is intended to apply only where very substantial gains are

involved and, thus, an exemption is provided for up to $600,000 of gain. U.S. real estate

and pension assets would also be exempt

Foreign Trusts . The foreign trust proposal is designed to increase compUance for taxing

two categories of people. First, U.S. persons sometimes transfer their assets to foreign

trusts and rarely pay tax on the trust income. The proposal would impose enhanced

information reporting requirements (with penalties for failure to comply) on U.S. persons

who transfer assets to foreign trusts. The second category of taxpayers aie U.S. persons

who are members of wealthy foreign fcunihes. Foreign famihes often establish foreign

trusts for the benefit of U.S. family members. Under current law, the United States

treats such trust assets as owned by the foreign family, and any distribution of income

earned by the trust to the U.S. beneficiary is treated as a nontaxable gift to the U.S.

person. The proposal would tax this trust income.

Extension of Superfund Tax. Fou^ different taxes are imposed under present law to

fund the Hazardous Substance Superfund (Superfund) program including a corporate

environmental income tax equal to 0.12 percent of the amount of modified alternative

minimum taxable income in excess of $2 million, and excise taxes on domestic or

imported crude oil or refined products, certain hazardous chemicals, and certain

imported substances. These taxes are scheduled to expire generally after December 31,

1995. The Administration supports the extension of the corporate environmental income

tax through taxable years begiiming before January 1, 2001, and the Superfund excise

taxes through December 31, 2000.

13
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Chairman DOMENICI. We are going to rotate back and forth and
I am going to let Senator Nickles take my opening round of ques-
tions, and then I will come back to mine after Senator Exon.

Senator Nickles?
Senator NiCKLES. Mr. Chairman, I am just wondering what kind

of time?
Chairman DOMENICI. Seven minutes.
Senator Nickles. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Secretary Rubin, welcome before the committee. I want to make

a couple of comments and then ask a couple of questions. I am con-
cerned when I hear the President's State of the Union Message

—

and this is a quote
—

"I cut spending by $250 billion." And I look
at the spending levels in 1992, less than $1.4 trillion, in 1994 it

was $1,461 trillion, almost $1.5 trillion, and this year it is over $1.5
trillion, and next year's budget is over $1.6 trillion. Next year's

budget is about $1.7 trillion, and it goes up to $1.9 trillion. The
spending goes up half a trillion dollars, and yet we hear the Presi-

dent say I cut spending by $250 billion. Spending has gone up
every year. The President also said, "And reduce the deficit by $600
billion." I have heard that by many Administration witnesses.
Mr. Chairman, I have a chart—and I am going to send this to

all committee members, because I talked to Dr. Reischauer about
this, because we have heard a lot of people say because of the 1993
tax bill, we cut the deficit by $500 billion.

These are CBO's numbers. These are not Don Nickles' numbers.
We got them from the Congressional Budget Office, trying to find

out where the deficit reduction is. We are comparing CBO's base-
line in 1993 and CBO's baseline in 1995. The differences are about
$600 billion in the two, if you add the totals for 1993 through 1998.
But it is interesting to notice, tax and fee increases, $262 billion

of the difference; technical and economic and debt service, $213 bil-

lion; and spending cuts, $88 billion. Of the spending cuts, there are
no spending cuts in 1993, 1994 or 1995. All the spending cuts are
projected for 1996, 1997 and 1998. Actually, spending increases the
first 3 years.

My point being these are CBO's numbers. When you compare the
baselines and see the differences when they projected enormous
deficits in their 1993 forecast to this Congress, the deficits were
very large. Now they are saying the deficits are going to be in this
range, and the Administration is taking credit for that.

Again, if you look at the figures, there are no spending cuts the
first 3 years, 1993, 1994 and 1995, compared to CBO. The only real
changes were big tax increases and changes in technical and eco-
nomic and debt service.

I just think we should use some truthful figures or something to
make sure people realize that spending has been going up every
year under this Administration. The deficit is not as bad as it was
projected, but I do not know if the Administration can take credit
for it, and certainly not from the spending reduction side.

One final comment, and that is this Administration's budget this
year really seems to be a white flag on deficit reduction. I know
I heard Secretary Rubin say we continue to cut the deficit, but I

am looking at their own figures and the deficit next year is pro-
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jected to be $193 billion. The next year it is $197 billion, and the
next year it is $213 billion. That is the deficit increasing.

I know Secretary Rubin said, well, as a percentage of GNP, but
the deficit near 2000 is still about $200 billion. So they seem to
have given up on deficits and totally taken a walk on entitlements.
Secretary Rubin says, well, we are reducing discretionary spending.

I look at that $144 billion that the Administration says it is

going to cut over the next 5 years, but that is out of a total of over
$10 trillion. That is about 1.2 percent of total spending you are
talking about reducing. We are going to spend over $10 trillion in
that period of time, and you are going to cut $144 billion. It is in-

teresting to note that $81 billion of that $144 billion is in the year
1999 and the year 2000, and that is just by extending the caps.
That is nothing. There is nothing there. You did not do anything
on entitlements.
Senator Exon, I think we have got to do better, and I think we

have to do better in a bipartisan fashion. But it amazes me that
when you have discretionary spending of a little over $500 billion,

the only area this Administration seems willing to cut is in de-
fense. They have cut defense by another $20 billion between 1995
and 1996. So you have spending going up by $80 billion between
1995 and 1996, you have total spending going up by $80 billion;

they cut defense by $20 billion, so you have total non-defense
spending going up by about $100 billion.

Mr. Chairman, I think this budget is going to have to be rewrit-
ten, and rewritten substantially. I look forward to working with
you.
Mr. Secretary, I want to ask you a specific question. I heard

some of your statement that I agree with. I am glad to hear you
say that you wanted to see some expansion in the IRA's. But why
did the Administration not do anything on entitlements? How could
you take a walk on entitlements for the next 5 years?

Secretary RUBIN. Senator, let me respond to that in a slightly

broader way, if I may. We inherited a true fiscal mess, and I think
it was very much reflected in markets and in bond rates and par-

ticularly the premium that existed in the interest rates on longer-

term bonds.
I think the best judge of whether we accomplished something

—

and I think we accomplished a great deal—on deficit reduction and
fiscal order is how the markets reacted to the things that we have
done. Interest rates, if I remember correctly—I may be a little bit

off my recollection—long-term interest rates came down from
roughly 7.7 percent when we were elected, to a touch below 6, and
now they are back up to about where they were when we were
elected. When we were elected, there was a very high rate of unem-
ployment, there was virtually no growth, and there was enormous
pessimism about where the economy was going.

Senator NiCKLES. Mr. Secretary, I am running out of time, but
let me just make a statement. Was it not correct in the fourth
quarter of 1992 that the economy was growing at about 4.-some-
odd percent, and interest rates were at an all-time low in the
fourth quarter of 1992?

Secretary RuBiN. No; actually, the fourth quarter of 1992 I think
makes my point, rather than contradicts my point. I think what
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you will find if you look in the fourth quarter of 1992 is that it ac-

tually breaks down to 3 months, and it was the second 2 months
that were very strong. It is very interesting. If you look at the
consumer confidence index in the last 2 months of that quarter,
what you find is it shot up after the election. I think what really

happened is I think people were encouraged by change, and change
fueled growth, and that is what created most of the growth in that
quarter.
Rates came down, and they have now come back up to about

where they were, but they have come back up in a very different

environment, an environment of solid growth and low unemploy-
ment. So it is a very different long-term interest rate that we have
today.
On the specific question with respect to entitlements. Senator,

the President has said from the very beginning of this Administra-
tion, correctly, I believe, and agreeing with Chairmaui Domenici,
that we must deal with entitlements. Among entitlement programs
as they aifect the deficit, the problem is primarily in health care,

and what he is attempting to accomplish is health care reform as
the mechanism, as the means for getting at the matter of slowing
growth of Federal health care expenditures. He is fully committed
to carrying forward that objective with Congress.
Senator NiCKLES. There is nothing in the budget that would
Secretary Rubin. No, and I will tell you why. Senator, because

we tried for 2 years to put forth a comprehensive health care re-

form program, and it was not a successful effort. The judgment
that we made, and I think the correct judgment, was that this time
we should aim for exactly the same objectives, but to work hand-
in-hand with Congress and develop our program and to go as far

forward as we possibly could in this year, but to work cooperatively

with Congress. If we are going to do that, it would have been incon-

sistent to put proposals in our budget which would get us ahead
of Congress.

Senator NiCKLES. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman DOMENICI. I can hardly wait, but anyway I must. Go

ahead, Senator Exon.
Secretary Rubin. I would like to go a little further, too.

Chairman Domenici. Let me just make one statement. It is in-

credible to me that you, as a Wall Street economist, businessman,
and with your background, would truly sit before us and say that
the President's campaign promise all by itself has brought the mar-
kets under control.

Now, if you were not saying that, then remember we did not get
any action on any budget until 1993, and there are the interest
rates coming down. They are coming down from 1992. As a matter
of fact, they start up after the President's budget, the long-term in-

terest rates.

Secretary Rubin. Mr. Chairman, could I respond to that?
Chairman Domenici. Of course.

Secretary RUBIN. I remember that period fairly well. I think
what you basically had was a period of relatively little growth dur-
ing the Bush era, and I think even at the end of the Bush era there
was a general sense of pessimism about future growth. Interest
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rates came down, but they were still very high relative to the then
circumstances.
What happened when we took office is that word started to get

out about what we were planning to do in terms of deficit reduc-
tion. I remember particularly one Sunday talk show when then
Secretary Bentsen started talking a little bit about the kinds of
things we were thinking about.
And when the markets began to believe that we were serious

about deficit reduction, something which I think they had for a
long time been very skeptical that government would understate,
interest rates then really began to come down, not because of slow
growth and recession, but, rather, because they really believed for

the first time in a long, long, long time that there was an Adminis-
tration that was serious about fiscal discipline. That I think is the
story of 1993 and 1994.
Senator Gorton. Mr. Chairman?
Chairman DOMENICI. Yes.
Senator Boxer. Could we have regular order, Mr. Chairman?
Chairman DOMENICI. We will not be short-changed at all.

Senator Gorton. Mr. Chairman, if the fourth quarter of 1992
was so good because of people's optimism about the election, would
you not say that maybe the fourth quarter of 1994 was so good be-

cause of people's optimism about the election, and now that they
know that they have got the President left, growth is going to go
down?
Chairman DOMENICI. I think that is a pretty logical conclusion,

but perhaps Wall Street would not look at it that way.
Secretary Rubin. No, I think I would offer an alternative

Senator Gorton. I bet you will.

Secretary Rubin [continuing]. Analysis of where we are today.

Chairman Domenici. Senator Exon?
Senator Exon. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, with due respect, I suggest that since the Repub-

licans had what I think is equal to two shots, I am going to ask
what, to me, is one important question, and then I would hope that
we could have next up on our side, if you would agree with that.

I know that you want to be fair, and I am making that suggestion,

but it is up to your decision.

I suspect our two witnesses and those watching this on television

sense some acrimony, some minor disagreements here or there on
some of these matters that we are going to hear a great deal about.

So I guess the so-called budget debate has begun. Its tenor re-

minds me of the mating dsuice of the whooping crane, a lot of move-
ment, but nobody touches anyone. [Laughter.]

Chairman Domenici. That is pretty good.
Senator Exon. I would certsiinly hope that after we finish our

talk and political diatribe back and forth on each side of the aisle,

we can then begin, after we go through all of that, the cooperation
that is going to be necessary in my view to get something done.
Now, there has been something said about elections here. The

people clearly sent a message, but the Republicans have only 53
votes in the United States Senate and the Democrats have 47. I

would suggest on that narrow a split that it is going to take some
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cooperation, because neither side has the 60 votes necessary to

move things through.
So I note once again, that after we get through with our criti-

cisms, we have got to get back to working to a compromise. To that
end, I would Uke to follow up on what I said in my opening re-

marks to see whether or not you agree, Mr. Secretary, with my con-

clusions.

I think it will be very easy for you to answer this question, be-

cause the scenario that I will outline is not very likely to happen.
I am using this to make my point with regard to the tax cuts that
I emphasized in my opening remarks.
Let us say, for example, that this Budget Committee decided in

the interest of further reductions in the deficit that we rejected

both the President's tax cut proposal and the Republican tax cut

proposal, and on that basis we convinced Senator Dole, the major-
ity leader, and Senator Daschle, the minority leader, Congressman
Gingrich, Speaker of the House, and the minority leader there, Mr.
Gephardt, and Senator Domenici and I walked down and we
knocked on the White House door and we say we have all con-

cluded in the interest of trying to reduce this deficit that we should
drop all of our tax program. Would you agree?

I assume under that scenario that the President would certainly

call the Secretary of the Treasury and his Chief Economic Adviser
in and say, What do you think of their proposal? If the President
would put that proposition to you, what would be your answer, Mr.
Secretary, or recommendation to the President?
Chairman Domenici. Let me make sure we understand hypo-

thetically you assume the Republicans beyond me. I mean you have
got the leader and everybody else on that hypothetical.

Senator ExoN. If you had been listening, Mr. Chairman, I think
I spelled out
Chairman Domenici. I just want to reiterate that.

Senator ExON. I spelled out who that would be. I am not saying
you would be there, but I said just part of the mating dance.
Chairman Domenici. Now we have got it.

Senator Exon. Could we get your answer to that unlikely sce-

nario? What would you say, Mr. Secretary?
Secretary RuBiN. We will take that as a hypothetical, however

unlikely, which I think is the way that you presented it.

My recommendation. Senator, would be the ssmie as my rec-

ommendation was when we put together the budget, which is that
it is a complex budget, it involves different initiatives for different
purposes. Ours is an economy with many problems and they need
to be addressed in different ways. And I think we found the right
balance between first, trjdng to reverse some of the income inequal-
ity that the middle-class has suffered over the last 15 years; sec-

ond, and I think very, very importantly, providing incentives for

people to do the kinds of things that will prepare them for the
world that we are part of Eind going to be ever more part of as we
go forward—incentives for education, training, more savings, in-

vesting in their kids; and finally at the same time continuing on
the track of deficit reduction which we started in 1993.
Rather than having sort of a one-sided budget directed entirely

toward one purpose, I think we found the right balance. So my rec-
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ommendation to the President would be to reject the bipartisan
suggestion.

Senator ExoN. Therein Ues, I think, the heart of the difficulty

that I am trying to get at. Both sides are locked in cement. I tell

the Republicans, I tell you that if that kind of an attitude prevails,

we are going to have nothing but a mating dance and nothing is

going to happen.
I will reserve the balance of my time and yield, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman DoMENici. Do you feel we should go to one person on

your side?

Senator ExON. I think we should. I was very short and I think
you had the
Chairman Domenici. Mrs. Boxer, you are next.

Senator Boxer. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to say to the witnesses that when I got my econom-

ics degree many years ago, I learned at that time that anyone could
be an economist. It is real easy, because no one is sure what is

going to happen looking down the road. The problem for those peo-
ple is eventually down the road comes and you see what happens.
So as my friends on the other side have been rather harsh, I

would say, on the Administration, as is their right. After all, they
disagreed with the President with his 1993 package, and I expect
them to disagree with this package. It is part of what the ranking
member here calls the mating dance. It is why we are here. We dis-

agree on basic fundamental policy.

So I think it is important to look back and note that not one Re-
publican voted for that economic plan. But more than that, they
talked about it, and I am going to put on the record here what they
said about it, because I think it needs to be put in the context of

what they say today about this package, and then the American
people can decide for themselves who they trust in this respect.

Senator Nickles said this, meaning the package.
Is going to greatly hurt our economy, if not suffocate and damage our economy

and make deficits even larger in the future.

He also said,

I hate to say it, but these tax increases that are proposed are going to put a lot

of people out of work.

Senator Gramm SEud

I oppose the President's budget for two simple reasons: Number one, it will not

work, it will not reduce the deficit, it will not improve the state of the economy.

Senator Nickles also said

I believe very strongly that if we enact this economic package, you are going to

see the number of employees decline and you are going to see the gross domestic
product decline, because you are going to put a lot of people out of work.

And Senator Gorton said
These are very large tax increases on some of the wealthier in our society,

and he goes on to say, in fact.

The behavior of these people will change markedly, so markedly that we will be
lucky to get one-quarter of the increased revenue which is predicted in the Presi-

dent's budget, that, of course, behavior changes when rates go down, and behavior
will change when rates go up.

So I just want to, because I think it is important to now look at

what happened, make sure that I am clear on exactly what hap-
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pened. We created in this country over 5 million new jobs since

that package. Is that correct, Secretary Rubin?
Secretary RUBIN. Approximately 5.7 million jobs, of which a little

over 90 percent are in the private sector.

Senator BoxER. Did the revenues that come in to the government
go down or go up or hold steady?

Secretary RUBIN. Our revenues have gone up with the solid

growth that we have had in the economy.
Senator Boxer. And the inflation rate?

Secretary RUBIN. The inflation rate has remained under 3 per-

cent.

Senator Boxer. And the deficit as a percent of GDP?
Secretary RUBIN. Very importantly, the President, as I said be-

fore, inherited a fiscal morass, a fiscal mess and one was that wide-

ly perceived as a fiscal mess around the world, and he has put us

in a position so when I went to the G-7 Finance Ministers meeting
this past Friday in Toronto and we discussed how various countries

are doing, we are now viewed as a country that has its fiscal house

in order. I believe if we stay on the deficit reduction track that the

President has set forth and make the tough choices that he pro-

posed in order to keep us on that track, we will continue to be so

perceived.

Senator BoXER. I well remember when President Bush went to

Japan and I well remember it was a trip where he was supposed

to tell the Japanese to get their economic house in order. Instead,

the world looked at us and said: shape up, America. I have to say

that we did. When I cast that vote, that was a tough vote. I took

a lot of heat for that vote. But I can truly say there is a diff"erence

between talking about a balanced budget amendment to the Con-
stitution that will take effect in 7 years, which may or may not be

good for this country—I have my own views on it—and casting a

tough vote to make the tough choices.

I would like to ask Dr. Tyson a question about the deficit reduc-

tion, because I think Members on both sides of the aisle have ques-

tions about it. The President's goal was to get that deficit cut in

half from where it was projected to be.

Why is it that you do not think it would be good for the economy.
Dr. Tyson—and Secretary Rubin, if you wish to add at this point

—

to continue that kind of massive deficit reduction and, rather, sta-

bilize the deficit at this point?

Dr. Tyson. I think that S^^'retary Rubin said it fairly clearly.

The goal of our government budget or fiscal policy, it should be un-
derstood as basically to improve living standards, and there are

many ways to do that.

One way is through deficit reduction for precisely the reasons
that Senator Domenici alluded to in his opening remarks. That is,

the government, when it runs a deficit, is dis-saving and, therefore,

taking savings out of the society that could be used for investment
purposes. So it is important to keep progress on the deficit.

It is also important, however, to make sure that we invest in our
future directly through education and training programs, through
science and technology programs, through programs that build the
foundations for future prosperity.
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We also believe that, given what had happened to the distribu-
tion of income in the United States, because one of the things the
Ct-7 nations, the OECD and other international observers say
about the United States is the widening disparity of income dis-

tribution is actually a major problem in our society. We want to do
some tax relief for the middle-income class. So this is trying to do
a balanced approach to a series of problems.
We finally say that what I have emphasized a number of times

and emphasize again, deficit reduction by itself, whether through
spending cuts or tax increases, is contractionary. It slows the econ-
omy down. You should do it gradually, so that you have time for

monetary policy and interest rate changes to replace the poor mo-
mentum of the economy, which deficit reduction is taking away.
Senator BoxER. Thank you very much. I will hold until the next

round.
Thank you.
Chairman DoMENici. Senator Grassley?
Senator Grassley. I think the President's budget reflects an ab-

dication of leadership. It not only fails to put us on a glide path
towards a balanced budget, but I think it fails even to meet the
President's own promise and goals that he made. If you remember,
that was to cut the deficit in half by 1996.

It is kind of a farcical sort of scene of how this budget must have
been sent up here to Capitol Hill. It seems to me that the Presi-

dent's team lined up along Pennsylvania Avenue and punted copies

of the budget one by one. After the January 24th State of the
Union Address of the President, I remarked then to people that
asked me, that it seemed to me that President Clinton seemed will-

ing to follow the leadership of Congress, and that was a respon-
sibility that was given to us by the electorate last November.
Today, though, I think through his actions on this budget, the

President confirmed my suspicion and submitted a budget that
says let Congress lead, let Congress make the tough choices. Ac-
cording to reports, several of the President's high-level advisers

counseled that since the Administration has failed to get credit for

previous deficit reductions, then there is little wisdom in proposing
further deficit reductions. Mr. Chairman, I hope that this is not the

case, for if it were true, there would be no clearer signal of the ab-

sence of leadership from the White House.
Just last month. Administration officials were boasting about

achievements on the deficit front and bemoaning the fact that the
message simply was not getting out that the President had accom-
plished a great deal. Why are they now then abandoning a virtuous

policy, instead of working on getting the message out, if they want
to be viewed with any credibility? I think the answer is that, be-

cause in abandoning their goal of lower deficits, the Administration
has also abandoned its promise to the American people of cutting

the deficit in half by 1996. As a consequence, I think the President
has lost the moral authority to lead.

Clearly, the President has chosen to play defense with this budg-
et, and that is why the President's team has punted to Capitol Hill.

They are saying to us you call the plays now, so it is your turn at

the ball and let us see if you can do better. Of course, I believe that
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Congress can do better, and we have to do better for the sake of

our children and grandchildren.
The President has followed the lead of the American people who

spoke in November. Thus, I think he has passed that mantle of

leadership to us to make the tough decisions. With that leadership,

the Republican Congress has already delivered on making Con-
gress more accountable to the public and to State governments,
and now we will work towards making Congress more accountable

to the next generations.

The first question I have, to set the stage for it, I want to note

that concern about the deficit, at least fi*om the press reports out

since yesterday's arrival of the budget up here, has been not a par-

tisan matter. Senator Exon and Senator Bradley have both high-

lighted the need to cut the deficit and to do better. Of course, as

far as this last Congress was concerned. Senator Exon and I, when
I was in the minority, we put together a bipartisan effort to cut

spending. That was the only effort to successfully cut the Presi-

dent's budget the last time. So I look forward to this committee
moving Eihead with bipartisan leadership in working to cut the defi-

cit.

Dr. Tyson, along that line, the Administration has a long section

devoted in last year's budget to what was referred to as

"generational accounting," which discussed at length the tremen-

dous burden of the deficit on our children and grandchildren born

today, a burden equivalent to a lifetime tax rate of over 80 percent.

This section on generational accounting is nowhere to be found
in this year's budget. Now, I could say perhaps this is because the

Administration's budget never gets to be balanced, does not even
come close. Is it the Administration's position that it is unnecessary
to try to balance the budget, that we should not worry about the

burden we are placing on future generations? I ask that because
you do not have in this budget a section on generational accounting

like you had in last year's budget.
Dr. Tyson. I think we have a clear track record on being serious

about deficit reduction. We were the Administration that offered a

$505 billion package. We were the Administration that was coming
back with an additional $81 billion. We are the Administration that

found $144 billion of additional savings to finance a modest, but
targeted, middle-class tax cut. We are not the Administration that

is proposing $700 billion of tax cuts which was released today in

the Joint Tax Committee's estimate of the Republican contract pro-

posal for tax cuts. We have a serious track record on deficit reduc-

tion.

I really want to go back to the chart that Secretary Bentsen had,
showing that for the first time—excuse me. Secretary Rubin.

Secretary Rubin. That is all right. I borrowed it from him.
[Laughter.]

He lent it to me and I brought it here.

Dr. Tyson. I am so used to thinking about Bob as the NEC
Chair. Secretary Rubin.
Senator Grassley. Since you cannot get it out, you were quoted

in the Washington Post Saturday as saying
Dr. Tyson. Cannot get what out, Senator?
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Senator Grassley [continuing]. As saying Laura Tyson took up
opposing views in the meeting, arguing there was no need to cut
the deficit so severely. Rather, she said CHnton only need be able
to show the deficit declining as a percentage of the total economic
output, rather than absolute terms. That says you are abandoning
getting to a balanced budget.

Dr. Tyson. First of all, that was a press account. The person who
wrote that account was not in the meeting. You are not going to
ask me, I assume, and I am certainly not going to reveal what goes
on in discussions between private advisers of the President on eco-
nomic issues.

I will stick by what I have said before. We are searching for a
balanced package that continues deficit reduction, that holds the
deficit down relative to the size of the economy during the entire
10-year horizon, and we will provide numbers which show the defi-

cit is not, contrary to what someone said, rising between 2005. It

is simply not.

But this balanced package continues progress on the deficit and,
frankly, it is the only package that is before us. There is no alter-

native package before us. People are talking about getting the defi-

cit down, and they are talking about getting entitlement spending
under control. There is not a single proposal. You have one pro-

posal for it before you and you have our older, our $505 billion from
our previous package, and the economy has done extremely well
under those packages.
Chairman DOMENICI. Would the Senator yield for a moment?
Senator Grassley. Yes, I will.

Chairman DoMENici. Are you suggesting. Dr. Tyson, that you
want to wait to see what we propose before you come up with some
conclusions on entitlements?

Dr. Tyson. What I am suggesting is that we presented a package
and our package is our best judgment of what is good for the econ-

omy in the next 5 years. Of course, others will suggest alternative

packages. I just want to emphasize that we presented our first

package, OBRA 1993, we presented that package 27 days after we
took office. The Republican majority has been in control for more
than 27 days. There are many people working in the Republican
majority who have been allegedly interested in deficit reduction for

years. I do not understand why there is not a package right now.
Chairman Domenici. Senator Dodd, you are next. Let me just

say. Dr. Tyson, I hope that is not directed at the Senate Budget
Committee. You might direct it wherever you like

Dr. Tyson. That was just

Chairman Domenici [continuing]. But it is impossible for you to

equate what the Administration has at its disposal to put a budget
together and what Congress has. One is major league and the other
one is not even minor league. We do not have the ability in 3 weeks
or 3 months to look at the whole budget and come up with a de-

tailed plan. We will come up with one. It is the responsibility and
it has been for as long as I know that the President submit his

first, and you did.

Dr. Tyson. And we defend ours as the balanced best approach
for continued economic prosperity.
Chairman Domenici. Senator Dodd?
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Senator DODD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am certainly not going to suggest this committee is minor

league. I want you to know that.

Chairman DOMENICI. I think in comparison to 0MB and every-

thing else

Senator DoDD. I understand. I am trying to lighten this up a lit-

tle, Mr. Chairman.
First of all, thank you both for your testimony. Let me pick up

on where Senator Boxer was speaking. You have got three of us
here on this committee that were around in 1981, 1982, and 1983,

and it is important to lay some background here.

In 1981, when President Reagan was sworn in, the deficit for

that fiscal year was $79 billion, and the public debt of the country
was $785 billion, I can go back and look at the record as to the

statements that were made about how we were going to balance
the budget by 1984. We applied some economic ideas that yielded

significant tax cuts and defense spending increases.

I think it is important to lay this out. After 12 years, we ended
up with a deficit in fiscal year 1993 of $255 billion, and we quad-
rupled the public debt to $3.3 trillion, from $785 billion. There are

11 of us here who voted against the 1981-82 economic package, be-

cause it did not make any sense at all. I think a lot of people would
like to have those votes back, if they could.

So the train wreck that this Administration inherited did not

happen by a miracle. It happened because we approved the Reagan
broad guidelines of the Bush economic and budget requests. Con-
gress actually approved budgets at the end of 11 of the 12 fiscal

years that cut the total spending that was requested by either

President Reagan or President Bush when they were in charge of

submitting budgets to Congress. That is a fact. I am not making
those numbers up. Those are facts. So we find ourselves coming
into fiscal year 1994 with that mess on our hands.
By the way, interest rate creep was, in fact, due to a lack of con-

fidence in the ability of this town to deal with the fiscal mess. That
is what was at issue there. You have got interest rate creep today
for an entirely different set of reasons. The economy is too strong
and may be heating up. I think many of us have severe reserva-

tions about the latest increases in the interest rate by the Fed, but,

nonetheless, there is a totally different rationale for interest rate

increases than existed back in the early 1990's.

So what we have now is 3 years of deficit reduction. Is it enough?
No. Would all of us like to see more? Absolutely. But we have all

seen the rhetoric in this area, and yet when it comes right down
to actually doing some things, this town has difficulty with it. This
Administration, however, because of its policies in the last couple
of years, has put us on a good glide path to balance. For the first

time in years the economy is growing faster than the deficits and
I want the Secretary to confirm that. Before, deficits were growing
faster than the economy. Now we have an economy that is growing
faster or rising faster than debt is in the country. That is not insig-

nificant.

I mentioned 3 years of deficit reduction, the lowest combined rate
of inflation and unemployment in 25 years. I want confirmation of
that, if that is not the case. That is not insignificant. People care
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about inflation and unemployment. The combination of those two
numbers are lowest they have been in a quarter of a century.
So I think those basic facts needs to be emphasized as some

background, and an indication of what actually has been accom-
plished.

Now, the Chairman of the committee says that we do not have
an opportunity yet to put together a budget. This much we do
know. Our friends on the other side have said we are not touching
social security, defense is going to go up, we must, of course, pay
interest pajonents. As I understand it, that is roughly 50 percent
of the budget.
Now, it seems to me if you got control of the House and Senate

on November 8, almost 4 months ago it is not unreasonable or un-
fair to ask you to further spell out in some detail how you are going
to balance the budget. All we have had is a proposal to cut taxes
by $200 billion, and no indication at all of how you will pay for it,

no indication.

So I think it is important to lay the background for that. I will

come back to my question, and that is would you confirm for me
whether or not those numbers regarding inflation and unemploy-
ment are accurate, and also whether or not for the first time in

years we have actually seen the economy growing faster than our
debt.

Secretary Rubin. Senator, I am prepared to confirm those num-
bers and the analysis that went along vdth them. [Laughter.]

Senator DODD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman DOMENICI. You did better than he would do. Thank

you very much. Senator.
Secretary RUBIN. Well, I do not know if I with all of that—

I

agree with the analysis, but not necessarily the evaluation. [Laugh-
ter.]

Chairman DOMENICI. I am the neutral observer. [Laughter.]
Senator Boxer. Can we have a vote on that?
Chairman DOMENICI. Yes, we win 12 to 10. [Laughter.]
Senator Abraham?
Senator Abraham. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I just want to point out to all those who are viewing this that

I was not here during any of these previous [Laughter.]

As I observed in the Committee on Labor the other day, although
I have only been in office 4 weeks, I already find my constituents

holding me accountable for the entire $4.8 trillion all the rest of

you ran up in the previous few years. So I have quickly learned
how fast the responsibility shifts to the new members.

I just would observe—and I may reserve the opportunity to sub-

mit something for the record—that the one thing that is consistent

is the deficits grew. And Senator Dodd alluded to the growth of

deficits during the 1980's, and there is one pattern that was quite

consistent, and that was the amount of tax revenues that the gov-

ernment received.

It seems to me that as you check the percentage of GDP that was
received in revenue, it remains pretty constant at about 19 percent
of the economy. It is the spending side that continued to increase.

The government sector side, I believe, grew during that period of
time, and I think we ought to take note of that as we are trjdng
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to look at the way that we might best direct ourselves at bringing

the budget under control; that it has been spending—it is not the

consequence of tax cuts or anything else—that created the deficit

growth in the 1980's. It was the consequence of increases in spend-

ing.

My question for Dr. Tyson is this: In your opinion, should we at-

tempt to bring the budget into balance, or do you feel it is pref-

erable to try to limit the size of our deficits to a certain percentage,

decreasing perhaps, but a percentage of GDP? Which, in your judg-

ment, is the preferable option?
Dr. Tyson. I want to emphasize that I believe, as I think Sec-

retary Rubin has said and others in the Administration have said,

that we believe what this budget does is build on the progress of

OBRA 1993, keep the deficit under control, keep it coming down
relative to the size of the economy. But we are not satisfied. We
have said from the beginning—indeed. President Clinton said to me
the very first time I met him in Little Rock in August of 1992, he

said we have some very serious work to do on the deficit. We can
do some of that through cuts in discretionary spending. But we are

going to have to reform the health care system.

Now, I don't know how many times the Administration has to

make this point. Almost 40 percent of the increase in spending that

will go on in government spending between now and the end of this

decade is from projected increases in Federal health care spending.

But we have also made it very clear that we don't believe that any
arbitrary methods to cap that spending in the absence of health

care reform can work. Because if you try to cap the Federal spend-

ing on health care, the costs will be shifted to the private sector.

We already see significant cost shifting going on. There would just

be more of it.

In addition, arbitrary capping in the absence of meaningful
health care reform would result in real cuts of real services to real

people. Let's not kid ourselves. So our position has been, yes, we
want more progress on the deficit; it needs to be done, first and
foremost, through meaningful health care reform. And that is what
we have tried to work on with the Congress in the past 2 years.

We obviously did not succeed.

The problem did not go away. The numbers don't go away. The
facts are inexorable here. So sooner or later, serious efforts at fur-

ther deficit reduction must engage that issue.

Senator Abraham. But the point you are making, just to go back
to my question, is it your view, is it the Administration's view or

maybe just your view, that we should try to bring the budget into

balance?
Dr. Tyson. It is my view that we should make further progress

on the deficit working towards balance, but the next way to do that

is through meaningful health care reform. That is my view.

Senator Abraham. OK. Have you tried to develop a plan that
would bring the budget into balance?

Dr. Tyson. We tried in the past 18 months, as you well know,
to work on the issue of health care reform. The Congressional
Budget Office, which did an analysis of our proposal, did show that
in the course of a 10-year period it would begin to bring health care
spending under control at the Federal level.
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We did not succeed with that package. But we have been devel-
oping those kinds of proposals.

Senator Abraham. My question to either of you, though, is this:
Is there tucked away somewhere, in either the Council of Economic
Advisers or the Department of Treasury, a plan to balance the
budget?

Secretary RUBIN. Senator, could I make one comment? I think
there is not as much difference in some respects as some of the dis-

cussion suggests. This President believes very strongly in getting
the deficit under control, in fiscal order, and I think we have ac-

complished an enormous amount in the time that we have been in
office.

On the other hand, there are a lot of other purposes that he feels

need to be achieved if we are going to have a productive and suc-

cessful economy of the years ahead.
If you take a look at that chart, ^ I think maybe it is the best

answer to your question. If you take this budget and add it to the
economic plan we put in place in 1993, what you wind up with is

a deficit that will come down from 4.9 percent of the total economy
to 1.6 percent of the total economy early in the next century.

If you then deal with health care, you start to get very close to

a balanced budget.
Senator Abraham. Yes; I am not questioning anybody's motives.

My question is just this: Has the Administration at any point sat
down and said, look, I am for public consumption, but for private
consumption, you know, let's do this and see what it looks like, and
then when it was done you said, boy, we had better not show that
to anybody? Or have you not ever done that?

Secretary RUBIN. I have actually, I think, responded to at least

the thrust of your question, albeit maybe not to the precise balance.
But if you can get down to 1.6 percent without dealing with the
health care problem—and the health care problem is the compo-
nent of the budget that really drives the deficit—if you could deal

with health care reform in an effective way, you get yourself very
close to a balanced budget.

Senator Abraham. So your position is that basically you have
come down as far as you think it is feasible to come down toward
balance without addressing health care, and you feel that you could
get a balanced budget if health care was effectively addressed?

Secretary Rubin. I think Dr. Tyson said it exceedingly well. We
have brought the deficit down as far as we think it is economically
sensible to bring it down, given the trade-offs that you have to

make on the discretionary side to get it down further. We think
when you tackle health care reform; you can then get the deficit

down to where it is relatively immaterial in terms of financial mar-
kets.

Senator Abraham. But neither of your offices has actually devel-

oped a budget that says zero at some fixed date?
Secretary Rubin. I think for practical purposes I will go back to

what I just said. You can get yourself in a position

Senator Abraham. The answer is no, though; right?

•Seep. 118.
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Secretary Rubin [continuing]. Where what is left of the deficit is

not meaningful in terms of how the economy performs.
Dr. Tyson. Excuse me. Could I say one thing about this? As you

well know, there are many ways one could do what you would like.

I think the issue is what would be their economic effects. What we
are trying to say here is that we believe that going down towards
1.6 percent of GDP and then adding meaningful health care reform
on top of that is our plan for moving the economy towards a bal-

anced position, while preserving the health of the economic expan-
sion. That is

Senator Abraham. Well, I appreciate that, and my point here,

Mr. Chairman, is only that we are being asked every day on the

floor of the Senate, produce your plan that gets the budget into bal-

ance. And I just wanted to ascertain whether or not anybody in the

Administration has done that. And I guess the answer is—at least

so far the answer is no.

Senator DODD. If my colleague would yield, there is a distinction

there: those who are advocating a balanced budget amendment to

the Constitution and those who are opposed to it. If you are in

favor of it, I think you have an obligation to meet it.

Senator Abraham. Well, no. I think you have the same obligation

if you believe the budget ought to be balanced.

Senator DoDD. No; the Administration doesn't support the con-

stitutional amendment on a balanced budget.
Chairman DOMENICI. He is not advocating
Senator Abraham. No; there is a distinction. Senator, be-

tween
Senator DODD. Well, if you are advocating a constitutional

amendment to balance the budget, you have an obligation to

meet
Senator Abraham. No; you do not wgint to hear what I am say-

ing. What I am saying is there is a distinction between an amend-
ment and a desire to have the budget balanced, whether you do
that without an amendment. A number of us here support an
amendment; some say, though, that we should balance the budget
without one. But I think you have the same obligation, if there is,

in fact, the right to know, to produce or to have attempted to

produce a balanced budget if you believe that ought to be a goal.

It is my impression that the Administration has it as a goal. I

am just trying to determine whether there is such a plan.

My time is up, Mr. Chairman. I thank you.
Chairman DOMENICI. Thank you very much.
Senator Murray?
Chairman DOMENICI. Senator Murray?
Senator Murray. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you, too.

Secretary Rubin and Dr. Tyson.
We have had an incredible amount of discussion here in Con-

gress about the balanced budget amendment. I think everybody
agrees we need to work toward deficit reduction. I don't think that
is an argument today, but I have to tell you I am very concerned.
Despite the good news that the deficit has been reduced over the
last few years and that 6 million jobs have been created, I hear
that everyone is really fearful they are going to lose their jobs.

That is the number one concern in my State. They may have one
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today, but whether they are a grocery store clerk or an attorney,
they are worried that they won't have one tomorrow.
As we talk about reducing this deficit and the balanced budget

amendment, is anybody doing an analysis of how many jobs are
going to be lost if the resolution is adopted? I don't think you can
say that you can reduce the deficit this way without putting people
out of work. Has anybody done an analysis of that?

Dr. Tyson. Well, let me say a couple of things. I think you can
distinguish what you might call the transition path between where
we are and going to balance and then the effects of basically
handcuffing the economy through a balanced budget amendment
requirement evermore.
Let me take the issue of having a balanced budget amendment

which would require year-by-year balance. What we have done is

tried to ask ourselves the question what would that mean if the
economy were hit by a cyclical downturn, and in the work that we
reported today in the Washington Post we just looked at 1991,
which was a recent year, and we concluded that the cyclical down-
turn that year probably meant that the deficit automatically dete-
riorated by about $70 billion just from the slowdown in the econ-
omy.

If you had tried to offset that in a balanced budget world by ei-

ther tax increases or spending cuts within that year, it is our esti-

mate that you would have lost something like more than an addi-

tional point of GDP, and perhaps as many as 800,000 extra jobs
would have been lost in what was already a recession.

So, clearly, we feel that the loss of what is called the automatic
stabilizers—the ability of a budget to respond to a cyclical slow-
down by allowing revenues to fall and spending on certain

cyclically sensitive programs to rise—that those stabilizers would
become destabilizers. The amendment would require the budget to

destabilize the economy as opposed to stabilize the economy, and
it would leave, therefore, all of the responsibility for moderating
what are well-known cyclical ups and downs in the American econ-

omy to the Federal Reserve, to a single actor, through monetary
policy. Although the Federal Reserve might be able to do it, there
are a number of reasons why they would find it very difficult.

On the issue of the transition from here to a balanced budget

—

suppose we are trying to cut the deficit to get to balance by the
year 2002. I think, again, what I would say is most projections for

the United States economy for the next 5 years or so have it grow-
ing at about 2.5 percent. It is slowing down for reasons that I will

talk about when I give my oral statement.
Any amount of additional deficit reduction during this period

will, by itself, be contractionary. In principle, that can be offset by
interest rate declines. In principle, that can be offset by Federal
Reserve policy and long-term interest rates, but people need to be
aware that if you compress a whole lot of deficit reduction into a
short period of time, you are increasing the downside pressure on
the economy and you are putting a lot of pressure on interest rates

to respond fast enough and sufficiently enough to offset that, and
so you are adding some risk and uncertainty to an economy.
Senator Sarbanes. Patty, would you yield for just a second?
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Chairman DOMENICI. Just a moment. I want to make sure we
are doing what we said at the beginning. Your question was di-

rected specifically to Dr. Tyson?
Senator Murray. Correct.

Chairman DOMENICI. I thought we were directing our questions
directly at the Secretary because he has to leave in about 6 min-
utes, and we will get back to her for the rest of the morning. I

think that is what everybody assumed.
Senator Murray. I can pass it and come back to that.

Chairman DOMENICI. I am not trying to keep you from doing it,

nor you. Senator Sarbanes.
Senator Sarbanes. I will just take 30 seconds, and I want the

Secretary to see this chart as well.

Chairman DOMENICI. Well, let's just say you might not do that.

I mean, I am running the committee. Could you at least ask me
if you could?

Senator Sarbanes. I asked the Senator to yield on her time, not

my time.

Chairman DOMENICI, Well, are you asking the Secretary of the
Treasury questions, or who are you asking questions of?

Senator Sarbanes. I am asking the gentle lady to yield out of

her time so I could just make a point about this chart.

Chairman DOMENICI. OK. Go ahead, go ahead.
Senator Sarbanes. Is there a problem with that?

Chairman Domenici. No; 30 seconds is fine. Go ahead.
Senator Sarbanes. This chart shows the fluctuations in real

GNP. What it shows is that during the post-World War II period,

when we have had fiscal stabilizers, we had smaller fluctuations

between boom and bust. We had negative growth, but at a much
lower level than prior to the fiscal stabilizers.
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Now, Mr. Secretary, aren't the fiscal stabilizers working?
Senator Rubin. Senator, the answer to your question is yes and,

as you know, one of the very grave concerns we have about a bal-
anced budget amendment is that it undermines—or rather, it

eliminates the automatic stabilizers that have had precisely the ef-

fects that you have just described.
Senator Sarbanes. So it may throw us back into the boom and

bust?
Secretary Rubin. We think it creates very serious macroeconomic

risks for the economy, both for the reason that you have stated and
also because trying to compress so much deficit reduction into such
a short period of time, as Dr. Tyson just described, creates its own
macroeconomic risks.

Senator Sarbanes. Thank you.

Chairman DOMENICI. Thank you. Senator. The reason I raised
the issue is some of us have been here iy2 hours and have not
asked any questions. I see them on your side, too.

Go ahead. Senator.
Senator Murray. I yield back my time.
Chairman DOMENICI. Do you want to ask any further questions

of the Secretary?
Senator Murray. No.
Chairman DoMENici. Thank you very much.
I guess what I want to do is not waste an awful lot of time on

the past, except to make a couple of points, Mr. Secretary. You are
going to have to do a little better in talking about how much the
President has reduced the deficit because the highest the deficit
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ever was—you can talk about projections of $400 billion, but the
highest it ever was $290 billion, the last of President Bush's budg-
ets—$290 billion, not $400-and something. The next year, it was
$255 biUion in 1993, and the next year it was $203 billion.

Incidentally, for those who are interested, after all we have gone
through and all the claims of deficit reduction, if my numbers are
right we have reduced the deficit $90 billion, from $290 billion to

$200 billion. That is what we have done. I don't know that that is

a great achievement. We called an economic summit to try to fix

the problems of our country when we had a $195 billion deficit.

Having said that, if ever I would like to be in a position to take
credit for things that one hardly had anjrthing to do with, I would
like to be the two of you because you are in a marvelous position.

Do you know, when the deficit went from $290 billion to $255 bil-

hon, we didn't do anything? Isn't that interesting? We did nothing
and it went fi-om $290 billion to $255 billion—no budget changes.
Then we went to the next year, which is 1994, and it is at $203

biUion, I say to my friends, and I am just looking at a recap of it.

Now, unless the entire marketplace really responded to the fact

that the President was saying he was going to do things, let me
make sure we understand that in the year of 1994 policy changes
that reduced the deficit were $28 billion. That is the taxes. There
were no other policy changes effected that year.

Now, give me the chart^ on interest.

I am not so concerned about short-term interest rates, like every-
body seems to be, other than they are a precursor or forerunner to

long-term. But just so we have this part straight, I think econo-
mists say the most important thing we ought to try to do for our
kids and for the next generation and for growth is to get long-term
interest rates down. That is what stymies the economy. It is busi-
ness pa3dng more than it should for long-term investments. It is

mortgages, long term, are higher than they ought to be. It is all

the things that farmers have to buy over 10 or 15 years.
Well, look, this long-term interest rate started down in 1991. It

is interesting that our friend, Senator Sarbanes, puts up a chart
saying we have got some stability; it doesn't go up and down so
much the last 3 years. Guess why? I mean, most people will tell

you it is not the budget; it is the Federal Reserve Board, which he
takes to the floor and attacks viciously, that we ought to tell them
what to do. The Federal Reserve Board is responsible for keeping
it kind of cool and not moving around too much. In fact, they are
trying to make sure we get a soft landing.
But look at this. Long-term interest rates have started down.

Here is an election and they are already on the way down. They
go down for one more year and, interestingly enough—and I don't
know that this is a direct one-for-one, but since credit is being
taken as if everything flows one on one, look here. Right after we
pass the President's budget, long-term interest rates go up.
One can say that was the Federal Reserve Board intervening,

but look, long-term interest rates came down because the Federal
Reserve Board started loosening money policy. So, essentially, one

iSeep. 111.
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might say long-term interest rates went up immediately sifter the
passage of the President's budget.
Now, I am not going to sit here and tell you that that was be-

cause of that budget, but neither am I saying that anybody in this
country ought to believe that the prosperity that abounds in this

country today is because of a President's budget that essentially to
this point is all tax increases.

Secretary Rubin. Mr. Chairman, could I respond to that?
Chairman Domenici. Well, let me finish.

Secretary RUBIN. OK.
Chairman DOMENICI. You will get a chance. You all have been

talking a lot here today, your side has, and I have said nothing to

speak of.

Second, let me just make it clear that the big problem we have
in this country is what is going to happen to health care and the
excessive, inordinate increases. Now, if you want to really say what
the President did, let's narrow it down. We keep sa3dng he put a
white flag up on the deficit and all these nice words.
What he did is he did not even begin to solve the problem of

ever-increasing health care costs. That is the surrender, that is the
surrender, because if you are wondering where we are going—and
I would think our President and his Secretary of the Treasury and
his Economic Adviser ought to be worried about this.

The reason the deficit is going to go this way even after you
adopt his budget, if you would, is because we aren't controlling

health care costs. What is going to happen is our children are going
to have nothing left over here. Now, one would say wait until he
gets his health care reform package through, and that is amazing,
and I am amazed that the Chairman of the Council of Economic
Advisers could say that.

The worst nightmare of the last budget was that you put on the
largest tax increase ever and you didn't get the deficit under con-
trol. That is the nightmare, and that is true. The President's health
care reform package says more taxes. How many more taxes? His
health care plan says to get health care under control, we spend
$300 billion in new taxes; in other words, another tax on the Amer-
ican people.

I have the plan in front of me. To the year 2004, health alliance

spending would go up under the President's health care plsm $428
billion, new taxes of $300 billion, and, interestingly enough, in ad-

dition to the deficit of $126 billion. So how would we ever get the
deficit under control?

Now, having said that, let me just make sure I understand. We
are entitled to your advice, too, Mr. Secretary and Chairman of the
Council of Economic Advisers. To get the budget to balance in the
year 2002, in your opinion, is not good for the American economy,
is that correct?

Secretary Rubin. I think, Mr. Chairman, that one has to answer
that in context, if I may.
Chairman Domenici. Of course.
Secretary Rubin. I don't think that there is any question—and

I think if you discuss this with people in the financial community,
they will confirm this—that at the end of the prior Administration
there was a general sense of fiscal disorder, enormous pessimism.
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skepticism that this institution of government would ever reestab-

hsh fiscal order.

I think similarly, without question, if you ask people in the fi-

nancial community, what they will for the most part tell you is that
the President's 1993 economic plan had enormous credibility, that
it was in large measure responsible for the decline in interest rates

that occurred through 1993. In fact, the reduction in the deficit

that you referred to in 1993, which you said had nothing to do with
what we did, I think you will find, if you look at it, that it was
largely a function of the decline in interest rates, which was in re-

sponse to the budget that we put forward and the reaction in the
financial community to that budget.

I also think that
Chairman DoMENici. Well, let me just say you take a look when

you get back and then we will compare notes. I believe it was prin-

cipally technical readjustments that had nothing to do with eco-

nomics.
Secretary Rubin. There was interest rates and there was a relat-

ed factor, I believe, of RTC payments, and those had to do, again,

with a healthier economy and lower interest rates which were fa-

vorable for the S&L industry. We can compare those notes. It is a
relatively minor point.

We also were in a position where the programs that we had in-

herited from the prior Administration—and I think the projections

are all-important, Mr. Chairman—those programs, if allowed to go
on without reduction, would have produced a budget deficit of $400
billion in 1998. What we had to do was to put in place a massive
program of spending cuts.

We put in place a program of $250 billion. If you like, we can
resubmit in writing the description of those cuts. It was the Deficit

Reduction Program that produced the interest rate declines which,
in my judgment, and I think in the judgment very largely of people
in the financial community, were responsible for the improvement
in the economy in 1993 £md the healthy economic path that we
have been on since.

Looking forward, as both of us have said a few moments ago, we
are as concerned as you are, Mr. Chairmeui, about the long-term
deficit. I think that in one sense we have a bit of agreement. We
both want an effective—I shouldn't say you and I, but the Adminis-
tration and you, Mr. Chairman, and Senator Exon all want to see
an effective deficit reduction program going forward.

It is our judgment that this budget, if enacted, would put us on
that path, and if you don't believe we have made serious cuts, my
suggestion would be to speak to people like Secretary Cisneros,
Secretary Pena, and Secretary O'Leary as they struggle with the
extraordinarily difficult cuts that we have imposed on their agen-
cies.

But, now, you are right about
Chairman Domenici. But, Mr. Secretary, wait a second.
Secretary Rubin. No, wait; one more sentence.
Chairman Domenici. When you speak of cuts, you have got to

have net cuts, not just because Cisneros took a hit. What happened
to the overall? It didn't go down any.
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Secretary Rubin. No; the overall discretionary side of the budget,
will be lower in every year going forward than it was in 1995. The
problem is the one that you identified on your long-term chart and
the same one Dr. Tyson and I have talked about and which the
President talked about for the last 2 years; it is health care reform.
We made a massive effort to accomplish health care reform. It

did not succeed congressionally. It seemed to us that the sensible
way to go forward now, and I think this was a correct judgment,
is to work with Congress toward the same ends, and that is what
we are fully prepared to do.

Senator GrORTON. Are you going to answer the Chairman's ques-
tion? His question was if we went to a balanced budget by 2002,
would it hurt the economy?

Secretary Rubin. Now, let us go from this last point to the re-

sponse to that question. I think Dr. Tyson actually did answer that
question. The way to go forward with deficit reduction, in our judg-
ment, is to continue on precisely the path and process we have
been on, which is every year to make very tough decisions and de-

cide what makes sense in the context of the economic cir-

cumstances of the particular year.

I don't think, Mr. Chairman, that you can judge at this point
whether reaching a balanced budget by 2002 will be good, bad, or
indifferent to the economy because you don't know what the cir-

cumstances will be. If, for example, we had a very serious slow-
down, you would then very much wish to have the automatic sta-

bilizers in effect. But if you have a balanced budget amendment,
you will have lost the automatic stabilizers.

Chairman DOMENICI. No, no, no. We are not asking the question
about whether we need stabilizers. We are assuming that if we put
a balanced budget amendment in place, we will adopt implement-
ing language that will have some kind of stabilizer in it.

We are really asking, just from both of your standpoints, if you
reduce the deficit by an amount in installments fif^om now to 2002,
is it your testimony the economy could not take that kind of reduc-

tion, that it would be harmful? That is the question.

Secretary RUBIN. Let me express it and then let Dr. Tyson ex-

press it. I think to do that on an arbitrary basis is unsound eco-

nomic policy. I think the right economic policy is to continue on a
downward path with respect to the deficit and do it in a deliberate,

thoughtful, serious fashion in the context of the circumstances of

each year.

Chairmgm DOMENICI. OK. So if we assume that we are doing it

in a thoughtful and enlightened manner
Secretary Rubin. Then each year we can have this discussion,

which I think is a good thing to have, and Congress and the Ad-
ministration together can decide how much we should do each year,

what the tradeoffs are, what the economic impacts are, and we can
make serious, thoughtful decisions each year.

Chairman DoMENlCl. Thank you for not answering the question.
Doctor, would you try, please?
Dr. Tyson. Well, I wouldn't characterize Secretary Rubin as a

non-answerer. I think he answered the question, but let me try the
same kind of answer, and probably it won't be satisfactory to you.
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I would say two things about that. Number one, what I said very
clearly was that going on any kind of tightly specified path to re-

duce what is, after all, a large remaining deficit problem which re-

quires cuts in the range of $1.2 trillion of spending cuts before any
tax relief—that is a lot of spending cuts in a short period of time.

Whatever anyone protests to the contrary, that does add
contractionary risk to the U.S. economy. You can go to any major
macro model of the U.S. economy and you will see that cuts in gov-

ernment spending of that magnitude tend to slow the economy
down. They can be offset, as I have said very clearly, by interest

rate declines. We have no control over that; you don't and we don't.

That is the response of the Fed and financial markets to what we
do. So, that is the first part of my argument. Yes, there is

contractionary risk imposed by this.

The second part is there is no way to evaluate whether it is good
for the economy or not good for the economy to go to balance by
the year 2002 without knowing exactly what it is that would be
proposed to get us there. If, to get us there, it requires that the
government essentially abolish training and education programs,
get out of Head Start, get out of WIC, stop providing student loan
programs, stop providing support for research and development,
stop providing tax relief for investment, I would say that that is

not a clear winner for the U.S. economy.
We might get to balance by 2002 and the U.S. economy could ac-

tually be worse off. So it depends very much on the package of ac-

tions that would be taken to get us there. We think the right pack-
age of actions is to move with health care reform. If you look at

the budget, there is a very important chart in the budget and it

shows that on the glide path we are currently on, if per-beneficiary

health care spending were to increase only at the rate of nominal
per capita GDP we would be in balance by 2003.
Chairman DOMENICI. He has to leave, so just one moment. I just

want to state for the record so we understand, you talked about
discretionary spending, a small part of the budget. But, you see,

when you have caps and they go off and come on, you can kind of
play games. The truth of the matter is in the year 2000 discre-

tionary spending will be $550 billion, and believe it or not, in 1996,
it is $550 billion, the same amount.
Now, frankly, you can talk about inflation, but I think the public

thinks when you are trying to get to a balanced budget that you
really reduce the expenditures in major parts of the government.
It will be identical in 2002 as it is today.

Secretary Rubin. Mr. Chairman, if we could somehow or other
keep Federal spending constant while the economy grew, then, in

fact, you would reach the point where the deficit was an immate-
rial percentage of GDP.
Chairman DOMENICI. But the problem is when you do this and

you are having health care go up at 11 percent, this is gone.
Secretary Rubin. Mr. Chairman, we absolutely agree with you.

We look forward to working together with you on all aspects of
this, including health care reform.
Chairman DOMENICI. Fine.
Secretary Rubin. On health care reform, we are prepared to start

this afternoon. We have got one

93-696 95-6
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Chairman DOMENICI. When are you going to tell us how much
we might look forward to in savings in health care?

Secretary RuBiN. On health care reform?
Chairman Domenici. We are going to spend all the savings,

aren't we, under your proposals?
Secretary RUBIN. Are you talking about health care reform?
Chairman Domenici. The White House's health care proposals.
Secretary RUBIN. No; what the President has said consistently is

that the rate of growth of health care entitlements must be slowed,
but it must be slowed in the context of health care reform, and we
are prepared to start working with you any time that you would
like to join with us in what is really a noble and important effort.

Chairman Domenici. You have got to go, and I will just say I

have not seen any proposal by this Administration wherein savings
from health care would go to deficit reduction. I see it going to

health care reform, and that is spending, spending what you save,
and that will keep that chart going just like it is.

Secretary Rubin. Well, I will cite you the President's comments,
which are to the same effect of what I have just said—that we need
both to get universal coverage and to constrain the costs of health
care, and the way to do it is in the context of health care reform.
Chairman DOMENICI. Well, thank you very much for coming. We

appreciate it.

Secretary Rubin. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much.
Chairman DOMENICI. Senator Lautenberg, did you want to ask

questions?
Senator Lautenberg. Well, Mr. Chairman, I would like to raise

a point of order. I want to do it because I think, by virtue of your
own opening remarks, we were going to allot time based on the
clock, and you had the opportunity, as you should, Mr. Chairman,
for your opening statement; Senator Exon as the ranking member
had the opportunity to make an opening statement. You therefore
qualified it—and the record I assume will show—by saying that
thereafter, because others of us have been deprived, we would have
7 minutes, and you said—I thought you said you would take only

5, but the clock was not even running. And I was anxious—not that
I want to dismiss the opportunity to question Dr. Tyson, but I did
want to talk to the Secretary of the Treasury, and watched the
clock go by, and he is gone.
Mr. Chairman, I would say something else, too, and you and I

have worked together for a long time, and there is mutual respect

and, as a matter of fact, I think, mutual affection and friendship

as well. So what I say is in the context of the committee relation-

ship and certainly not a personal relationship.

When I see the handout prepared by the staff of the U.S. Senate
Budget Committee, and they opinionate here by opening the com-
ments with, "A white flag from the White House"—now, if this is

intended to be a partisan document, it ought to reflect

Chairman DOMENICI. It is.

Senator Lautenberg. Oh, it is a partisan document?
Chairman DOMENICI. No—it is prepared by the majority.

Senator LAUTENBERG. I know it is, but the majority can prepare
it still with a degree of objectivity. If they report the numbers, they
can report opinions on the numbers, but to raise the specter of a
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white flag, we are then turning this committee into a political de-

bating society.

Chairman DOMENICI. Come on.

Senator Lautenberg. Well, I think we are.

Chairman DOMENICI. You don't think the President's budget is

political?

Senator Lautenberg. I think the President has a right to submit
a budget
Chairman DoMENici. Absolutely.
Senator Lautenberg [continuing]. And you have a right to criti-

cize it, and I have a right to defend it, and I am going to do
that
Chairman Domenici. That is correct.

Senator LAUTENBERG [continuing]. And I do not need committee
staff, ]Vlr. Chairman, to tell me whether or not the President has
surrendered in his responsibility. That is the kind of thing we have
been running into—people calling names and then calling for par-

tisan cooperation. But it does not work that way.
I do not remember any time in the years that—and both you and

I have been on this Budget Committee for a long time—I do not

remember at any time seeing commentary in a majority submission
that characterized the President's budget. Maybe your staff will re-

mind you that we did, and if we did, I already apologize.

Chairman DOMENICI. We are in recess for 5 minutes, because you
need a rest. Dr. Tyson, so we will do that. Let us make it 10 min-
utes. We will be back in here at 11 o'clock.

Senator LAUTENBERG. Do you want to charge that time to me,
Mr. Chairman?
Chairman DOMENICI. No. I will give you 10 minutes.
[Recess.]

Chairman Domenici. Senator Lautenberg?
Senator Lautenberg. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Tyson, now that both of us are left in the room here
Dr. Tyson. I will try to answer if I can for Secretary Rubin.
Senator LAUTENBERG. Please use the microphone.
Dr. Tyson. OK, I will. As I said, I will try to answer Secretary

Rubin's questions as well as my own.
Senator LAUTENBERG. Well, I am sure—and I did not want to

suggest any less competence. We have great regard for your exper-
tise.

One of the things under fairly active discussion right now is the
balanced budget amendment, and what is being proposed is a re-

quirement a three-fifths vote to increase the debt limit to help stem
the tide of government red ink.

What controls government borrowing? Is it the debt limit that
controls rates and availability of capital to the government?

Dr. Tyson, I think our view on the debt limit is the following.

There are ways—the real issue here is controlling spending, and
that is what we should be talking about. The dangers of having a
super majority involved in passing on the debt limit I think are the
dangers involved in having a super majority make decisions on a
whole host of fiscal policies.

The government has a substantial amount of debt it must turn
over on a regular basis. As the Secretary noted, much of that came
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from the policies of the 1980's, but we have this debt, and even bal-
ancing the budget, if that is what is proposed, will actually not re-

tire that debt; it simply will not. It will slow down the additions
to the debt, but the debt will remain and will need to be turned
over.

So the issue of the debt limit, the concern we have, is that since
the government has to do that, if you put a super majority vote on
it, you can imagine increasing the uncertainty in financial mar-
kets—is the super majority going to allow the debt limit to be
raised when it needs to be raised, or is there going to be an inter-

ruption in the Treasury's ability to refinance its debt? That uncer-
tainty in financial markets we believe will increase the interest
cost, the interest rate that the government has to make available
to service its debt. So in fact there could be a higher debt-servicing
burden in a world in which you had super majority control over the
debt limit.

Senator Lautenberg. Many proponents of the balanced budget
amendment reference State commitments to balance budgets. But
most States have, I believe, capital budgets which they amortize
over a period of time. If we were to use capital budgeting, what
might the deficit look like? Do we have projections that can be eas-
ily summarized to talk about what the consequence of amortizing
capital investment might do to the budget deficit?

Dr. Tyson. I do not have numbers with me today. We certainly
can provide you some numbers. I will tell you the complication in

making the projections.

It is absolutely correct that States by and large that have bal-

anced budget requirements in their constitutions also have the
ability to borrow for capital investments. So there is spending that
is going on in these States off of the budget that is being balanced.
It is for investment in such things as roads and infrastructure and
clean water, and a number of things which people, I think, in

terms of how they experience their life in a State, benefit from.
The important point, if we move toward a capital budget at the

Federal level, what you would need to do in that case is to have
on the operating budget—not the capital budget, but on the operat-
ing budget—the amount to which the capital stock is depreciating.

And the only challenge here in coming up with the kinds of num-
bers you are requesting is that you have to determine the length
of the existing Federal capital stock, apply various depreciation
schedules, and come up with a measure of the operating budget.
We can do that for you. Our back-of-the-envelope calculations

suggest that with a capital budget right now, the deficit might be
$50 to $60 billion lower. It depends on your definition of capital

and on the rates of depreciation you apply to that capital.

Senator LAUTENBERG. I commend the President's interest in giv-

ing some relief to the middle class, the focus that includes the edu-
cation credits, the tax credits for children.
The so-called Contract for America or on America also includes

proposals to cut taxes. How would you summarize what we have
seen thus far of the contract's proposals compared to the Presi-
dent's recommendation?

Dr. Tyson. Well, first of all, the contract proposals are much
more costly in terms of foregone revenues. As I said, today it was
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reported in the Wall Street Journal that the Joint Committee on
Taxation has estimated the 10-year cost of the contract tax propos-
als is $700 billion of lost revenue. And the lost revenue
Senator Conrad. Over what period is that?
Dr. Tyson. Ten years, 10 years, 1996-2005.
Treasury estimates suggest that the cost of the capital gains tax

reduction by itself exceeds the cost of all of the President's propos-
als over a 10-year period. The President's proposals were modest
and were meant to be modest given the size of the deficit problem
which has been so well-addressed in the first part of this testi-

mony.
There is grave concern about the deficit, and nonetheless many

of the people who are expressing grave concern about the deficit

are at the same time proposing $700 billion of tax cuts. And I think
those two things do not fit together very well.

The other thing that distinguished the President's proposal is

that we tried to target these tax cuts to the middle class. I think
I want to make clear what our reason for these tax cut proposals,

our basic reason, was.
We looked at the course of the economy over the past 20 years,

and one disturbing trend was the build-up of the government debt
in the 1980's and the build-up of the deficit line.

Another disturbing trend was the fact that if you look from the

late 1970's to 1993, you see that only the top 20 percent of the fam-
ily income distribution sought any real gains in their income. The
bottom 80 percent saw decline or stagnation. That is not very good
performance for the average American family, and it is particularly

dramatic when you think about the fact that we have had 2 very
good years in the American economy, and nonetheless many Amer-
ican families do not feel very good.
So we tried to come up with some targeted tax relief for the mid-

dle class to help them get some education and training for them-
selves and their children, to save for their future, and to help them
really when they are young in their child-rearing and child-bearing
parts of their life cycle. I think that distinguishes both why we
want to do the tax cuts, the fact that they are targeted, and they
are modest.
Senator Lautenberg. Thanks, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you very much, Dr. Tyson.
Chairman DOMENICI. Senator Conrad?
Senator CONRAD. I thank the Chairman, and I thank the witness

for being here.

I feel compelled, really, to go back over some of the ground that
has already been plowed, because the Chairman in his last presen-
tation before Secretary Rubin left, I think was really engaged in re-

writing of history. I must say that to you in respect, that I really

think you were rewriting history in a fundamental way.
If we go back to the time when we passed the 1993 deficit reduc-

tion plan, the folks on the other side of the aisle, who all voted no,

said it would crater the economy, said it would not reduce the defi-

cit, said it would be devastating. They were wrong—not just a little

bit wrong; they were dead wrong.
The facts are very clear. What has happened is the deficit has

been reduced. Instead of $500 billion, we now know the deficit has
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come down $600 billion over the 5 years. The deficit measured
against the size of the economy has been cut in half, from 4.9 per-
cent of gross domestic product to 2.5 percent of gross domestic
product. And my own view is—and I think the evidence shows very
clear—that because there was the anticipation and then the reality

of that deficit reduction plan, interest rates came down. And when
interest rates came down, this economy took off like a scalded cat.

There have been 5.5 million jobs created. We have seen a dramatic
reduction in unemployment. We have seen the strongest economic
growth in 10 years in this country.
And now, interest rates are starting to go back up because of

that economic growth. And I would ask Dr. Tyson if that is not her
view. Isn't the fact that interest rates are going up a product of the
strong economic growth that has occurred since the deficit reduc-
tion package was put in place?

Dr. Tyson. Yes; well, I certainly agree with that analysis, and let

me note that the graph that was put up before by the Chairman,
which shows the interest rate decline and then the interest rate in-

crease, on the interest rate decline side, you know, the Administra-
tion is not the only source on the interpretation that Secretary
Rubin made this morning of why interest rates declined in 1993.
You can listen to what Chairman Greenspan has said before the
Congress on this issue. You can listen to very diverse Wall Street
economists, Allen Sinai and others, who made the point that the
anticipation and then the enactment of the Administration's grad-
ual, serious, credible and significant deficit reduction program was
a major part of what happened to those interest rates.

Now, what has happened since then? Interest rates are deter-

mined by many things. They are determined by anticipated borrow-
ing needs of the government, which have come down significantly

as a result of the deficit reduction package; but they also come
from anticipated and actual borrowing needs of the private sector.

The private sector has been booming. The investment chart which
Secretary Rubin had up there shows that we are at an all-time

post-war high in terms of equipment investment by the private sec-

tor. In that kind of environment, you are going to see higher inter-

est rates. It is because of a booming economy, touched off in part

by the lower interest rates which reflected the reduced borrowing
needs of the government, which have led to the increase in interest

rates.

This is a consistent story, and it is not a story which just the Ad-
ministration tells. There is widespread support in the economics
community for that story. That is pretty much the interpretation.

Senator Conrad. If I could, though, let me turn to you because
I must say there is a part of this in terms of the plan going forward
that I question. It strikes me, if the analysis that I gave before is

correct, that the fact we had a strong deficit reduction plan that
really has worked—unlike most of the other deficit reduction plans
that have been put in place since I have been here that did not
work, this one did work, and it has resulted in strong economic
growth, it has resulted in strong job creation—why isn't it the case
that more of that same medicine is advisable?

It just strikes me that we ought to make further steps at deficit

reduction, frankly, more aggressive steps in reducing spending
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than the President has proposed. And I say that because, while it

is quite true that to the extent Federal spending is investment,

that helps us with economic growth for the future, but the fact is

most of the Federal budget is consumption.
So why isn't it the case that—if the analysis that I gave for what

has worked before to help us spur this economic growth, why isn't

it the case that we need more of the same medicine in this environ-

ment?
Dr. Tyson. Well, let me just go back to the notion of a balanced

package as opposed to any particular year of balancing the budget.

The President ran on, and the economic team that he has worked
with has always supported the notion, that in making our budget
proposals, we were dealing with three objectives. One was progress

on the deficit; two was a continued shift in government spending
toward investment programs and even some additional spending in

areas of education and training, as an example; and three, tax re-

lief that would be for American working families.

What we have done this time around—the first time, in the

major package that came out of our 1993 deliberations—frankly,

the deficit course we were on, we did not believe was a sustainable

course. We believed there was a threat of financial market disturb-

ances; there was certainly the threat of continued sluggish growth,

because even though long-term interest rates at that time were
coming down, they were still extremely high by the standards of

the weak economy.
Long-term interest rates are not supposed to be as high as they

were in 1992 in an economy as weak as it was in 1992. So we felt

that the first go-around, we had to deal with getting the deficit on
a reasonable downward path. We therefore did a little bit of t£Lx re-

lief under the earned income tax credit, and we made some adjust-

ments in what we might have wanted to be a more ambitious set

of education and training programs.
Two years later, we have seen an economy which has out-

performed anyone's forecast. We have a deficit reduction on track

not for $505 billion, but for $600 billion

Senator CoNRAD. But doesn't that tell you we ought to do more
of what works so well?

Dr. Tyson. It told us that we should do more—we did do more.
We have done more in this budget. There is $81 billion in addition

to the $600 billion which we are anticipating for the first package.
So we did do more. Your question is should we do even more.

It was our judgment that this proposal should take some time to

do some additional middle class tax relief, and that the real re-

maining problem on the deficit was health care reform. And I think
both Secretary Rubin and I have said that very clearly. We would
like to work with the Congress. As you know, I was engaged in the
health care reform effort in the Administration. I believe that we
should work together with the Congress.
One of the things that I think the debate has to reveal to the

American people here is that basically, where the government
budget is in trouble is on—well, interest payments on the debt,

something we cannot really control, except by getting the deficit

under control. We have social security, we have health care spend-
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ing, and we have defense. Those are the big items. Together, they
sum up to over 70 percent of what the government budget is about
When people talk about spending cuts, they should understand

that if all of those things are left off the table, then all of the other
programs that any Americans want—for example, in the education
and training and student loan programs, just as an example—will
essentially have to be decimated because you cannot balance the
budget if you do not go into those big components that make up
71 percent.
Our interpretation has been all along let us do a component of

this through health care reform. So we are serious about the defi-

cit.

Again I refer you to the chart ^—I think the most outstanding
chart in terms of a sort of mesmerizing effect in the budget is the
one which shows that if you take our current glide path—and we
are on a glide path; the deficit-to-GDP ratio is coming down, and
it was not coming down before—on that glide path, if we were
somehow able to institute a health care reform which brought
health care spending by the Federal Government in line with the
growth of the economy, the budget would be in balance, and it

would be in balance early in the next century.

Senator Conrad. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman DOMENICI. Senator Gorton?
Senator GORTON. Chairman Tyson, I am going to start with the

proposition that everything that is submitted in this budget is sub-
mitted in good faith and with the goals that you have outlined; I

do not think arguments over that subject at this point serve any
particular purpose, but I would like to ask some questions about
how you arrived at it and some of the assumptions that are con-

nected with it, and one other, which is a follow-up to Senator
Conrad and to Senator Abraham.

I believe you have said that we could get to balance by 2002 if

major health care reform were a part of the package. Is that a
statement that had we passed either the President's original health
care proposal, or Senator Mitchell's health care proposal last year,

that with all of the assumptions in this budget, you would project

a balanced budget by roughly the year 2002?
Dr. Tyson. We did not—those packages, as you know—the Presi-

dent said very clearly in the State of the Union speech that he be-

lieved that we had bitten off more than we could obviously chew
last year. We were not assuming that the Congress was going to

move forward with those specific packages. We made the observa-

tion that if one could develop a health care reform program that
slowed per-beneficiary Federal health care spending to the rate of

growth of the economy, that that would restore balance by 2003.
We did not analyze any particular program.
We want to work—look, health care reform is only going to

work—we have one big lesson from the previous 18 months, and
that is health care reform is only going to work if it is started and
ended in a cooperative spirit.

Senator Gorton. OK. But then, if we did some kind of health
care reform that you regarded as comprehensive and that met the

iSeep. 118.
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requirements that Secretary Rubin set out, we could in fact get to

that zero balance early during the course of the next session?
Dr. Tyson. I am saying that would make a major contribution.
Senator Gorton. And would that health care reform include very

significant new taxes or burdens on the private sector in the
amounts outlined by the Chairman?

Dr. Tyson. You are suggesting that we have a health care reform
proposal that somehow we are holding back, which includes tax in-

creases that we are about to reveal. We do not have a health care

reform proposal. You know yourself that at the end of the last Con-
gress, there was actually widespread agreement on certain parts of

what might ultimately make up a package of health care reform
proposals, including insurance reform, including proposals to help
people between jobs who lose a job to maintain their insurance, in-

cluding proposals to restore or to move up the tax deduction for

self-employed health insurance programs to 100 percent.

There are things that we can begin to work with on a cooperative

basis, and in the context of that reform to slow the rate of growth
of health care spending.
The thing that the President said clearly yesterday in introduc-

ing the budget is that his budget—the reason we are serious about
our budget is because it does a number of things at once. It cuts

taxes. It cuts
Senator Gorton. OK We have gone over that. I have only got

5 minutes
Dr. Tyson. But there is one importsint point-

Senator Gorton [continuing]. And we have heard that, but I

would like to ask a couple more questions now. You obviously are
not going to answer my question about the impact of last year's

proposal or whether you will have taxes in this year's proposal.

But with respect to health care, you do make one specific sugges-

tion, it seems to me—and I want to know whether it is—you as-

sume that we will not extend even the modest 25 percent tax de-

duction for self-employed health insurance expenses or the research
and development tax credit; am I correct in that regard?

Dr. Tyson. As you know, we have supported increasing the 25
percent deduction for self-employed to 100 percent, and in 1993
Senator GORTON. But in your budget
Dr. Tyson [continuing]. We supported making the R&D tax cred-

it permanent.
Senator Gorton. Dr. Tyson, please answer my question. You as-

sume in this

Dr. Tyson. We support both of those tax measures.
Senator Gorton. But they are not in your budget.
Dr. Tyson. No, they are not.

Senator GrORTON. OK. How much will they increase the deficit if

we extend
Dr. Tyson. Oh, I think we should look—no, no, no-
Senator Gorton [continuing]. That 25 percent in the R&D tax

credit?

Dr. Tyson [continuing]. No, no. The President has made a condi-
tion for any tax relief, including his own, very clear. We will not
support any tax relief, including our own, that is not fully paid for

by spending cuts or by
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Senator Gorton. Please answer my specific question. How much
over this period of time is represented by those two proposals? Do
you have a figure for that?

Dr. Tyson. I can get you a figure for that. We probably can get
a figure right now
ChEiirman Domenici. Let me—do you know the number? He is

merely asking you for a number.
Senator Gorton. I am just asking you for a number.
Dr. Tyson. I do not—OK
Senator Gorton. What does this represent?
Dr. Tyson. OK. I do not have the number off the top of my head.

I am happy to get it for you, and we may get it for you before I

finish.

Senator Gorton. In any event, they would cost

Dr. Tyson. I am not trying to hide the number; I just do not
know it.

Senator Gorton [continuing]. They would cost something. They
will add to the deficit numbers that you have here in this budget.

Dr. Tyson. We would not allow them to add to the deficit.

Senator GrORTON. Because you would not allow them to take
place independently.

Dr. Tyson. No, because we would presume that the Congress
would finance them.
Senator Gorton. Now, also in this budget, there is no assump-

tion of any welfare reform, I take it.

Dr. Tyson. That is right. We made a decision—we have a welfare
reform proposal which we gave to the Congress last year. There are
clearly many competing welfare reform proposals like this out
there
Senator Gorton. But in this budget, none is assumed.
Dr. Tyson. None is assumed.
Senator Gorton. All right. And the proposal which the President

made last year, if passed with nothing else, would add to this budg-
et deficit.

Dr. Tyson. Now, when we made our proposal last year, we were
coming up with a way to finance the proposal itself, and the pro-
posal was financed and would not add to the deficit.

Senator Gorton. But it would cost money. We would spend
more

Dr. Tyson. Yes, our welfare reform proposal did cost money.
Senator Gorton. OK. That is

Dr. Tyson. But it was paid for with a series of proposals.

Senator Gorton. And my final question—because I have only a
few seconds left—is that our committee majority staff has con-

cluded that because you have $60 billion worth of tax cuts and
mandatory spending, cut only by slightly less than half of that,

that even this year, your budget if passed absolutely unchanged,
would cause a pay-as-you-go sequester. Is that correct?

Dr. Tyson. I—that question is probably—I do not think that is

correct. That is a better question for 0MB Director Rivlin tomor-
row. She did say yesterday in her statement in the opening of the
budget that we were paying for our t£ix cut proposals with discre-

tionary spending cuts, and we would have to be able to move those
cuts over to the pay-go part of the balance. She did say that.
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Senator Gorton. Well, thank you, Chairman Tyson.
Dr. Tyson. I think we have the numbers that you wanted,

though.
Senator GrORTON. OK.
Dr. Tyson. Let me tell you, for the health insurance deduction

for the self-employed, 1995 to 2000—this would be for extending
the 25 percent, not going to 100—that would add $3.1 billion over
that 5-year period. The credit for research and development would
add $8.1 billion, and then there are rules for allocating expenses
for research and experimentation which are related to that; that is

another $3 billion. So you are talking about a 5-year cost of $14
billion.

Senator Gorton. Just one last, brief question. Your roughly $200
billion deficits, not only for the year 2000 but for the year 2005,
are based on 0MB figures, not on Congressional Budget Office fig-

ures, in spite of the commitment that was made in 1993 that we
were not going to argue figures anjrmore, and we would always use
CBO; is that correct?

Dr. Tyson. Well, we did not say we would always use CBO fig-

ures. What we said—and I believe at the time, it was viewed as
somewhat controversial on the other side of the aisle—we decided
to use CBO numbers in our first budget. We have since then been
using 0MB numbers, as a matter of fact, and let me say that our
view is that our economic forecast is actually the more credible

forecast if you look at

Senator GtORTON. You have higher growth and lower inflation

than 0MB.
Dr. Tyson. Yes, we do. But if you look at our forecast and you

compare it to other private sector forecasts, our growth rates are
comparable to the private sector.

The other difference between the CBO and the 0MB forecasts at

this point is that we are using, as has traditionally been the case
in 0MB, estimates of projected hecdth care spending fi'om HCFA.
That is their responsibility to give us those numbers, and they
have given us their numbers.
But we only really use the CBO numbers in our very first budg-

et. Since then, we really have used 0MB numbers.
Senator GrORTON. And the difference, at the end of the line, at

least, is more than $100 billion a year in deficit; is it not?
Dr. Tyson. Yes, it is, it is.

Senator Gorton. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Domenici. Senator Gregg, you are next, but could I

just do a bit of business and then yield to one of you to close up
the session—perhaps you. Senator Brown; you arrived late enough
that you might stay long enough to close things up. Does that
sound reasonable?
Senator Brown. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Domenici. First, I want to say that I am not very

pleased myself with the distribution of time today. I am very desir-
ous of having members have a chance to ask questions. In fact, I

used that to encourage our members to come. It did not work that
way today. I perhaps in the second round used more time than I
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should have, and for Senators on this side who needed time, I

apologize for that.

We were working under some strange conditions in that we set
the hearing early at the request of the Secretary of Treasury, and
then he said he had to leave earlier; we tried to understand that,
and so that put things in a little bit of a more difficult position
than normal. But I will try to do better in terms of making sure
Senators do get their chance to ask questions.
Senator EXON. Mr. Chairman, may I make one suggestion in that

regard, just briefly?

Chairman DOMENICI. Of course.

Senator ExON. I do not believe that we have timed or had the
lights on for the Chairman and the ranking member. I would cer-

tainly suggest that possibly one way around this timing problem,
since we do have opening statements and have the right to ask
questions first, is that we be timed like any other member? I do
not think we have been, and if I am wrong in that, I stand cor-

rected. But there was probably no way for the Chairman to know
he was going way over time because the light was not on.

Do you have any objection to that?
Chairman DOMENICI. I think we ought to reserve that. I myself

have been )delding before I ever start mine as one way of trying
to accommodate. So let us try to stay within the 5, but let us not
set that today.
Senator ExON. OK.
Chairman DOMENICI. Before I leave, I want to make one other

comment. Senator Exon, in your remarks, you talked about the
"dance" that occurs. You probably said it as well as any. I person-
ally want to say to you and to Democrats and to the Administra-
tion that I would hope we could work together to improve this

budget. If I were to improve it, I would tell you that there is no
doubt in my mind that it is short-term in existence £aid not long-

term in its projections, because the deficit is going to go back up
very, very high, soon—not 20, 30 years from now, but soon—and
the sooner we do something on a program like medicaid, which is

growing in your budget at 9.5, and that is speculative—last year,

it was 11.5—the sooner we do something about that, the better we
can handle deficits in the future. And perhaps we cannot do that
in a bipartisan manner, but I would hope we could look at that
kind of thing this year, not after the next Presidential election, be-

cause if we do not do it this year, I think it is gone for a couple
of years, and it is pretty important.

Senator Gregg.
Senator GREGG. Thank you.
Well, there has been a lot of discussion here, and Chairman

Tyson, you have been very courteous in participating and listening

and answering with intensity many of these issues.

But I guess Chairman Domenici touches the core issue for me,
which is that—although I could ask you a lot of technical questions
about the President's submission, and I have serious reservations
about it—its credibility, number one, and its direction, number
two—but I guess the bottom line becomes if we are unwilling to ad-
dress the entitlement accounts—and you noted in your answer that
the medicare account is not addressed, that the President has
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taken that off the table, that the medicaid accounts are not ad-

dressed, the welfare accounts are not addressed, and I presume the
CPI and the COLA is not addressed, which means the pension ac-

counts are not addressed, the veterans are not addressed—if we
are not willing to address the entitlement accounts, then how are

we going to ever legitimately address the issue of the deficit, since

by the terms of I think everyone—and I would just here quote the

Democratic staff preparation document where they say, "the domi-
nant force that maintains the structural deficit is the rapid growth
in spending in major health care programs." You have acknowl-

edged that, also. Health care is only one element of it, actually; it

is a variety of entitlement accounts.

If we are not willing to address the entitlement accounts, or the

Administration is not willing to address the entitlement accounts,

in this exercise, going forward—I will acknowledge that in the past

the Administration has brought forward proposals on welfare, they
have brought forward proposals on health care, they have brought
forward a budget proposal, which I did not agree with, but it has
reduced the budget because it raised taxes—but in any event, we
are looking prospectively. If in the future, you are not willing to en-

gage on the field of entitlements, if the Administration is not will-

ing to engage on the field of entitlements, if you are not willing to

address medicare and you are not willing to address the welfare ac-

counts and the COLA issues and the driving factors which are cre-

ating this deficit, as is reflected in the budget as it is submitted,

and the Republicans come forward with proposals which do address
those items—if we legitimately raise the issues of entitlement,

medicare, medicaid, welfare reform—is it going to be the Adminis-
tration's position that it will not in any way cooperate, that it will

not allow any action to occur, that it will oppose any sort of medi-
care reform which might reduce spending in those accounts?

Dr. Tyson. Well, first of all, I think it is important to again put
a little bit of historical perspective here
Senator Gregg. No, I am not interested in historical perspective.

We have had a historical perspective for the last IV2 hours. What
I would like is a prospective perspective of what this Administra-
tion is going to do, because what you have put before us

Dr. Tyson. We did, though
Senator Gregg [continuing]. Is a prospective document which

does nothing on entitlement issues.

Dr. Tyson. But the point is recently, as recently as just a few
months ago, in both the Senate and the House, there were discus-

sions going on on health care reform because the President had put
them before the American people, before the Congress.
The most serious discussion of entitlement on health care ever

raised in the Congress was rsiised in the past 2 years because the
President led on that issue. The issue did not
Senator GREGG. Excuse me, excuse me. Let me-
Dr. Tyson [continuing]. The original resolution—but to question

the seriousness
Senator Gregg. I gave you credit for all that. The President in

his State of the Union said medicare was off the table. The budget
that is presented has no effort at all in the area of entitlements.
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Dr. Tyson. All right. Now I will speak about the future, because
you asked if we would cooperate. The answer is that we will co-

operate, we would like to cooperate. We have said clearly in our
testimony today and in the document itself that we believe the next
progress on government spending should be made in the context of
addressing health care spending through health care reform. What
the President said in the State of the Union was that he would not
engage in medicare cuts to finance tax cuts.

Remember, there is another whole issue out there, which is $700
billion of tax cuts. So we have been engaging here on the issue of
the deficit and spending, but there is another issue of if you are
going to move forward with that kind of tax cut proposal, how you
find the finances.

Now, what I would say is that the Administration is prepared to

cooperate. What the President has said again and again is that he
believes that in the context of health care reform, one could make
progress on health care spending.
What he is opposed to is arbitrary cuts in programs which actu-

ally hurt the served population, the beneficiaries, in order to either
finance some arbitrary deficit reduction number or to finance major
tax cuts. That is what he has said he is opposed to.

Chairman Domenici. Would the Senator yield, and we will not
charge his time.

Senator Gregg. Of course, I would yield to the Chairman. Do I

have a choice?
Chairman Domenici. Yes, you do. You have control.

Senator Gregg. Just kidding.
Chairman Domenici. Let me say something I have not said here-

tofore. You know, in the President's budget, he is very careful to

expand certain domestic programs that he calls "investments," and
he is very careful in some other areas where he wants to do this

or that.

Frankly, I believe the longer we leave entitlements off the table,

the more the discretionary accounts are going to get shredded. And
I believe that just as sure as we are here. Until we get them on
and therefore can show some real 5- or 6-year projections that are
meaningful, that one pot of money is going to be looked at because
it is appropriated every year, and the President is not going to be
able to do an5rthing about that. I doubt he will veto appropriation
bills that have $5 or $6 billion more out of them, and those are all

discretionary accounts. So I think there is a second reason aside

from the reality of getting the deficit under control, and that is

where we are going to cut.

Thank you for yielding. Senator.
Senator GREGG. I certainly agree with that assessment.
So as I understand your response, it is that the Administration

is willing to look at medicare reform, which involves the reduction
in spending in medicare accounts as long as it is not used to pay
for tax cuts; it is willing to look at it for the purposes of paying
for deficit reduction and structural reform of the deficit?

Dr. Tyson. I would add one thing, which I said very clearly, and
that is, any attempt to do this through arbitrary caps on the
growth of medicare and medicaid in the absence of complementary
health care reform in the rest of the system would be something
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that we would oppose, because that approach will mean—however
you play with the numbers, what it will mean is a decline in the
services to the served population, which the President is opposed
to. And what it will mean is a shifting of those costs.

The sick people do not go away; the sick people are here. And
if you cap the programs, and they cEinnot finance the services to

those sick people, those will show up someplace else. Let us not kid
ourselves. They will show up in the private sector, they will show
up in the local budgets, they will show up in the community budg-
ets, and they will show up in the States budgets.
So we have to figure out a way to do this which does not simply

shift the burden around the system.
Senator Gregg. If I understand your answer, it is that the Presi-

dent's proposals as they came forward in his health care package,
which would have involved a cap which would have generated
somewhere in the vicinity of $130 billion in cuts in medicare, is no
longer a procedure that the President subscribes to.

Dr. Tyson. That was in the context of a whole host of other
changes in the health care system.
Senator GREGG. But you are now projecting

Dr. Tyson. No, and because of those changes, it was our view
that the served population in medicare and medicaid would in fact

see the same quality of services and the same provisions.

Senator Gregg. Well, we would presume that any proposal we
bring forward would improve the quality of care that seniors would
get.

Dr. Tyson. That would be even better; that would be even better.

Senator Gregg. Is my time up, Mr. Chairman?
Chairman Domenici. You have got another question.

Senator Gregg. OK. Looking at some of the numbers in this pro-

posal, what is the National debt as of today, the Federal debt—ap-

proximately?
Dr. Tyson. It is on the order of about $4.3 trillion—$4.7 tril-

lion—we can dig it out. It is in that order, $4.5 trillion. Let us say
$4.5 trillion. That is a perfectly good estimate for our working as-

sumptions.
Senator GREGG. And the debt at the end of 5 years will be?
Dr. Tyson. Let me get the table out. We can read this off the

OMB chart. Let me say something about it while we are digging
this out.

What has happened to the debt—Secretary Rubin emphasized
very much the importance which economists feel must be linked be-
tween the size of the deficit and the size of the debt and the size

of the economy, and let me just say why we do this all the time.
I

Senator Gregg. Well, I appreciate that. I would rather just have
an answer to the question.

Dr. Tyson. All right. Well, while we are looking at it

Senator Gregg. At the beginning of the 5 years, it is $4.5 biUion;
the debt at the end of the 5 years is approximately $5.7 billion to

$5.9 billion.

Dr. Tyson. And the debt as a share of GDP is approximately con-
stant, as is the interest
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Senator Gregg. I did not ask that question. What I would Uke
to know in gross terms

Dr. Tyson. Well, I would like it for the record.
Senator Gregg [continuing]. I think it has already been put on

the record—in gross terms, the debt will go up $1 trillion over the
5-year period.

Dr. Tyson. Right.
Senator Gregg. And you stated at the beginning—and this is

where you can get into your answer as a percentage of GDP—but
you stated at the beginning of your testimony to I think Senator
Gorton that the serious trends you were worried about, the serious
trends you were worried about, involve the dramatic increase in

build-up in government debt. And I presume that that is because
debt has to be serviced, and interest rate costs go up. And as we
look at the rate of growth of functions of the Federal Government,
the cost of interest and the servicing of interest is probably second
only to health care in its escalating rate of growth.

If you add $1 trillion of new debt to the basic deficit, how much
do you increase the servicing costs—that is rate of growth as a per-

centage, or in a gross number.
Dr. Tyson. Of course, it depends on your interest rate forecast.

With our current forecast, which we have not had a chance to dis-

cuss, in fiscal year 1996, we have net interest as a percentage of

total outlays of just about 16 percent; net interest as a percentage
of GDP, just about 3.5 percent. If you go to fiscal year 2000, the
last year of the budget, percentage of outlays, that is, government
outlays, of net interest payments, have risen from about 16 percent
to 16.3 percent; as a percentage of GDP, they have actually fallen

from 3.5 to 3.4 percent.
What has happened is that basically, we have stabilized the size

of the debt relative to the size of the economy, so the huge increase
in the percentage of outlays associated with interest payments
which you saw as a result of the fiscal irresponsibility of the 1980's

is over; that is over. We are in a different world now, where the
deficit is declining relative to GDP, the debt is constant relative to

GDP, and therefore the huge ballooning of the interest payment
burden has stabilized.

Now, does that mean we should not do more? I think one of the

things I really want to emphasize at the end of this hearing again
and again is that we are not satisfied—we think this is the best

budget for right now. I think there is vast agreement in this room
that the problem we face is not the immediate deficits, but it is the
outyear deficits, and those are associated with entitlement, and
they require that we address those programs seriously. And I think
that health care should be the place we start.

So I am willing to say we have made a lot of progress, but there
is certainly more to be done.

Senator Gregg. I agree with your summation. Unfortunately, I

think the document that you presented as a budget clearly does not
address entitlement, does not address the outyear driving factors,

as you call them, in the area of the debt. It adds $1 trillion to the
base, which we may be able to finance it, but it is still an increase
in the interest that has to be used to pay it. And there appears to

be nothing in this document which is willing to move us toward
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correcting the structural problems, which are entitlement and un-
derlying debt.

Mr. Chairman, thank you for your courtesy.
Senator Brown [presiding]. Thank you.
Dr. Tyson, we are about to wind up this session. I see the Sen-

ator from Maryland has joined us. Would you care to ask questions
at this point?
Senator Sarbanes. Unless Dr. Tyson has something pressing
Dr. Tyson. I am happy to stay.

Senator Sarbanes. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
First of all, I think it is ver>' important as we consider whether

the budget is in balance to recognize that we do not have a capital

budget in the Federal budget as we do our accounting.
A couple of Governors testified before the Joint Economic Com-

mittee about 2 weeks ago on the balanced budget amendment, and
they were all for it. Then they said, our State has a requirement
for a balanced budget, and because of that requirement, we think
it helps us to attain a very good credit rating—which of course then
prompted the question: If you balance your budget, why do you
need a good credit rating? And the answer to that was: We have
a capital budget which we fund through borrowing.
And I think it is important to recognize that State and local gov-

ernments do not in fact balance their budgets if they keep their

books as the Federal Government does, namely, without a capital

budget component for which they borrow. They go to the bond mar-
ket and borrow in order to fund their capital budget. Businesses
and individualss do exactly the same thing. There are very few
Americans who do not run a huge deficit in the year in which they
buy a home or buy a car, because most people buy a car or a home
by borrowing, and then they pay it out over the useful life of the
asset. Everyone regards that as a prudent way to do business.

I make that point because when we talk about bringing the
budget to a zero balance, it needs to be recognized that we would
then be paying fully for all the capital items in the budget right
now, even though those capital assets would be available to us for

20, 30, 40, 50 years, whatever the life of the asset is.

I do not think you ought to borrow to cover current consumption,
but borrowing to cover investments that have a fiiture return I

think is a different category altogether.
I think one point that ought to be made is that our deficit as a

percent of GDP is the best performance of any of the advanced in-

dustrial countries. I would ask the Chairman if this is correct.

I understand it, we brought the deficit as a percent of GDP down
very significantly. I would like to ask you to chart out for us how
much it has been brought down—to the point where we now have
the best performance of any of the major industrial countries. Is

this correct, and second, what is the path, the trend line, that has
brought us to what I think is a pretty good performance, although
it is by no means the end of the process.

Dr. Tyson. Those numbers are correct. If you do it a slightly dif-

ferent way, I believe, in terms of how you handle social security,
the United States might turn out to be number two rather than
number one. But the point is that rather than being at the bottom
of the pack, the United States now either leads or is second, and
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this reversal has happened in a very short period of time, and the
rest of the world that used to regularly complain, I think justifi-
ably, that U.S. fiscal policy was out of control, has in fact praised
us for our efforts.

The OECD report this year on the American economy made a big
point of how much "fiscal consolidation"—that is the term they
use—has occurred in the U.S. economy in the past 3 years.
Senator Sarbanes. Let me ask you about the fiscal stabilizer, be-

cause I think this is an extremely important point, and if we do
not address it carefully, we may end up creating immeasurable
damage to our economy.
This chart 1 , shows the percentage change in our real GNP since

1890. What it shows is that once we started building in the auto-
matic stabilizers, which essentially was after World War II, we
were able to significantly limit the fluctuations in the business
cycle, the ups and down, the boom and bust cycle, and in particular
to limit the downturn so that rarely did we go into negative
growth.
We still get fluctuations, but they are less sharp, and most of

them take place, including the downturn, above a negative growth
rate; so we are still getting some positive growth although less

positive growth than we had the year before.

It is my concern that if you eliminate the automatic stabilizers,

which I think a balanced budget amendment would do you will

turn economic downturns into recessions and recessions into de-
pression. Automatic stabilizers work automatically, so you do not
have a to make a conscious decision that you are in a recession.

People counter the need for automatic stabilizers by saying that we
would waive the requirement with the 60 votes. Leaving aside
whether you get the 60 votes, automatic stabilizers work before you
ever face the problem. If you rely on the waiver you would already
be on a downward slope. The waiver would be too little too late.

And I would like to ask you what your perception of that is.

Dr. Tyson. Well, Senator, I share your concern, and I believe

that the majority of professional economists share this concern.

One of the great accomplishments of the post-war period was the
use of fiscal policy, along with monetary policy, both of them work-
ing together, often cooperatively, but independently, to achieve
greater moderation in the business cycle. What the balanced budg-
et amendment does is it does not just take away the automatic sta-

bilizers; it forces budgetary policy to be destabilizing. It throws the
automatic stabilizers into reverse. It requires that the Congress get
together in a slowdown and do things which will slow down the
economy even more.
And I think that we do not need a balanced budget amendment

to balance the budget. What the balanced budget amendment does
is it takes away the automatic stabilizers. If people want to balance
the budget, they should come up with a package to balance the
budget, but they should leave the automatic stabilizers functioning
because they have done a very good job for us, as your chart shows.
Senator Sarbanes. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, my time is up. Thank you.

> See p. 152.
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Senator Brown. Dr. Tyson, we appreciate you taking the time to
share with us today.

I had a few questions, but before we get into that, I wanted to
ask that your statement be entered into the record. If there is no
objection, we will do that.

Dr. Tyson. Yes. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Tyson follows:]

Remarks by Laura D 'Andrea Tyson

Chair of the Council of Economic Advisers

before the Committee on the Budget

United States Senate

Tuesday, February 7, 1995

Mr. Chairman, before I get started, I want to thank you and the

Committee for the opportunity to testify today, h is indeed a pleasure to be

here as a member of this Administration to discuss both the economic success

story of the past 2 years and the encouraging prospects for the future.

Last year we wimessed an economic payoff to the tough fiscal decisions

embodied in the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993 (OBRA93). The

deficit shrunk by $52 billion in fiscal year 1994 due to the initiatives set forth in

OBRA93 ($72 billion if special factors such as receipts from the sale of assets

acquired from failed thrifts are excluded). And we anticipate a cumulative total

of more than $600 billion in deficit reduction from the pre-OBRA93 baseline

through 1998. Of this amount, $505 billion comes from spending cuts and

revenue increases contained in OBRA93; the remainder is due to technical

revisions and the improved economic climate which, in part, resulted from

OBRA93. The Administration's 1996 budget package adds another $81 biUion

in budgetary savings through 2000. This Administration has clearly

demonstrated to the American people that fiscal responsibility is not just

pohtical rhetoric but a linchpin of our entire economic agenda.

My testimony today consists of three parts: a review of the economy's

performance in 1994; a presentation of the Administration's economic forecast

for 1995; and an overview of the Administration's economic strategy —
embodied in its 1996 Budget - for improving the living standards of all

Americans.

The Economic Situation in 1994

The U.S. economy in 1994 enjoyed a balanced and broad-based

expansion. Real gross domestic product (GDP) grew 4 percent, the highest

annual growth rate since 1987. Payrolls increased by 3.5 million, the largest

annual increase in employment since 1984. Consequently, the unemployment
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rate dropped over a full percentage point during 1994. Since the Administration

took office in January 1993, about 5.6 million jobs have been created; of these

93 percent are in the private sector. The consumer price index (CPI) increased

by only 2.7 percent, about the same rate of increase as for the past 3 years.

When the volatile food and energy components are removed, however, the core

rate of consumer inflation registered its smallest increase in 28 years. The

combination of strong economic growth and low inflation makes 1994 one of

the best macroeconomic performances on record.

This strong performance took place in an environment in which the

Federal Reserve increased short term interest rates several times in an effort to

moderate the economy's growth to prevent future inflation. While these rate

increases should put a brake on economic growth, we are optimistic about the

future prospects for the economy. Business confidence appears strong, as

evidenced by high levels of business investment in 1994. Similarly, consiuner

confidence remains strong, as purchases of durable goods grew rapidly over the

year.

While the overall economy appears to be p)erforming well, we are

concerned that many Americans are not full participants in the growing

prosperity. For instance, real median family income in 1993 is about tiie same

level it was in 1973, despite an increase in real aggregate income of 57 percent

during the same time period. Additional evidence of the trend of stagnant

incomes for many Americans is the fact that hourly compensation in 1994 (as

measured by the employment cost index) increased only 3 percent over the year,

barely outpacing the 2.7 percent increase in the CPI. The actual increase in

hourly compensation was lower than expected, based on a statistical relationship

between the unemployment rate and the growth rate in hourly compensation.

This is statistical confirmation of the feeling of many Americans that they are

working harder for less.

The stagnation of family incomes has been accompanied by an equally

disturbing trend of increasing income inequality. In contrast to the years 1950-

1973, when average real family incomes increased diroughout the income

distribution, between 1973 and 1993, the spread in income inequality has gotten

larger. As an example of this fact. Chart 1 shows the share of aggregate income

received by families in different parts of the income distribution in 1973 and in

1993 (the most recent year for which these data are available). This Chart
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indicates that each of the four lowest quintiles of the income distribution saw
their share of aggregate income decrease, while the share for the 20 percent of

the population with the highest incomes increased substantially (and much of

this increase was concentrated in the top 5 percent).

Over the past 2 years, the economy has grown at an average annual rate

of 3.6 j)ercent, as aggregate demand reboimded from the 1990-91 recession and

the lackluster growth that initially followed it. In part, the current expansion

was accomplished through an increase in the quantity and quality of the labor

force and through net additions to the capital stock. To a significant extent,

output was able to meet strong increases in demand through re-employment of

workers who had been unemployed or underemployed and through the

utilization of capital that had been idle or underutilized. By the end of 1994,

however, both labor and capital utilization rates were in ranges that suggested

Uttle remaining slack. When this happens, the economy's growth rate becomes
increasingly constrained by the growth rate of the labor force, net additions to

the capital stock, and the productivity of labor and capital. Over the long run,

these factors determine the economy's potential for growth or what economists

refer to as the growth rate of potential GDP. Based on current information and

the economy's most recent historical performance, most mainstream economists

believe that the economy's growth potential is around 2.5 percent per year. This

estimate of long-nm real growth potential is shown by most major economic
forecasts and the Administration forecast reflects this view.

The Administration's Economic Forecast

This Administration prides itself on making realistic forecasts of economic
conditions and we believe the evidence of the past 2 years suggests that our
forecasts have been conservative as well as credible. In fact, when I testified

before this committee last year, I said that "the economy is poised for a

sustained expansion." Forecasting may be an inexact science, but it is defmitely

satisfying when your forecasts prove correct. Indeed, the major surprise in the

performance of the U.S. economy in 1994 was that real growth exceeded the

forecast by a significant amount, even though interest rates were much higher
than predicted and inflation slightly lower than predicted.
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This year's economic forecast continues the conservative tradition of our

prior forecasts. We are forecasting a moderation of growth in 1995 as the

effects of increases in interest rates spread more broadly through the economy.

For 1995 as a whole, we are forecasting that real GDP will grow by 2.4 percent

relative to 1994. Then in 1996, the economy is expected to settle onto a path

consistent with its long-run growth potential of 2.5 percent, a so-called "soft

landing". We forecast the economy to maintain real output growth in line with

the growth of potential output through the year 2000.

Inflation is forecast to rise slightly during 1995. Consumer prices are

projected to increase by 3.2 percent in 1995. Thereafter, consumer price

inflation is forecast to remain at 3.2 percent through 1998, before falling to 3.1

percent in 1999 and 2000. More broadly, inflation as measured by the GDP
price deflator is forecast at 2.9 percent this year and next. Then we expect

inflation to settle at about 3.0 percent over the remainder of the forecast horizon.

The Administration forecast used in preparation of the budget predicts that

the unemployment rate will average around 5.8 percent in each year between

1995 and 2000. Since that forecast was made in November, more has been

leamed about the behavior of the actual unemployment rate. In the upcoming

Economic Report of the President , the Administration presents a forecast range

for the unemployment rate of 5.5 percent to 5.8 percent for each year from

1995-2000. We forecast a range both because we are imsure about the impact

of the 1994 improvements to the Current Population Survey used to compute the

unemployment rate and because some structural change may be underway in the

labor market. An important characteristic of our employment forecast is that it

incorporates a belief that economic growth over the next several years will be

sufficient to absorb all new entrants to the labor force. Therefore, we anticipate

little upward pressure on the unemployment rate during this period.

Our forecast anticipated a 50 basis point increase in short-term interest

rates (three-month Treasury bill rates) during the first quarter of 1995. As
growth moderates during the year, we expect short-term interest rates to faU

about 50 basis points by early 1996 and remain there throughout the remainder

of the forecast horizon. The forecast for interest rates on 10-year Treasury notes

was revised upward for 1995 to 7.9 percent from last year's lower level. Our
forecast predicts a decline in these interest rates to an average of 7.0 percent

between 1997 and 2000. This forecast reflects the belief that the spread
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between short and long term interest rates will return to a more traditional range

than the one experienced in 1994, as the inflation and risk premiums built into

long-temi rate gradually shrink.

Table 1 attached to my testimony compares the Administration's

economic forecast to the Congressional Budget Office and Blue Qiip forecasts.

While there are some differences between these forecasts, the differences tend to

be small, and Table 1 indicates a high degree of consistency in these different

forecasts.

There are always some risks to any economic forecast. The possibility

exists that the interest rate increases engineered by the Federal Reserve will not

dampen growth as quickly as anticipated. If this occurs, real economic growth

in 1995 could exceed the predicted 2.4 percent rate. A higher than predicted

growth rate in tum could result in higher than anticipated interest rates, which

could slow future economic growth more than expected.

Similarly, there are risks that the economy may grow more slowly than

forecast. For instance, the interest rate increases already in the pipeline may
slow economic growth sooner than anticipated or by more than anticipated.

Compounding this risk is the possibility that foreign economic growth may stall,

reducing foreign demand for U.S. exports. In addition, the large inventory

accumulation by businesses over the past year may not have been entirely

intentional. If this proves to be the case, then production could be scaled back

to reduce an inventory overhang, lowering growth. Finally, the course of the

economy depends on budgetary and other policy decisions made by Congress.

This year there is an especially high degree of unct-rtainty about future

Congressional actions in matters that can affect output, growth, deficits, and

interest rates over the short, medium, and long term.

A Strategy for Improving Living Standards for All Americans

The Administration's economic strategy for raising the living standards

for all Americans has three components. The first is to estabhsh a sound fiscal

foundation for the Federal Government. Getting the Nation's fiscal house in

order required a deficit reduction plan that is balanced and gradual, yet large

enough to be credible and to have a significant positive effect over time. The
Administration's initial budget plan enacted as OBRA93 met this test, and this
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year's budget follows up on that legacy by providing further deficit reduction.

To see the effects of these deficit reduction initiatives, consider that in 1992, the

Federal deficit had reached 4.9 percent of GDP. For fiscal year 1996, the

deficit is exj)ected to be about 2.7 percent of GDP. And, by 1998, we project it

to fall to 2.4 percent of GDP, less than half its 1992 level.

Economists often prefer to focus on the structural budget deficit, which

adjusts the deficit computations by eliminating the effects of the business cycle.

By this measure, the burden of the Federal budget deficit has declined steadily

since 1993, with much of the credit for this improved fiscal picture attributed to

OBRA93. Chart 2 attached to my written testimony shows the strucmral budget

deficit as a share of GDP and indicates the substantial effect that OBRA93,
along with the additional deficit reduction in this year's Budget, has had on it.

The second component of the economic strategy is a set of policies to

help American woricers and businesses realize the opportunities that flow from

changes in technology and the global economy. The common theme of these

pohcies is investment: both public and private. On the public side, the Federal

Government is shifting spending away from current consumption and toward

investment in children, education and training, and science and technology. On
the private side, the Administration supports targeted subsidies to complement

maiicet incentives and encourage investment by individuals and businesses in

physical, scientific, and human capital. Throughout, the Administration

recognizes that government must not only spend less, it must also spend better,

by focusing more of its resources on the Nation's future.

A third component of the Administration's economic strategy is tax relief

for working families. The Administration first focused tax relief initiatives on

those working Americans with the lowest incomes. The result was the

substantial expansion of the earned income tax credit in OBRA93. This

refundable tax credit increases the after-tax income for many lower-paid workers

and is an important step toward ensuring that families with full-time workers

will not live in poverty. This year's budget includes a second round of tax

relief, this one aimed at middle class families. The package of tax cuts

introduced by the President in December will help Americans meet the costs of

raising their families, acquire more education and training, and save for a variety

of purposes.
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The Role of Deficit Reduction

When viewed in the context of the three components of the

Administration's economic strategy, it is clear that deficit reduction is not an

end in itself, but rather a means to the end of greater national investment and

higher living standards. Deficit reduction has the beneficial effect of increasing

national saving (by reducing the negative saving of the Federal Government).

This increased national saving is available to private entities for investment in

physical capital like machinery and equipment, which in turn can increase labor

productivity. But squeezing worthwhile public investments out of the budget to

make room for private investment is the wrong way to reduce the deficit.

Moreover, one should recognize that deficit reduction by itself is contractionary

fiscal policy and constrains aggregate demand. Therefore, there are limits to the

amount of deficit reduction that the economy can be expected to withstand in a

short period without endangering economic growth. Over the long nm, deficit

reduction makes room for more private investment, but in the short run it

depresses aggregate demand and can even depress private investment. For all

these reasons, the Administration prefers to engage in gradual and measured

deficit reduction. Our success to date in reducing the deficit is one reason why
the Administration opposes a balanced budget amendment to the Constitution.

Shortcomings of a Balanced Budget Amendment

First, everyone should be aware that the proposed amendment by itself

would not reduce the Federal deficit by even one dollar. All the hard choices

about cutting expenditures or raising revenues (through either taxes or fees)

would still remain. Congressional consideration of a balanced budget

amendment without first specifying the changes to expenditures and taxes

required to bring the budget into balance provides no evidence of the fiscal

discipline necessary to achieve real deficit reduction.

One of the great fallacies behind the logic for a balanced budget is the

premise that the size of the Federal budget deficit is purely the result of

deliberate policy decisions. This is not the case: the pace of economic activity

has a major role. An economic slowdown automatically depresses tax revenues

and increases spending on programs such as unemployment and Food Stamps.

Consequently, the deficit automatically widens and the additional disposable

income made available to consumers cushions the effects of the recession.
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During economic expansions, the process works in reverse, and the deficit

automatically narrows. These effects are termed "automatic stabilizers" because

they act by themselves to moderate the effect of business cycles.

But a balanced budget amendment would throw these automatic stabilizers

into reverse. Congress would be required to raise taxes or cut spending in the

face of a recession, to counteract temporary increases in the budget deficit.

Rather than moderate the ups and downs of the business cycle, fiscal pohcy

would be forced to aggravate them.

With fiscal policy deprived of its counter-cyclical role, monetary policy,

conducted by the Federal Reserve, would be the only tool available to stabilize

the economy. But even well-executed monetary policy (which assumes the

Federal Reserve promptly recognizes changes in the business cycle and

aggressively acts to offset the effects) cannot completely compensate for the

lack of fiscal policy flexibility. In part, the inability of monetary policy to fill

the void reflects the fact that monetary policy acts with a long, and imcertain,

lag. Moreover, the Federal Reserve could become handcuffed in the case of a

severe recession, its scope for action limited by the fact that it can reduce

interest rates no lower than zero, and probably not even that low in practice.

Moreover, the more aggressive interest rate movements necessary to offset

macroeconomic fluctuations could actually increase the volatility of financial

markets — something the Federal Reserve would probably try to avoid.

The role that fiscal policy can play in smoothing economic fluctuations is

one of the great discoveries of modem economics. A balanced budget

amendment to the Constitution would eliminate the automatic stabilizers from

fiscal policy, and would essentially remove an important element from the

economic policy toolbox.

The Role of Investment

The Administration is embarked on an ambitious agenda to increase

investment in many types of capital. One aspect is to increase the stock of

human capital, by improving the education and training prospects for all

Americans. Examples of Administration initiatives in this area are: increased

funding for Head Start, Goals 2000, the School-to-Work transition program,

AmeriCorps (the National Service Program), and the income contingent student

loan program. All these programs support human capital development

throughout a person's lifetime.
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In the area of science and technology, the market itself may not provide

sufficient incentives for development of all socially desirable investments. This

is because the benefits of research do not always accme to the inventor, but

rather to society as a whole through the dissemination of scientific and

technological advances. The Administration recognizes the importance of

scientific research, an area that has long received bipartisan support in budget

decisions. While total discretionary spending remains approximately fixed in

nominal terms. Federal spending on science and technology has edged upward
during this Administration.

The Administration policy toward opening foreign markets complements

its emphasis on investment. Exports play an increasingly important role in the

livelihood of American workers since over 10 million American jobs now
depend on exports and export-related jobs pay substantially higher than average

wages. In addition, the reduction of barriers to trade raises the standard of

living by providing a wider variety of goods to American consumers at lower

prices. And foreign competition can lead to greater efficiency and productivity

in U.S. businesses. Four examples of the Administration's commitment toward

opening foreign markets to U.S. goods and services are: NAFTA, the Uruguay
Round of the GATT, and the trade discussions that took place at the Summit of

the Americas and the recent meeting of the Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation

(APEC) forum.

The Unflnished Agenda

O v'er the next 2 years the Administration plans several major policy

initiatives. One of these, middle-class tax rehef, was annoimced by the

President in December. There are three main elements to the initiative - a

child-based income tax credit; a deduction for some of the costs of post-

secondary education; and an expansion of individual retirement accounts. All of

these proposals are intended to help average Americans cope with the demands
of today's economy. Secretary Rubin, in his testimony, will go over these in

detail.

A second initiative was detailed by the President last week ~ an increase

in the minimum wage. This proposal reflects a determination to ensure that

working families can lift themselves out of poverty, as well as a recognition that

inflation has substantially eroded the real value of the minimum wage. The
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proposed increase of^ cents per hour, phased in over 2 years, would go a long

way toward reversing the effect of inflation, without any discernible impact on

employment prospects.

Other Administration initiatives include welfare reform and health care

reform. In both these areas, the Administration proposed legislation in 1994.

We intend to work with the Congress in a bipartisan manner to ensure that

progress can be made in each of these crucial areas this year.

One last ongoing Administration initiative is the effort to reinvent

government — the National Performance Review (NPR), under the direction of

Vice President Gore. Through the end of 1994, the Administration's reinventing

government reforms had reduced the Federal workforce by about 100,000

employees and had made substantial progress in the area of government

procurement. A second round of NPR reforms was announced in December

1994, with projected savings of $26 billion over 5 years. While the NPR
generates savings in Federal spending, this is not the only reason to undertake

reinvention. The goal of the NPR reforms is to improve government and to

provide services that are in the national interest. That is, we want to create a

government that is leaner, not meaner.

Conclusion

As you know, 1994 was a very good year for the American economy.

The solid economic growth, combined with a low rate of inflation and declining

unemployment made for the best overall economic performance in a generation.

But there are many challenges before us, the most fundamental of which is

restoring the American Dream to all families in a world of changing technology

and increasing competition.

Some important foundations to achieve the goal of higher living standards,

broadly shared, have already been put in place. The fiscal 1996 budget

represents another step. We look forward to working with you and the

American people in this common endeavor.
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Senator Brown. First, I would appreciate your thoughts on the
nature of this budget which is presented. The President has indi-
cated that he opposes the balanced budget amendment because he
feels it should be done statutorily by actions of Congress and that
it is not needed to be put in the Constitution.
With that in mind, your budget calls for a $73 billion increase

in spending next year, and deficits on into the future and the out-
future rising.

How do you reconcile the two? At one point, you say you are
going to do it, and at another point you do exactly the opposite.

Where does this come together?
Dr. Tyson. I think what we have said all along, and from the

very beginning, our position has been that we want to make sus-

tained, gradual progress on the deficit. And this budget continues
what we have done in that regard. It adds to the $505 billion pack-
age an extra $81 billion. It continues to keep the deficit on a de-
cline path relative to the size of the economy. That is the objective

we set for ourselves. Our view is that
Senator Brown. Do you consider that over the 10-year cycle, or

are you saying over the 5-year cycle?

Dr. Tyson. No; over the 10-year cycle, over the 10-year cycle. Ac-
tually, the numbers show the deficit continuing to decline relative

to the size of the economy over the entire 10 years. And I want to

point out that just 2 years ago, when we presented our first plan,

the deficit-to-GDP ratio was projected to come down a little bit and
then to shoot up in 1998. If you look at our new budget, what you
see is the deficit-GDP ratio is constantly declining.

We had the chart earlier, but Secretary Rubin took it to the
other hearing.

Senator Brown. Well, I just mention that because it strikes me
that that is based on your assumptions, and the CBO assumptions
show a much different picture.

Dr. Tyson. Well, I also addressed that. We use CBO assumptions
in our first budget. We have subsequently used 0MB administra-
tion assumptions. We believe that our assumptions are more credi-

ble, frankly. We believe our economic forecast will prove to be the
more appropriate economic forecast, and the other major difference

between
Senator BROWN. Dr. Tyson, we are limited in time.

Dr. Tyson. OK, fine.

Senator Brown. I appreciate your thoughts, but I need to stay
focused on questions, if we could.

Dr. Tyson. Go ahead.
Senator Brown. With regard to the forecast, you have suggested

there be a 2.5 percent increase in real GDP in 1996. CBO says 1.8.

The independent Blue Chip indicators indicate 2.2. How is it that
you come up with significantly higher growth next year than either

CBO or the independent blue chip forecasters?

Dr. Tyson. I think I would first start out by saying the difference

between 2.5 and 2.2 is probably not, relative to the size of dif-

ference, is not
Senator Brown. That was not my question. My question was
Dr. Tyson. But you think this is a significant difference
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Senator Brown. Dr. Tyson, if you want to testify, that is great;
if you do not, just let me know, and we will end this right now.

Dr. Tyson. I was answering your question. Was your question
not that this is a big difference? I was pointing out I did not think
in the realm of forecasting that this is a great difference.

Senator Brown. My question was how do you account for the dif-

ference.

Dr. Tyson. OK. We account for the difference because we believe
that the course of both fiscal and monetary policy that we have
seen in 1994 have put the economy on a glide path for a soft land-
ing. And 2.5 percent is the consensus view of what the economy can
do once its margins of excess reserves are largely used up. That is

where we are now.
Senator Brown. The same would apply to the Consumer Price

Index, where you are four-tenths under?
Dr. Tyson. Well, you know, we looked at the performance in

1994, and frankly, the economy did better on inflation than any-
body predicted. And if you look at the newest numbers we just got
out on unit labor cost yesterday, for example, this economy has
really outperformed forecasts on inflation, and that has led us to

believe it will continue to do very well on inflation this year.

Senator Brown. But you assume a stronger economy than the
blue chip indicators but assume less inflation, even with a strong-
er

Dr. Tyson. Yes; what happened in 1994 is the economy grew
much faster than predicted, and inflation actually came in under
what was predicted. So building on what we see as the underlying
strength of the economy exemplified in 1994, we feel comfortable
with that kind of forecast for 1995.

Senator Brown. Let me ask this. As I understand it, the
Consumer Price Index and the GDP price deflator have different

impacts and have a different relationship in the way you do your
long-term forecasting. The Consumer Price Index obviously is part
of what you used in forecasting the entitlement expenses, and the
income side picks up the GDP price deflator.

One of the things I notice is that the Administration only shows
a two-tenths of 1 percent difference between the CPI and the GDP
price deflator, whereas the CBO shows a six-tenths difference be-

tween the two. The net effect of that is to show significantly small-
er deficit, the way you have done that relationship.

Have you changed policies in any way in your calculating those,

or relationship of those two?
Dr. Tyson. No; I think what we did—as we look back over the

past several decades, we don't see any sign of a persistent substan-
tial gap between inflation as measured by the CPI and inflation as
measured by the GDP deflator, and we do not see any reason why
we should forecast any substantial gap between inflation as meas-
ured by the CPI and inflation as measured by the GDP deflator,

based on the history of this economy.
So again, we feel comfortable with our forecast in terms of what

the economy's normal, historical performance has been.

Senator Brown. The effect of what you have done compared to

the CBO is to significantly reduce the amount of the forecasted
deficits, though, isn't it?
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Dr. Tyson. I cannot give you the amount of money by which this

is the case. There may be some of that, but I—the reason I cannot
give you the amount of money is because the forecast was not
based with that in mind. The forecast was based on looking at our
best projection of CPI over the next several years and our best pro-

jection of the GDP deflator.

Senator Brown. But the question I asked was different. The
question was what is the effect of having the two-tenths difference

versus the six-tenths difference

Dr. Tyson. My answer is I could give you a calculation; I do not
have it off the top of my head.
Senator Brown. Let me finish. The difference between the two-

tenths difference and the six-tenths difference that the CBO comes
up with—my question is: Isn't the effect of that to show a smaller
deficit than the CBO figures?

Dr. Tyson. That is probably the case, but I cannot tell you by
how much, and I am happy to give you a calculation.

Senator Brown. I was 'not asking for an exact figure.

Dr. Tyson. On the other hand, it is in the context of a totally

different forecast, so we should look at each part of our forecast

and compare the effect of each difference between our forecast and
the CBO forecast on our projected deficit.

Senator Brown. The light is on, but I would just share this view
with you. I was very critical of President Reagan's budget forecast.

In my view, they played with the numbers, and it did a great deal
to undermine the integrity of their budget forecast because it lent

the opinion that people were plajdng with the underlying indicators

as a way of hiding the size of the deficit. It struck right at the
heart of their credibility.

I offered amendments to change those in the House Budget Com-
mittee when I served there. So being critical of phony forecasts is

not new to me. I was also very critical at times of the Bush fore-

casts, although frankly, they were a little better, I thought, than
the Reagan forecasts.

There is no reason for you to remember, and I do not know that
you were here for the first Clinton indicators, but I must tell you,
frankly, that the first budget forecasts that President Clinton came
to us with I thought were very sound and did more than simply
forecast numbers. They lent some credibility and added some con-
fidence to people that we were going to face up to the problem.
But I will tell you this as straightforwardly as I can. These fore-

casts are phony. They do not hang together. They destroy the credi-

bility that I think this Presidency built when he first came to the
Hill. And I think the loser in this is the American people, because
it undermines the confidence that we can have in trying to make
these numbers work, and I think it sends a signal that we are not
sincere about trying to face up to this problem.

I say that in the hope that as you think through these, you will

focus on the need to build confidence, because I must tell you I

think these numbers destroy the confidence that both the Adminis-
tration and this Congress ought to want in our budgets.

Dr. Tyson. My reaction to that, since I am the person who is re-

sponsible for these numbers, is to first register a strong protest to

the notion that these are phony numbers.
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They may prove to be incorrect. Forecasting is an inexact science.
But these numbers were put together with the best possible infor-

mation to make the most sensible forecast we could come up with
about the economy. They were in no way doctored.
We did not know what the deficit implication of these numbers

would be. We provide the forecast to the Treasury and to OMB,
and they run the numbers. We do not adjust our numbers. We do
not believe they are phony. They are not phony. They may prove
to be incorrect. But I want to conclude by saying we have estab-
lished 2 years of an excellent track record of forecasting this econ-
omy in a cautious way. The errors in our forecasts have proved to

be errors where the economy has actually done better than what
we forecast; that is the kind of error that we have made. And in
fact, our forecast in the past 2 years was better than the CBO fore-

cast; we out-forecast the CBO.
So we are extremely proud of our forecasting record, and I just

want to make sure that you understand that I protest strongly the
use of the word "phony."
Senator Brown. Well, I appreciate you putting that in the record

and your saying it. Let me say that I share your praise for the
early years, and I mentioned it at the time and I felt it at the time.
But just so the point is not lost, your figures for GDP growth are
significantly above CBO's and above the blue chip indicators, over-

stating income—at least, if those other figures are correct. Your fig-

ures for the Consumer Price Index show a lower figure than either
the CBO or the blue chip indicators. The GDP price deflators are
different, and frankly, the relationship between GDP price

deflators and the Consumer Price Index, that relationship is sig-

nificantly different, thus under-rating what could be the forecast

for future deficits.

And I simply would repeat my hope that putting together these
estimates be viewed as an opportunity to restore credibility to the
process.

The meeting is adjourned.
Senator Sarbanes. Mr. Chairman, before you adjourn the meet-

ing, since I think this subject is of some moment
Senator Brown. We already have.
Senator Sarbanes [continuing]. I think you have made a very

unfair charge against Chairman Tyson. I do not think these are
phony figures.

Senator ExoN. Mr. Chairman.
Senator Sarbanes. Now, you may differ on her projections and

assert that some other projection is more reliable, but these figures
are not way out of line. Just looking at them, it is clear that no
game is being played here, and I think that that ought to be put
in the record.

Senator Brown. Would the Senator like to make a little bet?
Senator Sarbanes. I do not know how it is going to turn out or

not, nor does the Chairman. And she said it is an art. On the price
deflator, they are right in the middle. They are at 3.0—CBO is

2.8

Senator Brown. I simply offered the Senator an opportunity to

put his money where his mouth is.
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Senator Sarbanes. I do not believe we can when we are in a Sen-
ate committee room.
Senator Brown. These numbers are significantly different than

what the economic forecasters have come up with.

Senator Sarbanes. No, they are not significantly different. The
difference between 2.5 and 2.2 real GDP growth
Senator Brown. We are talking about hundreds of billions of dol-

lars.

Senator Sarbanes [continuing]. Is not a significant difference.

Senator Brown. You are talking about hundreds of billions of
dollars over the course of the budget.

Senator ExON. Mr. Chairman.
Senator Sarbanes. Well, look, a difference of one point on the

growth rate is $65 billion in goods and services. Now, they differ

from blue chip by three-tenths of a point. Now, three-tenths of a
point is not a significant difference. It is a difference. If anything
looks to be out of line here, it is the very low estimate by CBO as
to what the growth will be.

Senator ExON. Mr. Chairman, do you customarily adjourn—have
you adjourned the meeting?

Senator Brown. Yes.

Senator ExON. Do you customarily adjourn the meeting when the
ranking member has been sitting through this thing, before you
came, from 9 o'clock this morning until now? Do you customarily
do that?

Senator Brown. No, absolutely not. I would say to the Senator
I did not realize that that was the case, and I would certainly want
him accorded that.

Senator ExON. Well, I would hope so.

Senator Brown. With the permission of members here, we will

reopen the meeting and extend it for such time as you would like

to proffer questions.

Senator ExON. I have been very patient with my time and listen-

ing to all of these things this morning. I was about to say what my
friend from Maryland just said. I do not think it is correct, Senator,
to say that the figures are significantly different. The difference is

between 2.5 and 2.2.

I happen to feel that probably the figures that we are receiving

are about as close as we have ever seen 0MB and the other fore-

casting agencies come up with. I believe that is true. There may
be have been some times when they were closer. But I just do not
think it is fair to say to the Administration and their witnesses
here that they are fudging on figures.

You know, there is an old statement we have made very often:

Figures do not lie, but politicians sometimes fudge figures. And I

would simply say that, talking about fudging figures, I just want
to put in the record if I might that all the talk that we have heard
here today by and large has not done very much to balance the
budget, but it sure has provided a lot of political heat.

I do not want to open it all up, but I have been patiently waiting
to insert in the record—I will not mention any names, but people
on that side have been trjdng to discredit the tough vote that the
Democrats made in 1993. That was the only meaningful deficit re-
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duction in the last 20 years, and it happened on that particular
vote.

I get a little weary of people continuing to run that down, the
very same people who said if you pass this budget, it is going to
ruin the economy. Well, I hope we can all agree now that at least
it did not ruin the economy. I do not think I am fudging on figures
as a politician when I say that.

I also heard comments today where there has been an attempt
to minimize what we did with that 1993 Act, which is described as
the biggest tax increase in history. Well, actually, that is not true.

The biggest real t£tx increase in history was back in the Reagan
years. I am talking about inflated dollars against real dollars. In
real dollar terms, the 1993 bill was not the biggest tax increase in
history. But even if it was, it was the biggest tax increase in his-

tory on about 1 percent of all the people in the United States of
America, other than the very small, minute contribution that was
made by all of us with regard to gasoline taxes.

I ask unanimous consent to enter into the record at this time the
chart entitled, "Change in Deficits Since Pre-OBRA Baseline." This
is a CBO table, and it shows that had we not passed OBRA, which
was that vote where we got not one Republican vote in the House
and not one Republican vote in the Senate, the baseline deficit

would be $387 billion in 1998, against $209 biUion. So it has been
a significant difference.

Now, you might say, well, those figures have been fudged a little

bit. It is pretty hard to fudge from $400 billion down to $200 billion

in the size of the deficit. So I submit that table for the record.

I also want to submit a table for the record—and again, I do not
enjoy doing these things. As I said earlier, I think we should be
using these hearings to try to come together and reach some agree-
ment. But we have witnessed this morning some wholessde political

announcements, time and time again. I did not start it, but I must
say that I want to enter into the record a table that shows "The
Budget Would have been Balanced in 1997 Without the Interest

Owed on Debt Incurred over the Past 12 Years."
Dr. Tyson, this is my last question. I would like to ask you if it

is true, in your opinion—and I think you have a lot of credibility

around here even though you are a Democrat—that the budget
would have been in balance by the year 1996 or 1997 had it not
been that the Clinton administration had to budget for the interest

on the National debt that accrued in the 12 years that I have ref-

erenced?
Dr. Tyson. It is true, and I have to tell you the first time I saw

those numbers—we worked on a set of these numbers inside the
Council of Economic Advisers—I was shocked at the extent to

which the debt problem we have inherited is really driving all of
our budgetary problems right now.
We are basically financing our current spending. The problem is

that because our predecessors failed to finance their current spend-
ing, and because they asked for even more spending than the Con-
gress gave them, that we as a Nation are now stuck with the prob-
lem of trying not just to finance our own spending, but to make up
for those mistakes.
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Senator EXON. Well, I ask unanimous consent that that chart be
entered into the record also. I thank you very much.
Senator Brown, Without objection, so ordered.
Senator ExoN. In order to conserve time now, Mr. Chairman, I

will not ask further questions. Thank you for being here.

Senator BROWN. Thank you, Dr. Tyson.
Dr. Tyson. Thank you.
Senator Brown. The meeting is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12:10 p.m., the committee was adjourned.]
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analysis.

Chairman DOMENICI. Since Senator Exon is not here yet, with
your concurrence. Members, why don't we just do something dif-

ferent this morning and let the witness testify. Then we will make
opening statements. That might be a welcome change. How about
that?

Senator Gregg. Great idea.

Senator Grassley. You are in shock, aren't you?
Chairman Domenici. You do not have to listen to us. We are

here to listen to you, at least at first. Your testimony will be made
a part of the record. We will hold our opening remarks until after

you have spoken, and then we will have our chance to inquire.

STATEMENT OF ALICE M. RIVLIN, DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF
MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET

Dr. RrVLlN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I have a state-

ment for the record, which I will summarize rather briefly.

I am very happy to be here with the Senate Budget Committee
to start a dialogue on the 1996 budget. Both the Administration
and I look forward to working with the committee. Making a budg-
et, as you all know, is a very hard job. The Administration has
worked hard on this budget. The President made tough decisions.

We believe this is a good budget. I would like to talk briefly about
the budget and leave most of the time for questions.

The Clinton administration's budget for fiscal year 1996 has a
major theme which runs through it, and it is a theme that has run
through the Clinton economic strategy from the beginning—that is,

raising living standards for average Americans, both now and in

the future. I presume we all share this goal.

(195)
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In the first 2 years of the CUnton administration, we worked to
achieve the goal of raising Hving standards by emphazing deficit

reduction, which deficit is extremely important to achieving that
goal.

But deficit reduction was not the only thing we emphasized. We
also believe that public investment in people, skills, technology,
and infrastructure makes a major contribution to raising future liv-

ing standards.
This budget continues the fight to provide average people with

higher wages and better living standards. It is reflected in our pro-
posal for a middle-class tax cut that is focused on working families

with young children. Unlike the Contract's tax cut, our tax cut goes
to working families with children under age 13. These families are
often struggling and need tax relief Our tax cut also does not go
to high-income people. It phases out between $60,000 and $75,000
adjusted gross income.
This budget also emphasizes education and training for better

jobs in the future. This emphasis is reflected in our tax proposals,

with a tax deduction for education and training expenses. It is also

reflected in our proposal for broadening the individual retirement
account so that people can use their money not only for retirement,
but for education extraordinary medical expenses, or the purchase
of a first home.
But the education and training emphasis is not just on the tax

side. It is also reflected in our proposal for a GI bill for American
workers. This proposal would combine and add to funds currently
devoted to a myriad of different training programs. The funds, $5
billion over 5 years,would be used for two things: skills scholar-

ships to help dislocated workers and low-income workers get the
training they need for better jobs, £ind more flexible grants to allow
States and localities to provide those workers with better informa-
tion about job opportunities.

The theme of raising living standards is also reflected in our con-
tinued emphasis on some of the most important investments in

young children and education. This budget devotes extra money to

Head Start, the WIC Program, School-to-Work, and Goals 2000 as
well as are science and technology investments that will improve
productivity in the future.

This budget also continues the Clinton administration's tradition
of fisced responsibility. When we came into office, the deficit was
out of control. The deficit was $290 billion in fiscal year 1992 and
growing. It was confidently predicted that, under the policies in

place at that time, the deficit would grow to heights of $300 and
$400 bilUon.

But President Clinton and his economic team put together a plan
to get the deficit under control. At the beginning of our Administra-
tion, on February 17, 1993 in fact, we presented a plan to the Con-
gress for cutting the deficit and shifting expenditures toward in-

vestment. That deficit reduction plan provided for an almost even
split between specific spending cuts and revenue increases. The
President had the courage to propose the plan and the Congress
had the courage to vote for it.

The deficit reduction plan has been extraordinarily successful. At
the time of its passage, we estimated the plan would result in $505
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billion of deficit reduction. We now think that given the economy's
better than expected performance, the plan will result in $616 bil-

lion of deficit reduction.
The economy has responded to the President's deficit reduction

plan. Interest rates came down and we have had very rapid eco-
nomic growth in the last 2 years. We also have created nearly 6
million jobs. We think the plan has been a considerable success of
which we can all be proud.

In this budget, we continue to propose deficit reductions. We
have $144 billion of deficit reduction, less than half of which we are
using to pay for the middle-class tax cut. Most of the $144 billion,

$101 billion, comes from cuts in discretionary spending. We have
emphasized paying for the middle-class tax cut, and additional defi-

cit reduction, by making drastic cuts in discretionary spending.
We do not, however, believe in slashing Government indiscrimi-

nately. We believe there are many things that Government should
do, but it should be doing them in a more effective ways. That
brings me to the second theme that runs through this budget and
has run through the Clinton strategy from the beginning—fashion-
ing a Government that works better. This theme has been an em-
phasis of the National Performance Review and it is something we
are now accelerating in this budget.

In December, we announced the drastic restructuring of five

agencies: Transportation, Housing and Urban Development, En-
ergy, the General Services Administration, and the Office of Per-
sonnel Management. Those restructurings, which we believe will

make the agencies work better, are reflected in this budget.
We have terminated 131 small programs and consolidated 271

grant programs into 27 performance partnerships. We believe the
performance partnership concept is a new and very important one.
This is not just a new term for block grant. The performance part-
nership concept will enable the Federal Government to work in ac-
tive partnership with States and localities. In these partnerships,
the Federal Government will work with States and localities to de-
termine what the goals are, how they should be measured, and
what the results should be for the funds expended. All levels of
Government will be held accountable to the taxpayers. The empha-
sis will be on performance and measuring the results, not on
hamstringing States and localities with all kinds of rules and regu-
lations about how they achieve the desired results.

The Vice President likes to talk about trust and accountability.
We trust States and localities to use the money in ways best adapt-
ed to achieve results for their localities. But there must be results
and we must know what those results are if we are to be held ac-
countable to the Federal taxpayer and the wider public.

The third theme that runs through thid budget is American lead-
ership which, again, has been part of the Administration's strategy
from the beginning. We not only need a leaner, more effective do-
mestic government, we also need a leaner, more effective military.
We have continued to restructure our armed forces in the wake of
the cold war. That restructuring is almost complete. As we have re-
structured, we have emphasized bolstering the readiness and effec-

tiveness of our armed forces.
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This budget reflects the decision announced in December to add
$25 bilhon to defense, in part to fund Secretary Perry's quahty of
Hfe initiatives that wdll make us better able to attract and retain
the most qualified individuals and enable us to modernize the force
toward the end of the decade.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, I am happy to be here to open a
dialogue on the fiscal 1996 budget. We look forward to working
with this committee, and the Congress on the things that are in

this budget, and on some things that are not in the budget. We
have made clear that we are in favor of welfare reform. We think
there is a welfare reform agenda on which both parties share a lot

of common ground. We are working not only with the Congress, but
with Governors and mayors to fashion a welfare reform proposal.

That proposal is not reflected in this budget. We sent the Congress
a welfare reform proposal last year, but now we want to work with
the Congress on crafting a new one.

Similarly, on health care, this Administration has been second to

none in the concern it has shown for the health care problem. We
believe the problem has not gone away. We need to come back to

health care reform. Health care reform is the key to additional fu-

ture deficit reduction, and we want to work with the Congress on
that.

We did not put medicare and medicaid reform in this budget be-

cause we believe that reforming those two programs must be done
in the context of the wider health care reform. We want to work
with you on that. We do not believe that medicare cuts should be
used for tax cuts, and we did not do so in this budget.
Over the next few months, we will all have an opportunity, Mr.

Chairman, to serve the public. We believe we need to work with
you to produce a budget that is fiscally responsible, that preserves
and strengthens the activities people want from their Government,
and eliminates those activities that are no longer necessary.

It is going to be a hard job, and we are here to work with you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman DOMENICI. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Rivlin follows:]
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BEFORE THE

SENATE COMMITTEE ON THE BUDGET

FEBRUARY 8, 1995

Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee, thank you for
inviting me to offer the Administration's views on the
President's fiscal 1996 budget. For the third straight year, the
President has proposed a detailed plan to create a smaller, more
effective Government for average Americans — that is, to help
create his "New Covenant" between the Government and the American
people.

Executive Summary

The President proposes to build upon his strong record of
achievement. With the help of his economic plan, which Congress
passed in 1993, the President helped to jump-start a weak
recovery. The result was lower interest rates, little inflation,
and the creation of more than 5.6 million new jobs.

With a plan that called for a record $505 billion in deficit
reduction over five years, and has in fact produced over $600
billion in deficit reduction, the President has reduced the
deficit from $290 billion in 1992 to $203 billion in 1994. We
expect the deficit to be under $200 billion this year. By 1998,
the deficit will fall to its lowest level as a percentage of GDP
since 1979.

At the same time, the President has made great progress in
reinventing Government through the National Performance Review.
We have reduced the workforce by 102,000 positions while
streamlining departments and agencies, cutting red tape, and
providing better service.

Now, we plan to go further. The President has proposed $144
billion of budget savings — $63 billion to finance the middle
class tax cut that I will discuss in a moment and $81 billion to
reduce the deficit further over the next five years. As part of
those savings, he proposes to terminate 130 programs and
consolidate 271 others into 27 new "performance partnerships."

Not everyone has shared in the economic recovery. As a
result, the President proposes a Middle Class Bill of Rights,
which will cut taxes for middle-income Americans and give
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unemployed or dislocated workers grants to purchase the' job
training they need.

He also is continuing to reduce the Federal bureaucracy and
will, by the end of this decade, cut it to its smallest size
since John Kennedy was President. As part of Phase II of the
National Performance Review, he has proposed to restructure the
Departments of Housing and Urban Development, Energy, and
Transportation, the General Services Administration, and the
Office of Personnel Management.

In the coming months, also as part of Phase II, the
President will examine every other program and activity to
determine which to terminate, which to restructure, and which to
shift to the States, localities, or private sector.

Major Themes

This budget revolves around three major themes — themes
that have dominated the President's economic strategy for the
past two years.

1. Raising the standard of living for average feuailies, now
and in the future: The President is proposing a Middle Class
Bill of Rights. For the short term, it will provide needed tax
relief to help millions of average families raise their living
standards now. And for the long term, it will give those
families the tools they need to raise their living standards in
the future.

The Middle Class Bill of Rights:

* Provides a $500 per child tax credit for middle-
income families with children under 13;

* Expands eligibility for Individual Retirement
Accounts (IRAs) and allows families to make penalty-
free withdrawals for a range of educational, housing,
or medical needs;

* Offers a tax deduction for the costs of college,
university, or vocational education; and

* Creates a G.I. Bill for America's Workers by
consolidating 70 job training programs and using the
money to offer "Skill grants" through which dislocated
and low-income workers can choose and pay for the
training they need to find new and better jobs.

The President proposes to build upon his investments in
human and physical capital — investments that will help to raise
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national productivity and, in turn, living standards for the
future. Overall, he proposes to increase investment spending by
$9.7 billion in fiscal 1996 over 1995.

The G.I. Bill for America's Workers is a new element of his
continuing agenda for improving the education and skills of
America's workers, enabling them to compete for high-wage jobs in
the new economy. In the last two years, the Administration has
enacted the Goals 2000 bill to encourage States and localities to
reform their educational systems; reveuaped the student loan
program to make post-secondary education affordable to more
Americans, and pushed successfully for the School-to-Work progreim
that enables young Americans to move more easily from high school
to training or more education.

In this budget, the President proposes a 10 percent increase
for the Special Supplemental Feeding Program for Women, Infants,
and Children (WIC) , to $3.8 billion; an 11 percent increase for
Head Start, to $3.9 billion, and an 86 percent increase for Goals
2000, to $750 million.

The President's budget also emphasizes investments in
science and technology to improve future productivity and U.S.
competitiveness in the new economy. It proposes a 13 percent
increase for the Defense Department's core Technology
Reinvestment Project (TRP) , to $500 million; a 4 percent increase
for biomedical research at the National Institutes of Health, to
$11.8 billion; a 20 percent increase for the Commerce
Department's National Institute of Standards and Technology, to a
total of $1 billion; and a 4 percent increase for the National
Science Foundation, to $3.4 billion. The President seeks to
strengthen the Administration's coordinated efforts to promote
science and technology through the National Science and
Technology Council and to improve the payment system for
federally-sponsored research at colleges and universities.

The budget also continues the Administration's strong
commitment to deficit reduction. When we arrived, the deficit
was a clear threat to future living standards. It was projected
to rise from $290 billion in 1992 to more than $300 billion
immediately, and then to near $400 billion a few years down the
road. The deficit was absorbing a huge share of national saving
that could otherwise be spent on the kinds of investments that
increase productivity.

Working with Congress in 1993, we enacted a five-year budget
plan designed to reduce the deficit by a cumulative $505 billion
from 1994 to 1998. Because the economy has performed better than
expectations, we now expect to generate $616 billion in deficit
reduction over that time. The deficit measured $203 billion in
1994 — a huge drop from the $290 billion of two years earlier.
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Except for an anomaly in 1997, we expect it to remain below $200
billion for the rest of this decade.

More importantly, we have reduced the deficit from 4.9 per
cent of Gross Domestic Product (GDP) when we arrived to a
projected 2.7 percent this year. Clearly, we have brought the
deficit \inder control.

But we are not satisfied. In this budget, we propose to
reduce the deficit between 1996 and 2000 by another $81 billion.
More importantly, our budget would bring the deficit down to 2.1
percent of GDP by the end of this decade — its lowest level
since 1979.

We are proposing $144 billion in new budget savings — $63
billion to pay for our middle class tax cut and $81 billion for
more deficit reduction.

How did we generate the $144 billion in savings?

Most of them, $101 billion, come in discretionary spending
cuts. Of the $101 billion, $21 billion comes from Phase II of
the Administration's effort to reinvent Government through the
National Performance Review. This includes the restructurings of
the Depaurtments of Housing and Urban Development, Transportation,
and Energy, the General Services Administration, and the Office
of Personnel Management. The rest of the savings are outlined in
the prograua-by-program detail in the budget for the years 1996-
2000.

Also as part of Phase II, the Administration has begun an
intensive effort to examine the other Federal departments and
agencies to determine which functions and activities to continue,
which to terminate, and which to shift to the States, localities,
or the private sector. We anticipate that, through this effort,
we will revise our five-year, program-by-progreun plan and offer
proposals to restructure agencies in the seune way that we have
for those cited above.

The budget contains $29 billion of mandatory savings. Most
of it comes from extending the Medicare and Veterans reforms of
the 1990 and 1993 budget reconciliation acts, accelerating our
successful direct student loan program, expanding the principle
of user payment for the electromagnetic spectrvim, and other
smaller savings.

The budget also includes tax compliance savings of about $9
billion, including about $0.4 billion from reinventing
Government

.

Finally, the budget includes a small amount of savings that
does not score for budgetary purposes, including net spending
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reduction from the Administration's non-emergency supplemental
appropriation proposal for fiscal 1995, interest savings
associated with the direct student loan program, and debt service
savings from all of the other proposals. Partially offsetting
these savings are bookkeeping costs due to personnel cuts;
reducing the size of the Federal workforce means that the Federal
Government and its employees make smaller contributions to the
pension funds.

In sum, these proposals fully offset the tax cuts and leave
enough additional savings to keep the deficit under control
beyond the five-year budget window. While the economy is
growing, the deficit is not.

2. Projecting American Leadership: Our funding proposals
for international affairs, $21.2 billion, and national defense,
$258.3 billion, support American leadership around the world.
These two elements are synergistic: we design and prepare our
forces and programs to support our national interests and foreign
policy goals. Together, they create the foundation for our
leadership. I will turn first to international affairs, then to
national defense.

However critical to promoting our vital national interests,
funds for international affairs programs and institutions
constitute only 1 percent of our total budget, requiring that we
carefully focus on their most effective use in supporting our
most important goals and objectives.

Our budget promotes and defends ovir vital interests in
regions that have long been central to our national security:
Europe, the Middle East, and Asia. Our budget includes $788
million to support economic and democracy programs in the new
independent states (NIS) of the former Soviet Union. In Central
Europe, our budget supports the missions of supporting democracy,
free markets, and peace by providing $480 million in funding to
help healthy, market democracies emerge. The budget also
maintains our long-standing support for the peace process in the
Middle East, requesting more than $5.2 billion to assist
countries participating in that process.

A strong and growing world economy that incorporates an
increasing number of nations is essential to our own economic
growth. Our budget provides increased support to strengthen our
trade position in the global market and especially in Central
Europe, Russia, and Ukraine through such agencies as the Export-
Import Bank.

Our leadership is important to prevent and provide a
humanitarian response to crises and conflicts that have so
visibly divided many nations in recent years. Our budget
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supports this leadership effort by providing $1.7 billion for
refugee, humanitarian feeding, and disaster assistance programs.

The Nation has built, and this Administration continues to
support, a powerful military capability. Our defense budget,
which is significantly higher than that of any other nation,
supports one of the world's largest military forces, with a
superior level of quality and talent. It continues our
commitment to maintaining high levels of training and readiness
of that force and to equipping it with a technology second to
none.

In discretionary spending, the budget requests $258.3
billion in budget authority and $262.2 billion in outlays for the
National Defense Function. The outlays represent 16 percent of
all spending in the budget.

The Administration continues to place its highest priority
on the readiness of U.S. defense forces — ensuring their ability
to mobilize, deploy, and operate effectively in the face of
varied challenges of the post-Cold War era. The Defense Funding
Initiative, providing $25 billion in higher spending from 1996 to
2001, supports our commitment to high levels of readiness, as
does the requested defense supplemental appropriation for 1995.
For 1996, the budget proposes funding of $91.9 billion for
Operations and Maintenance, the principal readiness-related
account

.

This budget also contains several initiatives to improve the
quality of military life: a 2.4 percent military pay raise and an
increase in military community and family support, including more
child care facilities, family counselors, and improved
recreational facilities.

Superior technology is the hallmark of the U.S. armed
forces. In particular, we expect investments in information
technologies and sensors to give our forces major advantages in
gathering, processing, and acting upon information from the
battlefield. The budget proposes $7.8 billion for science and
technology programs.

The budget also enables us to maintain stewardship over our
nuclear capability. The budget proposes $11.2 billion in total
Energy Department spending on defense activities. It includes
$6.6 billion of cleanup and disposal of wastes from prior nuclear
weapons activities, $0.7 billion for developing nuclear reactors
for Naval vessels, and $0.7 billion for nonproliferation, arms
control, and other activities.

Intelligence remains a critical ingredient of our national
security posture. To support it, we propose to keep the
Intelligence budget at the 1995 level. To plan for the future,
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the President and Congress established a commission of
distinguished Americans that will spend the next year reviewing
the roles and capabilities of the Intelligence Community. Their
conclusions will help to guide future decisions on goals and
resources

.

Wise investments with dual-use technologies support national
defense. They allow defense systems to draw on leading-edge
commercial developments in such areas as computers and
communications, and they allow investments in defense programs to
accelerate commercial progress in such areas as advanced
materials and space systems. The Administration's dual-use
investment strategy focuses heavily on electronics and sensors.
The Technology Reinvestment Program is a key component of this
strategy. It awards Federal funds competitively, on a cost
shared basis, to enable industry-led projects to create new dual-
use technologies. Since the start of the TRP program in 1993,
over 15,000 companies have submitted over 3,000 proposals to
participate; the program has made over 250 awards. The budget
requests $500 million for the TRP program.

The Defense Department's main challenge with its facilities
is to tailor them to the downsized force structure. DOD is
working to ensure that base closure and realignment decisions
will generate a more efficient use of the remaining defense
infrastructure. The budget provides $3.9 billion in 1996 to
implement closure and realignment decisions. At the same time,
DOD is committed to assisting the economic redevelopment of
communities affected by base closures. In this effort, 'the
budget increases funding for DOD's Office of Economic Adjustment
(OEA) to $59 million, $20 million over 1995, to help Base
Realignment and Closure Commission communities plan for economic
redevelopment

.

3. Making Government Work: The President is building on his
initial success in making Government work and moving out in
dramatic, new directions.

Through the National Performance Review (NPR) , which the
President created two years ago, the Administration has improved
service to Government's "customers," cut red tape, empowered
Federal employees, and eliminated programs that no longer serve a
useful purpose. We have sought to ensure that Federal programs
achieve real results — e.g. , cleaner air — rather than merely
spend taxpayer dollars.

We streamlined Federal agencies, cutting management layers
and excessive controls. Already, we have reduced the workforce
by 102,000 full-time equivalent (FTE) positions. Continuing the
President's effort, the budget proposes 1.97 6 million FTE. By
the end of 1996, the President will have cut FTE by 173,300,
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reducing the Federal Government to its smallest size in 30 years.
He also will be nearly two-thirds of the way toward the required
reduction of 272,900 by 1999, as outlined in last year's Federal
Workforce Restructuring Act.

In its first phase, the NPR, under the direction of Vice
President Gore, mostly examined the "how" of Government — the
human resource management, procurement rules, and other processes
by which the Government operates. In general, it did not focus
on the more basic question of "what" the Federal Government
should, and should not, do.

With this budget, the President has begun to tackle this
very fundamental question. He is proposing a major restructuring
of three Cabinet departments — Housing and Urban Development,
Transportation, and Energy — and two major agencies — the
General Services Administration and the Office of Personnel
Management. We expect these restructurings to save $23 billion
over the next five years.

We also are proposing to consolidate 271 programs into 27
"performance partnerships." In exchange for giving States,
localities, and other providers more flexibility in how they
spend Federal funds, we are seeking more accountability for that
spending by focusing on actual performance. Rather than merely
calculate the inputs of a program — i.e., funding levels — we
are focusing on outputs — what the programs actually accomplish.

The consolidated programs include 70 to create the G.I. Bill
for America's Workers, mostly from the Departments of Education
and Labor; 108 from the Public Health Service; 60 from the
Department of Housing and Urban Development; 30 from the
Department of Transportation; and three from the Department of
Health and Human Services.

More importantly, these restructurings and consolidations
are the first step in a Government-wide examination of
departments and agencies, which the President has asked the Vice
President to lead. This effort is designed to sort out
responsibilities among the Federal, State, and local levels of
government, and between Government and such private sector
providers as businesses, non-profits, and community groups.
Working with the NPR, 0MB, the President's Management Council,
and the White House policy councils. Federal agencies will
examine every program, determine which to continue, which to
eliminate, and which to shift to the States, localities, or
private sector.

Program Detail
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Restoring the American Community: American communities
embody our sense of place, belonging, and togetherness — the
very security on which we depend. But our communities face the
pressures of great challenges that threaten the ties that bind us
together. Violence and drug related crime are tearing at our
social fabric.

This budget would invest in our communities, by increasing
funding for progreuns that help to strengthen our communities —
Americorps, empowerment zones, and the urban and rural economic
development initiatives. It would continue to commitment
undertaken in last year's crime bill, providing the funding
necessary to continue maiking progress towards the goal of putting
100,000 police on the streets and providing increased funding for
other crime control efforts.

Afflericorps: The 1996 budget proposes to increase funding
for the President's national service initiative to $1.1
billion. This is a $290 million increase from the prior
year, and would permit the expansion of the program to
47,000 participants. This would keep the program on the
President's goal of reaching 100,000 participants over three
years

.

Empowerment Zones and Enterprise Communities: On December
23, the Administration designated nine Empowerment Zones and
95 Enterprise Communities, plus two additional urban
enterprise zones. The Administration designated Atlanta,
Baltimore, Chicago, Detroit, New York City, and
Philadelphia/Camden as urban EZs, enabling each to receive
$100 million in flexible block grants. We designated
Kentucky Highlands, Mississippi's Mid-Delta Region, and
Texas' Rio Grande Valley as rural EZs. Los Angeles and
Cleveland were designated as supplemental urban EZs. The
budget contains the funding necessary to continue these
commitments

.

Urban and Rural Economic Development: We propose $4.8
billion in 1996 to fund a new Community Opportunity Funds
program to help local and State governments address the most
critical needs of distressed communities. We also propose
funding the Rural Development Initiative at a level of $5.8
billion to continue to support grants, loans and loan
guarantees — an increase of $716 million over the prior
year.

Controlling Violent Crime and Drug Abuse: Our proposed
$21.5 billion in discretionary spending in 1996 represents an
increase of $3.4 billion from 1995 to fight violent crime. The
largest share of the increase would go to help State and local
law enforcement agencies.
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Conifflunity policing: The President is committed to putting
100,000 cops on the streets, and this budget contains $1.9
billion in funding — an increase of 45 percent from 1995.
This additional funding will make significant progress
toward meeting the goal, bringing the total number of new
officers funded to over 40,000 by the end of 1996.

Crime Control: Overall, the level of funding for the
Administration's major violent crime control initiatives
increases from $2.4 billion in 1995 to $4.3 billion in this
budget — an increase of $1.9 billion.

Drug Control: Drug control spending will increase by $1.3
billion, from $13.3 billion in 1995 to $14.6 billion. The
budget targets additional funding to treatment, prevention
and education, and criminal justice.

Reforming the nation's Immigration System: This budget
reflects the Administration's continued commitment to controlling
our Nation's borders and sharing the national burden of costs
associated with illegal immigration.

Border Security Initiative: The budget includes $656
million in new funding to support the border security
initiative. These funding increases will strengthen border
control and management activities of the Immigration and
Naturalization Service and the Customs Bureau, and
strengthen enforcement through the INS and the Department of
Labor to apprehend and deport illegal immigrants. The
budget proposes to finance this initiative, in part, through
a modest border services user fee.

Helping with the Costs of Illegal Immigration: The budget
also contains an additional $370 million to assist States
with particularly heavy burdens associated with illegal
immigration. This increase is divided among three programs:
State Criminal Alien Assistance Program; Medicaid
discretionary grants to States; and the Immigrant Education
Program

.

Ensuring a Clean Environment: The Administration has
developed several new approaches to advance the President's
commitment that a healthy economy and a healthy environment go
hand in hand. The budget targets spending to ensure that we make
the Government a partner working with local citizens, not an
overseer

.

Ecosystem Management: Funding levels reflect the high
priority that the Administration places in maintaining
ecologically diverse and health environments along with
economically viable communities — $390 million to continue
the Northwest Forest Plan; $99 million for the South Florida
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Ecosystem Restoration Initiative; and $70 million in joint
Federal-State mandatory spending related to the Restoration
of Prince William Sound.

Climate Change Action Plan: The budget proposes $336
million, an increase of $104 million — 45 percent — to
fulfill the President's commitment to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions to 1990 levels. This funding is designed to
promote a public-private partnership rather than relying on
command and control mandates.

Superfund: In each of the past three years, the Superfund
program has cleaned up more sites than in its entire first
decade. The budget proposes $1.8 billion for Superfund, a
$332 million increase over 1995.

Jnvesting in Science and Technology: Investing in science
and technology is the key to assuring our Nation's economic well-
being for generations to come. During the Cold War, most Federal
spending on research and development (R&D) was defense-related.
This research not only produced the most advanced military
technology in the world, but the most technologically advanced
economy in the world. Today we face a no less serious challenge
that requires us to improve our competitiveness through a
balanced mix of civilian and defense, public and private R&D.

NASA; The budget proposes $159 million to begin research to
produce a reusable space vehicle. This continues our
Nation's leadership in space exploration and, at the same
time, expands the opportunities for a commercial space
launch market.

ARPA/TRP: The Technology Reinvestment Project implements
the Defense Department's dual use technology strategy — a
critical investment in transferring technology to commercial
applications. The budget proposes $500 million for TRP in
1996, a 13 percent increase from 1995.

NIST: The Commerce Department's National Institute of
Standards and Technology has two core programs — the
Advanced Technology Program (ATP) and Manufacturing
Extension Partnerships (MEP) . The budget proposes $491
million in 1996 for ATP, $60 million more than 1995, and
$147 million for MEP, a $56 million increase from 1995.

NIH: Proposed funding for biomedical research is $11.8
billion, a $468 million increase from 1995. This 4 percent
increase includes targeted increases, such as those for
HIV/AIDS-related research, breast cancer research, minority
health initiatives, prevention research, environmental
cancer research, and gene therapy.
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Continuing the Coaaadtment to HesLltb Security: The President
remains committed to reforms that will guarantee insurance
coverage to every American and contain costs for individuals,
businesses, and Government.

The President believes Congress can and should address the
unfairness in the insurance market; make coverage affordable for
and available to children; help workers who lose their jobs keep
their health insurance; level the playing field for the self-
employed by giving them the kind of tax treatment other
businesses enjoy; and help the families provide long-term care
for a sick parent or a disabled child. We are committed to
working with Congress to achieve these objectives and put America
on the road to health security.

At the same time, we are proposing major increases for high-
priority programs:

Ryan White Act — HIV/AIDS Funding: The budget proposes $723
million for the Ryan White program, which provides HIV/AIDS
treatment services. Since this Administration took office,
funding for the Ryan White program has increased by 82
percent. Our proposal for 1996 will more than double Ryan
White funding since 1993.

Imnunizations: We propose $844 million for immunizations in
1996 to support the purchase of more vaccine to distribute
through public health clinics and continued improvements in
infrastructure to enable the Childhood Immunization program
to meet its goal of immunizing 90 percent of the Nation's
children by the year 2000.

Special Supplemental Feeding Program for Women, Infants, and
Children: The budget proposes $3.8 billion for WIC, which
will raise the annual average WIC participation levels to
7.4 million individuals, up from 5.9 million in 1993.

Long-Run Budget Outlook

This budget preserves and builds upon the deficit reductions
that the Administration accomplished in its first two years. We
expect the deficit to drop again in 1995, this time to $193
billion. After that, it will fluctuate in a neurrow range —
rising to $197 billion in 1996 and to $213 billion in 1997 (due
to several anomalies in the budget numbers) , then falling to $194
in 2000.

More importantly, the deficit continues to decline in
relation to GDP. It drops from 2.7 percent of GDP in 1996 to 2 .

1

percent in 2000. By this measure, the deficit reaches its lowest
level since 1979.
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Current law requires that the President submit budget
estimates through 2000. By enacting the policy proposals in the
budget, however, we can preserve the improvement in the deficit
for at least the next 10 years. Looking beyond the year 2000, we
anticipate rough stability in the dollar amount of the deficit
through 2005. As a share of GDP, however, the deficit likely
will continue its gradual decline, falling below two percent
early in the next decade.

The major upward pressure on the deficit continues to come
from health care. Although the reforms enacted in the
President's economic program and administrative efforts to
control costs have helped, the projected growth of Medicare and
Medicaid spending remains very high. We project that Medicare
will grow at an average annual rate of 9.1 percent over the next
five years, and that Medicaid will grow at 9.3 percent.

This rapid growth comes in part from the corresponding rapid
growth in the elderly population. Medicare benefits go primarily
to the elderly, and almost 70 percent of Medicaid spending
benefits the indigent elderly, blind, and disabled. Thus, the
growth rates of these programs are not surprising. However, at
those rates. Medicare and Medicaid spending will double every
eight years, and will rise from 3.4 percent of GDP in the year
just ended to 4.2 percent by 2000 and 4.9 percent by 2005. The
growth in all Federal health programs, of which Medicare and
Medicaid are by far the largest, accounts for almost 40 percent
of the total increase in Federal outlays between now and the year
2000.

We expect the number of people participating in Medicare and
Medicaid to increase, bringing insurance protection to some of
our most vulnerable citizens. The Medicaid population will grow
at a projected average annual rate of 3.8 percent between now and
2000.

But this expansion in covered populations explains a
relatively small part of the increased Federal spending for
Medicare and Medicaid — and could be accommodated without undue
pressure on the deficit. More important, from a fiscal
standpoint, is that Medicare and Medicaid expenditures per
beneficiary keep rising faster than inflation — indeed, faster
than inflation plus the general increase in real per capita GDP.
These increases in health care costs cannot be solved in
isolation from reform of the broader health care system.

What would the deficit be if health care costs did not rise
disproportionately? If Medicare and Medicaid expenditures rose
to accommodate increases in the beneficiary population, but the
per capita expenditures were limited to the general rate of
inflation and increase in per capita output, the deficit would
fall to zero by 2005.
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Conclusion

This budget builds on the President's success to date in
strengthening the economy, investing in the future, projecting
American leadership around the world, and making Government work
better

.

It will reduce the deficit, increase investments in
important domestic and military programs, cut taxes for middle-
income Americans, and begin a serious, cross-Government
examination to sort out Federal, State, and local
responsibilities

.

We look forward to working with you, Mr. Chairman, and this
committee on these proposals.

Chairman DOMENICI. For the Senators who arrived after Dr.
Rivhn started, I decided today to let her testify first rather than
have any opening statements. That is rather good. Now we have
had our witness testify, and it is not yet 10 o'clock. So now we will

proceed.
I will attempt today, with the concurrence of the ranking mem-

ber, to have the lights turned on for you and I, also, Senator Exon,
5 minutes.
Senator Exon. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. That is a good idea.

Chairman Domenici. Maybe we will get more Senators in. To the
extent that was not done yesterday, I think it was unavoidable,
and we will try to do better in the future so more Senators can
come. I want the Senators to come, and obviously, if they don't get

a chance to get involved, they may not be as interested
Senator ExON. Mr. Chairman, I assume that you will follow what

you suggested yesterday. You and I will have opening statements,
and then go along with everybody else on the 5-minute rule. How-
ever, those who do not make opening statements would have 7
minutes in their opening round. Is that right?

Chairman DOMENICI. I think what we are going to try today, if

you don't disagree, is just take 5 minutes for me right now, and
that will include opening and questions.

Senator ExON. Fine.

Chairman DOMENICI. Then 5 minutes for you, opening and ques-
tions. Everybody gets 5 minutes that includes their opening and
questions, and maybe we will even get a second round for the two
of us that way.
Senator Exon. Thank you.

OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN DOMENICI
Let me first welcome back before the committee the distinguished former Director

of the Congressional Budget Office and now the Director of the President's Office
of Management and Budget.
As the committee will recall, Dr. Rivlin appeared before us recently to discuss the

legislative line-item veto. At that time I believe she very diplomatically said the
President supported the strongest measure he could get.

Just for the record, Senator i^xon, I note that if the President had line-item au-
thority today as reflected in this budget submission, he would be proposing about
$2.2 billion in budget authority items to be eliminated, the largest being $703 mil-
lion in the Department of Defense.
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Of course at the same time the President is proposing an increase in emergency
spending authority of nearly $10 biUion that would more than offset the reductions
from the line-item authority if he had it. Maybe we can discuss this more in the
questioning period.

I want to begin this hearing today on the President's 1996 Budget—looking for-
ward—not backward.

Clearly, yesterday I and the committee spent significant time discussing the
past—and clearly there is a significant difference of opinion about what happened
or did not happen in the past.

But today I hope we can accept the fact that the deficit for the current fiscal year
as estimated in this budget is $193 billion—not significantly different from last
year's $203 billion figure—and that it will remain—measured in absolute terms

—

around $200 billion each year through the year 2000.
Those are the facts presented in this budget, and there should be no dispute about

that.

I also want to say that the President's budget while not achieving the level of defi-

cit reduction some of us would like, it nonetheless has items that I think both Re-
publicans and Democrats can focus on for both good public policy and maybe even
good budget policy.

I am thinking particularly about your proposals for Performance Partnerships,
the consolidation and block granting of Federal assistance programs back to State
and local governments.

I hope we can talk about broader use of this concept, and I am surprised that
there is no spending reduction estimated from this proposal, but the concept is good.
Based on your excellent book Reviving the American Dream I believe this concept

of restructuring responsibilities between the Federal and State government must
have been personally championed by you in this budget submission.

I am also pleased that the concept of privatization has taken hold in your budget.
Again I think we can go further and we will be looking at other areas as we try

to crafl our own budget proposals.

But as you and the President must surely know by now, the issue some of us see
in this budget is one that goes well beyond the 5-year budget window.
The failure to make any major proposals to control the non-Social Security entitle-

ment programs in this budget, is a concern for many of us.

Without bold proposals in these entitlement programs, some of which you Dr.
Rivlin outlined last October, we will never reach balance.

I say to my fellow committee members. Republicans and Democrats alike—we
know the President's budget goes not achieve balance by the year 2002.

I will be frank to say that I do not know if we Republicans acting alone and with-
out the balanced budget amendment, can reach our goal by the year 2002. But we
will try.

I will also say that even working together—the President, Democrats and Repub-
licans—we may still not meet that goal.

But I feel confident in saying that without the balanced budget amendment, with-
out the President's support, without changes to entitlement programs, it will be dif-

ficult if not impossible to reach the goal.

So Director Rivlin welcome. You have been a long-time champion of controlling
the Federal deficit. You even had plans that would have fixed the DC budget some
years past.

I hope we can build on your proposals today and continue to work toward that
goal I think we, the American public, and most importantly our children's future
demands.

Chairman Domenici. Dr. Rivlin, I am only going to talk about
two things. First of £ill, I really think that we have decided, at least

in the Congress, that we want to use the Congressional Budget Of-
fice because they are as neutral as you can get in terms of deciding
what is going on in the budget.
Now, I have really tried hard to find out where your discre-

tionary cuts come from, and let me just read this statement to you.
I think it will point out the big difference between your budget and
the Congressional Budget Office in terms of savings. I think it is

a rather major item.
The 1990 Budget Enforcement Act requires that 0MB adjust

caps to hold discretionary spending harmless for changes due to in-
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flation. That means the caps would go up if inflation changes from
the inflation that is in the base. To the extent actual inflation dif-

fers from what is projected in 1990, 0MB is required to adjust the
caps accordingly.

Now, fellow Senators, using the same methodology that has been
used by 0MB and CBO since 1990, Senator Simon, CBO deter-
mined that the caps should be reduced this year by $3 billion in
outlays. OMB has interpreted the law differently this year and
used this authority to increase the caps by $67 billion in outlays.

By inflating those caps, OMB can show a very large savings that
the Congressional Budget Office would not even take into account.

And the amount is $67 billion, almost the entire extent of the dis-

cretionary savings that are alluded to in the President's budget.
Now, frankly, I don't believe we ought to do that, and let me tell

you, unless this committee wants to look good, I don't think we are
going to do that. I think we are not going to look very good if we
inflate the caps and then cut, and we haven't cut anything.

Let me give you the numbers so we will have the actual num-
bers. Dr. Rivlin. OMB's caps, current services is 550, 554, 573 for

the years 1995, 1996, 1997, and 590 for 1998 and 610 for 1999. The
CBO cap baseline with discretionary inflation after 1998—and let

me give you the differences. Where you have 590, they have 547.

Where you have 610, they have 566. Where you have 630, they
have 585.
So the difference there is that you are going to take credit, to go

from that high line, to a line that they say should not even be
there. That is a very large amount of money.

In real terms, let me give you the dollars. Discretionary pro-

grams in the President's budget in 1995 will be $553 billion, I say
to my friend. Senator Dodd. In 2000, it will be 550, a difference of

$3 billion. That is how much the difference is. But the Administra-
tion would say that is $80 billion in cuts. So I need you to explain
that, and then I need just one other question. Would you explain
that quickly, please?

Dr. RrvLlN. Yes, it is quite simple. The Congress amended the
law in 1993, via OBRA 1993 but the Congressional Budget Office

failed to reflect this change in their analysis and went on using the
old methodology in the 1990 law.
The specific provision of the 1993 change, section 251(b)(l)(b)(3),

reads as follows: For a budget submitted for budget year 1996,
1997, or 1998, the adjustments shall be those necessary to reflect

the changes in inflation estimates since those of March 31, 1993,
set forth on page 46 of the House Conference Report 103-48.
We just read the law. We thought the law meant that you look

at the difference between the inflation numbers reflected in the
conference report and current inflation estimates.

Inflation didn't increase much over that period, we simply took
the difference between the current estimates and the estimates
that appeared in the conference report. They were 0.6 of a percent-
age point for 1996 and 0.8 of a percentage point for 1997 and 1998.
We merely did what we thought the 1993 law required. We do

not know why CBO ignored the 1993 law and kept to the 1990
methodology. We never discussed it with them. We just did what
we thought was in the law.
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Chairman DoMENici. We need to move right on. Thank you for
your answer.

Let me just say I think that CBO will testify that they knew
about the law change and they interpreted it precisely the way
they say here, and you interpreted it at a higher level.

Dr. RiVLlN. It is hard for me to see how they could have inter-
preted the law in any other way because it says "estimates." It

doesn't say "actual."

Chairman Domenici. Senator Exon?
Senator ExoN. Mr. Chairman, I will yield to my colleagues who

were here before me. I believe Senator Simon was here first and
then Senator Boxer. Would you yield in my place at this time to

Senator Simon?
Chairman Domenici. I would be glad to. Senator Simon?
Senator SiMON. I thank the ranking member for that generosity.

I appreciate that.

There is much that is good in this budget. But let me ask you
this: Let's say Frank Lautenberg was the Governor of New Jersey
today.

Dr. RrvLlN. I think he would be a very good Governor.
Senator SiMON. He would be an excellent Governor. But if Frank

Lautenberg was the Governor of New Jersey and he had a serious
deficit problem, would you recommend that Frank Lautenberg ask
the people of the Legislature of New Jersey for a tax cut?

Dr. RiVLlN. I don't know. I would have to know a lot more about
New Jersey than I do now.

Senator Simon. But I think the point I make is fairly clear, and
that is, I have a hard time justifying a tax cut when we are trying
to get a hold of the deficit. And what we are doing with a tax cut
is giving me a little bit of a break, giving other people a little bit

of a break, but harming my three grandchildren. At least, that is

how I look at it.

You can defend the various tax cuts individually, but not overall.

Obviously we are in a bidding war with the Republicans on this.

I think both sides are wrong.
I am interested in your response.
Dr. RrvLlN. Well, let me respond to that. Senator Simon. I can

match you in terms of grandchildren. I have three as well, and I

care about them and their future.

I think that deficit reduction is a very important policy. We have
had much success with deficit reduction, and we are in favor of
continued deficit reduction.
But I don't think deficit reduction is the only way to help the

economy produce a good life for our grandchildren. We also need
to emphasize education and training so that they will have good
jobs. Our budget emphasizes education and training, both on the
tax side and on the spending side.

In our economy, people cannot compete unless they have a good
education. We need to emphasize that.

We also need to invest in our children, not just in your grand-
children and mine, but in those who are much less privileged. We
believe that Head Start, Goals 2000, and other investments in chil-

dren and their future are extremely important.
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All of these things are trade-offs. We have brought the deficit

under control, and we think it is important not only to continue fis-

cal responsibility, but to give tax incentives for education and em-
phasize education on the spending side as well.

Senator SiMON. If I could just respond, I applaud what you are
doing on Head Start and Title I, for example, in the field of edu-
cation. We clearly have to be doing that. And I would applaud a
budget that says, instead of having tax cuts, let's put more money
into those things.

I have a hard time, frankly, justifying the tax cut. And since I

see that yellow light on, is there any long-term plan to get the
budget in balance?

Dr. RrvLlN. First, the deficit under our budget with no further
changes—and we hope there will be further changes—comes down
in relation to the size of economy, as a percentage of the gross do-

mestic product. You can see the downward line here. Here is where
we started, and we have brought it down dramatically. The deficit

will continue to decrease in the foreseeable future as a percentage
of gross domestic product.
But that is not enough. We need to take additional steps to bring

the deficit down. The most important thing we can do for outyear
deficits is to get health care spending, both in the Federal budget
and in the private sector under control.

We do not believe that controlling the cost of medicare and med-
icaid by themselves is a viable policy, and we did not put medicare
or medicaid cuts in this budget. We don't believe the savings from
medicare and medicaid reform should be used for tax cuts. We also
don't believe that medicare and medicaid reform should be done
separately from overall health care reform.
The President has made very clear that health care reform is

still very important to this Administration. As a tactical matter, we
didn't put health care reform in the budget because we thought it

better to work with the Congress on coming up with a mutually
agreeable next step toward reform. But, clearly, if we are concerned
about outyear deficits, we have to focus on the areas of the budget
that are growing the fastest, such as medicare and medicaid.

Senator Simon. Let me just say I agree with you on the need for

health care reform. I would point out that CBO's deficit projection
for the year 2030 is now 18 percent of GDP and not 2 percent. And
I gather, in specific response to my question, when I ask does the
Administration have a long-term plan for balancing the budget, the
answer is no.

Dr. RiVLlN. We have not put in this budget a long-term plan for

balancing the budget, but we want to work with the Congress on
the problems that are driving expenditures upward. The most im-
portant problem is that of raising health care costs.

Senator Grassley [presiding]. Senator Abraham?
Senator Abraham. Thank you very much.
Dr. Rivlin, I wanted to focus on just the size of the deficit. My

understanding is that when we talk about the numbers, the $190
billion deficit, that does not calculate in—or, rather, it includes the
surplus generated by Social Security; is that correct?

Dr. Rivlin. That is correct.
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Senator Abraham. About what is that number for the time frame
that is involved in the 5 years here?

Dr. RiVLlN. Well, in 1996, the off-budget surplus, which is mostly
Social Security, is $65 billion. For the 5 years
Senator Abraham. Roughly.
Dr. RiVLiN. I do not have an exact total on that, but it is

Senator Abraham. It gets larger; correct?

Dr. RiVLiN. It grows. Somebody can calculate this, but it's rough-
ly $395 billion over 5 years.

Senator Abraham. I also was looking at the CBO's projections
beyond for the next couple of years, the sixth and seventh year,

and it looks to me like it continues to rise for at least the foresee-

able future. I know there is a point we have been
Dr. RiVLlN. It depends how far you can foresee. It begins coming

down again.

Senator Abraham. Right, it begins to come down.
By my calculation, just looking at the CBO numbers, it looks like

that in the next 7 years that total will actually—their projection is

somewhere over $600 billion over a 7-year period because it keeps
getting larger, as you point out.

My question is this: If we were to take Social Security completely
out of the calculus, it would mean that the budget deficit for the
period of time that we are talking about would be increased by
some $600 billion.

Dr. RiVLlN. Right.

Senator Abraham. Assuming that we took Social Security—and
some are advocating, as you may know, in the discussion about the
balajiced budget amendment that we simply would exclude it fi"om

the calculus. If you assume that you would also pay the interest

on the National debt, which we will do, I am wondering what per-
centage cut or reduction in the remaining portions of the budget
would be required, roughly, over this period of time of 5, 6, 7 years
to actually have a balanced budget? Do you have an estimate
there?
We are being told, right now, as you know, in the balanced budg-

et amendment debate that, including Social Security but not cut-

ting it, we would have to cut the other areas 30 percent or so. But
if you take Social Security

Dr. RrvLlN. That is right. But if you were to take Social Security
out of the budget calculation and try to balance the budget, then
the cuts would have to be even larger.

Senator Abraham. They would have to be more like 40 or 50 per-
cent.

Dr. RrvLlN. Right.
Senator Abraham. Is that correct?

Dr. RrvLiN. Yes; I think they would have to be around 40 per-

cent. We could check on that number.
Senator Abraham. OK Well, I would be interested in it because

we are being told, I think, you know, that the cuts would have to

be draconigm to bring us into balance by people who say: But I

would support a balanced budget amendment if we simply take So-
cial Security out of it. It seems to me if we take Social Security,
the surplus out, the advocates who are on the one hand condemn-
ing draconian cuts but saying they are for a balanced budget
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amendment without Social Security would be talking about an even
larger amount of cuts. Is that correct?

Dr. RiVLlN. That is correct. Balancing the budget is difficult. The
Administration, as you know, opposes putting a balanced budget
amendment
Senator Abraham. Right, and I am not asking you to change that

position.

Dr. RrvLlN. But either way, balancing the budget is a difficult

proposition. If you leave Social Security in as part of the calcula-

tion and exempt it from cuts you have to cut everything else by a
large amount. If you take Social Security out of the calculation, you
have to cut everything else by a much larger amount.
Senator Abraham. Right. Well, that is the point I guess I wanted

to establish, Mr. Chairman, because I have been having a hard
time understanding how you can reconcile the removal of Social Se-

curity from the calculus in terms of the surplus and say I am for

a balanced budget amendment, and at the same time be critical of

the kinds of cuts that would be required if it is included. Because
if you exclude it, the cuts that would be called for would be even
far greater, and it seems to me that there is a real inconsistency
there.

I just wanted to ascertain that my calculation of that difference

is correct. That really was the question I wanted to get at. Thank
you very much.

Senator Grassley. Senator Boxer?
Senator Boxer. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you. Sen-

ator Exon, for your time.

Senator ExoN. You are welcome.
Senator BoxER. I wanted to pick up on Senator Abraham's point,

but before I do that, I wanted to pick up on Senator Simon's point,

when he said he is worried about his grandchildren, he doesn't
think there ought to be any tax cuts at this time because of passing
on the deficit. And since I am going to be a grandmother

Dr. RiVLlN. Terrific. Welcome to the club.

Senator Boxer [continuing]. I think I can participate in this con-
versation in the context of that great event about to happen.
As I look at the middle-class tax cuts that the President is pro-

posing, they are very much pro-children, and I wanted to make
that point. It is a $500 per child tax credit for families with chil-

dren under 13. Is it incomes less than $75,000 or $100,000?
Dr. RrvLlN. The per child tax credit phases out between $60,000

and $70,000.
Senator Boxer. Up to $70,000.
Dr. RiVLlN. Right.
Senator Boxer. And then there is an expanded eligibility for

IRA's and penalty-free withdrawals for education, housing, and
medical needs, which, of course, could impact children, especially
the educational need; and then a deduction, as I understand it, for

up to $10,000 on post-secondary education and training expenses.
So I just wanted to put on the table that, in fact, this middle-class
tax cut is quite targeted, and I think it is a legitimate debate as
to whether or not it ought to be done. I personally would like to

see it happen.
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I would say that with 87 percent of these cuts going to famihes
with incomes under $100,000, this is clearly targeted at the middle
class; whereas, if you look at the Republican tax cuts that they
have proposed, as I understand it, 46 percent of the tax cut goes
to families with incomes under $100,000, and you have, again, a
large amount going to those over $200,000. And, frankly, I think
it has been established that those folks, we are doing just fine, and
I would like to see us target an3^hing we do to the middle class.

And I hope the President will stand strong on that point, because
if he gets anything that rewards those wealthiest Americans at a
time when we are fighting these deficits, I think it would be a mis-
take to sign such a bill.

I also want to ask you this question. I am a little surprised to

hear Senator Abraham's talk which indicates to me something dif-

ferent than the Republicans voted for unanimously, which is that
they would not touch Social Security. During the unfunded man-
dates debate, we talked about removing Social Security from the
balanced budget amendment, which I strongly favor. It is a trust

fiind entrusted to us for those future retirees and present retirees.

And my colleagues on the Republican side were uncomfortable vot-

ing on that, so they had a substitute that said they would not touch
Social Security. Now Senator Abraham indicates that if that is the
case, it would put greater emphasis on everything else.

I just want to make this point and then ask you this question.

As I understand the Republicans' position—and I have written a
letter to every Republican in the leadership who supports the bal-

anced budget amendment, and I wrote many weeks ago. I have yet
to receive an answer.
Show us your budget. You have shown it. You have been honest.

You said, look, we can't get at the deficit without destroying the
economy—rather, to balance without destroying the economy and
health care is the key. You have laid it out. Some people are criti-

cizing that on both sides of the aisle. That is a fair debate. But you
have put your cards on the table. They refuse to put their cards
on the table. I have yet to receive one response.
Now, as I understand it, defense is off the table with them. As

a matter of fact, they in the contract want to increase spending.
There is a whole new Star Wars Program and all that, even though
we are spending between 2 and 5 times more than all our potential
enemies combined.
So defense is off the table. They may even raise it. Social Secu-

rity is off the table, I assume, even with Senator Abraham's com-
ments, and I don't want to take them out of context. They have
said Social Security is off the table.

They certainly can't control the interest up front. Eventually, the
interest costs will come down. And they have a $700 billion tax
proposal over a 10-year time frame.

I am asking you, with your experience and that situation that I

have enunciated, all those things off the table plus a $700 billion

tax cut, tell me what America is going to look like with a balanced
budget.

Dr. RrvLlN. America would look very different. Under the sce-

nario you described, we would have to make very drastic cuts in
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everything else. National parks, children's programs. All of the
things we care about would have to be cut by more than a third.

Senator Boxer. Thank you very much, Dr. Rivlin.

Senator Grassley. It is my turn now, so I am going to make
some reaction to the point that the Administration is trying to

make about cutting the deficit in half.

First of all, for you. Dr. Rivlin, I think I know you well enough,
over more than a decade now, to have a high degree of confidence
that you desire to make Government smaller and more effective,

and I think that includes bringing down the deficit. But I also real-

ize your position in the White House, and it is not always easy to

prevail against politics as usual. Nonetheless, let me commend you
for what you have stood for for a long period of time during your
lifetime of Government service.

Having said that, though, I don't intend to be so charitable with
the position of the Administration as a whole. I am taken aback,
quite frankly, by the Administration's defense of its deficit numbers
in regard to the President's promise in the election that he was
going to cut the deficit by half. Instead, I think you are being too

cute by half, and I don't mean you personally. I mean the Adminis-
tration.

The promise to the American people was to cut the absolute
number in half, as I understand that during the campaign. Wheth-
er it was stated that way or not, no one outside the Beltway knows
what deficits are as a percentage of GDP. So I think that is simply
a disingenuous argument.
So I think there is a trust factor that comes in here, and I want

to say a word about deficits. The White House had been complain-
ing that they weren't getting credit for deficit reduction. I referred
to that yesterday when the Secretary of Treasury was here. And,
of course, huge deficit numbers aren't really understood by the av-
erage American. But it is not so much the size of the deficits that
is important to the people. What really is important to them is

whether elected officials keep their promise.
You may not have gotten credit as an administration for deficit

reduction because the public perceives that this Administration
doesn't keep its promises, and this is one example.
Now with this argument here that you have cut it in half as a

percentage of gross national product, it seems to me that you have
broken yet another one. The public can see what is being done.
They see that you are kind of doing a soft-shoe routine around the
President's campaign promise. They see, I think, a bait and switch.
And suddenly, without cutting the deficit, somehow it is just cut in
half, and that is because you changed the rules of the game in mid-
stream using now, instead of absolute number, using a percent of
the gross national product, instead of actual numbers, which I

think it should be.

So before I ask my first question, I just simply want to say that
and hope that you will take that message back to the White House,
because somehow, deep down in your heart, I don't think that this

meets your own personal goals for what you would like to accom-
plish.

Now, you would expect a person from a State like mine to bring
up about agriculture.
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Dr. RiVLiN. I would.
Senator Grassley. Before I bring up about agriculture, I want

to make it clear. I have never said during this entire session or the
last year's debate on it that agriculture can be a sacred cow, that
agriculture doesn't have to have a proportionate cut. But the 1990
and 1993 budget agreements, one was a Republican, one was a
Democrat, I think it treated agriculture unfairly from the propor-
tionate standpoint.
Now, I know that the Administration is not proposing cuts in the

first 2 years in this budget that you sent up here. But you are say-

ing that there are going to have to be dramatic cuts in the out-

years, something like $11 billion, I think, down to $7 billion or

something like that. The Administration hasn't said where those
cuts must come.
Now, here is sort of another disingenuous approach to the Ad-

ministration. They say that we Republicans are supposed to show
where we are going to cut the budget by the year 2002 if we are
going to pass the constitutional amendment. Here the Administra-
tion, just on a little part of the budget, just the agriculture part,

less than 1 percent, you can't tell us where you are going to cut

the agriculture programs for the third, fourth, and fifth year.

Where are you going to get the money?
Dr. RiVLIN. As you know. Senator Grassley, the Congress will be

reauthorizing the farm bill this year. We want to work with the

Congress on the farm bill, as administrations always do. But farm
bills are written up here. They aren't written in the Department
of Agriculture. There is usually a lot of back and forth, and there

probably will be with this reauthorization.

We didn't want to prejudge the farm bill, and what we did was
put into the budget for the years 1998 through 2000 a saving of

$500 million a year, or $1.5 billion for the 3 years. We thought that

was a reasonable estimate of what the Congress and the Adminis-
tration, working together, could come up with in the way of a new
farm bill. We want to work with you on this piece of legislation.

We don't think that $1.5 billion for 3 years is a high estimate.

It is a low estimate, actually. But that is the estimate we want to

work on.

Nineteen ninty-eight isn't here yet. This doesn't affect the 1996
budget. Frankly, we didn't want to get out ahead of the Congress
and prejudge the discussion on the farm bill. So we just put a rea-

sonable estimate in there and said we will work with you in the

outyears.

Senator Grassley. We Republicans want to work with you on
getting to a balanced budget by the year 2002, but that has not

—

it is all on our shoulders as far as the White House is concerned.

Senator Dodd?
Senator ExON. I beg your pardon, Mr. Chairman. I believe that

this member
Senator Grassley. Well, I was just going by this. Sorry.

Senator ExoN. Were you here before I was. Senator Dodd?
Senator Grassley. Senator Exon, it doesn't matter how you han-

dle things on that side. If you want the floor, you can have it.

Senator Dodd. Why don't you go ahead, Jim? I will wait.
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Senator EXON. I thought that I was trying to be fair and reason-
able by recognizing the people on this side who preceded me here.

Senator DODD. I came in after you, Jim.
Senator ExON. Thank you.
Senator Grassley. I stand corrected. You do not have a number

by your name, and so you probably are right.

Senator ExoN. I am always right. [Laughter.]

Senator GRASSLEY. I stand corrected.

Senator DODD. No, no. You are never in doubt. Sometimes you
are right. [Laughter.]

Senator Grassley. I am very sorry, Jim.
Senator ExON. I am sure the Chairman of the Democratic Party

would not indicate that one of his members was not always right.

We ought to establish that for the record.

Let me ask, Mr. Chairman, that my full statement be incor-

porated into the record as if read.

Senator GRASSLEY. It will be. Senator Exon.
[The prepared statement of Senator Exon follows:]

Opening Statement of Senator James J. Exon

I too want to welcome Dr. Rivlin back to the Budget Committee for your second

appearance this year. I always look forward with great interest to your testimony
and today is no exception.

Dr. Rivlin, we have a lot of ground to cover this morning so I will limit myself
to a few observations on the President's budget that was released on Monday.

First, i commend you and the President for the progress you have made during
the past 2 years to reduce the deficit. Between 1993 and 1998, deficits have declined

by $638 billion. Measured as a share of the total economy, deficits will decline to

2.1 percent in the years 2000—the lowest since 1979. Indeed, if the interest costs

associated with the Reagan-Bush deficits were excluded from the deficit, the budget
would nearly achieve balance in 1996.

Dr. Rivlin, you and I know that it has been an uphill battle to cut spending and
reduce the deficit. Unfortunately, we appear to be losing traction with this budget.
As much as I appreciate the Administration's past eflForts to reduce the deficit,

I find this budget to be wanting. I had hoped that the Administration would build
even further on the fiscal discipline of the 1993 Reconciliation Budget Act. I won't
hide my disappointment that there isn't more deficit reduction. I won't disguise my
hope that you will jettison the tax cut.

A few weeks ago. Dr. Reischauer came before this committee and told us in no
uncertain terms that to balance the budget by the year 2002, we will have to make
$1.2 trillion in savings.
However, that was without any of the ill-advised tax cuts that have been bandied

about recently. In the President's proposed budget, we start out with $144 billion

in deficit reduction over 5 years. But then we lose $63 billion through the tax break,
leaving us with only $81 billion in deficit reduction. Dr. Rivlin, we're heading in the
wrong direction!

The Republican tax breaks are worse—$133 billion worse than anything proposed
here. I am all for a tax break for our hard-working middle class, but first tnings
first. Moreover, we should not pay for tax cuts with cuts in annual spending bills.

This does not conform with the law, and does not make common sense.
Dr. Rivlin, I believe that there is a lot to praise in this budget, but I fear that

we have lost sight of the prize: Balancing The Budget. It bears repeating Dr. Green-
span's warning to the committee: "Deficit reduction should be our primary goal,

even though we all like tax cuts down the line."

Dr. Rivlin, I hope that you will take my comments in the spirit they are given.

I believe that there is much good work here. I also believe that there is room for

improvement. It is my highest hope that we will be able to work together—Demo-
crats and Republicans—to craft a final budget that addresses all of our concerns.

Senator Exon. I appeal again today for not so much rhetoric and
talk, but for getting down to the situation at hand. I would simply
point out that with all of the talk and charges on both sides of the
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aisle on this issue, we have got to do something more than we have
done about balancing the budget in the future. We have been talk-

ing about it for a long, long time, and I will get into that in just
a moment to cite a little bit of history.

Let me simply say that all of this talk about the failure of the
Administration to come up with more deficit reduction and possibly
not being very reasonable with their tax cut proposals, which I

don't think the Administration has, the only thing I would say by
comparison, as badly as I think the Administration has done with
regard to reducing the deficit, they have not been nearly as irre-

sponsible as the Republican efforts to have tax reduction.

I would simply cite for the record—and I think it is accurate

—

that the Joint Tax Committee just delivered their estimate of the
10-year costs of the tax cuts in the Contract With America, which
is not a Democratic initiative. They estimate that the contract will

worsen the deficit by $704 billion over the next 10 years, 1995-
2005. So when we talk about how irresponsible the Administration
has been, when we put that in comparison with what is proposed

—

those who signed the Contract With America should be asked by
the press to live up to their commitments as some people here on
this committee are saying that the Administration has broken their

commitment, broken their promises.
Breaking commitments and promises is not the unique situation

with regard to either Democrats or Republicans in either the House
or the United States Senate.

Let me talk about history a little bit to try and sum up where
I think we are coming from. In the first instance, I see that there

is a gradual shift to the concept of balancing the budget, not by
balancing the budget in real terms dollar-wise, but to somehow fi-

nesse it to something else called a percentage of the gross domestic
product.
Now, I think there are legitimate arguments on both sides of

that. I simply say, though, that I am somewhat suspect, as we go
through this process, to say we are going to change the rules of the

game while the game is in process.

I am reminded of a traditional football analogy from my State of

Nebraska. Nebraska has traditionally been a team that takes the

ball down the field 10 yards at a time; you know, first and 10, do
it again, first and 10, do it again.

It seems to me that we must concede that if we are going to

change the definition of a balanced budget, Nebraska would be
much benefited if we could do that in football. First and 10, to the

50-yard line, then the closer we get to the opponent's goal, it would
be first and 7, and then first and 6. And then when we get down
to the 1-yard line, it would be first and 1.

It seems to me that if we are going to have moving targets on
what our goals are, we are never going to reach the goal. The dif-

ficulty of that can best be described, I think, by looking back into

history.

In 1979 or 1980, you were there. Director Rivlin, Senator Domen-
ici was there, I suspect that Senator Grassley was there, I was
there. Senator Rollings was there. I don't know of anybody else on
this side of the aisle that was there, then, but I simply say that

we all were called down to the White House, and there was a grand
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problem with the fact that we were going to bust through $70 bil-

lion in deficits for that year, and we were approaching the place
where we might go over the $1 trillion amount in total borrowing
of the Federal Government.

I am wondering if you remember that time, Alice.

Dr. RiVLiN. I do. Senator.
Senator ExON. I am sure you do. I simply bring this up to show

how far we have been behind the curve. It was a calamity at that
time. I remember very well that the chairman of the committee at

that time was Senator Muskie, and we had the distinguished gen-
tleman from the State of Oklahoma, Henry Bellmon, who was
ranking. We were all together. I was a new member of the commit-
tee at that time, and I was shocked and amazed.

I simply bring that up because if we were shocked and amazed
then, then why wouldn't we be shocked and amazed now? That is

why I happen to think, with regrets, that we have to have a bal-

anced budget amendment to the Constitution in some workable
form. We have proven without any question over the last 14 years,

Democrats and Republicans alike, that we do not have the will to

do what is necessary, despite what I think are some improvements
made by the Administration.
Do you remember that time? And would you not agree with me

that we certainly have not accomplished very much in the last 14
years, and that we have got to have more discipline than, obvi-

ously, we have demonstrated both as Democrats and Republicans?
Dr. RiVLlN. I agree with that. Senator, and so does the President.

We need more discipline and fiscal responsibility. We believe that
we have taken a major step forward on deficit reduction, but we
don't believe it is enough.

Let me make three points about the goal of balancing the budget,
if I may, in answer both to you and Senator Grassley. I don't think
we are moving the goalpost, but we started in a deep hole. The
deficits run up in the 12 years between 1980 and 1992 put us in

a deep hole. If we were not pajdng the interest on that debt that
ran up in those 12 years, the budget would be in balance now.
But that is history. We have to deal with it.

The Clinton administration came into office facing a deficit that
was out of control in every sense. We knew we had to get it under
control.

Let me address the President's campaign statement about cut-
ting the deficit in half. He didn't say exactly what that statement
meant, but let me give you two possible interpretations.

First, we need to ask some key questions. What would the deficit

have been if we hadn't done something? Where was the deficit

headed? By our calculations, the pre-OBRA 1993 baseline, would
have given us a deficit of $387.7 billion in 1998. The budget that
we are proposing would cut that 1998 deficit figure in half.

Nineteen ninety-eight is a year later than 1997. Maybe 4 years
meant 1997. But we certainly will have cut the projected deficit in
half by 1998.

Second, to use a different calculation, we have brought the actual
deficit down as a percentage of the gross domestic product. That is

a real measure. As a percentage of GDP, the deficit will have de-
clined from almost 5 percent (4.9) in 1992 to half of that amount
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(2.4) by 1998. While we may be a year late, We have made major
progress. We all have to make more progress.
Chairman DoMENici [presiding]. Senator Gregg, you are next.
Senator GREGG. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Director Rivlin, you wrote an excellent memo, which I congratu-

lated you for at the time, which received a fair amount of notoriety
back in October.

Dr. Rivlin. It did.

Senator Gregg. I felt it was the type of initiative that we needed
to see, and I felt that if we are going to be successful, these initia-

tives need to be bipartisan. And even though we were in the middle
of an election cycle, I was perfectly happy to say you had the cour-
age to come forward and point out the issues.

That memo, which was entitled "Big Choices," listed a whole se-

ries of things that needed to be done to get the deficit under con-
trol, and you argued that getting the deficit under control was very
significant and very important.
You listed in the entitlement area COLA reductions. You listed

in the entitlement area cap proposals for medicare, cap proposals
that might have impacted Social Security, although not necessarily.

You listed income-related proposals in the entitlement area that
would have affected people's—which would have tied the amount of

benefits which people receive under entitlements to their amount
of income, so that high-income people wouldn't be subsidized by
moderate-income people who are out there working.
You listed a whole series of specific cuts which would have im-

pacted the health care accounts in the entitlement area. In addi-

tion, you put forward some proposals for outyear reform of Social

Security so that people under age 50 would have to retire at a later

age. I believe you put forward enough so that you actually had the
Social Security System realizing actuarial balance in the outyears,

something which it is not in right now. It is going to be a disaster.

In the year 2015 we essentially go bankrupt as a nation if Social

Security goes down due to demographics.
All of those entitlement initiatives, which were entitled "Big

Choices" and which I strongly congratulate you for having the cour-

age to come forward with, not one of those choices, not one of those
big choices is included in this budget.

Dr. Rivlin. I didn't check the Hst, but first

Senator Gregg. Well, the list is here, and I can give you a copy
of it. But the entitlement list is not in the budget, is it?

Dr. Rivlin. Let me make clear what the memo was. The job of

a budget director is to keep the President informed about the prob-
lems facing the country, both in the short run and long run. The
budget director is also suppose to keep the President informed
about the options that are available to solve these problems. I

wasn't making recommendations in that memo, as the memo itself

makes very clear. I was merely putting before the President, as I

thought was part of my job, some of the options that were being
talked about for bringing long-run problems—like the long-run im-
balance in Social Security and the Medicare Trust Fund problem

—

under control. I did this to keep the President apprised of what
was being talked about.
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Senator Gregg. I congratulate you for that, but my question is

very specific. The proposals which you outlined in this which were
defined as big choices, none of those big choices was undertaken in
this budget.

Dr. RiVLlN. What we have not done in this budget is cut entitle-

ment programs. We have not raised taxes, and we have not cut
major entitlement programs. Social Security and medicare are not
cut in this budget.
That does not mean we don't understand that there is a problem

of long-run growth in entitlements. Everybody knows that there is.

With respect to the most rapidly growing entitlements, medicare
and medicaid, we have made very clear that we want to work on
those in the context of overall health care reform.

But you are correct. We have not cut major emtitlement pro-

grams in this budget. The Congress and the Administration must
face that issue together.

Senator Gregg. But you can't address the deficit issue unless
you address the entitlement issue. Is that not an accurate state-

ment?
Dr. RiVLlN. No, I don't think that is correct

Senator Gregg. You can do it through
Dr. RiVLlN. We think we have addressed the deficit issue. We

have not put forward a plan for long-run balance. To achieve long-

run balance, one has to reform the most rapidly growing entitle-

ment programs—namely, health care.

Senator Gregg. Now, there is one item in this budget, however,
that might impact medicare, and I don't think it ha been explained,
so I would like your explanation of it.

As I read this budget, you engender a pay-go sequester, and that
sequester would have to be applied to mandatory accounts and
would lead to an entitlement—would lead potentially to a reduction
in medicare account spending.

Dr. RiVLiN. I don't think so. Senator. We need more explanation
of that.

Senator Gregg. You have got a $55 billion tax cut, but it is only
offset by $29 billion of mandatory savings.

Dr. RiVLlN. Oh, wait a minute
Senator Gregg. Cuts in mandatory accounts, which means you

have a gap there. As you know, under the pay-go provisions, you
have got to pay for tax cuts with mandatory savings.

Dr. RrvLlN. But we aren't paying for our tax cut with mandatory
savings at all. We are proposing to lower the discretionary caps.
We want to pay for the tax cut with discretionary savings and we
have more than enough to do that. We are proposing to lower the
caps and transfer the money to the pay-go account to pay for our
tax cut.

Senator Gregg. Is that appropriate under the present budgeting
process?

Dr. RiVLlN. We beheve it is.

Senator Gregg. It would take a law change.
Dr. RrvLiN. No; we believe it does not take a law change. We cer-

tainly want to work with the committee but we believe it is pos-
sible to do this under the current law.
Senator Gregg. Mr. Chairman?
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Chairman DoMENici. Yes, Senator?
Senator Gregg. I would appreciate it if we could get from our

staff an assessment of whether or not we are on the same wave-
length here, because I think there is a passing in the night here
of the philosophy of the way the law works.
Chairman DOMENICI. Yes.
Dr. RiVLlN. We certainly want to work with you on that. Our in-

tention is to do what we thought was permissible under the law.
But we intend to pay for the middle-class tax cut with cuts in dis-

cretionary spending—making the Government work better and cost

less.

Senator Gregg. But I think the way you do it, you engender a
sequester. That is the question.

Dr. RiVLlN. Well, we certainly all want to avoid that.

Chairman DOMENICI. Senator, might I just comment? I have
been informed by both minority and majority staff that what the
Administration says they are going to do is not doable under exist-

ing law. The law would have to be changed. That doesn't mean it

can't be changed, but
Dr. RiVLiN. If that is true, we would recommend changing the

law.
Chairman DOMENICI. You are finished, are you not?
Senator GREGG. Yes, I am.
Chairman DOMENICI. Your time is up.

Senator Gregg. My light is on. You were courteous to give me
a couple more seconds.
Chairman DOMENICI. Senator Dodd?
Senator DODD. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. Thank you,

Dr. Rivlin, for being here.

I would just make an observation. I appreciate the questioning
of you regarding a memo with a list of various ideas on how we
might deal with Federal spending. I think I was guilty, probably,

a few weeks ago of having some fun at my colleague from New
Hampshire's expense because of a similar list that ended up in the
public domain about a proposed series of ideas that one might
Senator Gregg. We hope you will join us in signing on.

Senator DODD. Well, I was told at the time that there were mere-
ly some ideas out there that we might examine and that it wasn't
really intended to be a specific list of cuts. Instead, it was really

meant to provoke thought as to what we might have to consider.

So I appreciate the fact that there was the memo that examined
some ideas.

I want to get to kind of a fundamental question here, it seems
to me. I think we seem to be circling each other on the notion of

what is really important at the end of the day. Is it deficits or is

it the economy of the country? Obviously, if the economy of the
country is doing well and deficits are still high, then there are

going to be those who are going to waint to focus on the problem
rather than on the information that indicates that, in fact, we are
doing better in a lot of areas.

It seems to me that what most people want to know at the end
of the day is how the economy is doing. The deficit plays a critical

role, it seems to me, in answering that question, but it is not the
only question that people are asking when the issue is raised. How
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will the economy be doing in the year 2002 or 2005 when constitu-
tional amendments may become operative or people want to use a
particular date to make some judgments?

Obviously, spending, taxes,and the growth of the economy all will

play into that decision. How is the economy doing? What does that
mean? Are people working? How is their confidence level? Are they
being educated? What are our interests I suppose, in all of that?

I want you to address that issue, because I think, it seems to me,
there are two legitimate questions. Is your end goal here is to

merely deal with the deficit issue or is it also to try and have a
strong and healthy economy?

I think there is some confusion in the minds of many people in

this country as to what is our responsibility here in Washington as
part of the Federal Government. Is it to strengthen the economy,
or is it merely to reduce deficits?

It seems to me that they need to be addressed in that context.

I wonder if I might just take whatever time remains to address
that more fundamental question.

Dr. RiVLlN. I would be happy to, and I do think it is the fun-

damental question. Senator.
We should have our eye on a strong and healthy economy. But

let me go beyond that, because the economy could be growing and
inside it other things could be happening.
The reason the President's budget emphasizes raising living

standards for all Americans is because we perceive that, although
the economy is growing—more jobs, more profits, and so forth—and
some people are doing very well, average Americans are not shar-
ing in the recovery. Ajid so what we have tried to do in this budget
is to say not only how can we have a strong and healthy economy,
but how can we be sure average working Americans share in recov-

ery, both now £ind in the future. That emphasis—on raising living

standards for all Americans—is what animates this budget.
The tax cut proposals, as I said earlier, are very much targeted

toward average working Americans, not rich people. The t£ix cut
proposals also help to move us toward the goal of helping people
get the education and training they need for the future. Our whole
budget aims to help average working Americans do better in the
future.

Bringing the deficit down further will also help raise living

standards, but it is not the only thing that will help.

Senator Dodd. I thank you for that.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Domenici. Thank you, Senator Dodd.
Senator Bond?
Senator Bond. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Rivlin, welcome. As others have said, I have great respect for

your ability as a budget director, but with Senator Gregg, I wish
that you had put together this budget, because it reflects, in my
view, a very cynical punt on the effort of cutting spending.
Let me focus with you today on what I think is the biggest man-

agement and budgetary disaster in the Federal Government. That
is the Department of Housing and Urban Development. We have
Eilready had several hearings in the Appropriations Subcommittee
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about the problems in that Department, and I think there is no
question that the functions of HUD are very important.
There has been talk about reinventing HUD and getting its fi-

nances under control, but nothing in the budget submitted gives
me any confidence that that has been done.
May I ask you when did 0MB receive the HUD budget proposal,

and in what detail did you receive it?

Dr. RrvLlN. I can't answer that question because we worked back
and forth with HUD. As you know, HUD was one of the agencies
we chose in December for accelerated reinvention. We already had
the HUD budget in December because all budgets were due into

0MB in September. But we had been working back and forth with
HUD en their budget submission.
We looked at the HUD budget submission and decided it wasn't

good enough. We then—and the Vice President was part of this

—

began work on an accelerated restructuring of HUD.
In early December, we went into crisis mode—Saturday meet-

ings, Sunday meetings, the whole bit—to work with HUD on re-

structuring their budget. On December 15th we announced the out-

line of the propos£ds that are done in more detail in the budget.

Senator Bond. Director, are you prepared to discuss the specific

items in the HUD budget, or is there someone on your staff who
would be helpful? Because in the second round of questions, I have
some real problems with this budget. Are you prepared to discuss

the major concepts?
Dr. RiVLlN. I am prepared to discuss the major concepts, and we

can certainly give you all the detail that you want.
Senator Bond. Let me say, following up on the analogy by my

good friend, the fan on the Number 1 Comhuskers—he has stepped
out. But as I look at that HUD budget, I see a double reverse,

where to halt spiraling costs, we consolidate 60 HUD programs, but
still come up with $1.7 billion extra in the name of greater effi-

ciency. We have a mouse trap block where we encourage budget
balancers to take on reduced terms Section 8 contracts, but then
we hit them with a $10.8 billion slug on renewal costs in fiscal year
1998. We have a drop kick where the Administration acknowledges
the spiraling costs of Federal housing programs, and at the same
time, we kick in an additional 50,000 units.

This is a version of the Statue of Liberty where you watch the
quarterback

Dr. RiVLiN. I am old enough to remember that.

Senator Bond. If you don't follow the ball, you wind up in trou-

ble.

Let me ask the big question
Dr. RiVLlN. Senator, I am a big football fan, but you have gone

beyond the limits of my knowledge with the mouse trap block.

[Laughter.]
Senator Bond. OK. Well, that is what happens when you sucker

punch with the 2-year contracts. I will explain it to you in football

terms later.

Dr. RiVLiN. OK.
Senator Bond. But let me ask, as my staff and I have tried to

make sense of this budget, at a time when there is a hard freeze

in discretionary spending, the budget that you present today, as we
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calculate it, has an overall increase over 5 years of $20.5 billion in
budget authority and $14 billion in outlay above the hard freeze.

Is that a fair characterization of the budget that you have pre-

sented?
Dr. RrvLlN. No, it is not a fair characterization of discretionary

spending. Are you talking about total spending?
Senator Bond. No. I am citing page 213 and 214 of this thing

called the budget. If you look on Table S-14, you see Housing and
Urban Development BA is $25.6 billion in 1995; it gets up as high
as $36 biUion in 1998. Fhp the page, you get outlays. It is $31 bil-

lion this year, and it drifts up to $33 £ind $35 billion. That, as we
calculate it, is $20 billion in BA and $14 billion in outlays.

Chairman DOMENICI. Above the freeze.

Senator Bond. Above the freeze. Above where we are right now.
Dr. RiVLlN. For HUD alone?
Senator Bond. Just for HUD alone.

Dr. RrvLlN. Well, that is correct. We aren't saying that we're

freezing discretionary spending in every department.
Senator Bond. But you are going to take that much out of other

programs?
Dr. RiVLiN. Yes; we believe that HUD needs to be restructured.

We don't believe that its mission is no longer important. We need
to aid cities; we need to find a better solution to low-income hous-
ing. But there are costs associated with making these improve-
ments.
We are restructuring HUD, which will save some money from

what we would have spent in the absence of restructuring. But the
numbers do reflect some increases. There are other increases in our
budget. We aren't putting a hard-freeze on everj^hing.

Senator Bond. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. In the next round, I

want to explore areas where I don't think you have fully accounted
for the costs.

Dr. RiVLlN. OK.
Chairman DOMENICI. Thank you very much. Senator.
Senator Lautenberg?
Senator Lautenberg. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Rivlin, thanks for the endorsement for Governor, but I am se-

cure here for the next 6 years.

Dr. Rivlin. I'm glad to hear that.

Senator Lautenberg. I want to ask you to just review a scenario
and see if you were designing a brand new fiscal program for our
Nation whether you would recommend having an annual deficit as
a percentage of GDP as an ideal. Or would you rather view it in

absolute terms and not discuss it in terms of the ratio of the deficit

vis-a-vis the GDP?
Dr. Rivlin. I think I would always want to view the deficit and

the debt in the context of the whole economy. There is no absolute
right number. If you are comparing the economies of two countries
and you say what is the deficit in one of the countries, you need
to know about the size of that country's economy to determine
whether the deficit is a problem.
As an economist, I would always prefer to look at the deficit in

the context of the whole economy.
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Senator Lautenberg. So you are satisfied to use this as a meas-
ure as opposed to—because the debate that is going on around here
and around the country right now is whether or not there has been
a change in structure such that instead of looking at a zero deficit

1 day off in the future—and I am incUned to agree that we can
achieve that in the near term—whether this serves efficiently as a
yardstick for where we would like to be.

Dr. RiVLlN. Where we would like to be depends on a lot of things.
It depends on what is happening to the economy, and on what you
would have to do to get to a particular goal.

Senator Lautenberg. So is the answer yes
Dr. RiVLlN. I don't believe that the budget deficit has to be zero

in every year. That is why I am opposed to a balanced budget
amendment. I don't think it would be good for the economy to write
into the Constitution, or even into legislation, a provision that re-

quired us to achieve balance in every year.
That doesn't mean, however, that I am against bringing the defi-

cit down. I think we should bring the deficit down.
Senator Lautenberg. We have heard football terminology

thrown around here fairly actively, and one of the questions that
I would like to put to you now may be charged on the field as pull-

ing the face mask. And I would like to unmask this thing for just
a moment and ask you whether or not you think it is important
that our fi^ends on the other side proposing their answer to budget
deficit reduction ought to be specific. We have heard little about
whose benefits the Republicans would cut and whose taxes they
would increase, what happens with Social Security, whether pay-
roll taxes for ordinary Americans will go up. And I don't want to

ask you to be the moral judge here, but what happens if we give
the middle-class tax cut as contrasted to reductions in capital gains
tax, et cetera, taxes that apply, let's say, to the higher income
group in our country? What happens to the economy as a result of
those kinds of reductions, either middle-class versus a capital gains
or tax reductions for the wealthier individuals?

Dr. RiVLlN. I think there are two important points about our ver-

sion of the middle-class tax cut. I believe Senator Boxer discussed
them earlier. First, our t£ix cut is smaller than the Contract's pro-

posed tax cut; it doesn't grow as rapidly in the outyears. Second,
our tax cut is much more targeted to benefit average people and
children.

If we were to go with the Contracts proposed tax cuts, one con-
sequence would be an income shift toward upper-income people.
The Contracts tax cuts would benefit high-income people. They also

grow much more rapidly in the outyears. Paying for the Contract's
tax cuts would require much bigger cuts in other spending than the
cuts that would be required to pay for our middle-class tax cut.

Senator Lautenberg. Mr. Chairman, I assume that we will be
able to submit questions for the record.
Chairman DOMENICI. Of course.

Senator LAUTENBERG. That is what I would like to do with the
remainder.
Chairman DOMENICI. Thank you very much. Senator.
Senator Snowe?
Senator Snowe. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Dr. Rivlin, the refrain from the Administration has been that,

well, Republicans haven't offered specifics. You were quoted in yes-
terday's Washington Post as saying, "We haven't seen anything
yet," from Republicans. But I served on the House Budget Commit-
tee the last 2 years.

Dr. RrvLiN, Yes, I remember.
Senator Snowe. And we offered a specific plan in terms of deficit

reduction. We were challenged to offer specific line item reductions,
which we did, in the form of the Kasich plan that provided for $435
billion in specific spending reduction.

The Administration chose not to support that plan. In fact, the
Administration chose to increase taxes as a way of reducing the
deficit.

The following year, we also provided a specific spending reduc-
tion plan, and that was also defeated. In the interim, of course, the
Penny-Kasich plan was offered on the floor for $100 billion in spe-

cific deficit reduction in terms of line item spending cuts. The Ad-
ministration lobbied against that package, and it was defeated by
a handful of votes.

I think the point of all of this is we have a different approach.
We wanted to reduce spending to make some structural changes in

the Federal budget because we see it as the only means by which
we are going to control future Federal spending and ultimately the
deficit.

As I look at what the Administration has done in terms of actual

spending cuts thus far, before this plan was submitted, it amounts
to only $88 billion in spending cuts out of a $1.6 trillion budget
based on CBO's calculations. If you multiply that savings over 5
years—it is infinitesimal relative to the total amount of spending
that will occur during that period of time. There is no way we can
control the Federal deficit under that scenario. That is why the Ad-
ministration is accepting the economic status quo.

Now, under the President's budget that has just been submitted,
we are talking about $81 billion specifically for deficit reduction
over 5 years.

The real issue is, if we are going to get serious about deficit re-

duction, the Administration's plan doesn't represent a serious ap-
proach to actually to achieving it. Recently, the CBO upwardly
recalculated the deficit by $25 billion each year for the next 5
years. Even under a hard freeze, they calculate a deficit of $243 bil-

lion in the year 2000. With your sort of so-called—I guess "soft

freeze" you would call it—^you calculate a deficit of $194 billion in

the year 2000.
So that is the bottom-line problem here. The tax increases of

1993 didn't even get the revenues the Administration projected,

and that accounts for some of the partial increase in the deficit. So
what we are talking about is getting serious about cutting some
spending.
Now, we have offered spending cuts. The Administration has not

chosen to accept those spending cuts in the past.
Dr. RrvLlN. But now you are in charge. Senator, and you can

weigh in and pass those spending cuts. I testified yesterday be-
fore
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Senator Snowe. Well, do you mean the Administration wasn't
willing to work with us because we weren't in charge, that we
didn't have the majority? It shouldn't have mattered.

Dr. RiVLlN. We had a deficit reduction plan which we have no
apologies for. Spending cuts made up half of the plan and it has
been extremely successful. That is why the deficit has come down.
While we did not support the Penny-Kasich bill, you will find

many of its spending cut proposals in our budget. There is a lot of
commonality between the deficit reduction and spending cut pro-

posals that we have in our budget, and some of those on the Penny-
Kasich list.

I testified before Chairman Kasich yesterday. He was asked
when he would put his list of spending cuts on the table. I think
the answer was April or May. We are very eager to see it.

Senator Snowe. We will be providing our own budget package,
but that was the line last time: "Provide us with our spending
cuts." So we did, but they weren't accepted. In fact, they were re-

jected. So it shouldn't have mattered whether or not we were con-

trolling the House or the Senate. It should have mattered to control

the deficit. And that was through
Dr. RiVLiN. We did control the deficit.

Senator Snowe [continuing]. Spending cuts because I think it

would have made a difference in the ultimate picture. Because, ac-

cording to CBO, the deficit picture is still growing. It may decline

slightly in some of the out-years and then it goes back up. That is

a fact. That is the problem that we are facing. And I think the Ad-
ministration's package does accept the economic status quo, and,
believe me, we did support some hard cuts. I heard about it in my
last campaign. So to dismiss those is rather frustrating, given the
fact we worked very hard on a specific line item package of spend-
ing cuts. And if the Administration had worked with us on that
issue, we would have seen a different deficit picture in the out-

years.

Dr. RrvLlN. Well, as the President likes to say, would have been,
could have been, should have been. We are here now in 1995. We
are not dismissing anjrthing. We have put a package on the table

that keeps the deficit under control and offers very specific cuts.

We are very eager to see your package. We haven't seen it yet.

Chairman DOMENICI. Thank you. Senator Snowe.
Senator Hollings?
Senator Hollings. Right to the point, I am reading from the

budget itself 10 pages of program consolidations, program elimi-

nations, and program reductions. There are some 131 killed and
271 consolidated all in all. I am seriously opposed to several of

them, but I think that is a serious attempt to try to cut spending.
Now, when you come to the promises made, the distinguished

witness says that the Chairman of the House Budget Committee
says April. No, no. He said in January, and I quote on December
18, "In January, I am going to bring to the floor a revised budget
resolution." They could have cared less what you had in mind or

what President Clinton had in mind.
In fact, he said we will provide the spending savings. We already

have outlined them in the menu list. We already have two or three
budgets. Then we are going to put the move on the glide path to
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zero, but first we are going to take the savings by cutting spending
first, and we are going to put them in the bank so nobody across
this country, nobody on Main Street, no one on Wall Street is going
to think that what we are going to do, whether we are going to give
out the goodies without cutting the Government first. We are going
to put them in a lock box. There's a lock box. I got it. [Laughter.]

I opened the lock box, and what have they got in here? Social Se-
curity lOU's to the tune of $500 billion. There, that is their lock
box.

April? Don't give me April. Give me January. They didn't care
what you had, and they are miffed that you didn't put in medicare
and medicaid cuts further.

Now, you made the good college try. They ridiculed the President
and the First Lady in trying to get health reform where they in-

cluded medicare and medicaid tax cuts. So they got it their way,
and they got to the election, and they won it. And they got the Su-
preme Court, they got the House of Representatives, they got the
United States Senate, and let's get going with the Government.
You all got the Government. The poor President is trying his best,

but you got the bills over here. He doesn't introduce any bills.

I am waiting on the Kasich lock box that he is going to put those
spending cuts in December, and the Contract With America that he
continues to talk to.

But right to the point, Dr. Rivlin, 20 years ago you and I started
on this path, and if I had to write the history of the budget, I

would answer in one line. Dr. Alice Rivlin at CBO gave integrity

and credibility to the budget process heading up the CBO.
I am a little dismayed to see you in contravention of CBO prac-

tices. I think Senator Gregg is right. Under the Budget Act, to off-

set tax cuts you have got to have t£ix increases or entitlement cuts.

And you used discretionary cuts. There is a point of order under
the Budget Act.

With respect to medicare and medicaid outlays, you use a figure
of $50 billion less than CBO. The caps you have raised by 3 per-
cent. CBO says no. You have used asset sales as receipts, which
CBO says no.

Now, you haven't made the reputation of CBO where Repub-
licans and Democrats both around here said let's get with CBO,
let's stick with CBO, don't go over there and violate CBO. What is

your response?
Dr. Rivlin. While I have great respect for CBO, we have not al-

ways agreed on every detail. You have mentioned several areas in
which we differ.

With respect to the use of discretionary savings to offset the cost
of the tax cut, we want to work with the committee, and with the
House side, to make sure that the law is changed if it requires
change. We have been very clear with what we are proposing. As
we interpret it, the law does not need to be changed. But there
could be differences on that.

With respect to the cap adjustment, I have already discussed
that with the Chairman. We simply read the law differently than
the CBO. We thought the law required that we adjust the caps for
changes in the inflation estimates since 1993. We did that and are
prepared to defend our action.
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There are always some differences in outyear calculations. The
biggest one between the Administration and CBO at the moment
is, as you point out, on the rate of growth for medicare and medic-
aid. Everyone agrees that medicare and medicaid are growing too

rapidly. This year we made a downward adjustment in our outyear
estimates, as we have in past years, because the growth rates for

medicare and medicaid, while very high, has slowed down due to

changes in the economy.
We adjusted our outyear growth rate for medicare and medicaid

from about 10.5 to about 9.1 percent per year. That is still a high
rate of growth. CBO's growth rates are a little higher. We are bas-

ing our estimates on information from the actuaries in HHS. They
are very experienced people, long term professionals. The HHS ac-

tuaries make these calculations every year and we use their esti-

mates. CBO has a history of following our revisions on this but
they are not quite there yet.

Senator Hollings. I appreciate you listing the 10 pages of cuts

there in your budget. The Contract With America's cuts that were
supposed to be in here by January has got nothing but Social Secu-
rity lOUs. That is all it has got. Where are the cuts? I am waiting

for them. It is February 8.

Chairman DOMENICI. And ticking.

Senator Hollings. And ticking. And we cannot wait till April.

Chairman DOMENICL Senator Murray, you are going to be next.

I just want to make a report to the committee and staff here, if you
would please take this to your members. We are going to have a
markup next Tuesday afternoon on line item veto. Now I am going
to call around and see if I can adjust it to be—if many of you can
meet at 3 o'clock and not so many at 2 o'clock, we will do some ad-

justing. I do not think we need more than a couple of hours. And
everybody is going to be nice and loving anywhere. Senator Gorton,
because it is Valentine's Day, right? You are going to be very nice,

are you not. Senator Boxer?
Senator BoxER. I am thinking about it. [Laughter.]

Chairman DOMENICL Good.
Senator BoXER. Depends on what is in that box.

Chairman DOMENICL Depends on what somebody says over here,

right?

Senator Murray.
Senator Murray. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. We will at least

wear red.

I thank you, and Dr. Rivlin, it is good to see you here today. It

is always difficult to follow Senator Hollings. Maybe I should just

say amen and pass the mike.
But it is disturbing to me as I listen to the debate in Congress.

The talk today is deficit reduction. I think we all agree we need
to reduce the deficit. But I think the question Senator Dodd posed
is very critical: should we looking at how we make our economy
strong for the future, or should we only have the discussion in the
Congress about budget deficit? I appreciate the budget that you
have put before us because I do think it does talk again to invest-

ing in people. Certainly Federal spending is one way to improve
people's standard-of-living, especially in my region where we have
been affected greatly in our natural resource areas.
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I do have some specific questions. But we are talking more gen-
erally today, so I will submit them to you, specifically on our tim-
ber package. We are trying to get people back to work in the timber
communities. In the salmon crisis, we have a serious decline in

stock. People fi*om my region have had to spend a great deal of
money to restore stock, and I want to submit a question about cost

sharing with the Federal Government.
But we are more in a general mode here so let me just ask you

in general terms about block grants. I feel a trend coming at us
which we are trying to move towards block-grant spending. It

sounds fair and it sounds like the right way to work, but I am con-

cerned about it when I look at the budget. For example, HUD has
proposed eliminating its special purpose grants. I know in my home
State, the city of Tacoma had a $2.5 million grant that they have
really put to work in one of our most violence torn communities.
It is a good program and I am worried about that.

Also the women in Apprenticeship Occupations and Non-tradi-
tional Occupations Program that you are consolidating under the

Job Training Partnership Act. Or, the Ryan White Care Act that

is slated to be reauthorized this year. We know that AIDS is the
leading cause of death in this country for people between the ages
of 25 and 44. These are some of areas in the budget that I hear
are slated for block grants.

I want to ask you, did the President and 0MB take some of the
criticisms we have heard in the past about block granting into this

formulation? And just what your general philosophy is about block
granting?

Dr. RiVLlN. A very good set of questions. Senator Murray. On
your more specific ones, we would be happy to work with you on
the things that affect your area of the country.

We have thought a lot about consolidations. We have not used
the term block grant in this budget. The term that you will see is

performance partnerships. That is not just a gimmicky term. It

means something different from block grants and revenue sharing.
We believe there have been too many specific programs and cat-

egorical grants. Many of these programs and grants had good pur-
poses, but Tacoma and other cities were often faced with different

pots of money and Federal bureaucrats telling them how to spend
it.

We believe performance partnerships are a better alternative.

With performance partnerships, you can combine multiple grants
that are used for similar purposes. This system would give cities

like Tacoma, and States like Washington, more flexibility to meet
their needs in ways they deem most appropriate.
But performance partnerships do not create a scenario in which

the Federal Government puts the money on the stump and runs.
Performance partnerships will enable the Federal Government to

work in partnership with States and localities in deciding what re-

sults we want to get, how you measure those results, and what
type of measures to use.

People are always getting upset about changes in grant programs
because they are afraid that the specific purpose for which their
categorical grant was created will drop out of the conversation. But
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I don't think it has to. If the particular purpose is very important
in that areaof the country, it will remain important.
With respect to Ryan White, we have put more money into the

Ryan White Program and we are certainly very conscious of the
AIDS crisis.

Senator Murray. I appreciate that. I do see that I am running
out of time and I have several other questions. One of them quickly
is on Impact Aid. This is very important to my State where the
Federal Government has made a decision to move people to our
State for the purpose of defense. This movement of people has a
tremendous impact on our school systems. I wondered why the Ad-
ministration suggested cuts in that area and narrower targeting of

that money.
Dr. RiVLlN. Our impact aid proposal provides for a narrower

targeting to the areas where the defense establishment has a spe-

cific impact on the schools. Actually, it is a perennial proposal to

reduce the scope of impact aid and prevent it from going to commu-
nities where the Federal establishment benefits the schools, be-

cause the affected children and their families live in the commu-
nity, not on the base, and add to the tax base. In effect, our impact
aid proposal targets those communities that need impact aid most
because they are negatively impacted by the defense establishment.

Senator Murray. I thank the chair.

Chairman DoMENici. Thank you, Senator. Senator Gorton. And
let me see if I can kind of set things. Senator Sarbanes, you are

next and last. Then we will have another round. It worked very

well. We are not anywhere near 12 noon and we have all had a
turn. Senator Gorton?
Senator Gorton. Thank you. Dr. Rivlin, I would like to start by

expressing my admiration for you in all of the positions you have
held or hats that you have worn, and your constant dedication to

ftilly understanding the budget and to dealing with it in a respon-

sible mauiner. I guess I admire you particularly for being here and
so eloquently defending a budget when it seemed obvious, at least

from the press, you disagreed with it internally and wanted to do
more. It certainly would be difficult to find anyone who could de-

fend a punt any better than you have in respect to this budget.

But I have not heard all of the questions here today. I was not

here at the beginning of the hearing. But the Chairman does tell

me there is one set of technical questions that have a very large

impact on projections that I would like to ask you about.

It starts this way. The CPI determines cost-of-living-adjustments

to entitlement programs, while the GDP deflator determines the
level of income and, therefore, the tax base and revenues for esti-

mating purposes. For statistical reasons, the CPI measure of infla-

tion is higher than the GDP deflator. But the closer together the
two measures are, the lower the effect of entitlements on the pro-

jected deficit because the greater are incomes and revenues to pay
for the entitlements. Is that true? Is that an accurate statement?

Dr. Rivlin. Yes, all other things being equal, that is right.

Senator Gorton. The Administration projects the CPI to be only
one or two-tenth higher than the GDP deflator, reducing the deficit

effects of entitlements in this budget. But over the past year, I un-
derstand that the CPI has been five-tenths, half a percentage point
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higher than the GDP deflator. The Administration shows a two-
tenths smaller gap relative to last year's Administration forecast
and is half a percentage point below the CBO's estimate. Is this re-

duced CPI estimate an attempt to take into account recent state-

ments by Chairman Greenspan that the CPI is biased by up to as
much as 1 percentage point?

Dr. RrvLlN. No, the reduced CPI estimate has nothing to do with
Chairman Greenspan's statement. It is related to our perception of

what is happening to the CPI and to likely changes in CPI relative

to the GDP deflator over time. We actually think the gap between
CPI and GDP will narrow. The BLS has been making some meth-
odological improvements in the CPI and it is scheduled to bring the
newly recalculated CPI onUne in 1998. We are projecting that the
CPI will rise at least 2/lOths less rapidly than we thought it would,
because those improvements are likely to show that the CPI has
been slightly overestimating inflation.

Senator GoRTON. Have you played a role in that? Do you believe

that the CPI does in fact overstate inflation? And is there any pos-

sibility that any changes will be made before 1998?
Dr. RiVLlN. We are not in favor of legislating changes in the CPI.

What we are reflecting here is what we
Senator Gorton. I understand. I am not advocating that. I am

asking what you are attempting to do internally.

Dr. RrvLlN. The BLS has already made some methodological im-
provements in the CPI. But what we all know that the BLS recal-

culates the CPI every 10 years. The BLS will do that in 1998, and
we Eire simply reflecting an estimate of what that recalculation will

be like.

Senator Gorton. But you do not intend to do anything internally

to accelerate that change?
Dr. RiVLlN. We do not intend to do anything other than the tech-

nical, professional recalculations that the BLS is empowered to do.

They are the technical experts. They recalcilate the CPI and they
do it very well.

Senator GoRTON. But in any event, this narrowing of the gap
helps

Dr. RiVLlN. Reflects our estimate of what will happen.
Senator Gorton. And it does help with this budget deficit esti-

mate, does it not, as against what the differences have been histori-

cally?

Dr. RiVLlN. A httle bit, yes.

Senator Gorton. Thank you very much.
Chairman DOMENICI. Thank you very much. I did not get a

chance to thoroughly understand the statement, but I think it is

an important discussion and we wiU certainly follow up £uid see
what that means for us.

Dr. RiVLlN. We would be happy to talk about it further outside
the hearing.
Chairman DOMENICI. Senator Sarbanes.
Senator Sarbanes. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. Dr.

Rivlin, I am pleased to join with my colleagues in welcoming you
to the committee.

I am interested in the chart that you have there that shows the
actual and then the projected deficits as a percentage of the GDP.
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Dr. RiVLlN. That is correct, Senator.
Senator Sarbanes. If we went back a few years the trend hne

would actually have been going up, would it not?
Dr. RiVLlN. That is correct, and we actually have a chart of that.

This chart shows, in dollar terms, the projection of what the deficit

would have been if it had been allowed to continue according to
previous trends and what has happened to the deficit since 1992.
Senator Sarbanes. Do you have one that would have shown it

earlier as a percent of GDP?
Dr. RrvLiN. I do not.

Senator SARBANES. Because the deficit could go up in dollar

terms and yet go down as a percent of GDP, could it not?
Dr. RiVLlN. Absolutely. If the economy is growing more rapidly

than the deficit is rising, the deficit as a percentage of GDP would
decline.

Senator Sarbanes. If we could put that first chart back up. Is

it not also possible that if you are not grcAdng the economy, in fact

your percentage could go up even though the dollar amount of the
deficit, at least initially, did not change very much?

Dr. RiVLlN. Absolutely, Senator.
Senator Sarbanes. What I want to explore with you is the as-

sumption that some seem to make that if you set out to reduce the
deficit only, that that will in fact reduce the deficit, if you do not
take into account what is happening to the economy as you try to

do that. Now if you embark on such a deficit reduction program in

its intensity that you cause a downturn in the economy, maybe
even a recession, is it not possible that your very well-intentioned

deficit reduction efforts will actually result in an increase in the
deficit because deficit because of a soft or sagging economy?

Dr. Rivlin. That is absolutely right. Senator. That is precisely

why building a particular deficit target into the Constitution wor-
ries many of us. If you tried to achieve balance in every year, you
could have bigger swings in the economy and more intense reces-

sions.

Senator Sarbanes. So what you need to do is to work down to-

wards a zero deficit and a balanced budget over time in a way that

the economy can continue to grow; is that not correct?

Dr. Rivlin. Yes.
Senator Sarbanes. Because if the economy stops growing or

starts downward that will increase the deficit in and of itself, will

it not?
Dr. Rivlin. That is right.

Senator SARBANES. Now suppose that starts happening and in

order to avoid a deficit you either cut spending fiirther or raise

taxes further. In other words, the economy is going down. Because
the economy is going down, the deficit is going up. Since the deficit

is going up—let us assume you are operating under a stricture that
does not allow deficits. You therefore have to cut spending more,
or raise taxes, or some combination of the two, which I take it

would then, if you are on the downturn, drive the economy even
ftirther down.

Dr. RrvLlN. And increase the deficit further.

Senator Sarbanes. So the whole thing would end up working at

cross-purposes, would it not? You would set out to do something;
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namely, reduce or eliminate the deficit. But because you did not do
it in the context of what was happening to the economy, you would
end up boosting the deficit. Is that correct?

Dr. RiVLlN. Yes, there is that danger. The context always has to
be kept in mind.
Senator Sarbanes. We have built in automatic stabilizers in

order to ease the downturn. We have markedly avoided the boom
and bust fluctuations that occurred in the latter part of the 19th
century and throughout the first half of this century. Would you
say that the automatic fiscal stabilizers, which actually start run-
ning deficits when we go into a downturn, are an important con-
tributor to the ability to ameliorate the depth and length of the
fluctuations in the business cycle?

Dr. RiVLlN. I would, and I believe that if we were forced to

achieve balance every year we would have wider swings in the
business cycle and bigger fluctuations in the economy than we have
had in recent years.

Senator Sarbanes. Mr. Chairman, I would just make this obser-
vation. In this the post-World War II period, the fluctuations in the
business cycle have rarely gone into negative growth; just barely.

They have fluctuated as positive growth figures. In the latter part
of the 19th century and the first half of this century it used to fluc-

tuate very widely. In fact, we would go in a negative growth of 8,

10, 12 percent at various times. And of course, the Great Depres-
sion was above 15 percent.
Chairman DOMENICI. Interesting, Senator. Now we are barely

fluctuating, for a lot of reasons, as you have indicated. But for

those who were wondering about the Mexican situation, I do not
know if you ever heard the economic experts say that in 1 year
they would have suffered a 16.5 percent reduction in their GDP. It

is a pretty interesting number, is it not? If that were to have hap-
pened. That is probably, in today's world, truly a chaotic situation.

I just raise that.

Yesterday, I mistakenly commented on a chart you had up be-
cause I did not get a chance to look at it. I made a mistake. I

thought it was a short term chart and it was a long term chart.

I made statements about it that the Federal Reserve was involved
in that stabilization, and if it is what you just said, my statement
was wrong and I would so indicate in the record.

Senator Brown?
Senator Brown. Thank you. I am always fascinated with the dis-

cussion of economic policy when it comes to justifying deficits. I

think it is widely accepted that we do play a role in terms of
evening out the cycles. But is it your view that moving to balance
the budget would engender a recession? Is that what I am hearing?

Dr. RrvLiN. That question that cannot be answered in the ab-
stract. One would have to know what is happening with the econ-
omy and how fast you were moving toward achieving balance. In
general, I believe that the deficit should be lower than it is and
that the budget should be roughly balanced over the business cycle.

But Senator Sarbanes is clearly right; if you are going into a reces-
sion and you are not in balance, moving toward balance makes
things worse.
Senator Brown. During a recession.
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Dr. RrvLiN. During recession or as you are sliding into a reces-
sion. One of the problems we have is that we are not very good at
predicting when we are sliding into a recession.
Senator Brown. Indeed. I do not know of anyone who has a per-

fect record in that area.

Help me understand what your thoughts are with regard to mov-
ing towards the balanced budget over an entire business cycle. How
is that reflected in the figures that you have sent up to us?

Dr. RiVLlN. At the moment the economy is growing strongly. We
think it will slow down, but we are not predicting a recession. We
are projecting deficits which, if the Congress enacted our plan,

would come down slowly as a percentage of the gross domestic
product over the next few years if you assume that the assump-
tions underljdng our budget are correct.

I do not think that is enough deficit reduction, and neither does
the President. We think we should return to the question of deficit

reduction by looking at the rapid growth of health care costs, in the
context of overall health care reform. If we could do that, if we
could control the growth rate of health care spending so that it was
not growing faster than the rest of the economy, we could get to

balance quickly. I am not sure we can do that. But certainly, the
big challenge for additional deficit reduction is addressing health
care spending.
Senator Brown. I am relieved to hear you say that. I think it is

encouraging that you have in mind additional efforts to try and re-

duce the deficit. My impression is that the private sector is begin-

ning to get a handle on this. There are some encouraging results

from managed care.

Dr. RrvLlN. We think so too, and that is partially the reason for

why the outyear numbers are not quite as scary as they were; but
they are still very bad.

Senator Brown. We, as I think everybody in Congress has been
doing, have been trying to look for areas where we can save fiinds.

One of the frustrations though in going through it is the way we
keep our books. I am sure it must be a source of some concern to

you as well. We are told as we go through it that different depart-

ments have different accounting systems, or at least different

bases. We do not have a clear break-out of some of the administra-
tive costs and so on. We do not have, at least at this point we have
not developed a standard set of accounts for the Federal Govern-
ment.
Any thoughts in this area? Are you planning to move toward a

standardization of accounts and a way to get a tighter control over
administrative cost?

Dr. RiVLlN. Yes, we are moving very rapidly on this. Our new
Comptroller-designate will be working very hard on this. The Gov-
ernment is moving toward a standard set of accounts that will be
auditable. We have made a good deal of progress on that.

We also have made a few changes in this budget that we think
are good accounting practices. One is to charge agencies, not the
Government as a whole, for the cost of fringe benefits, including re-

tirement, for adding an additional employee. So we are working
hard on this.
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Senator Brown I am relieved to hear that. We have been work-
ing on trying to develop alternatives for the committee to consider
in terms of deficit reduction. One of them was to deal with over-
head cost, and we literally had to go back and develop a definition
of overhead cost because it was not in the accounts.

Dr. RiVLiN. Yes, it is a problem.
Senator Brown. But we think we are going to have something

interesting for the committee to look at in that area in terms of big,

big savings. Thank you.
Chairman DOMENICI. Thank you very much. I think it is my

turn. Let me just tell you. Dr. Rivlin, all the accolades you have
received you are entitled to and you deserve. I want to tell you,
however, it is pretty obvious to me that this is not a serious deficit

reduction budget. It may have a lot of other goals. Obviously, you
submitted the things that would really affect the deficit over time
and none of them were accepted.

But I think we have to continue to focus ourselves on our chil-

dren and grandchildren. I think for us to talk about an American
dream as it applies to us is less than half a loaf. If you were to

take the deficit and not use your GDP relationship—interesting,

you did this one out to 10 years, but when it came to the deficit

in dollars you only went 5 years.

Dr. Rivlin. We can do both.

Chairman Domenici. We would like to have that, and then we
will show you CBO's, because everybody talks about how well we
have done as a nation in the past few years on deficit reduction.

I do not intend to reopen history. Let us let it go. But the largest

deficit, real deficit that occurred was $290 billion in 1992. It has
not been that high since.

Now you want to take credit for it coming down and for not
reaching the projection. But the truth of the matter is, that by the
year 2002, CBO says this deficit will be $321 bilUon. So it will be
$50 billion higher than the highest deficit we have had in dollar

terms. But it also says that by 2005, which is where you carry your
line there, that it will be up to $420 to $430 billion.

Now they are entitled to their projection just like you are yours,
and we are going to use theirs. It just seems to me, when look at
that and then from that point on, regardless of the complexity of
estimating, there is no doubt that without major change it is from
:^-hat point on up, up and away. You have seen those charts and you
know that.

Now I want to ask you a couple of questions. I do not necessarily
want you to agree with that, although I think in general terms it

is hard to disagree with that. But I want to ask you, you have said
and the President has said, unless you get health care costs under
control, you cannot get the deficit under control.

It is a very precise question. If in fact this committee and the
Unites States Congress were to work with you all on a program
like medicaid and we were to show you that there can be savings
made just by reforming the program and making it more managed
care and HMOs than what we have got now, would you agree that
we ought to take credit for those savings, or do you have something
else in mind for those savings?
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Dr. RiVLlN. We would be very happy to work on saving money
in medicaid and medicare with you and the other committees that
have jurisdiction over the health care area. But we want to work
with you on reforming medicaid and medicare in the context of a
whole health care reform.
Chairman DOMENICI. But let me just make the point. Are you

really saying that we cannot, you will not work with us on getting
deficit reduction from health care programs being changed unless
we have some kind of comprehensive health care to go with it?

Dr. RiVLiN. Yes, we think health care programs should be looked
at in the context of health care reform.

Chairman DOMENICI. So the exercise is one in futility.

Dr. RiVLlN. We do not think so.

Chairman DoMENici. Let me tell you from our standpoint. If we
think medicaid will save money you are suggesting, we might want
to spend that money for health care reform.

Dr. RrvLiN. No, I am not saying that. I am saying that we have
to look at all of these health care programs together.

Chairman Domenici. Let me suggest to you, we also have a Med-
icare Fund going broke.

Dr. RiVLlN. Yes, and that is a problem.
Chairman DoMENici. In 6 years.

Dr. RrvLiN, That is a problem and we have got to address it.

Chairman Domenici. When is the right time to address it, Miss
Budget Director?

Dr. RrvLiN. I think it is a problem we have to address together

and we need to talk about when is the best time to address it.

Chairman DOMENICI. So you think 6 years that that is too far out
for us to be concerned about in this year's budget.

Dr. RrvLiN. We did not put medicare cuts in this budget for the
reasons that I have explained. We do not want them to be used to

pay for tax cuts. But I am not saying that we should wait 6 years

to look at medicare. This is a problem and we all have got to talk

about it.

Chairman DOMENICI. Now I have been thinking of how I could

explain for people to understand your big cuts in discretionary pro-

grams. Let me see if I can do that this way. A good merchandiser,
at least today it seems like this is good merchandising. It did not

use to be, but it looks like it today. You raise the price of what you
have for sale. So you really want to sell this thing for $50, but you
raise it to $70. And you let eveirbody say, it is $70, and then you
have a sale and you reduce it to $50.
Now that is precisely what I understand the raising of the discre-

tionary caps and then take credit for the savings when you reduce
them. Because essentially you make them go up first, just like that
super salesman, from where they are increase them, and then you
reduce it back to where they were and you say, we have a big sav-

ings. Now again, you have a different explanation. It is clear as

could be to me that that is the case with reference to discretionary.

Let me make two other observations, if the committee would just

bear with me. Frankly, there is a lot of talk about the constitu-

tional amendment and how it will and it will not work. I thank
Senator Exon for his comments here today. We may not have
enough votes, but his comments here today would indicate to me.
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with all the shortcomings for a constitutional amendment, that we
are not going to get where we ought to be without it. I gather that
is what you have indicated here today.

Frankly, two things. If we do not get a constitutional amendment
we will continue indefinitely with gimmicks or real cuts in discre-

tionary programs because nobody is going to have the courage to

do anything about the entitlement programs. So I amazed, on the
floor of the Senate, those who are proponents of appropriated ac-

counts are arguing against the constitutional amendment. They al-

most can be guaranteed that without it Congress will constantly
look at those programs, including defense, but all the other appro-
priated ones, because there will be no courage, just as there is no
courage in this budget to take on medicare, medicaid, any of the
entitlements of any significance.

So I want to suggest that from our standpoint—I am speaking
now as a chairman here and as a Republican—if we do not get the
constitutional amendment to balance the budget and we do not
have that as the hammer that we need to get things done, it is

going to very, very hard to ever get to a balanced budget by the
year 2002, 7 years from now. In fact, it may be hard to get there
in 2003 or 2004, because essentially without the power and pres-

sure of that it is almost impossible to get there.

I hope we pass it, and I hope after that we will get Presidential

help, because you cannot get a balanced budget without a Presi-

dent also. That is the beauty of a constitutional amendment; Presi-

dents cannot sit on the sidelines. They would have to join in the
quest for a balanced budget.
Thanks for the extra 1 V2 minutes, committee. I am sorry I took

that. Now we will go back to you, Senator Exon, and go around.
Senator ExoN. I believe Senator Boxer would be next.

Chairman Domenici. All right. Senator?
Senator Boxer. Thank you again, Mr. Chairman. I want to sit

back and just put everything I have heard in the last 2 days into

context because, as you know, we had Secretary Rubin here and we
had Chairman Tyson here, and Dr. Rivlin, you are the third. I just
want to say, the quality of the people that have come before us, in
my mind, is something to be proud of whether you are a Democrat
or a Republican. I want to say that.

When Jimmy Carter left office, as I understand it, the yearly def-

icit was about $70 billion. Is that approximately right?

Dr. Rivlin. Yes, I think so.

Senator BoxER. When George Bush was in office, the deficit, as
I understand it, almost hit $300 billion. Is that correct? I believe
it was $290 billion.

Dr. Rivlin. Yes; $290 billion was the highest number.
Senator Boxer. So we go from approximately $70 billion to ap-

proximately $300 billion, and now President Clinton gets that defi-

cit down to $192 billion in this

Dr. Rivlin. Yes, under $200 billion.

Senator Boxer. Under $200 billion. Now as a percentage of GDP
we have seen a dramatic drop and that is very important. As I un-
derstand the President's position, it was his promise to cut the defi-

cit, and cut the deficit approximately in half And he believes, it

his philosophy and his Administration's belief that we need to
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make continued progress on this deficit. We need to get it down,
particularly as a percentage of GDP. But we cannot forget the over-
reaching goal of the strength of this economy, the numbers of jobs
created, the ability to give the American people what they need to

respond to disasters, to respond to emergencies, to respond to re-

cession, et cetera.

I would go further than that and say, in picking up on your an-
swer to a question, that is it good to have a balanced budget? The
answer that you give us is, some years it may be fine. It might
work perfectly well. But in other years, it might not work, which
gets us to Senator Sarbanes' historic perspective on the need for

flexibility.

Now as I understand it, and we went over this before, the Repub-
licans have stated they want to give a $750 billion tax cut over the
next 10 years. They want to certainly not decrease defense spend-
ing, probably increase it. They say they do not want to touch Social

Security. I say, let us take them at their word. I fi-ankly think I

will take them at their word.
Now in addition, we know that interest on the debt is something

you cannot reedly control. So I have a chart here that I want to

make part of the record and I want to talk about it. I asked you,

assuming Social Security is off the table, defense is off the table,

and t£Dc cuts to the tune of $750 billion are on, that it would re-

quire a 30 percent cut in every other program. That is what you
said.

Dr. RiVLiN. Yes.

Senator Boxer. Cutting one-third; crime fighting, immigration
control, breast cancer research, highways, you name it.

Now I am assuming there are certain programs that are pretty

tough to cut. If you would cut all veterans programs off the table

—

and I guarantee you, if there is a vote to do that it will pass. That
means a 31 percent cut. If you take military retirement off the

table—and I guarantee you that would pass the United States Sen-
ate and the House. These are people who risked their life and limb,

were willing to die for their country. They are not going to get their

retirement cut. That is a 32 percent cut. If you take civilian retire-

ment off the table—after all, we have a contract there and if we
are taking Social Security off, that will probably pass; 34 percent

cut.

Now you come down to where medicare is going to get a 34 per-

cent cut, and I guarantee you, the senior citizens of this country
would be lining the streets here—you take that off the table, you
get to a point where you have got to cut everything in half. That
is havoc. That is havoc.

I just hope the American people will tune in on this. If we do not
have a flexible balanced budget amendment, we should not pass it.

I have two fast questions for you which really deal with my
State. I was disappointed at the low number for reimbursement to

States for illegal immigration. You and I had discussed it. You
went farther than any other Administration. Indeed, you are the
only Administration that ever even put anything in there.

But I need to tell you publicly, on the record, it is costing us $350
million a year in California for incarceration. That is your whole
yearly reimbursement level. You are putting $100 million into im-
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migrant education. It is costing us $1.6 billion to educate illegals

in our State. We just simply cannot go on with this. We spend $395
million each year on health care for illegals, and that is your entire
program. So I just want to say to you, that disappointed me very,

very much.
The other thing was the fact that there is no extension of the

R&D tax credit. If you could just quickly respond to those then I

will be finished.

Dr. RiVLlN. On the first point, we are very conscious of the prob-

lems of illegal immigration. We believe the Federal Government's
first responsibility is to put a stop to it, so we have put $1 billion

into additional measures to close the borders.

Senator Boxer. And I praise you for that greatly.

Dr. RrvLlN. We also realize that some States—California, Florida,

and a couple of others—have prior burdens from illegal immigra-
tion that has already taken place. We have additional money in the
budget to help States deal with some of those aspects. Clearly, you
feel that it is not enough in the case of California, which has a par-

ticular burden.
Senator Boxer. And the R&D tax credit?

Dr. RiVLlN. We unambiguously favor the extension of the R&D
tax credit. We did not put it in the budget, but we will work with
the Congress on it and on how to pay for it.

Senator BoxER. Thank you.
Senator BOND [presiding]. Thank you. Senator Boxer. Director

Rivlin, if we do something in Congress that triggers an outlay from
a Federal fund, specifically the FHA fund, do we not have to score

that as an outlay?
Dr. Rivlin. I assume so. Scoring is always an esoteric area.

Senator BOND. It is not esoteric, because I want to refer you to

HUD's proposed mark to market program. Under the project-based
subsidies, in many areas we are paying more than 140 percent of
the fair market rental. And one of the savings that HUD has pro-

posed has been to mark these projects to market. In other words,
write them down to what their fair market value would be and
then pay reduced Section 8 subsidies for the people living in those
units.

However, when they do that, there will either be direct payments
from the FHA special and general insurance risk fund, or projects

could be forced into bankruptcy. There would be a major expendi-
ture because there are some 41 percent of the units, or 390,000,
that are FHA insured. How much will that cost the FHA fund
under the HUD proposal?

Dr. Rivlin. I do not know. Senator. We can work with you on
those numbers.

Senator Bond. Well, you are claiming a savings of $1.7 billion

from the lower Section 8 subsidies. But as far as I can tell, you
have not accounted for how much of a hit that would be to the FHA
insurance fund. We are talking large dollars. Has HUD even given
you those figures?

Dr. RrvLiN. I do not have those figures in front of me.
Senator Bond. I will tell you the problem. Because we had the

inspector general of HUD before our Appropriations Subcommittee
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and she said that even HUD does not know where those projects
are, or what the value is, or what their condition is.

Now you are asking us to assume on faith that somehow we are
going to get a savings, but you do not even have the figures on how
much the cost is going to be to the FHA insurance fund. I am deep-
ly troubled by that.

Second, I am deeply troubled by the fact that approximately
300,000 of these Section 8 project-based units are financed by State
housing agencies. Are you projecting that the State housing agen-
cies would eat the lost Section 8 subsidies? Would we be bankrupt-
ing State housing agencies?

Dr. RrvLlN. We certainly do not intend to bankrupt State housing
agencies. These proposals are designed to get the Federal Govern-
ment out of the very complicated and difficult situation that it is

now in with respect to subsidized housing. We want to do it in a
more rational way. We would like very much to talk with you about
how the specific scoring on this works and the numbers we used,
but I do not have those numbers here.

Senator Bond. I am very much concerned about this proposal be-

cause it could be a major unfunded mandate on the States, if we
are busting the State housing finance agency contracts which will

threaten the viability of their bonds. And I am also very much con-

cerned about the level of hit that is going to be absorbed by the
FHA insurance fund.

Let me ask you another question about this budget. If you had
not used the gimmick of shortening Section 8 renewals to 2 years

—

and traditionally they have been 5 years. We have gotten into the
problem because we have collapsed the period of these renewals to

3 years and now 2 years. Is it fair to say that had we continued
the normal practice of 5-year renewals it would have shown a $10
billion increase in HUD's budget authority for fiscal year 1996?

Dr. RiVLlN. I do not know the figure, but shortening the contract
period does reduce the outlays.

Senator Bond. But shortening the contract period does not lessen
the need to spend that money in the future. I have been advised
that, particularly when you add in the incremental units that HUD
is asking for, that we are going to be pa3ring some—we are going
to have to have $20 billion in budget authority by the year 2000
for the annual cost of Section 8 certificates.

Where are we going to get the money to add the new contracts?
Dr. RrvLlN. I would like to sit down with you and go over the

HUD budget with somebody from HUD and somebody from my
shop who has expertise on this complicated set of issues. We would
be very happy to do that.

Senator Bond. Director Rivlin, I have great respect for you, as
I have said before, but I believe that we have a real fiscal crisis

as well as a msmagement crisis. I do not believe this budget accu-
rately reflects the cost of the HUD proposals and we are going to

have to do something about it. Maybe you can work with Secretary
Cisneros so he can give us next week in Appropriations some an-
swers.

Dr. Rivlin. We would be happy to do that.

Senator Bond. My apologies, Senator Exon.
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Senator EXON. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much. Senator
Bond, I am glad you brought up the whole housing problem. It is

a very difficult one. We are going to have to get into that and I am
pleased to see that Dr. Rivlin and her expert would be glad to meet
with you on that.

Every time I hear about Section 8 housing I think back to World
War II and what Section 8 meant. In those days, before it was a
housing program, Section 8 was a type of discharge that you re-

ceived from the armed services. Section 8 meant that you were
mentally incompetent or crazy. And every time I have heard the
Section 8 program, and what little I know of it, I think it is crazy
from the standpoint of fiscal responsibility, although it is designed
to do good.

I also would like to also stake out a claim. There have been many
members of the committee on both sides of the aisle today who
have presented themselves as people very much concerned about
grandchildren and I appreciated those remarks. I wanted to set the
record straight that I believe this member with eight grandchildren
is the champion grandfather of those on either side of the aisle. I

just wanted to say to those people who were bragging about one or

two, my interest in that area is increased eight-fold; just for setting

the record straight.

Let me get to something else that I am very much concerned
about. Let us talk about the interesting point that Senator Boxer
made. Senator Boxer introduced into the record here today what I

used in a Senate floor speech about 10 days ago. I am glad that
she put that in here.

I was with a group of people yesterday, they were talking about
the balanced budget amendment which I intend to support. But I

was amazed to see some of the people who were supporting that
ducking the issue about what that is going to require in cuts. The
chart that Senator Boxer introduced here and that I introduced on
the Senate floor about 10 days ago accurately reflects the mag-
nitude of the cuts. I am not ducking those, but I think the people
have a right to know.
One of the problems in the support of the balanced budget

amendment that I am most concerned about is that many people
are waving the flag for the balanced budget amendment and not
wishing to level with the American people about the magnitude of
the cuts.

Last but not least, I would like to ask you this question. Dr.
Rivlin. I have known you for a long time and I have admired your
talents and your spunk and your dedication to get things done. In
addition to that, you have been a good soldier for the President.
Supposing this committee would agree that given the magnitude of
the problem, and if we are going to balance the budget by the year
2002, how are we going to do it with the problems that face us?

It seems totally irresponsible to me, either the $60 billion de-
crease in taxes that you £md the Administration are offering, or the
$200 billion being offered under the Contract With America on the
House side and by some Republicans. I would simply say that that
$200 billion estimate is only for the first 5 years. It could be $300
or $400 billion on top of that for the outyears. It seems to me irre-
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sponsible, if we are going to start balancing the budget and reduce
the deficit as all of us want to do.

Let us assume that there was unanimous support in the House
and the Senate, and let us assume that the majority leader and the
minority leader of both the House and the Senate, and Senator Do-
menici and I, the Chairman and ranking member of this committee
knocked on the White House door and said, we believe, Mr. Presi-

dent, that this tax reduction talk has gotten clear out of hand.
Would you agree, to drop your suggestion for a $60 billion middle
income tax decrease if all such proposals for tax decreases would
be dropped on the Hill?

The President would undoubtedly call upon you for a rec-

ommendation on that. Under that scenario, as unlikely as it is,

what would be your recommendation to the President if he asked
for your opinion?

Dr. RrvLlN. It is such an unlikely hypothetical. Senator, that I

don't believe I could respond to it. Certainly, without tax cuts it is

easier to get to a balanced budget. But it will still be very difficult

to get to a balanced budget even without tax cuts. We believe that

our middle class tax cut, which is paid for with spending cuts, is

the right way to go. We certainly will look forward to seeing what-
ever scenario unfolds up here.

Senator ExON. One last question then. I do not intend for you to

disclose negotiations between you, and the President on budget
matters. I simply say, that the concept of a tax cut did not emanate
out of the Office of Management and Budget.

Dr. RiVLlN. The Office of Management and Budget is not in

charge of taxes. We are in charge of the spending part of the budg-
et. But I do not think it matters where the tax cut proposal came
from. The tax cut proposal is an Administration position. The
President campaigned for a middle class tax cut, and this is some-
thing we believe in.

Senator ExON. And you do not think it is wise for you to answer
my question as to whether it emanated out of your department or

not?
Dr. RiVLlN. No, I do not.

Senator ExON. You do not what?
Dr. RiVLlN. I cannot answer that question.

Senator ExON. Thank you. Doctor. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Bond. Director Rivlin, you had indicated that you need-

ed to leave at noon, but Senator Sarbanes has some questions. Can
you

Senator Sarbanes. I have just about a minute.
Dr. Rivlin. I can make myself available to Senator Sarbanes for

a minute or two.

Senator SARBANES. All I wanted to do, Mr. Chairman—because
I have the chart here that I made reference to yesterday and I just

want to discuss it briefly with Director Rivlin. What this chart

shows beginning in 1990, which is the dateline across the bottom
of the chart, and coming up to date is the percentage change in real

GDP. This large decrease at the end of World War H when we real-

ly did not know how to do the transition out of the defense econ-

omy. That was, of course, the period when we began putting in the
fiscal stabilizers so that we would offset a downturn.
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What it shows is a dramatic improvement in the sense that we
no longer have the boom and bust cycles. In fact, not only do we
not have the boom and bust cycles, the really steep up and down,
but we have managed to keep the fluctuation—above this is posi-

tive GNP growth and below is negative. We have only gone into a
negative mode a couple of times, and then not very deeply. So in

a sense, the fluctuations have been in, more or less, positive
growth.
Now it seems to me that this is a dramatic demonstration of the

benefits of counter-cyclical fiscal policy. Clearly, this kind of situa-
tion is much to be preferred over what was happening before when
we would have the busts and the panics. Indeed here, when we
went way down, the Great Depression.

It is my understanding that while it is not the sole factor, that
it is generally accepted that the built-in fiscal stabilizers and the
counter-cyclical fiscal policy is a major contributor to having
achieved what I would regard as a very important advance. First
of all, do you regard this as a very important advance? And second,
do you see the counter-cyclical fiscal policy as a major contributor
to doing this?

Dr. RiVLiN. I do think the absence of boom and bust cycle is a
major advance. I don't think anyone can argue with that dramatic
chart. We have had smaller fluctuations in the post-World War II

period, and there have been very few times, as you point out, when
we have had negative growth for more than a quarter or two. That
was not the case before World War II. The automatic stabilizers in

the Federal budget—the size of the Federal budget and the fact
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that it stabilizes the economy—have been a very important part of
that successful record.

Senator Sarbanes. Now if we had a balanced budget amendment
to the Constitution which constitutionally required us to have the
budget in balance each year—not over the business cycle, but each
year—would that not mean that as we went into a downturn, in-

stead of offsetting the downturn as we now do by running a deficit

which helps to hold up purchasing power, we would have to inten-

sify the downturn because we would have to take measures to try

to keep in balance?
And of course, as you did that you would contribute to driving

the economy further down and you are going to start getting then
the kinds of fluctuations that we used to have in the first part of

this century, including—the most dramatic of those which was the
very deep fluctuation for the Great Depression. Would that not be
the case?

Dr. RiVLlN. Yes; I agree that we would have bigger fluctuations.

My colleague Laura Tyson, who testified here yesterday, made that

point quite eloquently in an op-ed to the Washington Post this

week.
Senator Sarbanes. In fact, she said not only would we lose the

fiscal stabilizers, we actually would be throwing them into reverse.

Dr. RiVLlN. Yes.

Senator Sarbanes. The consequence of that would be not only

that we would not be checking the downward trend, we actu£dly

would be intensifying and contributing to it.

Dr. RiVLlN. Yes, that is right. If you were either raising taxes or

cutting spending during a recession, you would make the recession

worse.

Senator Sarbanes. That is right. Now the other final question I

have is that it is asserted by some, this has an escape clause in

it; we can waive it with 60 votes, and therefore we could obviate

the necessity of requiring the balance. The difficulty with that, it

seems to me, is that now when we start into a downturn we start

automatically making the adjustments.
Dr. RiVLlN. Right.

Senator Sarbanes. When we may not even fully recognize that

we are into a downturn. Now if you have to fully recognize it and
then finally act on it, you may be well into the downturn, and the

momentum carrying the economy downwards may have picked up.

So it will then be much more difficult to turn the thing around. Is

that a reasonable analysis?

Dr. RrvLlN. That is a reasonable analysis. Senator. We do not al-

ways recognize when the economy is turning around. Economists
are not very good at predicting, and budget decisions are not made
continuously; they are made every once in a while. The situation

could worsen before you recognized what was happening.
Senator Sarbanes. Right. Thank you very much. I declare the

hearing now adjourned.

[Whereupon, at 12:07 p.m., the committee was adjourned.]
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WRITTEN QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR DOMENICI TO DR. RTVLIN AND
THE RESPONSES

Question. Why has 0MB changed its poHcy with respect to supplementals for

State Department Peacekeeping activities and requested that these resources be
designated as "emergency requirements"?
What it the Administration's rationale for funding these supplementals outside

the spending cap when these operations have been ongoing for quite some time and
could be captured in the regular, annual budget request for these Federal depart-
ments?
Answer. The Administration has not changed its policy in fiscal year 1995 with

respect to the $672 million supplemental request for State Department peacekeep-
ing activities. In fiscal year 1994, outlay headroom was available within the discre-

tionary caps to offset the peacekeeping supplemental requested for that year. How-
ever, we had considered the fiscal year 1994 peacekeeping supplemental to be no
less of an emergency requirement than the fiscal year 1994 Defense Supplemental
request, which did have emergency designation. Both supported related and essen-

tial national security and foreign policy interests.

This year, available headroom did not permit State's fiscal year 1995 peacekeep-
ing supplemental to be offset. However, the Administration continues to support the
position that these costs are emergency in nature. As a member of the United Na-
tions, the United States is obligated by international treaty to pay its assessment
on peacekeeping activities. The United States is currently in arrears on its pay-
ments. Failure to meet our financial obligations could lead to curtailment of UN
missions in areas of vital importance to United States interest, such as the Middle
East. Further, it would result in loss of U.S. global leadership, which often is en-

hanced through the United Nations and UN Security Council action. Insuring the
viability and continuation of UN peacekeeping activities, which serve United States
interests and have been supported by U.S. votes in the UN Security Council, is in

our national interest.

Question. Should the Congress decide, as the House Appropriations Committee
evidently has, that some, or all of this spending should not be approved as "emer-
gency" expenditures, but rather offset with other program reductions, would you
support that action?

Aiiswer. The Administration continues to believe that these are appropriately des-
ignated as emergency expenditures. The Administration is committed to reducing
low-priority programs to be terminated. Rather, it allows the Congress to grant ter-

mination authority directly to the Secretary of the affected Department or Agency.
Under a rescission proposal, the President may withhold funds for affected pro-

grams from obligation for 45 days in order to give Congress a chance to act on the
proposal. The President may not withhold funds under a negative supplemental.

Question. The budget documents indicate that the Secretary of Deiense, if granted
this authority, would direct the permanent cancellation of $703 million in funding
that does not directly contribute to military capabilities. How would you define such
funding?
A reading of the requested legislative language that would allow the Secretary of

Defense to make these funding reductions does not specify that the Secretary must
cancel funding that does not contribute to military capabilities. How would Congress
ensure that this would be the final result should this authority be granted?
Answer. The proposed supplemental rescission language would require the Sec-

retary of Defense to notify the Congress prior to cancelling funds. The Secretary of
Defense is currently reviewing the defense program to identify those programs
which, in his best judgment, should be terminated because they do not directly con-
tribute to military capabilities.

You can be assured, however, that this Administration's defense budget will con-
tinue to meet our national security needs by supporting a strong military capability
at high levels of readiness.

Question. Is it not, in fact, the case that the Administration would proceed to can-
cel funding for congressional priorities that have been included in the Defense Ap-
propriations Act but not requested by the President?

If so, how would this differ fi-om the traditional practice of proposing rescissions
for funding items the Administration does not necessarily see as a priority?

Why would the Congress give the Administration carte blanche to cancel spending
authority provided to the Departments of Defense and Transportation when the ex-
isting process provides such proposals to the Congress, and when, in fact, Congress
is about to give the President legislative line-item veto authority to ensure that his
rescission proposals are enacted upon by the Congress?
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Answer. Programs recommended for termination, may in fact include items which
were added by the Congress but not requested by the Administration.

It would be advantageous for the Congress to grant termination authority directly

to the Secretary of Defense in order to achieve needed budgetair savings in a timely

and effective manner. When the budget was prepared, the Administration had no

assurance that a line-item veto authority would be enacted. Even though the Ad-
ministration strongly supports passage of the line-item veto, program cancellations

needed to achieve the required savings would not be realized quickly enough
through the current rescission process.
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SD-608, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Pete V. Domenici
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Present: Senators Domenici, Grassley, Lott, Gorton, Snowe,
Abrahsun, Frist, Exon, Holhngs, Conrad, Dodd, Sarbanes, Boxer,
and Murray.

Staff present: G. William Hoagland, staff director; and Roy Phil-

lips, senior analyst for national defense.
For the minority: William G. Dauster, democratic chief of staff

and chief counsel; and Randy DeValk, assistant director for na-
tional defense.

OPENDJG STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN DOMENICI
Chairman Domenici. The committee will come to order, please.

We are going to shock the witnesses today and make sure that
their testimony is on the record before we give our long-winded
speeches. So we are going to try what we did in our last hearing,
I say to the distinguished witnesses, and we thank you all for being
here.

General it is a pleasure to have you here today, and, Secretary
Perry, it is good that you are here.

If you would not mind, could you proceed? Make your testimony
as short as you can, and we will put the rest in the record. Thus,
we will hear from you before we comment. Thus, you will perhaps
be finished and we can get out of here at a reasonable hour and
everybody gets some questions.

Please proceed, Mr. Secretary.

STATEMENT OF HON. WILLIAM J. PERRY, SECRETARY, UNITED
STATES DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

Secretary Perry. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I am pleased to be here to testify to the Senate Budget Commit-

tee. I do have a statement for the record which I would like to
enter for the record, and I will mention only highlights from that.
Let me start off using the charts to illustrate my points.
This is the budget which I submitted to you and on which I will

present some detail in answer to your questions. At this point I

would only like to give you the rationale or the background we had
and why we arrived at these results.

(255)
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These are the three primary factors driving our consideration in
preparing the budget: the proper use of mihtary force for our con-
tingency operations, preventing the reemergence of nuclear threat,
and managing the drawdown. The management of this Defense De-
partment is difficult enough, at best, but with the kind of
drawdown we have faced for the last 10 years, it is very difficult,

and I will be talking about that issue.

Defense Challenges

• Managing Use of Military Force in Post Cold

War Era

• Preventing Reemergence of Nuclear Threat

• Managing Drawdown in Post Cold War Era

On the first point, managing the use of military force, the budget
we are proposing sustains the force structure for two nearly simul-
taneous major regional conflicts. I will not talk about that further.

General Shalikashvili will have something more to say about that.

It maintains our overseas presence. We have this week 300,000
people deployed overseas, to give you an estimate of how important
that aspect is. General Shalikashvili will talk about the contin-

gency operations we have mounted already in the past year, and
we will talk at some length about the fact that we do have a high
level of readiness.
During the cold war, a principal portion of our budget had to do

with building and maintaining nuclear deterrence. Our Nuclear
Posture Review, just completed last year, observed that the major
nuclear threat—namely, from the former Soviet Union—is gone but
that, nevertheless, it is important to maintain a hedge strategy
which does retain some elements of nuclear deterrence.

In this budget, we have about $7 billion for the nuclear deterrent
force. That is not a small amount of money, but it is only a fraction

of what we spent during the cold war. So there has been a major
reduction here.
We also have a Ballistic Missile Defense Program, and I will be

happy to answer any questions that you may have about either the
theater missile defense or the National missile defense component
of this program.
We have about $380 million requested for this Nunn-Lugar Pro-

gram which we call the Cooperative Threat Reduction. This is a
program which, over the past year, for example, has resulted in the
dismantlement of about 1,000 nuclear weapons which were pointed
at the United States. We think this is an extremely important pro-
gram and urge your continued support for that. Then
Chairman Domenici. How much money do you have for that?
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Secretary Perry. It is $380 million, in round figures.

In the counterproliferation field, the most significant event last
year was the framework agreement we made with North Korea to
stop the North Korean Nuclear Program. There are two important
points I want to make about that relative to this budget. The first

is there are no fijnds requested in the Defense Department 1996
budget for implementing this agreement. What funds are involved
in that are in budgets of other departments, not the Department
of Defense. Second is that were this agreement not to be imple-
mented, we would require more funds. We would have to come
back for a supplemental, because last June, before we had this

agreement, we were in the process of augmenting our forces in

South Korea to deal with the North Korean threat. We would be
back to that position if this framework agreement failed, and in

that case we would have to come in for additional funds.
Now I am getting to the major part of our budget preparation,

managing the drawdown. There are four elements, and I will say
something briefly about each of the four.

Managing Use of Military Force

in Post Cold War Era

• Sustalnsforcestructure to support two nearly
simultaneous MRCs

•• Nimble Dancer

• Maintains overseas presence

•• 300,000 Forces Deployed Overseas

• Provides capability to mount contingency operations

•• Vigilant Warrior

•• Uphold Democracy

• Ensures continuous readiness of forces

This budget does sustain the force structure which was called for

in the Bottom-Up Review and which is capable of conducting two
near-simultaneous major regional conflicts. Second, it does protect
readiness, and I hope I can make that point convincingly to you
today. It ensures the quality of life for the military forces, and it

undertake the beginning planning for the recapitalization of the
equipment and weapons systems which our military forces have in
the field.

I am not going to dwell on this chart, Mr. Chairman, in the inter-
est of time, but I did want to point out to you that the force struc-
ture called for in the Bottom-Up Review is essentially reached in
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this 1996 budget. In particular, I point out that the ten active
Army divisions called for will be reached in 1996; the 20 wings
called for in the Air Force will be reached in fiscal year 1996; the
12 carriers (11 active and 1 reserve) will be reached in 1996; and
all but 19 of the drawdown on the ships will be reached in 1996.
Corresponding with this stabilization of the force structure, there

will be a corresponding stabilization in personnel. In fiscal year
1996, the drawdown in active military personnel will be only half
of what it had been in previous years. And by the end of the year,
we will be essentially completed with the drawdown in active mili-

tary personnel.
This is very important from a management point of view because

it means that the turbulence associated with that drawdown will

be behind us by the end of 1996.
This may be the most important chart that I ceoi present to you

this morning since there has been an ongoing controversy about
whether our military forces are ready and whether this budget will

prevent them from being ready in the future. I am going to leave
the current readiness point to be discussed by General
Shalikashvili.

In brief, our conclusion here is that our forces, particularly our
forward deployed forces and our lift forces, are in historically high
states of readiness.

The burden of this chart is to demonstrate for you that the budg-
et which we are submitting to you does protect that readiness and
will sustain it at high levels.

The first point is that the fiscal guidance which I sent to the
services before they even put their budget together stated explicitly

on page 1 that readiness would be the first priority and that they
could trade off any other requirement that I made against readi-

ness. Therefore, it was the first priority, and that was reflected in

the budget submission. They fully funded all of the features which
I required in this budget.
As a consequence of that, the budget submissions that came in

were higher than the fiscal constraints which had been set by the
President; therefore, I had to go back to the President and request
an additional $25 billion over the course of the Future Years De-
fense Program in order to support the high readiness and the high
quality of life for our military forces. The President accepted that
judgment and did grant us that $25 billion increase in top-line au-
thority.

Therefore, as a consequence of that, then, we were able to fully

fund all of the elements that are crucial to the current readiness,

in particular operational training and the depot maintenance.
Chairman DOMENICI. The $25 billion, my staff reminds me, is

through the year 2001.
Secretary Perry. It is the 6 years in the Future Years Defense

Program, beginning with fiscal year 1996.
Chairman DOMENICI. Thank you very much.
Secretary Perry. Now, in my review with the service chiefs of

this budget before I submitted it to the President, I sat down with
each of the chiefs and asked them: Does this budget protect high
levels of readiness in the future? Their answer to me, each of them,
was "y6s, but," and the "but" was unless funds are diverted from
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that budget after they are appropriated to support unplanned con-
tingency operations. Therefore, it was necessary to also have a plan
for dealing with that possible exception, and so we have requested
an emergency supplemental, $2,6 billion, that funds the contin-

gency operations that began at the beginning of fiscal year 1995
and projected them to continue to the end of fiscal year 1995. That
is that projected $2.6 billion. If we get those funds, then the readi-

ness will be fully protected. If we do not, then we have to fund
those operations out of operational training and depot maintenance
funds.

Finally, because there is a possibility that an unplanned contin-

gency will arise in the last few months of the year, we will be re-

questing an authority from the Congress to transfer fiinds to deal

with those problems while we are waiting for a new supplemental
to deal with that problem.

Dr. Hamre can give you more information about this one, if you
care to.

Finally, managing this process is an ongoing, dynamic process. It

goes on on a day-to-day basis. We monitor this through a Senior
Readiness Oversight Council, which General Shalikashvili will tell

you more about. I manage it by a standard technique in industry

known as MBWA, management by walking around. I go to bases
all over the country and overseas and meet with not only the com-
manders but also the senior enlisted of each of those bases to get

a continuing feedback from them on the readiness of the forces. On
the basis of that feedback, I take appropriate actions.

We have in this budget a new quality of life initiative which
pluses up the funds which have previously been budgeted for the
quality of life for the military forces. This fully funds—in fact, for

the rest of this decade—the full legal pay raise permitted by Con-
gress, protects the medical benefits, adds some child care, day care,

and recreation facilities, and I think most importantly, has a sub-
stantial increase in the dollars for housing, both family housing
and barracks.

I am not going to dwell on this at this point, Mr. Chairman. I

will point out to you that I believe we are in a very poor condition
relative to housing for our military personnel. We got there for two
reasons.

First of all, there is a change in demographics in the last 2 dec-

ades as we went from a draftee force to an all-volunteer force. A
much higher percentage of our military personnel, instead of being
in the force for a year or two, are now in it for 10, 12, 15 years.

Consequently, many more of them are married, so we have a much
greater demand for family housing. Family housing has not ex-

panded during that period, so we have a substantial shortage of

family housing.
In the meantime, all during this period, even during the high de-

fense budgets during the 1980's, the so-called Reagan build-up,
money was being put in many other accounts. It was not being put
in to deal with this housing problem. This has been neglected now
for several decades.
The increase in this budget is a step, a small step, in the direc-

tion of fixing that problem. It is not a large enough step. I will be
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coming back to the Congress during the year with a housing initia-

tive to make a major improvement in this problem.
Our interest in quahty of Hfe is not for a sentimental reason. It

is because we truly believe that the capability of the people in the
military force is the most important asset that we have, and it is

an investment that we make. This is a point that is not well under-
stood, but this chart is intended to illustrate that. While it takes
us 9 years to build a new aircraft carrier, 10 years to develop a new
fighter aircraft, these are long-term investments. The investments
we make in training our military personnel are even longer than
that. It takes us 16 years to develop an aircraft maintenance super-
visor, 18 years to develop a battalion commander, and 28 years to

develop an armored division commander.

PEOPLE, OUR MOST IMPORTANT ASSET

S Years to Win W. W. II

9 Years to Build a New Aircraft Carrier

About 10 Years to Develop a New Fighter Aircraft

^ 16 Years to Develop Aircraft Maintenance Supervisor

:

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 17 Years tO Develop First Sergeant :::

18 Years to Develop Battalion Commander

22Years to Develop Battalion Command Sergeant Major=

Therefore, to maintain quality of the force, we have to retain the
best people in this force. The whole rationale of our approach here
is training and retaining—and our readiness budget does that.

Training and retaining are the keys to having a high-quality mili-

tary force, and this budget accommodates both of those.

I will now get into the last component of the budget, which is the
modernization of the equipment. The first point I will make to you
is that the budget which we are submitting here for modernization
is at a historical low. It is the lowest in real terms for moderniza-
tion that we have had in the last 50 years.
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Historical Procurement Trends

Ships

Down 76 %
Aircraft

Down 89%

943

Tanks

Down 86%

100T«nlciinFY199€
•re upgrade*

It has been low for the last 4 or 5 years, and the reason we have

been able to get away with it being low is that the force was being

drawn down. We were taking equipment out of the force; therefore,

we took the older equipment out, of course. As a consequence, we
were able to manage the average age of the equipment in the force.

So even though we were not recapitalizing at the necessary rates

for steady state, we were still able to actually decrease the average

age of selected equipment in the force and mitigate aging problems

for many other systems.

I will come back to that point

Chairman DOMENICI. Mr. Secretary, does the word moderniza-

tion mean just replenishing what you have got, or does it include

new technology?
Secretary Perry. It includes both. My point here is it's not only

replenishment, buying more F-18's, for example. Here I am telling

you that because of the problem I have described, because of the

opportunity I have described, we have had a pause in this recapi-

talization over the last 4 or 5 years. But I earlier told you that the

drawdown is essentially over in fiscal year 1996; therefore, we have

to now start building it up again.

So the first point is that we have had an opportunity to pause

in the recapitalization. We have done that the last 4 or 5 years.

That is over. We have to start building it up, and I will show you

in the budget how we plan to do that.

But this recapitalization does not require one-for-one replace-

ment because of the point that you are suggesting, Mr. Chairman;
namely, the introduction of high technology and the introduction of

new systems gives us an opportunity to do things more effectively
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and more efficiently and, therefore, reduce the unit costs and, more
importantly, the life cycle cost of a system.

Nevertheless, we do have an increase in the outyears in this
budget in the modernization account, and the resources to do that
come from three different areas.

First of all, the Congress passed last year an acquisition reform
bill. We have not scored the benefits from that bill in this budget.
We believe there will be significant benefits. We do not know how
to quantify them yet, and, therefore, we have not taken credit for

that in this budget.
On the other hand, in reducing the infi'astructure, which is com-

ing primarily through the base closings, we do score that, and I

will just give you two numbers to convey to you the significance of

this base closing and other things we are doing to reduce infra-

structure.

In fiscal year 1996, the budget which is being submitted to you,

we have a cost of $4 billion, in round figures, associated with the
base closings that we are doing. So while base closing is intended
to save us money, the near-term impact of it is a cost, and a very
substantial cost. In fiscal year 1996, it is costing us $4 billion.

Now, in the outyears of this budget, by the end of the decade the

base closing will save us $4 billion on an annual basis; therefore,

relative to this question of getting money to do the modernization
in the future, there will be a swing of $8 billion from fiscal year
1996 to fiscal year 1999, from an investment of $4 billion to a sav-

ings of $4 billion. So that is a swing of $8 billion. All of the money
then in this program is planned to go into increasing our mod-
ernization.

Finally, in this budget, in the last few years of the budget, there
is an increase in the top line projected. All of that is going into

modernization.
That is summarized. This is the first point that I was making to

you about aging of equipment. I put a chart on here to show you
that for each of four major categories—surface combatants. Navy
aircraft, Air Force aircraft, and tanks—I am plotting the average
age of the equipment that is deployed. You can see from this chart

that even though we have not been buying much equipment from
1990 to 1996, which is depicted here, in some cases the average age
is decreasing and in other cases it is more or less holding its own.
But, in all cases, as we go into the outyears, that average age goes
up, in some cases goes up precipitously.
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Average Ages of Selected DoD Weapons
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5 I-

Mid Point System Operating Life

Surface Combatants
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Mid Point System Operating Life

Navy &MC
Fighter/Attack Aircraft
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10

Mid Point System Operating Life

Air Force

Fighter/Attack Aircraft

FY 90 FY 94 FY 99 FY 04

The danger point on this curve is the double red line on top. That
represents the midpoint system operating life. And so when you
have this average age over the midpoint system operating life, you
know then that you are in trouble and that you are having an
equipment obsolescence problem.
These charts I £im showing you here reflect the increase in re-

capitalization that I showed you in the last budget. It deals with
the problem adequately in most cases, but we still see problems de-

veloping here by the turn of the century. This represents the in-

crease in dollars in the procurement account to deal with this re-

capitalization. That is about a 47-percent real increase from fiscal

year 1996 to fiscal year 2001.
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Defense Procurement Recapitalization
(FY 96 Dollars in Billions)

FYBS - $135.7 B

Total DoD Procurement

:

FY 8S to FV 96 - 71 % Real Oedine

FY 96 to FY 01 -47% Real Increase

Finally, I will get to the chart perhaps I should have shown you
first, which is the budget, and this is fiscal year 1996, $246 billion,

as a contrast with $252 billion in fiscal year 1995. The fiscal year
1995 figure is not only the amount appropriated by the Congress,

but I have assumed in this figure the emergency supplemental that

we are requesting. So I have added the emergency supplemental
fijnds to this.
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NATIONAL DEFENSE TOPLINE
(Currents Billions)

1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001

BUDGET AUTHORITY
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Overall Budget Assessment

This budget preserves our national security

• DoD funded readiness as its highest priority;

•• People come first

• The right force structure for the right strategy

• DoD plans outyear recapitalization

With that, I would Uke to ask General Shalikashvili to make
some comments and then turn it over to the committee for ques-

tions.

[The prepared statement of Secretary Perry follows:]
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STATEMENT OF SECRETARY OF DEFENSE WILLIAM J. PERRJ
IN CONNECTION WITH THE FY 1996-97 DEFENSE BUDGET

SENATE BUDGET COMMITTEE
FEBRUARY 10, 1995

Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, it is a pleasure to
be here to discuss President Clinton's fiscal year (FY) 1996-97
Department of Defense (DoD) budget.

We meet halfway through the first decade after the e-d of
the Cold War. We have seen enough of this new security era to
know that serious dangers persist, as well as great
opportunities to advance peace and democracy. How best to
counter those dangers and pursue those opportunities can
generate honest debate. However, I believe there also is a
tremendous basis for consensus, and it is in that spirit that I

come before you today.

How best to handle the dangers and opportunities of the
post-Cold War era has been exhaustively studied by the
Department of Defense. Our strategy calls for a force structure
that will be capable of fighting and winning two nearly
simultaneous major regional conflicts, and conducting a vide
range of other military operations. During the past year we
have rigorously revalidated our strategy's major militarj
requirements, and they are supported by the new budget azd the
FY 1996-2001 Future Years Defense Program (FYDP), whose
implementation the budget begins. Our plans reflect my
department's best judgment as to the strategy, force posture,
and programs needed to protect U.S. interests and sustait
America's crucial global leadership role. In explaining how
they do that, I will organize my statement around three dominant
defense challenges facing our nation in this new era. (Chart 1)

MANAGING THE USE OF MILITARY FORCE

The first challenge is managing the use of military force.
(Chart 2) To support this challenge, the budget and FYD?

:

• Sustains the force structure called for by our strategy.
DoD has intensively and extensively validated the key
assumptions underlying its strategy and force planning iz
rigorous ways, such as our comprehensive wargame Nimble lancer.

• Maintains a robust overseas presence. This week, =s a
snapshot, we have 300,000 military personnel deployed overseas:
approximately 100,000 permanently assigned to Europe, a similar
number in the Pacific, and the remainder are today participating
in contingency operations or are deployed at sea. We anticipate
that we will continue about this same level during the budget
period.

• Provides the capability to mount contingency operations.
In FY 1594 our forces demonstrated this capability, especially
during two operations: Vigilant Warrior, in which forces were
deployed to Kuwait and Saudi Arabia, thereby deterring Iraqi
aggression and demonstrating our resolve to fulfill our
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commitinents in that region; and Uphold Democracy, in which we
deployed a substantial force to Haiti, to help reinstate the
democratically elected president and government and provide a
secure and stable environment for the return of functional
governance.

• Ensures the continuous readiness of U.S. forces, as I will
detail later.

DoD's thinking on managing the use of military force i's

reflected in our basic operational concept for major regional
conflicts. (Chart 3) An overseas presence of forward-deployed
forces contributes both deterrence and quick reaction.
Sufficient strategic mobility enables the rapid projection of
blocking forces into the conflict area. Cooperation with a
coalition of nations can yield both allied help, as well as
political pressure against potential aggressors. Superior
technology and modernization enables us to apply decisive air
power, combat technology, intelligence, and more. Committing
overwhelming counter-offensive forces promotes rapid victory,
with the least possible casualties. And providing the
foundation to this operational concept for regional conflicts
must be high readiness of U.S. forces.

The ability of U.S. forces to react to contingencies was
vividly demonstrated in operation Vigilant Warrior. Some 121
aircraft deployed to the Persian Gulf theater in less than 7

days. A forward deployed amphibious readiness group moved into
the area in one day. A mechanized infantry brigade deployed to
Kuwait and was ready for combat in 3 days—demonstrating both
our airlift capabilities and the benefits of having heavy
equipment already in the theater. Another Army unit linked up
with its equipment from prepositioned ships in 15 days.
Finally, the George Washington carrier battle group moved from
the Adriatic Sea to the Red Sea in 3 days. The impact of this
rapid projection of military power: deterrence of new Iraqi
aggression.

PREVENTING REEMERGENCE OP NUCLEAR THREAT

The second challenge is to prevent the emergence of a
serious post-Cold War nuclear threat. (Chart 4) The
cornerstone of our response was DoD's 1994 Nuclear Posture
Review, whose recommendations were approved by the President
last September. The Review called for reductions in strategic
programs to reflect actual U.S. needs, thereby setting an
example for other nuclear powers; plus a hedge strategy, which
retains a U.S. force structure sufficient for deterrence. The
new budget and FYDP retains this credible nuclear deterrence,
although spending on strategic nuclear programs is much lower
than during the Cold War. The NPR's hedge strategy also
includes our approach to ballistic missile defense, detailed
below.
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Another element of our nuclear prevention challenge is the
Cooperative Threat Reduction program, which focuses on the
weapons in the former Soviet Onion, which will be discussed in
more detail later.

A third element of this challenge is counterproliferation

—

preventing the spread of nuclear, biological, chemical, and
missile capabilities, a growing threat to U.S. global interests.
Regarding one such effort—the Praunework Agreement with North
Korea— I want to stress that there are no funds in this budget
for the Agreement, because it does not call for any DoD funds.
Additionally, our budget assumes that implementation of the
Agreement will be successful; in the absence of this Agreement,
we would be back to the position we were in last June, when we
were planning to reinforce our defense posture in Korea. Should
the Agreement not be implemented, reinforcements will be
required, at a significant additional expense.

Ballistic missile defense is part of our hedge strategy as
well. (Chart 5) Our highest priority continues to be theater
missile defense, which addresses the immediate threat to U.S.
forces deployed throughout the world. We have three core TMD
programs, whose funding is shown on the attached chart. We are
also proceeding with a National Missile Defense technology
program aimed at achieving readiness to deploy such a system in
a few years, if the threat requires.

The funding and objectives of the Cooperative Threat
Reduction (CTR) program are shown on the next chart. (Chart 6)
The slight decline in funding through FY 1997 does not reflect a
decrease in DoD emphasis, but rather the timing of different
aspects of the program. Indeed, I believe that this program
will remain one of our most important. Some people have called
CTR a nondefense program, but I call it defense by other means.
How better to deal with weapons of mass destruction, than to
dismantle them?

MANAGING THE DRAWDOWN IN POST-COLD WAR ERA

A final post-Cold War challenge is managing the drawdown. of
U.S. forces. (Chart 7) The new budget and FYDP maintain the
force structure needed to support our defense strategy, protect
readiness, ensure quality of life for military people and their
families, and advance our plans for recapitalization. I will
elaborate on each of these.

The drawdown of forces to the level called for by the new
defense strategy will be nearly complete by the end of FY 1996.
(Chart 8) At that time, DoD will have reduced active military
personnel and force levels by over 36 percent since the
beginning of FY 1990, the fiscal year in which the Berlin Wall
fell. The ending of the drawdown will bring a welcome end to
personnel turbulence.
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Reflecting cuts in forces and infrastructure, personnel end
strength continues to decline. (Chart 9) By FY 1998 active
military end strength will level off at just under 1,450,000

—

about 32 percent lower than at the end of the Cold War. DoD
civilian end strength will decline to 729,400 in FY 2001—also a
32 percent decline, but it lags behind the active duty drop by a
few years. In FY 1998 Selected Reserve end strength will hit
its goal of 893,000—about 24 percent below its 1989 peak "of

1,170,600.

READINESS IS PROTECTED

In formulating the new budget and FYDP, my department
accorded the highest priority to preserving force readiness.
Regarding our current readiness, there are several reasons why I

am convinced that it remains high. (Chart 10) The most
important indicator is that our Commanders in Chief (CINCs)
report to me that they are ready to execute their current
missions. This readiness was manifested by their successful
execution of complex operations in Haiti, Iraq, and Rwanda. The
professional skill demonstrated by our military men and women
was superb.

Our military commanders also forward to me regular
statistical reports. These show that our early-deploying forces
are maintaining the high rates of readiness that they have been
at for the last decade or more. The readiness problems of some
of our late-deploying units, which became evident at the end of
FY 1994, will be fixed by April 1995.

What about future readiness? (Chart 11) The FY 1996-97
budget protects readiness. My guidance for the formulation of
this budget was that readiness should be the first priority and
that other objectives could be traded off to ensure it. That
guidance was followed. Additionally, the $25 billion added by
President Clinton late last year enabled us to support the
readiness and quality of life measures we wanted in the budret.
When I reviewed the FY 1996-97 budget with the military service
chiefs, they confirmed for me that it fully funds needed
operational training and the depot maintenance required to
support our strategy.

However, the service chiefs also warned that the diversion
of funds for '^unplanned contingencies would affect readiness. To
prevent readiness problems, we are requesting speedy approval of
an emergency supplemental appropriations to help pay DoD's
FY 1995 costs for unbudgeted contingencies now underway. In
this supplemental, we are also requesting a Readiness
Preservation Authority, which would enable the Secretary of
Defense to avoid diverting money from readiness to pay for
contingency operations late in the current fiscal year. This
authority would operate like overdraft protection on a checking
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account, enabling DoD to protect readiness in anticipation of
later funding.

To preserve readiness in the future, DoD will monitor it
carefully and continually, as it is doing now. Our vehicles for
doing this include the Senior Readiness Oversight Council,
chaired by the Deputy Secretary of Defense. It meets once a
month and has the authority to solve problems. In addition, we
will stay on top of readiness through MBWA, "management by"
walking around". That means going out to military bases and
talking with people. I and other senior DoD leaders do this all
the time. No management tool is more important.

The central tenet of our readiness philosophy is that people
are our most important asset. (Chart 12) As shown on the
attached chart, it takes many years to develop first-rate
leaders. People come first, not simply for sentimental reasons,
but because they are our most producftive investment. The
superiority of America's armed forces derives primarily from the
unsurpassed quality of our officers and noncommissioned
officers, as well as the subordinates they train and lead. The
most important part of my job is to develop these future leaders
as a legacy for my successors, the 21st century Secretaries of
Defense.

A key to readiness and effectiveness therefore is keeping
quality people. (Chart 13) How do we plan to do that? First,
by training realistically, which the new budget supports. For
example, it funds 12 brigade rotations per year at the National
Training Center, as well as superb exercises such as Red Flag,
Bright Star, and Roving Sand.

Another contributor are the real missions, on which our
forces deploy. Some people worry that such deployments hurt
readiness. But for many units these operations are tremendously
beneficial. For Army units at Fort Stewart, the Vigilant
Warrior deployment to the Persian Gulf was the best possible
training for its wartime missions. In Haiti our Special
Operations people are actually carrying out civil-military
activities, rather than merely training to do them.

The critical point is this: As long as we manage and fund
them wisely, contingency operations need not degrade our force
readiness. Indeed, most operations will likely provide very
realistic training, as well as many intangible benefits of real-
world experience. Real missions enable our military people to
demonstrate the professionalism they have honed, and can be a
great source of pride—especially when those missions deter
aggression, save lives, promote democracy, and help people in
need.

Keeping quality people also means that we must reenlist
families, which leads to discussion of quality of life programs.
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QOALITY OF LIFE PROGRAMS

Providing a good quality of life (QOL) for service members
and their families is both the right thing to do and crucial to
sustaining the readiness of U.S. forces. (Chart 14) Reflecting
this conviction, the new budget funds the full military pay
raises provided for under law: 2.4 percent for FY 1996 and 3.1
percent for FY 1997. The budget also protects medical benefits.
These are very important to people, and we could not have
protected these benefits without the $25 billion added by
President Clinton.

Community and family support prograuns are central to my
quality of life emphasis. Our plans call for a 23 percent
increase in child care spaces by FY 1997. The FY 1995 and
FY 1996 budgets include $56 million for 20 new/expanded child
care centers. Also planned are 18 new recreation centers,
chapels, and fitness centers.

Finally I must talk about housing, which is the number one
topic in every one of my base visits. At a.S. bases all around
the world, housing is inadequate. Partly that is because of
changed demographics. We no longer have a conscript force, and
many more of our people are married. Additionally, housing
programs have not kept pace with housing needs—including during
the 1980s, when defense funds were more plentiful.

Our plans call for a 13 percent increase in housing dollars
per active duty person (FY 1996 over FY 1994). But that is not
enough. We cannot solve our housing problems just by seeking
increased budgets, so we are looking at a housing initiative
that seeks alternative ways of getting more housing for our
people.

Beyond these traditional concerns, I recognize that quality
of life can deteriorate when military people spend excessive
time away from their home station—such as for lengthy
contingency operations. We are taking steps to ensure that DoD
standards for length of deployments for service members are
maintained, except for unavoidable circumstances. For example,
I have directed the greater use of reserve forces to relieve
active duty units that have excessive commitments.

MODERNIZATION/RECAPITALIZATION

The modernization of weapons and other systems is important
to readiness, not this year or next, but 5 or 10 years from now.
(Chart 15) To ensure that D.S. weapons will remain
qualitatively superior to future adversaries, the new FYDP
begins the recapitalization of America's armed forces—an
undertaking that will continue well into the next century.
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The drawdown of U.S. forces has allowed a delay in this
recapitalization. As the force structure ceune down, the
remaining units could be equipped with modern systems already
fielded. But now we must now begin a new phase of
modernization, in order to sustain the quality of the force over
the long term.

Still, recapitalization will not require one-for-one
replacement of major systems. Technology will help us find ways
to do things better and smarter. We may not need as many
systems. We should be able to sustain our equipment longer in
the field by upgrading it with new technology. This will cost
money as well, so in the end we need increased funding.

Resources for recapitalization will come from: ''

• Acquisition reform. We are confident that this will bring
more efficiency, enabling us to lower the unit cost of buying
new systems and lower the cost of sustaining those systems over
their full life cycle.

• Reducing infrastructure. 'Base closures are the primary
example of our efforts. By the end of this decade, base
closings from 1988, 1991, and 1993 should yield savings of about
$4 billion a year.

• Outyear real budget growth.

Before looking at that outyear growth, it is important to
consider where we are today. Procurement of key weapons like
ships, aircraft, and tanks are at historical lows. (Chart 16)
Still, because of the force drawdown the average age of some key
systems in the field has gotten better. (Chart 17) For battle
force ships the average age of the fleet has dropped, as has the
average age of ships retired each year. On the other hand, the
average age of our tanks, fighter and attack aircraft, and
surface combatant ships, while still in good shape, is
increasing—reflecting the need to begin recapitalization.
(Chart 18)

Requested budget authority for procurement in FY 1996 is
$39.4 billion—which, adjusting for inflation, is a decline of
71 percent from FY 1985 and the lowest level since 1950.
(Chart 19) Budget authority for procurement in FY 2001 is
projected to be 47 percent higher than in FY 1996.

DEFENSE BUDGET TRENDS

This increase for procurement is reflected in our topline
data. (Chart 20) For 1996 the President's budget requests
$246.0 billion in budget authority and $250.0 billion in
outlays. FY 1996 budget authority is, in real terms, 39 percent
below FY 1985, the peak year for inflation-adjusted DoD budget
authority since the Korean War. By FY 1997 the cumulative real
decline since FY 1985 will reach 41 percent.
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The continuing decline in defense spending is reflected in
other budget trends. (Chart 21) As a share of federal budget
outlays, defense expenditures will fall to 13.5 percent by
FY 2000—half the share in FY 1986. (Chart 22) Defense outlays
as a share of the Gross Domestic Product will fall to 2.8
percent in FY 2000—less than half 1980 's levels.

CLOSING

In sum. President Clinton's FY 1996-97 budget preserves our
nation's security robustly and at reasonable cost. (Chart 23)
My department funded force readiness as its highest priority and
used as its guide: People come first. Our plans support the
right force structure for the right strategy for this post-Cold
War era. And to keep those forces second to none, DoD plans
begin their recapitalization.

The past year has confirmed again the importance of
America's global leadership and military power. With that in
mind, I look forward to working with all of you toward the goal
we all share: preserving the readiness, quality, morale, and
superiority of our nation's armed forces—a continuing source of
great pride for all our citizens.
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Defense Challenges

Managing Use of Military Force in Post Cold
War Era

Preventing Reemergence of Nuclear Threat

Managing Drawdown in Post Cold War Era

Managing Use of Military Force

inPostCold War Era

• Sustains force structure to support two nearly

simultaneous MRCs

•• Nimble Dancer

• Maintains overseas presence

•• 300,000 Forces Deployed Overseas

• Provides capability to mount contingency operations

•• Vigilant Warrior

•• Uphold Democracy

• Ensures continuous readiness of forces
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Basic Operational Concept for MRCs

• Forward Forces -*- Presence

• Rapid Projection of Blocking Forces -^ Mobility

• Allied Help -*~ Coalitior^Cooperation

Apply Air Power/Technology/Intelligence Technology/Modernization

• Overwhelming Counter-offensive Forces ^ Total Force

Al( Elements -^ Readiness

!

Preventing Reemergence of Nuclear Threat

• Nuclear Posture Review

- Hedge strategy

- Retains nuclear deterrence

- Ballistic Missile Defense

- TMD

~ NMD

• Cooperative Threat Reduction

• Counterproliferation

- North Korea Framework Agreement
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BALLISTIC MISSILE DEFENSE
(Dollars in Millions)

FY 1995 FY 1996 FY 1997

Budget Request 2,739.6 2.912.9 3.038.2

• Theater Missile Defense (TMD) continues to be highest priority.

•• CoreTMD programs:

Patriot Advance Capability
Lcvel-3 (PAC-3)

Theater H igh Altitude Area
Defense System (THAAD)

Navy Area Defense
(AEGIS/SM-2 Block IVA)

• National Missile Defense (NMD) technology program achieves readiness to

deploy in a few years

390.0 370.6 399.0

603.0
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Managing Drawdown in Post Cold War Era

• Maintains Force Structure

• Protects Readiness

• Ensures Quality of Life

• Plans for Recapitalization

Force Structure

Land Forces
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DoD PERSONNEL
(End Strength In Thousands)

Active Militarv
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Future Readiness

• Budget protects readiness

•• Guidance made readiness first priority

•• President added $25 billion

• All Service Chiefs confirm FY 1996 budget fully funds:

•• Operational Training

•• Depot Maintenance for 2 MRCs

• Diversion of funds for unplanned contingencies would
affect readiness

•• Emergency Supplemental

•• Readiness Preservation Authority

• Will Monitor readiness carefully and continually

•• SROaJMRR
•• MBWA

PEOPLE, OUR MOST IMPORTANT ASSET

SYeantoWinW.W.U

9 Yean to Build a New Airaaft Carrier

I About 10 Years to Develop a New Fighter Aircraft
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Keeping Quality People

Train realistically

•• 1 2 NTC Brigade rotations per year

•• Red Flag exercise

•• Bright Star exercise

•• Roving Sand exercise

Deploy on real missions

•• Vigilant Warrior

•• Uphold Democracy

Reenlist Families

13

QUALITY OF LIFE PROGRAMS

COMPENSATION

• Fully funds legal pay raise

• Protects medical benefits

COMMUNITY AND FAMILY SUPPORT

• 20 new child care/day care centers

• 18 recreation/fitness centers and chapels

HOUSING

• 13% Increase In housing dollars per active duty (FY 1996 over FY 1994)

• Will propose housing initiative

14
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MODERNIZATION/RECAPITALIZATION

• Force drawdown has allowed delay In recapitalization

• Modernization rate will require increase to sustain force over long term

• Recapitalization will not require one-for-one replacement

• Resources from:

•• Acquisition reform efficiency

•• Reducing Infrastructure

•• Outyear real budget growth

IS

Historical Procurement Trends

Ships

Down 76 %
Aircraft

Down 89%

Tanks

Down e6%

720

100 Tanks in FY 1996
•re upgrades

16
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DoD Battle Force Ships
(Age of Fleet vs Age at Retirement)
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Defense Procurement Recapitalization
(FY 96 Dollars in Billions)

FY as -S13S.7 B

Total DoO Procurement

:

FY tS to FY 96 « 71 % Real Oedinc

FY9€torr01 - 47% Rcallncrcasc

FYJS FYJ? FYM FY 01

19

NATIONAL DEFENSE TOPLINE
(Current $ Billions)

BUDGET AUTHORITY

1995

OoD military -051
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Overall Budget Assessment

This budget preserves our national security

• DoD funded readiness as its highest priority;

•• People come first

• The right force structure for the right strategy

• DoD plans outyear recapitalization

23
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Chairman DOMENICI. Let me just say to the committee members
who arrived shortly after I made the announcement, we are going
to let them both go first. They have agreed to make their testimony
brief. Then we will start the questions.
General please proceed.

STATEMENT OF GENERAL JOHN M. SHALIKASHVILI,
CHAIRMAN, JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF

General Shalikashvili. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much for

giving me the opportunity to state my view on the state of Ameri-
ca's Armed Forces and to reinforce some of the points that Sec-
retary Perry just made.
Now, looking back over this past year at events in Bosnia, in So-

malia, in Rwanda, and Haiti, the challenges in the Gulf, and in

Korea, and everything else that our Armed Forces have been in-

volved in, it has, of course, for us been a difficult and demanding
year. And there are some lessons from that year that are worth
mentioning.
What stands out foremost is the caliber of the men and women

in our Armed Forces. There is no need to chronicle everything that
they have done in the places that Secretary Perry and I have just
mentioned. You know what they have done, and you know how ex-

traordinarily well they have done it. The certain lesson is that they
remain our most precious asset.

The second lesson we learned is that we are in an era in which
we are going to have to retain a very powerful and a very ready
military force. Only 4 months ago, at a time when we were only
3 weeks into our operation in Haiti, several of Saddam Hussein's
readiest divisions bolted very suddenly from their garrisons and
began a very threatening movement to the south towards the bor-

der of Kuwait. A rapid decision was made to order our forces to de-

ploy to the region to position themselves to block yet another at-

tack on our Gulf ally.

Once the order was given, an amphibious-ready group was in po-

sition in 1 day. Two days after this, the George Washington carrier

battle group had moved from the Adriatic to the Red Sea, and an
army mechanized infantry brigade had deployed to Kuwait to draw
its pre-positioned equipment. Seven days after the order, 121 air-

craft were on station, and in 15 days, an Army task force had
joined the infantry brigade and was ready to fight using equipment
that had been placed in prepositioned ships. No sooner had our
forces began arriving than we watched Saddam Hussein's divisions

first slow, then halt, and then return back north to their garrisons.

The warning I think was very clear. What stood between Iraq's

division and our ally was the readiness of our forces to deploy over
extended distances very rapidly.

This past year has given us a snapshot of another lesson that we
learned—that is, uncertainty. And we found out that uncertainty is

exploding nations such as Yugoslavia, Rwanda, and Somalia; it is

Russia, still struggling to progress on a path of reform, but with
events like Chechnya, leaving Russians and Americans alike won-
dering whether the struggle for democracy was going to succeed.

Uncertainty is also nations like North Korea and Iran threaten-

ing their neighbors and threatening attempts to control weapons of
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mass destruction. And the reality is that we are going to be worry-
ing about uncertainty around the globe and about the course of re-

forms in Russia and Eastern Europe for some time to come. So we
are going to have to preserve a strong military. We are going to

have to remain ready for the unexpected.
There is a third lesson from this past year as well. The events

of this period validated the strategic planning that framed the Bot-
tom-Up Review. We were correct to choose Korea and Southwest
Asia as the places where we might face two nearly-simultaneous
regional contingencies. This year, we saw tensions in Korea reach
a very dangerous stage, and as I already noted, we actually de-

ployed forces to Southwest Asia.

But there were many times during the year when we were bal-

ancing very serious tensions in two or three different theaters si-

multaneously. Our deployment to Southwest Asia occurred in the
midst of our operations in Haiti and certainly, as you look at all

these events this past year, proved the necessity to be able to fight

and win in two nearly-simultaneous regional conflicts.

But I think for some, a very legitimate question is whether the
force recommended in the Bottom-Up Review and in this budget is

large enough and powerful enough to fulfill this strategy.

While some further analysis is still ongoing, the Joint Chiefs, the
CINC's—the war-fighting commanders out in the field—and I have
been involved in an effort of many months to include analytical
analysis, assessments and war games, to include a just completed,
2-day-long conference, all under the name of Nimble Dancer. And
based on this extensive work, the Joint Chiefs and I share the view
that as we field the enforcement identified in the Bottom-Up Re-
view, we will, in fact, be able to fight and win two nearly-simulta-
neous regional conflicts with an acceptable risk; that is, the force,

we believe, is large enough if we invest in enhancing the force and
if our units stay ready and continue to be manned with the same
high quality of people that we have in uniform today.
To this end, our highest priority, as Secretary Perry mentioned,

must remain retaining these extraordinary men and women and
recruiting more like them.
As Secretary Perry already stated, included in this budget is a

request for additional funding, the start of a $25 billion increase
that will be added over the next 6 years. Part of the $25 billion will

go towards improving the pay and quality of life that we offer our
people.

Much has been said about the readiness of our force, and right-
fully so, for none of us wants to see a return to the hollow forces
of yesteryear. Several months ago, when some of our forces, to in-

clude three Army divisions, reported that their readiness had de-
clined, it raised questions in the media and here in Congress about
the overall readiness of our forces. I would like to place that inci-

dent in context and offer my views on the state of readiness today
and projected for tomorrow.
The reduced readiness of those units was a direct consequence of

the operations and maintenance funds that had to be diverted to
pay for unexpected contingency operations. As a result, the unit
commanders were compelled to cancel important training and to
defer needed maintenance on their equipment, which caused their
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readiness ratings to sag. This was a very predictable outcome, and
we did, in fact, predict in advance that unless we supplemented
these accounts in time, there would be readiness problems. I am
gratified that when these problems did occur, our commanders did
call them honestly.

Today, the Department, the Joint Chiefs, the CINC's and I are
watching readiness more closely and in more ways than at any
time that I can remember. As the Secretary already mentioned, he
has established a monthly Senior Readiness Oversight Council. We
have also formed a joint readiness review consisting of senior mili-
tary leaders that occurs monthly, as well, to examine the state of
our readiness. And while the service continues to measure the
readiness of our units, we have developed and begun to implement
a joint readiness system that allows us for the first lime to exam-
ine the readiness of our forces to perform joint operations.
What these more extensive and better focused reviews, all of

which are based upon readiness data submitted by commanders in
the field, what they indicate is that today the readiness of our
forces deployed and those designed first to fight continues to be
high. One of the three Army divisions just mentioned will soon re-

gain its former readiness rating, while the other two divisions are
starting their scheduled inactivations. The readiness of all other
forces is essentially at historic levels.

There is one other point I would like to note about readiness.

There is some concern that recent contingencies and deployments
have degraded the readiness of our units and crews that we have
sent to perform these missions. Again, I would like to put this in
perspective.

Very often when we send units to these operations, although it

means that they will not participate in the normal peacetime train-

ing cycles, it does not necessarily mean that the unit is not going
to do the right kind of training.

For example, when a carrier is sitting in the Red Sea to deter
Iraq, its pilots and crew are experiencing the best training possible,

and certainly there is no degradation of their skills. But there are
some deployments, such as the mission that the 10th Infantry Divi-

sion was doing in Haiti, where over time the unit could lose its

edge for its most important mission, that of being able to fight and
win our wars.

In those cases, we try to rotate units through, as we have just

done in Haiti, by replacing the 10th Division with the 25th, so that
we can return the 10th Division to proficiency in its war-fighting
skills.

But, regardless, prolonged and dangerous deployments do put
great strains on our families. That is yet another reason why the
improvements that Secretary Perry detailed when he explained
why we need an additional $25 billion are so very critical. When
our forces deploy, we owe it to our men and women that they can
feel comfortable that their families left behind are safe and well
cared for.

Now, what concerns me as much as our near-term readiness is

our need to ensure our long-term readiness. And by this I am refer-

ring to modernization and the fielding of enhancements that were
part of the Bottom-Up Review. The past 8 years of declining budget
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outlays caused the cancellation, the stretch-out, or rescheduling of
many of our modernization programs. As Secretary Perry said, the
end of the cold war justified a number of these actions, because we
were left with a large inventory of modern equipment that we pur-
chased in the 1980's that in many areas will see us through the
end of the century. But that time is now fast approaching.
Over the past few years, we restructured our modernization

plans, streamlining as we did so, to both ensure that our forces re-

mained technologically unmatched and to ensure that we don't

reach a point where vital systems become obsolete or too expensive
to maintain or are simply worn out by age. To prevent this, we
have to follow through on our needed modernization programs.
Moreover, the heart of the Bottom-Up Review was to reduce our

forces, but also to compensate for these reductions by enhancing
the capability of our smaller forces, making them faster to deploy
and ounce-for-ounce more capable and effective once they arrive.

Included among these enhancements: more strategic lift; pre-posi-

tioned equipment sets in selected forward locations; improved and
expanded command, control, communications, and intelligence sys-

tems; and an increased number of long-range precision systems and
munitions.
These enhancements have to be fielded. We have to stay the

course, because without these enhancements, the risk to our forces

could very well become unacceptably high. Thus, our challenge now
is to balance today's readiness with the need for investment in the
future. We must make prudent investment in modernization if we
are to ensure that tomorrow's readiness is equal to tomorrow's
challenges.

With that, I thank you very much, Mr. Chairmgin, and I believe

Secretary Perry and I are prepared for your questions.

Secretary Perry. Mr. Chairman, I would point out I also have
Dr. Hamre with me, and the three of us are prepared to answer
your questions.

Chairman Domenici. Thank you very much. General
Shalikashvili.

[The prepared statement of General Shalikashvili follows:]
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I am pleased to be here today to share my views about the state of our

Armed Forces.

Last year, I remarked that our discussions were set against the backdrop

of a serious debate. At that time, some believed that our defense budgets were

still too high, while others were convinced we had already cut too much. Twelve

months later, the debate seems to have gained added stridency. It also appears

to have found a new center. The question we seem to be asking this time is

whether we've added enough back in.

Ever since we began this still ongoing round of reductions, all have been

mindful that every time in this century America has drawn down, we blundered

and did it badly. This happened after the First and Second World Wars, after

Korea, and after Vietnam. Each time, after ignoring the warnings of past failures

we repeated the same remorseful cycle: we cut too deep and we reduced too

fast. Not long aftenvard we regretted it dearly.

So we need this debate and it should be vigorous. We must not repeat

the tragedies of the past. I only hope that what I have to offer is helpful as you

make decisions on the issues before you.

Looking back over the past year, at events in Bosnia, Somalia, Rwanda,

Haiti, the challenges in the Gulf and Korea, and everything else that our forces

have been involved in, it has been a difficult and demanding year. What have

we learned from this year? I think there are three distinct lessons worth your

attention today.

What stands out foremost is the caliber of men and women in our Armed

Forces. There is no need to chronicle everything they've accomplished in all of

the places just named. You know what they've done and you know how

extraordinarily well they've done it They remain our most precious asset.
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New World Regional Challenges

BOSNIA-

RWANDA

SOMALIA

But dwell for a moment on the great magnitude and complexity of tasks

we asked of them. In the last year, the Transportation Command executed the

equivalent of five Berlin airlifts. At one time or another, four nations depended

on our forces for humanitarian supplies. At Guantanamo Bay and Panama, we

constnjcted tent cities and kept their populations clothed and fed. in Rwanda, it

took our forces less than three weeks to build an airbridge into one of the world's

most remote and underdeveloped regions and deliver enough clean water, food

and medicines to push back the flood of dying.

Many of these operations were dangerous. Twice, we deployed major

forces for combat operations. The first was to Haiti, when in a tense evening we

launched an invasion just as a last-ditch diplomatic effort t)ecame hopelessly

stalled and on the verge of failure. In a "remarkable" turn of events, the moment

that Haiti's rulers were alerted that our forces were in the air and heading their

way, our negotiators watched three years of defiance rapidly melt away and a
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bloodless transition to democracy was promptly arranged. This was the first time

in our history that we launched an invasion and then recalled it in midstream. As

the Secretary of State remarked the next morning, it would be hard to imagine a

more exquisite mamage between diplomacy and force. It would be even harder

to imagine a more suspenseful marriage.

Then, only three weeks later, we detected three of Saddam's divisions

bolting from thefr garrisons and maneuvering toward Kuwait. Without hesitation,

we alerted a large combat force and almost overnight began deploying that force

with orders to fight, if necessary. Again, in a dramatic turnatx)ut, as the first of

our forces moved swiftly into theater, we watched Saddam's divisions first slow,

then halt, and then hurriedly reverse direction and return to their garrisons. It

was a striking illustration of successful deterrence at its best; swift decisions, a

powerful response by ready forces, and such rapid execution that we were there

before the breach was made.

Not since the Second World War have we engaged in so many operations

in such a condensed period. At times, up to six separate Joint Task Forces were

in the field. To make this happen took an unprecedented degree of

decentralization. As well, the unique character of many of these operations

diluted the advantages normally afforded by our superior equipment and

advanced technology. What separated success from failure came down to one

vital ingredient. That was the remarkable qualities of our people: superb and

thoughtful leadership; and courage, grit, and improvisation at all ranks.

We often talk about how great our military is. It is indeed great, in fact,

the very finest in the world. This past year, our men and women demonstrated

precisely why they deserve this reputation.

Then, there was a second lesson. Several years ago, when we first

referred to uncertainty as a threat, one member of Congress pointedly asked,
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"And just how many tanks does uncertainty have?" It was a shrewdly couched

question that penetrated to the core of our quandary. Every year, for half a

century, we grew used to generals and admirals coming here to the Hill and

pointing with complete confidence at the same habitual threat, a threat we grew

to know and understand in great detail.

Yet, even with such complete confidence and clarity, we still debated at

length about what we needed to defend ourselves. How could we possibly

measure and agree on our needs against something as shadowy and

fathomless as uncertainty?

We still may not be any closer to knowing how many tanks uncertainty

has, but the past few years have shed some light on its shadows. It is unstable,

violent and dangerous, with a large arsenal of exploding nations, ethnic

outbursts, and clashing nationalisms. Caught in its grip are several powerful

nations struggling to remain on a path of reforms, right beside dozens of smaller,

newly founded, and threadbare nations simply struggling to survive. And from

this uncertainty are other nations building, or trying to build, weapons of mass

destruction. We also now understand that this uncertainty is not going to go

away quickly: it is going to be with us for a while, perhaps well into the next

century.

For Americans, there is this reality: out of the stream of events unfolding

around us, an entirely new world order is being forged. We are experiencing the

kind of enormous upheaval that comes only once every few generations.

And from this comes the third lesson. The profusion of Operations Other

Than War (OOTW) has elicited a stream of ideas about how to restructure or

reorient our forces specifically for this purpose. This would be wrong. We

cannot become confused about the fundamental purpose of our Armed Forces.

That purpose is their readiness to fight and win our nation's wars. No other
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purpose is as vital to our security. As we reshape and train our forces, it must be

for this purpose atx}ve all others.

ft is an often quoted fact that throughout our nation's history no man or

woman has ever completed a 20-year military career when this nation did not'

engage in armed conflict at least once. In the past eight years, no man or

woman has even completed a term of enlistment without this happening.

The warning is clear. Our forces must stay ready to fight and win.

THE FUTURE FORCE

Since 1 991 , we have been through four exhaustive assessments of how

many and what kind of forces we need. Most recently, the size and mix of our

conventional forces was established through the Bottom Up Review, and the

even more recently completed Nuclear Posture Review established our strategic

force posture for entering the next century.

While the process of finding a new endpoint attracted the lion's share of

the public's attention, a great deal more has been done to reorient our forces

and to reorder the other elements of our defense. A new military strategy was

developed and is now in its second stage of refinement. New approaches to

readiness, sustainment, and modernization have been implemented. All of the

Services have adapted their doctrines and are well on the way toward adapting

their forces to the challenges of a different world. And the progression of

jointness has accelerated.

Within the strategic nuclear area, we have already cut our investment by

some 75%, made major changes in our alert posture and weapons targeting,

and are well into a major force reduction as we move toward START limits.
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Driving these changes is our response to three revolutions that are

sweeping us into the next century. The first of these is the changing world order

set in motion by the end of the Cold War. This has caused profound changes to

our strategy, our military posture, our missions, and our doctrines.

We have shifted from a global strategy against a global foe, to a glot)al

strategy focused on regional threats. We are nearly done repositioning large

numbers of our forces and are still in the process of prepositioning equipment

and warstocks to align with this new strategy. Significant numbers of forces

have returned home from their overseas Cold War garrisons to support a new

global power projection strategy. Our force building priorities have been

reordered to meet our new needs. At the same time, we are adjusting our

overseas force ~ around 100,000 in the Pacific and approximately 100,000 in

Europe -- to help preserve stability in these two vital regions as well as retain

forces an ocean closer to potential trouble spots. We have begun reorienting

our alliances to new challenges. For example, in NATO, we have developed and

implemented the Partnership For Peace (PFP) Program, an active program to

reach out to our former adversaries through military-to-military contacts, and

have opened International Military Education and Training (IMET) to foreign

militaries of many of the same nations. These programs are invaluable for

building new security architecture in a Europe that was divided for forty-five

years and in emerging democracies worldwide. All of this is being done in

response to this first revolution: the changing world order.

The second revolution is the result of defense budget outlays that have

been shrinking for eight consecutive years. It is not just the fact that our budget

has been shrinking. This revolution is framed by the fact that by 1999 our force

will be one third smaller than it was in 1 988, but in real terms our budget will be

around 40% less than what it was that same year.
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What these figures suggest is that we are going to have to be

revolutionary in our thinking and in finding new ways to lead and manage our

forces. We are going to have to look for every feasible way to do our business

more efficiently, whether that is how we procure our equipment, how we house

and care for our forces, or even how we use our forces to accomplish our

missions.

In response, we are pursuing a number of initiatives, mostly through

greater jointness. The joint reforms that Congress ordered back in 1986 have

been implemented. Due largely to assistance from the Congress, another

proven tool for maintaining and improving our joint warfighting capabilities is the

Joint Professional Military Education (JPME) Program. Our Unified Commands

are now staffed with the best-educated men and women we can offer, fully

versed in the joint arena, and able to effectively combine the unique capabilities

that each of our Services has to offer. JPME has become one of the foundations

of our joint operations capabilities by<producing officers who can respond rapidly

to short-notice crises as well as develop visionary strategies - leaders who think

creatively and critically.

This year, we established the Joint Warfighting Center as the locus of

world-wide joint exercises and joint simulations. This new center will support our

CINCs in continually refining joint exercises and training through the use of joint

simulations that improve the readiness of our commanders and staffs.

We are now carrying the sAme spirit embodied in Goldwater-Nichols to

spearhead new ways of looking at our warfighting responsibilities. The Vice

Chairman of the Joint Chiefs and the Vice Chiefs of the Services meet weekly as

the expanded Joint Requirements Oversight Council (JROC). The JROC cuts

across compartmentalization and traditional service turf to examine every

battlefield and strategic function, to look for ways to employ our forces more

efficiently and effectively, and to determine the best way to spend our precious
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research, development, and acquisition dollars to modernize and improve our

existing forces.

Where The JROC Has Been ...

One of the most important products of this expanded JROC is the sharing

of ideas and technologies and the imposition of joint interoperability standards.

Another product is that our Services are working together to build common and

mutually supportive approaches. The result will be a future force that is more

and more streamlined by jointness.

In the Gulf War in 1991, our forces had very few joint manuals to guide

their efforts. Today, we are publishing new doctrinal manuals at a rate of four

per month. In the Haiti operation, our invasion force included Army forces and

Army helicopters poised on Navy carriers. Remembering back to Grenada,
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where Army helicopters were at first not even permitted to land on Navy carriers,

you can appreciate the magnitude of cultural change. But it remains, and I

suspect it always will remain, a work in progress.

Another way we are adding effectiveness is to continue to examine how

we divide the roles, missions, and functions between our forces. By next

summer, the Congressionally-mandated Commission on Roles and Missions is

scheduled to report back to Congress. As news accounts have accurately

reported, the Services, the CINCs, and the Joint Staff are working with this

commission and providing candid views and analysis about what should and

should not be changed.

Then there is the third revolution, which runs counter to all of the

downward pressures exuded by the second. This one is the battlefield revolution

that we ourselves ignited with our doctrinal and technological innovations. The

Gulf War showed a snapshot of this revolution in progress.

What we set in motion is an entirely new era in warfare. It is not a

quickfire revolutionary change catapulted by any one invention or one idea.

Instead it is a quickly moving progression of advances across a broad front of

concepts, technologies, and functions. The radar evading technologies of a few

squadrons of stealth aircraft are spreading to other systems. Our inventories of

long-range precision weapons are growing. Faster, more capable computer

chips, digital systems, and other advances are creating staggering

improvements that effect every function of modern battle. The combination of

what is being done in military research and development in our partnership with

civilian industry and their laboratories is creating a host of promising

technologies. Our improving capabilities to fight at night and in poor weather,

and our dominance in space that ensures that our commanders have

extraordinary situational awareness, are giving our forces the ability to drive the
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tempo and depth of battle beyond the endurance and capability of any potential

enemy. What is changing is the very nature of modern battle.

As we proceed into the next century, in one way or another, it is these

three revolutions that drive our every effort.

FORCE STRUCTURE

The force recommended in this budget bases its size and capabilities on

the National Security Strategy. That strategy calls for a triad of strategic nuclear

forces, and a mix of strategic and non-strategic nuclear systems positioned at

home and deployed overseas, of sufficient size and capability to deter any future

hostile nation with access to nuclear weapons from using these weapons against

our interests. That strategy also requires us to be able to fight and win two,

nearly simultaneous, major regional conflicts. The past year has thoroughly

validated this "two MRC" requirement.

Each time when we were on the verge of committing forces to a

contingency, foremost on our minds was looking over our shoulders to ensure

that the remainder of our forces were ready and postured in the event a conflict

erupted elsewhere. Early in the year, tensions with North Korea rose to such a

point that they could only be described as edging toward war. Later in the year,

we actually had to deploy forces against Iraq. Aside from validating that we were

right to select these two nations as the current adversaries for our two

contingency force, this past year also validated the plausibility that we could find

ourselves enmeshed in two nearly simultaneous regional conflicts. Many times,

we were balancing tensions in two or three different regions at once. Even

though Haiti was not a major conflict, we were in the midst of that operation

when we sent our forces to protect Kuwait. Anybody who sat in my chair this

past year wouldn't have any reservations whether or not the requirement for

"two-fy^RCs" is the right strategic choice. We cannot afford less.

10
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But even as you accept that this is so, you might still question whether the

force size is right. Should it be larger? Could it be smaller?

U.S. Force Structure

Force* ^-~^^___^^
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These are "risks" that I believe we must avoid. The force

recommendations that emerged from the Bottom Up Review, with its

programmed enhancements, decreases these "risks" and I would not

recommend anything smaller.

With the previous, larger Base Force, the Joint Chiefs, the CINCs, and I

were convinced we could support a reasonable numfc>er of Operations Other

Than War, such as peacekeeping and sanctions enforcement operations, and

still have enough additional forces to fight and win two MRCs. But the smaller

force that emerged from the Bottom Up Review eliminated this latitude. Under

ordinary conditions, there will be enough forces to perform Operations Other

Than War. But in the event we become involved in a major conflict, we will have

to withdraw our forces committed to Operations Other Than War in order to

restore our posture to respond to a second major conflict. That is about as lean

as I believe we can afford to be.

This past year we also completed the Nuclear Posture Review, that

thoroughly examined our strategic and non-strategic forces, and the capabilities

needed to support the maintenance of an effective and credible nuclear

deterrent. It reaffirmed the importance of a strategic Triad, the need to keep

some non-strategic nuclear forces deployed overseas to protect our allies, and it

outlined an affordable and sustainable strategic nuclear force stnjcture which will

be in compliance with the expected future implementation of START II. It also

identified cost-saving changes in our non-strategic nuclear force posture,

necessary improvements to our C4I infrastructure, and a series of measures to

promote the safety, security, and reliability of our nuclear stockpile.

12
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balance among the critical elements of our forces. But we also have to balance

today's readiness needs against tomorrow's, and modernization is the linchpin of

this future readiness.

PEOPLE

Of all the elements of our force, none is more important than our people.

It is never the best tank that wins wars, it is the best tankers.

Today, we have extraordinary people in our ranks. It was their ingenuity

that overcame the obstacles that were defeating the relief agencies in Rwanda;

their discipline and intellect that have made the Haiti operation far more

successful than many anticipated; and their courage and fighting prowess that

caused Saddam's divisions to turn back north to return to their garrisons.

But we can't afford to be sanguine. In the past few years we have put

great strains on our people. The pressures and separations of so many

operations have been hard on them and hard on their families. At the same

time, we were "down-sizing," through a combination of voluntary and involuntary

separations that proceeded by the thousands nearly every month since we

started. Since 1991 , we have reduced by some 625,000 uniformed military and

nearly 177,000 civilians.

Fortunately, the Congress has broken the cruel pattern of past

drawdowns by offering our people better separation t}enefits than in the past

Between separation allowances and early retirement packages, this time around

we have been able to at least soften the blow to the men and women who

served this nation so very well for so many years and then suddenly had to be

told that their service was no longer needed.

14
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What we need to do now is focus our attention on keeping the million and

a half men and women who remain with us today, and attracting people of the

same quality for our force of the future. This is our highest priority.

The President's recent decision to request $25 billion more over the next

six years will help fix some of the problems that I believe are most troublesome.

It will fund pay raises that slow the growth of the pay gap. But it will not bring

military pay to levels of "comparability" with the civilian sector. The increase also

begins correcting another key concern: our obligation to ensure our people live

in safe and affordable housing. For those forced to live off-base, this means

fixing another pay problem: the Basic Allowance for Quarters. Our policy is to

reimburse our people 85% of the costs of their off-base housing; today, we fail to

reimburse even 80% of those costs. I fully support the legislation that will allow

us to begin reducing this gap, starting with a 1% reduction this year. For those

living on-base, we are taking steps to reduce the large backlog of deferred

housing and barracks maintenance. Part of the $25 billion increase will go

toward renovating some 5,000 barracks spaces most in need out of the over

600,000 barracks spaces we own.

Today, we are dipping into the pockets of our men and women, and their

families, by making those who are forced to live off-base absorb more of the

costs than they should, and by failing to ensure that some of our military bases

and facilities are maintained at proper standards. As we anticipate future

spending increases, we must continue to put additional funds into the programs

that benefit our people; adequate and fair compensation, steady and dependable

medical benefits, a stable retirement system, and safe and affordable housing. If

we continue the long decline that we started in these areas over a decade ago,

we will find it more and more difficult to attract and retain the remarkable people

we have in our force today.

15
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READINESS

In the last quarter of 1 994, in order to find funds to support our forces

deployed to contingencies, the Army leadership took operations and

maintenance funds from three later-deploying divisions. This forced the

commanders of these three divisions to make hard choices. They canceled

some major training events and imposed constraints on repair parts. As a result,

these three Army divisions reported that their readiness had degraded to the

point that they would need additional time to train to acceptable standards before

they could be deployed.

Aside from the fact that this was an undesirable way to learn this point,

among other things this incident proves that our readiness "checks and

balances" are working. First, as I promised you in last year's testimony, our

commanders will honestly apprise you when readiness problems develop. That

is exactly what happened in this case, and I was gratified to see that the

Administration and Congress responded with speed, concern, and the necessary

resources to address the problem.

Secondly, last year, I pointed out the pitfalls of diverting from service

operations accounts to pay for contingencies. I also promise<i#ou that we would

do our best to predict readiness issues before they become a problem. Months

before these division commanders submitted their reports, we did warn that

unless the Army's operations account was supplemented in a timely manner,

before the fourth quarter, there would be readiness problems. Again, our

systems for tracking and reporting readiness worked properly.

If we divert funding from Service readiness accounts, as we have had to

do for FY94 and FY95 to support unplanned contingencies, the price is paid in

canceled training events, needed repair parts not purchased, and ultimately,

degraded wartime skills. Even if the money is later replaced, many times the
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opportunity to go back and reschedule canceled training events is lost And, it

may take longer to rectify the readiness problem than it did to create it in the first

place.

To help resolve this problem, Secretary Perry has asked Congress to

establish a readiness preservation authority. It will help prevent a recurrence.

On top of other systemic fixes, it will provide the Department with standing

authority to mitigate the impacts on readiness from funding contingencies that

arise late in the year.

But this is not all we have to do. The Joint Chiefs, the CINCs and I are

watching readiness more closely and in more ways than any time I can

remember. We are also building new safeguards. One of these safeguards is a

Joint Readiness Review that meets monthly to examine the state of our forces.

In addition, and following up on last year's testimony, I stated that we intended to

create a new system to assess joint readiness. The Services' readiness

systems, as you know, track unit readiness. What we have always lacked is a

clear picture of how ready our forces are to engage in joint operations.

Over the past year, we designed such a system and it is now m being.

We assess and report both the readiness of our forces to conduct joint

operations, and the readiness of selected critical systems and capabilities. This

system is still at an early stage and considerable refinement is needed. But it is

already affording us greater visibility and a more complete picture of the state of

our forces.
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HOW WE LOOK AT
READINESS

SERVICES
UNIT READINESS

PEOPLE
EQUIPMENT
TRAINING
mwinwiuw—BiWIlimUlWJJWBIIUlltllMlllJIIIW

'TRADITIONAL READINESS'

CINCS
JOINT READINESS

- ABELITY TO INTEGRATE AND
SYNCHRONIZE FORCES

- TO EXECUTE ASSIGNED MISSIONS

'THE JOINT PERSPECTIVE'

SENIOR READINESS OVERSIGHT COUNCIL

Another readiness trend we are trying to correct is the problem caused by

today's high operations tempo and the corresponding effect on personnel tempo.

Selected units and capabilities, particularly in some of the support forces, have

been overextended - we recognize that and are working to correct it.

In some cases the solution is to add more of the capability or type units

that are in high demand. But it takes time to build and train, for example, more

AWACS crews. As well, when we add more of something, we have to take

something else out. We have to be sure that what we are adding to make us

more capable of managing our peacetime and Operations Other Than War

commitments doesn't come at the expense of a capability we need in war. Other

approaches to address this problem include making more effective use of our

Reserve Component in augmenting units committed to these Operations Other

Than War, spreading the burden of these commitments and operations among

nearly all of our commands worldwide, simply adjusting our exercise

requirements, or combinations of all three approaches.
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However, the key point is this. In the final analysis, continuec readiness

to fight depends on adequate, stable funding of readiness accounts; commitment

to a well educated, highly trained, quality force; investments in force

enhancements; and rapid restoration of funds and resources expenoed for

unplanned contingency operations. If we stay on this path, our near-term

readiness will not suffer.

MODERNIZATION AND ENHANCEMENTS

A problem I am equally concemed about is protecting our long-term

readiness. In the past eight years, continuing budget reductions have caused us

to cancel, stretch out, or revert to prototype many modernization programs. The

end of the Cold War justified many of these actions, because it left us with a rich

inventory of modern systems and equipment large enough to see us di rough the

end of the century. But the end of the century is now approaching, v^nen we will

no longer be able to rely on what we built in the early eighties.

Recently, we've begun practicing what our corporations call

recapitalization: part of which is the process of terminating or diverting funding

away from programs that are either less promising or less valuable s: that we

can re-invest the funds into programs that have more punch. This has driven us

to thoroughly reconsider old R&D efforts and modernization programs to see if

they still offer the value we once thought was there. On the whole, it s a good

practice and we will continue to pursue it. But, recapitalization must oe fed with

new funding as well.
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CRITICAL FORCE
ENHANCEMENTS

* Additional Army prepositioned equipment

* Additional airlift/sealif

t

j^

* Improved anti-armor and precision-guided munitions

* More early-arriving Navy air

* Improve Army National Guard combat brigade readiness

* Improve Army Guard and reserve support force readiness

* Improved Command, Control, Communications and
Intelligence assets

When the Bottom Up Review was done, we reformulated the entire basis

of our modernization plans to fit the future. The core philosophy that guided this

effort was to balance our future strategic requirements against a still shrinking

force. The counterweight was the combination of planned service modernization

programs and selected force enhancements, the sum of which would make our

forces faster to deploy and more effective and lethal when they go to battle. The

idea is to "grow our force down" without allowing the force to become too weak.

But as we do this, we must carefully watch two trends. The first trend is

one of pushing modernization programs down the road year after year through a

process of new delays, stretchouts, and schedule changes. This could cause an

unsupportable swelling of the modernization funding needed early in the next

century. Second, some of the systems in our inventory are approaching their

expected lifespan. Our modernization plans are structured to upgrade or replace

old systems before they become obsolete or worn out. These plans must be
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supported. We must bring replacement systems on line before the systems they

are designed to replace or upgrade reach the point whore problems t>egin to

occur.

I can think of no programs more vital than those that are designed to "

enhance the strategic deployment of our forces. To fit our new strategy, we

planned for a combination of pre-positioned equipment in strategically vital

locations, additions to our Ready Reserve Fleet, and the procurement and

fielding of the C-17, or a mix of Non-Developmental Airlift Aircraft, that would

expand our airlift and replace our aged C-141 fleet. In making these decisions,

we drew on the lessons we learned from the Gulf War that showed how seriously

deficient we were in our ability to move our forces quickly to that conflict. When

that conflict ended, the strain that had been put on our C-141 's forced us to

ground significant parts of that fleet for major structural repairs. It took well over

a year before those repairs were completed. Some of our sealift broke down

enroute also, causing some units and capabilities to arrive late. The awareness

that these problems caused at the time has dissipated somewhat and needs to

be rejuvenated.

In order to respond to a major regional contingency, most of our Armed

Forces will be deployed from the United States. Units will rely on airlift, such as

the C-17, C-5 and C-141 to deploy their personnel and limited amounts of

equipment, while the major portion of their combat equipment will move by fast

sealift ships and large, medium-speed, roll-on/roll-off ships. However, sealift

alone cannot meet the required response times for Southwest Asia. To do so

requires us to deploy our initial forces by air to link-up with equipment pre-

positioned in theater. Already we have one pre-positioned site with an armored

brigade set of Army equipment in Kuwait. Plans are proceeding to position a

second brigade set in the region. I urge you to support this requirement.
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Some of the enhancements that i mentioned earlier include those that are

needed to keep our forces ahead of the third revolution that I described; the

revolution on the battlefield. There are three broad parts of this revolution that

we must push ahead on.

The first two of these three, sensor systems and command, control,

communications, computer, and intelligence systems (C4I), with their supporting

space systems, are intertwined. Sensor and C4I systems enable us to detect

and evaluate threats to our security and to then maintain effective command and

control over our forces through every phase of our operations. Our stunning

victory in the Gulf War showed the extraordinary effects these systems can have

on the battlefield. They enabled our commanders to see the full depth of the

battle area, to "sense" what the enemy was doing long before contact was

established, and to prepare their forces accordingly. No one should doubt the

value these systems gave our forces.

MILSTAR is one of the key programs in our evolving C4I architecture.

Although we have access to commercial systems, MILSTAR provides secure,

survivable, and protected support, from the tactical through the strategic level. It

is a crucial part of our Global Command and Control System that ties together

our deployed forces in our overseas theaters, those outside the theater that

provide their support, and the National Command Authorities.

The third area of this revolution we are emphasizing is the fielding of more

long-range, advanced, precision strike air, ground, and sea delivered munitions.

Just as our sensors and C4I afford our commanders the aknlity to see to much

greater depth, these systems complement this advantage by allowing our forces

to strike at greater depths and with greater accuracy and lethality.

Finally, we also need to stay on track with the development and fielding of

a Theater Missile Defense system. The Gulf War underscored our vulnerability

I
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to proliferating missiles, even in the hands of less developed nations. All of us

remember the searing image of our forces scouring the remnants of a destroyed

building, looking for American sun/ivors after a SCUD missile made it through

our Patriot defenses. We must prevent this, or worse, from happening again.

CONCLUSION

Some twenty years ago, in the aftermath of the Vietnam War, our military

was at its lowest state since before the Second Worid War. Readiness was

languishing, morale was low, recruiting and retention goals were habitually

missed, and disciplinary problems were evident all around. From this poor state,

with the support of Congress and the American people, we built the finest Armed

Forces in the world.

Protecting that excellence depends on our firm commitment to our people,

on adequate and stable funding of readiness accounts, investments in force

enhancements and modernization, and balance in how we fund operations,

infrastructure, depot maintenance, modernization, and force structure.

Our challenge now is to balance readiness today with tomorrow's

modernization. To accept the force decreases that have been enacted over the

past five years, but fail to purchase the enhancements and modernized systems

upon which the reduction decisions were based, would invite great risks eariy in

the next century.

I am confident that our goal to maintain this balance is the right way to

proceed. We must provide the resources to achieve this goal.

Let me close by again emphasizing how very proud I am to represent the

truly magnificent men and women of our Armed Forces. Looking back on this

past year, I have never been prouder.
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Chairman Domenici. Let me tell you what I know about the
schedule. We are going to have a vote, I understand, at 11:30 on
the Dole second degree amendment, or whatever his amendment is.

I would hope we would each in the first round stick to 5 minutes.
If we all stay with 5 minutes, we will get through one round.

If we have to come back after the vote, I will be glad to come
back. I have a number of questions, and I can't get them in in the
first round. But I am going to jdeld to Senator Grassley on our
side, £md then to whomever Senator Exon wants to jdeld to next.
Senator Grassley?
Senator GRASSLEY. Mr. Perry, you are requesting $2.6 billion for

the fiscal year 1995 supplemental. This is a readiness supple-
mental. You have had to, of course, respond to our obligations in

Bosnia and Haiti and Cuba, et cetera, by robbing the readiness ac-

counts to pay for these unfunded contingencies.

You have testified that if you don't get the money by March,
there will be drastic cutbacks in training and readiness; mainte-
nance would be deferred, and supplies of repair parts will dwindle
to unacceptable levels. For example. Air Force flying hours would
have to be reduced by 50 percent for at least 12 weeks. The Navy
would have to cut flying four wings and top-gun exercises. Similar
restrictions, I understand, would be imposed upon the Army and
Marine Corps.

It is kind of like sa3ang the Pentagon is running out of gas, and
I think that is the message you are trying to send.
The unfunded contingency operation; though, may not be the

only culprit. I would like to raise a question with you. I happen to

believe that big chunks of readiness money are being wasted. As
an example, I will refer to the wasteful Eoid arrogant use of special

airlift aircraft by Air Force General Ashy and possibly other senior

Air Force officers. I have asked the Inspector General (IG) to inves-

tigate General Ashy's travels and extravagant rearrangement at

his new headquarters. I expect the IG to complete that investiga-

tion by April.

At this point, we don't have all the facts, but we do have some
sketchy details. I think we know enough to know that General
Ashy has helped to drain some of the DOD gas out of the tank. He
helped bum up big chunks of O&M money, and, of course, that is

the money used to train the force and to keep it ready for combat.
That is the money used to buy fuel and repair parts. That is the
money that you so desperately need.
We also know that General Ashy's conduct is part of a broader

pattern of waste. General officers use military aircraft to travel like

corporate CEO's. I have done some back-of-the-envelope calcula-

tions to see how this money could be used to meet some of the
needs, and I used DOD cost data. I have made a rough estimate
of how much more readiness could be bought with the money wast-
ed by General Ashey. It would be enough to pay for 2y2 weeks of

field training for one Army M-1 tank battalion. That would be 58
tanks. It would be sufficient to train one Air Force F-16 fighter

squadron. That would be 18 to 24 aircraft for 3 days. And I suppose
I could go on and on.

Simply put, that is a lot of training, and that is a lot of readi-

ness.
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As I said, we think that General Ash/s behavior is part of a
much broader pattern of wasteful use of money. If we would as-

sume that all 10 Air Force 4-star generals are doing what General
Ashy did, as we have been told, we are talking about really big
bucks. We are talking about enough money to train an M-1 tank
battalion or an F-16 squadron for a month or more.
My question would be in regard to a pattern set by President

Clinton in regard to actions like this. Last year President Clinton
disciplined several White House officials for using a military heli-

copter on a golf outing. One person was forced to resign and forced

to reimburse the government for the cost of the flight.

If you would find that General Ashy—now, I know this is strictly

hypothetical, and it doesn't preclude a person's right of innocence.

But if you would find that General Ashy or others broke the rules

or behaved in wasteful ways, would you hold Pentagon generals to

the same White House standards?
Secretary Perry. Senator Grassley, as you noted, the Inspector

General has an investigation ongoing of General Ashy. The Depart-
ment and I will fully support that investigation, but I will not
make any comments about that investigation

Senator Grassley. I wouldn't expect you to.

Secretary Perry [continuing]. Or any other investigation while it

is still going on.

Senator Grassley. I wouldn't expect you to. I would expect you,
though, as head of the Defense Department and a person that sets

a standard for the people who are under him, would you hold your
own high-level people to the same standard as the President of the
United States when it comes to misuse of taxpayer money, when
it comes to reimbursement and their resignation if they have done
something that sets a bad standard?

Secretary Perry. Our standards of accountability in this regard
at the Defense Department are the same as those of the ^lite
House.

Senator Grassley. I would conclude then by sa3dng with respect
to General Ashey or anybody else, it is not a question of whether
the law was or wasn't broken or whether the guidelines were tech-
nically followed. The simple fact is that I thin^ there is a waste of
money. I think I have demonstrated how that money could be used
for readiness, and that money is squeezing out readiness fiinds for

our troops. And I think that we can't have that sort of use of the
taxpayers' money.
Chairman DOMENICL Your time has expired. Senator.
Senator Exon?
Senator ExON. Mr. Chairman, I am going to yield my time to the

members on this side that were ahead of me. Just let me make a
brief comment, if I might.
Senator Grassley, I hope that we can keep this matter in proper

perspective. The newspapers and others have been beating up on
Genersd Ashey. The facts of the matter are somewhat different
than what have been played in the press, from what I know about
it. And I do not know a great deal. The facts of the matter are that
the plane that took General Ashey from his previous command to
his new command was directed to move him without his knowl-
edge, as I understand it.

93-696 95-11
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When you start talking about all the savings that you have just
outlined, Senator, I would remind you that I think that those sav-
ings are not accurate, because the facts of the matter are the
planes that were involved in this, while there is some legitimate
criticism of the way it was handled, are required to fly so many
hours, to do so much in the way of practice, to carry out their mis-
sion.

So I think it is wonderful for us to sit here in Washington, ex-

cluding ourselves and some of the perks that we have, and attack
General Ashey, who has distinguished himself for many years as
a top military leader. So I think this, frankly, is more headline-
seeking than it is providing money to improve readiness.

I yield, and I believe the Senator from North Dakota is next.
Senator CONRAD. I thank the Chair and I thank the ranking

member.
Welcome, Secretary Perry and General Shalikashvili. It is good

to have you here. I think you have made an excellent presentation.
There has been a great deal of discussion
Chairman DOMENICI. Senator, I wonder if you might just indulge

me for 1 second. I didn't know that Senator Exon was going to re-

spond to his testimony. Would you mind if I would yield him a
minute to respond?

Senator CONRAD. That is fine.

Senator Grassley. Well, I would hope for the benefit of the tax-

payers' and wise expenditures of taxpayers' money that what Sen-
ator Exon says is right. But everything I have looked into, I don't

think we have had a wise use of the taxpayers' money from the
standpoint of money being used to train people, and they were in-

volved in those operations. My understanding is that the crew of

the 141 involved, they were already over-trained from the stand-
point of the standards set by the military, and the exercises that
they normally have to go through.

It is my understanding that at that point they were exhausted,
and it is my understanding that all of their training requirements
at that point were up to date.

Now, I don't know that absolutely for certain, and we will know
that when the IG report gets out. But that is my understanding of
it, and those statistics I used I just got 2 days ago from the Depart-
ment of Defense of what it costs for regular trgdning. And all you
have to do is take what it costs for that trip and apply it to the
hours and the man/woman-power involved in that training, and
you come up with those figures that I came up with.

Senator ExON. May I have 30 seconds?
Chairman DOMENICI. Indeed. You can have it of your own time.

Senator ExON. You may well be right. Senator Grassley, and I

do not know any of the details. I have not received any inside infor-

mation from the Defense Department or others. I just simply say
that to begin the questioning on an important matter like the
whole defense structure on what General Ashey did puts a bad
light on the whole military, and I think there are much more im-
portant things that we have to decide here than that particular
matter. I think it is not a proper thing to bring up as the first mat-
ter out of the box with regard to the defense budget, and I would
simply say that it would be well for all of us to restrain ourselves
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from headline seeking for the moment until we know more about
this situation.

Senator Grassley. First of all, from the standpoint
Senator CONRAD. Mr. Chairman
Senator Grassley [continuing]. Of what my motives might

be
Senator Conrad [continuing]. May I reclaim my
Senator GRASSLEY [continuing]. I have conducted myself the

same under Republican Presidents as under Democrat Presidents
on this issue. And if you see this as a partisan attack, Senator
Exon, I

Senator ExoN. I didn't say that.

Senator Grassley [continuing]. Think you have got a short mem-
ory.

Chairman Domenicl All right. We are finished with this discus-

sion.

Senator you may proceed.
Senator Conrad. Well, can I go back and start over again, Mr.

Chairman? [Laughter.]
Chairman Domenicl I would hope you would, please.

Senator Conrad. I would like to again welcome the witnesses.
[Laughter.]
Senator Conrad. This isn't going to be so bad. Again, I think you

did an excellent job of presenting the budget.
I would like to direct your attention to a column that recently ap-

peared in the Washington Post written by Larry Korb, former As-
sistant Secretary of Defense in the Reagan administration. In com-
menting on the discussion that we have got a defense budget that
is too low, there have been a lot of arguments advanced that the
defense budget is much too low, Mr. Korb pointed out that the 1995
defense budget is still about 85 percent of its average cold war
level, and actually higher, in inflation-adjusted dollars, than it was
in 1955 under President Eisenhower and in 1975 under Nixon
when the Soviet empire was alive and well.

Is that a correct calculation by Mr. Korb?
[The article referred to by Senator Conrad follows:]

The Republicans Up in Arms

The National Security Restoration portion of the Contract With America promises
that RepubHcans will increase defense spending above the level proposed by Presi-
dent Clinton. Estimates of the size of the Republican increase over the next 5 years
to Clinton's $L3 trillion defense program range from $40 billion to $100 billion.

Ostensibly, Republicans perceive that Clinton has allowed overall defense spend-
ing to be reduced to such a low level—and has squandered so much of the defense
budget on civilian purposes—that the readiness of the armed forces to execute our
national strategy is imperiled. Rep. Floyd Spence (R-S.C), the new Chairman of the
House Armed Services Committee, even argues that a downward spiral of readiness
has already begun, and former defense secretary Richard Cheney asserts that the
Clinton administration has an inadequate strategy paired with inadequate re-

sources.

But before the Republicans start throwing billions at defense, the ought to exam-
ine carefully the premises on which their perception is based. If they look behind
the rhetoric in at least five areas, members of the new GOP majority will find that
the demise of the American military has been greatly exaggerated.

First, it is true that the defense budget has indeed been reduced for the past 10
years and now is 35 percent below its 1985 level. But 1985 is a misleading year
with which to make comparisons. It was the peak year of the Reagan buildup, which
was based not on military need but upon a strategy of bankrupting the Soviet
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Union. If the Reagan administration had budgeted only for military purposes, the
1985 budget would have been some $80 billion less. The 1995 defense budget is still

at about 85 percent of its average cold war level, and actually higher (even in infla-

tion adjusted dollars) than it was in 1995 (under Eisenhower) and in 1975 (under
Nixon), when the Soviet Empire and Soviet Union were alive and well.

Second, it is true that the size of the Clinton defense budget is below that of Bush
as well as Reagan. But these measures are inappropriate. Bill Clinton's armed
forces are not going to war with the forces of Bush or Reagan. Good Republicans
should look at the competition. In 1995, the United States by itself will spend al-

most as much on defense as the rest of the world combined, and four times more
than any other nation in the world. Spending by the United States and its allies

in Europe and Asia accounts for more than 80 percent of the world's total military
expenditures.

Third, it is true that in the last quarter of 1994, three of the Army's 12 divisions

were rated "not ready" and that there is anecdotal evidence that units in the other
services are experiencing some readiness problems. But readiness is not a synonym
for military preparedness or capability, nor is it an end in itself. Rather it is an eso-

teric and subjective concept that measures only one of the four components of mili-

tary capability and can easily be manipulated by the uniformed military to frighten

unwary political leaders. Moreover, readiness in the current budget is, if anything,
overfunded.

In 1995, Clinton will spend almost $4 billion more on readiness than the outgoing
Bush administration had projected. Readiness spending per capita today is 20 per-

cent higher than it was in 1985, and 50 percent more tnan in 1980 when we had
a readiness crisis. It is even 15 percent above where it was when we went to the
gulf in 1990. The readiness gap of the 1994 campaign is similar to the missile gap
of the 1960 campaign, a political slogan divorced from military reality.

Fourth, it is true that the U.S. forces cannot carry out the strategy of conducting
two major regional wars, one in the Persion Gulf and one in Korea, simultaneously,
as those contingencies are defined by the Joint Chiefs of Staff. But the military's

estimation of the forces necessary to defeat Iraq and North Korea is exaggerated.
For example, in calculating that it would take 400,000 American troops to prevent
North Korea from overrunning South Korea, Pentagon planners assigned each U.S.
soldier a value of 1.0 and a South Korean soldier 0.7. But the Chiefs calculated the
effectiveness of each North Korean as 1.0, the same as an American and 30 percent
greater than a South Korean. Since the North Korean army trains much less and
has much older equipment than the United States and South Korea, a value of 0.5

would seem to be more appropriate. This would reduce the demand for U.S. forces

to 200,000. Similarly, the military has us fighting the pre-1990 version of Iraq with-
out any contributions from our allies. It is not surprising that the Chiefs would take
such a somber view of the gulf and Korea. After all, they estimated that 10,000
Americans would die in evicting Iraq from Kuwait. The actual number was less

than 150.

Fifth, it is true that some of the money in the defense budget goes for purposes
that contribute little to national security. But it is not the funds for areas such as
environmental cleanup that are the real culprits. Rather it is spending on cold war
relics such as the Seawolf submarine, the B-2 bomber, the CVN-76 aircraft carrier,

the MILSTAR communications system, and 100,000 unnecessary reserve forces that
are consuming billions each year.

In looking at how much to spend on defense over the next 5 years, the GOP legis-

lators can take either of two Republican giants as their model; that is, either Eisen-
hower or Reagan. Ike kept both the military-industrial complex and the budget defi-

cit under control, Reagan lost control of both.

The writer, Lawrence J. Korb, a senior fellow at the Brookings Institution, was an
assistant secretary of defense in the Reagan administration.

Secretary Perry. Senator Conrad, I did not read Mr. Kerb's arti-

cle, and I am not prepared to give you a seat-of-the-pants reply to

the numbers in that article. I would be happy to supply those for

the record.

I will say, though, that the issue of the general thrust that he
is making is that we may be spending too much money on readi-
ness.
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[The following was subsequently supplied for the record by Sec-
retary Perry:]

In his February 26, 1995 article in The New York Times Magazine, Lawrence
Korb attempts to make the case that his assessment of U.S. force readiness is supe-
rior to the collective judgment of the military leaders closest to problems, senior
DOD officials whose conclusions have been supported by visits to military units, and
most Members of Congress familiar with today's defense challenges. Mr. Korb tries

to quantify his assertion with comparisons of data that are not comparable. For ex-

ample, he notes that since 1990 Operation and Maintenance spending has not de-
clined as much as force levels. Among other things, this fails to take into account
that O&M funds more than readiness, and some of that other spending—most nota-
bly for environmental requirements—has been driven upward.
Mr. Korb does correctly state that last year's budget request for fiscal year 1995

O&M budget authority ($93 billion) was $5 billion above fiscal year 1994 levels ($88
billion). However, when it left office in January 1993 the Bush administration did

not publish any projections for fiscal year 1995 O&M spending, so there is nothing
with which to compare our request for fiscal year 1995.

My view is that assessment of force readiness continue to be made competently
by military and civilian officials charged with that responsibility. Using faulty anal-

ysis, Mr. Korb's article impugns the integrity of those officials and insults the pro-

fessionalism of our uniformed military leaders.

Senator CoNRAD. Well, let me get to that. The second point that
he makes is that the United States by itself will spend almost as
much on defense as the rest of the world combined. Is that accu-
rate?

Secretary Perry. That is accurate.

Senator CONRAD. He also says that we are spending 4 times
more than any other nation in the world. Is that accurate?

Secretary Perry. That is accurate.
Senator Conrad. He goes on to say that in 1995 the Clinton

budget will spend almost $4 billion more on readiness than the out-

going Bush administration had projected. Is that accurate?
Secretary Perry. I would have to check that for the record. I

don't carry numbers like that in my head.
Senator Conrad. He goes on to say that readiness spending per

capita today is 20 percent higher than it was in 1985 and 50 per-
cent more than in 1980 when we had a readiness crisis.

Do you have any judgment on whether those numbers are accu-
rate?

Secretary Perry. I don't know if those specific percentages are
accurate, but I do know and I have testified that on a per-unit
basis, per-personnel basis, our readiness is at very high levels now,
including much higher than in those years.
Senator Conrad. I appreciate that. I just would say that those

who are arguing that we are at dangerous levels of military spend-
ing might want to keep in mind we are spending more than the
rest of the world combined, or about as much as the rest of the
world combined. I think that is an important fact to keep in mind.

If I could turn, though, to another area, can we put
Secretary Perry. Senator Conrad, we do have our Comptroller

here. He may be able to comment further.
Mr. Hamre. I think the numbers are accurate, but I need to say

it is not what they are spending on defense; it is what they put in
our budget that they label defense budget. Other countries budget
for other things differently than the way we do in defense. So we
put all of our retirement benefits, for example, in our defense budg-
et. Other nations don't do that.
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So I don't think it is accurate to say we are spending more than
the rest of the world combined. It is more than the rest of the
world's budget in their defense budget. But that is a very impor-
tant distinction.

We, for example, have environmental cleanup costs in our de-
fense budget because that is part of the law of the land. Other
countries don't do it the same way, so we have to be very careful

about that gross

Senator Conrad. Making these comparisons?
Mr. Hamre. Yes, sir.

Senator CONRAD. Nonetheless, it sounds to me that Mr. Korb,
who was Assistant Secretary in the Reagan administration, is mak-
ing the argument that we are still spending high levels on defense.

I would like to turn very quickly to the question of what I call

a bomber gap. The Bottom-Up Review said we need 184 heavy
bombers. In this budget, we have 171 funded, bringing us 13 short

of what the Bottom-Up Review called for.
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Senator Conrad. Well, I don't think that is what the numbers
shows, very frankly. The numbers in your budget say you are going
to be at 171 heavy bombers in fiscal year 1996. The Bottom-Up Re-
view calls for 184.

Mr. Hamre. Sir, I think we may be confusing total aircraft inven-
tory versus primary aircraft authorized. But we will be glad to go
through

Senator Conrad. No; we have been very careful to make this

analysis on an apples-to-apples basis. That leaves us in the next
chart showing a shortfall in deployable bombers. Again, the Bot-

tom-Up Review said 100 deployable. In your budget, it comes up
with 93 deployable, which would give us a shortfall in terms of

deployable bombers of 7. And I just ask you if there isn't a need
to close this gap.
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Secretary Perry. We are prepared to come into the Congress to
request adjustments, depending on the outcome of that study.

Senator Conrad. I appreciate that very much.
Secretary Perry. This will be a very comprehensive and, I assure

you, objective study.
Senator Conrad. I appreciate that.

Chairman DoMENici. Thank you very much, Senator.
Senator Frist, you are next.

Senator FRIST. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Secretary Perry, General Shalikashvili, thank you for being here.

I have enjoyed the opportunity I have had personally to be with
you and talk about these issues.

I would like to turn briefly to the area in the budget for research
and development. General Shalikashvili, in your testimony, you
talk about the third revolution in your text. As you point out, it

runs counter to all the downward pressures exhibited by the pre-

vious, the second, and even the first, that you point out in your tes-

timony. And you say that this one is the battlefield revolution that
we ourselves ignited with our doctrinal and technological innova-
tions, talking about setting in motion the entirely new era in war-
fare. Then on down, you say the combination of what is being done
in military research and development in our partnership with civil-

ian industry and their laboratories is creating a host of promising
technologies.

In looking at the budget as proposed and in real dollars—or in

inflation-adjusted dollars, it appears that the budget provides for

about a 25 to 30 percent drop in R&D budget once those dollars
are adjusted for inflation.

I would like for you just to comment on that and comment on
how that money relates to the money that has been applied to

readiness. And can we today, talking about this third element of

the revolution, are we going to be prepared 6 years from now, 10
years from now, to maintain the superiority we have today?
General Shalikashvili. Yes, sir. First of all, I am satisfied, Sen-

ator Frist, that we do, in fact, have sufficient R&D money to carry
forward all our requirements. In specific reply to your question on
what I referred to, our ability here in the near future to have a sig-

nificant breakthrough, specifically in the area, for the first time, of
gaining a dominant awareness of the battlefield, and thereby allow-
ing us for the very first time not only engage an opponent on the
battlefield as far out as we can see and then have forever lesser

vision of him as we go deeper and deeper into his rear, for the first

time we will have this ability to see the full battlefield. I make the
analogy to a chess game. For the first time we will be seeing the
full chess board as we engage him, as opposed to up to now where
we just see his pawns up front. That will give us a significant step
forward.
Much of that technology is found in AT&T, in other corporations

out there that are looking at these sorts of issues. And so I think
we have the possibility, through some very cooperative efforts with
civilian industry, to be able to capture what is being done out there
at a significantly reduced cost to the Defense Department.

In the past, all of these sorts of things have been done in our
own laboratories. I think we have the opportunity now to widen our
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horizon and capture that kind of work that is now being done on
the outside.

So, in total, I think we are in satisfactory shape on the amount
of money we put into research and development.
Senator Frist. And how much of that sort of thinking goes into

the $35 billion in R&D in 1995 falling to $30 biUion in the year
2000? Is that fall part of this cost savings of reaching out to private
industry in joint ventures, or is it actually a cutback in the amount
of research being done?
General Shalikashvili. I don't think there is any cutback in this

important area of reconnaissance £uid surveillance and intelligence,

this whole functional area, where I expect a significant break-
through. I think that is sufficiently funded, but I cannot give you
the specific figure. I don't know if you can, Mr. Hamre.

Secretary Perry. Senator Frist, let me just comment on several
of the related issues here. The drop in R&D that you see in this

budget is primarily because we are not developing as many major
weapons systems during that period of time as we have in the past.

The technology-based component of the R&D budget, about $8 bil-

lion, is protected at a very strong level all through this budget, and
that is one of the keys to achieving this revolution that we are talk-

ing about.
The other key is the one mentioned by General Shalikashvili,

which is drawing on the commercial industries in semiconductors
and computers and software, where most of the advanced research
is going on. And in that regard, I would say our Technology Rein-
vestment Project is absolutely critical, giving us access to bridging
the gap between what goes on in our defense laboratories and what
goes on in industry. That is a program which is requested in this

budget, but which is under some attack.

Senator Frist. Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman DOMENICI. Thank you very much. Senator Frist.

Senator Dodd?
Senator Dodd. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I want to begin by thanking our witnesses this morning for their

excellent testimony. It is a pleasure to have both of you back before
the committee again.

If I can, let me touch on a couple of quick questions first, and
then I will try to get as much in as I can in 5 minutes.

First of all, I am very impressed, Mr. Secretary—and you have
made this point over and over and over again, not just today, but
talking about the quality of life programs for people in our military.
Just to read from your testimony, "Providing a good quality of life

for service members and their families is both the right thing to
do and crucial to sustaining the readiness of our U.S. forces." I

think that needs to be stated over and over again. You can have
the fanciest systems and the best research and development, but
if we don't have the best possible people who are secure in their
own personal situations, then there can be trouble.
To that extent, I want to just raise these issues. I understand we

are making some precedent-setting decisions regarding families. I

don't want to dwell on this, but I think it is important to note, as
I understand it, in the area of child care, for instance, with, again,
the growing number of women in uniform, the sensitivity of our
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services, and particularly the Department of Defense, in trying to

make it possible for service people to be able to manage their lives,

that is, perform their military functions and responsibilities while
not over-burdening them in terms of their family obligations as
well.

I wonder if you might just comment briefly on some of the steps
that are being made in that area.

Secretary Perry. First of all, in the child care area, it is a prob-
lem even if we did not have women in the service, because it is a
problem for families as a whole, not just women in the service.

We have made a significant increase in the amount of funds de-

voted to child care £md day care centers, with the idea of trying to

overcome the problem that people are now on 9- and 12-month
waiting lists to get into the child care centers.

The request for funds in this budget will improve that situation,

but by no means fix it. But it is an important step in that direction.

Would you like to comment further. Dr. Hamre?
Mr. Hamre. Sir, we are building 20 new child care centers over

our plan last year in this year's budget. I have been to seven bases
in the last year. At every single base we have a child care center
under construction right now. I also would tell you that you will

see communities in the area coming to our bases to find out stand-

ards for child care.

Senator DODD. I know that, yes.

Mr. Hamre. I think the Department of Defense has done a very
fine job in child care.

Senator DoDD. Historically that is the case, by the way. As some-
one who authored with Orrin Hatch the child care legislation here
a few years ago, we used the standards that the military has had
for years. A little known fact, but one that ought to be better

known by people. So I commend you for efforts in that regard.

Secretary Perry. When I go to bases and talk with the senior en-

listed about the problems at that base, child care is always high
on the list, and housing is high on the list. Those are the two prin-

cipal issues I hear about over and over.

Senator Dodd. Well, I commend you for your efforts in that re-

gard. That really goes to the heart of keeping the best possible peo-
ple we can have, retaining them and so forth.

The second one is I have raised the issue over the years with you
on defense acquisition reform. This is a subject that can glaze over
the eyes of people, I suppose, but when you start talking about real

savings, defense acquisition reform can play a critical role.

I wonder if you might just highlight some of the steps that are
being taken to proceed in terms of streamlining and saving dollars

in the acquisition area.

Secretary Perry. I think this year, this calendar year, is going
to be a critical year in acquisition reform. The Congress gave us
the legislative authority last year. We have our process action
teams that have been at work now for a year. Our entire acquisi-

tion team, from the new acquisition executive. Dr. Kaminski, to the
three service acquisition executives, all have this as their first pri-

ority.
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I met with each of them when they went into the jobs and said
this is the primary test by which I will measure your success in
this job, how well you implement this acquisition reform.

I have testified today that I am not yet able to score it—that is,

to put dollars to it. I expect by the end of this year to be able to

do that, and I will be able to give you a much more detailed picture
of what the potential savings will be.

Senator DODD. I appreciate that.

Secretary Perry. I think it is going to be large, though.
Senator DoDD. That is good news.
Mr. Chairman, I am going to ask unanimous consent to put in

the record two items, if I can: an article in the Wall Street Journal
yesterday, China buys Russian submarines, raising tension level in

the region; as well as a GAO report on Navy ships, lessons of prior

programs may reduce new attack submarine cost increases and
delays.

It will not come as any great shock to my colleagues that I am
raising the issue here this morning, and I am pleased that the De-
partment of Defense has included money for the acquisition of a
third Sea Wolf submarine.

[The article and GAO report follows:]
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THE WALL STREET j^QUggTi^ferHyRSDAY, FEBRUARY 9. 1995

China Buys Russian Submarines,

Raising Tension Level in Region

Purchase of 4 Vessek Spurs

Concerns by Neighbors

On Rising Naval Power

N. KOREA

-

®
Beijing

By Kathy Chen
staff Reporter of The Waix Street Journal

BEUING - Raising the military stakes

in the world's most dynamic economic

region, China has purchased four diesel-

powered submarines from Russia, West-

em diplomats and military analysts say.

The estimated $1 billion deal, believed

by analysts to be one of Beijing's biggest

military "acquisitions in recent years,

comes amid rising concerns in Southeast

Asia over China's naval influence in the

South China Sea.

Only yesterday, Philippine President

Fidel Ramos accused China of stationing

vessels that "looked like warships" in a

region of the Spratly Islands claimed by
the Philippines. He said he beefed up

Philippine forces in the area in response.

The Spratlys, a chain of potentially oil-rich

islands, reefs and shoals is claimed in

whole or part by China, Vietnam, TaiwEui, the Philippines, Malaysia and Brunei.

Turning Up the Heat
China's purchase of four so-called kiloclass Russian submarines is likely to height-

en such tensions, analysts said, especially with Taiwan. Beijing considers Taiwan
a renegade province and could use submarines in a potential blockade against the
island in the event that Taiwan gave up its claim that it is the dispossessed niler

of all of China and declared itself an independent country.

Analysts said the submarine purchase is part of a major Chinese push to upgrade
its armed forces, especially the navy, using funds generated by the economically as-

cendant country's increasingly prosperous military. "This transfer would serve to

underpin the Chinese navy staff's increasing operational aspirations," says Derek da
Cunha, a senior fellow at the Institute of Southeast Asian Studies in Singapore.
'They have aspirations to deploy a bluewater fleet in the longer term and all the
pieces of the jigsaw are now fitting nicely into place."

China agreed to buy the submarines in November, said Robert Karniol, Asia-Pa-
cific editor of Jane's Defense Weekly. The first is en route fi-om Russia aboard a Chi-
nese ship, he and Western diplomats in Beijing say. China is expected to take deliv-

ery of a second submarine within a year and the others later.

Modem by Comparison
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A Chinese Foreign Ministry spokeswoman wouldn't confirm or deny the purchase.
But she said China and Russia are friendly neighbors with normal exchanges and
cooperation in different fields, including the military. "China's engagement in mili-

tary and technical cooperation with other countries is totally for the purpose of en-
hancing its own defense capabilities," she said. Russian Embassy officials in Beijing
declined to comment.
The kilo-class diesel subs, which can stay at sea for several weeks, represent a

"major generational jump" from China's current fleet, says one diplomat in Beijing.

China has more than 100 submarines, but like much of the People's Liberation
Army's arsenal, they are based on obsolete 1950s technology and are rarely used.
Even though the Russian subs probably won't become fully operational for several
years, they will enhance the Chinese navy's ability to deal with maritime contin-

gencies, analysts say.

Moreover, the analysts and diplomats say, Beijing and Moscow are believed to be
discussing the purchase of several more kilo-class subs and for China to engage in

licensed production of the vessels.

With Communist Party chief Jiang Zemin seeking to shore up his power base
ahead of the death of paramount leader Deng Xiaoping, which is expected soon, the
Chinese military has been getting more generous central-government funding and
a larger say in foreign affairs. China has boosted its annual defense spending over
the past few years, though much of it has been swallowed up by inflation and in-

creases in soldiers' living expenses.
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GAO United States
General Accounting Office

Wasliington, D.C. 20548

National Security and
International Affairs Division

B-257866

October 20, 1994

The Honorable Eklward M. Kennedy

Chairman, Subcommittee on Regional

Defense and Ck)ntingency Forces

Comnuttee on Armed Services

United States Senate

The Honorable John Conyers, Jr.

Chairman, Legislation and National

Security Subcommittee

Committee on Government Operations

House of Representatives

As you requested, we assessed the Navy's plans to incorporate lessons

learned from prior submarine programs, particularly the Seawolf SSN-21

program into the design and construction of the NSSN, a new class of

nuclear-powered attack submarine. According to the Navy, the NSSN is to

be smaller, less costly and 'ess capable than the Navy's Seawolf

submarine; it will also be expected to perform a variety of missions.

Several factors make the NSSN both an excellent opportunity and a

challenge for the Navy to control acquisition costs and to improve the

quality of the design and construction process. These factors are (1) a

reduced antisubmarine warfare threat, which has resulted from the

breakup of the former Soviet Union; (2) the U.S. defense budget, which

has been more tightly constrained each year; and (3) the early stages of the

NSSN acquisition cycle, which allow an agency to apply lessons of past

programs to fiiture programs.

RarWcrrrmnrJ Believing that high Seawolf submarine program costs would lead to

^ ^
inadequateforcelevels, the Department of Defense (dod), in October 1991,

established a requirement for a more affordable new attack submarine.

According to the Navy, the NSSN's estimated displacement weight will be

about 7,100 tons, 2,000 tons less than the Seawolfs. The NSSN's missions

include battlegroup support, covert strike warfare, covert intelligence,

special waufare, covert mine warfare, antisubmarine warfare, and

antisurface warfare operating in both open ocean and littoral (coastal)

areas.

GAOmSLAD-9S-4 Navy Ships
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In August 1992, the Defense Acquisition Board authorized the Navy to

initiate concept exploration and definition (milestone 0) studies. A project

ofBce was established to set out the basic design and to develop an

acquisition strategy that included the schedule of detail design and

production. The Navy initially planned for the Board to approve the NSSN
acquisition strategy in August 1993, as part of the milestone I decision to

enter the demonstration and validation phase. However, the milestone I

meeting slipped until January 1994. That meeting resulted in requesting the

Navy to perform additional studies and analyses. These were completed

and submitted to the Board.

On August 1, 1994, the Board approved milestone I, and on August 18,

1994, issued an Acquisition Decision Memorandum. The memorandum
directed the Navy to submit an updated documentation package for the

Board's f^proval within 60 days. The package is to include an acquisition

strategy report, reflecting the Navy's plan to initiate detail design and lead

ship construction at ESectric Boat The Board also directed the Navy to

initiate (1) advanced procurement of the lead ship's nuclear reactor in

fiscal year 1996 and (2) lead ship construction in fiscal year 1998. Further,

the Board directed the Navy to update the submarine's combat system

acquisition strategy to reflect "a significant degree of private sector

involvement in planning an open system architecture," which contains

commercially available hardware and software that meet broad industry

standards.

A September 1993 cost and operational effectiveness analysis prepared by

the Center for Naval Analysis estimated the cost for comparison purposes

of procuring 30 NSSNs and procuring 30 Seawolf submarines at 1 ship per

year. In constant fiscal year 1994 dollars, the procurement cost for the

NSSN was about $45 billion ($1.5 billion each) and for the Seawolf about

$56 billion ($1.9 billion each).

Rpsillts in Rripf "^^ Navy may be able to avoid some design and construction costs and

schedule delays by applying the following five management lessons fi-om

prior submarine construction programs, which we have distilled from the

reports of our reviews over the past decade: (1) contracting with a single

shipyard to both design and construct the lead submarine, (2) delaying

lead ship construction until the ship's design is substantially mature,

(3) strengthening the specification development and approval process,

(4) identifying critical components and supply vendors early in the

program, and (5) reducing submarine combat system development risks.

GiUVNSIAD-9S-4 Navy Ships
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While the Navy's project manager has said that he intends to incorporate

these management lessons into the program's acquisition strategy, the

extent to which they will be applied cannot be assessed until dod approves

the strategy and makes it public for evaluation.

The Navy has evaluated a number of technical lessons learned from past

submarine construction programs and has approved plans to incorporate

some of them in the NSSN program. The Navy estimates that NSSN
procurement cost savings from these lessons could range from $90 million

to $100 million.

Because of the importance of applying l>oth management and technical

lessons, we believe the formal dod approved acquisition strategy should

explicitly address how the Navy will avoid repeating the problems of prior

programs.

Appljdng Management
Lessons May Reduce
Costs and Avoid
Schedule Delays

By incorporating management lessons into the NSSN program, the Navy

may avoid repeating many of the problems that caused Seawolf detail

design and lead ship construction cost increases and schedule delays. In

recognition of Seawolf problems, the NSSN project manager told us he

intends, subject to dod ^proval, to incorporate the five management

lessons into the multibillion dollar NSSN program. However, because of

the absence of a IX)D approved acquisition strategy, the extent to which the

NSSN acquisition strategy will include these lessoris cannot be assessed

now.

Use a Single Shipyard to

Design and Construct the

Lead Submarine

Under the split design/construction strategy used for the Seawolf program,

Tenneco's Newport News Shipbuilding and Drydock Company was

responsible for the overall design and detadl design of the submarine's

forward end, while General Dynamics' EHectric Boat Division was

responsible for designing the submarine's aft end amd for constructing the

SSN-21 and the SSN-22. The split design approach, with a requirement that

design data be suitable for use at either shipyard, was originally instituted

to instill competition for building 29 SSN-21 class submarines. This

approach, which required additional time and resources as well as a high

degree of coordination between the two shipbuilders, caused design and

construction cost increases and additional time to approve design data

and to resolve design drawing problems.

GAO/NSIAD-95-4 Navy Ships
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EHectric Boat, to construct the SSN-21, still had to convert Newport News
Shipyard's generic design data into Electric Boat specific work packages

(instructions and materials). According to Seawolf program office

officials, the two shipyards were unwilling to open their operations to one

another. In addition, the Navy's Seawolfprogram office occasionally had

to mediate the resolution of design drawing problems between the two
shipyards. Confusion between the two shipyards over design drawing

delivery schedules was one factor that led to late delivery of design

drawings to Electric Boat, the shipbuilder, in 1990 and in the first 6 months
of 1991.

A Seawolf program office official noted that the Seawolf program office

has learned that having one shipbuilder design and construct the

submarine can save time and money. The August NSSN Acquisition

Decision Memorandum shows that one shipyard will design and build the

lead NSSN.

DelayX^ad Ship

Construction Until Design
Matures

The high degree of concurrent development and lead ship construction

caused cost increases on Seawolf. The Navy awarded Newport News
Shipbuilding the overall Seawolf detail design contract in April 1987.

Construction of the first Seawolf, the SSN-21, started in October 1989, with

delivery originally scheduled for May 1995.

In some cases, this concurrency required developing and issuing drawings

before system designs were fully mature. Although this approach provided

the shipbuilder with design data earlier, it also caused a higher degree of

design rework and, in some cases, construction rework. For example, the

Navy's data requirement lists developed during the early phase of Seawolf

design were based, as was the case with prior submarine efforts, on
providing the shipbuilder with engineering drawings as the basis for

performing construction tasks. It was later discovered that because

Seawolf submarines required a significantly greater level of modular

construction and outfitting, new and more detailed sectional construction

drawings were needed to initiate modular construction tasks. As a result,

in June 1990, 8 months after SSN-21 construction sUuted and about

37 months after detail design started, the Navy rebaselined and increased

Newport News' original $303 million detail design contract by $168 million.

The rebaselining was for Newport News to prepare and to provide E3ectric

Boat with more detail design data and incorporate final submarine

specifications into the detail design.

GAO/NSIAD-9S-4 Navy Ships
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A September 1993 NSSN cost and operational effectivetiess analysis found

that an additional investment of between $105 million and $176 million in

research and development funds to review the NSSN's specifications and

to complete design before lead ship construction contract award could

reduce procurement costs by $141 million to $173 million per ship.

Starting lead NSSN ship construction with a more mature detail design

could result in a more cost-effective and eCGcient approach than that used

under the Seawolf submarine program. In June 1994, the NSSN project

maiutger stated that the Navy plans to begin lead NSSN construction when
the detail design matures. However, lead ship construction will still begin

in fiscal year 1998, despite the 1-year slip of milestone L Under the current

NSSN schedule, detail design is scheduled to begin in July 1995, with lead

ship construction begiiming about 27 months later in October 1997.

However, we question whether the detail design will be mature enough to

avoid repeating similar problems the Navy experienced with the Seawolf

program. The Seawolf program experienced design and construction

rework, significant cost increases, and schedule delays, despite a 30-month

interval between starting detail design and lead ship

(SSN-21) construction.

Strengthen Specification

Development and Approval
Process

Deficient government specifications for welding HY-100 strength steel'

have increased SSN-21 construction costs and have delayed the

submarine's delivery from May 1995 until May 1996. In June 1991, Hectric

Boat experienced problems welding this new .steel. As a result, Electric

Boat notified the Navy that it had discovered weld cracks where two hull

rings were joined together. Further investigation revealed additional

unacceptable welds on the SSN-2rs pressure hull and on at least 21

govemment-and contractor-furnished items. By August 1991, all HY-100

welding had been stopped.

The chemical composition of the welding metal, among other things, had

resulted in cracking and unacceptable metal yield strengths and ductility.

Ultimately, however, the welding cracks were traced to deficient

government HY-100 welding specifications. Electric Boat and the Navy

took corrective action; all welding resumed by December 1991. As a result

of this problem, the Navy paid Hectric Boat $77.8 million (in then-year

dollars) to fix the cracks. It also caused a 1-year delay in the SSN-21 's

delivery.

'HY-100, a high-yield steel used to constnict the SSN-2rs pressure hull, allows the subnunne to

achieve deeper diving depths Prior to the Seawolf program, a U.S. submarine's pressure hull was
constructed usmg pnmanly HY.80 strength steel

GAOWSIAD-95-4 N«»T Shii
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During the determination of defective government specifications, the

Conunander, Naval Sea Systems Command, requested an independent

assessment of the system for developing, preparing, and approving

^>ecifications. The assessment, completed in March 1992, showed that

weaknesses in developing and qualifying specifications were caused by a

lack of management priority and oversight, inadequate and untimely

availability of funds, and a shortage of personnel needed to develop and

update specifications. In addition, the assessment showed that only

39 percent of the specification parameters were supported by historical

performance data and less than 5 percent of the parameters were

supported by test data.

The NSSN project manager said he plans to incorporate a review process

that supports developing specifications. In addition, he indicated that the

Navy plans to work with critical NSSN vendors early during design to

coordinate specifications, including revisions, whenever necessary.

Moreover, according to the NSSN project manager, the NSSN, to the

extent passible, will incorporate existing systems and components from

prior submarine programs and off-the-shelf, commercially available

technology. Nevertheless, some existing systems may require varying

degrees of reengineering for installation into the NSSN.

Earlier Identification of

Critical Components and
Supply Vendors

DOD has identified the decline of the submarine industrial base and the

resulting uncertainty surrounding submarine component vendors as key

factors contributing to Seawolf cost and schedule delays.

Early identification of critical components and supply vendors can help

determine whether to buy or manufacture some components in-house and

can help reduce potential procurement problems. For the SSN-21, Electric

Boat had to manufacture certain systems and components that it was

originally planning to buy. This was due either to a lack of qualified

vendors or the cost and schedule risks inherent in using a vendor for

complex components that were under development (i.e., the weapons

storage and handling system). CkjUectively, the absence of sufficient

vendors contributed to Seawolf design and construction cost increases

and schedule delays.

The Navy's March 1992 assessment showed an apparent incomplete

coordination with industry and inadequate notification to and consultation

with industry regarding m^or changes in Seawolf specifications as

required by the Naval Sea System Command's specification process. The

GAO/NSlAD-95-4 Navy Ships
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assessment also showed that vendors were generaUy dissatisfied with

government feedback to their comments during specification development

and modification.

According to the NSSN project manager, Electric Boat will identify and

obtain critical suppliers eariier than was done on the Seawolf program. To

improve coordination with vendors and to identify issues that can affect

the NSSN's design and construction, Eaectric Boat has assembled a team

of 100 designers, construction trade people, and key vendors. However,

the commitment to and the success of this effort will not be assessable

until a later phase of design.

Reduce Combat System
Development Risks

The Navy experienced problems developing the AN/BSY-1 combat system-

for the Improved SSN-688 class submarine and the AN/BSY-2 combat

system for the Seawolf submarine. Because the time to correct AN/BSY-

1

combat system design and development problems was insufficient, the

AN/BSY-1 became the mjuor factor in delays to the Improved SSN-688

construction program. These problems resulted in an additional

$82 million in contract costs for five Improved SSN-688s. In addition, the

first nine Improved SSN-688s equipped with AN/BSY-1 systems were

delivered to the Navy an average of 17 months late.

The AN/BSY-2 combat system scheduled for ii\stallation on the SSN-21

experienced cost increases and schedule delays. Changes to the system's

design caused a portion of the submarine to be redesigned at an additional

cost' The Navy originally provided Newport News with general space ani

weight information for the system that the shipyard used to begin

designing its portion of the Seawolf. The Navy later provided the shipyard

with more specific information that caused considerable redesign of the

submarine and increased design costs, according to Newport News.

The Navy estimated in August 1994 that system development would cost

$123 million more than the original contract target cost of $1 billion. Our

November 1992 report* showed that delivery of the system's first phase

capabilities (all hardware and the msyority of software) had been delayed

from its original November 1993 delivery to between late March and Junf

1994. Because the HY-100 welding crack problem delayed the submarine s

'A submanne combat system detects, classifles, localizes, tiaclo. and destroys enemy targets

'Status of SSN-21 Ship Construction Program (GAO/NSlAD-90-163, Apr 19, 1990)

Status of SSN-2 1 Design and Lead Ship Constniction Program (GAO/NSlAD-93-34. Nov 17. 1992)
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delivery 1 year, until May 1996, the Navy revised the AN/BSY-2 system's

first phase delivery to February 1995. According to a February 1994

Defense Acquisition Elxecutive Summary prepared by the Seawolf program

office, maintaining the AN/BSY-2 software development schedule to

support lead ship delivery remains a challenge. The AN/BSY-2 hardware is

complete and ready for delivery to Hectiic Boat

To reduce combat system cost, schedule, and technical risks the Navy
encountered developing the systems for the Improved SSN-688

(AN/BSY-1) and Seawolf (AN/BSY-2) class submarines, the NSSN project

manager stated that whenever pyossible, the NSSN's combat system will be

developed using what he termed an open systen\s architecture, which

consists of commercial, off-the-shelf hjurdware and software. The
Acquisition Decision Memorandum specifies a combat system acquisition

strategy that involves "a significant degree of private sector involvement in

plarming an open system architecture." Nevertheless, some existing

systems may require varying degrees of reengineering for iitstallation into

the NSSN.

Applying Technical

Lessons May Save
Millions of Dollars

The NSSN project office compiled a database that identified about 1,350

primarily techiucal lessons bom prior Navy programs. Electric Boat,

Newport News, and other Navy organizations provided the input for this

database. Personnel transferring into the NSSN project office fi-om earlier

submarine programs also provided some lessons. After consolidating

duplicate lessons, the Navy reduced the database to 954 lessons. The
NSSN project office's evaluation process is ongoing, and new lessons Eire

added to the database periodically.

Of these 954 lessons, 290 had been approved for incorporation into the

NSSN design as of May 1994. Examples of approved lessons are

(1) centralizing the ship's service hydraulic power plant, (2) simplifying

the ship's deck design, and (3) simplifying the ship's pipe hangers. These

three lessons are expected to save over $10 million in acquisition costs.

The Navy estimates that NSSN savings fi'om all approved lessons could

range from $90 million to $100 nullion. However, because individual

lessons' costs can offset each other, savings must be assessed on a

Icsson-by-lesson basis. The p>otential exists for additional savings because

the project office has not completed its review of almost 600 lessons. (See

table 1 for status of the lessons.)

GAO/NSIAO-95-4 N«vy Ships
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SrnnP and "^^ dctennine the types of experiences the Navy should apply to the NSSN

»* u ^ 1
effort, we reviewed our prior products on the SSN-2 1 , SSN-688, Trident,

IM.6tnOClOlO§y the combat systems, and other organizations' reports on lessons learned.

We held discussions with Navy program officials for the Seawolf program,

the AN/BSY-1 and the AN/BSY-2 combat system programs, and the

SSN-688 and the Trident submarine programs. We held discussions with

the Supervisors of Shipbuilding in Groton, Connecticut, and with Naval

Undersea Warfare Center officials in Newport, Rhode Island. We also held

discussions with Navy officials responsible for plarming the NSSN's

development in Washington, D.C.

We reviewed the NSSN project office's database of technical lessons

learned experiences or suggestions and reviewed and analyzed Navy

studies and assessments. We obtained, reviewed, and assessed suggestions

provided by Ellectric Boat, Groton, Connecticut; and Newport News
Shipbuilding, Newport News, Virginia. EHectric Boat provided more
detailed information on views on selected lessons learned that should be

applied to the NSSN program, but Newport News Shipbuilding did not

because of other business pressures.

We conducted our review from June 1993 to June 1994 in accordance with

generally accepted government auditing standards.

We are sending copies of this report to the Secretaries of Defense and the

Navy and to congressional oversight committees. We will also make copies

available to others upon request

Please contact me at (202) 512-4841 if you or your staff have any questions

concerning this report. The nuyor contributors to this report are listed in

appendix II.

-—g^^ toS:^^

Brad Hathaway

Associate Director, Systems Development

and Production Issues
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Appendix I

Comments From the Department of Defense

OFFICE OF THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

n6 sff tw

Mr. Frank C. Conahan
Assistant Comptroller General
National Security and International

Affairs Division
U. S. General Accounting Office
Hasl.ington, 0. C. 20546

Dear Mr. Conahan:

This Is the Departoent of Defense (DoDI response to the
General Accounting Office (GAOl draft report "NAVY SHIPS: Lessons
of Prior Prograas May Reduce New Subaarine Cost Increases and
Delays,* dated August 2, 1994 (SAO Code 707017), OSD Case 970S-A.
The DoD partially concurs with the report.

Hhlle the DoD generally agrees with the infomation reported
by the GAO, the Oepartaent would like to provide clarification of
two inportant points: (1) the savings applied to the lead and
follow ship costs as a result of acceptance of a previous class
lesson and (21 the extent to which a design Bust aature prior to
initiating lead ship construction. Hith regard to the lead and
follow ship costs, it should be recognized that savings froa some
Navy technical lessons from prior programs are already included
in the overall New Attack Submarine (NSSN) ship cost estimates.
Adding the stvings from each of the technical lessons contained
in the NSSN program database should indicate the maximum possible
savings. In some cases, the cost savings from one lesson may
offset those from another and hence, the total savings may not be
a suoaiation of the cost savings from each lesson.

With regard to the design maturity element, the draft G.V5

report points out that the more mature the design product, the
more successful the construction effort. The DoD agrees. To
benefit from that concept, producibility review of the
specifications and design package will be conducted during their
development to assess production readiness. Prior to initiation
of lead ship construction, a Defense Acquisition Board review of
program progress, prior to lead ship construction initiation,
will also be conducted. That review will focus on the design
maturity to verify readiness for production.

The DoD does not agree that there is a need for a formal
Navy NSSN acquisition strategy that explicitly documents lessons
learned from prior submarine programs. Under the present
Integrated Product and Process Development (IPPDl approach,
program management already monitors and incorporates both

GA<VNSIA0.95-4 Navy Ships
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Appendix 1

CoBBcaU Proa eke Department of Defen

anageBent «nd technical lessons lesmed troa past sutnanne
proqrau. The DoD is confident that through use o£ the IPPD and

acquisition review processes, there is adequate insight into the

lessons learned frosi prior programs.

Although the Milestone I Defense Acquisition Board review

was not held at the time originally planned, in early 1994 the

Assistant Secretary of the Navy for Research, Devclopaent, and

Acquisition directed that the prograii office continue with the

IPPD efforts, thereby peraittlng the seaaiess design approach to

proceed. That action contributed to continued progress toward

lead ship construction beginning In 1998.

In August 1994, the Defense Acquisition Review Board met to

consider Milestone I approval of the NSSN program. As a result

of that review, the Principal Deputy Under Secretary of Defense

(Acquisition and Technology! authorized, on August IB, the NSSN

program to enter the demonstration and validation phase to

support lead ship construction in FY 1998 at the Groton,

Connecticut, shipyard.

The detailed DoD comments on the GAO recommendation are

provided in the enclosure. The DoD appreciates the opportunity

to comment on the draft report.

Seorge R. Schneiter
Acting Director
Tactical Warfare Programs

GAO/NSIAD-9S-4 Navy Ships
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AppeadUl
ta Proa tke DepulawBI of Dcfeiuc

eiO DMklT IIXPOST - BATED kOSOST 2, 1994
(6kO CCOC 707017) OSO CkSZ 970S-A

Now on p 9

MCCHIE1IH»nOM: The GAO reconmended that the Secretary of

Defense ensure that the foraal New Attack Suboarine (NSSN)

acquisition strategy explicitly documents how the Navy is to
address and incorporate the inanagement and technical lessons
froa prior submarine prograxis. (p. 14/GAO Draft Report}

DOO HtSFCWSl: Nonconcur. The DoD does not agree that there
IS a need tor a formal process to document lessons learned
froo prior submarine prograiu. Under the current approach,
the Na»y Integrated Product and Process Developoent effort,
together with the established acquisition process, nonltors
and incorporates Into the NSSN prograa the aanagesent and
technical lessons learned froa prior suboarine programs.
That approach was recently certified as part of a Defense
Acquisition Board Milestone I review of the NSSN program.
On August 18, 1994, the Principal Deputy Under Secretary of
Defense (Acquisition and Technology! authorized the NSSN
prograa to enter Into the demonstration and validation phase
to support lead ship construction In FY 1998.

GAO/NS1AO-9S-4 Navy Ships
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Appendix D

Major Contributors to This Report

National Security and 1°^^"^Jf
p*'

f .
David Rsher

International Affairs

Division, Washington,

D.C.

Boston Regional '^^r^^
UlllCe Alson Castonguay
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List of SSN-21 GAO-Related Products Since

1991

GAO has performed woric on the Seawolfprogram since 1985. The

following chronology presents products issued since 1991.

Navy Ships: Seawolf Cost Increases and Schedule Delays Continue

(GA(VNSiAD-9^20iBR, June 30, 1994).

Navy Ships: Problems Continue to Plague the Seawolf Submarine Program

(GACVNSiAD-as-iTi, Aug. 4, 1993).

Navy Ships: Plans and Anticipated liabilities to Terminate SSN-21

Program Contracts (gao/nsiad-«m2BR, Nov. 27, 1992).

Navy Ships: Status of SSN-21 Design and Lead Ship Construction Program

(GAO/NSIAD-9M4, Nov. 17, 1992).

SSN-21, Seawolf Contract Terminations (gao/nsiad-9Mir, Nov. 6, 1992).

Navy Shipbuilding: Elffects of Reduced SSN-21 Procurement Rates on

Industrial Base and Cost of Program (Ga(VNS1AI>-92-140, ^r. 8, 1992).

Submarine Combat System: BSY-2 Development Risks Must Be Addressed

and Production Schedule Reassessed (gao/imtec-91-30, Aug. 22, 1991).

Submarine Combat System: Status of Selected Technical Risks in the

BSY-2 Development (ga<vihtcc-91-468r. May 24, 1991).

A May 24, 1991, letter to Representative Herbert H. Bateman discussing

cost projections of several SSN-21 procurement scenarios.
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Senator Dodd. My colleague from Virginia yesterday in the
Armed Services Committee raised some questions about a single

supplier, and I wonder if you might for the record, Mr. Secretary,

state what the DOD position is and the rationale for that decision

on a single supplier.

Secretary PERRY. Simply when you look at our needs and a prob-

able procurement of submarines over the next few decades, the

numbers required are not sufficiently large to support two separate

submarine builders. On the other hand, from an industrial base
point of view, we want very much to have two nuclear-capable

yards, and that is the logic that led us to the course we are pro-

ceeding on, the desire to preserve an industrial base which has two
nuclear-capable yards as well as one of those two yards being able

to build submarines.
We believe that attack submarines will be a crucially important

part of the U.S. military for the foreseeable future. Therefore, we
must have this capability.

Senator DODD. I thank you for that.

Mr. Chairman, I would recommend to our colleagues here on the

committee, there is a briefing that members can received called, I

think, "The Bear Still Swims," if I am correct. It is about a 20-

minute briefing that members can receive from the Pentagon, and
it is really worth your while to get it. I know this is going to be

a debate coming up, and before people decide to lock themselves in

on views, they really ought to see it.

This Wall Street Journal story is just one piece of it, frankly, not

the most serious or pressing in the short term. There are other is-

sues that, frankly, would, I think, raise the issue of this. Obviously,

coming from Connecticut, people will not be surprised I am inter-

ested in this program, but my interest goes far beyond the employ-
ment picture in Connecticut. It is a critical piece of technology for

the future, and really, if you hear that DOD review on "The Bear
Still Swims," I think you will reach many of the same conclusions

others of us have. So I would urge the members who are interested

in this—and we will obviously have to be at some point, because
there will be a debate on this, I gather—getting that briefing can
be really helpful, I think, in helping you draw your own opinions
about where we ought to be going.

I apologize for going over, but I wanted to raise that. Thank you,

Mr. Chairman.
Senator ExON. Mr. Chairman, if I might just add something, I

would like to say that the Senator from Connecticut has made a
good point. I had a briefing the other day on the third Sea Wolf.

And while there may be great build-up to cancel that third Sea
Wolf, from the information that I have, which I am going to check
into further, it may end up that we would cancel that third Sea
Wolf, and with the money we have in it now, it would be extremely
penny-wise and pound-foolish. So we ought to take a look at it.

Senator Dodd. Coming from Nebraska, that is an enjoyable set

of comments. [Laughter.]
Chairman DoMENici. Senator Snowe is next, but on this overall

subject of nuclear deterrence and the nuclear stocks of the former
Soviet Union, might I make an observation. Senator Exon, and per-

haps you would join me, and maybe we could have a joint briefing.
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I guess it was about 3 weeks ago that, believe it or not, "60 Min-
utes" had an in-depth analysis of Soviet nuclear missile capability

and literally went over there and talked to the Russians and saw
everything they have got, and I assume. General Shalikashvili, you
have seen that and probably your people have told you about it.

But there were some pretty interesting things in it, like, you know,
our President tells the American public they don't have those

weapons directed at us anymore, but they asked the Soviet com-
mander of nuclear missiles, what does that mean? And he said it

means that it takes us 6 minutes to direct them at America, which
was a pretty interesting thing for me to hear.

They indicated they were still building weapons, and they also

had a map up, Senator Dodd. They had a map up on the w£dl on
"60 Minutes," and they said, well, there are your submarines. They
just pointed to them. We know where they are, and we think you
are still trying to encircle us, et cetera, et cetera.

So I would think we ought to have you all brief us on Soviet nu-

clear missile power. I am not suggesting "60 Minutes" should be

the source of anything to anyone. [Laughter.]

Essentially, I was pretty shocked the Soviets would give them as

much as they gave them, and it caused me to wonder whether we
ought not be briefed in one of our sessions where you can tell us
everything. I am going to try to set that up if

Senator ExON. Mr. Chairman, may I say that I have been in on
all this as the Chairman of the Strategic Subcommittee forever,

and I think your suggestion is a good one. It would obviously have
to be a closed brief.

Chairman DOMENICI. Of course.

Senator ExON. And I think that probably all of the members of

this committee who are going to make a very important rec-

ommendation with regard to the total budget should have a better

understanding of all of this than they read in the newspapers.
Chairman DoMENici. Thank you.

Yes, General?
General SHALIKASHVILI. Mr. Chairman, may I make just one ob-

servation on what you said?

Chairman DoMENici. Of course.

General Shalikashvili. In reference to the de-targeting of both
Russian missiles and ours, I think the major point on that issue

is not how long it takes to re-target, but the fact that on a day-

to-day basis these missiles are not targeted on each other's cities.

And so in the event of an accidental launch, those missiles would
fall harmlessly into the sea and not hit either one of our cities or

vice-versa. So that should be a very important point of that.

Chairman DOMENICI. Senator Snowe?
Senator Snowe. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want to welcome

our witnesses here today and I am pleased to have had the oppor-

tunity to talk with you earlier in the week. And one of the issues

that I raised, of course, at that time was the Aegis Destroyer Pro-

gram and the procurement rate included in the Administration's
budget of two, two-and-a-half a year. I am not clear of whether it

is two or two-and-a-half. I know you mentioned that it was two-
and-a-half.
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But nevertheless, the Defense Acquisition Board indicated that
at least it should be three per year if we are to have a surface com-
batant force of 134 beyond the turn of the century. So I would hope
that you would look at that, and I know Senator Cohen raised that
issue with you yesterday before the Armed Services Committee, be-

cause I do really think it is important if we are going to preserve
our ship building industrial base for the future.

And it leads me to the other question in terms of the Administra-
tion's Bottom-Up Review, Mr. Secretary, because there have been
a number of articles written about the fact and, of course, more re-

cently by the Congressional Budget Office, that the Bottom-Up Re-
view, as outlined by the adminstration in terms of its force struc-

ture with its mission, is underfunded by $47 billion, even including

the increase by the Administration of $25 billion in the defense

budget.
And I really would like to have you address that issue because

obviously it is a concern as to whether or not we can meet the two-

war strategy, and we discussed that the other day. But again, it

seems that between the cost of implementing the force structure

and the missions as outlined by the Administration and what is

being suggested in terms of funding analysis does not square. So
I would really like to have your comments on those issues.

Secretary Perry. I will make a brief comment, and then ask Dr.

Hamre to comment further. The most important thing I wanted to

say is that the 6-year plan we have submitted to you, the Future
Years Defense Program, is priced out to the best of our ability and
is done honestly and objectively. There is no smoke and mirrors in

this budget.
Having said that, let me observe that there is plenty of room for

debate and controversy about how much money it takes to do a
program as big and as complex a this. Two specific areas where
there can be changes, different interpretations or even changes: one
is what the inflation will be 6 years ahead, since that figures inti-

mately into the calculation each year and can have a big swing on
the budget and, second, whether there will be overruns in the cost

of building equipment.
And various people who have estimated this budget make dif-

ferent estimates. Some were optimistic, some were pessimistic

about whether equipment building programs over the next 6 years
will have big overruns, small overruns or no overruns at all. So
those are the areas of objective uncertainty in the course of prepar-

ing this budget.
John, will you answer the question?
Mr. Hamre. Senator Snowe, there has been a lot of discussion be-

cause of the GAO report and others that the Department of De-
fense needs more money. I think one needs to separate out the pol-

icy choices. Do you want to spend more because you want us to be
doing more things than we are currently doing versus the honesty
with which we have put a budget together?
GAO has criticized us because they think we have not covered

the cost overruns that they think we will have in procurement. I

know that Congress would not tolerate it if I put an entry in every
weapons system for expected cost overruns. People tend to live up
to expectations. We are not going to identify where we think that
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is the case. We actually honestly think that we are putting in our
best estimate.

Now, if people want us to buy more weapons systems, that is a
policy choice. But that is not the case of what GAO is raising. They
said we should be budgeting for overruns, and we do not feel we
should do that.

Senator Snowe. Well, have you examined the CBO analysis?
Mr. Hamre. Yes, ma'am. Yes, ma'am, we have. And I would be

glad to go through that and provide to you an assessment. CBO
said that they expected we had an inflation problem. We fixed that
in this budget. CBO said that they thought that we had a pay prob-

lem. We fixed that in this budget. CBO said that we were probably
were going to have higher environmental cleanup costs. What we
have done is funded the legal requirement in our budget. If people
want us to clean up faster, beyond what the law requires, that is

again a policy choice. But we have funded the legal requirement for

cleanup bills in this budget.
CBO has said that, again, there could be cost overruns on weap-

ons systems. Should cost estimates—and we budget to most likely

cost in our budget. I would be glad to go through all of that. I think
we have honestly and fairly budgeted.
Senator Snowe. No, I appreciate that. And I think it would be

helpful, Mr. Chairman, if we had this analysis in response to the
CBO
Mr. Hamre. I would be very happy to provide that to you.
Senator Snowe [continuing]. For the committee, as we begin to

consider the budget, as well.

Mr. Hamre. I would be very pleased to provide it.^

Senator Snowe. In addition, I would just like to ask one other
question. The supplemental, how much of that is devoted to peace-
keeping? Is it all including the peacekeeping? Does it include the
State Department's contribution to peacekeeping missions?

Secretary Perry. The supplemental that we requested is to sim-
ply provide the funding for the ongoing contingency operations.
That is, the forces that are in Southwest Asia, the forces that are
in Haiti. There is a whole set of these forces. This is not a peace-
keeping supplemental as much as it is funding ongoing military op-
erations.

Mr. Hamre. That is correct, ma'am. Ninety percent of the supple-
mental that we are submitting is for O&M dollars for ongoing oper-
ations, whether they be in Bosnia, Somalia or wherever. It is for

the Department of Defense. We are not requesting funds for any
other department. It is purely for our operations budget request.

Senator Snowe. Thank you.
Chairman DOMENICI. Senator Murray?
Senator Murray. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I join my col-

leagues in welcoming our witnesses this morning.
Mr. Secretary, when the President sent over his fiscal year 1996

budget, I was very pleased to see his commitment again to improv-
ing women's health by adding research dollars to NIH and to the
Department of Defense for breast cancer and ovarian cancer.

1 Information unavailable at press time.
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Part of that commitment is found in the defense budget, I as-
sume, because of the great work that is done at Walter Reed, at
Bethesda Naval Hospital and other locations. And I know we have
great work to do here because one of nine women is stricken with
breast cancer and this research has not been funded well in the
past. Now finally, thanks to the work of many of my colleagues, we
are making a commitment in this Nation to deal with these issues.

The other issue is AIDS which is, as we know, the leading cause
of death in this country for people between the ages of 25 and 44.

I assume that an overwhelming majority of military personnel falls

between those ages. So I was kind of surprised this morning to see
an article in The Washington Post that says that $30 million ear-

marked for AIDS research and $150 million for breast cancer re-

search may not be spent this year by the Defense Department be-

cause it does not consider them essentisd parts of the military's

Medical Program.
I wonder if you could share with me how that decision was made

and where that money is going to go if it is not spent on the re-

search for AIDS and breast cancer.

Secretary Perry. Yes; let me ask Dr. Hamre to comment first on
laying out the facts of the case, and I will be happy to comment
further.

Mr. Hamre. Senator Murray, I think the facts are slightly dif-

ferent than were reported this morning. The Department of De-
fense has not requested the additional funds for breast cancer re-

search. That has been added by the Congress over the last several
years.

Senator Murray. Correct, because we wanted it spent on AIDS
and breast cancer research.

Mr. Hamre. And our only position—we think it is perfectly un-
derstandable that the Congress wants greater research done. And
it is a very important area. It is just that it is not primarily a de-
fense mission. And there is an organization, the National Institutes
of Health, that is really structured to do that sort of thing and it

is our view that it really ought to be more in those accounts.
And I think that you would note when the budget was transmit-

ted here, we have proposed to transfer those funds to NIH, to have
them execute it rather than to have the Department of Defense
execute it. If Walter Reed has particular skills that are useful in
this area, I am sure that they would be recognized by NIH and
they would continue to do that work. But it does not primarily con-
stitute a defense
Senator Murray. So that $30 million will be transferred to NIH?
Mr. Hamre. That was the breast cancer research. Senator.
Senator Murray. Correct.
Mr. Hamre. The case with HIV is different. As the article point-

ed out, we do indeed budget for AIDS research in the Department
of Defense. Now, there are some very particular military issues.
For example, medical—out in the field, if people need blood, we do
not have blood banks. They are walking around, and we do direct
transfusions.

It is very important for us to be able to have a quick test, within
minutes, whether someone is HIV positive or not before we trans-
fuse their blood into a patient. It is very important for us to do that
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kind of research in the Department of Defense. And we are under-
taking that kind of research in the Department of Defense.
What people have asked us to do is to go beyond that and do

broader analysis that involves vaccines and things of that nature,
not primarily a defense need. We do feel there are HIV and AIDS
research needs that the Department of Defense should budget for,

and we do indeed do that.

Senator Murray. So the $150 million for breast cancer research
that you are not going to spend in the Department of Defense, is

that being transferred to the NIH or is that money lost?

Mr. Hamre. Ma'am, I believe that is in our supplemental re-

quest. We have proposed that the Congress.
Senator Murray. That it be transferred, that $150 million, be

transferred to NIH?
Mr. Hamre. I believe that is the situation. I will go back and

check.
Senator Murray. I would like to know the answer to that ques-

tion.

Mr. Hamre. I shall, ma'am.
Senator Murray. And, in addition, the $30 million?

Mr. Hamre. No, ma'am, we have not acted on that one way or

the other. I do not believe that has been proposed for moving.
Senator MURRAY. I would like the answers to those questions. In

my remaining time, I just wanted to ask you quickly on the hous-
ing initiative, I hear a great deal from my constituents about qual-
ity of life. And I wanted you to just comment quickly on the hous-
ing initiative.

Secretary Perry. We have, in this budget, a substantial increase
in funds for both improving family housing and barracks. It is an
interim measure, though, because it is all relative to the needs out
there. I will be coming back to the Congress this year yet and pro-

posing a major new housing initiative.

I am hoping that we can find an initiative which will not require
additional appropriated funds. In particular, we are looking at leg-

islative authority which will allow us to bring private developers to

build using their own funds on military lands, and then leasing the
property as a result of this. This will give us an opportunity to

make a major short-term increase in the large-scale fixing of this

problem. And therefore, what I would expect to do is to have a pro-

posal later to this Congress. The most likely proposal will be for

legislative authority to allow us to do this private development. If

that fails, for whatever reason, then we would be seeking more
funds.

Senator Murray. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I do have additional
questions, if I could submit them for the record.

Chairman DOMENICI. Yes, you may. In fact, we will be back after

the vote, if you would like to return. I assume we will.

Senator Lott?
Senator Lott. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you, good

to see you again, Secretary Perry, General Shalikashvili. And, Dr.
Hamre, good to see you again. Let me ask you to put that chart
up we had yesterday in the Armed Services Committee. Sergeant,
the next-to-the-last chart, the one that shows the freefall in the
cuts for defense as a percent of GDP.
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Secretary Perry. We have a chart as a percent of Federal budg-
et.

Senator Lott. Oh, did you take the one out we had yesterday?
[Laughter.]

Secretary Perry. We have that one available, if you want it.

Senator LOTT. Well, if you have got it, let us put it up there.

Secretary Perry. Yes, we have them both there.

Senator Lott. The fact is that we are down to about the 1950
level of defense outlays as a percent of GDP. And it is going on
down by the end of this decade to 2.8 percent, the lowest in many,
many, many decades.

So I only have two problems with your budget: one, I think it

cuts too much and, two, I think there are some serious problems
with your priorities within a budget that has already been cut too

much. And I think I hear you saying that you may come back up
here later on this year, perhaps with things that I would agree

with, but asking for more money. And I really am wondering if we
are seeing the real budget or if we are going to get it in pieces later

on?
After the study on bombers; which I am very interested in and

which I think we need, I think the numbers are very scary. I do

not think we have 93 deployable bombers. But without getting into

a numbers argument, you say you may have to come back as a re-

sult of that study, and you may have to ask for some more money
for bombers.
Then I thought I just heard you say that you may have to come

back and ask for more money for housing. Now, you are looking for

innovative ways to provide that housing and I commend you for

that, and I want to help you make that happen if you can. But you
are going to have to maybe come back for more money for bombers,
more money for housing. Are we seeing the real budget here?

So, that is just my opening comment. And then, I want to refer

to articles that are in the paper today about how that money is

being spent. We are talking about housing for Ukrainian soldiers,

officers, while they are continuing to build more submarines. And
you are talking about—how much have you got for environmental
cleanup in this budget, $5 billion?

Mr. Hamre. No, sir. We have got about $1.6 billion for cleanup.

In the regular accounts, we have got about $450 million for cleanup
in bases that are being closed. And then we have got about $2.2

billion for compliance, and about $350 milHon for pollution preven-

tion, so that we do not have a cleanup problem.
Senator LOTT. I think it adds up to about $5 billion, if you total

all that up.

Mr. Hamre. Yes, sir. Oh, yes, sir.

Senator LOTT. So we are providing funds for Russian or Ukrain-
ian officers' housing. We are talking about $5 billion for environ-

mental cleanup. Do we have in here $17 million for land near the

14th Street bridge for a museum?
Mr. Hamre. Yes, sir, that is included in this budget.
Senator LoTT. Do we have $325 million in here for medical re-

search on breast and prostate cancer, osteoporosis, lymph disease

and AIDS?
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Mr. Hamre. That was added by the Congress in fiscal year 1995.
That was not in our budget request.

Senator LOTT. Is it in the budget this year?
Mr. Hamre. No, sir, that was added by the Congress.
Senator LOTT. Did you put anything in here that would go to the

Small Business Adminstration?
Mr. Hamre. That was added by the Congress last year, sir.

Senator LOTT. So you would appreciate it if we would not keep
putting money in here for SBA and for museums, and communica-
tion equipment for the Red Cross. A lot of that was added by the
Congress.
Mr. Hamre. Added by the Congress, yes, sir.

Senator LOTT. When you couple what we add with some of the
priorities you have in here, it makes the bad numbers look even
worse. Congress has been using you for a cookie jar. And so, you
do not have enough funds. And then you have some questionable
requests in these low level of funds. And Congress even dips in it

even more.
I guess all of this really is a statement that I have made. But

how do you respond to all of that, Mr. Secretary?
Secretary Perry. First of all, I would like to separate out the two

rather fundamentally different issues, which are the programs
which the Congress submitted in the 1995 budget and, I think, you
make a good point on those. And, indeed, those will be a subject

of debate as to whether they should be rescinded as part of the
supplemental request. I am sure that will be an important debate
within the Congress.
The other is what we have in the 1996 budget in terms of re-

quests, which have none of those particular kinds of funds. It does
have a large amount of funds, aggregating $5 billion in the envi-

ronmental area. This environmental cleanup we are doing is legis-

latively required; in fact, some of it is court ordered. It is not as
if it is a discretion on the part of the Defense Department as to

whether it does it.

It may be a discretion as to whether those funds go in the de-

fense budget or some other part of the Federal budget. But that the
work has to be done, there is no doubt.

Senator Lott. I think you just made a key point, sir.

Secretary Perry. The only alternative we have is pushing those
out and pushing the problem downstream so they are faced by
some other adminstration as opposed to doing it now. But there are
two other rather small issues in the budget, very small compared
to the environmental, but just let me mention them anyway.
The Nunn-Lugar Program has succeeded in dismantling more

than 1,000 nuclear warheads last year. That money serves a very
important defense need. A part of that effort, a very small part of
it but still an important part of it, had to do with allowing the con-

tracting for an American company to transfer prefabricated tech-

nology to a Russian company so they could build housing for the
officers, the strategic rockets force, which were discharged from the
service.

This is an integral part of getting those nuclear weapons re-

moved and dismantled. It is a small investment for a very high
payoff. And finally, the museum; I understand that is going to be
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a debate point, that is, the funds to buy the land. The museum it-

self would not be built with appropriated funds. The AUSA, the As-
sociation of the U.S. Army—is proposing to raise the funds to build
the museum.
Senator Lott. My time has expired. We will be seeing you later.

Secretary Perry. I am sure. [Laughter.]
Senator Lott. Thank you for your time.
Chairman DOMENICI. Thank you. Senator Lott.

Senator Boxer?
Senator BoXER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Secretary Perry, I want to compliment you on your steady and

certain leadership of the Department of Defense. It is indeed a
pleasure to work with you and to watch you. And I really do believe

that most Americans feel very confident when they see you, as well

as General Shalikashvili, handling some very complicated missions.

I just want to say that. I may have differences with you on a num-
ber of issues, but let me say I am very proud of the job that you
are both doing.

Secretary Perry. Thank you, Senator Boxer.

Senator Boxer. I think this whole idea of walking around to the

bases and really seeing what is going on is terrific, and I am glad

you brought that with you from the private sector. And after we
spoke, you gave me that idea for myself. And I have gone out, as

you know, and it probably resulted in many more phone calls to

you, and complaints, I am sure.

Secretary Perry. Yes.
Senator Boxer. But I went to about a dozen bases in California.

As you know, California is the size of a country, 31 million people,

and we have so much to be proud of there in terms of the military.

We have been having a difficult time, handling about 40 percent
of the personnel hit in the cuts due to base closure. So we have
been struggling, we have been hurting. And I, without asking a
question, would hope that you keep that in mind because I think
the cumulative economic impact that we are feeling is pretty tough
in terms of the base closure. And I support California taking its

fair share, that I support, but not an unfair share.
I would say, Mr. Secretary, in terms of the size of your budget,

what you heard here from Senator Lott, and some from Senator
Conrad and others, you can see that there are some differences
here. And I guess you feel a little bit like Goldilocks and the three
bears; some say it is too little, some say it is too much and some
say it is just right.

Secretary Perry. There is not anybody saying it is just right yet.

[Laughter.]
Senator Boxer. No one has said that, you are right, and I am

not, either. I, of course, feel that we need to put all of this in con-
text. And, of course, if we have a bomber gap or if we have some
quality of life problems, I want to be right there and help you solve
it. But I think what Senator Conrad did in his presentation, I

would like to pick up on.

In 1994, the U.S. military budget, compared to all of our en-
emies, is quite interesting to look at. And if you add Russia, China,
North Korea, Iraq, Iran, Libya, Syria and Cuba, all of the Nations
I can think of that would be our enemies, they are on a chart here
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prepared by the International Institute for Strategic Studies. I ask
unanimous consent that this chart be made part of the record.
Chairman Domenici. Without objection.
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Senator Boxer. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. What you can see
here is we spend more than all of our other NATO and other allies

combined. Ajid when you take what we spend compared to all of
our enemies, it is two-and-a-half times as great. And if you add our
adlies onto it, we are spending five times more than all enemies.
So I would hope that—you know, we say we have in the Senate
deficit hawks and military hawks—I hope the military hawks
would look at this, because I think it is a very important point.
And I do not think we can just close our eyes to the realities, be-
cause there are new realities.

And, yes, of course, the military budget is going down as a per-
centage of GDP because, thank God, we won the cold war. And we
have many threats facing us, but they are very different threats.

I would like to ask a couple of questions and take your answers.
I want to defend Senator Grassley just a tad here. Senator Grass-
ley has been, in fact, equally concerned about what he considers to

be waste—and I share that view with him—in the military through
Democratic Administrations and Republican. So I hope that we will

all keep that in context. He has been consistently on the side of fer-

reting out waste, fraud and abuse. And I think he is right. And I

am not talking about this issue. I do not know a thing about this
issue.

But I want to tsdk about another issue which you know. Sec-
retary Perry, I have been on top of, which is the fact that the mili-
tary pays convicted felons their full pay. If you are an enlisted per-
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son—listen, you have been convicted of a heinous crime subject to

discharge and immediate confinement, and we are not talking

about shoplifting here. We are talking about rape, murder, the

worst things you can imagine, sexual assaults of all kinds.

We know we have to change the law. I have got a bill to do that

and I have got some help coming from my colleagues. We have to

change it. Right now, if you are an enlisted person, you get full pay
up until your first appeal. If you are an officer, you get full pay
until your last appeal, and that could be 8 years. There is no time
limit.

As we seek to reign in the criminal justice system in the civilian

sector, some people say you ought to have your last appeal within

a year of your conviction. These guys are going on for 8 years, pull-

ing down fiill salaries. And now we find out, just yesterday, they

get out on parole, they double-dip. They pull down a whole salary

from the private sector. These criminals are making more money
than a straight and narrow military person. It is a disgrace.

Secretary Perry, I have worked with you continually on this. I

am a little frustrated at how long it is taking. We are working on
the law to change it. But you could unilaterally, as we understand
it, as a condition of parole, stop that military pay for those parol-

ees. So I will stop at this point. But could you please tell me where
you stand on all of this?

Secretary Perry. We, first of all, thank you for bringing this

problem to our attention. When you brought it to our attention, I

established a legal and policy working group, both to consider what
we could do within the law to make improvements and changes in

procedures, and second, to determine what requested amendments
to the law we will submit to the Congress.
This group is scheduled to report to me on the February 28,

which is, what, 2 weeks from now. And I will report promptly to

the Congress after I get that report.

Senator BoXER. On the parolee question
Secretary Perry. Both questions.

Senator BoXER. I think you can act on it unilaterally without
changing law.

Secretary Perry. I can act on it. I want their recommendation
on it.

Senator Boxer. Fine. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Domenici. Senator Exon, do you want to proceed for

awhile?
Senator ExON. Yes, Mr. Chairman, thank you very much. Is it

now my turn?
Chairman DOMENICI. Yes, I will take some time after you finish.

Senator ExoN. Gentlemen, I listened to your presentation yester-

day in the Armed Services Committee. I thought it was a very good
one. It is very easy to criticize the work that other people lay down,
but especially when they lay it down in some detail. You open your-
self up immediately to people second guessing, and much of the
second guessing, I say, is in order. I mean, we have an obligation,

I think, at the Budget Committee £uid certainly in the Armed Serv-
ices Committee, the authorizing committee in this instance, to take
a close look at things.
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I have listened to 16 or 17 straight years of budget presentations
by the mihtary, and I must say that while I do not agree with ev-
erything that you have said, I think this is as good, if not the best,

presentation on balance that I have ever seen under some ex-
tremely difficult situations.

Secretary Perry. Thank you. Senator Exon.
Senator ExoN. Let me see if I cannot just straighten out some

of these things that I feel are vitally important. Yesterday in the
Armed Services Committee and to some extent today in the Budget
Committee, we have talked about the Nunn-Lugar initiatives that
were designed—and I think have been quite successful thus far

under the expert management of yourself and General
Shalikashvili in making Nunn-Lugar work.
Nunn-Lugar is designed not to help the Russians, Nunn-Lugar is

designed to help us help the Russians in dismantling their vast nu-
clear inventory. Let me state that again. I think you and the mili-

tary have done a good job in not giving away money to the Rus-
sians, but have used the Nunn-Lugar money for the very vital, wor-
thy purpose of dismantling, helping dismantle the Russian mili-

tary. And most of the money, as I understand it, has gone to Amer-
ican sources, American contractors, to carry out the worthy task of

dismantling the Russian inventory that still remains a concern to

many of us.

So Nunn-Lugar is for dismantling, dismantling, dismantling the
Russian nuclear inventory. And if that is not good for the National
security interests of the United States and the free world, then I

do not know what is. There are many legislative arguments, pro
and con, on many of the things that you are suggesting, and some
of them I agree with.

I basically say that I support the $25 billion plus-up that the
President has recommended over previous out year recommenda-
tions under a 6-year scenario for the military. Now, it might well
be that we need more than that. We certainly have to approve the
supplemental that you have sent up here already, and I hope we
can do that in a faster fashion than we have thus far.

I would simply say, though, that those who want to pick and
choose on all these things, those who propose vast expenditures in

defense, on one hand, while accompanying a balanced budget on
the other without spelling out where the details are and how this

is all going to match up, I think, are not doing the process a great
deal of good.

So I say that I hope that you will continue to work and consult
with us on both sides of the aiisle over-and-over and time-and-time
again. We have some extremely important issues to discuss. We
have not begun to talk about the B-2 yet, but I know that is under
consideration now and we are waiting for your recommendation on
that. Some of that was touched by Senator Conrad.

I say to you gentlemen that I hope everyone can understand that
the primary role, as I see it, of the Federal Government, above ev-

erything else, is to provide for the National security of the United
States of America. That is what you have been doing. I hope that
we can stay away from some of these partisan attacks that are
being made now, especially on the lack of readiness of the forces.
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I have had a long conversation about this with Admiral Borda,
who serves on the Joint Chiefs along with our distinguished chair-

man, who is with us today. I have talked to other military people.

We have heard witnesses in the Armed Services Committee. I just

hope that while I think we all want to improve our readiness and
improve overall our national defense structure, let us keep away as

much as we can from partisan attacks on readiness, on any hollow
army, that old phrase that is used over again, the old window of

vulnerability that the Democrats used, I think, at one time without
proper foundation.

All of these things do not help the very difficult task that you
have, you, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs and you, Secretary of De-

fense, the awesome responsibility that you have at this particular

juncture. And I say again, I hope we can keep our focus on the im-

portant issues and not be sidetracked by a lot of other things that,

while they should be addressed, have such a minor part to play in

the overall responsibility that we have, that I think we should

place our responsibilities first and foremost. And I pledge my sup-

port to you as best I can, although we have not always agreed.

We ^d not agree, obviously, last year on the so-called Exon-
Grassley cuts that Senator Grassley and I combined on. I frankly

think you overblew that objection a great deal. But, you tend to

overblow things to make your point of view from time-to-time. And
I must say that I suspect that there are those of us upon this side

of the dais that may overblow the situation from time-to-time. And
we both seek what I think most of us want to do, that is to provide

for the common defense.

That is a statement rather than a question, but if I could impose
upon both of these gentleman for brief remarks on that whole se-

ries of matters that I brought up to make sure that at least you
and I are on the same glide path.

Chairman DOMENICI. Can we keep the answer as brief as pos-

sible? Can we do that?
Senator ExON. On a brief glide path.
Chairman DOMENICI. Yes, brief.

Secretary Perry. Two brief comments. I try very hard. Senator
Exon, not to overblow but to blow just right. And on the Nunn-
Lugar, I thank you for your very instructive and very accurate
comments, on not only the nature of that program but the very
high importance of that program to our national security.

Chairman Domenici. General, do you want to make some obser-

vations with reference to his observations?
General Shalikashvili. If I may, Mr. Chairman, particularly on

Nunn-Lugar. I mentioned yesterday at the Senate Armed Services

Committee hearing on the same subject that I have been fortunate

enough to be involved with the Nunn-Lugar Program in the pre-

vious Administration and again now, and was on the team that
first went to Russia and continued going back, and to Kazakhstan
and Belarus, and Ukraine.

I think when you consider the number of warheads that this pro-

gram has helped move back to Russia and dismantle and move in

a safe way, the fact that here in the very near future we will re-

move Ukraine and Belarus and Kazakhstan from the status of

countries that posses nuclear weapons, I think that is an extraor-
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dinary accomplishment. And I think that is a heck of a lot better
way of dealing with this nuclear threat than having to deal with
it in a defensive or offensive military way. So I am a great sup-
porter of that, and I thank you, Senator Exon, for your kind com-
ments.
Chairman Domenici. Thank you very much, Senator Exon.
We will have a vote in 15 minutes, but I think that means some

of us can wait until 5 minutes into the vote, and I would like to

make some inquiries now. Since I have not asked any, I will take
my first round and my second round together, and then we will

proceed after that.

First, let me suggest that while this committee is not charged
with the responsibility of coming up with the details and passing
judgment upon the details of a defense budget, I hope everybody
understands that the money for defense, the budget authority and
outlays, will be voted out by this committee and probably remain
about where this committee says, it would be my best guess. And
so I think it is very important that we continue to work together

through our markup in an effort to reach some consensus on this

committee as to where we are going and what numbers we ought
to provide.

I thank you for your testimony today, and from my standpoint,

it is very rational and reasonable, but I would like to ask some
questions because, frankly, we are now charged with preparing
budgets that are very, very tight. I will make my philosophical no-

tions known.
Of all the budget, everything we do in our budget, there is only

one major endeavor that is solely and specifically the United States
Congress' responsibility. You can look at all the rest of the things
we do, and there is really very little that the Constitution of the
United States says we ought to be doing, and most of that little

part is our is defense. So defense is different from the rest of the
budget because the rest of the budget can be done by others. Some
can be done by the private sector, some can be done by cities, some
doesn't have to be done at all. So we will take defense into consid-

eration here with that understanding, that this is the single most
important function of the National Congress.
Having said that, let me talk about (hsmantling for a minute and

ask you for some evidence. Frankly, you will never hear this Sen-
ator say that the dismantling efforts, whether they be under Nunn-
Lugar or some more expansive program or some better program or
some more cooperative program with other departments of the gov-
ernment, it is clearly a defense mission. There is probably no big-

ger return to the American taxpayers by way of security than what
we receive for assisting Russian dismantlement and authentication
and verification of their nuclear weapons. They have much looser
controls than we had. To dismantle, they need better controls.

I am not at all sanguine about how the Defense Department has
carried out Nunn-Lugar. Maybe you are doing a great job the last

6 months, but I would ask you, for the record, to honestly evaluate,
year by year, what happened with Nunn-Lugar money with ref-

erence to dismantling. My recollection is just 8 or 9 months ago

—

and we can ask the Comptroller—we had hardly obligated any of
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the money, and Nunn-Lugar had been in effect for 3, SV2 years. We
couldn't get the job done for some reason.

Where are we now? How much is authorized? How much is obU-
gated? And how much is provided in this budget? Any of you.

Secretary PERRY. Yes; well, let me just make a preface comment
that Nunn-Lugar has been in the law now for, what, 4 years, I be-

lieve.

Chairman DOMENICI. Right.

Secretary Perry. The first 2 years, under the previous Adminis-
tration, there was nothing obligated, and the reason for that were
many-fold, but I think they didn't ftilly support the program and
they were not willing to reprogram funds to get it done, because
the funds were not appropriated, only authorized.

We requested the funds, so we requested authorized funds to do

it. The authorization bill comes along with some very substantial

certification requirements and getting agreements signed with the

Russians, for example, and then getting those agreements posted

with the Congress.
It took us a long time to get going. We were not as fast at start-

ing it as I would like to have been even with those restrictions.

That program, I would say, for the last 6 months is in very high

gear now, very high rate of obligation, and a very high rate of effec-

tiveness. Let me ask the Comptroller to give you the actual num-
bers.

Chairman DOMENICI. Will you be kind of brief at that? So I was
about right. Six months has been the period of time

Secretary Perry. You were about right, yes.

Chairman DOMENICI. All right.

Mr. Hamre. We will provide it for the record because I don't per-

sonally have those numbers in my head. But we are doing very
well on getting those dollars obligated now, and all of them have
been committed to projects, specific projects that have been nego-
tiated.

[The following was subsequently supplied for the record by Mr.
Hamre.]
As of the end of January 1995, against a total program availability of $1.27 billion

since fiscal year 1992, obligations for the Cooperative Threat Reduction Program are

$488 million. This compares with obligations of $105 million as of the end of fiscal

year 1993.

Chairman Domenici. I would just make one further observation
on that. I don't think you ought to spare the technical resources of

this country for this effort. I think if the National laboratories, who
are most respected by the Soviet national laboratories that build

and maintain Soviet weaponry, if they can be involved more, you
ought to pull them into it. It is obvious to me that they know more
about what is going on over there than anybody else, and I hope
they can be utilized to the maximum extent.

When we speak of putting money in the defense budget in appro-
priations that is not defense money, I wonder. I want to say to the
Senators first I intend to try to establish a firewall again between
defense money and the rest of appropriated accounts. I think it will

pass now, and we will say whatever the defense dollars are, you
can't use it for anything else and there will be a point of order
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against doing that. Firewalls will lend some stability to your budg-
ets, and we won't be taking it out of there for anything else.

If we cut defense, it goes to the deficit, not to other appropriated
accounts. I don't ask you to support that because I understand our
President has never been in support of the firewalls. I don't under-
stand why, but I think even though you don't come forward and
support it, you will be very much hoping that it passes. I don't even
want to ask you that, but I can tell by the way your faces look that
you would like that to happen. [Laughter.]
Thank you.
Secretary Perry. Let the record show I am keeping a poker face.

Chairman Domenici. Yes.
Senator Grassley. I will be with you on that effort.

Chairman Domenici. And I understand Senator Grassley is

going to be with us on that, and that is going to be very helpful.

I also believe we are in for some different times in terms of

supplemental, and so I would share with you a great concern. I

am not sure we will pass the supplemental without it being offset.

I don't suggest it has to be offset with all defense cuts, because I

think you all have been put in a bind. But I think the days are

numbered when we will bring a supplemental from defense or any-
thing else to the floor and easily declare it an emergency and thus
avoid the rigidness of caps.

I think you ought to know that. I think I know what I am talking

about there. I think you had better try to find a way so we don't

overspend defense money on missions that Presidents might want
us to go into unless we have found a way to pay for it or Congress
understands that they are going to have to pay for it with some de-

gree of specificity.

It is just difficult the way it is. We want to be helpful. We don't

want you to rob preparedness and other mission work to pay for

Haiti or Bosnia or somewhere else. And you don't want to do that

either. But then you come back up here after it is done, and it is

always a crisis. I don't think the crisis is going to fall on willing

ears very much longer. We have got to find a way between the
State Department, the executive branch in toto, and you in the De-
fense Department to either give us some reserve funds for these
every year, even if you don't use them, and be square with us.

Would you just comment on that, please, Mr. Secretary?
Secretary Perry. We have in this supplemental request sufficient

funds for all of the operations now underway projected through the
rest of this fiscal year. And so I think that should take care of the
problem for this fiscal year, barring completely unexpected emer-
gencies that might come up during the year.

If such emergencies come up, we would certainly come to the
Congress immediately and lay out what it is we were planning to

do or proposing to do about it.

I fully understand your point about the importance of getting a
commitment on the handing for those operations. I will certainly
take that fully into account as we discuss this with the Congress.
Chairman DOMENICI. You indicated that while we may be short

in this budget on research and development money, you used the
phrase, Mr. Secretary, about a swing of $8 billion. Tell me what is

going to swing to what, again.
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Secretary Perry. We have in the fiscal year 1996 budget approxi-

mately $4 billion that are involved in the closing funds, expended
in the closing of bases involved in the 1988, the 1991, and the 1993
BRAC. So those are the front-end costs to get those bases closed.

Those same bases by the end of this decade will be showing a
savings of $4 billion of avoided costs, and, therefore, there will be

—

the swing I am talking about is from the cost of $4 billion to the
savings of $4 billion, for a total of $8 billion. Our plan in this pro-

gram is to divert that money to the increased modernization pro-

curement.
Chairman Domenici. Well, I thought that is what you said, and

frankly, I am very skeptical of that approach. I haven't seen very

much savings in base closures, and everything about them has
gone up in cost. Cleanup has gone up, but we don't save any
money. Frankly, I think modernization is way too important to

predicate its future upon this swing.

Besides, I think once Congress sees the money coming in on the

base closures, it is very apt to not want to spend it on anything.

And I am doubtful about it, and I just want to state that to you
right up front. And I also want to say I hope your estimates are

better than they were on the first round of base closures, because
we didn't save very much and got big liabilities that we didn't

know we had.
Do you think you are doing better on estimating that, and will

you do better on the second round of BRAC?
Mr. Hamre. Sir, we have net positive savings of $500 million in

this year's budget from BRAC Round 1, and we would be glad to

go over and document that. We will be positive after this year on
BRAC Round 2.

Chairman Domenici. Does that include all the cleanup costs.

Mr. Hamre. Yes, sir. Yes, sir, it does. We will be glad to go
through all of that.

Chairman Domenici. I would like to have that. If you could write

it up in a little report?

Mr. Hamre. Absolutely, yes, sir.

Chairman DOMENICI. We will make it part of the record.

Mr. Hamre. We would be delighted to.

[The follows was subsequently supplied for the record by Mr.
Hamre:]

In the initial round of base closures we were overly optimistic on our projections

of costs and savings. However, as we have progressed through round three, our esti-

mates of costs and savings have matured and are now closely tied to actual experi-

ence over the last 4 years. As a consequence, we project steady State savings, exclu-

sive of environmental costs, of $4.3 billion annually after the 70 major bases are

closed. The table below illustrates the current projected costs and savings antici-

pated for each round as of the fiscal year 1996/1997 budget submission.
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done which the United States would not have had national interest

in and would not have chosen to undertake. So, without exception,

I would say your statement is exactly correct.

Senator Sarbanes. Since we have a veto, isn't it unlikely that
the United Nations would be doing an operation that we weren't
supportive of in a policy sense. Isn't that correct?

Secretary PERRY. That is correct.

Senator Sarbanes. Do you have a view whether, given all of this,

it is reasonable that the costs of peacekeeping undertaken by the
United Nations should be set against the Defense Department's
budget?

Secretary Perry. What we think is reasonable to be set against

the Defense Department budget is that part of the peacekeeping
costs that relate to those operations involving U.S. military forces.

And that is a significant part of the total, but those are the parts

which seem to be appropriate defense operations, defense costs.

Senator Sarbanes. Now, am I correct that in some of these

peacekeeping efforts U.S. forces are on occasion under command of

non-U. S. commanders?
Secretary Perry. Yes, many of the U.N. peacekeeping operations

are under the command of generals from other countries. In the

larger operations, the ones involving complex and difficult military

operations, we have taken the position that our participation is

contingent on there being a U.S. commander or a NATO com-
mander, and the only ones that are currently being considered now
will be limited to those criteria.

Senator SARBANES. General?
General Shalikashvili. U.S forces do not participate in any U.N.

operations where total command is relinquished to a United Na-
tions commander, regardless of what nationality. In those few oper-

ations where our troops participate, only operational control, which
is a subject of command is, in fact, given to the U.N. commander.
But the
Senator Sarbanes. We did that in World War II, didn't we? It

is not unheard of that when we participate in multilateral oper-

ations with the forces of many other countries, that U.S. forces are
on occasion at the command and control level, under U.N. com-
mand. U.S. forces are not under United Nations control at the total

command level. For example, in World War II Eisenhower was the
Supreme Commander. So at the ultimate level, you had an Amer-
ican commander. But weren't there many instances in which U.S.
forces would be under commanders of other countries?
General SHALIKASHVILI. In World War I, World War II, as re-

cently as Desert Storm, we have had American units under the
operational control of non-U. S. commanders. So it is, in fact

—

NATO is a prime example. During my time as Supreme Allied

Commander in Europe, of course, U.S. forces trained for and were
prepared to and continued to operate under the operational control

of other than U.S. commanders.
Senator Sarbanes. Thank you very much.
Chairman Domenici. Senator Conrad?
Senator Conrad. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
If I go back to the discussion Senator Lott initiated with respect

to his assertion that you have cut too far and this defense budget
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is too small, I go back to the Korb column and again note that
Larry Korb was the Assistant Secretary of Defense in the Reagan
administration, certainly not an Administration unfriendly to

spending on defense. And in the Korb column, he points out that
the United States by itself will spend almost as much on defense
this year as the rest of the world combined and 4 times more than
any other nation in the world.
Part of the answer that was given to me as to whether or not

those are accurate numbers from Mr. Korb in his column was that,

yes, they are accurate, but that there are included in our defense
expenditures retirement funds, for example, that may distort the
overall picture.

I am interested, of the $260 billion that is in this budget, how
much is budgeted for the retirement accounts?
Mr. Hamre. $11 billion, sir.

Senator Conrad. $11 billion. So even with that taken out, we
would be at a level of outlays of about $250 billion. Can you give

me some idea of how that compares with the rest of the world's de-

fense expenditures for this period?
Mr. Hamre. Well, sir, I think to do a fair comparison, we would

have to normalize for pay. We pay military in the Department of

Defense a decent wage. I can't say that that is the case in Iraq. I

don't know that that is the case in Libya. We insist on retirement.
We provide health care for everybody in the military. I don't know
what the case is in China.
We want intelligence capabilities so we know what is going on

inside Iraq, and Iraq wants intelligence capabilities so that they
know what is going on inside Iran. We could limit ourselves to only
what is going on inside Mexico, but

Senator CoNRAD. Yes, I understand. Can I go on and ask, can
you tell us what you anticipate Russia is spending on defense in

this next year on a fair-comparison basis?
Mr. Hamre. I would be delighted to work on that and provide

that to you, sir.

Senator Conrad. Do you have any sense of what it is?

Mr. Hamre. No, sir, I don't. During the height of the cold war,
they advertised only spending $30 billion on defense, when we
knew that it was 8, 10 times that.

Senator Conrad. For 1994, I have numbers that suggest they
spent $79 billion on defense on a fair-comparison basis. Does that
sound reasonable?
Mr. Hamre. I don't know if it is a fair comparison. It may be how

they budget. We will have to do a fair analysis. And I would be
glad to supply this for the record.

[The following was subsequently supplied for the record by Mr.
Hamre:]
The figure is reasonable. We estimate that Russia spent $76-$96 billion 1993 U.S.

dollars on defense in 1994.
This assessment comes with several caveats. It represents what it would cost in

the United States at prevailing U.S. prices and wage rates, and using U.S. manufac-
turing technologies, to duplicate Russia's military effort.

The estimate is based on dollar costing assessments done in the late- 1980s of So-
viet defense outlays. This work was terminated in the late 1980s. The estimate for

1994 is based on the late-1980s dollar costs brought up to 1994 using an index of
real defense growth based on costing work done in constant rubles.
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The estimate's range captures uncertainty inherent in the dollar costing approach,
inflation in the Soviet and Russian economies, and the preliminary nature of the
estimate for 1994.

Senator Conrad. What do we know about what is happening
with Russian defense expenditures? Are Russian defense expendi-
tures going up or are they going down?
Mr. Hamre. They have been cut sharply.

Senator Conrad. Been cut sharply. When you say cut sharply,

what percentage?
Mr. Hamre. I don't know, sir. I would be glad to provide that for

you.
[The following was subsequently supplied for the record by Mr.

Hamre:]
If we compare estimated Russian defense outlays in 1993 with Soviet outlays at

their peak in 1988, Russia had cut its defense spending to about 30 percent of the

Soviet peal level. Additional reductions occurred in 1994, but our assessments have
not yet been completed. We anticipate the Russians will make additional real de-

fense cuts in 1995.

Senator Conrad. General Sbalikashvili?

General Shalikashvili. If I may, Senator Conrad, first of all, the

degree to which they are cutting defenses can be seen in a very

graphic way: what happened in Chechnya. Troops that have not

trained for 3 years, troops that do not have the best equipment any
longer because they can't maintain it, will have a performance as

we saw. And we shouldn't be surprised, because if you could not

spend money on defense like they have for some time and still go
in and do a very credible job, then you probably have a good reason
to look at how much we spend on training.

[The following was subsequently supplied for the record by Gen-
eral Shalikashvilli:]

We estimate that Russia will spend $68-$86 billion 1993 U.S. dollars on defense
in 1995.

This assessment comes with several caveats. It represents what it would cost in

the United States at prevailing U.S. prices and wage rates, and using U.S. manufac-
turing technologies, to duplicate Russia's military effort.

The estimate is based on dollar costing assessments done in the late-1980s of So-
viet defense outlays. This work has terminated in the late 1980s. The estimate for

1995 is based on the late-1980s dollar costs brought up to 1995 using an index of

real defense growth based on costing work done in constant rubles.

The estimate's range captures uncertainty inherent in the dollar costing approach,
inflation in the Soviet and Russian economies, the preliminary nature of the esti-

mate for 1994, and an estimate for decline in 1995 of 10 percent.

General Shalikashvili. The second thing is when you compare
what they pay their soldiers on the draft and what we pay and
what high percentage of our budget is for pay and quality-of-life as-

sociated issues, how much it costs to build a tank in the United
States or an F-18 vis-a-vis in Russia, those are issues that we can
estimate, but very difficult to get to the bottom of. But we do know
instinctively that the differences are vast, really.

Senator Conrad. Can you just give me a final characterization?

How would you characterize our forces versus Russian forces at

this stage. General Shalikashvili?
General Shalikashvili. I will tell you that it is my feeling that,

without a doubt, we are the finest military force in the world. I

think we saw the performance of the Russian forces in Chechnya.
Senator Conrad. Which was a pretty dismal performance.
Yes, Secretary Perry?
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Secretary Perry. I would like to make an additional comment on
this. Whatever the comparison of costs turns out to be—and as Dr.
Hamre said, it is difficult to get an apples-to-apples comparison

—

the United States is a superpower that has a unique budget be-
cause it has unique military capability. That unique capability is

designed to meet military requirements which no other country in

the world is prepared to meet.
When Iraq sends forces into Kuwait, we are the ones who re-

spond to that. If North Korea were to go into South Korea, our
forces are going to be crucial to stopping that. There is no other
country in the world that has the requirements that we are con-

fronted with. Unless we are willing to back off those requirements
and go into an isolationist stance, then we will have a uniquely
high military budget. And I don't think it a relevant comparison
with Russia because the Russia today has nothing like the require-

ments that the United States has, nor are they expecting to be
fighting us nor are we expecting to be fighting them.
Senator Conrad. I would just say this to you, Secretary Perry.

When we are putting into perspective what we are doing on de-

fense, and some assert that we have cut far too much, the fact that
we are spending as much as the rest of the world combined I think
has some relevance.

Secretary PERRY. I understand.
Senator CONRAD. And we have got to put into perspective for the

American people what it is we are doing with respect to defense ex-

penditures and where we rank and how our forces match up. And
I think you have done a very good job, along with General
Shalikashvili, of explaining that our forces are without equal in the
world today. And I assume that is your characterization as well,

Secretary Perry.

Secretary Perry. My characterization exactly. I would be willing

to put that perspective in, but I also would like the perspective of
how well are these forces are able to meet the missions which we
are laying out for them. And we can debate whether the missions
are appropriate and also debate whether our judgment that these
forces are neither too much nor too little for those missions is right.

Senator Conrad. I thank you both. I thank the Chairman.
Chairman Domenici. I wonder if for our record you might give

us how much of our budget goes to all matters relating to person-
nel. Do you know that off the top of your head?
Mr. Hamre. Well, sir, I think it is in the neighborhood of $80 bil-

lion, but that is not all of our costs because we have family hous-
ing, for example. Let me do an analysis for you, sir.

Chairman DOMENICI. To set at rest that there are really apples
and oranges when you compare ours and other militaries. I think
if we could get all the costs related to personnel and the person-
nel's family, it would be very good for us to know and have that
available when we talk about our defense.
We made a decision to go all volunteer. When we made that deci-

sion, we literally in the record—you can read it here in the Sen-
ate—said we are going to pay these people, not the conscript price
but a standard of living equivalent to comparables out there in the
American society so we can keep them for a long time.
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Now, when we did that, we knew we would have to pay for it.

And the commitment was a big one. If we don't want to pay for

that part, then we have to go back to the draft, otherwise you are

not going to keep them in.

Mr. Hamre. Yes, sir.

Chairman DOMENICI. Mr. Secretary, let me once again stress

supplemental and costs that are incurred during a year that we
didn't budget for. I don't know that I quite made the right request

of you, but I am looking at the budget request for peacekeeping in

the 1996 budget. What I really would like to have is a lot of hope
and faith that your numbers at least cover what you know about.

I think we ought to start—at least from my standpoint, I am not

going to concede an inch on supplementals in the future in terms
of emergencies or paying for them without reference to budget. If

there was any real chance that the Administration, Defense De-

partment, or State Department could have estimated better what
those costs were. We have only a half a year's worth of Yugoslav
funding, the peacekeeping for Yugoslavia in this budget. I assume
that means that

Secretary Perry. In the Department of State budget. Senator.

Not in ours.

Chairman Domenici. But I am saying that is all part of the

same—you get married up in a supplemental because you have
some defense that you have to put in some of these, and I very

much would like to send this signal, and I will do it with the Sec-

retary of State also. We just ought not to be cheating short on that

side, thinking that it is going to come through up here in

supplementals. That is going to be very tough in the future.

My last question. Senator Boxer raised an issue about continuing

to pay military men and women who were convicted of a crime. I

want you to know that I trust you when you say you are going to

have a task force, but I just want to tell you the task force was put
in place to look at the reverse of that. The reverse of that is, after

a long time in the military and you have a wife and three kids, and
you commit a crime—the male part of that marriage commits a
crime, the theory of the military is when you are discharged you
sever all relationships with the military. That was part of the phi-

losophy. So what we did is sever all relationships to that family,

so that family didn't get any pensions, didn't get any health care,

and I worked on that. This is my fifth year, and you are still not
there. You are still looking at it.

I really think somebody might just ask how long does it take to

make some of these recommendations, and this is not picking on
anybody. I am just saying it takes too long sometimes because
sometimes the people in the military are very reluctant to lay the

cards on the table. And I think you ought to lay them on the table

on that one, but I think on issues like I just raised, you ought to

lay them on the table rather quickly and let us make some choices.

I have no further questions.
Senator ExON. Mr. Chairman?
Chairman DoMENici. Yes, Senator Exon.
Senator Exon. I have to go vote. I just want to take 60 seconds,

if I might. I hope that you will persevere in your efforts to factually

talk about what is the start date to clean up these bases that we
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are going to close. That is a legitimate part of the defense budget.
I also say that I hope that you will not make significant reductions
in the amount of money that is necessary to get on much faster
than we have so far with the nuclear cleanup, which is a national
disgrace around the United States. The military created it. The
military has the responsibility to clean it up.
Those people who say that shouldn't be part of the budget don't

seem to understand. We have three old World War II facilities,

bomb-making facilities in Nebraska, that have polluted with highly
toxic waste the underground water system. That is a responsibility

of the military to help clean up. It has to be part of your budget,
as much as I wish that it were not, given the bind that we are in.

But we have got to pay for past grievances as well. Please under-
stand that. And I will be consulting with you on it.

Thank you, gentlemen.
Senator Grassley [presiding]. Senator Exon, I know you have to

go. I would like to have your staff report to you. I am going to

make a comment on what you said. I don't think you will disagree

with what I am going to say.

Senator ExoN. I will stay.

Senator Grassley. No; please go, because it is not controver-

sial

Senator ExON. No; you have forewarned me. Senator. [Laughter.]

Senator Grassley. OK. Well, anyway, when Senator Exon in his

last comment, when I left after my first questioning and then I

came back, he was talking about partisanship. And I think I don't

disagree with Senator Exon on this point. I am not going to join

the partisanship of my party who wants to add an additional $60
billion to defense. I am not going to join the partisanship of my
party that is going to have the Congress become the commander-
in-chief and establish our national security policies. I think that we
make broad policy; that is too specific policy for us to make. So I

won't be joining that effort, and that is all I wanted you to hear.

You can hear anything you want to hear, but that is—go ahead.
Senator ExON. Have you voted?
Senator Grassley. Yes, I voted.

Senator Exon. Well, just let me say that, as usual, the Senator
from Iowa and I do not see—are very far apart on very many
things, and I do not agree with anything you just said.

Senator GRASSLEY. You mean you disagree? [Laughter.]
I was so careftil how I said it. Also, JVIr. Perry, first of all, I don't

have any more questions about Ashey. I do have some questions of

Mr, Hamre. They deal with accounting. I would like to have you
hear them. I think he is going to have to answer most of them. But
I just want to say in regard to what I did say about Ashey that
that is not the issue in and of itself. It is a broader issue, as I see
it, and that is why I asked you about your policy vis-a-vis the
White House. And it is kind of a standard that is set, and the ex-

tent to which that standard is set then sets a standard all the way
through the bureaucracy.

It is the same way with us in politics. If we are not cautious as
political leaders, then we set a bad ethic for people in our profes-

sion. And it is in regard to whether or not we are going to tolerate
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abuse and waste of the taxpayers' money and what that says to the

people in the lower ranks. That is all I have to say on that.

Now I would like to go to the business of accounting. Again, I

started out with a supplemental bill, but it is because you have
asked for specific legislative authority there in that supplemental
bill, and that is in Section 1863 of the bill. It calls for a readiness

preservation authority.

Mr. Hamre. Yes, sir.

Senator Grassley. You said, Mr. Hamre, the new authority

would allow the Pentagon to "open a line of credit to pay for train-

ing and other direct readiness activities." I say, Mr. Perry, to get

your attention, I don't expect you to maybe answer this, but it

seems to me that the purpose of this provision is clear. It would
allow the Pentagon to obligate and spend money that has not been

appropriated. That may not be the intent, but this approach both-

ers me because of my relationship—wait until I set the basis for

my question.

The Pentagon leaders I see would be free, would have free access

to the treasury. The provision appears to be inconsistent with Sec-

tion 9 of the Constitution which says, "No money shall be drawn
from the treasury but in the consequence of appropriation made by

law." The provision also seems to me inconsistent with the Anti-

Deficiency Act, which makes it a felony to obligate money before an
appropriation is made. It appears to duplicate the Feed and Forage

Act, Section 11, Title 41, U.S. Code. You suggest that the new pro-

vision would "operate like overdraft protection on a checking ac-

count."

To me, now, that is exactly how the $50 billion M account was
used. The M accounts were used to cover up and conceal overdrafts

or violations of the Anti-Deficiency Act, and they were used to

cover cost overruns beyond the view of Congress.

Because of those kinds of abuses, Congress then, as you know

—

and before you came here—passed a law in 1990 to close those M
accounts, and now we understand that the Anti-Deficiency Act vio-

lations are popping up everywhere, and you have heard me speak
about that. I have even visited with you about that over breakfast,

et cetera.

A large number of DOD accounts are in the red. Numerous in-

vestigations are underway. You promised that the new authority

"would not give DOD more money." And as you can tell fi-om my
tenor, I kind of disagree with those statements. They may be well

intended, but I don't think that is the end result of them. The new
authority would allow you to spend money that you don't have. And
I think you could come to Congress and demand the money, and
we would have no choice but to give it to you. And to me, that is

just simply more money being appropriated after it is spent.

This idea appears to undermine, as I see it, our control of the

purse strings and our process of checks and balances. But I don't

fully understand the proposal, so I have asked the American Law
Division to examine it and render an opinion. I need to understand
how it squares with the Constitution, Title 31 of the U.S. Code, and
the Feed and Forage Act. And once I have this report, I should be
in a better position to make a final judgment.
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Question: You say that the new provision "would not give DOD
more money." I don't understand that statement. You spend the
money. Then Congress bails you out after the fact with £in appro-
priation. That sounds like more money.

Second, under the provision, would Congress have the choice of
approving or disapproving the request? What would happen if Con-
gress denied the request? Could the authority be used to pay for

flights like the one—I am just using this as an example, taken by
General Ashy? And, fourth, if the authority were granted, what is

the maximum DOD could spend in fiscal year 1995? And for the
record—and this is something you will have to do for the record

—

I would like to have you provide me the total amount of money ob-

ligated and spent under the Feed and Forage Act since 1972, and
that is an update of the table on page 17,368 of the Congressional
Record of June 5, 1975.
Can you help me understand that you aren't going to spend

money that we haven't appropriated?
Mr. Hamre. I am not as bad a bum as you think I am.
Senator Grassley. OK. Go ahead.
Mr. Hamre. Let me go through a few of these things.

First of all, Feed and Forage, we did trigger Feed and Forage
last year for Haiti. That was $124 million. By law, we must ask
for a supplemental to cover that, and that is in our supplemental
request this year. So part of the $2.6 billion is the $124 million for

food and forage from fiscal year 1994.
Sir, you asked about what was the maximum in fiscal year 1995?

We don't anticipate needing anj^hing because we anticipate Con-
gress will approve our supplemental. So we feel there will be no
need to trigger it in fiscal year 1995. We are asking for it as an
emergency, but we don't anticipate that it would be needed at all.

On Ashy, I can unequivocgdly assure you it would not be used for

that, because this was only applicable to O&M funds that are fund-
ed in budget activity 1, in the O&M accounts. And, of course, the
flight that he took is funded through the airlift subsidy to the
DBOF Program. So it wasn't related to that, and it wouldn't be fi-

nanced through this kind of an activity, this kind of an authority.
Can Congress say no? Absolutely, Congress can say no. We would

have to come to you with a request for a supplemental. As you read
the language, you will see that it currently would require that we
have to submit to the President offsetting rescissions. It would be
up to the President whether he would submit those rescissions to

the Congress. We have a lot of reservations about that inside the
Department, but in any event, the Congress could demand rescis-

sions. That is current law.
This authority would grant nothing other than current law as it

comes to supplemental and rescission.

Is it a coverup as with the M account? No, sir. I actually was on
the committee that removed the M account. I was on the Armed
Services Committee. We drafted that language. It is not a coverup
because we would have to make explicit accounting and come to

you within 3 months to delineate that accounting that we have
used under the authority.
You mentioned accounts in the red. Yes, we do have accounts in

the red. It was my action in March that froze all spending on ac-
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counts in the red. And we are not spending out of funds that are
in the red technically in accounts. I am holding up about $1,100
payments right now to contractors around the country where we
have accounts in the red. It is a very painful thing. The first one
I held up was in the district of the Chairman of the House Appro-
friations Committee. It was a very painful experience to tell him
would not release that until we cleared the account, and we did

not release it until we cleared the account.

Does it violate the Anti-Deficiency Act? No, sir, it wouldn't be-

cause we would only be using it from the O&M account. And the
line of credit that I refer to is the unobligated funds in the O&M
account that constitute the collateral for that line of credit. I use
this as an analogy. That is exactly what happens in law right now
with Food and Forage.

Is it free access to the treasury? No, sir, because we would

—

again, there are very precise limits. It could only be used in the
third or the fourth quarter of the fiscal year. We would have to

come to you and get offsetting—we would have to get a supple-

mental, and we would have to supply to you rescissions, if that is

what you ask for.

So, sir, I honestly think we have honored the prerogatives of the

Congress in this, and I would be glad to work with you. I would
be glad to go through any of this. We feel it is perfectly neutral as

to the congressional control of the purse, which I honor. I worked
up here for 16 years, and I believe that. And we have not tried to

circumvent that in any way, sir.

[The following was subsequently supplied for the record by Mr.
Hamre:]

Since 1972, the Feed and Forage Act has been used as follows:

Ymr Kirnt f Millions

1972 Vietnam 136.5
1978 Escalating Foreign Currency Rates 80.4
1980 Middle East Oil Crisis 663.7
1990 Gulf War 1,642.9
1994 Haiti 126.3

2,649.8

Senator Grassley. OK. I will quite now. I will just say in conclu-
sion I hope you are right, of course. I am going to wait, as I indi-

cated in my statement about the law review that I get of your pro-

posal. I still have some concern about DBOF, as you heard me
speak about.
Mr. Hamre. Yes, sir. I know you do, sir.

Senator Grassley. And that things aren't totally right there.

I will continue my dialogue with you. And, Secretary Perry, I am
glad that you heard some of my concerns face to face. And Mr.
Hamre has met with me several times to discuss them. I think that
you are trying to make big changes. I hope you can make the big
changes in accounting that he wants to make.

I have tried to compliment him when I thought he has made
progress, and where I thought that things came up short, I have
said so as well.

For the entire committee, to all of you people who are in charge
of our national defense—and I have never been a member of the
military, and so I come to the table here with some trepidation
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about never defending my country myself, criticizing people who do
defend the country. But I want you to know that we appreciate
what you stand for and what all the men and women in uniform
stand for. And we are going to help you accomplish your goal. I

suppose the only difference of opinion I have, I just want to make
sure that my Republican colleagues—I speak to my Republican col-

leagues more than maybe my Democrat colleagues on this point. I

think it is just wrong for people in my party to complain about
waste and fraud and abuse in education, in social welfare, and
other domestic programs, and somehow condemn Democrats when
they want to throw money at a problem as if money solves that
problem, and then seem willing to give to the Defense Department
money without the same sort of—not strings attached—but the
same sort of accounting that we would hold for other departments
of government.

I hope that we can be more consistent in that, and my end is to

see that that is accomplished in a very macro-management ap-
proach, hopefully not in a micro-management approach.

I thank you for being here today. Once again, thank you for your
service to the National defense and our country. Thank you very
much.

Secretary Perry. Thank you. Senator.
Mr. Hamre. Thank you.
General Shalikashvili. Thank you very much.
[Whereupon, at 11:59 a.m., the committee was adjourned.]

WRITTEN QUESTIONS FROM CHAIRMAN DOMENICI TO SECRETARY
PERRY AND THE RESPONSES

Question. The Congressional Budget Office, last month, concluded that the Bot-
tom-Up Review Program was underfunded by $47 billion through 1999. Last sum-
mer, the General Accounting Office concluded that the Bottom-Up Review Program
was underfunded by more than $100 million.

Does the Department of Defense disagree with the conclusions of the CBO and
GAO studies? Where, specifically, does the Department disagree with CBO and
GAO?
Answer. Yes, we disagree. A year ago when the President released the fiscal year

1995 defense budget, we noted that tne fiscal year 1995-99 Future Years Defense
Program was underfunded by $20 billion, because of higher than anticipated infla-

tion. If one had added in full by-law pay raises, in expectation of Congress approv-
ing them, then the shortfall would have been about $40 bilHon. Both reports include
these two sources of underfunding, but they also asserted several others, with which
we disagree—including weapons systems cost growth and base closure costs.

There is now a new FYDP covering fiscal years 1996-2001; it contains no funding
shortfall, thanks primarily to the $25 billion added by President Clinton last Decem-
ber.

Question. In addition to the $2.6 billion emergency supplemental included in the
budget submission, the request includes a "negative" supplemental of $703 million
in budget authority and $200 million in outlays for 1995.
What is the definition of a negative supplemental? How would cancellation of

funding differ from existing rescission authority, which also provides for the can-
cellation of budget authority with the approval of Congress?
Answer. There is no difference. The negative entries in the supplemental request

reflected our plan to submit to the Congress details of our proposed recissions. How-
ever, that plan was overcome by events and dropped when the House Appropria-
tions Committee approved its own package of rescissions.

Question. The Administration's requested $2.6 billion emergency supplemental is

largely for peacekeeping missions. What is the Administration's rationale for fund-
ing this supplemental outside the discretionary spending cap when these operations
have been ongoing for quite some time and could be captured in the regular, annual
budget request?
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Answer. First, Senator Domenici, let me say that I believe it is inaccurate to cast

the DOD emergency supplemental as largely for peacekeeping operations. The $2.6
billion emergency supplemental covers all contingency operations, not just peace-

keeping. The two largest cost categories in the supplemental request, totaling more
than $900 million, are for VIGILANT WARRIOR and ENHANCED SOUTHERN
WATCH, the United States response to Iraqi aggression last October and our con-

tinuing enforcement of sanctions against Iraq. The supplemental requests $122 mil-

lion for PROVIDE COMFORT, the contingency effort to protect the Kurds in North-
ern Iraq and another $59 million for the U.S. military build-up in Korea. Operations
to house the flood of refugees from Cuba cost the Department another $367 million

that is reflected in the supplemental request. These five contingency operations,

none of which were peacekeeping operations, constitute over half of our supple-

mental request. I realize that peacekeeping was not the point of your question. Sen-

ator, but I think it is important for us to dispel the notion that the Department is

spending all of our time and money on peacekeeping operations.

As to why funding for contingency operations is not captured in our annual budg-

et request, the reasons are that it is very difficult to accurately project the costs of

contingency operations, requiring adjustment at the end of the year even if oper-

ations are budgeted and, more importantly, that the Congress has not permitted the

Department of Defense to do so. In fiscal year 1994, the Department attempted to

create a budget line to reimburse the services for their incremental costs of partici-

pating in peacekeeping operations. Congress did not support that effort, largely out

of concern for the Congressional prerogative to approve on a case by case basis the

funding for the use of United States military forces. Since Congress did not support

the creation of such a fund within our annual budget, the Department has had to

continue to seek supplemental funding for contingency operations.

Currently, the costs of contingency operations are paid primarily fi-om Service op-

erations and maintenance accounts until supplemental funding is received from the

Congress. The time lag generally associated with seeking and receiving supple-

mental funding, given the fact that when the supplemental request is usually gen-

erated after the contingency response has already begun, can degrade the readiness

of our forces, particularly if such contingency operations occur in the 3rd and 4th
quarter of the fiscal year. The Administration's fiscal year 1996 annual budget re-

quest includes a proposal to create a new Readiness Preservation Authority that

would provide the Department with a special fiscal authority modeled after the Feed
and Forage Authority. While not a contingency operations fund, the new authority

would permit the Department to obligate ninds to service O&M accounts in the 3rd
and 4th quarters beyond the amount appropriated in order to preserve the readiness
of the force in the event that an unexpected last minute contingency operation

arises. This money would ultimately need to be reimbursed via a rescission. I en-

courage you to support this important effort.

Question. What is the status of the fiscal year 1995 Counterproliferation effort?

What are the Department's plans for fiscal year 1996?
Answer. The fiscal year 1995 Defense Appropriations Act (PL-103-335) and De-

fense Authorization Act (PL-103-337) supports a range of programs to significantly

improve United States counterproliferation capabilities. Prior to obligating funds.
Congress required a report outlining the plan for how monies would be used. This
report was submitted on December 10, 1994. Monies for the efforts outlined in the

FY95 Project Overview have been distributed, and since the fiscal year 1995 pro-

gram is designed to leverage existing efforts, work started upon notification of fund-

ing. The Department will fully obligate all authorized funds supporting
counterproliferation activities.

The FY96 President's Budget contains a $108.2 million request to continue, and
build upon, the fiscal year 1995 counterproliferation efforts. With the May 1994
"Deutch Report" as our roadmap, as validated bv the Joint Requirements Oversight
Committee, the Department will continue to focus on military preparations nec-

essary for our forces to operate against an opponent who possesses, threatens, or

uses nuclear, chemical, and biological weapons in conjunction with sophisticated or
nontraditional means of delivery. Some examples are:

• Enhancing our capability to respond to BW and CW terrorists and paramilitary
threats consistent with today's capabilities to respond to nuclear terrorism or para-
military activities.

• Developing the capability to defeat hardened underground WMD storage and
production facilities with particular attention to reducing the collateral affects asso-

ciated with these attacks.
• Developing the capability to remotely and identify the BW and CW threat

clouds coupled with improvements in personnel protection and decontamination.
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READINESS PRESERVATION AUTHORITY

Question. The President's budget request includes a general provision that would
allow the Department of Defense "to make obligations in excess of its total budget
authority during the last two quarters of 1995."

If the general provision were adopted: How much would DOD be able to spend
above those funds already appropriated in 1995? What would these additional funds
be used for? What role would the Congress play in the decision to expend these
funds?
Answer. Before answering your specific questions, I would like to discuss the im-

portance of this authority. For the past several years, the Department of Defense
nas been involved in a number of contingency operations. These operations, by defi-

nition, cannot be costed and budgeted in advance. Neither has Congress agreed to

provide lump sum funding in the budget for undefined contingencies. Therefore,
DOD begins each year with only enough operation and maintenance funding to

maintain the military's readiness to fight but without the funds to actually conduct
warfighting or contingency operations. Any contingency operation must be accommo-
dated through in increase in total operation and maintenance funding or through
the reapplication of funds from budgeted operation and maintenance activities

(training, spare parts, etc.)

Augmenting operation and maintenance funding requires either a supplemental
appropriation or a transfer (reprogramming) from other DOD appropriations. Since
the former requires approval by both Houses of Congress, it cannot be obtained in

a timely manner. Transfers must be approved by the Defense Oversight Commit-
tees, which is also a lengthy process. In addition, sources ft-om which funds may be
reprogrammed are constrained, and it is fi-equently difficult to obtain Congressional
approval of the reprogramming sources.

The following responds to the specific quetions addressed above:
Question. If the general provision were adopted: How much would DOD be able

to spend above those funds already appropriated in fiscal year 1995?
Answer. The proposed general provision (Section 1883) limits the amount that the

Department would be able to spend to 50 percent of the funds included in Budget
Activity 1 of the Operations and Maintenance Title. In fiscal year 1995 this amount
would be $17 billion. While this is a large amount, the more realistic measure of

funding is the size of contingency operations, which have not exceeded $2.6 billion

in recent years. However, this provision would not give DOD more money. It re-

quires that the liquidation of obligations incurred under this authority must be sub-
sequently accommodated by an offsetting rescission unless the President determines
that emergency conditions exist which preclude rescission of Defense funds.

Question. What would these additional funds be used for?

Answer. This authority would be limited only to obligations that in the judgment
of the Secretary of Defense are required for essential readiness functions and activi-

ties. Examples of such activities are mission critical proficiency training, scheduled
unit exercises and acquisition of mission critical spare parts.

Question. What role will Confess play in the decision to expend these funds?
Answer. The proposed provision requires that the Department notify the Congress

when funds are made available for obligation under this authority.

WRITTEN QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR GORTON TO SECRETARY
PERRY AND GENERAL SHALIKASHVILI AND THE RESPONSES

Question. Although you frequently come and testify before the Senate, you don't

seem to want a prominent role for Congress in the national security decisionmaking
process. For instance, the Administration went out of its way to gain United Nations
approval for the Haiti operation, gaining endorsements from friends and allies be-

fore proceeding with the invasion. The intent here obviously to gain support from
worla leaders, as well as public opinion. Why wasn't there the same sort of effort

put into gaining Congressional approval? How does a body of foreign States warrant
more attention than the legislative body of the U.S. Government? It is ironic that
Congress suddenly becomes important once the bill is due—why is that?
Answer [Secretary Perry). We sought the backing of the U.N. Security Council for

our initial deployment to Haiti because we believed and, in fact, have been proven
right that sucn backing would allow us to garner broader participation in the Multi-
national Force (MNF) as well as broader international political support for the mis-
sion. In addition. United Nations support reassured the people of Haiti about the
intention of the operation and paved the way for the transition from the U.S. -led
MNF to a U.N. force that will both substantially reduce our costs and allow our
troops to come home sooner.
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The President has consulted very closely with Congress concerning United States

decisions to support or participate in the Haiti operation and concerning peace oper-

ations generally. In the past year, Administration officials have consulted with the

Congressional leadership in each case involving potential deplojmients of U.S. forces

and the initiation of every major new peace operation. We are committed to continue

working closely with the Congress to improve our consultations, while sustaining

the President's constitutional powers as commander-in-chief.

STRATEGIC AIRLIFT CAPABILITIES

Question. Let me focus on that last question. In Desert Storm, we learned the

value of being able to rapidly transport thousands of troops and their equipment
over great distances. Strategic airlift capabilities are a national asset.

Isn t it true that if we were to fight two major regional conflicts, our airlift would

in fact be our greatest weakness? And is our airlifting experiencing a readiness

problem? If the answers to these questions are "yes," does the Depgutment have

plans to use commercial derivative aircraft to resolve this shortfall?

Answer [General Shalikashvili]. It is not accurate to say that airlift would be our

weakness if we were involved in two major regional contingencies. A strategic de-

ployment involves a synergistic relationship between airlift, sealift, and pre-position-

ing. To focus on one aspect, while ignoring the other two, will provide a distorted

picture of our real deployment capaoilities. The resources needed to meet our de-

ployment requirements were extensively studied in the soon to be released Mobility

Requirements Study Bottom-Up Review Update (MRS BURU). The original MRS
concentrated on improving our sealift posture by recommending the procurement of

19 Large Medium Speed Roll-On/Roll-Off (LMSR) ships and 19 additional Roll-On/

Roll-Off ships for the Ready Reserve Force. Eight of the LMSRs were to be used

to establish an Army heavy brigade and theater opening support capability afloat.

The Bottom-Up Review concentrated on pre-positioning, and recommended that two
Army heavy brigade sets be pre-positioned in Southwest Asia and one in South

Korea. These initiatives will be achieved within the future years defense program
(FYDP). Given the improvements planned for sealift and pre-positioning, the MRS
BURU conducted a detailed review of our airlift requirements, and will recommend
a slight increase in airlift capacity for support of two major regional contingencies

(MRCs).
In August 1993 our airlift readiness was severely degraded by C-141 flight re-

strictions resulting from structural cracking in wing weep holes. Aggressive Air

Force and contractor efforts repaired the damage and the entire C-141 fleet was re-

stored to full, unrestricted operational capability by December 1994. The C-141's

f)rogrammed retirement by 2006 is approaching, however, and the weep hole prob-

em demonstrated the potential for the next major inspection to identify another
problem that could permanently ground or restrict the C-141 fleet. The Air Force

IS also putting additional resources into the C-5, its other primary airlifler, and has
achieved some success in raising its mission capable rates.

The optimum composition of the future airlift fleet will be determined following

the Strategic Airlift Force Mix Analysis (SAFMA) study and the November 1995 C-
17 Milestone III Defense Acquisition Board (DAB). This analysis is based on airlift

cargo requirements determined by the MRS BURU; other ongoing anaylses will

complement the effort and address military unique core airlift requirements such as

airdrop, air refueling, and delivery of outsized cargo at forward, austere airfields.

Integral to the SAFMA analysis is an assessment of non-developmental airlift air-

craft, including commercial derivatives, and their ability to meet deployment re-

quirements. Depending on the aircraft mix determined at the C-17 DAB, the MRS
BURU-reouired airlift capacity can be achieved in the future, resulting in a syner-

gistic combination of airlift, sealift, and pre-positioning to meet strategic deployment
requirements to fight two MRCs.

WRITTEN QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR MURRAY TO SECRETARY
PERRY AND THE RESPONSES

Question. Does the Department continue to view research universities and univer-

sity affiliated research laboratories, including the Applied Physics Laboratory at the
University of Washington, as essential components of the national defense infra-

structure? Please describe the value of these vital research universities and labora-

tories to the Department's national defense mission.

Answer. Research universities have and continue to be viewed as essential compo-
nents of the national defense infrastructure. They perform the research that is the

source of the innovations that have given our military technological superiority.
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University research has led to major developments such as the Global Positioning
System, night vision (low light level TV, night goggles, thermal imaging), computer^
information processing, modeling and simulation capabilities that will enable im-
proved readiness. Research funded by DOD at universities has also provided the
trained scientists and engineers that serve our military needs. The emphasis of this

research is in the areas of electronics, materials, physics, computer science, oceanog-
raphy and biomedical sciences, which are clearly relevant to the defense mission.
Without DOD support, militarily relevant research in these areas would be severely
curtailed; continued DOD support of research in these areas is considered essential.

University affiliated research laboratories, including the Applied Physics Labora-
tory at the University of Washington, are critically important contributors to our
military capability. These laboratories are essential components of the national de-

fense infrastructure. The Applied Physics Laboratory at the University of Washing-
ton conducts research in oceanography, polar phenomena, acoustic reconnaissance
systems, and other related underwater areas. These institutions provide assistance
to meet urgent and high priority DOD research requirements. DOD access to lead-

ing academic institutions and a pool of excellent graduate students provides DOD
a continuing source of talented scientists and engineers for advanced research.

ACQUISITION REFORM

Question. Secretary Perry, as the Department is required by law to eliminate
wasteful, fraudulent practices, is the Department fully committed to acquire the
necessary, hi^h quality research products in the most cost effective manner possible

(including mmi'.nizing all unnecessary costs, paperwork, and contract forms and
other contracting, administrative and/or bureaucratic delays)?
Answer. Absolutely. We are aggressively identifying and adopting ways to stream-

line DOD business practices in all phases of research, development and acquisition.

In the development and purchase of high-technology products, for example, we're
instilling a new culture of buying commercial items. Where the commercial item's

performance is comparable or better than for an item specifically developed for the
military, this strategy means that technology needed to support military systems is

more affordable and readily available off-the-shelf when world events require us to

rapidly acquire additional capability.

Throughout the research, development, and acquisition arena, we're expanding
the use of electronic commerce. Tnis includes use of electronic data interchange
(EDI) for more efficiently soliciting contract and grant proposals, receiving propos-
als, and making awards. It also includes use of EDI and electronic funds transfer
to make timely payments. Electronic commerce is still in its infancy, and there are
tremendous savings in time, effort, and money still to be realized from its increased
use.

COMANCHE

The Comanche Program is one of the best managed programs the Department of
Defense has had in years—despite it being restructured three times under DOD di-

rection. Since April 1991, when the contract was signed, the program has been with-
in 3 percent of schedule and 3 percent of cost. It is a well directed undertaking,
using advanced technologies, botn in design and in the manufacturing process. It

has been brought to my attention that OSD has decided to withhold $120 million
of last year's appropriation for the Comanche.

Question. Why? More importantly, when do you plan to release these funds so
that this Congressionally-approved program can move forward?
Answer. The $120 million is withheld at this time because the program has been

directed to be restructured to a 2 prototype development effort. The fiscal year
1996-1997 Biennial Budget reflects the restructured program with $199 million and
$299 million requested in each year respectively. The $488 million appropriated in

fiscal year 1995 was for a far more ambitious program and is under review. A De-
fense Acquisition Board review of the revised program is scheduled for March.
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The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:40 a.m., in room
SD-608, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Pete V. Domenici
(chairman of the committee) presiding.

Present: Senators Domenici, Grassley, Brown, Gorton, Gregg,
Snowe, Abraham, Exon, and Lautenberg.

Staff Present: G. WilUam Hoagland, staff Director; and Greg
Vuksich, senior analyst for international affairs.

For the minority: William G. Dauster, democratic chief of staff

and chief counsel; and Randy DeValk, assistant director for na-

tional defense.

OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN DOMENICI

Chairman Domenici. The committee will come to order. We are

going to try very hard to get opening statements out of the way
quickly. Mine is about 3 or 4 minutes, and then I will yield to Sen-
ator Exon. Then we will get right to you, Mr. Secretary.

First, I want to welcome you to the Budget Committee this morn-
ing. It is the first time in several years that the Secretary of State
has actually testified before this committee.
Your schedule is an intense one, and we all appreciate that. We

thank you for making time for our committee.
The President's budget request for discretionary appropriations

for international affairs for fiscal year 1996 is $21.2 billion. This
compares with a fiscal year 1995 enacted level of $20.2 billion and
represents a 5-percent increase over the previous request. The
Clinton administration has also submitted a supplemental request
for fiscal year 1995 for $1.1 billion.

The message from last November's election, as I view it, at least,

is that the American people believe that it is time for a complete
review of what government does and how it does it. Many of us be-

lieve that the issue is not how to improve the marginal effective-

ness of certain programs and organizations but, rather, to fun-
damentally reassess the functions that Washington undertakes and
the structure for doing the job.

With the vast changes in the international community over the
past few years, a reassessment of the international affairs struc-

ture of the budget is long overdue. The disintegration of the Soviet
Union substitutes regional instability. For global conflict as our

(381)
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principal national security concern. The importance of globsil mar-
kets and exports to America's economic well-being has become very
clear. These and other major changes in the world around us de-
mand comparable changes in our programs and structures.
We need to understand better the role of resources in foreign pol-

icy, so let us make sure that we get rid of one red herring in ad-
vance. This is not a discussion of isolationism versus international
engagement, at least not from this Senator's standpoint. It is a se-

rious attempt to assess where and how limited sums of discre-
tionary dollars can best be spent in support of America's inter-

national interests and our leadership role in the world.
I am reminded that some of my constituents in New Mexico have

to make decisions every day about where they are willing to put
their limited resources. I think we must do the same with reference
to all functions of the government, including the State Department.
The implementation of our foreign policy through foreign aid pro-

grams and the like all must be reviewed.
In our discussion today, I don't think we necessarily want to

focus on bits and pieces of individual programs. I hope we will take
a broad look at the rationale for international affairs in this budg-
et. This hearing will have been worth our time if we leave here
today with a clear notion of the principles upon which your budget
is based. Mr. Secretary, we may disagree, but the committee needs
to understand how this all ties together.

With that, I would ask that the remaining few remarks in my
statement be made a part of the record.

[The remainded of Chairman Domenici's opening statement fol-

lows:]

I understand that you have been seen around the White House wearing this but-

ton—asking for just 1 percent of the Federal budget for international affairs. A more
relevant button might read "Just 8 percent of non-discretionary" which goes to inter-

national affairs.

This Senator has never sought to balance the Federal budget and reduce the defi-

cit on the back of our international affairs accounts alone. I will not do it this year,

either. Achieving balanced budgets is an effort which will require us to look at every
source of government spending for need and effectiveness.

I am not sure whether the appropriate amount for international affairs is more
or less than 8 percent of non-defense discretionary spending, but whatever it turns
out to be, it must be a piece cut from a much smaller pie.

Again, Mr. Secretary, we welcome you here and look forward to your formal re-

marks and the subsequent exchange of views.

Chairman DOMENICI. I yield to Senator Exon, the ranking mem-
ber.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR EXON
Senator Exon. Mr. Chairman, thank you so very much. Welcome

to you, Mr. Secretary. We are delighted that you came over to tsdk

to us about a very, very important matter that I am sure is going
to receive a great deal of attention. We are looking forward to your
testimony and replies to our questions today.

Let me ask that my fiill statement be included in the record, if

I might, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman DOMENICI. Without objection.

[The opening statement of Senator Exon follows:]
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Opening Statement of Senator Exon

Thank you Mr. Chairman, and I too want to welcome Secretary Christopher to

today's hearing. Mr. Secretary, I look forward with great interest to your observa-
tions and insights on our foreign operations.

In the current economic and political climate, every program in the Federal budg-
et faces increased scrutiny. That's how it should be. The American taxpayer de-
serves no less. Moreover, if we pass the balanced budget amendment, as I believe

we should and will, the pressure to cut Federal spending will only increase. To bal-

ance the budget by 2002, and do so in a responsible manner, no program or depart-
ment can be immune from scrutiny.

This is the perspective that I bring to our hearing this morning. I note that the
Administration is requesting $21.2 billion for international affairs in 1996, and over
$100 billion for the next 5 years. It is difficult for many Americans to understand
why we shouldn't invest this $100 billion at home, rather than spend it abroad.
Having said this, it's only fair to note that under the Administrations proposed

budget, spending on international affairs will decline to about two-tenths of a per-

cent of our gross domestic product—the lowest level in the 40 years, and perhaps
longer.

Indeed, the United States will be spending a smaller percentage of its budget on
international programs than virtually every other western industrialized power. In

fact, outlays for international programs constitute only 1 percent of total Federal
outlays. Much to the surprise of many, we could eliminate all spending on these pro-

grams and barely make a dent in our annual deficits.

On the specifics, I am largely supportive of the Administration's foreign policy pri-

orities—with one major exception. I strongly object to the Administration's proposals
for the Food for Peace Program, this country's major Foreign Aid Food Program.
At a time when the Administration can come up with funding increases for multi-

lateral development banks; aid to the former Soviet Union; aid to Eastern Europe;
and international narcotics enforcement, why must it cut Food for Peace by $108
million in this budget?
As proposed, this program will have been cut by over 31 percent since 1994—the

largest single reduction in the foreign aid budget. This is one of the few foreign aid
programs that works both for us and for the recipients. I fail to understand the Ad-
ministration's reasoning in this area and I look forward to your explanation today.
These are austere times for all Federal programs, international programs in-

cluded. With Federal dollars so scarce, every program will have to meet tough, ex-
acting standards. I believe that there should always be a place for international aid.

The United States cannot crawl back into its shell. Humanitarian needs and our na-
tional security interests are furthered through foreign aid. Foreign aid saves lives,

period.

Let's also not forget that 70 percent of every foreign aid dollar is spent in the
United States. For Food for Peace, 100 percent of the monev is spent in the United
States. But we must be sure that each and every foreign aid dollar is invested wise-
ly, can be accounted for and will produce the desired results. I'm ready to work with
you, Secretary Christopher, and AID Administrator Brian Atwood to restore public
confidence in a leaner, yet more effective public assistance program.

Senator Exon. Let me summarize, if I might very briefly. In the
current economic and political climate, every program of the Fed-
eral Government faces increased scrutiny. That is how it should be.

The American taxpayers deserve no less. Moreover, if we pass the
balanced budget amendment, as I believe we should and will, the
pressure to cut Federal spending will only increase.
To balance the budget by the year 2002, and do so in a respon-

sible manner, no program or department can be immune from scru-
tiny. This is the perspective that I bring to our hearing this morn-
ing. I note the Administration is requesting $21.2 billion for inter-
national affairs in 1996 and over $100 billion for the next 5 years.

It is difficult for many Americans to understand why we
shouldn't invest this $100 billion at home rather than spend it

abroad. Having said that, it is only fair to note that under the Ad-
ministration's proposed budget, spending on international affairs
will decline—will decline, I emphasize—to about two-tenths of 1
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percent of the gross domestic product, the lowest level in the last
40 years, and perhaps even longer.

Indeed, the United States will be spending a smaller percentage
of its budget on international programs than virtually every other
Western industrialized power. In fact, outlays for international pro-
grams constitute only 1 percent of the total outlays.

In that regard, just let me cite something that I heard from one
of my colleagues within the last week. There was a hearing of some
kind or a meeting of some kind where a group of people were called
in to give their views on how we are going to balance this budget.
One of the first things that came up, of course, was foreign aid. The
question came up from the audience, what percentage of our total

Federal budget is invested in foreign aid?
Well, they weren't sure, but it finally came down that somewhere

around 18 percent of the total budget must be invested in foreign
aid. When asked as a collective group what they thought it should
be, they suggested that it should be brought way down, from what
they thought was 18 percent down to around 5 percent. When they
were advised that it is about 1 percent of the total budget, it began
to put all of this into perspective.

I would simply say that I believe somewhere around 70 percent
of that foreign aid money that we talk about goes directly to the
United States or United States companies or individuals. And what
this is all about is not giving away money to foreign governments,
but making an investment in the National security interests of the
United States.

Therefore, I am pleased that you have made some reductions in

the program. I think they are in order. We will look at those very
closely. But your being here in front of the Budget Committee
today indicates to me that you have grave concerns about all of
this. We will be asking you a series of questions, hoping that we
can not only enlighten ourselves but, along with that, the American
public as to the goods, the bads, the do's and don't's, the fruits and
the uncollectible fruits of our overall foreign aid assistance, which
above everything else goes back to the National security interests

of the United States and the position that we hold as the sole su-

perpower in this troubled world of ours.

I welcome you, Mr. Secretary, and we are looking forward to your
testimony.

I thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman DOMENICI. Mr. Secretary, you may proceed. We will

make your entire written statement a part of the record. It has
been our custom here for the last three or four hearings to give

Senators ample time to ask questions so that the sessions become
fruitful for them, also. So we would very much appreciate it if you
could, in your good manner, abbreviate your statement so that we
c£in inquire of you.
Thank you very much for appearing, Mr. Secretary.

STATEMENT OF HON. WARREN CHRISTOPHER, SECRETARY,
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Secretary CHRISTOPHER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Members
of the committee. I am pleased to appear before this committee for

the first time in my tenure as Secretary of State. I am glad to have
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an opportunity to give you an overview of our proposed 1996 budg-
et and, particularly, to highlight the foreign policy objectives that
it supports.

As the Chairman suggested, I will very much abbreviate my
statement so as to maximize the amount of time for questions.
The American people have a right to expect that their govern-

ment will do what it must do to protect their security and prosper-
ity. Clearly, no American wants to live in a world in which nuclear
weapons have fallen into the wrong hands or in which the United
States has abandoned its economic leadership or in which the post-

cold war momentum toward peace and freedom has been reversed.

At the same time, as both of you said, the American people de-

mand that we apply the most rigorous standards to Federal spend-
ing, and we have sought to be very tough-minded in putting to-

gether what I believe is an austere budget.
As has been said this morning, our international affairs budget

is $21.2 billion, representing about 1.3 percent of total Federal
spending. In real terms, this budget has absorbed substantial cuts

over the last decade. Despite the challenges we face—and we have
been given some new responsibilities—our 1996 spending request
is essentially what we are spending in the current year when you
take into account the supplementals.
We believe that the request that we have made is the rock-bot-

tom minimum that we need to support our Nation's vital interests.

In the last 2 years, our relatively small international affairs

budget has helped to make each and every Americam more secure
and to give them new opportunities for prosperity. Just consider
with me for a moment, if you will, what it would have been like

in the last 2 years without determined American leadership. We
would almost certainly have had four nuclear states in the former
Soviet Union, instead of one, with Russian missiles still targeted
at our cities and towns and homes.
We would have had a full-throttle nuclear program in North

Korea. We would have had no GATT agreement to expand world
trade, and we would have had brutal dictators still terrorizing
Haiti.

Very likely, we would have had Iraqi troops back in Kuwait and
a Mexican economic crisis threatening our borders aind threatening
to destabilize our entire hemisphere.
Last November's elections certainly changed a great deal, but

they were not a license to lose sight of our global interests or to
walk away from our worldwide commitments. The budget we put
forward advances those interests and maintadns our commitments.
By approving it, the Congress will be facing a stem test of our will-

ingness to dedicate the resources necessary to protect the security
and prosperity of the American people.

I would like to say very succinctly that our strategy is driven by
four basic principles:

First, that we continue to engage and to lead. American leader-
ship is very essential in the world;

Second, that we maintain effective relations with the world's
greatest powers. I think something that we ought to take advan-
tage of at the present time is that no great power regards another
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as £tn immediate military adversary, and that is something we
ought to work to keep;

Third, we must adapt and build institutions that will promote
our economic and military security;

Fourth, we must also continue to support democracy and defend
human rights.

I am going to focus on the first two of those underlying principles
for just a couple of paragraphs because they touch on budgetary is-

sues of immediate importance.
American leadership requires that we be ready to back our diplo-

macy with credible threats of force. When our vital interests are at
stake, we must be prepared to defend them alone but sometimes,
by leveraging our power through alliances in institutions like the
United Nations, we can achieve better results at a lower cost to

treasure and in risk to human life. That is the kind of sensible bar-
gain that I know that the American people support.

This Administration has worked hard to try to ensure that peace-
keepers have realistic objectives, that money is not wasted in

peacekeeping operations, and that tough questions are answered
satisfactorily before new missions are approved. Having said that,

I want to indicate that we strongly oppose efforts in Congress that
threaten a lethal blow at peacekeeping, threaten to require us to

remove peacekeepers from troubled spots around the world, and
leave the President of the United States with an unacceptable
choice when a crisis occurs, a choice between acting alone or doing
nothing.
As Secretary Perry and I indicated yesterday and the day before,

we will recommend to the President that he veto legislation that,

in our judgment, undermine national security by infringing on the
powers and responsibilities of the President.
In connection with our principle of maintaining good relations

with the world's most powerfiil nations, let me take a moment to

discuss our relations with Russia, which I know is a subject of
great interest. Like each of you, we have been greatly concerned
about the conflict in Chechnya, about the tragic loss of life, the ex-

cessive and indiscriminate use of force, and the corrosive implica-

tions that that has for democracy in Russia. We have strongly em-
phasized to the Russian government that the fighting must end
and a process of reconciliation must begin. Indeed, those were
points that the President reiterated very strongly to President
Yeltsin when they had a telephone call on Monday.
However, tragic as the situation is in Chechnya, it has not al-

tered our fundamental interest in helping Russian reformers build

a nation that is finally at peace with itself. Our assistance program
supports that effort. It supports programs ranging from Russia's vi-

tally important free press to jury trials to small business develop-

ment. Of the total request of $788 million to support reform in the
former Soviet Union, less than half would go to Russia itself. More
than half would go to the other new independent states such as
Ukraine and Kazakhstan.
Cutting assistance now to Russia would hurt the friends of de-

mocracy in Russia, the very forces that have been most critical of

the Chechnya operation.
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Mr, Chairman and Members, I thought it might be helpful if I

told you of the five areas that I intend to focus on during 1995:

first, advancing open trade and American jobs; second, developing
a new European security order; third, helping to achieve a com-
prehensive peace in the Middle East; fourth, combatting the spread
of weapons of mass destruction; and, fifth, fighting international

crime, narcotics, and terrorism.

Let me say just a few words about each of those priorities or op-

portunities for 1995.

First, we must sustain the momentum we have generated toward
the open trading system that is vital to American exports and
American jobs. We will implement the Uruguay Round. We will de-

velop a blueprint with our APEC partners for achieving open trade

and investment in the Asia Pacific region. And we will begin to im-

plement some of the Americas Action Plan for open trade in our

hemisphere.
While we are doing these things, though, we must be sure that

American workers and American companies are in a position to

take advantage of the opportunities that these negotiations create.

That is why I sit behind what I call the America Desk at the State

Department and why I am determined to keep our economic and
commerci^ diplomacy right at the center of our Department's
work.

In the last 2 years, I believe we have developed a new spirit of

cooperation with American business, and I hear that over and over

again from American business leaders. Our embassies around the
world are working harder than ever to help create opportunities for

Americans to win contracts, to safeguard their investments, and to

support U.S. firms and U.S. jobs.

In fiscal year 1996, we are requesting $900 million to sustain

this effort to promote U.S. jobs and business around the world.

In the second area of priority or opportunity, we are taking con-

crete steps to build a new security architecture in Europe. We will

focus on m£iintaining strong relations with Western Europe, con-
solidating democracy in Central Europe and the former Soviet
Union, and engaging Russia as a responsible partner.
The budget request we are putting forward meets the President's

commitment made last July in Warsaw to help Europe's new de-

mocracies participate in the Partnership for Peace and to help po-

tential members prepare for the obligations they will assume if and
when they join NATO.
A third area of priority is advancing peace in the Middle East.

Our budget allocates $5.2 billion to sustain our efforts at what is

really a decisive moment in the peace process in the Middle East.
Last Sunday, President Clinton convened an unprecedented

meeting at Blair House, attended by ministers from Israel, Jordan,
and Egypt, and the Palestinian Authority. One of the remarkable
things about the new world in the Middle East is that we can sit

down with Israelis and Egyptians and Arabs in the same meeting
in a way we never have in the past.

I believe last Sunday's meeting helped to improve the atmos-
phere between the parties and to put their negotiations back on
track.
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In the declaration that came out of last Sunday's meeting, Israel
and the Palestinians vowed that there could be no turning back on
the peace process, and the Palestinigin Authority underscored its

commitment to preempt terror, punish those responsible, and deny
safe havens to those who plan and carry out terrorist acts.

I also want to emphasize that we must sustain the momentum
for a comprehensive peace that includes Syria. Peace without Syria
would leave Israel still under a strategic threat and would also pre-
vent the completion of normalization in the Middle East. President
Clinton and I intend to do all we can to help the parties reach the
kind of breakthrough needed on the Syrian-Israeli track.

Our fourth area of emphasis, Mr. Chairman, is to intensify our
efforts to stop the spread of weapons of mass destruction and their

means of delivery. Our global and regiongd strategies for 1995 com-
prise, I believe, the most ambitious non-proliferation program in

history, beginning, as it must, with our effort to seek an indefinite

and unconditional extension of the Non-Proliferation Treaty.
Our 1996 budget dedicates $166 million to meet the threat posed

by proliferation. It provides assistance to the International Atomic
Energy Agency—an agency who will have a very important pur-
pose, among other things, in the implementation of the Agreed
Framework with North Korea. This budget also supports the Arms
Control and Disarmament Agency, including funds for implementa-
tion of the Chemical Weapons Convention. And it replenishes the
Non-Proliferation Fund which we use to combat nuclear smuggling,
enforce export controls, and to help pay for the dismantling of mis-
siles.

Turning to the fifth area of opportunity, we plan to implement
a comprehensive strategy to combat international terrorists, crimi-

nals, and drug traffickers. Altogether, our budget requests $240
million for these efforts, and as the President announced last week,
we will be proposing legislation to combat alien smuggling and ille-

gal immigration.
I am glad to say that I think we have made substantial progress

against terrorism in just the last few weeks, ranging from the
President's Executive order which freezes the assets of terrorist

groups in the United States to the arrest of Ramzi Yousef, the al-

leged mastermind of the World Trade Center bombing, after a long,

long search.

The President also transmitted to Congress our proposed Omni-
bus Counterterrorism Act of 1995 which will give the executive

branch new tools to improve prevention, investigation, and prosecu-
tion of terrorism.

Beyond these five areas, I ought to stress that we will continue
to address many other issues important to our Nation's interests

and to this Congress, issues such as promoting stability and democ-
racy in Asia, Africa, and Latin America.
American engagement in the world is also reflected by our will-

ingness to take on global challenges that call for international part-

nerships, where only the United States can provide the leadership.

We cannot escape the consequences any longer of environmental
degradation, unsustainable population growth, £ind destabilizing

poverty beyond our borders.
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That is why this Administration is dedicated to restoring Ameri-
ca's leadership on sustainable development, an approach that rec-

ognizes the links between economic, social, and environmental pro-

grams. We are putting this global challenge back where it be-

longs—in the mainstream of American foreign policy.

The President's fiscal year 1996 budget request includes funds
for the multilateral development banks, the IMF, the Peace Corps,

and our bilateral and multilateral assistance programs—all di-

rected toward sustainable development.
I believe strongly that the funds we seek here will yield lasting

benefits for the American people.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, and Members, our Nation's ability to

achieve aJl these foreign policy objectives depends upon the dedi-

cated men emd women who serve our Nation's international affairs

agencies. Our diplomatic posts around the world serve as sentries

for the American people. Like our soldiers, they must be trained

and equipped to fight for American interests. They must have ac-

cess to modem communications technology and must work in facili-

ties that help and not hinder their productivity.

I must say, Mr. Chairman and Members, that the tendency in

the Congress to cut back on our funds for operations whenever we
get in a budget pinch has caused a great deal of difficulty in the
area that I mention, and it has kept us from modernizing our com-
munications. I would like to mention just a couple of things that

so graphically indicate how far behind we are falling.

Our computers at the State Department are so old that we can
no longer buy spare parts for them and cannot get a maintenance
contract on them. Not long ago our international telephone system
in our Operations Center, which maintains our operations 24 hours
day and night had some operational difficulties. When we brought
in technicians from AT&T, they said the system was so old they
had to go back to Bell Labs to find out how to help us fix it. That
is some indication that when we cut back on operational funds, we
are really hurting the future capacity of our men and women to op-
erate in the foreign affairs field. So I hope that when we get
around to making the budget cuts this year, we don't go for what
sometimes looks like the easy cuts in operations budgets, but re-

member what is happening to our capacity to be effective.

Our request to support the State Department both at home and
abroad is $2.6 billion for next year. I noted earlier, Mr. Chairman,
we have some remarkable opportunities in the post-cold war pe-

riod, but it is most important to remember that many of these op-
portunities come only with United States leadership and are the
product of United States leadership.

It is good to remember that most of our closest allies and friends
at the present time are nations that we helped to rebuild eifter

World War II. The structures and institutions through which we
advance our interests today, structures like GATT, NATO, the
U.N., and the Bretton Woods Institutions, were largely created
through American leadership. As we talk about the promising mar-
kets for American jobs overseas, it is useful to remember the very
strong role that the United States and United States assistance
had in creating those markets and creating those opportunities for

American jobs and exports.
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For example, look at Korea, once the recipient of large amounts
of U.S. aid, now an aid donor to other nations in its own right, and
a tremendous market for us. There is the Philippines, long a treaty
ally, and another recipient of American assistance, which is now
entering the dynamic mainstream of Southeast Asian economies.
There is Poland and South Africa where our support for human

rights helped to end a dictatorship and where our support for de-

mocracy is encouraging remarkable reforms and, once again, poten-
tial strong markets for the United States.

Look also at Mexico and Brazil, as well as these other countries,

where our support for open trading has been an incentive and a
catalyst for market openings and economic growth.

In short, when we look at this budget, we have to remember the

United States is one of the few countries on Earth with the power
to create its own opportunities. With your support, we will continue

to use that power to build a world in which American interests and
values will flourish, a world of open societies and open markets.
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Domenici. Thank you, Mr. Secretary.

[The prepared statement of Secretary Christopher follows:]
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Good morning. I am pleased to appear for the first time
this year before the Senate Budget Committee. I am here to
provide you with an overview of our proposed 1996 budget, and
to highlight the foreign policy objectives the budget supports.

We live in a world that has been profoundly transformed by
the end of the Cold War and by the triumph of democracy over
dictatorship in many nations. We live in a world that "is

taking shape in ways that are remarkably consistent with
American ideals and conducive to American interests. Indeed,
we live in a world that has been shaped by the successful use
of America's power— and the power of American principles.

But we must not be complacent. Aggression, intolerance,
and tyranny still threaten political stability and economic
development in vital regions of the world. Challenges as
diverse as nuclear proliferation, terrorism, and environmental
degradation still threaten our security and prosperity.

The American people have a fundaunental expectation that
their government will do what it must to protect their nation's
interests in the world. No American wants to live in a world
in which nuclear weapons have fallen into the wrong hands; or
in which the United States has abandoned its economic
leadership; in which the post-Cold War momentum toward peace
and freedom has been reversed.

At the same time, the American people rightly demand that
we apply the most rigorous standards when we decide how to
spend their tax dollars. We have been tough-minded in putting
together what is a very austere budget.

The International Affairs budget of $21.2 billion now
represents only 1.3 percent of federal spending. It has
absorbed substantial real cuts in the last several years, and
is now 45% lower in real terms than it was in 1984. Despite
the extraordinary challenges we face, our 1996 spending request
is essentially what we are spending in the current fiscal
year. Indeed, the resources we are requesting are the rock
bottom minimum we need to advance our nation's vital interests.

In the last two years, our relatively small International
Affairs budget has made each and every American more secure,
and given all our citizens new opportunities for prosperity.
Consider what the world would be like if we had not had
determined American leadership in the last two years. We would
have four nuclear states in the former Soviet Union instead of
one, with Russian missiles still targeted at our homes; we
would have a full throttle nuclear program in North Korea; no
GATT agreement to expand world trade; brutal dictators still
terrorizing Haiti; very likely, Iraqi troops back in Kuwait;
and a Mexican economic crisis threatening instability along our
border.
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Last November's elections certainly changed a great deal.
But they were not a license to lose sight of our global
interests or to walk away from our commitments in the world.
This budget advances our interests and maintains our
commitments. Approving it will be a stern test of our
willingness to dedicate the resources necessary to protect the
security and prosperity of the American people. It will be a

test of our commitment to lead.

Our strategy is driven by four principles: that we
continue to engage and to lead; that we maintain effective
relations with the world's great powers; that we adapt and
build institutions that will promote economic and security
cooperation; and that we continue to support democracy and
defend human rights.

As several of our recent accomplishments suggest, American
leadership requires that we be ready to back our diplomacy with
credible threats of force. To this end. President Clinton is
determined that the U.S. military remain the most powerful and
effective fighting force in the world — as it certainly is now.

When our vital interests are at stake, we must remain
prepared to defend them alone. But sometimes, by leveraging
our power and resources, and by leading through alliances and
institutions, we can achieve better results at lower cost to
human life and national treasure -- and that is a sensible
bargain I know the American people support.

That is why the Administration believes that UN
peacekeeping can be an important and effective part of our
overall national security strategy. In this budget, we are
requesting $445 million for our assessed share of UN
peacekeeping operations.

This Administration has worked hard to ensure that
peacekeepers have realistic objectives, that money is not
wasted, and that tough questions are answered satisfactorily
before new missions are approved. But we strongly oppose
efforts in Congress that threaten to strike a lethal blow to
peacekeeping: to remove peacekeepers from vital trouble spots
around the world, and to leave the President with an
unacceptable choice each time a crisis occurs — a choice
between acting alone and doing nothing. As Secretary Perry and
I indicated yesterday, we will recommend to the President that
he veto legislation that, in its current form, would undermine
national security in this and other important ways.

The second principle driving our strategy is the central
importance of constructive relations with the world's most
powerful nations: our Western European allies, Japan, China and
Russia. These nations possess the political, economic, or
military capability to have an impact — for good or for ill —
on the well-being of every American. The relatively
cooperative relations that these countries now have with us and
with each other is unprecedented in this century, but it is not
irreversible.
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Our strategy toward the great powers begins with Western
Europe and Japan. We must revitalize our alliances with this
democratic core. We must also seize the opportunities to build
constructive relations with China and Russia, countries that
were not too long ago our fiercest adversaries . Both are
undergoing momentous, though very different, transformations
that directly affect American interests.

Our partnership with Japan is the linchpin of our policy
toward East Asia, the most dynamic and fastest-growing region
in the world. This Administration has placed the Asia-Pacific
at the core of our long-term foreign policy approach.
Realizing President Clinton's vision of a stable and prosperous
Pacific Community will continue to be a top priority.
Moreover, the region figures prominently in many of the central
areas of opportunity that we are pursuing in 1995.

It is also imperative that we reinforce our security and
political ties with Japan -- as well as with South Korea and
our other treaty allies in the Pacific. It is equally
essential that the strength of our economic ties with Japan
matches the overall strength of our relationship. During this
year marking the fiftieth anniversary of the end of World War
II, we will highlight and heighten our close cooperation on
regional and global issues — while continuing to press for
greater access to Japanese markets.

With China, we are pursuing constructive relations that
are consistent with our global and regional interests. The
President's strategy of comprehensive engagement is designed to
address a broad agenda with Beijing and to maintain momentum in
certain areas even as we face problems on other issues. We
want China to be fully integrated into the international
community. For that to happen, it must accept the obligations
that come with membership in international institutions and
adherence to international norms.

We are encouraging China's participation in regional
security and economic organizations. We are supporting its
accession to the World Trade Organization on proper terms. We
are seeking its full commitment to global nonproliferation
regimes. And we are encouraging China to demonstrate greater
respect for human rights — an interest that is clearly
connected to the issue of intellectual property rights because
both depend on the rule of law.

The widespread pirating of computer software, videotapes,
and compact discs in China is unacceptable to the United States
and incompatible with China's responsibilities as an emerging
economic power. The President has indicated his willingness to
act. Let me add that every business leader I have heard from
on this issue supports our course of action. And let me
emphasize that China's leaders must understand that attracting
foreign investment and sustaining long-term growth depend on

their willingness to meet global standards in this key area.
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We are working to resolve our differences on this issue.
But we are not overlooking the other conunercial and overall
strategic interests that we are pursuing with China. We will
continue to pursue a strategy of comprehensive engagement where
it is possible and where it is in our interest to do so— such
as North Korea, Can±>odia and the control of narcotics. It will
take time, but our goal remains to cultivate a broad- an.d full
relationship with a stable, open and prosperous China that is a
full and constructive member of the international community.

The United States, of course, has an enormous stake in the
outcome of Russia's continuing transformation. A stable,
democratic Russia is vital to a secure Europe and a stable
world. An unstable Russia that reverts to dictatorship or
slides into chaos would be an immediate threat to its neighbors
and once again a strategic threat to the United States.

Like each of you, we have been deeply concerned about the
conflict in Chechnya — about the tragic loss of life, the
excessive and indiscriminate use of force against civilians,
and the corrosive implications this episode can have for the
future of Russian democracy. That is why we have emphasized
strongly to the Russian government that the fighting must end

—

a point that President Clinton reiterated in a telephone call
to President Yeltsin yesterday. A process of reconciliation
must begin that validates Russia's commitment to democracy and
takes into account the views of the people of Chechnya.

Tragic as the situation in Chechnya is, it has not altered
our fundamental interest in helping Russian reformers build a
nation that is finally at peace with itself and its neighbors.
We have undertaken a wide range of progra-ns to advance
democratic and economic reform in Russia. Our assistance
supports programs ranging from Russia's vitally important and
newly free press to jury trials to small business development.
Most of the assistance has gone to private organizations and to
local governments outside Moscow. Those funds that do go to
the central government primarily support the institutional
reforms necessary for democracy and market reform, such as
election assistance, the drafting of commercial codes and the
setting up of privatization programs. And of our total request
of $788 million to support reform in the former Soviet. Union,
less than half would go to Russia itself.

Precisely because the future of reform in Russia is not
assured, we must persevere in our support of the people and
institutions struggling on its behalf. Cutting assistance now
would hurt the friends of democracy in Russia — the very
forces that have been most critical of the Chechnya operation.

There are also many vital security issues on which we are
working with Russia, such as Nunn-Lugar programs to secure
dismantled warheads, arms reductions agreements and cooperation
on regional conflict. This aspect of our relationship has paid
off for every American -- from reducing the nuclear threat to
advancing peace in the Middle East.
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Chechnya has raised questions about Russia's commitment to
democratic processes, economic reform, and international
standards of conduct. Our approach is designed to reinforce
democratic trends in Russia and to encourage the government in
Moscow to pursue policies consistent with these principles. We
will assess Russia's actions in Chechnya, its domestic programs
and international initiatives in light of this objective and we
will adjust our policy accordingly.

The third principle guiding our overall strategy is that
if the historic movement toward open societies and open markets
is to endure, we must adapt and revitalize the institutions of
global and regional cooperation. After World War II, the
generation of Truman, Marshall, Acheson, and Vandenberg built
the great institutions that gave structure and strength to the
common enterprise of western democracies: promoting peace and
economic growth. Now, as President Clinton said in his recent
meeting with German Chancellor Helmut Kohl, "We will consider
how to move toward NATO's expansion to Europe's new democracies
and how to adapt the international institutions to serve us for
the next 50 years."

At the President's initiative, we and our G-7 partners
will chart a strategy in Halifax this June to adapt the
post-war economic institutions to the more integrated post-
Cold War world. We will assess what changes need to be made,
and determine how to modernize these institutions for the
future. We are also helping regional institutions and
structures like the Organization of American States, ASEAN, and
the Organization of African Unity to support peace and
democratic development. Our 1996 budget includes $934 million
in contributions to the UN and to other international bodies,
as well as $2.2 billion to the multilateral development banks.

The fourth principle is the fundamental role that
democracy and human rights have in this Administration's
foreign policy. Our commitment is consistent with American
ideals. It also rests on a sober assessment of our long-term
interest in a world where stability is reinforced by
accountability and disputes are mediated by dialogue; a world
where information flows freely and the rule of law protects not
only political rights but the essential elements of free market
economies

.

Since my last appearance before this Committee, the State
Department has issued its 19th annual report on human rights
practices worldwide. The first reports were prepared under my
direction in 1977 during my first year as Deputy Secretary of
State. Those early reports were small in scale and narrow in

scope compared to today's effort. The Country Reports help us

to shape our diplomacy, assistance and trade policy. We use
them as we work with foreign governments, international
organizations, and NGO's. They are also important in their own
right, because they shine a bright light on human rights
violations that might otherwise be shielded by a veil of
secrecy and indifference.
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In FY 1996, we are requesting $480 million through the
SEED program to maintain our assistance for democratic and
economic reform in Central and Eastern Europe. These funds
will support social sector reform in areas like health and
housing. They will help build accountable, responsive public
administration at the central and local levels. And they will
promote small business development to spur job creation.

Our budget requests $220 million for Countries in

Transition such as Haiti, Cambodia, and Angola. In Haiti, our
$90 million of continued support will help consolidate
democracy and promote the economic development that will enable
the majority of Haitians to overcome poverty and raise their
living standards. Cambodia has struggled, so far with
encouraging success, to overcome a tragic legacy of war,

repression, and genocide. We have designated $39.5 million to
support democratic and market reform, including the
implementation of transparent legal and judicial reforms.
Angola is trying to lift itself up from the bitter terrain of
Africa's longest running conflict. Our $10 million request can
make a difference on behalf of democracy and stability.

Approximately $18 million of the $220 million we request
will go to other African countries in transition to support
credible elections, respect for the rule of law, and good
governance. And $33.5 million will support a wide variety of
programs in Latin America and the Caribbean to promote and
strengthen democratic institutions, local government, police
training, the media, and grass-roots non-governmental
organization development.

Mr. Chairman, the Summit of the Americas demonstrated that
this hemisphere has committed itself to democratic
institutions, respect for human rights, and free markets. Only
one country out of 35 was not invited to the Summit, the one
country that rejects the shared goals of those who came to
Miami in December. That country is Cuba.

The fundamental goal of our Cuba policy is a peaceful
transition to democracy, respect for the human rights of the
Cuban people, and an open economy with opportunity for all.
This Administration is committed to a vigorous pursuit of that
objective. We believe the best means of achieving this goal is

the course outlined by the Cuban Democracy Act. We believe the
enforcement of the embargo, and the pressures it brings to bear
on the regime in Havana, are hastening the day when democracy
will return to Cuba.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR 1995

As we are guided by these basic principles, in 1995 I

intend to focus on five key areas that offer particularly
significant opportunities: advancing the most open global
trading system in history; developing a new European security
order; helping achieve a comprehensive peace in the Middle
East; combatting the spread of weapons of mass destruction; and

fighting international crime, narcotics, and terrorism.
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Qpen Trade. Exports and Jobs

First, we must sustain the momentum we have generated
toward the increasingly open trading system that is vital to
American exports and American jobs. A core premise of our
domestic and foreign policy is that our economic strength at
home and abroad are mutually reinforcing. I believe that
history will judge this emphasis to be a distinctive imprint
and a lasting legacy of the Clinton Administration.

This year, we will take steps to implement the Uruguay
Round and ensure that the new World Trade Organization upholds
essential trade rules and disciplines. We will work with Japan
and our other APEC partners to develop a blueprint for
achieving open trade and investment in the Asia-Pacific
region. We will begin to implement the Summit of the Americas
Action Plan for open trading in our hemisphere. And last week.
Ambassador Kantor announced that we will also begin to
negotiate Chile's accession to NAFTA.

At the same time, American companies and workers must be
in a position to take advantage of the opportunities that these
negotiations are helping to create. That is why this
Administration is sparing no effort to make sure that our
companies can compete on a level playing field. That is why I

continue to sit behind what I call the America Desk at the
State Department, and why I am determined to keep economic and
commercial diplomacy at the core of the Department's work.

Our embassies around the world are working harder than
ever to help win contracts, safeguard investments and support
American firms and American jobs in every way they can. This
Administration has achieved an unprecedented degree of focus
and coordination in our export promotion efforts.

Exports have been the driving force in our economic
recovery. They must remain the driving force for long-term
growth. Over the past two years, our export promotion efforts
have created more than one million high-paying American jobs.
This budget will help sustain that performance.

In FY 1996, we are requesting $900 million to promote
trade and investment opportunities for American businesses
through programs run by the Export-Import Bank, the Overseas
Private Investment Corporation, the Trade and Development
Agency, and others. These programs produce concrete economic
benefits for the American people. They also reinforce our
other foreign policy goals. They strengthen free markets and
modernize vital sectors in developing economies. They lift
living standards and multiply future demand for American
goods. And they contribute to stability in new democracies
struggling to overcome legacies of repression and conflict.
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Let me add a word about an issue that has occupied the
attention of the Administration and the Congress in recent
weeks: the Mexican financial crisis. Two weeks ago, the
President decided that the situation had to be addressed
without further delay. With the support of the congressional
leadership of both parties, he took decisive action to
safeguard the prosperity of our people, the security of our
borders, and the stability of our closest Latin neighbor and of
other emerging markets in which we have a growing stake.

In the long run, of course, stability in Mexico will
depend on the Mexican government's ability to consolidate
economic and political reform. As you know. President Zedillo
last week ordered the arrest of the leaders of the rebel
movement in Chiapas. We recognize that the Mexican government,
indeed all governments have a responsibility to protect their
citizens against violence and lawlessness. We are pleased to
note that President Zedillo also called for a special session
of the Mexican Congress to address the underlying problems in

the region. The United States agrees with President Zedillo
that, in his words, "a solution to this conflict should come
through full respect for the law, through political channels
and through conciliation."

European Security Architecture

In our second area of opportunity, we are taking concrete
steps to build a new European security architecture. Deep
political, economic, and cultural bonds continue to make
Europe's security and prosperity essential to ours. Our
efforts will focus on maintaining strong relations with Western
Europe, consolidating democracy in Central Europe and the
former Soviet Union, and engaging Russia as a responsible
partner.

We are pursuing these goals through continued development
of NATO and its outreach to the east, strengthening the
Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe, building
our relationship with the European Union, and developing a

cooperative NATO/Russia relationship in promoting European
security

.

NATO remains the anchor of American engagement in Europe
and the linchpin of transatlantic security. NATO has always
been more than a transitory response to a temporary threat. It

has been a guarantor of European democracy and a force for
European stability. That is why its mission has endured, and
why its benefits are so attractive to Europe's new democracies.

NATO has previously welcomed new members who shared its

purposes and who could add to its strength. with American
leadership, NATO agreed last December to begin a steady,
deliberate process that will lead to further expansion. We
have already begun to examine with our Allies the process and
objectives of expansion. We intend to share our conclusions
with the members of the Partnership for Peace this fall so that
at the December Ministerial we can evaluate the results of our
consultations and be ready to consider next steps.
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Our strategy encourages new democracies to become
responsible partners in a new European security order. The
Partnership for Peace is a critical tool for cooperation
between NATO and partner states. It is also the best path to
membership for countries wishing to join the Alliance. The
President's budget request meets the commitment he made in
Warsaw last July to help the states of Central and Eastern
Europe participate in the Partnership for Peace, and to" help
potential members prepare for the obligations they will assume
if they join NATO.

Our step-by-step approach to NATO expansion is designed to
ensure that each potential member is judged fairly and
individually, by its capacity to contribute to NATO's goals and
the strength of its democratic institutions. By following this
approach, we give every new democracy a powerful incentive to
consolidate reform. We remain convinced that arbitrarily
locking in advantages for certain countries, or setting
specific timetables, could discourage reformers in countries
not named and foster complacency in countries that are.

The tragic war in Bosnia underscores the importance of
building an effective new architecture for conflict prevention
and resolution in Europe. Together with our partners in the
Contact Group, we are seeking a negotiated solution. The
Contact Group plan with its 51/49 territorial division must be
the basis for a settlement, and Bosnia's territorial integrity
and independence must be respected.

As you know, a ceasefire and formal cessation of
hostilities have been achieved and are largely holding. We are
taking advantage of this opportunity to intensify our
diplomatic efforts to bring an end to the war. Last week in
Munich, Defense Secretary Perry and Assistant Secretary of
State Richard Holbrooke met with Bosnian Muslim and Croat
leaders to bolster support for their planned confederation.

Now we and our Contact Group partners are working
intensively to bring the parties to the negotiating table. We
believe the French proposal for a conference involving the
Bosnian, Croatian and Serbian Presidents -- if properly
structured -- could advance our overall goals for the former
Yugoslavia, including political settlements in Bosnia and
Croatia. We would want the conference to be held in the
context of the Contact Group efforts. And we would not favor
participation of the Bosnian Serbs until and unless they have
accepted the Contact Group plan. Prior to holding any such
conference, however, there should be a firm commitment to
genuine mutual recognition among all the republics of the
former Yugoslavia.

I remain convinced that only a negotiated settlement has
any chance of lasting. I am committed to pursuing that goal.
What we must not do is to make the situation worse by
unilaterally lifting the arms embargo. We have always believed
that the embargo is unfair and we have worked to end it

multilaterally . But going it alone would lead to the
withdrawal of UNPROFOR and an escalation of violence.
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Such a course would leave Sarajevo and the enclaves
extremely vulnerable to Serb offensives. It would effectively
Americanize the conflict, and lead others to abandon the
sanctions on Serbia. It would undermine the authority of all
UN Security Council Resolutions, including resolutions that
impose sanctions on Iraq and Libya.

Middle East Peace and Security

Our third area of opportunity is advancing peace in the
Middle East. Our budget allocates $5.24 billion to sustain our
efforts at a decisive moment for the peace process. Over the
past few years, we have seen an extraordinary transformation in
the landscape of the Arab-Israeli conflict — one of the
century's most intractable. Clearly, however, there are still
many horrible vestiges of the past that must be eradicated.
The terrorist outrage in Israel on January 22 is a painful
reminder of the challenges still to be overcome.

Last Sunday, President Clinton convened an unprecedented
meeting at Blair House, attended by ministers from Israel,
Egypt, Jordan, and the Palestinian Authority. I believe this
meeting helped to improve t;he atmosphere between the parties
and get negotiations back on track. At the end of the day, the
parties produced two important documents. The first came out
of my meeting with Israeli Foreign Minister Peres and Nabil
Sha'th of the Palestinian Authority. In it, Israel and the
Palestinians vowed that there could be no turning back in the
peace process. And the Palestinian Authority underscored its
commitment to preempt terror, punish those responsible and deny
safehavens to those who plan and carry out terror.

The second document was the Blair House Communique,
reflecting the discussions of the full ministerial. The
ministers identified a series of cooperative goals that must be.

met in four key, related dimensions: the peace process,
security, economics, and people-to-people. The ministers
directed their experts to work urgently on implementing their
recommendations

.

For our part. President Clinton on Sunday proposed that
the United States extend duty free treatment to products from
future industrial zones on the West Bank and Gaza and free
trade zones in Taba, Eilat, and Aqaba . This proposal can
probably do more over time to help the region's struggling
economies than any aid program. We look forward tc further
consultations with the Congress on this important ratter.

The momentum for a comprehensive peace must be
maintained. Israel's negotiations with Syria are entering a

crucial phase. We have made progress in narrowing the gaps
between the parties. But if a breakthrough is to be achieved
in the ne.xt few months, critical decisions must be rr.ade and the
process must be accelerated. President Clinton and I will do
everything we can to help the parties reach such a breakthrough.
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Non-Proliferation

Our fourth area of emphasis is to intensify our efforts to
stop the spread of weapons of mass destruction and their means
of delivery. We face a year of decision for global
nonproliferation . Indeed, our global and regional strategies
for 1995 comprise the most ambitious nonproliferation effort in
history. We will carry out that effort in close consultation
with the Congress.

The centerpiece of our strategy is to obtain the indefinite
and unconditional extension of the Non-Proliferation Treaty,
which is up for renewal this year--and which I think history
will record as one of the most important treaties of all time.
Achieving this objective is a key priority of our diplomacy
around the world.

With the agreements President Clinton signed last December
in Budapest, we can also begin to implement the START I nuclear
reduction treaty. Prompt ratification of START II will in turn
enable us to complete the work we began with START I. Its
elimination of missiles with multiple independently targeted
re-entry vehicles will further enhance stability and lower the
chances of a massive nuclear conflict. At the same time, it
will enable us to retain a strong and capable deterrent.

Mr. Chairman, North Korea is also central to our
non-proliferation objectives. Let me emphasize today that we
have stressed to the North Koreans the need to accept South
Korean light water reactors and to resume North-South
dialogue. Both conditions are essential to full implementation
of the Framework Accord. We are holding talks with North Korea
to ensure implementation of the Framework.

We will also continue close consultations with our
allies. I met last week with the new Foreign Minister of South
Korea. He reaffirmed South Korea's determination to irove

forward with the accord. We agree that we must remain
vigilant. But careful implementation of the Agreed Framework
is far preferable to the alternatives we were facing: a North
Korea going forward with its nuclear program, a return to the
Security Council for sanctions, and a costly military build-up.

Our 1996 budget dedicates $166 million to meet the threat
posed by proliferation. It provides assistance to the
International Atomic Energy Agency — an organization vital in

our non-proliferation efforts and especially in the
implementation of the Framework Accord with North Korea. It

supports the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, including
funds for implementation of the Chemical Weapons Convention.
And it replenishes the Non-Proliferation Fund we use to combat
nuclear smuggling, enforce export controls, and ensure missile
dismantlement

.
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Crime. Terrorism, and Pruqs

Our fifth area of opportunity for 1995 is combatting
international terrorists, criminals, and drug traffickers.
This Administration is aggressively fighting these threats at

home. But we recognize their global dimensions, and we are
actively mobilizing other nations to help us defeat them.

Altogether, our budget requests $240 million for these
efforts. It more than doubles our funding to fight
international crime. And it will support a comprehensive
global strategy that we are developing with our colleagues at
Justice, Treasury, and other law enforcement agencies.

This strategy will include intensive diplomacy to ensure
that other nations fulfill their international obligations;
broader international cooperation in asset forfeiture and money
laundering; and consideration of tougher requirements for
obtaining U.S. visas. And, as the President announced last
week, the Administration will be proposing legislation to
combat alien smuggling and illegal immigration. We will be
consulting closely with Congress as we put the final elements
of this strategy together.

The budget also supports our battle against international
terrorism, in which we have made substantial progress in just
the past few weeks. The President's Executive Order freezing
the assets of certain terrorist groups and individuals sent a

message that we intend to cut off the financial pipeline that
supports their activity. The spectacular arrest of Raunzi

Yousef, the alleged mastermind of the World Trade Center
bombing, in Pakistan and his transfer to the United States
reminds those who target Americans and America that they cannot
escape forever the long arm of American law enforcement. Also
last week, the President transmitted to the Congress our
proposed Omnibus Counterterrorism Act of 1995, which, if
enacted, will give the Executive Branch new tools to improve
prevention, investigation, and prosecution of terrorism.

Beyone these five key areas of opportunity for 1995, I

want to stress that we will continue to address many other
issues important to our nation's interests and to this
Congress, such as promoting stability and democracy in Asia,
Africa, and Latin America. American engagement in the world is

also reflected in our willingness to take on global challenges
that call for international partnership, but require the
leadership that only the United States can provide.

We can no longer escape the consequences of environmental
degradation, unsustainable population growth, and destabilizing
poverty beyond our borders. Increasingly, they threaten not
just our continued prosperity but our security. Countries with
persistent poverty, worsening environmental conditions, and
feeble social infrastructure are not just poor markets for our
products. They are likely victims of conflicts and crises that
can only be resolved by costly American intervention.
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That is why the Clinton Administration is dedicated to
restoring America's leadership role on sustainable development— an approach that recognizes the links between economic,
social and environmental progress. We are putting this global
challenge back where it belongs: in the mainstreaun of American
foreign policy and diplomacy. The President's FY 1996 budget
requests $5.2 billion for Promoting Sustainable Development.
That includes funding for the multilateral development banks,
the International Monetary Fund, the Peace Corps, and our
bilateral and multilateral assistance programs. I believe
strongly that every dollar of this money will yield lasting
dividends for the American people.

Supporting the developing world' s efforts to promote
economic growth and alleviate chronic conditions of poverty
serves America's interests. Nearly $1.4 billion of this budget
will fund through USAID and multilateral programs activities
that will, among other things, promote economic growth and free
market economies; improve basic education; lessen the suffering
and increase the survival of children; and treat and prevent
HIV/AIDS. By helping nations to emerge from poverty, we can
help them become stable pillars of regions at peace, and closer
partners of ours in diplomacy and trade.

Our FY 1996 request for stabilizing world population
growth is designed to complement our efforts to promote
economic development. To maintain the momentum of last
September's Cairo Conference on Population and Development, we
are requesting $635 million for bilateral and multilateral
population programs. We also designate $378 million for USAID
and multilateral programs to address global environmental
problems like air and water pollution, decreased biodiversity,
and damage to the ozone layer.

The FY 1996 budget harnesses the will and capacity of our
nation to respond to famine, natural disasters, and the
displacement of peoples from their homes. The $1.7 billion we
request for humanitarian assistance is integral to our overall
development strategy because it not only provides relief, but
helps victims of violence and disaster return to the path of
recovery and sustainable development. Our budget also
designates $283 million to support the Peace Corps and two
other agencies that work at the grass-roots level: the Inter-
American Foundation and the African Development Foundation.

Our nation's ability to achieve success in the five areas
of opportunity that I have identified for 1995, as well as the
other objectives of our foreign policy, depends on the
dedicated men and women who serve our nation's international
affairs agencies.

Our diplomatic posts around the world serve as sentries
for the American people. They confront short- and long-term
threats to the security of our citizens. They protect
Americans travelling abroad. And as I pointed out earlier,
promoting the interests of American companies and workers is a

central element of our foreign policy, and our posts around the
world are on the front lines of that effort.
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It is essential that we arm our international affairs
personnel with the skills and resources they need to do their
jobs on behalf of our nation's vital interests. Like our
soldiers, they must be equipped to fight for America's
interests. They must have access to modern communications
technology. They must work in facilities that help, not
hinder, their productivity. And they must be trained in the
diplomatic disciplines of the future, from commercial promotion
to helping fight international crime, terrorism and narcotics.
We have requested $2.6 billion to support the operations of the
Department of State at home and abroad. And we have requested
$1.26 billion to support the U.S. Information Agency.

Clearly, our long-term interests are ill-served by
responding only to the crises of the day. The challenge of
diplomacy is to anticipate, and to prevent, the crises of the
future. If we are successful, we can dedicate greater
resources to the urgent challenges of domestic renewal that the
American people demand we meet

.

Mr. Chairman, I began by noting that the United States
enjoys remarkable opportunities in the post-Cold War world. It

is important to remember that most of these opportunities are
themselves the product of many years of American leadership on

behalf of peace and stability, open trade, and political
freedom

.

Most of our closest allies and friends are nations that we
helped rebuild after the second World War. The structures and
institutions through which we advance our interests, including
NATO, the GATT, the UN, and the Bretton Woods institutions,
were created largely by American leadership.

As we consider our most promising export markets, it is

useful to remember our role in creating those markets. There
is South Korea — once a recipient of massive U.S. assistance,
now an aid donor in its own right. There is the Philippines,
long a treaty ally and another recipient of American
assistance, now entering the dynamic mainstream of southeast
Asian economies. In Poland and South Africa, our support for
human rights helped to end dictatorship and where our support
for democracy is encouraging remarkable reforms. And then in

Me.xico, Brazil, and indeed in all these countries, our support
for open trade has been an incentive and a catalyst for market
opening and economic growth.

In short Mr. Chairman, the United States is one of the few
countries on earth with the power to create its own
opportunities. With your support, we will continue to use that
power to build a world in which America's interests and values
will flourish — a world of open societies and open markets.
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Chairman DOMENICI. We are going to proceed on our side with
my yielding to Senators in the order that they arrived. Senator
Gregg, you were here first. You can proceed.
Senator Gregg. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, I appreciate the chance to have the opportunity to

discuss the State Department's budget with you today. Let me
start by asking why the Administration has abandoned the initia-

tive to merge AID, ACTA, and USIA, which it was represented
would generate somewhere in the vicinity of $6 billion of savings
by CBO. I think Senator Gore and his Reinventing Government felt

it would generate maybe $5 billion, at least in authority. It seems
to me that these were good ideas that were put forward but ran
into a huge amount of resistance from the bureaucracy which
would have been affected basically because they wanted to keep
their jobs. But I don't think as a policy matter they can defend
their position very effectively.

And I would hope that as we are looking at ways to generate for-

eign aid we would be thinking about ways to save money in other
accounts in the State Department that would allow us to assist

some of the initiatives which you have just recently outlined and
so eloquently defended, and this would be one to do it.

So I would like to get your thoughts on why the Administration
has abandoned this effort at what seemed to be a fairly sub-
stantive, thoughtful, and effective reorganization.

Secretary Christopher. Senator, as you know, the Vice Presi-

dent has been given the responsibility for the National Perform-
ance Review, the so-called Reinventing Government initiative, and
he has undertaken that with great sincerity and effectiveness.

This December or January, he called upon all agencies to rethink
their priorities and to look at all their activities to see whether
some could be either abandoned or streamlined or merged. In that
context, the Vice President considered the possible consolidation of

USIA, AID, ACDA, and the State Department.
After studying it, the Vice President concluded that the consoli-

dation should not go forward at the present time. He stated, I

would say, three principal reasons: first, he felt that the costs of
consolidation, both financial and otherwise, would be greater than
the benefits achieved; second, he indicated that he felt that each
of the agencies had a distinct mission that would be best performed
as an independent agency; and, third, he indicated that he felt con-

solidation efforts would interfere or interrupt the reinventing proc-

esses already underway in each of the agencies and in the State
Department.
On that basis, he concluded not to press ahead with consolida-

tion. We are going ahead with the streamlining efforts under the
Vice President's aegis. He has urged us to seek administrative con-
solidation at all the agencies, and we are doing so. And in the State
Department, we are going ahead with our own streamlining efforts.

Senator indeed, when I get free of various other things this after-

noon, I am going out to an off-site meeting where our top Assistant
Secretaries are working on those very streamlining efforts that we
are undertaking within the State Department.

All that having been said. Senator, I certainly am quite prepared
to cooperate with the Congress in any efforts that you might make
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to help us reduce expenses, because we all have the same goal in
mind: to make our dollars in the foreign affairs field as effective

as possible,—and I think they are relatively few dollars compared
to others.

Senator GREGG. I appreciate that answer. It is a very diplomatic
answer, as I would expect. I would just say that there are a lot of

folks around here who would like to see that reorganization, which
I think was essentially initiated by your office, pursued, and that
it would save money. In my opinion, all these different agencies
should be directly under your leadership, and they shouldn't be
functioning independently, anyway.
Can I ask another question on another topic? My time is running

out. About 5 to 10 percent, at the most, of the illegal aliens who
enter this country come through Canada. In fact, more people come
in on airplanes than come in through Canada. And I am just won-
dering, with this border crossing fee initiative which the Adminis-
tration has put forward why it shouldn't be applied along the Mexi-
can border where the costs are being generated for immigration.
Why is it being applied to the Canadian border where, really, there

is no significant problem of illegal immigration? It can be handled
by the present structure, and certainly this is going to have a very
negative impact on the tourism industry, which is fairly significant

along the Canadian border, and the commerce which has been built

up over the years with our Canadian neighbors.
There are a lot of towns in New Hampshire and Maine and Ver-

mont, and I am sure across the country, that are on the border
where people literally walk across the street to go shopping in their

local store and they are going into different countries. And it has
been that way for generations. And to put this fee in place, which
is a fee that I understand may be needed to support the efforts

along our Southern borders for immigration, but to apply it to the
Northern borders where the immigration problem is not so acute
seems to me to be unfair in asking people to bear the burden here
of a problem that they are not creating.

Secretary Christopher. Senator, thank you for those comments,
and I will certainly keep in mind that eloquent statement. The bor-
der fee was proposed with the thought of making more efficient and
effective the border entry and to use the funds that would come
from these fees for that purpose.

All the funds that are generated will be used to make border
crossing more efficient and more effective through automation ex-
press lanes, various techniques. It will make crossing the borders
more efficient.

I think that the problem of discriminating between one border
and the other is one that I think is quite obvious. We would want
to think a long time before we had discrimination between our
neighbors to the North and our neighbors to the South.

I take into account your comments, and I do want to assure you
that the intent was to use the funds to make the border crossings
more effective, faster, and just to ease the entry by some modem
techniques, such as automation and commuter lanes and so forth.

Thank you veiy much for your comments.
Senator Gregg. Is it going to apply, for example, to aircraft com-

ing into this country? Will this gross up the fee for people coming
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in on aircraft? Because, obviously, there is a border entry there,
too.

Secretary CHRISTOPHER. As far as I know, it simply is a land bor-
der entry, Senator.
Senator Gregg. Well, then, it is already discriminating on the

basis of how you arrive. If you get on a plane, you can come in and
not pay the fee. But if you come across to go grocery shopping in
Sherbrooke, Canada, from Colebrook, New Hampshire, you have to

pay this fee. That does seem to be a decision that is already creat-

ing a discriminatory event. If that is going to be the occurrence,
why shouldn't you go the additional step of at least generating the
fee where the cost is occurring? Because basically what you are
doing is taking money from people who border cross in Canada and
shifting it down to the Mexican border. That is essentially the dis-

crimination that is really occurring here.

Secretary Christopher. Senator, I can't agree with that charac-
terization because I think a good deal of funds will be spent to

make more effective and efficient the border crossings in Canada.
There are many differences, of course, between arrival by air and
the easy crossing back and forth that goes on in the border areas,

not only in the Northern border area but in the Southern border
area. But I appreciate your point, and I will certainly take it into

account.
Senator Gregg. Thank you.
Chairman DoMENici. Thank you very much. Senator Gregg.
Senator Exon, would you yield me 30 seconds?
Senator ExON. Sure.
Chairman DOMENici. Senator Brown, if you would be so kind to

preside in my behalf for about 20 minutes. I need to go over to the
Finance Committee. Thank you.

Before I go, however, I just want to make an observation. I don't

expect an answer. I go beyond the question Se'nator Gregg asked,
why the reorganization you proposed several months ago didn't

occur. I want to tell you, I believe you missed a rare opportunity.
Frankly, there is no way that the functions of your Department
and foreign aid can go up. They are going to come down. And I be-
lieve the best way to have handled it was to say we are going to

modernize the foreign £dd structure in its totality.

I think that has to be done. I compliment you for whatever ef-

forts you made, and I don't mean to put you on the spot. But I be-

lieve we have vestiges of aid programs that clearly don't fit today.
They were brought into the world when we had socialism and com-
munism, and I tell you, it is almost impossible to reform AID under
its present structure. It ought to be put together with others, and
we ought to start over.

I frankly think it is going to happen anjrway, and we are going
to save maybe $5, $6, $7 billion in budget authority over the next
5 years.

Thguik you for yielding. Senator.
Senator ExoN. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much.
I have so many areas that I want to cover. Let me start out with

one, though, that I think is very, very important. Have you re-

viewed your decisions with regard to the PLr-480 Program? Mr.
Secretary, this is one that I think has wide support, both here at
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home and abroad. Under the projections as I understand them, the
PL-480 Program would take a 60-percent cut between 1993 and
1996. It seems to me that if you look at some of the other proposals
for increases, I see that multi-development banks get an increase
of 23 percent. Aid to Central and Eastern Europe increases 31 per-

cent. Aid to other countries in transition increases by 23 percent,

and funding for anti-narcotics programs and crime grows by 45 per-

cent.

While all those might be worthy, I am just wondering if enough
attention has been given to what the PL-480 Program has done for

America and underprivileged foreign countries over the last 40
years. Has this thing been thought through thoroughly, in your
opinion?

Secretary CHRISTOPHER. Well, Senator, whenever we cut the re-

quest in a particular budget item, of course, it is the subject of very
intense conversations at the State Department, within the Admin-
istration, and with 0MB. I would say that the two principal rea-

sons why PL-480 was cut were, first, because of the reductions in

agricultural subsidies, second, fundamentally, the overall budget
stringency, overall budget constraints.

Clearly, these are good programs, but in very tight budget times,
we had to find some ways to make reductions, and they were made
in the PL-480 Program. As I say, those are good programs, and
every one of the cuts that are made are painful in many ways to

us because they represent programs that we have had in the past.
Senator EXON. Well, I would simply say that while I agree with

your statement, you didn't answer the question, and I won't pres-
sure you on it further now. But for the record, I would simply say
that you are adding to several programs that I outlined, and I

question whether or not the trade-offs are appropriate. But they
may well be.

Let me get into some other matters that I am very much con-
cerned about as my responsibilities on the Armed Services Commit-
tee.

First, I would like to have you comment, if you could, briefly, on
the Korean agreement, how we are moving on that. I am very
much interested in what your views are with regard to the Nuclear
Test Ban Treaty that I have been involved in heavily in the Armed
Services Committee and on the floor. I think there is nothing more
important to the future of mankind in proceeding as best we can
with the Nuclear Test Ban Treaty, the Non-Proliferation Treaty,
and others that are designed to defuse ours and other nations' de-
pendence upon the ultimate weapon.
Can you just at least touch upon those to give me some feeling,

and for the record here, as to what the Administration's thoughts
and proposal are on these tremendously important matters?

Secretary Christopher. Senator, with respect to the Framework
Accord with North Korea, I am glad to say that implementation is

proceeding on schedule. Things that they have agreed to do, they
are doing at the present time, and the discussions are going for-

ward with respect to such matters as spent fuels in a satisfactory
way. So we are, I think, going forward on track there.
We are meeting with the North Koreans to discuss so-called

KEDO, which is the Korean Peninsula Energy Development Orga-
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nization, which will be the organization that oversees the construc-
tion of light-water reactors. There are some issues still in negotia-
tion there as to where the light-water reactors shall come from. We
think the only feasible place for it to come from is from the Repub-
lic of Korea. But everything considered, we feel that that project is

going forward on schedule and on track.

Second, with respect to the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty, as
I said in my remarks, Senator, I think this is the most important
year in non-proliferation in my memory, and we have an ambitious
agenda. One of the items is the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty.
The United States, as you know, has refrained from testing. We are
urging others to do so, and we are looking toward an agreement
in 1996.
The United States has recently indicated, I think with wide ap-

proval in other countries, that it will no longer seek a 10-year opt
out from the Comprehensive Test Ban, but we are stud)ring other
aspects of that matter. We are determined to try to get a Com-
prehensive Test Ban Treaty. I think that the indefinite extension
of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty, an extremely important
treaty, is at least in part dependent. Senator, on the world seeing
that we are pursuing a comprehensive test ban in good faith. And
we certainly are doing that.

Even those countries that are continuing to test, such as China,
and threatening to test, such as France, have said that they want
to put themselves in a position so that they can enter into negotia-
tions for a Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty. So we will be working
hard at that, and I am glad you attach priority to it.

Senator ExON. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. Thank you,
Mr. Secretary.

Senator Brown [presiding]. Thank you.
Senator Gorton?
Senator Gorton. I understand, Mr Secretary, that you have been

asked about the border crossing fee and about its disproportionate
impact on the Canadian border where there are few, if any, prob-
lems of illegal immigration. But I would like to ask specifically, in

a State like Washington or Maine, for example, will the money col-

lected at the border crossings be spent on the borders of those
States and Canada? Or will it be primarily spent on the Mexican
border?

Secretary Christopher. Well, it will be all targeted for improve-
ments in border crossings. There has been such a tremendous in-

crease in border crossing at both borders that we felt the need to

have additional funds available.

The funds will be not used by the State Department, of course.

They will be used by the Immigration and Naturalization Service.

I can't tell you here today. Senator, because I simply don't know,
how they will allocate the use of the funds; in other words, whether
they will spend funds collected from the State of Washington in the
State of Washington. I simply don't have information which is that
precise, and I would be surprised if they were able to allocate it

precisely back to the State where the funds were collected.

I will get you that information, though. Senator, so that we can
both get educated, because I am not sure how the INS plans to do
it.
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[The following was subsequently supplied for the record by Sec-

retary Christopher:]

Plans on how the proceeds from a border crossing fee would be used are not yet

completed. The border crossing fee itself is still under discussion at the White
House.
[On February 22, the White House indicated that the Administration would not

pursue a mandatory border crossing fee.]

Senator Gorton. Is the proposal, however, one which will make
that charge every time an individual crosses the border and, there-

fore, will include even people who literally commute across the bor-

der for jobs or for shopping every day of the week, 52 weeks a year?

Secretary Christopher. That is the present proposal.

Senator GORTON. Do you regard that as an appropriate proposal,

an appropriate load or sharing of what is, after all, a problem for

all Americans? Should a handful of them have to pay the over-

whelming share of the cost^

Secretary Christopher. Well, the reason for the border crossing

fee is the tremendous increase in travel and trade and tourism

back and forth across the border, which was creating expenses for

the United States of various kinds. And the border fee seemed to

be justified in order to smooth that transit, in order to make cross-

ing more effective and more prompt.
Senator Gorton. Oh, really? It doesn't have anything to do with

stopping illegal immigration?
Secretary CHRISTOPHER. Well, I am sure
Senator Gorton. Wasn't that the real purpose.
Secretary Christopher. It will be used by the INS in part for

those purposes, but it will also be used, in a very substantial part,

in order to speed the entries through automation, through the use
of commuter lanes, and other traffic devices in order to speed the
entry.

Senator Gorton. On another subject, Mr. Secretary, the Vice
President's Reinventing Government report determined that, and I

quote, "AID does not have a single clearly defined, articulated stra-

tegic mission."

Yesterday, Senator Helms had an article in the Washington Post
urging the consolidation of a number of departments into the State
Department, and identifies you, correctly, I believe, as the primary
inspiration behind that proposal.
But in today's Washington Post, you are quoted as sa5ring that

merging the departments "would be greater than the benefits that
would ensue."
How do you reconcile your two positions, your original position

in helping cause this recommendation by the Vice President, with
the one you take today that no changes need to be made?

Secretary Christopher. Senator, I replied to Senator Gregg to a
comparable question, although it wasn't put quite as sharply as
yours, and so I feel the need to [Laughter.]

I do feel the need to respond again, and I apologize to those who
are hearing me twice on this subject.

I have been given somewhat too much credit for the inspiration,
but I did say to Senator Gregg that I felt the foreign affairs agen-
cies should not be immune from possible merger or consolidation
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if it will achieve efficiencies. In that spirit, the Vice President did
consider this consolidation.

Now, the quotation in the newspaper is not mine, although it

was my voice. I was passing on what the Vice President found after

looking at these issues. He concluded that to go forward would
have more costs than benefits, both financially and otherwise. He
thought that going forward would interfere with the streamlining
efforts of the individual agencies, and he also found that each of
the agencies had distinct and important missions.

Now, in stating that here today, I am expressing his views,

which I tell you, of course, I fully accept.

Senator Gorton. A wonderfully diplomatic answer, Mr. Sec-

retary. Thank you. My time is up.

Senator Brown. Senator Abraham?
Senator Abraham. Thank you very much.
Mr. Secretary, you, of course, will be pleased to note that vir-

tually everybody over here has a common Canadian-American bor-

der, so I feel compelled to make the same point. Senator Gramm,
who is not here, would perhaps have a different viewpoint. And
Senator Brown, the landlocked Senator Brown here.

But I would point out, without getting into the questioning,

which you have now addressed twice, that at least in my State

there is a great deal of concern about these fees, both because a
lot of remodeling has been going on in the border crossing areas
and because of the degree to which tourism in our State from Ca-
nadian tourists is a very vital part of our State's economy. And so

I would just echo some of the concerns that were raised already.

Secretary Christopher. I always learn things when I come up
here to Capitol Hill, and I am learning there is great opposition to

that particular fee.

Senator Abraham. What I wanted to get at was a little different

issue. It kind of touches in a way on what Senator Exon said. I

think that as we have moved into the post-cold war era, at least

I would be part of a group that clearly the Administration and oth-

ers up here are part of that believes the United States should not
back away from its commitments and its leadership role in the
world.

I think part of the problem that Senator Exon encountered, as
he described it, with various folks around his State and I encounter
in my State, too, is perhaps a more difficult time understanding
what constitutes the vital interests of America in that post-cold

war era.

I think when there was a looming Soviet threat, it was pretty

easy to outline the need for the aid programs and for the various
international affairs budget items that we are talking about today.

I am not saying there is less of a need. I think there is a dif-

ferent type of need. But I think one thing that would be helpful

—

and this is more just an observation—would be for all of us to have
on an ongoing basis a clearer sense of what constitutes the strate-

gic interests of this country in that post-cold war era, both its polit-

ical, its military, and its economic interest.

To that end, you have done some, I think, effort here today—and
in the fuller text of your remarks, probably it goes into more de-
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tail—to try to establish some of those. One of those was in the area
of moving forward the peace process in the Middle East.

I would just like for you perhaps to outline to the committee how
support for Israel and Egypt and the maintenance of the support
that we had begun in the past, as well as the proposed forgiveness
of debt and assistance to Jordan, how that type of support does ad-
vance the strategic interests of this country and why it is vital to

maintain it.

Secretary Christopher. Senator, that is a very, very fair ques-
tion, and one that I welcome. The United States has had a long
strategic interest in the Middle East. It is an interest that goes
back at least to the days of President Truman. Every President
from there on has evaluated the Middle East as being an area
where the United States leadership and the United States interest

was very great. It, in part, flows from our dependence upon the oil

supplies from that area, but it is a good deal deeper than that. It

involves our commitment to the security of Israel, and the impor-
tance of Israel, to the United States.

One thing that one needs to do in my job is to look back where
the wars have come from, where international peace and security

has been destabilized by threats, and the Middle East is certainly

a very strong priority because it has been such a seed bed of con-

flict over the years. Four wars were fought in that area just since

World War II. So we must do everything we can to prevent them.
Now, how does our assistance help do that? Well, actually, it can

be summed up in a few sentences, and that is, the United States
has committed itself to support those who are willing to take risks

for peace. The first country that took the risk for peace was Egypt
in the late 1970's, 1978 and 1979. And it is interesting that it took
a whole decade for the next peace agreements to be made. But
Egypt is still out there rather alone in its leadership of having rap-
prochement with Israel.

Now that other nations in that area have taken risks for peace

—

and, of course, Israel has taken the greatest risk itself—I think
they deserve the support of the United States. And the United
States' support for Jordan and our willingness to engage in debt
forgiveness was really fundamental to the agreement between Jor-
dan and Israel, which has changed the relationships between those
countries so importantly and reduced the risk of conflict in that
area.

So I think those funds have been well expended. They are large
simis, but when you compare them to the cost the United States
would inevitably undertake if war broke out there, if we had to
fight as we have had in Kuwait, I think you can see that those are
very good investments for American security.
That is sort of the shorthand answer to a fundamental problem,

but there is no doubt about the strategic interest we have in the
Middle East and the interest we have in encouraging those who
pursue the peace process.
Senator Abraham. And would that be a policy you would extend

to others who might take similar risks as we move forward in fur-
ther negotiations?

Secretary Christopher. Yes, I think we always must be con-
scious of assisting those who take risks for peace. Now, it gets more

93-696 95-14
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complicated as you get into countries with whom we have less close
relations and more reservations. But, nevertheless, in concept, I

think we ought to give our support to those countries, one way or
the other, who take risks for peace.

I know that you have an interest in Lebanon, Senator, and it

would certainly apply to Lebanon. We would like to be in a position
to assist that country more than we are. We would hope that we
can pursue the peace process there, and it would be a great happi-
ness on the part of many of us if we could have an opportunity to
reward them for taking the risk for peace.
Senator Abraham. Thank you.
Chairman DOMENICI [presiding]. Senator Snowe?
Senator Snowe. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Welcome, Mr, Secretary. Good to see you again.

Secretary Christopher. Thank you for having to put up with me
2 days in a row.

Senator Snowe. I think you are spending more time on Capitol
Hill than anybody else.

It is nice to have you here today, and it will come as no surprise

to you if I reiterate the statements that have been made by Senator
Gregg and Senator Gorton and Senator Abraham on cross-border
fee. But I will add something to that. We have had a number of
problems with the Administration's proposals, one recently in addi-

tion to the cross-border fee. The Customs agency unilaterally in-

creased the amount of tax on goods coming in from the United
States into Canada. That was done just very recently, in addition
to the problems that we are facing in Maine because of the failure
of the dispute resolution panel to resolve a problem of increasing
the provincial sales tax by New Brunswick on goods coming in from
the United States of 11 percent. And that, in and of itself, has been
very, very damaging.
So our U.S. Trade Representative Mickey Kantor decided that he

would pursue it through the dispute resolution panel under
NAFTA. The interesting part about it is that neither Mexico nor
Canada has submitted a list of potential panelists to serve on that
panel, and, therefore, the panel has not convened to resolve this

problem. I see that as a major loophole in addressing this issue and
resolving what is clearly a major dispute and has been damaging
to hundreds, if not thousands, of small retail businesses along the
border between Maine and Canada.
So it is compounding a very serious problem that already exists

with these recent efforts. I would hope that this is something the
Administration would reconsider in terms of the cross-border fee.

Also, I would ask the Administration and you, Mr. Secretary, to

also resolve this pending dispute concerning the 11-percent provin-
cial sales tax. The dispute resolution panel should be made to re-

convene on these issues. Obviously, they don't have to, given the
fact that there is no requirement within the agreement to meet. So
it obviously, I think, renders the agreement rather useless in terms
of resolving disputes.

Is there any way we can resolve that particular problem?
Secretary Christopher. Senator, you bring me new information.

I really didn't realize that that dispute resolution panel had been
frustrated because of the failure of the Canadians to name their
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members, and it is something I will discuss with Ambassador
Kantor to see if there isn't some way we can resolve that.

I know a little bit about the United States-Canadian agreement,
and I understand those panels. But, really, I am very surprised
that they have frustrated it by not naming their members. I will

talk to Ambassador Kantor.
Senator Snowe. It has admost been the better part of a year

since this dispute has been pending, and without a panel to con-

sider it.

On the proposed reorganization of the State Department, is it my
understanding that you would be willing to work with the commit-
tees of jurisdiction on this issue as we begin to consider it? My Sub-
committee on International Operations, which I will be chairing,

will be holding some hearings on the reorganization plan.

Secretary Christopher. Well, of course, I would. Senator. I

would always be willing to work with siny of the committees of Con-
gress in a conscientious way. You understand that I am bound by
and committed to Administration policy, but, nonetheless, you
know, the bipartisan spirit that I hope to achieve and invoke here
would certainly be defeated if I wouldn't work with the committees
on any project that you felt was in the National interest. So I will

certainly do that.

Senator Snowe. Well, I think that it would be important, be-

cause I don't think there is probably any doubt that the Depart-
ment will be reorganized. The question is on some of the specifics

and the provisions of that reorganization plan that my subcommit-
tee will be reviewing.

On another note, £ind I raised the question yesterday before the
Foreign Relations Committee, on the issue of increases, but in par-
ticular the $69 million increase in assistance to Russia.

I have concerns because of the disturbing developments in Russia
and what has happened in Chechnya, and also in the recent re-

ports concerning Boris Yeltsin's health. Could you comment on both
of those issues as to why we should have a proposed increase of
$69 million to Russia, at this point in time, given the fact that they
have made, I think, little effort in terms of reforms.
And then, second, commenting on Boris Yeltsin's health?
Secretary CHRISTOPHER. First, with respect to the increase, it is

a relatively small increase. If you look at our overall budget. Sen-
ator, you will notice that this year, in contrast to some past years,
more than half of the budget goes to new independent states other
than Russia.
The increase, basically, goes to the other new independent states,

not Russia. My recollection is that the funds for Russia are flat

and—I have just gotten a note here—that Russia will be reduced
by approximately $100 million this year and the funds flow to other
new independent states, such as Ukraine, Kazakhstan, and so
forth, which I think deserve and urgently need our assistance.
With respect to Russia, I think it is important not to lose sight

of the progress that is being made there, particularly in privatiza-
tion. Our best information is that more than half of the industry
has now been privatized in Russia, more than half of the Russians
are now working in private businesses. And as you know, a sub-
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stantial amount of our aid has gone to the privatization programs
and I think that continues to be very important.

Also, the support for the free press and jury trials and so forth
is significant despite the tragedies of Chechnya. It was reported by
a free press that was unrestrained, giving the Russian people an
opportunity, I think for the first time, to see some of the horrors
of that war. And no doubt, it is affecting Russian public opinion.
So I don't think this is the time to draw back from our support

for Russia. Indeed, nothing about Chechnya makes me feel it is not
important to support reform and reformers.
With respect to Mr. Yeltsin, let me simply say that our best in-

formation and our judgment is that he is in control, that he is in

command. The President talked to him on the telephone on Mon-
day, and we believe that he is in charge of Russia, making the
major decisions on a regular basis.

Now you won't be surprised. Senator, but as Secretary of State
I do not think it is wise for me to comment on the personal health
or personal characteristics of other governmental leaders, and I

don't think that this would be a good occasion for me to begin, but
I can emphasize to you the fact that our best judgment is that he
is in command and control and making the major decisions.

Senator Snowe. Well, I think you would agree, it is somewhat
disturbing to hear some of the more recent reports. In fact, one
that I saw on television this morning in talking about his health,

his particular health problems, and also with respect to having con-

trol of the 7,500 nuclear weapons that are under his authorization.

We are keeping on top of that, I assume.
Secretary Christopher. We follow these matters carefully. I was

with Secretary Perry yesterday. Of course, he follows the nuclear
matters with great care and he said that he felt that their nuclear
weapons were under effective and stringent control.

Senator Snowe. Thank you.
Chairman Domenici. Mr. Secretary, I think we have a vote up,

but Senator Brown will return to chair the proceedings in my ab-

sence. I am going to return to ask you a few more questions.
Secretary CHRISTOPHER. Senator, I will be glad to wait. Don't

feel

Chairman Domenici. What does your schedule look like? Can we
have you until eleven thirty?

Secretary CHRISTOPHER. Yes, 11:30 is fine.

Chairman Domenici. Let me ask you about the recent announce-
ment with reference to Yugoslavia?
As I understand it, the Administration announced yesterday a

plan to lift, at least temporarily and partially, the economic sanc-
tions on the remaining elements of Yugoslavia, Serbia and
Montenegro, if Belgrade will recognize Bosnia and Croatia, is that
correct?

Secretary CHRISTOPHER. Senator, it goes in the right direction,

and if you will give me a moment, I will explain it a little bit more
fiilly.

Chairman Domenici. I would like you to, but let me finish my
thoughts and then you can answer it all in one package.

Secretary Christopher. All right, good.
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Chairman DOMENICI. Excuse me, Mr. Secretary. It seems we
must go to the floor to vote now. I will be back and I will have a
few additional questions.

Secretary Christopher. Fine.

Chairman Domenici. We are in recess until Senator Brown re-

turns. He will call the hearing back into order at that time.
[Recess.]

Senator Brown [presiding]. Mr. Secretary, we thought we would
just go ahead, to optimize the time you have with us, and try and
dispose of the balsmce of the questions that the committee may
have.

I will call the committee back into order.

Mr. Secretary, you are so thoughtful and so diplomatic that I

think sometimes people don't give you the credit you deserve for

the job that you do. I found myself musing that in the 5-minute
segment I had to chat with you yesterday, that I had asked only
one question and then I wasn't sure I had gotten an answer to it.

And it was a very pleasant exchange, besides. [Laughter.]

Let me repeat it, now, I say, because I think clarity would have
some value, at least I hope it will.

We have put at risk some $20 billion out of our Exchange Sta-

bilization Fund to assist Mexico. We have been part of an effort

through the International Monetary Fund along with other coun-
tries to assist Mexico, and obviously that involves considerable
United States resources.
The Federal Reserve has committed some of our Nation's funds.

The International Bank of Settlements, that involves at least some
U.S. funding, has stepped forward with large commitments.
Have we achieved, to this point, any specific reforms of Mexico's

monetary and financial system?
Secretary CHRISTOPHER. Well, they have planned to take a num-

ber of steps, as you know, and if we do go forward and advance any
funds it will be based upon a contractual commitment between the
United States and Mexico that they do go forward with those var-
ious reforms to their financial system.
Now, we have not yet advanced any funds pursuant to the Presi-

dent's decision to go forward. The IMF, as I said to you yesterday,
will also be putting forward a rather stringent program. As you
know, the IMF Program always has various elements that relate
to the whole range of the government's financial policies, fi-om their
inflation estimates to the amount of government spending to cut-
ting the government payrolls to possibly dealing with wage and
price issues.

We would be working with the Mexicans to impose tough condi-
tions that protected our funds because the United States does not
want to lose the funds. But since the funds have not been advanced
and negotiations are going forward. Senator, I am afraid that I

may not be any more satisfying today than I was yesterday, be-
cause I cannot tell you what specific conditions have been agreed
to because the contractual commitment has not been made.

Senator Brown. I want you to know I feel better about it, even
though we are not necessarily clear. But if I understand what you
have said, you have indicated, one, while we have talked about a
commitment, we haven't actually sent the money out, yet.
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Secretary Christopher. That is correct.

Senator Brown. And two, it is your intention that real reforms
be part of the package before U.S. funds are

Secretary Christopher. Exactly. Things like control of their
money supply and the attitudes of their Central Bank, things that
are, frankly, beyond my particular ken, but will be negotiated care-
fully between our Treasury Department, advised by our Federal
Reserve Board.

Senator Brown. Mr. Secretary, I appreciate that, and I do think
it is helpful. I do think my concern is perhaps shared by others.

As we go forward, I want to direct your attention to an item that
I don't think has been handled in a very satisfactory manner and
it predates your administration and your stewardship.
That is a question of State Department facilities overseas. Of

specific interest are countries of Central Europe and, perhaps, the
republics of the old Soviet Union, where we have found ourselves

expanding diplomatic relations and looking for new facilities or ex-

panded facilities.

My impression is that we expend a significant amount of funds
in providing housing for State Department personnel and other
personnel associated with the embassies, that much of that money
is expended on leasing or renting because of the nature of our
budget, and that we have not moved very quickly to acquire ade-
quate facilities either for housing or for embassies in many of the
locations.

Moreover, it was my impression, under previous Administrations,
we had funds authorized for that purpose or at least for a similar
purpose. That is, much of the funding came from providing for se-

cure premises, embassies, and so on.

The fact is, previous Administrations as well as this one, have
not moved very quickly to acquire adequate facilities. I see it as a
budget issue because, frankly, I think by investing in facilities, par-
ticularly at the time those economies are in difficulties, we would
do far better financially than we would to continue to pay rent.

I would be interested in your thoughts on the subject and know-
ing of any action you intend to take in this area.

Secretary Christopher. Senator, before I address that question,
let me say, so the record will be clear and so you will be clear about
it, despite the fact that we intend to impose tough conditions on
Mexico to protect our investment, we do anticipate going forward.
I don't want to leave any doubt on the record as to what the situa-

tion is. We do expect to go forward.
We expect to be able to reach the kind of agreement that I was

talking about, but has not yet been reached.
Now on your question. Senator, it is one I am glad to have an

opportunity to talk about. I actually have traveled somewhat in the
new independent states, and I have seen the condition of some of
our embassies and residences there.

Frankly, anyone who thinks that Foreign Service Officers have
an easy striped-pants life, really ought to visit some of our embas-
sies and see the construction problems we have there and the way
we are working with very, very antiquated structures, to try to pro-
vide facilities.
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I think we made the right decision, Senator, in deciding that we
should have an ambassadorial representative in each of those coun-
tries. Each of their independence is very important to us.

I agree with you that it would be wise if we would invest in some
of the housing there rather than pajdng rent or making leases for

a long period of time.

Frankly, I regret that we have no money for purchasing houses
at the present time in any of those countries. We only have money
for purchasing equipment in our embassies and, when I look
around the world I see some of the places where we have very good
housing that was purchased right after World War II that has in-

creased in value enormously over time. There are some very valu-

able properties of that kind and sometimes we sell those properties
in order to help with our other budgetary needs.

But I do think it is probably penny-wise and pound-foolish for us
to go on paying rents or having leases when we could make pur-
chases and save money in the long run, and if we could work with
the Congress to, at least, be able to do some of that, I think it

would be very welcome to us.

Senator Brown. My impression is, we put a lot of money into se-

curity measures for personnel—of course, that is appropriate in

many countries—and that those become part of the lease-hold. The
landlord owns them, and it either results in higher rent, if another
embassy employee continues there, or that investment is lost when
someone moves.
Would authorization to just switch funds between leasing and

purchase be of help? Would authorization to do lease-purchases be
of help? Are there some things that we can do to be of assistance
to you in this area?

Secretary Christopher. Yes, Senator. Actually, I would like to

have an opportunity to talk with you or your staff about how we
might do that.

We feel very constrained at the present time. Sometimes, we pay
what looks to me like fairly large lease payments and if we could
convert that into a fund to actually buy the property over time, we
would end up, after a relatively small number of years, with the
property.

Your point about the security is exactly right. Especially for

many of the officials, we have to expend substantial amounts of
sums for security. Sometimes the lease can be transferred from one
person to the next, but sometimes we lose it. And so, I would like
very much to see if we can achieve something along those lines.

Frankly, it has been very hard to persuade the Congress to per-
mit us to buy houses for budgetary reasons that you would under-
stand, but I do think it is penny-wise and pound-foolish.
Senator Brown. I agree, and I appreciate your willingness to

work with us on it.

Mr. Secretary, I wanted to assure you and really invite you—

I

don't expect you to respond off the top of your head, but obviously
any words would be helpful—but I do think that it is not altogether
likely that the entire Administration request will be honored when
the final budget is put together.
And to the extent that you would be willing to set priorities, I

think it would be helpful for the Congress I appreciate that that
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may not be viewed as the kindest invitation you have had, but I

assure you, your priorities are important to us.

To the extent you are comfortable in setting priorities, I want
you to know we would like to hear them.

Secretary Christopher. Senator, I wouldn't have sent the budget
up if I thought that it could be cut without taking risks to our abil-

ity to do our jobs well. We will certainly work with the committee
as you move forward, but I think the priorities that I have outlined
in my statement are the priorities that I have for this year and I

believe the United States should have for this period of time.

I would not want to point to one item or another item of this

budget and say, now we can give up on this, and now we can give

up on that.

I don't think you are surprised that I am not going to do that,

but I will say to you that, as this goes forward, we will certainly

work with you. And if you think that some items are unjustified,

we will certainly want to hear from you on that subject.

We think that, as the budget has gone forward, it is a very aus-
tere budget and there is a good justification for each of the items.

We have been asked to undertake a number of new and heavy re-

sponsibilities, and as I say, the budget has gone down in real

terms.
I don't know whether you were here. Senator, but I am particu-

larly concerned about the operations budget. For so many years,

cuts have been made in our operations budget, and so we are oper-

ating with very outmoded, out-dated equipment. Sometime, that
will come back to haunt the United States because our computers
will break down or our communications systems will be unavailable
at a moment when we need them.
So if I have indicated a sense of priority there, I certainly hope

that if cuts come, they do not come in the State Department oper-
ations funds because I think that would be quite unwise.
Senator Brown. Thank you. Last year, Congress passed into law

a provision that talked about a visit to this country by the Presi-

dent of Taiwan. It specifically required that he be admitted to the
United States under certain specific conditions that, frankly, the
conditions were laid out as ones that would be advantageous to the
United States.

Do you know at this time if the President of Taiwan will be ad-
mitted to the United States, if he seeks to come this year?

Secretary Christopher. Senator, under present circumstances,
that would not happen. I think you understand how difficult an
issue this is.

It goes back to the normalization with China. I was in govern-
ment in the late 1970's. Understandings were reached at that time,
and we have committed ourselves to the concept of there being one
China. We committed ourselves to having an unofficial relationship
with Taiwan.

I made a trip to Taiwan right after the announcement, which
was a rather violent trip in many ways because of the concern in

Taiwan. But I think we all can recognize that our relationship with
Taiwan has gone very well. They have ^^de important steps to-

ward a market democracy. They have made important strides, in
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many respects, on this non-official relationship with the United
States.

But I would not want to say otherwise, Senator, than it is a bal-

ancing matter. We are trying to stay within the context of the three
communiques in which we agreed to normalize relations with
China. We want to conduct unofficial relationships with Taiwan.
We want to try to enhance those unofficial relationships.

As you know, we have made some adjustments last year and
some of our Cabinet officials have traveled to Taiwan.

If the President wants to transit the United States when he is

going someplace else, that would be acceptable under the new ar-

rangements, but it is regarded as being inconsistent with the unof-
ficial character of our relationship with Taiwan for the President
to visit here in what would be, in effect, an official capacity.

Now, I understand the difficulty of that and it is really a very
close question of balance. We are trying, as I say, to maintain con-

sistency with the three communiques in the normalization proce-

dures that we had with China, but also trying to enhance our unof-
ficial relationship with Taiwan.

I would be glad to hear further fi-om you on that subject, Sen-
ator, because it is a very difficult matter of balance that I think
any Secretary of State would find himself dealing with because of
the tremendous importance of China but also the growing impor-
tance of Taiwan.
Senator Brown. I want you to know, I appreciate very much

your thoughtful reply. At least, my own perception is that a will-

ingness to deal with the in-transit question is very important and
it would presumably prevent a reoccurrence of the very, I think,
unfortunate incident that occurred in Hawaii.
And frankly, the adjustment in policy with regard to Cabinet

members visiting is, I consider, a significant modification, as well.

Secretary CHRISTOPHER. Senator, I try not to come here and
make hard questions look easy because it is just better to recognize
there are difficult questions, and frequently, a person in my posi-
tion is in a matter of balancing considerations that are important
on both sides.

Senator BROWN. I appreciate that we have not given you an easy
burden in this regard. I appreciate your thoughtful answer.

Obviously, it is an area of concern I think the Congress has and
we will want to be working with you.
My impression is that Senator Grassley and Senator Domenici

are in the process of returning fi'om the floor, and Senator Lauten-
berg has joined us.

Senator Lautenberg, do you have questions for the Secretary?
Senator Lautenberg. I do, Mr. Chairman, I just need about 2

seconds to organize, here.
Secretary Christopher. Good morning. Senator.
Senator Lautenberg. Mr. Secretary, nice to see you. Neither

rain nor sleet nor snow would keep the Secretary from an appoint-
ment with the Budget Committee, obviously. It's a great moment,
and we are pleased to see you.

Secretary Christopher. I probably had more help getting in
than most people. Senator, so [Laughter.]
Senator Lautenberg. No shoveling. It is not a good idea.
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I wanted to just deal with a question of debt relief from Jordan,
with the kinds of pressures that we see here, against expenditures
in what I think are lots of required areas.

One of those, I understand, you have already commented on, that
obligations, financial obligations in the pursuit of peace, are things
that our country ought to honor and ought to pursue.
When the Administration first indicated that it would ask Con-

gress to provide funds to relieve Jordan's debt, we were told that
the request would come in three installments or traunches. The
Administration is asking now that the remaining two traunches,
worth $488 million, and requiring $275 million in outlays this year,

be approved as part of a supplemental funding request.

Why did the Administration decide to seek the remaining two in-

stallments of the debt relief package at one time and through a
supplemental funding request?

Secretary CHRISTOPHER. Senator, when Jordan took a large risk

for peace, we wanted to respond in a positive way, and one of the
most effective ways we thought we could respond was through debt
relief

There was about $700 million in Jordanian debt and we thought
we should not do it all at once so that we could measure the
progress of Jordan toward peace.
As you recall, the initial decision was taken at a time when the

announcement had just been made.
Now you are quite right, Senator, that we did contemplate doing

it in three tranches, rather than two tranches. But the progress
that has been made between Jordan and Israel and the fact that
they were able so much earlier than anticipated to reach a peace
agreement and the steps they are taking to implement the peace
agreement, made it seem justified to us to give the debt forgiveness
and to do it as quickly as we possibly could.

Jordan is getting relatively little other benefit from us, I think,
only some $23 million increase in military assistance.

And quite frankly, we wanted to be responsive to the risks that
they have taken for peace and the progress that has gone forward
with more speed than anticipated. I think many in Israel were both
pleased and surprised by the fact that Prime Minister Rabin and
King Hussein could conclude the peace agreement when they did
and implement it in the ways that they have.
We sought a 1995 supplemental rather than going the regular

budget route, so that the funds would be available more quickly
and we hope Congress will act on that rapidly. Senator.
Senator Lautenberg. What is Jordan's expectation here, in

terms of timing?
Secretary CHRISTOPHER. Well, I think that Jordan hoped that we

would do it all at once and we told them that we were going to do
it, as you say, in installments or tranches, so that we could meas-
ure the progress. And now that progress has been so rapid, I think
they are hoping for this forgiveness very quickly because this bur-
den of debt is very difficult for Jordan, at the present time.
We are also seeking some relief for them in the international fi-

nancial institutions. The burden of debt is very heavy on them and
is keeping them from moving forward with the steps they need to

take in their economy.
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As you probably well know, they have absorbed several hundred
thousand refugees from Iraq, which adds to the burden on their so-

ciety.

Senator Lautenberg. I think Jordan is entitled to as much help

as we can give them. They have participated fully and quickly in

terms of establishing the kinds of relationship that we believe will

ultimately bring peace to the area.

Would the implications be for Jordan, if these installments were
not made in timely fashion?

Secretary Christopher. Senator, I think that it would have a

very adverse effect on their economic situation. Frankly, they are

struggling with the burden of the refugees from Iraq and trying to

get their economy moving forward.

They have also taken some significant steps toward democracy
that I think are quite singular among countries in that region, with

elections to their parliament. We want to encourage that, as well.

I think it would be unwise for me to signal some dire con-

sequences, but they are expecting early action, and I know from
hearing from them, that they are very concerned about their eco-

nomic situation. They are concerned about their reserves.

And this debt relief will be significant to them, and we also hope
it will pull some other countries along to join us in debt relief in

the international financial institutions. So, it would be a very se-

vere setback for our program in the Middle East if we cannot honor
our commitment to provide debt relief.

Senator Lautenberg. Thank you.

Chairman DOMENICI. Senator, would you like to proceed? Five

minutes, and then I will ask my questions.

Secretary Christopher. Good morning. Senator.

Senator Grassley. Mr. Christopher, good morning. I didn't hear
your testimony. I am sorry, but I was in the Finance Committee
on capital gains differential.

My questions might appear to be confrontational, but let me as-

sure you that they are an effort just to have some information, and
if you can't supply the information—and you might not be able to

through your testimony here today—that you could then get us the
information.

It is in regard to the fact that our Administration has just given
Mr. Arafat $4 million more in aid to help with the peace process.

There are various reports that the PLO might have resources of

its own, tens of millions of dollars, stashed away in various ac-

counts and assets around the world.
Has our government determined that Mr. Arafat and his organi-

zation, as well as various entities controlled by him, are broke and
therefore in need of taxpayers' money?

Secretary Christopher. Senator, we have no doubt that the Pal-

estinian Authority and the Palestinians in the Gaza area are in

need of support and I think it is very important for the United
States to give them that support at this moment when they are
being challenged by terrorists within the Palestinian ranks.
The situation in Gaza, if you have been there, is a very dire one

with extreme unemployment, with the infrastructure badly decayed
and in need of repairs. So it is clear to us that the Palestinian Au-
thority there need support fi*om the international community and
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that is why we have organized a donors' conference and we are urg-
ing those who made pledges there to pay them up.

Senator Grassley. Do they have their own funds though, Mr.
Christopher? That is the key point I am trying to get at. Do you
know whether they have funds?

Secretary CHRISTOPHER. I do not know whether they have funds.
I do not know whether they have personal funds, but I know from
a governmental standpoint that they deserve our support because
they have taken huge risks.

Senator Grassley. If they might not need the money, you do not
know for sure if they need the money. We can give them support
in a lot of ways, can we not, other than money?

Secretary CHRISTOPHER. Senator, I am not exactly sure what the
suggestion is. Are you talking about individuals or
Senator Grassley. No, it would be—I assume, if I am going to

be responsible, what I must mean is money that Mr. Arafat would
have under his control that would be used for the process of carry-

ing out his quasi-governmental responsibilities he has because I as-

sume that this $4 million is given to strengthen him, to further
that peace process. But money, being fungible, could be used for

other things. And if he has resources of his own, it seems to me
like we ought to get those resources. Not our getting those re-

sources, but he does not need our money until his own resources
are gone.

I guess the bottom line would be it seems to me that we should
know that they do not have the money. I would like to have you
think about it rather than answering right in front of me now. If

they need the money, legitimate. I do not see anything wrong with
the peace process moving forward and our even financially support-
ing it. But I think that I would want to know that they actually
need the money.
So I will ask you to reflect on it and answer in writing, if you

would.
There has been a recent study, on another point, by the London

School of Economics finding very little connection between the level

of foreign aid provided to poor countries and improved standard of
living. At the same time, the United States has been a leader in

encouraging free trade by pushing for GATT and NAFTA, as a cou-
ple of examples.

I am Chairman of the Senate Finance Committee's International
Trade Subcommittee so I am familiar with the benefits that trade
brings, not only to our country but to poor nations, encouraging the
growth of the private sectors and their free markets. My question
to you is what are we trying to accomplish with foreign aid?

If it is to improve living standards, it appears from the study
that I mentioned that foreign aid is not achieving this purpose.
Should we look instead to encouraging free trade or open markets
to realize the goal of improved living standards for poor nations in
conjunction with our foreign aid, or even in place of our foreign
aid?

Secretary CHRISTOPHER. Senator, first to go back to your com-
ment about Mr. Arafat. I welcome the opportunity to think about
it. I do want to tell you that I think the money is well spent. The
money we have given for the police there and the money we have
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given to build infrastructure in Gaza is a very good investment by
the United States.
Now on the second point that you have made, I think the judg-

ment of the London School of Economics is far too sweeping. As I

look around the world and see where our aid money has been effec-

tive and see aid programs that have been effective, I am sure that
in many instances it is critical.

Take Korea, which was a large donee or a large recipient of our
aid for many years. You can see what South Korea has done now,
and its economy has risen to the point where it is an aid donor.

Take Tunisia, where I was not long ago. You drive through that

country and you see the products of our Aid Program over the
years. It has been very effective.

I think it is a matter of whether the money is well spent to cre-

ate economies and thus produce markets for us over the long run.

But our aid funds are so restricted at the present time, Senator,
I think we need to be very careful as to where we spend them, to

make sure we are spending them in the interest of the United
States, to create markets for us in the future, and to create coun-
tries that will pursue democracy and thus be better partners with
us.

I would like to have an opportunity to submit to you some infor-

mation that I believe runs counter to that study by the London
School of Economics whose conclusion seems to be far too sweeping,
rather than tr3dng to answer in detail at the moment. Senator.
[The following was subsequently supplied for the record by Sec-

retary Christopher:]

Foreign Aid and Development

We understand the reference is based on an article in The Economist entitled

"Down the Rathole" with the caption, "Many argue that foreign aid is a waste of
money. They may be right". (December 10, 1994). This article reported on two work-
ing papers by Peter Boone of the London School of Economics.

First, it is important to note that Boone responded to The Economist in a letter

to the editor published in the January 21st edition. In this letter he claimed that
the article presented an inaccurate picture of his findings and conclusions. His view
was not that aid was socially harmful, but rather that we should strive to find ways
to make aid programs succeed.

Second, a review of Boone's articles produced by USAID indicates that his stated
conclusions overextend the implications of his analysis, which itself is flawed by fun-
damental misunderstandings regarding the use of foreign aid. Boone's approach is

essentially to take a large sample of countries over a time span of several decades,
and attempt through econometric methods to find statistically significant relation-

ships between the level of aid received and levels of savings, investment, growth so-

cial indicators, and the size of government. Only in the latter case does he find a
statistically significant relationship, leading him to conclude that aid does not con-
tribute to development progress, but it does increase the size of government.
This sort of cross-country econometric approach does not do justice to the frame-

work within which donors and recipients interact, and the channels through which
foreign aid contributes to development. For starters, a widely accepted principle is

that concessional aid should be focused on countries most in need, generally the
least developed countries that have the most difficulty making progress. As coun-
tries advance and become capable of making progress on their own their dependence
on aid should decrease and eventually disappear. Aid plays a much smaller role in

Thailand than in Malawi. This by itself tenas to produce a weak or negative correla-
tion between aid levels and development performance. This is compounded by the
legitimate tendency for aid levels to rise when countries face crises. Second, the allo-

cation of foreign aod among and within countries has been determined by a number
of non-developmental criteria on both the donor and recipient sides, e.g. cold war
concerns, commercial interests, and other political and historical considerations. As
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Boone points out, the effectiveness of aid depends critically on host country policies

and self-help efforts. Yet this often has not been a major determining factor.

Senator Grassley. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman DOMENICI. Senator Lautenberg?
Senator Lautenberg. Just one, if I might.

Mr. Secretary, I am not going to ask any questions at the mo-
ment, the Chairman has kindly permitted me to make just the

briefest statement. That is regarding child abduction which is a

very serious problem worldwide and everyone is very much familiar

with the Obikwa case and what happened there with the murder
of the children's mother and the father's abduction of the children

to Jordan.
I, Mr. Secretary, would ask if your office can be prepared, we will

submit some questions to you and would ask for a prompt re-

sponse. There is an extradition review taking place, I will not say

process, by the local prosecutor and by the Justice Department, if

it is called that, from Jordan. And they appear to want to be coop-

erative, but if we could get this resolved through the international

treaty at The Hague, why I think that we could avoid a lot of the

difficult problems that we have now when a child is abducted.

Thank you.

Secretary CHRISTOPHER. Senator, I remember your leadership on
that one case that we worked on together and I know it is of great

interest and we will respond promptly.

Senator Lautenberg. You were very helpful. Those children

were returned against all kinds of sentiments and pressures. We
used a lot of phone time but we got those two wonderful kids back.

Thank you.
Chairman DOMENICI. Thank you. Mr. Secretary, I want to get

back to the Serbia sanctions issue and, if you will permit me, I

would like to state the facts as I understand them, and then ask
you three questions. I do not intend to take a lot of time on this

but I am a little bit confused.

From what I understand, the Administration yesterday an-

nounced a new plan to at least temporarily and partially lift the

economic sanctions against Yugoslavia.

Reportedly the offer requires that President Milosevic tighten his

own embargo against the Bosnian Serbs and stay out of the fight

between Krajina Serbs and the Croatian armed forces. Now I un-

derstand that the lifting would be for 2 months and that the Unit-

ed States could veto any extension to that period in the Security

Council of the United Nations.

Ultimately, I would like to know whether this is going to cost us

anything. First, however, I would appreciate you explaining what
is the rationale for this shift in policy on the civil war in the former
Yugoslavia? Second, how does this initiative square with the Con-
tact Group's plan giving portions of Bosnia to the Muslim-Croat
Federation and the remainder to the Bosnian Serb population?

Finally, I understand that Belgrade must recognize Bosnia and
Croatia, but it is not clear to me what boundaries we are talking

about? Are they the pre-war internal boundaries of former Yugo-
slavia or are we talking about the Contact Group boundaries?
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I will go back through the question if you did not get them, but
this permits you to tell us here what this is all about. I think it

is very important.
Secretary Christopher. Thanks, Senator, I welcome that oppor-

tunity.

Of course, the situation in Bosnia is a tragic one and we have
been searching for a solution to it with the rest of the world com-
munity without success. The fighting has been attenuated. The sit-

uation is probably better on the ground in Bosnia right now than
it has been at any time since I have been in office, with fighting

only going on in the Bihac area.

But there has been a recent development that heightens the anx-
iety and heightens our concern and that is the announcement of

President Tudjman of Croatia that he is going to insist that the
UNPROFOR troops no longer be in Croatia, which heightens the
risk of war there.

I am glad you told me that I could take a few minutes on this

because it is not possible, really, to do this in simplistic terms. We
have been trying, through the Contact Group, to persuade all the
parties to the conflict in Bosnia, that is the Bosnian government
and the Croatians in Bosnia which have united into the Federation
as you correctly said on the one hsmd, and the Bosnian Serbs on
the other hand, to agree to the Contact Group plan which is essen-
tially a plan that divides the country on a 51/49 basis, 51 for the
Bosnian Federation and 49 for the Pale Serbs.
We have had a good deal of success in getting some of the parties

to agree to that plan. The Bosnian government and the Federation
have agreed to that plan. The Serbian government, under
Milosevic, has endorsed it but we have been unable to find ways
to persuade the Bosnian Serbs who are located in Pale and are
headed by Dr. Karadzic, to accept that plan. We have been looking
for ways to increase the leverage that we have to persuade Dr.
Karadzic to accept the plan.
Now the plan is not perfect. Senator. It has a number of prob-

lems in it and I think what the Bosnian government would say

—

and I talk with them frequently—is it is the least worst outcome
for them. But they would like to achieve that plgin because it would
bring peace and would give them a measure of security because we
have committed ourselves to help implement that plan. But until
we can persuade the Pale Serbs to accept it, obviously there is no
settlement.
The current effort that the Contact Group is making is to get ad-

ditional leverage on Dr. Karadzic and the Bosnian Serbs through
these steps with President Milosevic of Serbia. That is a difficult

course and one that we did not undertake lightly because his
record of compliance and his complicity has been a matter of con-
cern to us.

But he does seem to be supportive of the Contact Group plan,
that is the 51/49 plan. And we are trying to enlist his aid in a more
effective way to try to put pressure on Dr. Karadzic to accept the
Contact Group plan.
Now what is being proposed here, as you correctly say, is a tem-

porary suspension of sanctions for a 2-month period. If he did not
carry out his side of the bargain then, of course, we would not go
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forward with a further suspension in the future. And in return for

that we are asking, as you correctly said, a number of things from
him.

First, that he will recognize Croatia and Bosnia's borders. And
that is their existing borders, their existing international borders.
That is not £ui odds-on proposition for us. If he would do that, it

would be a huge step forward and I think it would help to isolate

Dr. Karadzic.
We also want to press him to make the border closing between

his country and the other two countries more effective than it has
been in the past. There have been teams that have certified that
the border closing has been generally effective. It certainly has not
been completely effective. Certainly no one would say that it is an
absolutely airtight border.

The outline of the plan that you described is essentially correct,

but I do want to emphasize. Senator, the aim of this is to try to

achieve the C Contact Group plan, not to ignore it. The discussions

that took place yesterday in Paris were with the members of the
Contact Group and our theory has been that we ought to try to get
all of the vectors of force that we can bearing in and putting pres-

sure on the Bosnian Serbs located at Pale to accept the plan.

The Contact Group, of course, representing the United States,

Germany, France, Great Britain and Russia bring various vectors

of force and if we can bring the Serbs into that picture, it may en-
hance our chances enough that we could achieve a settlement.
Chairman DOMENICI. Mr. Secretary, could you just summarize

what are the principal reasons for the shift?

Secretary CHRISTOPHER. The principal reasons for the shift are
to get additional pressure on the Bosnian Serbs to accept the Con-
tact Group plan. We think that that can be achieved by Milosevic's
recognition of the border, something that he has never done, and
by his tightening and closing the border, which we think will add
to the pressure on Dr. Karadzic.

First, the isolation from the fact that his prior supporter. Presi-
dent Milosevic, would be recognizing Bosnia and the fact that the
border would be more tightly closed. That is the strategy that we
are embarked upon. It is a suggestion that has come forward with
the concurrence—indeed—part of the initiative came from the
French. We would all like to find a way to reach a settlement here
before the threat of UNPROFOR withdrawal from both Croatia and
Bosnia leads to a renewal of the fighting.

Chairman DoMENici. Let me proceed on to another topic, al-

though I may ask to have a clarification on that. On peacekeeping
costs, you talked to me yesterday for just a moment on the phone
and asked some of the issues that would be raised.

I want to ask about peacekeeping costs and how they might af-

fect our supplementals and our budget. Let me make a statement
about what I see happening and, if you could, please comment to
the committee on it.

The State Department's peacekeeping expenditures for 1994 were
$1,071 billion. With the supplemental that accompanies the Admin-
istration's 1996 budget, it appears that the total costs for 1995 will
again exceed $1 billion. The President's 1996 request, however,
asks only for $445 million for fiscal year 1996.
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Now if that is the case, then it is precisely the kind of thing that
I talked with you about on the phone. We do not want to use
supplementals and emergency funding under the Budget Act when
we should have known of potential expenditures in advance. They
are hardly emergencies if they are known ahead of time.

I am concerned that your 1996 budget request for peacekeeping
is setting us up for a large emergency supplemental. I find that
troubling, since it allows the Administration and the Congress, as
I have indicated, to perhaps avoid the budget caps which are the
only approach we have to keeping control of spending.

I think you should know that if this portion of the budget request
is approved as presented, I will look very carefully at any request
for a peacekeeping supplemental, particularly if it is designated as
an emergency. I think I told you this on the phone and I have said

it before when the Defense Secretary was here. I think you under-
stand that and the reasoning for it.

According to a briefing provided by your staff to Senate staff, I

understand that the new 1995 supplemental is for operations in So-
malia, Yugoslavia, Sahara and Iraq-Kuwait. None of these should
have been surprises and all of them should have been considered
routine budget items, requests made in the normal manner last

year. If you disagree with that, you might tell us why, but I think
that is how we are going to start looking at this.

The Administration's budget request for peace operations in 1996
acknowledges that it includes $211 million for operations in the
former Yugoslavia but only for the first 6 months of the year. This
looks to me like a supplemental waiting to happen and I can see
little justification for it.

Can you tell us, based on previous expenditures, is the request
a realistic sum or should you be asking for more so we do not invite
supplementals and breaking the budget?
Secretary CHRISTOPHER. Senator, we face a real dilemma with re-

spect to this issue. We made the most conscientious estimate that
we could of the likely expenditures in 1996, under the 1996 budget.
I guess that I would say. Senator, that the UNPROFOR—that is

the former Yugoslavia amount—is a very good illustration of the
problem we face. We put in the budget enough for 6 months, $220
million, as you indicated.
One of the reasons we felt we needed to do that was because of

the threats, the statements by our allies, that they would withdraw
their troops, UNPROFOR troops, and the recent statement by
President Tudjman of Croatia asking them to leave on the March
31. I think if we had come in and asked for a full year of funding
for UNPROFOR, someone in Congress might have said "Mr. Sec-
retary, why are you doing that? UNPROFOR is going to be out of
the former Yugoslavia. So why are you asking us to appropriate for
a ftill year?"
This is not a satisfactory situation, Senator, and I have long fa-

vored some kind of a reserve or contingency fiind. We have asked
Congress for that in the past. We have never been able to achieve
such a reserve fund. I think it would be a sounder thing to do.
One model that might be useful is the emergency refugee migra-

tion fund. I believe that is a fund that allows the President to draw
down funds on his certification when it becomes necessary. But it
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would require the Congress to acknowledge the nature of peace-
keeping is that sometimes there are unpredictable, unanticipated
demands that require funds during the course of the year. We
would like to establish this fund. If it is used for good purpose, fine.

If it is not used, it goes back into the Treasury. But we have never
been able to persuade Congress to do that. And so we find our-
selves in this unsatisfactory position of seeking funds on an emer-
gency basis or in a supplemental at the end of the year.

Senator I think that our expenses this year certainly have been
higher than anticipated in peacekeeping. Haiti is part of that. Part
of the supplemental that we are asking for, indeed the numbers are
$127 million, is to replenish other accounts which we had to invade
in order to mount the operation in Haiti.

So there are just some unanticipated, unexpected crises that
come along for which funds are needed. I think that would be a
strong justification for a contingency or a reserve fiind. We would
certainly like to work with this committee because from a budget-
ing standpoint it just makes so much sense.

Chairman DOMENICI. Mr. Secretary, I do not know what this

committee can do much beyond recommending, but frankly I just
want to leave you with two points. Then I will yield to Senator
Exon, although I may have a couple of quetions to follow.

First, I do not think there is any chance that you are going to

get the funding for the foreign aid budget that you sent to us. Let
me tell you why. Not because your little button or pin says, "Just
1 Percent". Mr. Secretary, we may very well be looking at discre-

tionary domestic cuts of 10 percent this year. I do not know that,

but obviously you understand it is not possible that we fund your
programs with an increase if we are looking at that kind of domes-
tic reduction.

Second, it seems to me that it is going to be very difficult on the
State Department if you do not present some plan to increase
streamlining and coordinating £ind perhaps completely restructur-
ing the way we apply aid around the world.
So we are back where we started. I think we in the Congress

would be better off, as would the President and you, if all were co-

operating and trying to get reform and changes in the Aid Pro-
gram, and a lot of other ones as well.

The second point is that there is great concern about peacekeep-
ing up here, and especially that Congress comes in after the fact

to provide the money. I am not for taking away a lot of power of
the Chief Executive, but, frankly, I think this cries out for some
kind of reform that sets the money aside and if it is not used it

can be spent somewhere else. You then would not have to seek over
a half billion dollars which then leads to people raising the whole
spectrum of peacekeeping and United Nation. That is what hap-
pens each time we get a supplemental up here. We have to figure
out where to get the cuts to pay for a supplemental. That just
makes it more difficult for Congress to support what you are so in-

terested in us, as a nation, protecting with reference to foreign pol-

icy and foreign assistance.
Enough said. I want to just yield to Senator Exon.
Secretary CHRISTOPHER. Senator, I have got lots of sympathy and

commiseration for the problem that you mentioned as to the overall
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budget, but especially as to our budget and the peacekeeping budg-
et. I think we have been consulting with Congress better before we
go into peacekeeping endeavors, before we vote in the United Na-
tion. But I think that if we could work together on that in a non-
confrontational way, we could find ways to ensure that Congress is

fully consulted before we go ahead with peacekeeping.
It is nothing that I like to do, Senator. I do not like to have the

United States committed and then we have to go find the money,
because frequently that means the money has to be found from
other accounts in the State Department and, as I so often say, our
operations account often suffers in order to pay for peacekeeping.

So I would very much like to work with the Congress to see if

we cannot preserve peacekeeping, but nevertheless ensure that we
go into it as full partners because the budget is critical to the

peacekeeping endeavor. The United States pays such a large por-

tion of that budget, even if we get it reduced to 25 percent, we need
to have full consultation with the Congress as we go into it.

So I appreciate the way you are approaching it, Mr. Chairman,
and we would like to work with the Congress and see if we cannot
have a better mechanism than we currently have.

Chairman DOMENICI. Senator Exon?
Senator ExON. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much. I am sorry

that I had to leave for some other matters. I am delighted to be
back here because this is very important testimony that you are

giving to us, Mr. Secretary, and I appreciate it. I just want to sa-

lute you and the people that work under you around the world in

very dangerous places. The State Department people are there and
are obviously potential targets. I have known many of them and I

think they serve with great distinction.

I would simply echo the Chairman's words that we are going to

have to make some reductions and we want to work together with
you very closely on these matters. I think the Chairman has quite
adequately stated the concerns that we have here and while I agree
that the whole State Department's budget is so far less than most
people think it is with regard to the percentage of the total expend-
itures, with the hope of balancing the budget by the year 2002
there is going to be some painful decisions made, some painful cuts,

and I have been telling my people in Nebraska that few, if any, of

them will escape that.

All too often I think so many people come to the belief that if

fraud, waste and abuse were eliminated in total we could balance
the budget overnight. I think basically the news media has not
worked as closely as it should with the government to explain what
this situation is all about.

I think we have to get our fiscal house in order, but at the same
time I think that the people should be fully informed as to what
is going to have to be done, the cuts that are going to have to be
made, and I think you know that your agency, as important as it

is, is going to have to make some cuts also.

Let me first ask about something that I am very much concerned
about. We have had recent briefings in the Armed Services Com-
mittee, we have a scheduled closed briefing on this whole matter
of terrorist activity, the nuclear threat and so forth and so on.

Without revealing any details, I must tell you that some of the
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classified and closed briefings that I have attended give me even
greater pause for concern than I had previously.

With regard to the threat to the tJnited States of America here
at home and abroad of terrorist types of activities, I know that the
State Department is obviously very much concerned about this and
have been doing some things that I want to applaud.
Could you please explain to me, I do not think you have had an

opportunity to talk about the Heroes Program, what that is all

about. From what I understand, it is a program to try and encour-
age people to come forth and be of help to us in capturing terrorists

around the world. Can you briefly explain what your efforts have
been in that area?

Secretary CHRISTOPHER. I am glad to have an opportunity to do
that. Senator. We have established a program in the State Depart-
ment that provides substantial rewards for individuals who come
forward and identify terrorists and enable them to be captured.

The funds that we put forward there, I believe, are supplemented
by the Air Line Pilots Association and the Air Transport Associa-

tion, giving some idea of their own concern about terrorism.

The recent situation in Pakistan is a good illustration of that,

Senator. One of our diplomatic security agents had the good idea

to have printed up these matchbooks which said a reward would
be given for the capture of Ramzi Yousef. That is the person who
was captured recently and is alleged to have been the mastermind
of the World Trade Center bombing.
These matchbooks were printed up not only in English but Ara-

bic as well, as I understand it. We do not know whether there was
a causal connection between somebody walking into our embassy
and identifying the location of the terrorist. We do not know really

what the factual connection was, but it was a good illustration of
this program. It says on the back here that a reward of up to $2
million would be available for information leading to the arrest and
conviction of Mr. Yousef.
That is the kind of program that is going on around the world.

Probably no one
Senator ExON. Excuse me, Mr. Yousef is the terrorist that was

just arrested in Pakistan and returned to United States for trial;

is that right?

Secretary Christopher. Yes, sir. He is alleged to have been in-

volved in the World Trade Center bombing. I want to be careful

and use the word alleged there, but we are very glad to have ap-

prehended him.
Senator ExON. Let me go on to another matter, too, that I do not

think has been touched on. If you do not have it on the top of your
head, please supply it for the record. What percentage of the total

budget of the State Department is expended to American firms and
American individuals? You know, we have the perception that all

of this money is simply dumped overseas someplace. I have gotten
the impression that a considerable amount of that is indeed spent
right here in the United States for United States interests and for

the profits of American individuals and firms.
Do you have any offhand percentage as to how much of that is

consumed in the United States, rather than in some far off land?
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Secretary CHRISTOPHER. Senator, I will provide an exact percent-
age for the record but it is well more than half of the foreign aid
expenditures flow to the benefit of the United States companies or
citizens.

[The following was subsequently supplied for the record by Sec-
retary Christopher:]

I will respond to your question both as it relates to foreign aid and to other ac-

counts in the International Affairs budget. Well more than half of U.S. foreign aid
expenditures flow to the benefit of U.S. companies or citizens. Although it is diffcult

to come up with an exact figure, I have seen studies indicating that nearly 80 per-

cent of such expenditures are devoted to procurement of U.S.-origin goods and serv-

ices, pajTnents to U.S. contractors, and other transactions that benefit directly the
American economy. Moreover, as I have testified to the Congress, there are also in-

direct and longer-term benefits to the American economy ft-om our foreign assistance
activities. Promoting market reform in the former Soviet Union and Central Europe,
as well as the Administration's sustainable development programs in Latin America,
Afi-ica, and Asia and the Near East, strengthen those coxmtries' economies and
make them better consumers of American goods and services over time. Previous re-

cipients of U.S. foreign assistance, such as Korea and Brazil, are now increasingly

important customers for U.S. products. It is therefore in the long-term interest of
the United States to assist developing countries.

In addition to foreign aid expenditures, there are other accoimts in the Inter-

national Affairs budget that benefit American firms and American individuals. For
example, each dollar of budgetary authority in the Export-Import Bank Program
budget results in an estimated $17 increase in U.S. exports. Funds for market devel-
opment made available to agenices such as the Overseas Private Investment Cor-
f)oration, the Department of Agriculture, and the Trade and Development Agency
ikewise benefit American business. United States contributions to the Multilateral
Development Banks, to cite another example, pale in comparison to the procurement
contracts these institutions award to American firms. I would also note that the
State Department, under my leadership, has become a more active and effective ad-
vocate for U.S. business, both in seeking fairer rules of the game for access to for-

eign markets and in providing specific support and assistance to American compa-
nies bidding on foreign projects.

Senator ExoN. Let us talk for a moment about the former Soviet
Union, Russia in particular, and in some detail perhaps about the
Nunn-Lugar funds. Those are under attack clear across the board
now, it seems to me. What was the intent of the Nunn-Lugar
funds? The intent of the Nunn-Lugar funds clearly, and it basically
stemmed out of the Armed Services Committee and with the help
and the support certainly of the Foreign Affairs Committee, was to
take the fangs out of the Russian nuclear inventory. It was also de-
signed to take certain steps that would not encourage the Russian
military to take over.

What Nunn-Lugar funds are all about is not to give away money
needlessly to Russia, but to give money to projects that enhance
the National security interests of the United States directly but re-

ducing the threat in that area.
If it will work, and so far it has worked quite well, certainly it

would save trillions of dollars in the future, if we could make sure
as best we can that the threat that once faced the United States
does not face it today as far as Russian and the former Soviet
Union. That does not mean that there are not problems there, but
I think we have made progress in this area.
Could you comment a little bit on Nunn-Lugar?
Secretary Christopher. Senator, that is one of the most prudent

and wise programs that I think the Congress has ever enacted. It

has done a great deal to lift the nuclear threat from the United
States and the world. To just speak in broad terms, the Nunn-
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Lugar funds were essential to persuading Kazahkstan to give up
its Nuclear Program and to agree to commit to the Non-Prolifera-
tion Treaty. Nunn-Lugar funds were essential to persuade Ukraine
to give up its nuclear program and commit to the Non-Proliferation
Treaty.
Both of those countries were able to ratify the START I treaty

because they were prepared to give up their Nuclear Program. The
Nunn-Lugar funds have been absolutely essential in enabling the
Russians to dismantle nuclear missiles, which they would not have
been able to do without some funds coming from the United States.

So these funds have been used to make the United States safer

than in the past, and as I say it is one of the most prudent, wise,

far-sighted programs that I think has been enacted. Part of it is in

our budget this year. More of it is properly in the Defense Depart-
ment budget, but some of it is in our budget this year, and for very
good purposes as well.

One other thing I might say is that Nunn-Lugar funds have re-

cently been used to prevent the smuggling or the risks of nuclear
materials becoming available on the export market. You perhaps
know that we were able to make a purchase of a considerable
amount of highly enriched uranium from Kazahkstan and to use
Nunn-Lugar ftinds, and State Department non-proliferation funds
for that purpose. So now they have the added purpose of limiting
the risk of smuggling, the risk of diversion of these highly enriched
uranium or other dangerous materials.

Senator EXON. Mr. Secretary, I just want to briefly buttress your
point. About 4 years ago I led a Senate delegation and one of the
stops we made was way down to Kazahkstan and Alma-Ata. We
met with their leaders and it was a tremendously eye-opening dis-

cussion that we had. The discussion finally resulted in our free-

wheeling exchange, argument, sometimes quite vehement, between
members of their legislative branch as to what should and should
not be done with regard to the removal of nuclear devices from
Kazahkstan back to Russia.

I was very pleased to see and work with Admiral Childes, our
STRATCOM commander, and others to make sure that money did
flow. It did flow primarily because of the availability of Nunn-
Lugar funds. I simply want to emphasize again and again that we
are making some progress in that country over hard-liners that are
still quite prominent in most of the former states of the Soviet

Union. And they are a potential threat, especially given the eco-

nomic difficulties that all of the states of the former Soviet Union
are experiencing these days, to say nothing about the conflicts that
are now ongoing in some parts of that very troubled former land.

I just want to keep emphasizing, if we can, that while there are
plenty of talk show hosts that love to rile up the public, to down-
play everything that we do, I happen to believe that Nunn-Lugar,
as you have so well said, is one of the finest programs that we ever
came up with. And when I see people taking the machete to those
kinds of programs today in the name of doing the right thing for

America, I simply say they are not doing the right thing for Axner-
ica, and to some extent, they know not what they do. I am glad
that we have someone like you that speaks out forcefully on this.
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I have many other questions that I will submit for the record,

and thank you for being here today and I thank you for the able

job that you do in your very important position.

Secretary CHRISTOPHER. Thank you, Senator.

If I could just add a postscript to that, as you go about making
the budget decisions that I know are difficult for you, I would want
you to remember that although foreign aid, as a "kind of a swear
word," is quite unpopular, the results that are achieved through
foreign aid are absolutely essential to the American people. The
American people want us to get rid of nuclear weapons. They want
to be free of the nuclear threat. They want not to have a threat

from North Korea. They want to have open trading. They want to

have better jobs and markets overseas.

Those are the things that are accomplished through the inter-

national affairs budget, so I hope we can get beyond the slogans

and recognize the significance of the fact that this international af-

fairs budget achieves a lot of things that the American people want
and would be very unhappy if they were deprived of.

Chairman DOMENICI. Mr. Secretary, let me just close on two
points and submit some written questions. I ask you to turn them
around as quickly as possible.

You know whenever we find a pot of money just sitting around
for some purpose like the stabilization fiind that has been used to

stabilize Mexico's currency, it becomes a budgetary problem when
that money is used, or lost or otherwise not available. If funds from
that stabilization are lost, it leaves a very small amount for other

currency stabilization. You can then be certain that somebody will

come up here asking us to appropriate more money or find money
for the stabilization fund which was normally used to stabilize our
own currency. I have about five questions on it. Would you do me
a favor, even though a couple of them may not be within your juris-

diction? I do not want to send them to three different secretaries,

so would you answer them
Secretary CHRISTOPHER. We will get answers for you.

Chairman DOMENICI. I have one on the Iran nuclear deal with
Russia. It bothers a lot of us and I would like your evaluation for

the record on what America can do about that $8 billion proposal.

And Mr. Secretary, I have become very concerned about trjdng

to determine in advance when we are apt to get big hits on the

Federal Treasury that we should have known about in advance. I

am going to ask you some questions about the multilateral develop-

ment banks and their lending practices. If you want to refer them
to the Secretary of the Treasury or the World Bank, that's fine.

But, would you get me the answers?
The World Bank is lending money, billions and billions of dollars,

and their credit rating remains AAA. But nobody should believe

that that means their loans are AAA. They are AAA because they
are backed by the full faith and credit of the United States of

America.
At some point in time, the question is how many of these loans

are going to go belly up? And when enough of them go, are we not
going to have to pay on our full faith and credit guarantee? I think
the answer is yes.
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I see a sort of S&L crisis sitting out there. It could be very, very
large. I think it is time that somebody does an objective evaluation
not of how much credit we have left, but how good or bad is the
credit we have extended. There are several questions I will submit
in writing. If you would answer them for the record, I would appre-
ciate it.

Finally, there is a problem of how peacekeeping collaps may af-

fect the reserve components of the military. I pose these questions
to you, but if you cannot respond to them, just send them back to

us and we will submit them to the Secretary of Defense.
I have nothing further. Senator Exon?
Senator ExON. Nothing further.

Chairman DOMENICI. We stand in recess until the call of the
Chair. Thank you very much.
[Whereupon, at 11:54 a.m., the committee adjourned, subject to

the call of the Chair.]
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WRITTEN QUESTIONS FROM SENATOR DOMENICI TO SECRETARY
CHRISTOPHER AND THE RESPONSES

Question ;

Mr. Secretary, you may recall our discussion last spring at the
Comraerce/Justice/State hearings about the diverse costs — both
direct and indirect — that significant peacekeeping or
peace-enforcing operations might have on our armed forces. At
that time we discussed possible contingencies in Somalia,
former Yugoslavia, Haiti and the Golan Heights.

I remain deeply concerned that we fully consider the broad
range impacts as we assess the appropriate American role in any
commitment of our military personnel.

There are many potential direct and indirect impacts on the
budget from peacekeeping operations. While we tend to focus on
direct incremental operational dollar expenses, other indirect
costs will arise from various sources.

Of particular concern is the impact on the reserve
components of longer-term (two years or more) operations which
rely very heavily on recurring- Guard and Reserve call-ups of
low density units.

Many believe that repetitive active duty periods will badly
stress both family and employer relationships and cause a

serious retention recruiting problem. Ultimately, these units
could incui substantial recruiting, training and other costs,
to say nothing of the disruption of the organizations* tactical
fabric.

These types of problems, if they were to become pervasive,
could have potential readiness impacts on the total force.

The Administration has talked publicly about scenarios in
which over 25,000 American military personnel, heavily reliant
on reserve units, would be used for two years to support a

peace agreement in Bosnia. Indeed, my staff is told that
planning for the first call-up of an entire tactical combat air
unit is now well along and could occur as early as May in the
far more limited role that we are now undertaking. This
represents a crossing of a rather significant firebreak since,
as I understand it, only volunteer reserve personnel have
served in the region up to now.

Using the projected Bosnia peacekeeping mission of 25,000
American personnel from all services, including a major ground
component, as an example for discussion:

o In this scenario, would there be call-ups of the reserve
units?

o How long would the commitment last before reserve-units
would begin to face repeat tours with the deployed
peacekeeping force? What types of units would these
most likely be?

o What would be the impact on individual reserve unit
morale, retention and recruiting of this type of
repetitive call-up?
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o What would be the impact on total force readiness and
the recruiting, training and retention budgets if this
scenario developed?

Answer :

The President is authorized to call up a limited number of

Selective Reserve personnel for certain defined periods of

time. Contracting with commercial sources for certain

services, rather than using the. Guard or Reserve, is also an

option available to military planners. Current military

planning is on a contingency basis only and hence could

change. We will, of course, honor our long-standing commitment

to consult with Congress concerning any significant deployment

of U.S. forces. Since contingency planning involving possible

Reserve unit mobilization is within the provenance of the

Department of Defense, I suggest you contact the appropriate

people in the Office of the Secretary of Defense.

Question :

The World Bank has been criticized because the quality of
its loan portfolio has deteriorated significantly and this fact
is hidden. . It maintains its AAA credit rating because debts
are guaranteed by member countries, particularly the U.S. This
holds true for a number of international lending agencies
financed with U.S. dollars, such as the IMF, the African
Development Bank, the Asian Development Bank, and the
Inter-American Development Bank.

More generally, it is argued that foreign aid funneled
through these banks has covered financial losses, sustained
badly working economies, and subsidized poor government
policies of developing countries throughout the third world.

o Are our cjommitments and guarantees setting us up for a
U.S. taxpayer bailout down the road, not unlike the
contingent liabilities that came due on U.S. savings
and loan losses.

Answer ;

We are satisfied that the multilateral development banks

(MDB) are stable, sound, and transparent financial

institutions, institutions which serve vital U.S. economic and

national security interests. As responsible investors, the

U.S. and other contributors monitor their investments in and by

the MDBS. Treasury maintains constant vigilance over MDB
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operations, ensuring that MDBs pursue prudent policies

regarding loan quality, portfolio stability, and reserve

provisions.

The World Bank and the other MDBs have emphasized improving

portfolio management, including improving loan quality and

closing or restructuring a few uninitiated or under-performing

operations, just like commercial banks. .

_'

The MDBs follow commercially accepted practices of

provisioning and holding sufficient reserves to meet

contingencies. The MDBs have a good record of getting payments

from borrower nations, and, unlike the largely open-ended

savings and loan losses, the U.S. has fixed limits on MDB

callable capital, as authorized by Congress and as included in

past Foreign Affairs appropriations bills.

Question ;

Are foreign loans and guarantees promoting economic change,
or just financing losses from the continuation of poor
developing country policy decisions?

Answer ;

The last decade has seen the dreunatic spread of

market-oriented economic reforms, supported strongly by the

MDBs. These reforms also contributed positively to the health

of the MDBs. The World Bank's commitments to India, for

example, look even sounder in the context of that country's new

reform policies, which the World Bank has strongly advocated

and supported.

In addition to promoting market-oriented economic

development, the MDBs condition their support on good

governance, environmental protection, etc., and non-performing

nations or those with inappropriate policies find themselves

increasingly cut off from MDB lending.
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QUESTION

Recent press reports reveal that Russia has agreed to provide
four nuclear power reactors, to Iran^ for $8 billion.

o Iran has one of the world's largest repositories of
oil reserves and is currently the world's second
largest oil exporter. Why does Iran need nuclear
power generation?

ANSWER

I cannot confirm the exact specifications of the reactor deal,

nor the amount the Iranians would pay Russia. We would agree,

however, that there' appears to be no compelling energy-based

need for Iran to develop a nuclear power infrastructure. Iran

has, in its proven reserves, 9 percent and 15 percent

respectively, of the world's oil and natural gas reserves.

We remain convinced that Iran would seek to apply to its

nuclear "weapons program the technology and expertise

transferred through construction of civilian nuclear power

reactors. For this reason, we oppose all nuclear cooperation

with Iran.

RUSSIAN- IRAN NUCLEAR DEAL

QUESTION

Is there a difference between the type of reactor that Russia
will sell to Iran and the West will build for Korea? Can the
by-products of the Russian reactors be used to build nuclear
weapons? - r

ANSWER

In both cases, the technology is pressurized light water

reactors (LWRs) . Russia has contracted to sell to Iran one

WER 1000 MW(e) power reactor, and possibly a second 1000 MW

and two additional WER 440 MW(e) reactors. Under the Agreed

Framework with North Korea, KEDO would provide North Korea two

Korean standard design pressurized LWRs. While the KEDO

reactors are better, from a technical and nuclear proliferation

perspective the reactors are the same.
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Plutonium from LWRs can be use^ in nuclear explosives, but it

is not particularly well suited for that purpose; it would

create [problems for inexperienced weapons designers. That

said, we do not believe there is a significant risk that Iran

will divert plutonium produced in light water power reactors

for use in nuclear weapons. Reprocessing plutonium from LWR

fuel is a significant technical undertaking. Detection of

diversions of nuclear material from such reactors by the IAEA

is highly probable. Finally, LWRs require enriched uranium

fuel which must be obtained from outside suppliers and would be

cutoff if the reactors are misused.

The important differences between the Agreed Framework with

North Korea and the proposed Russian sale to Irani are that

North Korea will receive LWRs in exchange for giving up a.

program and facilities fully capable of producing plutonium

much more readily usable in nuclear weapons. North Korea has

also agreed to enhanced non-proliferation conditions including

a commitment not to reprocess spent fuel. The transition from

North Korea's current technology — gas/graphite moderated

reactors (a type nuclear weapons states have used to build

their weapons) is a clear win for us in terms of national

security. However*, providing any nuclear reactors to Iran

would give it capabilities (technology and expertise) it does

not currently have which can be applied to use in a nuclear

weapons program.

QUESTION

What is the status of the Iranian nuclear weapons program? How •

long will it be before Iran is able to produce nuclear weapons?

Iran's nuclear weapons program is at- an early stage. How long

it will take a country to develop a nuclear bomb depends on
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many factors. In the past, the U.S. Intelligence Community has

judged that Iran would need at least eight to ten years to

produce nuclear weapons; access to foreign assistance could

reduce this time by months or years, depending on the nature of

the assistance. The intelligence community is currently

updating its assessment to take account of the information

received since the last estimate. It is too early in the

process to characterize what the conclusions will be.

The power reactors Russia would provide to Iran would not, by

themselves, significantly shorten the time Iran needs to

develop a nuclear weapons capability. The technology in

question is not directly applicable to nuclear weapons

development. However, hundreds of Iranian scientists,

engineers, and technicians will receive extensive training in

nuclear matters and hundreds of Russian experts will go to Iran

as part of this deal. This will massively expand Iran's

nuclear technology base and overall ability. The Russians will

also provide ancillary facilities and technologies (e.g.

research reactors) that will increase Iran's capabilities.

Iran could also attempt to use the acquisition of these power

reactors as cover to obtain sensitive nuclear technologies

critical for producing fissile material, such as uranium

enrichment and spent fuel reprocessing.

QUESTION

What pressure can the United States bring against the Russian
Government to stop this deal? Specifically, should the United
States limit its economic assistance to Russia if this -deal
takes place?

The U.S. strongly opposes all nuclear cooperation with Iran,

and we have made this clear to the Russian leadership. We are

also making clear to the Russians that the proposed power
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reactor sale to Iran is contrary to their own security

interests.

The U.S. raised this issue at the June 1992 Summit, and it was

the subject of extended discussion with President Yeltsin at

the April 1993 Vancouver Summit-. I expressed my deep concerns

on the issue with Foreign Minister Kozyrev in Geneva in January

as well 'as with Deputy Foreign Minister Maraedov when he visited

last week. We have told the Russians that their cooperation

with Iran endangers our bilateral nuclear cooperation.

We do not believe that it is appropriate to condition aid to

Russia, at this time, on this issue because it would undermine

the promotion and protection of our fundamental security

interests. The bulk of our aid to Russia is targeted at

projects that serve America's fundamental security interests,

such as building democracy, encouraging market reform,

dismantling nuclear weapons formerly targeted at the U.S.,

preventing nuclear proliferation through halting brain dr^in

and protecting nuclear material from smugglers, and improving

power reactor safety. It is essential that as we quite

properly seek to condition our assistance on Russia's continued

reform, we do nothing to undermine efforts such as these, which

promote our deepest national interests.

Question

Has the United States released any Exchange Stabilization Fund

assets to Mexico since December?

Answer

The United States released an additional $3 billion in assets

from the Exchange Stabilization Fund on April 20. The total

released from the ESF is $8 billion; $2 billion in the form of

short terra swaps, and $6 billion in the form of medium term

swaps (up to five years).
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Question

Is there an agreement with the Mexicans on fee structure,
conditions and collateral? If not, does it concern you that
the U.S. is now at a decided negotiating disadvantage having
announced a rather large commitment to Mexico before concluding
all safeguards? "

~

Answer

The agreements signed February 21 between the Treasury

Department and the Mexican Finance Ministry include details on

the fee structure, conditions and collateral.

The United States will charge Mexico interest for the medium

term swaps, and fees for the securities guarantees. The fee

and interest structure has been set to be appropriate cover for

all risks the United States will bear. Moreover, fees and

interest rates rise the more support Mexico draws upon, in

order to encourage Mexico to tvirn first to market sources of

finance.

There are also economic conditions attached to the U.S.

package. These include Mexico's commitment to meet targets

regarding the pursuit of tight monetary policy with negative

real money growth, reduced government spending leading to a

surplus of 0.5 percent of GDP in 1995, and further

privatization and other structural reforms.

Mexico has put forward an additional economic policy memorandum

which underlies these agreements. In it, Mexico affirms the

independence of its central bank, and the use of monetary

policy to achieve exchange rate stability and resumption of

full access to market sources of finance.

The Bank of Mexico and the Ministry of Finance have agreed to

make publicly available key fiscal and financial data on money
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and credit aggregates, international reserves, the evolution of

public sector debt/ and other measures of economic

performance.

In the unlikely event of default, all of Mexico's obligations

to the United States under the^e arrangements will be backed by

the proceeds from Mexico's crude oil and oil products exports.

Payments for these exports will pass through an account of Bank

of Mexico at the Federal Reserve Bank of New York.

If Mexico fails to repay Treasury under these agreements,

Mexico's obligations will be set off against funds passing

through the account.

We are satisfied that the agreements with Mexico include

sufficiently strong safeguards.

Ovestion

What if any commitments were given by the Clinton
Administration to the IMF, Bank for International Settlements
or any bilateral partners in order to conclude such
unprecedented arrangements? What will the budget impacts be
for, for instance, fund replenishments or similar obligations?

Answer

The Administration made no commitments to international^

financial institutions or other countries in connection with

assistance for Mexico.

There was a strong international consensus to take action. The

International Monetary Fund, the World Bank, the Inter American

Development Bank and the Bank for International Settlements

shared our assessment that it was important to assist Mexico in

overcoming its financial crisis.

93-696 95-15
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If left unchecked, the Mexican crisis risked having a negative

effect on other emerging markets and on the strong movement

among most of those economies to institute far reaching

economic reforms in the direction of free trade, privatization

and deregulation.

U.S. taxpayers are not at risk through IMF loans to Mexico.

Our contribution to the IMF has already been appropriated in

full.

We think the IMF has ample resources at this point. We are not

prepared at this point to entertain the possibility of another

quota increase.

put^stion:

Last year, the Senate Appropriations Committee gave the State

Deoartment its full request for its operational accounts. The

SenltTcut funding for the U.N. and for Peacekeeping xn order

to do so. Given the choice last year between cutting

operational accounts of the Department or appropriations for

peacekeeping and international organizations, you ^hose the

S N and'^pelcekeeping as a higher P^-j^y-
^^^^JJJ^ ^^S Til

position. If the same choice is presented this year, how will

the State Department respond?

Answer:

This is not a question which can be answered in the abstract. A

choice between meeting legal obligations of the United States

Government, and funding the essential operations of the State

Department is not a real choice. Proposing cuts in ei,ther account

would represent an abdication of responsibility on the part of the

Department of State. When and if this choice presents itself, the

Department will have to weigh a variety of priorities, depending on

the magnitude of the proposed cuts.
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PROMOTING INTERNATIONAL COMPETITIVENESS

Questions :

7. Has the Clinton Administration undertaken a systematic review of policy direction and

program levels to align spending with the changing global imperatives?

8. Is the President waiting for Congress to take the lead in directing such a process?

Answers :

The Administration has devoted considerable time and energy to restructuring

International Affairs programs to meet the new challenges of the post-Cold War

environment. In 1993 and 1994, the Administration conducted an ambitious bottom-up

review of the International Affairs budget, reorienting significant amounts of resources
«

toward new priorities and programs that yield more tangible benefits to Americans. In

addition, it prepared comprehensive, new foreign affairs legislation. In February 1994,

1

established a Resources, Plans and Policy staff within my ofiBce to link priorities and

resources more effectively and to improve program coordination.

The painstaking process of modernizing the International Affairs function has not

ended. The Administration will continue to work closely with the Congress to further

U.S. national security and foreign policy interests and to maximize efficient use of scarce

resources.

Question :

Has the Administration established a plan for the agencies-perhaps a system of

benchmarks over time—to put the Executive Branch on a path of deficit reduction leading

to a balanced budget or does it believe that the deficit is under control?

Answer :

All agencies ofthe federal government have a responsibility for playing their appropriate

role in deficit reduction. In the case of the International Affairs Agencies, together they

cost the taxpayer barely one percent of the federal budget, and it will not be possible to

address the entire deficit reduction out of this budget
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What we can do, and are doing, is to ensure that all of the International A£Eairs Agencies

cany out their missions at the least expense possible. This involves cost reductions, re-

engineering and streamlining where and when feasible. Each ofthe International Affiurs

Agencies is involved in a fundamental review of costs toward this end.

A word of caution is in order. The International Affairs budget funds our nation's efiforts

at global crisis prevention. The costs of dealing with poverty, trade barriers, and

instability, for example, are far less than the costs of dealing vnth the crises which these

issues can generate ifthey are left unattended. In reviewing our costs we must be sure we

do not short-change our cost-effective measures for preventing these crises.



THE PRESIDENT'S BUDGET: AGRICULTURE

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 16, 1995

U.S. Senate,
Committee on the Budget,

Washington, DC.

The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:35 a.m., in room
SD-608, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Pete V. Domenici
(chairman of the committee) presiding.

Present: Senators Domenici, Grassley, Brown, Gorton, Abraham,
Frist, Exon, Lautenberg, Simon, and Conrad.

Staff present: G. William Hoagland, staff director; and Ricardo
Rel, senior analyst for agriculture, natural resources and commu-
nity development.
William G. Dauster, democratic chief of staff and chief counsel;

and Dave Williams, assistant director for revenue and natural re-

sources.

OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN DOMENICI
Chairman Domenici. Let's have the committee come to order. I

want to welcome my colleagues and distinguished witnesses to this

hearing. This is one of a series that we have been holding on mov-
ing towards a balanced budget and reshaping the Federal Govern-
ment for the 21st century.

First, let me say that agriculture, food production, and the deliv-

ery system is a key component of our economy, and I think every-

body knows that. It is the most efficient food production system in

the world, and most effective. Nonetheless, the Federal taxpayer
also finances some of agriculture, and, therefore, this sector de-
serves hearings, as we are doing here today.

I think we have said everything except social security is on the
table. I think those engaged in farming and ranching in this coun-
try understand that.

Traditionally, when we look at agricultural spending for main-
taining stable farm incomes, production, and stable food prices, we
refer to the Commodity Credit Corporation, or the CCC. It was es-

tablished in 1933 when the farm production in this country con-
stituted 26 percent of the total population; that is, 26 percent of
our people lived on and were involved in the production and/or
growing of those commodities which feed our people.
The commodity programs originated as a temporary emergency

initiative by Franklin D. Roosevelt to aid victims of the Dust Bowl
and help end the Great Depression of the 1930's.

We have seen major changes take place around the world and
within the agricultural industry; however, we still have the same

(449)
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basic policies which were created in the early 1930's as part of the
New Deal initiatives that I have just briefly alluded to.

The Administration estimates that CCC spending will total $10.6
billion in 1995 and will decrease to $6.4 bilHon by fiscal year 2000.
When you include the Conservation Reserve Program, the Wet-
lands Reserve Program, the Federal Crop Insurance Program, the
total CCC and related mandatory spending increases to $13.2 bil-

lion in 1995 and decreases to $10 billion by the year 2000. Spend-
ing for these programs totals $56 billion over the next 5-year pe-
riod.

Further, looking at the Federal farm spending on a per-farm
basis, spending has increased from $4,500 to $7,600; that is from
1970 to 1993, Senator Grassley. A very long period of time. This
represents an increase of 41 percent in real terms; that is, over and
above inflation.

There is more information that I would allude to, but let me put
that in the record and say that here, again, obviously, this program
and everything related to it must be put on the table; but it also
must be kept in perspective. And I am sure that with the attend-
ance of the Senators who 'are here, it will be kept in perspective.
[The prepared statement of Chairman Domenici follows:]

Opening Statement of Chairman Pete V. Domenici

I want to welcome my colleagues and distinguished witnesses to this hearing

—

one in a series we have been holding on moving towards a balanced budget and re-

shaping the Federal Government for the 21st century.
First, let me say that the agriculture food, production and delivery system is a

key component of our total economy. It is the most efficient food production system
in the world.

Nonetheless, the Federal taxpayer also finances some of agriculture and therefore

this sector deserves hearings as we are doing today.
Traditionally, when we look at agriculture spending for maintaining stable farm

incomes, production and stable food prices we refer to the Commodity Credit Cor-
poration or the CCC. The CCC was established in 1933 when the farm population
constituted 26 percent of the total population.

The commodity programs originated as a temporary emergency initiative by Presi-

dent Franklin D. Roosevelt to aid victims of the Dust Bowl and help end the Great
Depression of the 1930's.

We have seen major changes take place around the world and within the agri-

culture industry. However, we still have the same basic policies which were created
in the early 1930's as part of the "New Deal Initiative."

The Administration estimates that CCC spending will total $10.6 billion for 1995
and will decrease to $6.4 billion by fiscal year 2000.
When you include the conservation reserve program, the wetlands reserve pro-

gram, the Federal Crop Insurance Program, total CCC and related mandatory
spending increases to $13.2 billion in 1995 and decreases to $10.0 billion in fiscal

year 2000. Spending for these programs total $56.0 billion over the next 5 year pe-

riod

Further looking at Federal farm spending on a per farm basis, spending has in-

creased from $4,500 in 1970 to $7,600 in 1993. This is an increase of 41 percent
in real terms.
The Administration proposes to reduce agriculture spending by $500 million per

year for the 1998 through 2000 period. While they do propose a reduction they do
not specify how to achieve those cuts. I hope to see those proposals before we mark-
up our budget resolution.

I would also like my colleagues to pay careful attention to the large differences

between the Congressional Budget Office and the Administration's spending projec-

tions for the commodity programs.
The Congressional Budget Office projects total spending of $30.3 billion for feed

grains, wheat, and upland cotton over the next 5 years while the Administration
projects spending of $22.1 billion for the same programs.
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This is a difference of $8.2 billion dollars or approximately 21 percent of the Ad-
ministration's total CCC spending. I would also like to point out that historically,
both the CBO and the Administration have underestimated CCC spending.
With the farm bill up for reauthorization this year, we have a real opportunity

for a "bottom up review ' of our policies and programs.
As I have mentioned before that we have a number of farm State Senators on

this committee, so they will understand when I say "its time to plow a new furrow."

Chairman DOMENICI. We happen to have three members of this

committee, Mr. Chairman, aside from this chairman, who will be
vitally interested, Chairman Lugar, in what you have to say and
clearly will be here to make sure we put in perspective what these
programs do for our people.

Senator Exon, I yield now to you for an opening statement, and
we will soon get to you. Senator Lugar.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR EXON
Senator ExON. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much. I want to

join with you in welcoming our distinguished colleagues for the
first panel that we have. I believe that will be Senator Lugar and
Senator Conrad. Certainly, following them, as I understand it, will

be Acting Secretary Richard Rominger for today's very important
hearing on reforming agriculture and agricultural support pro-

grams.
I will be listening with a great deal of interest to all of the testi-

mony, and I will have a number of questions.
I want to be clear on one point right from the start: Agriculture

bashing seems to be popular in some quarters these days. However,
I am not going to let agriculture become the deficit reduction whip-
ping boy. The simple fact is that even if all agricultural entitlement
spending was eliminated, we would still have a deficit near $200
billion in fiscal year 1996. As everyone knows, the real deficit is

lodged in the Federal health care programs. They are the only pro-
grams that will grow at a rate significantly faster than the econ-
omy, and we have already scheduled and will see further reduc-
tions in the agricultural programs.
So as we look towards a balanced budget amendment by the year

2002, agriculture is willing, able, and anxious to make its fair

share of the sacrifices and contributions. But it will not be victim-
ized.

Having said that, I would note that over the next 5 years agricul-
tural spending is projected to decline from $13.3 billion in 1996 to

$10.6 billion in the year 2000. In fact, after a peak in 1986, agricul-

tural spending has declined substantigdly, as the record clearly
shows. This is due primarily to the program reforms, including
those enacted as part of the 1993 deficit reduction package.
The President's proposed cuts include mandatory reductions to-

taling $1.5 billion in the Commodity Credit Corporation spending
for 3 years, beginning in 1998. The Administration proposes $500
million per year in unspecified Farm Program cuts. The Adminis-
tration has stated it plans to work with Congress during the draft-
ing of the 1995 Farm Bill to ensure that these savings are realized.
Mr. Chairman, I want to make one final point. The Budget Com-

mittee will play an absolutely critical role, more critical than ever
before this year on the future of agriculturgd programs in the re-

write of the 1995 Farm Bill. The savings made in the budget rec-
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onciliation will determine the size of the cuts that we will make in
agriculture.

We should not enter into this undertaking lightly. It bears re-
peating that agriculture is willing to be a full partner in the deficit
reduction. However, it should not be burdened with an unfair share
of the deficit reduction.

Once again, I welcome our witnesses, and I look forward with
great interest to their testimony.

I thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman DoMENici. Thank you very much.
Senator Conrad, do you desire to do your presentation from the

witness table or from here?
Senator Conrad. I would like to do it fi-om there. After Senskdf

Lugar has had a chance to do his presentation, I would have a
chance to ask him some questions from here. Then I would move
down there.

Chairman DOMENICI. I wonder if we might have you testify right

after him, and then let us ask both of you questions.
Senator Conrad. Sure, I would be glad to do that.

Chairman Domenici. Then you can ask him questions. I would
like to get the testimony out.

Senator Lugar, would you proceed, please? We will make your
testimony, which we have, a part of the record. We would appre-
ciate it if in your good style you would be as brief as possible. But,
frankly, this is so important to you and you have done so much
work on it that I am not going to try to cut your time short. So
go ahead and proceed. We welcome your testimony.

STATEMENT OF HON. RICHARD G. LUGAR, UNITED STATES
SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF INDIANA

Senator Lugar. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman and distin-

guished members of the Budget Committee. I accept the point
made by the distinguished ranking member of the committee that
this committee, the Budget Committee, is crucial in our Farm Bill

debates. For this reason, I am honored to be before you.
Mr. Chairman, even as the United States Senate debates a con-

stitutional amendment to bring balance to the Federal budget in 7

years, the Senate Budget Committee has assumed responsibility for

producing the 5-year plan which will make budget balsuicing a
credible goal.

You have mentioned potential spending reductions of $450 billion

over the next 5 years as the essential down payment which begins
to bring potential budget balancing into view. You have challenged
committee chairmen to spell out how Federal spending in their

areas of responsibility ought to change and, thus, to share the awe-
some and unpopular duties which the Budget Committee must per-

form.
I take for granted that the Senate and the Budget Committee are

serious. If this is not so, the Agriculture Committee will inevitably
produce a Farm Bill in 1995 which spends more money and takes
on more opportunities and programs to serve farmers and consum-
ers. If this moment of intense public interest in the economic future
of our country passes without a comprehensive plan to obtain budg-
et sanity and security in this country, we will all be condemned by
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history as unworthy of the public trust we held at a crucial mo-
ment.
Agriculture cannot solve the problem alone. Fewer than 2 per-

cent of Americans are farm families. On average, they are not
among the most affluent of Americans. But farm producers know
what is happening to the future of their children. Of necessity, they
must always have optimism and a long-range perspective.

The majority of the United States Department of Agriculture dol-

lars go to the Food Stamp Program, school lunches, £uid other nu-
trition programs. These programs are now involved in the welfare
reform debate.

Parenthetically, Mr. Chairman, you have mentioned that you
would like guidance from several committees with regard to block
grants and how these particular programs are to fit, if they are to

go into the welfare reform.
But I would say if they remain in the Farm Bill, finally, our com-

mittee and the Budget Committee will have to consider them care-

fully in that form at another time.

Today, I am here to advocate substantial changes in farm income
support programs and export subsidies, which will certainly be in

the Farm Bill.

To strengthen American agriculture even as we reduce farm sub-
sidies, we should: increase the opportunities for farmers to make
planning choices and other land management decisions on the basis
of market signals, not government mandates; we should enhance
our continued international competitiveness; we should offer pro-
gram certainty to producers for 5 years; and we should continue a
basic safety net for farm income, given wide swings of weather and
natural disasters.

For the major supported commodities—the so-called program
crops, which include wheat, com, cotton, and rice—the govern-
ment's cost exposure is determined by the target price, a congres-
sionally mandated income support level. If market prices fall below
this level, the Federal Government makes up the difference in a so-

called deficiency payment. Another source of Federal spending is

the Export Enhancement Program, which subsidizes export sales
by offering large discounts to move selected United States commod-
ities.

Mr. Chairman, we should save almost $15 billion in the next 5
years in two simple steps. First, we should save $11.45 billion by
reducing target prices on the major program crops by 3 percent a
year, each year, for the next 5 years, with corresponding reductions
for those commodities that are subsidized in ways other than direct
payments. Second, we should save $3.4 billion by ehminating the
Export Enhancement Program.
The EEP is a costly subsidy. It served a purpose, perhaps, when

U.S. prices appeared too high to be competitive. Yet U.S. wheat
market share in 1994-95 is actually a little less than it was 10
years ago in 1984-85, the year before the program started. We may
want to keep standby authority for EEP, but the burden of proof
should be on those who advocate dumping grain at "fire sale" prices
while claiming that to do otherwise would be unilateral disar-
mament.
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These two steps would leave intact the Federal Crop Insurance
System, which was reformed just last year to offer producers some
protection against weather disasters and to give taxpayers protec-
tion against unfunded, ad hoc disaster payments. Target price cuts
would also allow for continuation of the Conservation Reserve Pro-
gram at a reasonable level. Even after 5 years, target prices would
still remain slightly above the 10-year average of actual market
prices, thus providing a more modest safety net for later years.
Chairman DOMENICI. Chairmsin Lugar, would you explain what

Conservation Reserve is?

Senator LuGAR. The Conservation Reserve Program was de-
signed to allow farmers who had highly erodible land or land that
has problems to take it off the market, out of planting, in return
for a Federal payment to do so for a contractual period of time.
There was emphasis on planting trees, and that would make the
land disappear for much longer. In most cases, it was a 5-year con-
tract. And farmers bid so much to take their land out of production,
and the best bids are taken. Essentially, about 36 million acres
have now been taken out of production in this manner in the last

5 years.

Chairman Domenici. For which the owner receives payment?
Senator LUGAR. Each year.

Chairman Domenici. That is what a conservation reserve pay-
ment is, that payment?
Senator LuGAR. That is correct.

Chairman DOMENICI. Thank you.
Senator LuGAR. A target price reduction is also a more straight-

forward and certain means of actually reducing spending. Past hy-
pothetical farm program savings have often failed to materialize.

For example, Congress believed in 1990 that cuts we enacted in
that farm bill would reduce spending in the next 5 years by nearly
410 billion. Instead, total spending went up, not down. Overall, we
spent $15 billion more thgin anticipated. The steps I have suggested
will ensure that, despite market price fluctuations. Federal defi-

ciency payments will be substantially reduced.
Mr. Chairman, I began by saying I am not certain whether Con-

gress is serious about cutting Federal spending. But if we are not
serious, then major reform in agriculture will not occur; and the
Farm Bill and the overall budget will largely reflect the status quo.

I believe we are serious. I think it is imperative that we act now.
It is imperative that we phase in the necessary program reduc-

tions—for farmers and recipients of other Federal benefits—instead
of waiting 7 years until it is someone else's problem. At that point,

the catastrophe will be apparent. The reductions will take place

without gradual adjustment. Farmers and other citizens will not
thank us for having failed them through lack of foresight or cour-

age.

We should take responsibility and now is the time to act.

Chairman Domenici. Thank you very much. Chairman Lugar.
[The prepared statement of Senator Lugar follows:]

Prepared Statement of Senator Richard G. Lugar

Mr. Chairman, even as the United States Senate debates a Constitutional amend-
ment to bring balance to the Federal budget in 7 years, the Senate Budget Commit-
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tee has assumed responsibility for producing a 5-year plan which will make budget-
balancing a credible goal. You have mentioned potential spending reductions of $450
billion over the next 5 years as the essential "down payment" which begins to bring
potential budget balancing into view. You have challenged committee chairmen to

spell out how Federal spending in their areas of responsibility ought to change and
thus to share the awesome and unpopular duties which the Budget Committee must
perform.

I take for granted that the Senate and the Budget Committee are serious. If this

is not so, the Agriculture Committee will inevitably produce a farm bill in 1995
which spends more money and takes in more opportunities to serve farmers and
consumers. If this moment of intense pubhc interest in the economic future of our
country passes without a comprehensive plan to obtain budget sanity and security

in this country, we will all be condemned by history as unworthy of the public trust

we held at a crucial moment.
Agriculture cannot solve the problem alone. Fewer than 2 percent of Americans

are farm families. On average, they are not among the most affluent of Americans.
But farm producers know what is happening to the future of their children. Of ne-

cessity, they must always have optimism and a long-range perspective.

The majority of United States Department of A^culture dollars go to the Food
Stamp Program, school lunches and other nutrition programs. These programs are
now involved in the welfare reform debate. If they remain in the Farm Bill, our
committee and the Budget Committee will have to consider them carefully at an-
other time.

Today, I am here to advocate substantial changes in farm income support pro-

grams and export subsidies, which will certainly be in the Farm Bill.

To strengthen American agriculture even as we reduce farm subsidies, we should:

• Increase the opportunities for farmers to make planting choices and other land
management decisions on the basis of market signals, not government man-
dates;

• Enhance our continued international competitiveness;
• Offer program certainty to producers for 5 years; and
• Continue a basic safety net for farm income, given wide swings of weather and

natural disasters.

For the major supported commodities—the so-called "program crops" which in-

clude wheat, com. cotton and rice—the government's cost exposure is determined by
the "target price," a Congressionally-mandated income support level. If market
prices fall below this level, the Federal Government makes up the difference in a
so-called "deficiency payment." Another source of Federal spending is the Export
Enhancement Program, which subsidizes export sales by offering large discounts to

move selected U.S. commodities.
Mr. Chairman, we should save almost $15 billion over 5 years in two simple steps.

First, we should save $11.45 billion by reducing target prices on the major program
crops by 3 percent a year, for 5 years, with corresponding reductions for those com-
modities that are subsidized in ways other than direct payments. Second, we should
save $3.4 billion by eliminating the Export Enhancement Program.
The EEP is a costly subsidy. It served a purpose, perhaps, when U.S. prices ap-

peared too high to be competitive. Yet U.S. wheat market share in 1994-95 is actu-
ally a little less than it was 10 years ago in 1984-85, the year before the program
started. We may want to keep standby authority for EEP, but the burden of proof
should be on those who advocate dumping grain at "fire sale" prices while claiming
that to do otherwise would be unilateral disarmament.
These two steps would leave intact the Federal Crop Insurance System, which

was reformed just last year to offer producers some protection against weather dis-

asters—and to give taxpayers protection against unfunded, ad hoc disaster payment
programs. Target price cuts would also allow for continuation of the Conservation
Reserve Program at a reasonable level. Even after 5 years, target prices would still

remain slightly above the 10-year average of actual market prices, thus providing
a more modest safety net for later years.
A target price reduction is also a more straightforward and certain means of actu-

ally reducing spending. Past hypothetical farm program savings have often failed
to materialize. For example, Congress believed in 1990 that cuts we enacted in that
farm bill would reduce spending in the next 5 years by nearly $10 billion. Instead,
total spending went up, not down. Overall, we spent $15 billion more than antici-
pated. The steps I have suggested will ensure that, despite market price flutuations.
Federal deficiency payments will be substantially reduced.
Mr. Chairman, I began by saying I am not certain whether Congress is serious

about cutting Federal spending. If we are not serious, then major reform in agri-
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culture will not occur. The 1995 Farm Bill and the overall Federal budget will large-
ly reflect the status quo.

But if we are not serious, it is imperative we act now. It is imperative that we
phase in the necessary program reductions—for farmers and recipients of other Fed-
eral benefits—instead of waiting 7 years until it is someone else's problem. At that
point, the catastrophe will be apparent. The reductions will take place without grad-
ual adjustment. Farmers and other citizens will not thank us for having failed them
through lack of foresight or courage.
We should take the responsibility. Now is the time to act.

Chairman DOMENICI. Senator Conrad, a valued member of our committee, we are
very pleased that you have taken your time to engage your effort to discuss this
issue as a member of the Senate, not as a member of the committee. Please proceed,
Senator.

STATEMENT OF HON. KENT CONRAD, UNITED STATES
SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF NORTH DAKOTA

Senator Conrad. I thank the Chairman for those remarks.
Let me begin by saying I welcome this opportunity to visit with

this committee on what I think is an important debate with respect
to reducing the budget deficit. I am here to tell this committee that
I have a different view than Senator Lugar.

I would remind my colleagues that the United States has a food
policy that is the envy of the world. We have a food policy that has
produced abundant supplies of the highest quality food and at the
lowest cost of any country in the world. That is a remarkable suc-

cess story. And those who advocate a radical change in the system
that has produced that success story and that has produced those
results I think have a very heavy burden to bear. They must prove
and they must demonstrate that they have a better way. And I

don't believe that they can do it.

Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, let me begin by indi-

cating we are in an intense worldwide battle for agricultural mar-
kets. That is the circumstance that we face today. Our primary
competitor is Europe and, make no mistake, Europe has a plan and
they have a strategy. Their plan is to dominate world agricultural

trade.

Now, some might ask, if I don't come fi'om a farm State, why
should I care very much about farm policy? The reason, Mr, Chair-
man and members of the committee, is that agriculture is much
bigger than farmers. Agriculture is a critical part of this Nation's

economy.
I would turn my colleagues' attention to this first chart that

shows agriculture in the economy, 1994. You can see the farm pro-

gram budget is $10 billion. It is that very small bar, the first one
on the chart.
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The farmers that are benefited by that farm program produce

$175 billion of raw commodity value. That contributes to the total

food and fiber value of $1 trillion in this economy. That produces

20 million jobs in this country beyond the farm gate; 15 percent of

the gross domestic product of this country is made up in agri-

culture.

Let's go to the next chart, if we can.

Chairman DOMENICI. Senator, I interrupted Senator Lugar once,

and let me just ask you this. Would you put the chart back? At
some point would you tell us why you assume that we will have
less than $175 billion if we have a change in

Senator Conrad. Yes, I will get to that as I go through the testi-

mony, Mr. Chairman.
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Chairman Domenici. Thank you very much.
Senator Conrad. I am glad you raised the point because it is an

important point. I think it is really a critical point.

Let's go to the next chart.

As I was indicating, agriculture currently in the world is experi-

encing fierce competition, and our chief competitor is Europe. Eu-
rope has a plan; they have a strategy. As I indicated, their plan
is to dominate world agricultural trade. This chart shows the kind
of commitment Europe is making to agriculture compared to the
commitment that we are making to agriculture. This is for fiscal

year 1994: Europe, over $30 billion dedicated to agriculture; we are
less than $8.5 billion. Europe is making a commitment to agri-

culture of from 3 to 4 times what we are making.
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E.U. vs. U.S.
Domestic Agriculture Support Spending
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Source: USDA

Now, why are they doing that? They are doing it because they

understand by having higher supports for their farm producers,

they will encourage surplus production. They take that surplus pro-

duction. They dump it on world markets at fire-sale prices in order

to gather world market share.

The reason they are doing that is they understand we are in a

trade war. They believe at some point there will be a cease-fire.

They believe there will be a cease-fire in place, and they want to

occupy the high ground. The high ground is dominating world mar-
ket share.

Let's go to the next chart because that shows just how well the

European strategy is working.
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Mr. Chairman, this shows in just one commodity what our com-
petitors have done since 1960. The blue Une shows imports of
wheat. The red Hne shows exports. You can see that they have held
imports roughly constant over this 35-year period while they have
seen a dramatic increase in their exports, precisely the strategy
that I have outlined. They have gone from being one of the biggest
importers in the world to being one of the biggest exporters.

European Community
Wheat Imports vs. Exports

40,000

30,000

20,000
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E.U. vs. U.S.
Agricultural Export Subsidies
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First, to put it in some historical perspective, you can see from

1990 to 1994 they were averaging $10.6 biUion a year. We were
averaging $1.7 billion a year. Look at the first year under GATT,
what they will be permitted: $13.1 billion against our $1.2 bilHon.

And look, even in the sixth year they are still going to have an
enormous advantage, $8.4 billion against our $600 million.

Now, my colleague. Senator Lugar, says we ought to eliminate

our $600 miUion, or for the first year our $1 billion against their

$13 billion. I say that is unilateral disarmament, and I would say

to my colleague I don't believe that he would advocate any such

thing if this were a military confrontation.
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But we are in a confrontation. We are in a battle for world agri-

cultural markets. Our European friends understand it, and they
are seeking to win it.

Let's go to the next chart.

You asked the question, Mr. Chairman, What happens if you
eliminate farm programs? Well, we don't have to look very far to

see what happens. We can look to New Zealand, which tried this

experiment, is in the midst of it still now. Let's just look at what
happened to them, and remember that New Zealand is far different

than the United States because they had a very short period of try-

ing farm programs. They just instituted them for a short period

and then did away with them.
Look at what happened to New Zealand. This shows the value

of farm output in that country, 1985 with the Farm Program, 1994
without a farm program, a 25-percent reduction in output.
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Eliminating Farm Programs
The New Zealand Exannple
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Mr. Chairman, if that rippled its way through the United States

economy, it would cost us 5 million jobs. I don't think that is an
experiment we want to embark on.

Let's go to the next chart.

Aside from being in the midst of a fierce international battle over

world markets, we also have a food policy that has been exception-

ally useful for American consumers. This chart shows consumer
food expenditures, the United States versus the rest of the world.

The first chart there shows as a percentage of income what our
friends in Russia are spending for food: 30 percent of their income
for food; Italy, 26 percent; Japan, 19 percent; Germany, 19 percent;

France, 16 percent; the United States, 8 percent. We have by far

the lowest cost food in the world.
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Consumer Food Expenditures
U.S. versus the World
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Let's go to the next chart.

Not only do we have the lowest cost food today, we have an ongo-
ing pattern of a reduction in costs that is the envy of the rest of

the world. You can see in 1970 we were spending about 10 percent

of our income for food at home; 1980, 9 percent; currently, 8 per-

cent.
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Falling Cost of Food
Spending on Food as a Percentage of Income
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Source: USDA (focxi consunried at home)

Let's go to the next chart, and take a look at what is happening
with respect to the budget for farm programs. Because we have
heard a lot of talk about the budget for farm programs. We have
heard some assert it is going up. Nothing could be further from the
truth.

The contribution that this Federal Government makes to farm
programs has been in steady and constant decline. This chart
shows agriculture spending as a percent of total Federal outlays.

You can see that the high water mark was 1956 to 1960 when we
were spending about 2.4 percent of the Federal budget. 1991, 1995,
we are down to eight-tenths of 1 percent of the Federal budget.
This year we are at six-tenths of 1 percent of the Federal budget.
And for the period 1996 through 2000, the estimates are we will

be at four-tenths of 1 percent of the Federal budget for agriculture.
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Agricultural Spending
CCC Outlays as Percent of Total Federal Spending

Source: USDA
(5-year averages)

Senator Gorton. Senator Conrad, in 1960, there was no medi-
care or medicaid, was there?

Senator Conrad. No, there was no medicare or medicaid. In fact,

that is what is contributing to the growth of the deficit now. But
if you are looking at agriculture's share of Federal spending, that
has been in constEint decline. Obviously, medicare was present in
1981 and 1985. It was present 1986 through 1990. Agriculture's
share is in decline.

Let's go to the next chart, because it shows it another way as
well.

Agricultural spending as a percent of gross domestic product, an-
other way of looking at what kind of commitment this country is

making to agricultural spending. Again, you can see that we were
at four-tenths of 1 percent back in 1956 and 1960 as a percentage
of gross domestic product. In the current period, that has been cut
in half, two-tenths of 1 percent of gross domestic product going for

agriculture, and the projection is that will be cut in half again for

thejperiod from 1996 to the year 2000.
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Agricultural Spending
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Let's go to the next chart.

For those who say there have been no cuts in agricultural pro-

gram spending, 1986 expressed in 1994 dollars, $35 billion; 1994,
again expressed in 1994 dollars, about $12 billion, A dramatic re-

duction.
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Agriculture Program Spending
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Mr. Chairman, one other chart I wanted to put up, because Sen-
ator Lugar used a statistic and indicated that in the 1990 to 1994
time period, during that period, that agricultural program spending
exceeded the projection. And that is true. That is the only 5-year
period in the last 20 years that that has been true.

This chart shows from 1987 to 1991; the projection was we would
spend $80 billion. We spent $62 bilhon, $18 bilhon less than the
projection. For 1988 through 1992, the projection was we would
spent $109 bilhon. We spent $49 billion, $60 biUion less than the
projection.

For 1989 through 1993, the projection was $79 biUion. We spent
$52 billion, a $27 billion savings over the projection.
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Mr, Chairman, let me just conclude as I began by saying we have
the food policy that is the envy of the world. We have a food policy
that has produced the lowest cost food and the highest quality,
abundant and stable supplies. And those who seek to radically
alter that policy, I believe, have a very heavy burden to bear. They
must demonstrate, and demonstrate conclusively, that they have a
better way.
Mr. Chairman, let me just conclude by saying this is a matter

of extraordinary importance to the United States, not just to the
farmers of this country but to the $20 million people who live and
have jobs as a result of the farm sector. Our friends in Europe un-
derstand how important this sector is to the economy. That is why
they have a plan and a strategy to dominate world agricultural

trade. And we would make a profound mistake to give up in this

battle for world agricultural markets.
I think we would rue the day we threw in the towel in this bat-

tle. Not only would it adversely affect farmers, but it would have
a very deep adverse effect on the 20 million people who have jobs
as a result of our agricultural success.

[The prepared statement of Senator Conrad follows:]
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STATEME^^^ of senator KENT CONRAD

SENATE COMMITTEE ON THE BUDGET

FEBRUARY 16, 1995

Thank you for the opportunity to testify.

We are engaged in an historic budget debate. Every dollar of Federal

spending is being examined with a critical eye.

We have heard repeated suggestions that our Federal farm programs

are ripe for elimination. We he£ir that the justification for them is now
gone.

I am here to tell this committee the justification for farm programs is

not gone. I will explain how our farm programs are essential for

international competitiveness. I will explain how our farm programs are

crucial for American consumers. I will explain how our farm programs fill

an essential role in our economy by creating thousands of American jobs

and supporting production of essential human needs: food and fiber.

International Competitiveness

The situation we face in world agricultural trade is a government
subsidized, intense worldwide battle for agricultural market dominance. Our
primary competitor is Europe. They have a plan. They have a strategy.

They want to win the world agricultural trade battle.

Those who are not from farm states like North Dakota might ask why
they should care whether our farmers can compete. The answer is simple -
U.S. agriculture is much bigger than just farmers.

Let's take a look at a loaf of bread. The cost of the wheat in a loaf of

bread is only 5 cents, while the price of bread is 80 cents. And of that five

cents the farmers receives, most goes for inputs, not into his pocket. The 75
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cents difference means jobs for the people who load trucks and barges. It

means jobs for elevator workers and for the men and women who process

and package the food we eat The list goes on and on. But the bottom line

is that these workers' jobs depend on our national food policy.

Our farmers produce $175 billion in raw agricultural commodities that

form the basis for our $1 trillion U.S. food and fiber sector, creating 20

million jobs beyond the farm gate. Yet our farm programs cost only $8 to

$10 billion per year (Chart 1).

We can see the strategy of the Europeans ~ produce it in Europe so

that they transport, mill, process, package, wholesale and retail it in Europe.

The Europeans understsind how important agriculture is to the overall

economy. That's why they provide high levels of support to their producers

to encourage surplus production. They dump those surpluses on the world

market at fire-sale prices, undercutting our producers £ind grabbing market

share (Chart 2). TTiey expect a cease-fire in this trade war and they want to

be on top.

Oh, how well their strategy is working. The Europeans have gone

from being the largest net importer of wheat to the number two exporter

(Chart 3). Europe is also the number two exporter of beef, the number one
exporter of pork, and the number one exporter of value-added food

products.

While Europe moves, we sleep. Europe supports its farmers at high

levels while we continually slash agricultural spending. It is unilateral

disarmament. One day we may awake to leam that Europe has done to us

in agriculture what Japan has done to us in automobiles and electronics.

We're putting our farmers up against not only the German and French
farmers, but the German and French governments (Chart 4).

The Europeans know that producing commodities in Europe keeps

jobs in Europe. If we dismantle our agriculture policy, we will lose jobs. It's

that simple.
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Look at New Zealand. They recently dismantled their farm programs.

Even though this was much less disruptive than it would be in the U.S., New
Zealand's agricultural output is down by one-fourth, according to USDA.
In this country that would translate into a loss of 5 million jobs and 4

percent of GDP - enough to put us into recession (Chart 5).

Consumers

U.S. agriculture is the envy of the world. We enjoy a safe, high-

quality, abundant, and stable food supply. This is not an acddent, but the

result of rationally designed national goals.

Here are the facts: U.S. consumers pay a lower percentage (only 8

percent) of their income for food than the citizens of any other country

(Chart 6). Moreover, spending on food is a decreasing percentage of

income, dropping from 10 percent of income in 1970 to 8 percent today

(Chart 7). And, of that declining percentage, only 22 cents of each dollar

goes to the American farmer, according to USDA.

What relationship does this consumer benefit have to farm programs?

This committee will remember the flood of 1993 ~ the most recent

time we made a claim on our national food insurance policy. like the

drought of 1988-89 when consumers saved $40 billion in higher food costs,

consumers again cashed in their food insurance policy.

That is how the farm programs are supposed to work. They assure

consumers adequate food at reasonable prices even during weather-related

crop disasters. Not only do Americans benefit, but millions of poor people

around the world benefit when prices remain reasonable during weather

related crop disasters.

If we dismantle U.S. agriculture policy as some suggest, our cormnodity

reserves will be depleted, prices will fluctuate, and consumers will pay more
for food.
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Those who v/ant to dismantle a food policy that works - a food policy

that has created stability and modest prices for consumers ~ must explain

how they can do better. The burden of proof is on them.

Agriculture is Different

I continually hear people suggest that agriculture is like every other

type of business. It is not Agriculture is unique in supplying a basic

necessity of human life imder unstable weather conditions.

Unlike other businesses, farmers do not know how much they will

produce or at what price when they start the production cycle in the Spring.

That violates a fundamental assumption upon which the free-market

philosophy is based. This natural flaw in the way agricultural markets works

causes a boom-bust cycle in the farm community. The weather should not

determine whether or not a rural community has a recession. Economic
stability and efficiency require a price and supply stabilization policy under

such unstable and unusual market conditions. To do less is to ignore basic

economic facts.

Those facts require the maintenance of a commodity reserve for the

bad years. That reserve is a national food security system, an insurance

policy against production shortfalls.

Because these grain reserves depress prices and reduce fanners'

income, we as a nation have maintained a reserve for decades for

consumers' benefit. And we have supported producers' income to sustain

that supply. That is why we have farm programs.

The Budget

These benefits to the consumer cost very little. Agriculture spending

is a tiny portion of federal spending, only 0.6 percent this year. Added to

our food bill, we still spend less of our disposable income on food than any
other nation.

This chart shows historical agriculture spending as a percentage of

total federal outlays (Chart 8). Average agricultural spending for FY91-95 is
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only 0.8 percent Current projections show that for FY96-2000, spending

drops to 0.4 percent of total federal outlays.

Agriculture spending as a percentage of Gross Domestic Product tells

a similar story. We are spending less now on farm programs than we have

for decades (Chart 9).

These statistics make three points very clear: First, agriculture

spending is an extremely small part of federal spending. Second, agriculture

spending has decreased dramatically. Third, agriculture spending is

expected to continue its steep decline.

Finally, this chart shows agriculture spending from 1986-1994. In 1986,

we spent $35 biUion in 1994 dollars but last year we spent only $12 billion

(Chart 10).

The Future

I'm not here to suggest that absolutely no changes should be made in

our Federal agricultural policy. Surely there should be changes.

First, I believe more progress could be made through international

trade agreements. We should urge other nations to level the plajdng field.

My testimony clearly shows the unequal levels of support we now face.

Second, I believe we must work to harmonize our agriculture policies

with other nations. For years, the U.S. has carried the burden of

maintaining a reserve unilaterally ~ other nations should carry their fair

share of the burden.

Harmonization should lead to the creation of a multi-national

humanitarian food reserve. Decade after decade we see famine in other

nations - famine that must be responded to quickly. Too often, though,

food relief is tied up in political battles distant from the needs of the hungry.

We should de-politicize food aid. We should stop using food as a weapon.
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Through such a system, we can improve our response to these

tragedies. In addition, we can spread the burden of commodity reserves

that our farmers and taxpayers pay for.

Third, we should promote value-added processing through the

formation of cooperatives. North Dakota is a national leader in the

cooperative movement. Farmers have joined hands and minds to vertically

integrate their operations to produce higher-value products. Producers can

gain income while relying less on the Federal government. It works, and
others should try it.

Fourth, we must examine targeting farm program benefits to efficient

family-size producers. I understand the complexities of this issue but I

believe we must ~ as part of the budget process ~ make difficult choices

about Federal farm program payments.

Conclusion

We have a monumental task on our hands. This committee will be
making very important decisions about our country's future. Do we want to

dismantle the programs that sustain a basic domestic industry, hurt farmers

and cost hundreds of thousands of American jobs? Do we want to

unilaterally disarm? I think not.

Americans of today and tomorrow are depending on us to make the

right decisions. Our Federal agriculture policy is right for America. It

works. History proves it. We have made decisions that have given us

enormous abundance in our most basic needs: food and fiber. This was no
mistake.

Let us not begin making mistakes. Let us not forget what we have.

Let us not forget how we got it. Let us not turn our back on success. This

committee - this Congress ~ must continue this success.

I thank the Chairman.
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Agricultural Spending
CCC Outlays as Percent of Total Federal Spending

Source: USDA
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Chairman DOMENICI. I normally yield on my side, but I am going
to ask my first round and keep it to 5 minutes. That is what we
agreed to, Senator Exon. Then you will follow me.
Would you put the chart back up that shows the relationship of

American farm products, the 175 versus 20 billion or whatever it

is? I think it was the first chart up.
Senator Lugar, I would assume that just as a pure statement of

facts put on a chart you would essentially agree with that 175 pro-

duces a trillion dollars in total food and fiber value.

Senator LuGAR. Yes, that is a fair estimate.
Chairman DOMENICI. I would like to know from you whether

your proposal would dramatically reduce that 175, which is the
part that we are talking about here today. Or is it your opinion
that that would stay the same or increase?
Senator LuGAR. It would increase, Mr. Chairman, as food has in-

creased, roughly 1 to 2 percent in a secular trend for many, many
years. That is, the American people have a population growth to

consume about as much food of some value. And so these situations
have been fairly stable, and there would be, I suspect, a secular
change upward.
Chairman DOMENICI. My question more specific if you reduce the

subsidies, is it your idea that we would reduce the amount of prod-
uct that the American farmers produce?

Senator Lugar. No; I think, Mr. Chairman, the whole quest of
ag policy from the 1930's onward has been supply control. The Fed-
eral Government has been frightened that too much would be pro-

duced and has contrived one scheme after another for 60 years to

control what farmers could do.

The possibilities for American agricultural production are unlim-
ited. Unlimited. We could produce a multiple of all we do now, and
the problem for us has been we have suppressed our research, we
have suppressed most of the good ways in which we would do more,
out of fear that somehow or other prices would go down if supply
increased. But there is absolutely no possibility of supply decreas-
ing. Quite to the contrary, more abundant supplies, competitive
supplies with which to compete abroad would be the consequence
of more efficient agriculture.

Senator Conrad. Might I respond to that question as well?
Chairman DOMENICI. Sure.
Senator Conrad. Let me just say that in my previous life I was

the tax commissioner for the State of North Dakota, one of the
most agricultural States in the Nation. I remember very well ask-
ing the Wharton Forecasting Service, which was the forecasting
service for the State of North Dakota, what would happen if you
eliminated Federal farm programs? They told me at the time—

I

asked them, what would be the equilibrium price of wheat? They
told me the equilibrium price of wheat would be $2.25 a bushel.
That is when wheat was selling for around $4.

I asked Wharton what that would mean to North Dakota. And
I will never forget the chilling response of their chief forecaster.

His two-word answer was "mass bankruptcy."
Mr. Chairman, agriculture is different than other industries. It

is different because when a producer starts the year, he does not
know how much he will produce or at what price. That is a fun-
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damental difference. The result is if you have no pohcy to create
stability, you have wild swings. Just on weather alone, you could
have an entire region of the country in recession because you have
no program.
That is fundamentally why we have farm programs.
Senator Lugar. Let me just comment that my colleague from

North Dakota makes a very important point about his State. That
will be made again and again, the effects upon tax collection of rev-

enue. But what this committee has to consider is whether farm
policies, CCC policies, are the appropriate way of keeping North
Dakota alive.

In other words, if the real price of wheat is $2.25 and by Federal
policy we are making it $4 in order to keep alive North Dakota,
that is a very serious problem. But it is well beyond the agriculture

budget, and it really comes to a fundamental problem, I suppose,
of the entire budget process.

Chairman DOMENICI. Senator Conrad
Senator Conrad. Could I just relate to my colleague-

Chairman DOMENICI. My time is going to run out, and I won't
even get a second question. You all have a wonderful time discuss-

ing this with each other. [Laughter.]
The only thing I might say, from a distance the one thing that

looks the s£une about you, from back here you look like two execu-
tives that came to work today with those striped ties and dark
suits.

But let me make two points very quickly. First, Senator Conrad,
I am a little bit disturbed that you put a chart up that said 10 per-
cent and then went down to 8—if you would put that up real quick.
Yes, just put it up there.

Senator it seems to me that your very first chart showing how
much the farm product yields in finished product would indicate to

me that a substantial portion of that reduction, if not all of it, is

attributable not to the farmers but, rather, to the production side
of America where we have had great efficiencies in the way food
is processed and the way it is kept and the way it is delivered. And
I surely don't think you intended to say that that 2 percent was
attributable to farmers becoming—the price of farm products going
down. You didn't mean that, did you?
Senator Conrad. Oh, absolutely.
Chairman Domenici. But did it contribute 2 percent of the
Senator Conrad. No; obviously, you have all of the food chain

that is responsible for the final cost to consumers.
Chairman Domenici. Right.
Senator Conrad. But understand, you take—excuse me. Let me

answer the question. In an 80-cent loaf of bread, 5 cents of that
goes to the farmer. Five cents of an 80-cent loaf of bread goes to

the farmer; 75 cents goes to other folks in the food chain, goes to
the seed supplier, goes to the person who provides the fertilizer,

goes to the trucker, goes to the railroad.
Chairman DOMENICI. But, Senator
Senator CoNRAD. But the fact is we have an entire system here

of food policy that gives us that result.
Chairman DOMENICI. Let me just put it another way. You say

spending on food as a percentage of income. The variable is income.
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Income is dramatically up in 1990 versus 1970. So, obviously, the
food proportion would be smaller. I just want
Senator Conrad. No, that is not the case at all, Senator. No, the

fact is this is a measure of what food costs as a percentage of in-

come. Other costs in our society, you will find, are either stable or
have gone up. Go look at health care. What has happened to health
care? Income has gone up, but the percentage of our income going
for health care has risen dramatically.

The fact is agriculture, food, is one of the few places where we
have seen a reduction and, in part, that is attributable to the pro-

ductivity of the American food production machine. We have a food
policy, and that food policy has worked, and worked extremely well.

Chairman Domenici. I just want to make one last observation,

and perhaps you can come back to it. I don't have time. I have used
my time—I ^dn't use my time. Both of you used my time. [Laugh-
ter.]

I asked one question, I got two answers. But, in any event, let

me say, Senator, I think we need a better explanation than New
Zealand to prove the case of what might happen if the supports are
changed dramatically, and I just maie that observation. I haven't

checked New Zealand, but I will check it only because I don't think
that is very much proof that ours will cause the same kind of thing.

Senator Exon, it is your turn.

Senator Exon. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Let me just add to that conversation, discussion, argument—call

it what you will. We all agree, don't we, that if the Lugar proposals

were enacted into law, the income of our food producers out on the

farm would go down. Isn't that right?

Senator LuGAR. Not necessarily.

Senator ExON. Do you think they are going to go up?
Senator Lugar. You are talking about net income, and the point

that I am trying to make is that if farmers have the ability to plant

and manage their land, it is very possible that taking the shackles

of all this off, many will do better. At least 41 percent in my State

think they would do better once the government is out of their

business altogether.

Senator Exon. Could you comment on that. Senator Conrad?
What do you think is going to happen to the income of the farmers
in North Dakota?

Senator Conrad. Well, to me, it is a very simple proposition. Let
me just direct your attention to this chart. ^ This is what Europe
can do in terms of export support under the GATT: in the first

year, $13 billion against our $1.2 billion.

Senator Lugar says, well, let's just kick the skids out from under
our producers. Let's not give them any help in this worldwide bat-

tle for agricultural markets. Let's send our farmers up not against
just the French farmer and the German farmer, but let's put them
up against the French government and the German government as
well.

I submit to you that is a losing proposition for our producers.
Senator Exon. And the treasuries of the German government

and the French government. I think that is important.

iSeep. 461.
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Senator Lugar, let me ask you a question. As I understand it,

you talk about 3 percent a year.
Senator LuGAR. Yes.
Senator EXON. And I was doing some multiplication here with re-

gard to the saving, and I couldn't figure it out. Finally, I discovered
or was told by staff that when you talk about 3 percent a year, that
is cumulative, isn't it? I mean, isn't it a 3 percent reduction the
first year and 6 percent the next year and then 9?
Senator Lugar. Yes.
Senator ExON. And then 12 and so forth?

Senator Lugar, Correct.
Senator ExON. Well, 3 percent a year doesn't sound too bad, but

when you start accumulating that, it is dramatically different. I am
not sure. Is there a better way of stating your proposal than 3 per-

cent a year?
Senator LUGAR. I think that is the simplest. Senator Exon, but

I have tables that I would be prepared to give for the record. The
wheat target price would decline from $4 to $3.88, $3.76, $3.65,
and $3.54, finally $3.43 as the end of this exercise, 3 percent cumu-
lative each year, and that is a certain way of cutting the budget.
The point I have made before is that we have all had

hypotheticals and thought we were cutting it, but this does it. Very
clearly, the target price comes down, and so do the subsidies. But
it is clearly just as you stated, 3 percent cumulative each year.
Senator ExON. Did you say that 40 percent of the farmers in your

State are supportive of your proposal?
Senator LuGAR. They are supportive of the proposition of ending

the subsidies and getting the Federal government out of their farm-
ing operation.
Now, some have already voted with their feet by leaving the com

program, and the prediction of CBO is that if my proposal was
adopted, a great many more would do so.

Senator ExoN. I don't think there is any question that if your
program is enacted they are going to be leaving in wholesale lots.

Let me say this about your program. I wonder if you could tell

me or if you have any figures on what the impact would be of this

cut and how it would be felt among the various producer groups.
In other words, is it equal across the board?
Senator LuGAR. It is a fairly equal situation. Senator Exon. At

the end of the 5 years, the target price would still be 111 percent
of the normal market price for wheat over a 10-year period of time.
Now, that means that you still have a target price that is going to

give some subsidy in the average year to a wheat farmer. It would
be 106 percent of the 10-year average in com, 107 percent in up-
land cotton, 134 percent in rice, or at least they come off better at
least in this comparison. But everybody comes down fairly close to

what the market prices are in a normal 10-year period of time.
Senator ExoN. I take it that under this kind of a scenario, the

rice farmers might come off a lot better than, say, corn and wheat.
Is that true?
Senator LuGAR. They might. That is possible. And over a 10-year

period of time that we have here, they would have.
Senator ExoN. Well, my time is up, Mr. Chairman. I would sim-

ply say that I have some other questions that I would like to go
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into, and I will try and be here for a second round if you will allow
one.

Chairman Domenici. Might I ask our witnesses, are you under
any time constraints? First, Senator Lugar.
Senator Lugar. No.
Chairman DOMENICI. You can be here if we stay until 11:30 or

12:00.

Senator CONRAD. Mr. Chairman, might I just respond to the last

question that was asked? I think it is an important point.

The Senator from Nebraska asked what is the effect. You, Mr.
Chairman, asked, what is the effect on output? Every USDA study
that has been done says if you eliminate farm programs, you re-

duce output. Not just New Zealand. Those are our own USDA stud-
ies of what would happen.
But beyond that, in terms of a differential from a geographic

standpoint, just looking at the members here, a dramatic dif-

ference. In North Dakota, net farm income, 82 percent of farm pro-

gram payments represent net farm income. In other words, farm
program payments make up 82 percent of net farm income. In
Iowa, it is 266 percent, farm program pa5anents of net farm in-

come. In Illinois, it is over 60 percent that farm programs rep-

resent of net farm income. In Nebraska, it is about 40 percent. In
New Mexico, it is about 13 percent.

So you get dramatic regional differences.

Chairman DOMENICI. I think New Mexico is 3 percent of gross
cash income for 1992 and 4.4 percent for 1993.
Senator Conrad. Well, for the year 1993, according to USDA,

you would have direct government payments as a percent of net
farm income 13.5 percent for the year 1993.
Chairman DOMENICI. In 1992, it was 3, my staff says. Anyway,

we don't have to argue over that. We have a lot of other questions
around here that people ought to ask.

I think you are next. Senator Grassley.
Senator Grassley. Yes. I am a farmer, and I have defended farm

programs, so I suppose everybody expects me to defend the statu

«

quo, so to speak, to defend the farm. I can defend the farm. I am
not sure that I can defend exactly what we got now considering

—

and I say considering in emphasizing the total budget problems we
have. On the other hand, I think we will all agree that we can
eliminate the $11 and $14 billion that Senator Lugar is talking
about, and if that is all we accomplish, it is a spit in the ocean com-
pared to what the problem is. So I am actually here to commend
my colleague from Indiana for his strong leadership in an area that
is his jurisdiction as chairman of the committee, because it is not
easy to be so bold with your own committee. It is always kind of
easier to be bold with somebody else's program.

First and foremost, I believe that government needs to be smaller
and more effective. I think Senator Lugar's position is the same.
Senator Lugar, my concern is the process of accomplishing that and
all of your excellent work. Senator Lugar, to reform agriculture
could be for naught if other committee chairmen fail to follow your
lead, because then it becomes a fairness issue. And if there is one
thing I am committed to during this debate when it comes to the
entire budget process is to make sure doesn't happen to agriculture
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what happened in 1990 and 1993 when we took unfair, dispropor-
tionate cuts, and other programs didn't contribute. And other pro-
grams are as much of a problem as agriculture is.

As we all know, if there are sacred cows escaping scrutiny, the
path of least resistance is that no cuts are made, no cuts made any-
where. And then it is just business as usual.

I believe that we have to avoid that. To do so, we need leadership
from all committee chairmen. Otherwise, Senator Lugar, you will

be selling your very fine program and your work to an increasingly
skeptical agriculture community.
Having said that, Mr. Chairman, let me say about Senator Lugar

that there is no Senator more qualified to chair the Agriculture
Committee. I commend him for the analytical and objective ap-
proach he has taken in reviewing agriculture programs. But I en-
courage other committee chairmen to apply such rigorous tests to

their programs, and maybe we can make some progress towards
really balancing the budget.

I am convinced that we need a farm program of some kind. I

might disagree there with you. Senator Lugar. However, people can
disagree on details of programs. If someone has an idea for a pro-

gram that will provide greater benefit to the American farmer and
the American consumer at less cost to the Federal Grovemment, we
should take a very close look at that program. And I think there
are a lot of alternatives to what we have out there, or even things
we can do within the existing commodity programs that would be
helpful.

However, I want you to know I am skeptical of any spending cuts
that will jeopardize the stability of food supply or weaken the U.S.
farmers' position vis-a-vis our foreign competitors. That may be a
point more towards your export enhancement than it is toward the
commodity price support generally.
As I mentioned before, we need to make sure that what we do

this year to agriculture—and I hope you will be cognizant of this

—

is that we don't want the Charge of the Light Brigade but, rather,
we want successful reforms.
So the only question I am going to be able to ask you. Senator

Lugar, is: You have been a strong advocate of exporting U.S. agri-

cultural goods abroad and maintaining our competitiveness in the
world marketplace. And as you know, although the United States
has natur£d advantages in this area, especially due to our natural
resources and our own efficiency of our farmers, the governments
of the foreign trading partners do, as you have seen on these
charts, heavily subsidize. And you know the figures, so I won't re-

peat those figures.

The bottom line is my question relates to your desire to eliminate
EEP and other spending on green box programs, the unilateral dis-

armament that my good colleague from North Dakota spoke of.

How will this affect the U.S. farmers' ability to compete in the
world market? And will you propose market development programs
as an alternative to EEP?
Senator LuGAR. Senator Grassley, I believe we have to be cog-

nizant of our international competition. I have no quarrel with my
colleague from North Dakota, and I certainly agree with you that
exporting has always been the up side potential for American agri-
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culture. Each one of us who gives speeches on this always empha-
sizes that.

I am saying that EEP has outlived its usefulness in large part
because most of the sales are now going to Russia, to China, to sit-

uations—we are not really competitive with the French. We are al-

ways cited as one of the malefactors. Furthermore, in European cir-

cles, the farm reductions in terms of both income and employment
are going down precipitously. They are not making headway with
it even if their treasuries are putting more money into it, and they
will be constrained by GATT from doing that from time to time.

But we will have to be thoughtful about a strategy for exports,

and I would be in favor of developing programs. And we will look

at each one of those, of which there are several that will come into

the Farm Bill debate.

I would just finally say that there is no thought, Mr. Chairmgin
and Senator Grassley, that output of food supplies in this country
is going to go down. The fact is the American people will get every
bit that they want. It is almost like the argument that output in

Eastern Germany has been going down recently, because a state

produced all sorts of things that people did not want at prices they
could not pay.

I don't want to make a precise analogy, but when you get into

a Federal Government program and people start planting for the
program, planting for the government as opposed to the market,
strange things occur. The output of some things will go down be-

cause there wasn't demand for them. Farmers just produced them
because they knew they would get the money.
Then we think of our own dumping apparatus for China or for

Russia to get rid of our own excesses in programs.
Chairman DOMENICI. Your time is up.

Senator Simon?
Senator SiMON. Thank you.
I would join Senator Grassley in commending you for your cour-

age. I have to say philosophically I am more comfortable with Sen-
ator Conrad right now in terms of where we are.

Let me give you kind of a big picture thing. We now have on the
face of the Earth about 5.8 billion people. By the middle of the next
century, we are going to have somewhere around 10.5 billion peo-

ple. Feeding the world is going to be extremely important to the
stability of the world. And there is no question the United States
is going to have to play a very critical role in that.

We tend to look short term because farmers have to survive year
by year. The family farm, as we have known it—and it gets defined
in different ways, but it is the most efficient way of producing. And
I am concerned about programs that discourage the family farm.
Now, I do believe, my own feeling is that we have to re-examine

target prices as a mechanism for doing that much more than we
have, with a cap on what each farm can produce. I think that is

a way of encouraging the family farmer, and yet putting a cap on
total costs.

Let me just ask the two of you to respond to your feeling about
this £ind the long-term picture. I think in the area of agriculture,

as in most areas in Congress, we tend to look very short term. I
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think we have to look long term more. I would be curious as to the
response of both of you.

Senator CONRAD, Well, maybe I could begin by saying what Sen-
ator Lugar has proposed is really a dramatic and drastic reduction
in farm programs. Three percent sounds insignificant, but you have
got to remember you have got inflation occurring during the period.

And when you start reducing target prices 3 percent a year, what
you wind up with is a final target price that is very close to the
market price, and so, in effect, you have wiped out farm programs.

Let's be blunt, let's be direct, in terms of what he is proposing.
That would have a devastating effect, certainly in my State, cer-

tainly in Senator Grassley's State. I don't have the numbers for ev-

eryone here. Certainly in Senator Exon's State, it would have a
devastating effect.

We can target, better than we are doing now, farm price sup-
ports, and in my testimony I say I certainly support a targeting.

Let's limit it to whether it is an earnings test or some other means
testing. That makes sense.
Senator Simon. And I have to say that makes sense to me. Sen-

ator Lugar?
Senator Lugar. Senator Simon, farms with 250,000 in sales or

more are only 6 percent of American farms, but they received over
a third of all of the subsidies.

Now, your point, of course, is to get to the small family farm the
benefit of this safety net. That will require a very, very large
change in programs altogether, because essentially the money goes
on the basis of bushels produced to whoever does it, whatever size.

Now, most of the attempts to get limits at 50,000—and that has
been suggested again and again—run afoul of the fact that people
divide their farms into partnerships, separate corporations; so-

called Christmas tree scandals abound. Furthermore, it is hard to

audit the income tax returns of people, either prospectively or far

enough after the fact, to know precisely what their income limits

were and how the payments ought to be tailored.

That is why I have approached in, I think, a much cleaner fash-
ion; that is, the target price. The very large farmers in America in
many cases will opt out of the program, because, in fact, they could
run their corporate farms at a profit, anyway, and are simply using
Federal subsidies as additional income.

If there are farmers in America who are very poor and who are
marginal, the safety net is still provided by the program that I

have suggested. It is still there, something above what is normally
the market price.

Senator Conrad is correct. My intent is a gradual glide path
out of subsidies. And after 5 years, we are pretty close, as he says,
to the market price so that finally people are planning for the mar-
ket. I think that is better than this committee or my committee at
some point about 4 years from now coming up with the fact that
we have been running along the same as always and suddenly we
have got $300 billion deficits. And you say that year this is really
serious, and now we are going to whack it all off.

There is no glide path there. It is really a revolution. The
changes I am suggesting will change land values, but they will
change them gradually. They will change incomes, but in a path
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that people can count on. And that I think is important to farmers,
even the 41 percent who want out in Indiana. Another 30 percent
beheve we ought to have a ghde path out of it, and they would like

a phase-out. A majority of American farmers want out of this situa-

tion.

Now, many farmers in Senator Conrad's State still want in. I un-
derstand that. They have got a situation of high costs. The market
situation is not congenial to them. And the predicament for this

committee and mine is: What do you do in areas where agriculture
really is not an economic procedure? Is this a national welfare di-

lemma or a national problem of getting people to go out to farms
and not depopulate the hinterland? And it is a serious problem.
Now, we have got to look at that in my committee and yours in

terms of development of jobs, to make it possible to have income
on something other than ag markets.
Chairman DoMENici. I believe we ought to recess for just a bit.

Senators, if it is all right with you, and come back immediately
after the vote. There are still three Senators on our side who want
to inquire, so would you come back and join us immediately after

the vote? We will be in recess for about 10 minutes.
[Recess.]

Chairman DOMENICI. Could we reconvene? I am certain it is all

right with Senator Exon. I have to go to a meeting in Senator
Dole's office and somebody on my side can preside for me until I

get back. Senator Grorton still wants to inquire, but he is not here,

so he will have to take his turn. I am going to yield now to you.

Senator, for your questions.

I want to make one statement for the record. I failed, in my
opening remarks, to adequately, from my standpoint, compliment
Senator Lugar as Chairman of the Agriculture Committee for his

insights and his knowledge and his efforts. Obviously this commit-
tee is not going to agree totally with what you have said. In fact,

it may not be what the Agriculture Committee produces, as I un-
derstand it. Is that not right, Mr. Chairman?

Senator LUGAR. The Chairman is correct and we could very well

try to arrive at the savings in other ways that are substantially dif-

ferent.

Chairman DOMENICI. I want to also echo the remarks of Senator
Grassley. I want to make it very clear here today, I do not intend
to let the Agricultural Program bear the brunt of entitlement re-

form. It is on the table with literally hundreds of billions of dollars

in entitlements, many of which need reform just as much as this.

It may be a different approach. It may not be the market that we
are looking at, but clearly we need to reform them.
Senator I asked as the Chairman of this committee, that each

authorizing committee help us. I am very appreciative, as Chair-
man, that you have stepped up to the plate and are trjdng to be
helpful. We will do everything we can to leave enough room for a
good farm program as we move through our deliberations, and I

will work closely with Senator Exon and other members of the com-
mittee.

Senator Gorton, we were going to have Senator Abraham pro-

ceed, but you are here and you are next, so would you proceed,
please?
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Senator Gorton. First, Senator Lugar, just a factual question as
to the nature of your proposed cuts. You asked that we save $3.4
biUion in this period of time by ehminating the Export Enhance-
ment Program. I have here page 33 of the Department of Agri-
culture's budget submission, which is Foreign Agricultural Service.

And there are apparently export credits under CCC, there is a mar-
ket promotion program, there is a single line called Export En-
hancement Program, and then two others, Dairy Export Incentive
Program and Sunflower and Cottonseed Oil Assistance Programs.

Is your recommendation in your $3.4 billion simply the single

line Export Enhancement Program or does it include others of

those export programs, as well?
Senator LuGAR. It is the single line of Export Enhancement Pro-

gram. In an earlier answer I pointed out we would examine on the
merits each of a number of export programs.
Senator GrORTON. But the $3.4 billion is that one standing alone?
Senator LuGAR. Is entirely the CBO estimate for Export En-

hancement.
Senator GrORTON. One more question of you, just because of you

are chairman and have some familiarity with all agricultural pro-

grams. With respect to price support programs, the other part, is

it your observation as you look at the farm economy of the United
States as a whole, that those farmers, those agricultural producers
who operate in non-program areas—that is to say those who do not
have government price supports—do worse and have lower incomes
than those who are in support programs? Or is it your observation
that their freedom from any government controls makes them more
efficient and productive and often more prosperous?
Senator LuGAR. That issue has been debated by ag economists

for a long time. They have cited soybeans as a crop that grew with-
out the government involved and grew very big without those con-
straints. The suggestion is, as a matter of fact, that programs that
have had high government involvement have not grown as much.
In the case of peanuts there is a question as to whether demeind
is growing at ^1, as opposed to substitutes, given the constraints
of the program.
But for individual farmers, it is almost an impossible judgement

because the income stream from different types of crops or animal
husbandry is mixed together, often with income from off the farm
and many other sources.

So the judgements are usually about a single crop as it appears
across the spectrum.
Senator GoRTON. But there is no clear showing that agricultural

incomes are higher simply because you are in a program crop than
in a non-program crop?

Senator LuGAR. The income for a farmer in a program crop will

often be higher because he or she is receiving money from the Fed-
eral Government for the production of that crop. It has no relation-

ship to the market desire for the crop. But if you produce enough
of it and you utilize your farm history, you can make money and
many people do.

But only about one-fourth, it should be pointed out, of American
farmers receive direct Federal CCC payments. The other three-
quarters do not, which sort of begs the question, what are these
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other three-quarters doing? And they are doing things that are not
subsidized and apparently doing as well as the one quarter who
are.

Senator GtORTON, Senator Conrad, I am an agnostic, I guess I

would have to say, here today with respect to whether we should
make as radical a set of changes as Senator Lugar proposes or
pretty much continue what we have been doing. But I must say to

you very bluntly, as a friend, that I have not found your charts or
your presentation to have enhanced your case.

I have read a little bit about New Zealand, for example, which
has operated under a socialist government for most of the years
since World War II and which fell from the third highest standard
of living in the world to about the 30th or 40th highest standard
of living in the world as a result. So I do not find it appealing to

be told that New Zealand farm income has declined while New Zea-
land has reformed and free enterprised its economy.

It is my judgment that New Zealand, as a society, finds itself bet-

ter off today than it did under a controlled economy. And I do not
know from your chart whether it represents a 25-percent decline in

product or just a 25 percent decline in what that production was
worth on the market. I do not know it.

And I look at the chart that you have sitting up here right now,
with a 12-to-l ratio of European agriculture export subsidies to

those of the United States. I reflect on the fact that we have the
most competitive agriculture, the most efficient agriculture in the
world, which has been one of the points that you have made, and
I find it very hard to imagine that if we have the best agriculture

in the world at 12-to-l, that it would collapse if we gave up the
one.

It seems to me that maybe the Europeans are msiking one heck
of a mistake in so coddling their agricultursdists by this as to con-
stantly decline in their efficiency.

I look at France. We read the newspapers. Every time there is

an attempt in France to reform agricultural policy the farmers re-

volt, they block roads, they bum trucks, they march on parliament
and they demand continuing subsidies for what obviously is an ag-

riculture, in wheat production for example, far less efficient than
that of the United States. They are still growing wheat the way we
did, I suppose, in 1940. And yet the implication of your charts here
are that boy, that is the way agriculture ought to be done. That is

the way we ought to support our findings.

Why, if we do so well at 12-to-l, why does it suddenly collapse

if it is not 12-to-l anymore, but we just allow free markets to oper-

ate? Why is it, in your view, that farming is the only form of eco-

nomic activity which has got to be coddled and supported by the
government where every area of free market competition works?

I have, for example, in addition to farmers in my State, I have
people who fish for a living. They do not know how much they are
going to catch each year, and they do not know what the price is

going to be each year. But they do not demand target prices for

salmon.
Senator CONRAD. Let me just say that you have asked a series

of questions which I would like a chance to respond to. First, with
respect to New Zealand. New Zealand only had a Farm Program
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from 1978 to 1984. They had a very brief experience with the Farm
Program. Then they ended it and you saw a steep reduction in
terms of what they produced.
The question was put to me what happens when you eHminate

farm programs? Does it have an effect on production? Let me just
say, we have got a clear case, New Zealand. And we have got a
clear result.

Beyond that, I responded in questioning, USDA has done studies
and their conclusion has been repeatedly if you eliminate farm pro-

grams you will have a reduction in production. Now why would
that be the case? Why would it make sense that that would hap-
pen?

If we think a moment about economic theory, if you subsidize
something you get more of it. I think we would both agree on that
premise. That is precisely what those with whom we compete are
doing. That is what the Europeans are doing. They are giving their

producers higher levels of support. That encourages surplus pro-

duction. They take that surplus production, put it on the world
market, and reduce prices in order to gain market share.

We have to ask ourselves does it make sense for us to abandon
the world market to them? Does it make sense to unilaterally dis-

arm? I submit it does not. I think it would be a mistake.
This chart 1 shows export subsidies. There are other subsidies as

well, but in terms of export subsidies it is very clear Europe is

making much more of a commitment to agriculture than are we.
Can we afford to unilaterally disarm? I do not think it makes
sense.

Senator Lugar. Mr. Chairman, let me just comment for a mo-
ment. For the record, I would like to submit pages 28 through 32
of the Agricultural Outlook published in December, 1994 by the
USDA. It discusses New Zealand in detail with charts that are, I

think, helpful.

[The information follows:]

1 See p. 461.
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the XJ3. in lernu of the econoniic and political anvironnicni

which motivated the deregulation policies and actions, and the

resultant short- and longnui adjusimeiu Issues. The policy re-

forms In New Zealaud since 1984, for example, have increased

productive erTicieocy in the agricultural sector, but declines in

investment have raised questions about longrun productivity.

Divergent Pressures

To Deregulate

Nearty t decade has pused since ibc reform began in New Zea-

land, and the agriculniral sector appears to be moving out of the

a^jusunent period. The value of farm output, which declined io-

itially in real terms, headed back up In the lau I980's, arwl is cs-

tltnaied at over S8 bilUoo (nearly $10 billion Ixi nomloal ternu)

la 1994. BeeCsheep operaUons are still the most ImpotUnt type

of firm, and meat and wool from these farms are estimated to

account for 33 percent of the total value of farm output this

year—-the satr^.: share u In 1983. Dairy producu are esdmaled

at 24 percent of the value of farm output in 1994, nearly the

same as in 1983, while grain and oilseed share dropped from S

to 3 percent and borticultuic expanded ftttm 1 1 ptfceot lo 13

parcenl. New ZceUnd cuirwtUy baa about 80,000 farmii

slightly higher than la 1983.

Cconoiniala list a number of symptoms that todicau when struc-

tural adjusimeot is needed in a developing country. These In-

clude perxisleot govaromenl budget deficits, rising naiional

debt-to-incofoa railos, and high Inllulon rales. While policy

cooctfDS In deveioped countries seem more complex and lo-

votve many diverse donKsUu and external prcuures. New Zea^

land and ether developed countries might do well to address

Ibeae syoiiXums u they occur.

A host of coodJUuu* triggered the move to dertgulsie agricul-

ture and other industries lo New Zealand In the mid- 1980*1, and

two issues in particular converged in these yean to support

change. Rrst. farm leaden recognlied thai continuation of the

subsidies which bad been in effect since 1978 would not be vi-

able over^ long-term. Farm leaders acknowledged that the

subsidies—begun partially la response to lost export sales wheu

Ibc United Kingdom joined the European Uoioo—were overly

generous to farmers. New Zealand, a small coui.lry, could sim-

ply not afford to guarantee against price driDps lo dairy, lamb,

at>d other exported livestock producu. Second, the farm sector

saw that subsidies and Unport prxxectlon In other sectors hurt

Ihern. and raasuood that deragulalioa In other sector* would

bring relief in Ihe form of lower Input prices.

Both Issues caused farmen to question whether farm subsidies

were In their long-term InleresL Many farm leaden also faated

that high a^lcultural subsidy levels would cause the loas of

goodwill with the rest of New Zealand's populatioit. In addi-

tion, most farmers could readily recall life before subsidies,

which had begun in the relatively leceot past.
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The U.S. currcnily taect a tci oTciinJIiloru 4nd prestures Ihit

arc largely dirfercDi from (hots broushl tu bur in New Zealand
over a decade aco. 13u( a nujor iuue common to the two coun-
iRcx ii ihe preiiure for clotor Kfuiiny on (ovcrnmeni pcogram
ouilays. (cneralsd by periUlunt buJjjsl dcriciu. Unlik* In New
Zealand, however, many farm programt have been In place over

a Ion; penod of time in ihe U.S., arul have become an linporunt

pari of farm plaiining for tome producer*. And unlike in New
Zealand, farm program expenditure* m^ke up only a unall part

of Ihe nabocuJ budge*.

Beiidca the budgetary preuure, probably the two other mAJor
motivaiionj for change in the VS. arc the perceived lou of
farmers' political clout, and the noanim to coofocni to lotcma-

tioual trade agreeincnta. Neither of thcM forcei was a factor io

deregulation in New Zealand. Both are political in nature and

emotionally charged.

Tlie political iitue lavolvei the perceplioa that the need for gov-

arnment aulslancc In a^trkulture hat decllnod, aod involvea tlie

weakening of post political alUancef tupponing tbettaluaquo

in farm programs. The trade ittue would alter the form that

thcic progranu could tAke—thoM that directly affect trade

would need to be adjuiied. For example, quoiat that liuulale

high domettic price aupporu would become tailfficd, with tar>

Iffi tlowly lowered over time. The larifTicailon of patt quolai

on dairy, lugar, and meat Imporu It aa example.

Th« Voiu* o( New Zvoiond'* tann Output CUmDt Again

BU.NZS

Mtliti avM »\JUM/a>
Apr*-MWCA

MZS1 •USH.a5|lW4|.
ao^ OOTUKr (1 MO.100I
SourcM:5uMUei f«» iMiMMt MMMty a( ««rtBi«w« me nuitriM.

The need for trade agreement con/onnity, aa well as the d«-
mands of an increasingly competitive inlerrutlonal trade envi-

lonment. places pressure on many countries to adjust sectoral

assistance. 1-or tlio U.S., the Intamailonal compeiltjveneas issue

involves the pressure to make farm progranu more transparent

to that trading partners wUI in turn make theirs more iranspar-

eni—and should increase their iinporu from the VS. in the
process. These concenu tec present U.S. conditions apart from
(hose In New Zealand lo the mld-1980't.

According to leccot USDA analyils, deregulation by the U.S.

and its trading partners under the Uruguay Round of the Gen-
eral Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (CATT) would result In a

tubslaotiai increase io VS. agricultural exporu, and raise farm
income. The analysis also indicates that lower govemmeot pro-

gram ouUayi would result from the policy change.

Ag Stctor A(liu5tment

Was a Key Concern

More than 30 differwtt production aitd export subsidy piograma

were aboUsl>ed io New Zeaiartd, lu landein wllii other ecooomy-
wide deregulation refornu. Three concerns from the New Zea-

land cxperiCAce may be of Inierett to VS. policy maimer*:

• tlie tiinlog or tequcoce of euiiKXnlC nformi acroat tecton;

• Initial a^lutimeat problems of (km producen; and

• adjiuuneol prablcmt of downttream participants (market-

en and proceatm) and upstream perticlpaou (bankttt tod

Input tuppUcn) la the agricultural lector.

7^ jtucroeconomie r^fomu ttfftetini inurcit and UKhangt
rattj eccurrtJprior to many ttctor-tptclflc rtformi. These

economy-wide rcfonnt raised interest rate* and appreciated th«

New Zealand dollar. This had the effect of deprestiog exporu

vA in turn, lowering domettic price* while raising ioierest

costs 00 producer loans. Agriculture tutlaiaed these impacts si-

multaneously with the sector-specific refomu, and this raited

Dm question of whellier the reforms oould have been timed to al-

low farmert lo adjust to ooe shock at a time. For most VS.
commodities, wiih their generally heavier domestic market ori-

eaiatlon, this probably vrauld be leu of a coocem.

Conctrti cboul thortrun productr adjutmunl U a major utua

rttardliu of Old i€iiU€nct qfpoUcy reform. How were such

thonruo acljustnmu \u\i»t addressed in New Zealand? Pint,

the goverument provided two main safely nets—one to assist

farm exiu. and ooe to help farmers weather the storm. The flat

program provided farmers wJiL 'golden handshake,* a one-

time paynMiU of S4S,000 to exit farming, aixl was extended to

300 farmer*. The otiter program, the Rural Bank Ditcouol

ScitMne, tuspcnded or reduced liiicrett payments, capitalised

inlerut Into piioclpal, or pottpoiied/wrote off principal in

1986-17. This program was extended to over 4,70C applicanu

wbo, on average, bad $49,(80 In debt wriuen otT.
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Pile** Ar* Rl*lr>e Slowly In Naw toalond

1»»<y91 91/82^ 82/93 'fta/WX/BS '

Popotetion 3.3S aiJ^'' VK'C.^.^ *-r33«yi''W

'•-•," '
;, "K'p/:'--.--

'
tM- .'jr'ii-'

. Aflrioultu™ a* 4.8 6.7 = * ^fi.^Ah.S.T-'y^r.A.t -^

•'••J B6tre<?i</»"!;^.^ Ztiiinit MlnUWy p</art«Ku

iVieiy Zealand

North Island

PACIFIC OCEAN

On* iwjon of the thon-iciiii Itnpicu U) New ZMlind U ttui

ctulioo ii tMeded to avoid tuiomaliully lubiUUitinc (Oven>-

mcnl progruTU for independcoi, voluoiary urangemeou, luch

u btnk-to-ftnner igreemcnti, (o rtduce financial »(nti. For

uunple, (hen wu evidence that New Zealand banka, workinf

closely wiih viable producen, were wllUn{ 10 weaiher (be tlonn

of dereguladon—without the (ovenunent'i luril bank tuU-
lanec program—by taking a liberal policy on repayment pro^
lenu. Other formi of privaie-iectorcooperadoooccunedoa
dcJinqucm paymanu to Input iuppUert.

Recent examplai of similar voluntary cffora In the U.S. Involve

individual flmu ratponding to Grea In Washlngwo Siau laM
tununer. Seanrit Bank in Cbelao and Douglas Counties ex-

tended flexible underwriting criteria and low-interest loaoi (o

help local small entnprcneurs get re-esiablUhed after firca de-
stroyed businesses. And free, 24-hour acceu to Ore update*
and evacuation information was made possible through coopcn-
tion among U.S. West Cellular, the Washlnpoo State D^ait-

laent of Natural Reaourcei, and local radio (Utloni. Although

govemmeal agencies could fKlUtate these programs, caution

Should be applied oa the ejtieoc arkd duraUoo of (ovemmenc In-

volvcmeol sou not to jeoperdlae or dlacourafe such volunliry

pclvau sector iiutiadvca.

A McoiKi lesson ia shoruua adjuaimeol to be learned doni New
Zealaikd 1* the valtw of exploring other, perhaps nongovenunea-

tal, means to help prtxiucers adjust For aAample, future* op-

tions could be used to address price Insubility, and ar«a-wid*

crap insurance prograiiu could handle production liOCcrUlntiM.

Also, teU-bclp programs, such u marketing boards, could be

developed or enhanced. Id New Zealand, marketing boards for

n^Jor commodities probably eescd, lo some extent, thortrun

producer a4justment problems faced with deregulation. In the

U.S., recent legislative atteutpu by dairy group* to allow 'self

help* programs to market and export product* lo the po*l-

OATT envitoument nay signal hitute atienvu by oihw comr

modity poup* lo adopt similar looU,
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New Zoaland't Markatlog Boards Takd on Commercial Look

N*w ZUltjui'i producar uuuliednf ;. ' ;^>« In 1986, iha (ubilization aecouoU
boardi iff unons the oUttl u^l,Jbeft '. Mt up by lh« cealnl Reurv* B«uk
LiMwn(ovefnment-ipoiuortdaij|»rk$p''^''. .^. war* eomplately droppad, and -.

ing toM^buioiu. ''Thata raark«(inf
''

';^
.

' '.;^y 'board* were tUowad lo tcajch ibr-

boaidt began lonnlng In (lia 1920'a^V^; ;''/' >fuoda Acroaa commarcUJ chanoelt

aod wer« giyan btoad le2UUUv«^'n<<'r':!>''i'^' 'v.wit(iou( govaraioaAt apjxyval of

'

aulbc«1ty by lh«iovenirnentlpxlegot(iyi(^:.^s: . ,tu^)Cfviu .••;•.
au£rdgbtrale»»i^in»^»oc«Chiu-JM. 'ij.,^^^ '•.-..''.

aven out teaontl piiks in, prodiita ''^.'.™ j-.« ; lie joyiDrnmeol eiidad Ul rolo l«
'

shipplAS, coordlnatt expofl proavxio«[|L:J)_,-.'//q'^,>/i«(i^g guarantaad orinliUnial'
;

and conduct o»her.a«lviUM ip ,k^pfPw_!^,[^;j'pricM (Qr>(»biUi*tk» Kbupu

whjchbegta'

, ;htvc Ute^.

.
iMving U>w;ilvi'ifoc*i^4 on Mp4^^ .. ny...*.,-

_ ., .-•_ -. -J'-' ;„ir.'T„^,';„^. /;3 ^,1,^ i;^^^..J J::.:.-.;^ „ ._j .^o .•k Wih* If liulfr^ili },Jju-Jt^tlng Bputfj.J

And Qve boarda—covering daii^,

applet and pear», lcjwilt\jlt, taipborrjoj^^
and hop*—aUU malnuln lingU-tellcr^]^

aUlvM for eApona ta t4aw ZeaUnti.vS'^ln^^
••• /•••'. •^^^^"••''i.'J^

'Although inaay' of tW re/onnillileii JS^T

' above wve pcufouod-TTi^pecUUyJA^^
.'dropping moM dominiem^riaUog&'^J
nngemanu and [ht easing ou( of |^V7*r
govenuneitt'a financJal axpomre /i the

**'*'^

need for CMXaln board fuiictioot, ptJikU

.^;;fr«-.-.:inidM <?< the deregylallpii wyji^^

.*^4ni ^id«n ir^M'f^^^^h

;< T(?<Uy.'Now.ZjaJjJn<>,]j*
'! bgardt jSwvarlni'njwlf WQO)^

;^appl« tnd^pem.; fi^'iiiife!

v'btnw'girnij'lionlciilturtj^ . ,^
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Input tufiplUrt, ttp^ciallyftrtUUtr dUirlbmort and baixkt,

Wirt alio Impacitd In ih* jhort run. FenlUz^r um ud captul

expenditiues wen bo(h pull*d bock Mvwel/—up to SO par-

ccni—while Und prices dropped 60 pcrceiu. Similv tho<V4ua

raiulu could ifply foe (he U^. Lcuoiu could ilmlU/ly b*

drawn from the ejiparloi>c« of the Mily 1960'* PIK program la

ih« U^. (and Mrlltr profrajDs) In utUcipailDf rcjpoote of input

luppJien to Ur(e thodrun eulbacJu la farm InfM d«nund,

. Output & Resources

Are Longrun Issues

The impact of dcregulatioo on ouipuc, reeouic* um, artd techno-

logical iooovadon acvj adaptloa wera the th>«« nula lootar laaa

iuuei conaiderad by New Zealand policy malun.

Production cuibackt foUowlnf dtrttuiation wtrtfar liu that

txfitcttd. EcorKunauic modelirtj aod eJipert oplaion bad tug-

gctted far £r«Ater productioa decUnea iluo actually occurred fol-

lowing (UrtguUtioo. aitd (um numbert (Ucllned leu than HMtt

eatla^aUa. Foe auunpU. Initial New Zealand eailmaua Indi-

cated a lO-perccnt drop la farm Dumbera, but liiey actually fiO

only about 1 percent during the Uie IStO'a.

Theae Qndlngi auggeat that deregulatloo doca not oec«aaarUy t^
duoe output al^niijcanUy, but doea (brca loaie Inencleacy oul

of the lyttem. However, paataAperienoe abowa that the a4Ju»|p

iDent period caA be long and painful (or producen In leelring

new, profltabte cocnrxtodlty mUea on farmi, u wall u for fam^
log commuQlilea u agrictiUunl actlvitlet ahiA ectoa rafioika.

At commodlly/rttlonal pnfductioH pauttnt ehenft, marfinal
land U ciptcuJ lo Uav* africullurt. If financial niourcea ar»

not available to return Und lo priur bablui, Increaaed aoll degr»>

dalion and polluiJon could occur. Par ejiajnplc, aoil eroaloB !»•

creased on marginal land, upecUlly on hilly tamin in New
Zealand, u reaourcee were withdrawn due to lubaldy iwnovil,

accofding to t recent New Zealand Ftdtraitd Fmrmtrt upon.

Environmental coocenu In the U^. have laid the foundation for

Und ntiremcnt programt and the Conservation lUscrvo t>ro-

grom. And environmental Impact turvtyt, particularly Impacu
of pMiiclde use on water quality, have been InilUted Ut r»-

tponse to envirotunenlal concern*. Additional studies—to

monitor the linpacu of lower input u ie nay be important

If deregulation it undenakea.

Com lotnt Uv*l o/pHe* ttablUly/prot€Ctlan tncouragt or dtt-

eourat* iddtneiogiatl InnovaiioH aiul adaptionf A numbcf Of
atudiea have explored aud iJeUued ihla questloiL A 'happy me-
dium' probably cjiiats bctwuen lou much profit/price prt>lectlaa

and loo Uuie—wlih loo tiale poetlbly dUcouro^log Invcscinaot

la technological iooovation aod adaplloa The effects ofNew
Zealand's deregulatloo oo productioa—acmawhat dampened
output with lower Input use Implies greater productioa efli-

clancy. On Naw ZcaUnd boeCshccp farms, for example, an In-

create of 20 lo 30 percent U toul factor productivity wu found

to exist almost immediately afUr dereguUiioo, kccoi'ding lo

USDAarul/si*.

Another question It whether such productivity gala* are real

end sustainable. And do Uwy comptontite food tecuilty?

These are valid concerns which are not readily answered by

aveUabU evidence from Uie VJ. or eisewhcr*.

In New ZeaUod, iIm short- and lo&grus ileregulatioo issue*

have raised Amdameoloi questions a* to the appropriate govent-

ment resporue. With increased irade aod pressure to confotm

lo new trade a^raemrntt, nuuty oountiia* mual balance internal

assistance with eilemal trade contldrfatloni For example,

wbat Bongovenunenial meeas aie avaJIabto and could be fos-

tered? If govenuncnt programt ore called for, how eon ihay be

made u> be produciioo-neutfal or more eon*cfV*tion-b«Md. and

foster sound technological Innovation and adaotiooT Policy

malun in New Zraland bavft addressed (beso Issues through t
oombiroiiaa of low direa govenuneot laterventioo in prodisc-

tlon. freedom for producers lo actively engage in nkarltetinc

boards, and more reliance oo the world moiltJL

IfoUtSfinM (301) 4J6-*Mi] SI
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Senator Lugar. The decline occurred all at once and the mistake
the New Zealanders made was there was no glide path, there was
no gradualism. Essentially, output has been fairly level since 1986
in New Zealand, just for the record, the last 10 years. And further-
more. New Zealand income has increased. And so the deregulation
was a success.

I think that needs to be said for the record, but people can come
to their own interpretations, reading from the USDA publication.

Senator Grassley [presiding]. Senator Abraham.
Senator Abraham. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I would

just like to begin by echoing the point that Senator Grassley made
earlier with respect to Senator Lugar's willingness to come forward
here and present us with an obviously very courageous proposal,
particularly in light of the economic composition of the State of In-

diana.
I would also echo what Senator Grassley said with respect to sin-

gling out just one area. I am not, on this committee, planning to

just limit the scope of what we might do to one sector of this econ-
omy and I hope other committee chairs will come forward. I am not
going to limit my scope to just agriculture.

If we are going to, in any sense, reduce programs and entitle-

ment areas and so on, I think it needs to be more comprehensive.
But let me just sort of share what I am picking up in the State

of Michigan and admittedly it is a different agricultural State than
some of the others that are reflected here. It is certainly different

than North Dakota and Iowa in terms of the percentage of our
economy that is agricultural. But it is a diverse State agricultur-

ally, as well. I mean, we lead the Nation in six or seven crops, we
are in the top 10 in a number of crops. But it is eiIso too cold to

produce a lot of the crops which are frequently the beneficiaries of
programs.
As I have talked to the people who are in the agribusiness of my

State, essentially they say two things. They are willing to see re-

ductions in some programs if they are only doing their fair share.
They do not expect or want to bear a disproportionate burden to

the rest of the beneficiaries of government supports programs.
But they also say this to me. Senator Lugar, and I would like

your comments. They say that what the farm programs do is cer-

tainly helpful to them, but that we could be a lot more helpful if

we addressed other problems which make it more difficult for them
to be successful. This would be in the areas of regulation and tax
policy.

I was wondering if you might comment on some of the kinds of
things that you think—I mean, this is not a zero sum situation.

The question is can we be doing other things, in terms of deregula-
tion or changes in tax policies, that might benefit farm or more sig-

nificantly the agricultural community of this country, in offsetting
what might happen with respect to the reduction in these programs
and what might be some of the ideas?
Senator Lugar. The Senate Agriculture Committee, following

your reasoning. Senator, has held two hearings. One on changes in
taxation so that the bottom line, the net income for farmers, might
increase. And a second hearing, this past Tuesday, on
deregulations, specific ways in which if we can make our choice

—
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and this crosses more than our jurisdiction—we could make a dif-

ference in terms of the bottom Hne again, income for farmers.
There were very good suggestions given, and I will not try to

summarize these because they are extensive. But the point that
you make is absolutely vital. I have come before this committee be-
cause Senator Domenici, the Chairman, has asked all chairmgm of
committees to take part in what is a very tough job. Either we
have a $450 billion cut, which your committee is contemplating and
a down payment, or there is no hope of balancing the budget, what-
ever is going on on the floor at present. The whole credibility of the
system depends upon this.

The suggestions I made today at least do, I think, an important
job with regard to agriculture, but it is a very small part of that.

And in the event that the committee is not serious, or the Senate
is not serious, I would suggest that probably there is going to be
no change in the Ag budget. The Administration essentially pro-
posed that. It just punted ahead, with no change for a year, and
nominally a half a billion without specification Edfter that. That is

clearly the easy course. And that is what will happen.
Now either we are serious or we are not. If we are serious, then

we are going to have to come up, I think, with cuts of about the
size I have suggested. I have done so in two ways.
But to answer your question. Senator, in another way, farmers

in my State want to know how we can get more net income, not
government payments. And the two are not the same. It comes
down to changes in taxation, capital gains taxation, inheritance
taxation, income averaging, and certainly a deduction for the self-

employed.
Most farmers, we found in our hearing, are paying from $4,000

to $8,000 a family for their medical care with no deduction at all,

as opposed to a factory worker who gets this as a fringe benefit.

That is a big difference, in terms of net income, and dwarfs what-
ever we are talking, on a per family basis, the direct government
payments from these programs.
Senator Abraham. In a similar sense, is it your conclusion that

certsdn reductions in some of the costs of regulatory burdens would
likewise have a greater impact on net farm income than the benefit
of these programs?

Senator Lugar. Yes, they will and this is why more farmers are
opting out of the programs annually. They have found that plant-
ing for themselves rather than for the government, and not having
the onerous requirements, is worth a lot of money to them.
Senator Abraham. My time is up.
Senator Grassley. I have no follow up questions and I thank

each of you for your participation. I guess if I would make one com-
ment in closing, I would give just a thought to Senator Conrad, and
that would be that in regard to the comparison to Europe. In many
meetings that I have over the course of a year with people from Eu-
ropean parliaments of the various countries, I do not believe I have
visited with a one about agriculture where they do not say that
they have a tremendous problem. And I think they mean a budget
problem.
They have to deal with it, and I think it is their intention to deal

with it. When you see the common agricultural program become 70
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percent of the European budget—and I do not know whether it is

still 70 percent, but I know it got up to 70 percent—you know they
have a tremendous problem. Sometime the budget constraints on
their economy and their food security, as they get out of the World
War II state of thought on food shortages, I think you are going
to see some changes in their policies.

Senator CONRAD. Might I just respond by saying. Senator, that
this reminds me somewhat of what we faced with the Soviet Union
militarily. There we had a confrontation, as well. What did we do?
Did we, in anticipation of their cuts, cut back ourselves? No, that
is not what we did. We kept the pressure on because we under-
stood that we were in a very serious global competition.

I think the same is true in agricultural. We are in, as you know
so well, we are in a fierce battle for agricultural markets and our
competition intends to win that battle and they are spending much
more than are we, in terms of support for their producers. I think
it would be a profound mistake for us to engage in unilateral disar-

mament with respect to this battle for world agricultural markets.
Senator Lugar. Senator, let me just comment that the battle will

be won by the low cost producer of high quality produce, not by ex-

port subsidy. Saudi Arabia once subsidized wheat farmers $14 a
bushel to prove that wheat could be produced in the desert, which
it could be. And they have cut that out for the reasons the Chair-
man has suggested. It is a budget buster.

The Europeans paying $9 subsidy for a bushel of wheat and
world price at $3 or $4 are running out of money. And they will

change. To suggest that we ought to have an SDI with Ag policy

to overwhelm our adversary, it seems to me, is not logical and cer-

tainly within the purview of this committee as it is trjdng to cut
$450 billion.

Senator Grassley. Thank you, and I will call the next witness.
Secretary Rominger, please come to the witness table and please
bring any of your staff that you want to and I would receive your
testimony. Hopefully, I am not the only one to receive it, because
it is very important testimony.

Before you start. Secretary Rominger, there will be permission
given by the Chair for witnesses, including yourself—and hopefully
the previous witnesses as well—to respond to questions in writing
that may be submitted to them and to you. Would you proceed,

please?

STATEMENT OF HON. RICHARD E. ROMINGER, ACTING SEC-
RETARY OF AGRICULTURE, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRI-
CULTURE
Acting Secretary Rominger. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. As far as

other members of my team, I will invite them up if I get some
questions that I need more detailed answers on.

I am here to talk about the programs in the budget of the De-
partment of Agriculture, and I will focus on the entitlement pro-
grams of the Department and their relation to the budget.
The Department of Agriculture administers two major entitle-

ment programs. One is the Commodity Credit Corporation (CCC)
price and income support programs for farmers that you have been
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talking about this morning. And the second is the nutrition assist-

ance programs which provide the food stamps and school meals.
USDA's budget is dominated by these large entitlement and

mandatory spending programs, some of which have grown faster

than most of USDA's discretionary programs. Of the roughly $60
billion in outlays for the Department, approximately 70 percent is

entitlement spending with the balance for the discretionary pro-
grgmis which include food safety, rural development, soil conserva-
tion, forestry, marketing and regulatory services and research.

Efforts to reduce the Federal deficit have cut funding for those
discretionary programs and now the attention seems to be on how
to control the entitlement spending to help reduce that Federal
budget deficit. Currently, the domestic nutrition assistance pro-

grams account for 57 percent of USDA's budget and that is 80 per-

cent of the entitlement spending. The other big entitlement area,

the farm support programs, account for 15 percent of our total

budget and 20 percent of our entitlement spending.
The domestic farm commodity price and income support pro-

grams are the oldest of the Department's major entitlement pro-

grams. They were established in the 1930's, as we heard this morn-
ing, to address farm economic problems, especially severe during
those Depression years. The problems included risks of unstable
production and market conditions and low prices and incomes.
These same problems, risk and instability in the farm sector, are

still with us today. These traditional farm programs are financed
through the Commodity Credit Corporation. A majority of the do-

mestic price and income support programs are entitlements in

which all producers who meet certain requirements can voluntarily

participate and receive benefits, for exgmiple, producers who comply
with acreage restrictions and conservation compliance require-
ments.
What makes these programs unique among entitlement pro-

grams is the highly uncertain level of the payments that will be re-

ceived. The extreme variability in CCC outlays reflects the wide
fluctuations in global agricultural commodity markets and com-
modity prices.

CCC outlays during the 1980's reached historically high levels

because of the farm policy and changing world economic conditions
which led to the worst farm financial crisis since the 1930's. During
most of the years from the 1930's until the early 1980's, CCC net
outlays ranged from less than $1 billion—or even net receipts for

some years—up to $6 billion in nominal terms.
The 1970's saw low CCC outlays as exports grew rapidly and

market prices were high. But that situation chsinged abruptly in
the early 1980's as export markets collapsed. CCC outlays then
peaked at nearly $26 billion in fiscal year 1996.
So the experience over the past decade-and-a-half should remind

both farmers and policymakers that agriculture is a very risky en-
terprise, difficult to predict and control.

Numerous policy reforms, as well as an improving world econ-
omy, have led to the decline in CCC outlays since the mid- 1980's.
The average annual CCC outlays are currently projected to decline
from $16 billion for the period of 1986 to 1990 to $11 billion for the
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period from 1991 to 1995 and to less than $8 billion for the period
of 1996 to 2000 with no cheinge in current law.
The decline in outlays since the mid-1980's reflects the market

oriented program reforms that were included in the Food Security
Act of 1985, as well as a reduction in payment rates, mandated
marketing assessments, land retirement under the CRP, and other
provisions of the FACT Act of 1990 and the Omnibus Budget Rec-
onciliation Act of 1990. Additional cost reduction reforms were also

enacted in Budget Reconciliation and other legislation of recent
years. For example, the Wool and Mohair Program will terminate
after 1995.

Budget estimates for the out-years also reflect significant de-

mand for farm products from expanding world income, growth in

United States demand for food and industrial products, such as
ethanol, and new trade opportunities from NAFTA and GATT.

Also, there will be reduced spending for ad hoc disaster assist-

ance as crop insurance reform is implemented for the 1995 crop.

And finally, there will be additional Conservation Reserve Pro-
grams sign-ups and extension of existing contracts that will not
only benefit the environment but will strengthen crop prices and
reduce spending for price and income support programs.
The 1996 budget does not include specific Farm Bill proposals for

the commodity price and income support programs. However, the
President is recommending a reduction of $1.5 billion in CCC out-

lays to be taken over the 3-year 1998 to 2000 period. Specific meas-
ures to achieve those targeted savings will be proposed later, and
we will work with the Congress in the Farm Bill process to identify
what those should be.

Some have questioned whether savings have been achieved, since

CCC outlays in the 1990's have not declined to the levels estimated
at the time the FACT Act of 1990 was enacted. However, the policy

reforms in the 1985 and 1990 farm bills, the budget reconciliation

acts and other recent legislation have clearly reduced budget expo-
sure. So, reductions must be measured against what outlays would
have been without the reforms, not against the projections that
were made in 1990. The declines in actual outlays since the early
and mid-1980's are clear evidence of reform.
With regard to legislation in 1990, which was a combination of

the FACT Act and the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act, com-
modity program outlays were projected to decline by $11 billion

over the period from fiscal year 1991 to 1995. Recent analysis has
indicated that without the provisions of the 1990 Acts, spending
during 1991 to 1995 would have totaled $10 billion more than has
been the case.

In other words, savings near the estimated levels were achieved
even though actual total net CCC outlays did not decline to the ab-
solute levels expected in mid- 1990. I think this is not unexpected,
given the role of these programs. Events not projected in the 1990
Farm Bill baseline added to those total outlays in that period.
Those events included such things as the collapse of cotton prices
in the early 1990's, record crop yields in 1992 and 1994, Iraq's de-
fault on export credit, and the appropriation of ad hoc disaster as-
sistance totaling $5.7 billion among other unforseen changes.
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Changes in the progrsun since 1981 show dramatic reductions in
the government's budget exposure for farm programs. For example,
a typical com producer today receives deficiency payments roughly
one-third the level they would be without the reforms, based on
changes in program provisions since the 1981 Farm Bill, that in-

clude a decline in target prices, reduced pa3mient acres, as well as
frozen program yields.

So the declining trend in outlays, the analysis of the potential
outlays had policies not been changed, and a review of the changes
in the program provisions all show clearly that substantial changes
have been made over the past several years to reduce both budget
exposure and producer dependence on the programs. So the farm
support programs, I believe, are prime examples of real spending
reductions in the entitlement area in recent years.

I could talk for a few minutes about the nutrition programs if

you would like to, or I could skip over those today. W^at is your
pleasure, Mr. Chairman?
Senator Grassley. Since it will be the only time you will be tes-

tifying probably before this specific committee, if you would touch
on your key points that yoU want to make.
Acting Secretary ROMINGER. I have submitted testimony for the

record so I could skip it here in my oral comments if you would
Uke.

Senator Grassley. Then I would like to have you skip it there.

Is there any other
Acting Secretary ROMINGER. I did just have a few other com-

ments.
Senator GRASSLEY. Did you have some comments on CRP?
Acting Secretary ROMINGER. I did have some on the discretionary

programs. I will cover those and then we can get to questions on
CRP and others.

The discretionary programs make up about one-quarter of the
Department's budget in terms of outlays but account for the bulk
of the Department's staff years. Under our reorganization and
streamlining of USDA agencies, we have reduced the number of

agencies from 43 to 29. Along with restructuring headquarters and
field offices, one stop field service centers will be established as
nearly 1,200 field officers are closed or consolidated.

These actions will be a major source of savings for the Depart-
ment as Federal employment will be reduced by more than 13,200
staff years over the 1993 to 1999 periods. Savings of $2.8 billion

in personnel costs and $1.3 billion in other administrative costs by
1999 will bring total savings to $4. 1 billion. These are discretionary
savings.

In addition to these initiatives, the 1996 budget for discretionary
programs reflects the Administration's commitment to fund the Re-
formed Crop Insurance Program, to invest in the future of rural

America, provide for sEifer food through a pathogen reduction pro-

gram, to meet our GATT export subsidy reduction commitments,
and to invest in new export sales opportunities, and to provide ad-
ditional funding to support higher participation in the WIC Pro-
gram.
USDA will also invest in the environment through a modified

and extended Conservation Reserve Program and a larger Wet-
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lands Reserve Program. So, the funding priorities in USDA's 1996
budget request promote economic opportunities and preserve our
commitment to the Nation's farmers, rural citizens and the needy.

In conclusion, I know that there is going to be intense debate on
these entitlement programs in the Farm Bill, as well as in the
budget reconciliation process. I think this debate will show how im-
portant the agriculture sector is to our globally linked economy. I

think that has been demonstrated by the previous witnesses.

While the number of farms is dropping, our food and fiber system
generates nearly $1 trillion in economic activity each year, generat-
ing 16 percent of our gross domestic product and accounting for one
out of every six jobs.

We all know it also msikes a very important positive contribution

to the Nation's balance of trade, about $17 billion in 1994. For con-

sumers, it provides a steady, abundant, wholesome and low cost

food supply unequaled anywhere in the world. Our percentage of

income being spent on food is continuing to decline.

Yet in spite of all these positive contributions and even though
farm support pa)nnents constitute less than 1 percent of the Fed-
eral budget, and even though Farm Program spending has dropped
dramatically, I think there is still some misunderstanding. Should
agriculture assume even more responsibility for deficit reduction?
An economically healthy farm sector provides significant benefits to

the rest of the economy. Our farm bill and budget decisions will

have a significant impact on the economic well-being of our farm-
ers, agricultural output and marketing industries, rural commu-
nities and consumers, especially our lower income consimiers.

So these broad economic policy implications are crucial as we
craft farm and food policy for this country while also dealing with
the Federal budget deficit.

That concludes my statement, Mr. Chairman, and I am ready for

questions.

Senator Grassley. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Secretary Rominger follows:]
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Statement by

Richard Ruminger
Acting Secretary uf Agriculture

Before the Committee on the Budget

United States Senate

February 16, 1995

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee. I am here today to discuss the programs

and budget of the Department of Agriculture. I will focus my comments largely on the

entitlement programs of the Department and their relation to the budget.

The Department of Agriculture is responsible for administering two major entitlement

program areas. These arc: ( I ) the Commodity Credit Corporation (CCC) price and income

support programs for farmers, and (2) the nutrition assistance programs which provide food

stamps and school meals to the needy. These programs are classified as entitlements because

statutory provisions legally obligate the Federal government to make specified payments to

ijny person who meets the eligibility requirements established by the law. The nutrition

a.ssistance programs are, however, subject to annual appropriations and the cost of the benefits

provided may not exceed the amounts appropriated for the programs.

Before I discuss the specifics of these programs, I would like to make some general

comments about the make-up of the Department's budget. USDA's budget is dominated by a

small number of large entitlement programs, some of which have grown faster than the

majority of USDA's discretionary programs. Of the roughly $60 billion in outlays for the

Department, approximately 70 percent is entitlement spending with the balance being devoted

largely to a wide range of discretionary programs including food safety, rural development.
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soil conservation, forestry, marketing and regulatory services and research. Recent efforts to

reduce the Federal deficit have sharply constrained the funding for discretionary programs.

and now the attention seems to be on how to convol entitlement spending in order to reduce

the Federal deficit

Currently, the domestic nutrition assistance programs account for 80 percent of our

entitlement spending and 57 percent of USDA's budget. The other big entitlement area —

farm support programs -- accounts for 20 percent of our entitlement spending and 1 5 percent

of the budget.

COMMODITY PRICE AND INCOME SUPPORT PR0(;RAMS

Background

The domestic farin commodity price and income support programs arc the oldest of the

Department's major entitlement programs. They were established in the 1930's to address

farm economic problems which were especially severe during the depression years. The

problems included risks associated with unstable production and market conditions and

relatively low prices and incomes.

These traditional farm programs are financed through the Commodity Credit

Corporation (CCC), which is a wholly-owned Government corporation first created in 1933 to

stabilize, support, and protect farm income and prices. CCC cash oudays are for commodity
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loans: commodity purchases and storage; direct payments under deficiency and diversion

programs; and management of programs and inventories.

CCC's responsibilities also include export activities such as export credit and subsidy

prograiTis. as well as direct export sales and disposition of CCC-owned cominodities. While

the export programs are not entitlement programs in the sense that many of the domestic

commodity programs are, they are an integral part of the CCC's activities to stabilize, support

and protect fann income and prices. For this reason, it is more useful to discuss net outlays

for CCC as a whole rather than just for the domestic component

The major programs financed by CCC are carried out under the provisions of

commodity price and income support or other authorizing legislation. There are a number of

primary statutes for these programs such as the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 193K and the

Agricultural Act of 1949 which are amended and supplemented by periodic "farm bills" such

as the Food. Agriculture, Conservation, and Trade Act of 1990 (the 1990 Act) and other

legislation such as the Omnibus Budget Reconciliauon Act of 1993.

The majority of the domestic price and incotrve support programs are entitlements in

which all producers who meet certain requirements can voluntarily participate and receive

benefits. For example, producers must comply with various acreage restrictions and

conservation compliance requirements to receive benefits. What makes these programs

unique among entitlement programs is the highly uncertain level of payments received. The

93-696 95-17
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largest portion of CCC outlays in recent years has been for deficiency payments which are

detennined by the difference between statutorily established "target" prices and average

market prices or established price support loan rates if the loan rates are lower. Thus, the

deficiency payment rate is dependent on market prices which are uncertain at the time the

producer signs up to participate in the programs. For example, the com target price is

$2.75 per bushel and if the average market price for the corn crop is expected to be

$2.5() at the time of signup, the producer will expect a deficiency payment of $.25 per bushel

on eligible production (payment acres times established payment yield). A change of only

$.05 per bushel or 2 percent in the actual price of corn could change the deficiency payment

rate by $.05 or 20 percent of the expected level - and change CCC outlays by $250 million.

This illustrates why CCC outlays are so difficult to predict.

The extreme variability in CCC outlays reflects the intended role of these programs to

buffer farm income from the effects of wide fluctuations in j'lobal agricultural commodity

markets and commodity prices. The continuing problems of risk and instability are one

aspect addressed by these programs which has not changed dramatically since the I930's.

While producers now have other means to reduce risk, such as through the futures markets,

these practices are not in widespread use.

It is difficult to predict CCC outlays accurately because they are heavily influenced by

weather, pest and disease outbreaks, and other events here in the U.S. or overseas that affect

the amount of the commodity available, thereby affecting commodity prices during the
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2-year period between preparation of the budget estimates and determination of actual outlays

at the end of the fiscal year. The current 1996 budget estimates for CCC, for example

largely reflect supply and demand conditions for the 1995 crop, most of which has not yet

been planted. Given the difficulty of predicting actual outlays and appropriating funds in

advance in amounts which correspond to actual needs, CCC borrows funds from the U.S.

Treasury and repays these borrowings, with interest, from receipts and from annual

appropriations provided by Congress to reimburse CCC for any realized losses. The CCC

outstanding borrowings from Treasury may not exceed $30 billion at any one time.

Trends in CCC Spending

Becau.se of the year-to-year variability, a review of farm program spending over longer

time periods may be more informative than year-to-year comparisons. Changes in economic

conditions, legislative or administrative policy, and other events affecting outlays need to be

taken into account in any comprehensive review.

CCC outlays during the 19X0's reached historically peak levels because of a

combination of events in farm policy and changing world economic conditions which led to

the worst farm financial crisis since the 1930's. During most of the years from the 1930's

until the early 1980's, CCC net outlays ranged from less than $1 billion, or even net receipts

for some years, up to $6 billion in nominal terms. Net outlays during the 1950's and 1960's

reached then record levels. However, these were exceeded during the mid-1980's when the

historical peak of nearly $26 billion was reached in fiscal year 1986.
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During the 195()'s and early 196()'s the fann programs were designed to provide

relatively high price support levels which kept domestic market prices high and tended to

insulate the farm sector from world markets. During the 1970's, export market opportunities

substantially increased and farm programs were adjusted to permit the growth of an export

dependent fann sector. The dominant policy concerns in some years were shortages and high

consumer prices rather than surpluses and high program costs. During much of this period,

CCC outlays were low as increased exports kept market prices high. By the late 1970's

inflation was soaring at double digit levels, fann exports were growing as a result of a

historically weak dollar, and farm production costs were rising. Real interest rates were low

and farmland prices were bid up rapidly.

It was this environment which led to the enactment of the Agriculture and Food Act of

19X1 (the 19X1 Act) which provided a rising safety net of target prices and price support

levels. Unfortunately, as we now know, a major worldwide recession dramatically reduced

export demand in the early 19X0*s. This, along with sharp changes in monetary policy to

bring inflation under control, combined with record crop production to precipitate massive

economic and financial problems in the farm sector in the 1980's. The rigid high price

support levels specified in the 1981 Act prevented prices from adjusting to the new

circumstances and encouraged expanded production overseas. The government accumulated

large surpluses and CCC costs mushroomed. The farm sector has been gradually recovering

from the shocks of the early 1980's ever since. Numerous policy reforms, as well as an

improving world economy have led to the decline in CCC outlays since the mid- 1980's. But
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the experience of the past decade and a half should remind both farmers and policymakers

that agriculture is a very risky enterprise, subject to many factors difficult to predict and

control.

Reduction in Budget Exposure

Average annual CCC outlays are currendy projected to decline from $16 billion for the

period 19S6-199() to $1 1 billion for the period 1991-1995, and to less than $X billion for the

period 1996-2(K)() with no change in current law (See figure 1). The decline in outlays since

the inid-19X()'s reflects the market oriented program reforms included in the Food Security

Act of 19X5 (the 19X5 Act), as well as the reduction in payment acres, increased marketing

assessments the addition of the Conservation Reserve Program, and other provisions of the

1990 Act and the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990 (the 1990 Budget

Reconciliation Act).

Spending has also been reduced as a result of target price reductions and other

adjustments included in budget reconciliation legislation in 19X7 and 19X9. Legi.,lation in

1993 phased out the wool and mohair program and provisions in the 1993 budget

reconciliation legislation reduced payments on idled acreage devoted to conservation uses.

Budget estimates for the out-years also reflect significant growth in demand for farm

products, expanding world income, growth in U.S. demand for food and industrial products,

such as ethanol, and new trade opportunities related to the recent enactment of legislation

implementing the North American Free Trade Agreement and the Uruguay Round Agreement
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on Agriculture negotiated under the auspices of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade

(GATT). Finally, additional signups and the extension of existing contracts under the

Conservation Reserve Program, will benefit the environment, strengthen crop prices and

reduce spending for price and income support programs.

While budget and program initiatives have reduced spending for CCC programs,

outlays for the programs remain subject to fluctuations that are impossible to predict or

control with certainty. However, this does not alter the conclusion that CCC program oudays

have been substantially reduced by the reforms mandated by legislation over the past several

years. Without doubt, actual and projected CCC outlays are considerably less than what they

would have been had the policies of the early and mid-iyxo's continued without modification.

Some have questioned whether savings have been achieved since CCC outlays in the

IWO's have not declined to levels estimated at the time that the 1990 Act was enacted. And

others note that CCC net oudays, while lower than during the 19X0's, are not substantially

below other earlier peak levels of the 1950's and 1960's adjusted for inflation. However, the

policy reforms in the 19X5 and 1990 Acts, the budget reconciliation acts, and other recent

legislation such as lower target prices and payment acre base have unquestionably reduced

budget exposure. Reductions must be measured against what outlays would have been

without the reforms, not against projections made in 1990. The declines in actual oudays

since the early and mid-19X0's are also clear evidence of reform.
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With regard to the 1990 legislation, the combination of the 199() Act and the 199()

Budget Reconciliation Act was projected to reduce commodity program outlays by $1 Kbillion

over the period FY 1991-1995. Outlays were projected to decline from a 5-year total of

$54 billion, based on the 1991 Mid-Session Review (done in June 1990) which assumed

extension of the 19X5 Act. The 1996 budget baseline projects commodity spending will total

$57 billion during FY 1991-1995. $3 billion over the 1991 Mid-Session baseline. However,

without the provisions of the 1 990 legislation, recent analysis has indicated that spending

during FY 1991-1995 would likely have totaled $10 billion higher than has been the case. In

other words, savings near the $1 1 billion level projected in 1990 were achieved even though

actual total net outlays did not decline to the absolute levels projected in mid- 1990. This is

not unexpected given the role of these programs. Events not projected in CBO's baseline (or

USDA's baseline for that matter) in 1990 such as a collapse in cotton prices in the early

199()'s, yields far above previous record levels for a number of crops in 1992 and 1994,

Iraq's default beginning in 1990 with respect to GSM export credit guarantees, and the

appropriation of ad hoc disaster assistance totalling $5.7 billion, among other changes, added

to total outlays in this peiiod.

A look at changes in programs since 1981 clearly shows the dramatic reductions in the

Government's budget exposure for farm programs. For example, com target prices have been

reduced from $3.18 per bushel in the 1981 Act to $2.75 per bushel today, while maximum

payment acreage has been reduced from 100 percent to 85 percent of eligible base acreage

and farm program payment yields have been frozen at the levels of the early 1980's. A
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typical corn producer today has a payment yield of 105 bushels per acre ~ far below the level

of about 125 bushels per acre it would be today had payment yields not been frozen. The net

effect of these changes made by the 19X5 and 1990 legislation is that, given recent price

projections and ignoring other effects, com deficiency payments for a typical producer today

are roughly one-third the level they theoretically would be under the provisions of the

19X1 Act. These comparisons are even more dramatic if the effects of inflation are accounted

for since inflation has reduced the real value of the deficiency payment by nearly 40 percent

since 19X1. In real terms, today's corn producer receives only about 25 percent of the level

of deficiency payments that would have been received under the original terms of the

19X1 Act. So clearly substantial changes have been made over the past several years to

reduce both budget exposure and producer dependence on the programs.

Farm support program oudays will average about 0.6 percent of total Federal outlays

during the 1990's down from 1.5 percent in the decade of the 19X0's and the

2.0 percent average of the 1950's and 1960's (See figure 2). The farm support programs

stand out as a prime example of where there have been dramatic real spending reductions in

the entitlement area in recent years.

1996 Budget

For the near term, CCC net oudays are projected in the 1996 budget to increase

slighdy from $10.3 billion in 1994 to $10.6 billion in 1995, and to decline to $9.1 billion in

1996. Further reductions are projected in the outyears, to just over $6 billion by the
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year 2(K)() (See figure 3). Reductions are projected because of estimated strong demand, and

because of the Administration's action to extend and modify CRP contracts. While the CRP

will cost roughly $2 billion per year, the resulting reduction in crop acreage in production

will raise prices and as a result will reduce estimated CCC payments. In 1995, the higher

outlays for feed grains due to the record crop yields in 1994 are largely offset by lower

outlays for the cotton program and for disaster assi.stance. For 1996, the projected decline in

outlays reflects lower costs for the feed grain program as yields in 1995 are estimated to

return to more normal levels, as well as reduced spending for ad hoc disaster assistance as

crop insurance reform is implemented effective with the 1995 crop. The Federal Crop

Insurance Refonn Act of 1994 has made future ad hoc crop disaster assistance funded by

CCC very unlikely since such assistance would now be subject to PAYGO requirements.

The budget does not include specific Farm Bill proposals for the commodity price and

income support programs. However, the President is recommending a reduction of $1.5

billion in CCC outlays to be taken over the 3-year 199X-2(M)() period. Specific measures to

achieve these targeted savings will be proposed at a later date.

Now I would like to address our other important entitlement program areas — the

nutrition assistance programs.
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NUTRITION ASSISTANCE PR()(;RAMS

Background

USDA's nutrition assistance programs serve a dual mission: getting food to people who

need it, and strengthening our agricultural economy. Over their fifty year history, the

programs have successfully accomplished these missions.

The Nation's food and nutrition programs provide a network of federal nutritional

support, built over half a century, including the Child Nutrition Programs, the Special

Nutrition Program for Women Infants and Children (WIC). the Food Stamp Program and

other smaller programs.

The original mission of USDA's nutrition programs was to achieve specific health

outcomes by preventing hunger and promoting good nutrition. It is not often recognized just

how successful these programs have been in improving the health of Americans — particularly

low-income Americans. Since the nationwide expansion of the Food Stamp Program and the

introduction of WIC. the gap between the diets of low-income and other American households

has narrowed. The proportion of low-income households with diets that met 100 percent of

the Recommended Dietary Allowances (RDAs) for 7 key nutrients grew at double the rate of

the general population over this p)eriod.

USDA progrsftns have also improved the health of our nation's children. The incidence

of growth stunting has decreased by nearly 65 percent - falling from 22.8 percent of all
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preschool children in the period 1974 to 1976. to just 8 percent in 1992. Similarly, the

prevalence of low birthweight babies dropped dramatically -- from X.3 percent of all liyc

births in 1965-66, to 7.0 percent in 199(). The prevalence of anemia in low-income

preschool-aged children dropped by 5 percent or more for mo.st age and racial/ethnic group.s

between 19X0 and 1991. We are committed to building on these achievements.

The challenges that both this Administration and this Congress face are to change,

improve and reform our nutrition programs, to make them more cost effective and more

responsive to the needs of states and recipients alike, while at the same time building on the

significant health and nutrition gains they have already achieved. While putting people to

work is an appropriate measure of success for most income security programs, improved

health and hunger prevention should be the measures of success for nutrition programs.

Overall, nutrition assistance program goals are complementary, and related, but different.

.^mong our nutrition programs, the two that operate like entitlements are the Food

Stamp Program and the Child Nutrition Programs.

An important feature about both these programs is that they automatically expand when

needed to reflect economic changes. For example, between 1990 and 1994, the number of

meals served at the free rate in the school meals program rose by 23 percent, from 9.9 million

to 12.2 million, due to the recession and rising rates of childhood poverty. Similarly,

between 1990 and 1994, the number of Food Stamp participants rose 37 percent. Because of
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their funding structure, the programs were able to adjust to meet this growing need, and

suppoa consumer demand, important to eventual economic recovery.

Food Stamp Program

The Food Stamp Program is the primary source of nutrition assistance for low-income

Americans. The program was initiated in 1961 as an eight-state demonstration. By 1964, it

had proven so successful that it was established as a permanent program that any State in the

nation could administer. By the mid-1970's, food stamps had supplanted commodity

distribution in virtually every state and jurisdiction in the country. It was refined via the in

the Food Stamp Act of 1977, the statutory basis of the program today. The program is

reauthorized every 5 years as part of the Farm Bill and it is funded by direct appropriation.

«

The mission of this nutrition security program is to assure access to a nutritious,

healthful diet .for low-income Americans through food assistance and nutrition education,

thereby strengthening the food and agriculture economy. Assistance is provided to eligible

households to enable them to obtain a better diet by increasing their food purchasing

capability. The program is a federal-state partnership, with the Federal govemment paying

the full cost of food stamp benefits and approximately half the cost of states' administration

of the program. States certify eligible households, and issue benefits.

Any household that applies and meets the incoine and low asset standards is eligible to

receive benefits. The income standards are the basic Federal poverty guidelines, which are
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revised annually to account for inflation. The maximum benefit for a family of 4 was $375

per month in 1994; the average monthly per person benefit was !1>69.()1. Household beoefits

are bused on the number of persons in the household, their available income and the Thrifty

Food Plan, a market basket of low-cost food, sufficient to feed the household. While food

stamp benefits are adjusted annually to account for inflation, the Thrifty Food Plan needs to

be updated to reflect the contemporary nutrition standards of the Dietary Guidelines of

Americans. Integrating nutrition into the program is one of the Department's priorities for the

coming years.

The Food Stamp Program currently serves approximately 1 1 million household.s. More

than XO percent of these households contain children, elderly or disabled; 91 percent are

below poverty and 40 percent receive AFDC. About 51 percent of participants are children;

2X percent are women between IX and 59; 13 percent are men between IX and 59; and 7

percent are elderly. Data also show that about 20 percent of food stamp households have

earnings from work and many more are between jobs; the Food Stamp Program is an

important source of nutritional support for our nation's working poor. USDA data suggests

that approximately half of those who go on the program in a given month go off within six

months; two thirds go off within a year.

Total Federal costs for the Food Stamp Program were just below $600 million in 1970.

By I97X, when it was a full nationwide program, costs had grown to $5.5 billion. Weakening

economic conditions and implementation of the 1977 Food Stamp Act reforms led to a $9.2
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billion program in 19X0. By 1990, the Federal share of the program wxs $16.9 billion and

our request for 1996 is $27.3 billion. Program costs were level in the early 19X()'s after cuts

were made in eligibility and benefits in the 1981 Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act

(OBRA). However, in the late 19X0's additional changes were made including raising' benefit

levels by 3 percent in real terms via the enactment of the Hunger Prevention Act of 19XX and

the Mickey Leiand Acts of 1990 and 1993. In recent years, the President has reque.sted a

S2.5 billion reserve, an amount in addition to the program level request For example, the

$27.3 billion in 1996 would be supplemented by such portion of the $2.5 billion reserve as is

needed to assure that supplemental funds will not need to be appropriated on an emergency

basis late in the year if the cost estimate proves to be too low.

Program participation over the years has varied in concert with persons living in

poverty, and is also related to the number of unemployed (See figure 4). We currently see

program participation remaining around 27 million persons through the year 2000. Since food

cost inflation is projected to be 2 to 3 percent a year, the program is projected at about

$30 billion in the year 2()(H).

While the President's 1996 Budget does not propose major funding changes, USDA

will shortly present proposals to improve the Food Stamp Program. These proposals grow out

of a year-long, thorough review of the program — its successes and shortcomings. Our

proposal will provide for nutrition security, improve program integrity, modernize benefit
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delivery, expand State flexibility, ensure economic responsiveness, and promote personal

responsibility.

We have already begun to make some of these changes. For example, we are working

together with States so that by the end of 19%. nearly all States will be at some stage of

developiTient for electronic benefits transfer (EBT), a single card, user friendly, uniform

benefit delivery system. Through EBT, a greater emphasis will be put on State/Federal

coordination of programs and benefits, with attendant improvements in efficiency. EBT

reduces the diversion of food stamp benefits from the purchase of food by eliminating cash

change. Moreover, it provides an effective tool for targeting — and potentially reducing ~

Food Stamp trafficking activity. It provides data on transactions that is amenable to analysis

to detect trafficking and diversions.

We are also working on changes to ensure that only legitimate food concerns are

authorized to redeem food stamps. And we are working to increase penalties for stores and

recipients who abuse the program. For example, authority is needed to immediately suspend

retailers once illegal food stamp trafficking has occurred, and to impose forfeiture penalties

on those who abuse our program.

Further, we have also begun a major integrity initiative to get the states to make more

precise benefit determinations arid to cut payment error from its current levels. A recent

conference "Managing for the Public Trust", sponsored by USDA/FCS, brought together State
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welfare Commissioners and program administrators to discuss the need to better control

payments.

Our reform proposals will change the program for the better; for example, by changing

the delivery system and integrating nutrition into the program, we could transform the 30-year

old Food Stamp Program into a national nutrition security program that provides

administrative flexibility and meets the nutrition needs of the next century.

Child Nutrition Programs

The purpose of the Child Nutrition Programs: the National School Lunch. School

Breakfast, Summer Food Service and Child and Adult Care Food Programs; is to assist state

and local governments in providing food services that serve healthful, nutritious meals to

children and other dependent citizens in public and non-profit private schools, child care

in.stitutions, day care centers for ii-npaired adults, and summer recreation programs in low-

income areas.

Together, the programs have helped children for nearly half a century. The School

Lunch program was established in 1946. The Special Milk Program, initiated in 1955, is

available for children who do not have access to another Child Nutrition Program. The

School Breakfast Program was authorized as a pilot by the Child Nutrition Act of 1966, and

was made permanent in 1975. The Child Care Food Program, initiated in 1968, serves

predominantly pre-school children with working parents. In 1969, the Summer Food Service
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Program was established to provide poor children access to nutritious meals during the

summer when they were not in school.

To operate these programs, FCS provides the States with cash and commodities on a

per-meal basis to offset the cost of food service, and with cash to offset a portion of State and

sponsor administrative expenses and to provide training and technical assistance and nutrition

education. The statute provides that the.se meal rates be adjusted annually based on inflation

figures for food way from home.

Meal reimbursement payments are made to the States based on the number of meals

served times the per meal rate. Meals served to low-income children are reimbursed at a

substantially higher rate than meals served to other children, so that low income children may

receive free or substantially reduced price meals. Food stamp and welfare program recipients

are automatically eligible for free meals. Other households file income eligibility applications

so that their children may eat free or at the reduced price.

In 1970, total Child Nutrition Program expenditures, at $700 million, exceeded food

stamp expenditures. By 1978, the cost of the Child Nutrition programs was $3 billion. Our

1996 budget includes a request of $7.9 billion for 1996 and we project the Child Nutrition

Programs at $10.5 billion in the year 2000. The lunch program has provided around 25

million meals every school day, with about 10 million of them being free meals, with

relatively modest variation over the years (See figure 5). However, as I mentioned earlier.
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since 1990. tree meals have grown about 23 percent in response to poverty increases. Overall

annual increases of about I percent in meals served are anticipated in the School Lunch

Program, while School Breakfast and Child Care programs are expected to grow at about 6

percent and X percent a year respectively through the year 20(X) due to outreach and their

large growth potential (See figure 6). Food cost inflation of 2 to 3 percent a year is also

anticipated on top of increased participation for these programs. Thus, the overall cost of the

Child Nutrition Program is expected to increase by about 27 percent over the

period 1996-2000.

While meal reimbursements for the School Lunch, Breakfast, Milk and Child Care

programs are permanently authorized, including authority to set nutritional standards and

administer the programs, authority to operate the Summer Food Service Program, and to pay

a portion of State administrative expenses must be reauthorized every 4 years. This

reauthorization is typically called "the Child Nutrition Reauthorization" and gives Congress an

opportunity to review and revise Child Nutrition Program statutes for all programs, not just

those which expire. Congress just completed the reauthorization process for this 4-year cycle

with passage of P.L. 103-448, the Healthy Meals for Healthy Americans Act of 1994.

Including necessary reauthorizations, this law directs USDA to have schools "improve their

meal service by serving meals that meet the Dietary Guidelines for Americans."

Our efforts to make changes in our nutrition programs began with our Child Nutrition

Programs. USDA's School Meals Initiative for Healthy Children, proposed last June,
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represents the first program-wide reform since the National School Lunch Program was

established by President Harry Truman almost 50 years ago. Our proposal will assure that

children have access to healthy meals at school. It updates standards so that all school meals

will meet the Dietary Guidelines for Americans. Administrative red-tape will be cut. We are

also improving the nutrition profile of USDA commodities provided to local school districts

as well as enhancing their availability.

Our commitment to program integrity is also demonstrated by our activities in our

Child Nutrition Programs. For example, when I came to USDA in 1993, the Department had

failed to use its powers to suspend and debar unscrupulous processors that fixed prices and

rigged milk bids. Over the past two years, the Food and Consumer Service (FCS) has taken

an aggres.sive and proactive stand against these processors. After years of inaction. FCS has

initiated 172 bid-rigging cases, and has debarred, suspended or extracted tough settlements

from 142 processors that have violated the law.

Mr. Chairman, through our School Meals Initiative, and our proposals for Food Stamp

reform, we have demonstrated our commitment to a reform agenda for nutrition assistance

programs. Clearly the status quo must be changed, but we believe that block grant proposals,

such as those that are currendy being discussed, would not achieve the nutrition and health

outcomes that our programs have historically achieved, and that are in the national interest.

Indeed, a USDA study has shown that block granting nutrition programs as proposed in the

House would reduce benefits, eliminate nutrition and other standards, be extremely costly to
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our farm and food economies, and would result in widely different treatment among States.

The Administration opposes block grants for the Nation's nutrition programs.

«

We believe that food programs can and must adapt to a new vision of food and

agriculture policy.

Between block grants and the status quo is a reform agenda for nutrition assistance

programs. It is an agenda that meets nutrition objectives, and that measures its success by

health and nutrition outcomes. It is an agenda that devolves administrative flexibility to the

states. It is an agenda that demands personal responsibility and enforces program integrity.

The Clinton Administration welcomes the opportunity to work with the Members of

this Committee to bring about meaningful and lasting change in our federal nutrition

programs. We will support changes that preserve those health and nutrition goals that are in

the national interest and reform what is out-dated and unnecessary.

DISCRETIONARY PROCiRAMS

I would briefly like to make a few comments about the Department's discretionary

programs. As mentioned at the outset, these programs make up only about one quarter of the

Department's budget in terms of outlays, but they account for the bulk of the Department's

staff years. In this regard, I know you are aware of the Department's reorganization and
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streamlining efforts that we are now undertaking. Under the reorganization. USDA agencies

are reduced from 43 to 29. Along with restructuring headquarters, actions are also underway

to restructure field offices. USDA one-stop Field Office Service Centers will be established

as nearly 1 .2()() field offices are closed or consolidated. These actions will be a major source

of .savings for the Department as Federal employment will be reduced by more than

13.200 staff years over the 1993-1999 period. The Department will also achieve a savings of

$2.X billion in personnel costs and $1.3 billion in other administrative costs by 1999 for a

total savings of $4. 1 billion.

It also should be noted that as part of the President's Reinventing Government

Initiative, all Federal agencies are reexamining their mission. This includes: addressing the

mission based on "customer" input; asking whether the mission could be accomplished as

well or better without Federal involvement; looking for ways to cut costs or improve

perfonnance through competition; and ways to put customers first, cut red tape, and empower

employees. We are actively participating in this effort and will be keeping the Congress fully

apprised of our review.

In addition to these initiatives, the 1996 budget for discretionary programs reflects the

Administration's commitment to fully fund the reformed crop insurance program, to invest in

strengthening the future of rural America, to provide for safer food through a pathogen

reduction program, to meet our GATT trade commitments and invest in new export sales

opportunities and provide additional funding to support higher participation in the WIC
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program. USDA will also invest in the environment through a modified and extended

Conservation Reserve Program (CRP) and a larger Wetland Reserve Program. These latter

programs are classified as mandatory spending, but appropriations action is required to fund

CRP and WRP contracts.

We believe the funding priorities we have identified in USDA's budget request are

necessary to promote economic opportunities and to preserve our commitment to the Nation's

farmers, rural citizens and the needy.

In conclusion, 1 know there will be intense debate especially on USDA's entitlement

programs in the Farm Bill process as well as in the budget reconciliation process. I believe

these debates will show how important the agriculture sector is to our globally linked

economy. While the number of farms is declining, our food and fiber system generates

nearly "HI trillion in economic activity each year. It generates 16 percent of our gross

domestic product and accounts for 1 out of every 6 jobs. It also makes a very important

positive contribution to the Nation's trade balance. In fiscal 1994, that contribution reached

S17.1 billion and we project a similar level again this year.

Sometimes taken for granted is the contribution it makes to consumers. It provides a

steady, abundant, wholesome and low-cost food supply unequalled anywhere in the world. In

1993, as a Nation we spent just over 1 1 percent of our disposable income on food, down
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from 13.5 percent in 19X0. Of vital importance i.s the economical food supply, which along

with our food a.ssi.stance programs, helps the well being of our disadvantaged citizens.

Yet, in spite of all of these positive contributions, and even though farm program

benefits constitute around one-half of 1 percent of the Federal budget and even though farm

program spending has dropped by more than 50 percent since 1986, there is still criticism of

these programs. Should agriculture shoulder even more responsibility for deficit reduction .'

It should be recognized that an economically healthy farm sector provides significant benefits

to rural areas and to the rest of the economy. Our Farm Bill and budget decisions this year

will have a significant impact on the econoinic well being of our farmers, agricultural input

and marketing industries, rural communities, and consumers, especially lower income

consumers. The.se broad economic policy implications are crucial as we craft farm and food

policy for this country while also dealing with the Federal budget deficit

That concludes my statement. I would be glad to respond to your questions.
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Senator Grassley. Before I ask you a few questions, I would
highlight something that I agree with you on, and I want to- -be-

cause I think it gets lost when we talk about agriculture programs
costing too much and the reduction of programs. That is the part

of your testimony regarding the cuts that agriculture has taken
since the mid-1980's. Some argue that the budget cuts made in the

1990 Farm Bill and the budget reconcihation act failed to material-

ize and I think you have made clear that they have materialized.

Your testimony points out that it is clear that Federal spending

on agriculture has decreased significantly due to reforms instituted

since 1990. USDA estimates that these reforms have saved the

American taxpayers 810 billion in the years 1991 through 1995. No
other entitlement program can match that level of sa%-ings. Maybe
no other entitlement program has saved SI in that period of time.

I do not know that to be fact, but at least proportionately they have
not done as weU as Agricult'ire.

Furthermore, since spending on agriculture has declined while

the Federal spending as a whole has increased, spending on farm
support programs as a percent of the total budget has decreased

from what I think is 1.5 percent to, I beUeve, now .6 percent of the

Federal budget. I think this is a ver>' dramatic illustration of how
farm programs have been cut disproportionate to other Federal pro-

grams, so you are making that ver\' clear, Secretar>- Rominger. I

want to thank you for doing that.

It is my understanding that the projected decrease in spending

on feed grains for fiscal year 1996 is due to a return to normal
>'ields and the elimination of ad hoc disaster assistance. Now the

President's budget projects spending on these programs to decline

by over 25 percent by fiscal year 2002. Since the Administration

has not put forth a specific proposal for achie\ing these cuts. I have
three questions I want to ask you all at once.

How much of this decrease do you attribute to the increased de-

mand for feed grains? \Miat is your estimate for the price of com

—

I suppose I could ask any commodity, but com is a big one for my
state—by the year fiscal year 2002? And last, how can these prices

be realized, given the fact that our foreign trading partners wiU
still be subsidizing exports to a greater degree than we do in the

United States?

Acting Secretar>- Rominger. If I may. Mr. Chairman. I would Hke
to in\ite Mr. Dew'hurst and Mr. CoUins to join me here, our budget
officer and our chief economist.

It is true that the Administration's budget does show that there

will be continuing declines in the spending in the out-years. The
first, for 1996. the $1.5 biUion reduction that we have anticipated

is a result of returning to normal com crop fields. If we have a nor-

mal crop then our expenditures \%ill be do\^'n. In addition to that,

there are some sa\'ings in the Crop Insurance Program. So that is

correct.

The reduction in future years is based on the same trends that

we talked about before, as a result of the changes that were made
in the 1985 Farm Bill, the 1990 Farm Bill, and then as a result

of the NAFTA and GATT agreements. We do expect that our ex-

ports will increase as a result of these changes, both NAFTA and
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GATT. That assumes that we are going to stay in there with the
European Community and compete in that export market.

I think we have shown in this year with what we have done with
the bonuses, the EEP bonus for wheat in particular, that we're not
just dumping wheat on the market. Those EEP bonuses have been
coming down dramatically. We are getting down to EEP bonuses of
around $10 a ton, where we started out over $40 a ton. So wheat
prices have gone up, even though we are using our export subsidy
program.
Com prices, what is the com price going to be? I guess I had bet-

ter call on our chief economist to give us his estimation of prices.

Keith.

Mr. Collins. Thank you. Mr. Grassley, our President's budget
baseline projects for the year 2000 a season average com price of
$2.50 a bushel. That compares with $2.30 that we project for 1996.
Senator Grassley. Could I then ask you how you would arrive

at a difference, as CBO would project at that year about $2.20, you
just said $2.50. What would you see as the difference?

Mr. Collins. There are a number of differences between our set

of projections and CBO's. First of all, we have a different CRP as-

simiption. We have much more acreage in our CRP by the year
2000 than they do. We have some eastern United States, including
com, base acreage land coming into the CRP, more so than CBO
has. So first of all, there is a difference on CRP.

Second, we have a lower stock level to start the the projection pe-
riod than CBO does. We think that next year, as you indicated,
with a return to normal com yields, that is going to bring com
stocks down by quite a bit. So we think we will have a tight period
to begin with, as we look out into the future.

A major difference between our two presentations is in the area
of demand for com for use in ethanol. We believe that with the re-

formulated gas rule and the 30 percent market share for ethanol
in reformulated gas, we see some fairly strong increases in demand
for com grind for ethanol use out over the period. I would say that
the difference between what CBO projects and what we project in

com demand for ethanol is roughly 1 billion bushels over the 5-

year period. So we have a stronger demand growth, a slightly lower
production level than they do, and we have lower stock levels, and
so that accounts for the difference in price.

Our average com price over the 5-year period is about 20 cents
a bushel higher than CBO's average price. And as you know, for

com a 10 cent per bushel change in price is equivalent to about $.5
billion in outlays. So it does not take much of a com price change
to get a big outlay difference.

Senator Grassley. My final question, which has not been an-
swered yet, that I gave you is how are you going to do this with
the Europeans continuing their subsidy and ours not competing be-

cause we have either no subsidy or a very reduced subsidy?
Acting Secretary Rominger. I will start to answer that and then

Keith can finish.

We do have, under GATT agreement commitments, a phase-down
of subsidies. The Europeans are going to be phasing-down as well.

In our budget proposal, the President's proposal, we would keep
our Export Enhancement Program to the maximum allowed under
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EEP so that we can compete. Even though we had that 12-to-l dif-

ferential there, I think we can do a good job of competing in that

export market.
Mr. Collins. I would only add to that that we are in an advan-

tageous position with respect to the Uruguay Round in feed grains

because we do not use the Export Enhancement Program on com,
whereas the European Community will be disciplined, they do not

export much com. They export a lot of barley, and their barley ex-

ports will be disciplined. Their export subsidies will be disciplined

whereas we are not affected by that discipline because we do not

use the Export Enhancement Program on com. Much of our de-

mand growth is going to come from Asian countries.

Senator Grassley. My last question, though, should not be inter-

preted just as in regard to com because they do not—it would be

in regard to grains generally. You feel that we can still do that?

You were speaking just about com?
Mr. Collins. I was speaking just about com, yes, sir. I think

that we can.

Senator Grassley. But what about what we do compete with

them on?
Mr. Collins. Take wheat as an example. Over the last couple of

years the European Community has exported in excess of 21 mil-

lion tons of wheat a year. Under the export subsidy disciplines of

the Uruguay Round, they will be limited to subsidizing between 13

and 14 million tons a year by the year 2000. The volume constraint

is going to bite into their ability to export wheat onto the world
market.
As they have to reduce those export subsidies, that is going to

provide an excellent opportuity not only for us but for other wheat
exporting countries around the world.

Senator Grassley. Senator Brown.
Mr. Brown. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am sorry that our good

friend from Washington has left. I know that the Secretary had
heard his comments about questioning the farm programs.

I do not want to dwell on it, Mr. Chairman, but I might simply
observe this and I hope that the Secretary might comment if he
wishes to on it. Part of the reason we need some program here is

because of the fact that our competitors in the world have a heavy
penalty on American products sold in Europe and other markets
around the world.

For most of the last 2 decades the European farmer has gotten

more from the sale of wheat than the American farmer has gotten

from the sale of their wheat. Let me be specific. The variable im-

port levy levied by the European Common Market takes as much
or more than what the American farmer gets for the wheat that is

imported. That, at times, has been less but there is a huge tariff

that the Europeans levy on American products, com and wheat, of

an astounding portion of the value. And they do that to maintain
their artificially high prices.

Japan has likewise levied very huge restrictions on our products.

The fact is that we do not have our products sell for good prices.

They sell for good prices to the consumer. The fact is the American
farmer gets a small portion of it.
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At least in my mind, that needs some addressing. Whether you
do it through our current programs or not, I think is an open ques-
tion, and we ought to look for ways to save money. But at least
from my point of view, that with the enormous discrimination that
takes place against the American farmers in the world markets, we
need to be at least thinking about a way to make sure that they
are fairly treated.

Mr. Secretary, as we talk about the farm programs £ind the way
to help our farmers, I want to draw your attention to just five

things that come to mind and invite you comment on them. Let me
introduce this by saying that first, I recognize these problems did
not start with this Administration. They have existed with both Re-
publican and Democratic administrations, but I think these are
fair.

Number one, the Forest Service is actively involved in a project
of stealing Colorado water right now, and that takes place in other
places other than Colorado. This is water that is not subsidized by
the government. These are water rights that existed before the For-
est Service even was in existence. These are efforts that are con-
trary to the law. These are efforts that are contrary to a direction

by Secretary Madigan, when he was Secretary of Agriculture, that
has never been repealed.

If the Administration is interested in helping agriculture, steal-

ing Colorado water rights away fi-om farmers who have paid for

them and have earned them and pay the full price of operating
them, I hope would be looked at.

Second, we now have an active policy of introducing wolves into

areas where there is grazing. That makes it difficult to raise lambs
and calves, as I know you know. If you are interested in helping
agriculture, I would hope you would look at that question of preda-
tors that actively harm agriculture.

Third, I do not know if you have had the pleasure of filling out
some of those agricultural census reports, but I must tell you I

hear from my people all the time. If we are so interested in helping
agriculture why do we threaten prison sentences for people who do
not fill out the forms?

Fourth, I hear from American producers all the time about strict

stsmdards that you insist they comply with in the way crops are
grown and treated and the control of chemicals, but that you do not
impose, or enforce at least, the same restrictions on imported prod-
ucts. That is, you can use chemicals overseas to produce a product
which will reduce the cost of production, but that we do not have
an active, thorough program to ensure that the restrictions that
exist on American producers are applied to imported products.

Lastly, comments from people who harvest timber in this coun-
try, that you have an active policy that discourages production and
literally has provided the raw material for forest fires, that you
seem in some areas to be following the policy that prefers consump-
tion of those products through fire rather than through an orderly
harvesting system.

I understand that covers a lot of area but it outlines a series of
policies followed by the Department of Agriculture that are openly
hostile to American production, and are harmful to American farm-
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ers. I would invite your response, most particularly to the policies

that you are following in terms of expropriating water rights.

Acting Secretary Rominger. I will respond to those questions. We
are attempting to be a more friendly, farmer friendly department.
As you know, I have spent my life as a farmer prior to coming to

Washington 2-years ago. I want this to be a farmer friendly De-
partment of Agriculture.

We do have some complicated issues in the area of water rights

in the West, not only in Colorado, we certainly have some issues

in California, my home State, as well. I will be taking a look at

what is happening with the Forest Service there, to see what the

situation is, whether it is a different interpretation of the law or

exactly what the problem is.

Senator Brown. Mr. Secretary, in that regard—not to interrupt

your flow—but let me say, we have asked specifically the regional

foresters, the people in charge, for the legal basis on which they are

demanding surrender of water rights. They have refused to supply

it to us. They will not even supply the basis on which they are bas-

ing their decisions.

Acting Secretary Rominger. We should be able to do that. I know
we have a lot of laws that we are trying to comply with these days,

from the Endangered Species Act, the Clean Water Act, the Clean
Air Act, and all of those have impacts on our activities.

Senator Brown. I might say one of the things that came up in

that regard was the Endangered Species Act. The Forestry offices

specifically told the city of Boulder that the Endangered Species

Act did not apply and they should not worry about it, and they did

not want to get into it. And that was after the city of Boulder asked
them to review it under those circumstances.
Days before they were scheduled to renew these permits, smd

these are permits that have existed some for more than 100 years,

they said oh, yes, we have changed our position. We think the En-
dangered Species Act should apply. I mention that because the For-

estry Service has literally flip-flopped on the issue, and they did it

in a way simply to deny the renewal of permits.

Acting Secretary Rominger. We will take another look at that.

Senator.
Your second item was the wolves being introduced into the stated

there, the mountain States. That is not a project of the Department
of Agriculture. I have certainly heard from a number of ranchers
in the area, sheep and cattle ranchers, about problems that it does
pose for them. We are working to see what we can do to mitigate

what is happening.
On the agricultural census, that is the Department of Commerce

who does the agricultural census. We will work with them to see

if we cannot get some changes in how they go about doing the agri-

cultural census.
Chemicals that are used in other countries on crops that are then

imported into this country. We cannot control, of course, as you
know, what those farmers use in other countries. I think we have
exerted or tried to exert some pressure on them to conform their

pesticide regulations more to ours. What we do is, along with the
Food and Drug Administration, is sample products coming into the
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United States across the borders, to make sure that they have no
residue on them that is prohibited in this country.
So even if they did use a chemical in another country that is not

allowed to be used by our farmers, there can be no residue of that
chemical on that crop when it gets here. Now certainly we do not
inspect every truckload that comes across the order. We have to

use our resources to the best that we can, and so we do sampling
of those food products coming in.

Your last point was on timber issues. We are not attempting to

reduce the amount of timber harvested. We are trying to comply
with the laws that have been passed, again a nimiber of laws over
the last number of years that have been passed by Congress. We
are working hard right now on the timber forest health issue, to

get in there and salvage timber after bums, to do some thinning
in forests to keep the disease problems from increasing, to harvest
those diseased areas.

We are working as hard as we can, I think, to comply with the
laws, with the National Environmental Policy Act, with the Endan-
gered Species Act, to get some more of that timber out. We are
doing our best. We are going to continue to put more effort into

that.

Senator Brown. Mr. Secretary, I appreciate your comments and
I know that you are not necessarily the sponsor of all these things
that have been put on the books. As a matter of fact. Congress has
some involvement in that.

I would just relate to you an event that happened in Southern
Colorado. We had a small firm that bid on the opportunity to har-
vest a particular area that, after all the environmental studies, had
been declared appropriate for harvesting. They were put on the
new system where they were required to pay in advance and pay
for the timber based on the Forest Service's estimate of what it

would yield. It was not an estimate they made, it was an estimate
the Forest Service made.
They complied with the law. They put their money up in ad-

vance. And then the amount of yield that came out of that plot was
dramatically less than what the Forest Service had estimated it

would be. And of course, as you know, the amount of yield relates

to Forest Service activity, in terms of the way they draw up and
designate the harvest. The amount of yield was dramatically less

from not only what they had estimated for, but what they had paid
for. It literally has driven the company into insolvency and has
caused the loss of many, many jobs.

In the Forest Service the position at this point is that they are
unable to refund the money that the company put up, even though
it was the Forest Service's own estimate that was off.

I have got to tell you, in private business, I never dealt with any-
body who treated other people that way. I simply never dealt with
people who thought that was fair or reasonable. I really, honestly,
think you have got a problem with some of those folks. There is

such enormous hostility to the private sector that I do not think
you are treating people right.

Acting Secretary Rominger. I agree that we should be treating
people right. We are going to work to see if we cannot correct that
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kind of thing. I would like to have specific details on this because
it does not sound fair to me either.

Senator Brown. I would be glad to follow up.
Acting Secretary Rominger. I would like to follow up on that.

Senator Brown [presiding]. Thank you. Senator Lautenberg.
Senator Lautenberg. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I

am sorry to walk in so late, but I do have just a few questions I

would appreciate hearing from the Secretary on.

I preface my question, Mr. Secretary, with a statement about
what has been going on of late here. Lots of talk in the new Con-
gress regarding the elimination of Cabinet level departments. Just
this week a group of new members of the House called for the
elimination of the Departments of Commerce, Education, Energy
and Housing and Urban Development.
While we are talking about reducing the size of government and

eliminating departments, I think it proper that the Department of

Agriculture be part of these discussions. If we are reviewing the
whole of government, then we ought to review it all.

The many functions of this department could be transferred to

other agencies or eliminated. For example, the Vice President's

Reinventing Government Plan calls for the removal of meat and
poultry inspections from USDA to an independent agency. The
Food Stamp and Nutrition Programs could be moved to HHS.
USDA's Export Promotion Programs could either be eliminated or

consolidated into the Department of Commerce. And the commodity
income and price support programs also could be eliminated or

transferred to Commerce.
Are there any efficiencies, in your judgment, that might be

gained by moving some of these programs out of USDA and into

other departments or even back to the States? And what kind of

an administrative saving might there be?
Acting Secretary Rominger. First of all, I would like to say, Sen-

ator, that the Department of Agriculture started on reorganization

before the reinventing government was begun here. It started, in

fact, in the last Administration. We are streamlining the Depart-

ment of Agriculture and I think that we are in the lead among de-

partments in the Federal Government.
We will, in these 5 years through 1999, have 13,200 fewer em-

ployees and, through administrative
Senator Lautenberg. From what size before the

Acting Secretary Rominger. From about 114,000 employees. So
we are going to be downsizing about 12 percent in employees. That
process will save $4.1 billion. We have consolidated a number of

programs and we have consolidated agencies so that we have re-

duced the number of agencies from 43 to 29. We are in the process

of closing about 1,200 offices around the country, closing and con-

solidating, to have a more efficient department. So we have taken
seriously the reorganization and streamlining of government.
As far as moving meat and poultry inspection out of the depart-

ment, we believe that we can do a good job in the department be-

cause we have the ability to go back and work with producers so

that we begin with healthy products coming off the farm. We have
that long-term relationship.
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We are re-engineering the meat and poultry inspection program.
We have just recently announced our intention to move to a
HACCP Program, Hazard Analysis Critical Control Points, in the
processing system. We are updating our inspection system from
what has been a see, feel, smell inspection system to one that is

scientifically based where we will be sampling for bacteria that
cannot be seen.

So we are making some dramatic changes in that program and
believe that we can do a good job in improving the safety of meat
and poultry, even though we have, we believe, the safest food sup-
ply of any country.

Food Stamp and Nutrition Programs have certainly been dis-

cussed over the years by Congress on whether or not to leave those
programs in the Agriculture Department. The decision, at least up
to this point, has been to leave those programs with our depart-
ment.
Those programs are not only for the benefit of low income people,

they also work to sell more food. So they are tied to our agricul-

tural economy as well.

Senator Lautenberg. But some of these programs, Mr. Sec-

retary, seem like they have a natural fit in other places. Commerce
Department and export promotion and things of that nature. I

would submit that we have to consider, as we examine all of the
departments of government, the possibilities of reducing wherever
we can.

Now I commend the Department for taking the steps that it has
taken, and they are significant. I would like to hear more about
this. I do not want to take any more of the committee's time on
that question, and I thank you.

I would like to go to another question. The budget submitted by
the Administration contains no reforms of the Commodity Price
Program. How, after so much talk about reinventing government,
can we allow these outdated and inefficient programs to continue
without change? As a result of these programs, Ajnericans continue
to pay higher prices for many food products and poor and middle
class Americans continue to subsidize the incomes of large corpora-
tions and well-to-do farmers.
One study, from 1987, states that 30 percent of commodity sub-

sidies went to 4 percent of farmers with average net cash incomes
of more than $100,000 a year, and with average net worth of near-
ly $850,000. It does not seem fair to me that farming subsidies re-

tain an entitlement classification when the benefits are often di-

rected toward wealthy business people while Federal housing as-

sistance is extended to only one-third of the poor and working that
qualify.

So why should we not reduce the price support levels to allow for

a more market-driven agricultural sector in the United States or
eliminate the commodity price programs all together? It would save
a lot of money if we could get on with that kind of a program, I

think.

Acting Secretary Rominger. Thank you. Senator.
I would start by saying that I did submit a statement for the

record and I think it covers many of the questions that you have
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asked on why we believe that the programs are operating in the

best interest of farmers and consumers.
I would just briefly say that we have had major changes in the

commodity programs in the last decade. The changes that were
made in the 1985 Farm Bill and the 1990 Farm Bill and several

other acts. In fact, Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask that this list

of the changes that have been made in the statute in the last dec-

ade be included as a part of the record. It indicates all of the

changes that have been made in farm programs and as a result of

that, Farm Program spending has declined dramatically.

Senator Brown. Without objection, so ordered.

[The information follows:]
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FARM PROGRAM LEGISLATION WITH SIGNIFICANT SAVINGS
IMPACT, 1982 TO 1993

Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1982.

o Froze dairy support prices and authorized marketing assessments. No-net-

cost provisions for tobacco program were contained in the 1981 Act.

o A payment-in-kind Land Diversion Program was implemented administra-

tively for 1993 crops.

Food Security Act of 1985.

o Reduced loan rates. Loan rates per bushel for wheat between 1985 and

1990 were reduced from $3.30 to $1.95.

o Froze program yields and reduced target prices in increments. For wheat,

target prices per bushel in the same period were reduced from $4.38 to

$4.00.

o Further reduced dairy price supports, continued assessments, and began a

"whole-herd" buy-out program. No-net-cost basis mandated for sugwr

program. Authorized an Acreage Conservation Reserve (later known as the

Conservation Reserve Program).

Food, Agriculture, Conservation and Trade Act of 1990.

Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990.

o Target prices frozen at the 1990 crop levels.

o Under triple-base provisions, payment acres were reduced to 85 percent of

base acres. Payment rates reduced by basing payments on the 12-month

price rather than the normally lower 5-month price.

o Increased assessments for nonprogram crops.
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Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993.

o Reduced payments on acreage idled under conserving use programs

(0/50/92).

o Increased sugar and peanut marketing assessments, reduced authorized

program level for the Market Promotion Program, and tightened stock-to-

use targets for the cotton program.

1993 Amendments to the National Wool Act of 1954.

o Amendments reduced subsidies by 25 percent on 1994 production, by 50

percent on 1995 production, and terminated the progrcun effective

December 31, 1995.

Senator Lautenberg. To what level, Mr. Secretary?
Acting Secretary Rominger. The projection for this year on the

support programs is $10.3 billion in farm support programs and it

is projected as a result of these changes that have been made in
prior years. And as a result of the GATT and NAFTA agreements
that those declines will continue. The basehne projects that by the
year 2000 that program spending will be down to $6 billion per
year.

So the chsmges have taken place and they will continue to result
in declining spending for farm programs. What we have is a pro-

gram that we think has been successful because our spending for

food in this country is the lowest in the world and it is continuing
to decUne. That was pointed out by previous witnesses here, as
well.

Senator Lautenberg. We vnll be revievmig the material you sub-
mitted, Mr. Secretary.

Senator Lautenberg. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much.
Senator Brown. Thank you.

Mr. Secretary, I wanted to thank you for your very thoughtful re-

sponses and your help this morning. We appreciate your attitude.

We know this is not the easiest job in the world.

Senator Brown. I would like, at this point, to ask unanimous
consent to include in the record a variety of pieces of correspond-
ence that have come to Chairman Domenici. Without objection, so

ordered.

[The correspondence follows:]
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PHEASANTS

Febiuary 14, 1995

NAUOHAL HEAOqUARTEU
P.O Boi 7S47S
$(.P«iil,Mlnnaaat}17S

(«1D4<1-71«1

The Honorable Pete Domenici
Chairman
Senate Budget Commitcee
United States Senate

Washington, DC 20510

Dear Chairman Domenici:

Pheasants Forever respectfully requests that the Senate Budget Committee include in

the Budget Resolution funds sufficient to maintain, at a myiimum, a 36.4 million acre

Conservation Reserve Program (CRP). Current Congressional Budget Office baseline

projections ultimately end with a 15 million acre program,! woefully inadequate to

continue CRP's vast benefits. CRP has resulted in tremendous benefits to wildlife and
the environment, has been a stabilizing force for agriculture, and has provided returns

to taxpayers and society as a whole.

Pheasant numbers have doubled and tripled across most of| their range because of CRP.
Portions of Iowa now have 13 times more pheasants than jirior to the CJlP. Other
wildlife species have benefited from CRP, including waterfowl, big game, and non-
game species. CRP has provided critical habitat for endan gered species, substantially

reduced soil erosion, and improved water quality.

Rural communities and farmers have benefited from stabilized commodity prices and
income from sportsmen and sportswomen utiliang CRP lands for recreation. The
American taxpayer has saved from reduced crop subsidies] storage payments, and other
commodity program expenditures. According to data from the Food and Agriculture
Policy Research Institute, savings to the federal govemmeikt are approximately $200
million annually as a direct result of CRP.

Previous investments by the Federal government in land

come and gone. After investing nearly 19 billion dollars

American taxpayers deserve continuation of CRP at no te

vital program should remain as the cornerstone of an agri(

Nation. Pheasants Forcvo' respectfully urges die Senate ]

funds sufficient to maintain CRP at its cuixent level of 36.J

Respectfully yours.

PHEASANTS FOREVER, INC.

ment programs have
ver the last ten years,

than its current level. This

Iture policy that benefits our

|Udget Committee to provide

million acres.

JSF:lq

cc: Senate Budget Committee Members
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Working for the Nature of Tomorrow,

NATIONAL >XTLDLIFE FEDERATION, 1400 Sixteenth Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036-2266 (202) 797-6800

Office of the President

January 31, 1995

The Honorable Pete V. Domenici
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Pete:

It Is my understanding that the Congressional Budget Office (CBO)
has included a 21.4 million acre Conservation Reserve Program in

. the baseline projections included in the January 1995 report. The
Economic and Budget Outlook: Fiscal Years 1996-2000. CBO
projects that the Conservation Reserve Program will ultimately
consist of only 16 million acres. If these projections are
implemented, a very successful progreun for farmers and the
environment would be reduced by approximately 56%. I urge you to
reject such a drastic reduction in the Conservation Reserve
Program.

The Conservation Reserve Program (CRP) is an important investment
in our Nation's future. It provides unprecedented environmental
benefits including protection of fragile topsoil, improvement of
underground and surface water quality and increases in wildlife
populations. In addition, by providing the opportunity for
retirement of marginal crop land, CRP has encouraged active
participation by the farming community. The backing of this
program is unparalleled; it is supported by both the
environmental and farming commvmities.

Equally important, CRP reduces the levels of federal commodity
subsidy payments. By retiring millions of acres of marginal
farmland from crop production, USDA estimates that CRP has saved
the federal government billions of dollars in commodity subsidy
payments. According to a 1990 study, USDA estimated that if CRP
consisted of 45 million acres, the program would save between
$16.2 and $19.5 billion in price support payments, deficiency
payments and other related costs, but with little environmental
benefit. The current progreun costs $19 billion, without figviring
in the tremendous long-term savings directly resulting from the
environmental benefits of the program.

More recently, a 19S4 USDA report stated that if crop production
were to occur on the 36.4 million acres currently in CRP, feed
grain and wheat prices would decrease by 5% and 9% respectively.
Such reductions in commodity prices would require $1.3 billion in

(Over)
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January 31, 1995
Page 2

additional deficiency payments.

The economic need for CRP to retire land and thereby reduce
federal commodity subsidy payments continues to exist. The 1994
harvest of corn reached a record level of 10 billion bushels.
As a result of the record harvest, corn prices fell to less than
2 dollars per bushel. Due to the depressed price of corn and
other grains, it is estimated that direct federal subsidy
payments to farmers will increase by $2 billion.

The soybean harvest also reached a record level. In 1994, the
soybean harvest totaled 2.56 billion bushels, exceeding the 1979
record harvest of 2.26 billion bushels. Soybean prices may also
be depressed thereby requiring additional federal commodity
subsidy payments.

The record 1994 harvests in corn and soybean suggest that
reducing CRP from a 36.4 million acre to a 16 million acre
program, thereby allowing crop production on 20.4 million acres
of former CRP land, will result in still higher federal
expenditures. The environmental benefits such as topsoil
protection, water quality improvement and wildlife population
growth associated with CRP will be lost. As a result, I strongly
urge you to oppose a 56% reduction in the program.

We look forward to working with you on this important issue.

Best personal regards.

Sincerely,

<dpui^

JAY D. HAIR

JDH : hmw
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The Campaign For Sustainable Agriculture

National Offict:

Amy Unit

n N Church St

Gojhen. NT 10924

(914)294-0633

Fax. (914)294-0632

Nonheasl Conlaa:

Dorothy Suput

3ti8 Highland Ave.

SomervilU. MA 02144

(617)666-1005

Fax: Same

Soulhtm Contact:

Julie Bums
4UndjeyRd.

AshevilU.NC 28805

(704)299-1922

Fax: (704)299-1575

Midwest Contact:

Rente Robinson

P.O. Box 648

Rochesur. IL 62563

(217)498-9707

Fax: (217)498-9235

Western Contact-

Paul Welnganner

P.O. Box 8596

Moscow. ID 83843

(208)882-1444

Fax: 008)882-8029

California Contact:

Kai Siedenburg

P.O. Box 1599

Santa Cruz. CA 95061

(408)458-5304

Fax: (408)454-0433

Febniary 14. I99S

Dear Senator:

We the undesigned participants in the Campaign for Sustainable Agriculture, urge you, as you

begin to set budget and appropriations levels for agriculture, to keep a sharp focus on promoting

family farm and rural community economic opportunity and enhancing environmental quality.

We believe the federal government should continue to play an important role in food and

agricultural policy. Some current programs, however, are misdirected, not working, or not

working nearly as well as they should. We have developed new proposab and ideas to reform

programs and redirect spending. We look forward to participating in a meaningful debate

on the Farm Bill, not simply responding to budget and appropriations reductions which

could limit farm policy options.

Over the last five years, the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) budget has been

substantially cut USDA v«s the first department to go through substantial reorganization and

there is a projected staff reduction of 13,000 by 1999. Further reductions in employees and

services are not warranted. The solution is a USDA with a change in policy direction that responds

to its diverse customers, including those of us involved in this Campaign for change in the Farm

Bill.

If additional cuts are made, they should be carefully crafted and targeted. We oppose additional

cuts that simply take programs as they are and scale them back. That is not responsible budgeting

and would lock in current economic and environmental inequities. We urge you as legislators to

seize the opportunity to revise programs that significantly increase economic, social and

environmental benefits and to provide budget and appropriations levels to support them.

We will shortly be sendingyou more detailedproposab andpolicy optionsfor the Farm BUI

reauthorization andfor FY 1996 appropriations. However, we briefly want to signal some of

our geiteral directions in key areas now as the budget and spending deliberations get underway.

In the brm commodity program arena, we urge Congress to close payment limitation

loopholes and reduce or eliminate payments to persons with extremely high nonfoim income.

Since 1990, small and moderate sized family farms have suffered two rounds ofcommodity

program cuts because all of their production was subject to budget cuts. Meanwhile, the largest

producers, with the biggest government payments and production levels, have yet to ante up even

a nickel. As a matter offairness, no other program cuts should be implemented until payment

limits are addressed.

We also urge Congress to explore options to raise farm program commodity loan rates and

strengthen the farmer-owned reserve to enhance price stability and farm income while reducing

budget exposure and budget instability. We support the rights of contract growers to negotiate and

bargain for fair contracts. Changes are also proposed in the dairy program. Further, we support

cost-effective stewardship option and requirements within the commodity programs to end

perulties against sustainable agricultiire and enhance conservation benefits.

On the conservation program front, we support the Administration's FY 1996 proposed

increase in conservation operations and land retirement options, but strongly oppose any fiirther

cuts in conservation cost share and incentive programs. Last year's (FY 1995) draconian cuts,

totalling over S3 SO million went much too far.

The solution is to consolidate and streamline existing conservation programs into a new balanced

and cost effective program based on resource planning and a watershed or ecosystem based

approach, utilizing a combination of land retirement and management oriented approaches. The
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new program should involve all stakeholders in setting priorities and should leverage additional state, local, and
private funds to the maximum extent possible. We support the continuation of the Conservation Reserve
Program funding and improving the environmental beneflt from new acreage enrolled. We stress that creative

solutions cannot work if the already decimated conservation fiinding base is not maintained.

To promote r«ral dcvdopmeat aad doncatic marketiag opportnaitict, there needs to be a strong

government role in providing resources such as accessible and affordable direct lending through USDA to help
beginning, limited resource, and minority formers'begin and continue their ftnning operation^. Congress
should fund programs to ensuie that recent legislation enacted in 1990 and 1992 works to address the barriers

and crisis affecting minority fiumen and beginning ftrmers.

We support (he continuation of much needed fiederai food assistance pcograms, a redirection ofmarket
promotioa program funds and rural development programs to focus on adding value to food and agricultural

products on Cunu and in rural communities, inchiding assistance for the development of maiketing
cooperatives and other businesses with an emphasis on sustainable agriculture and agricultural diversification.

This includes an expansion of direct marketing and a specific commitment to link ftmily farmers with

consumers, especially low income consumers.

ValKable food aad agricoltare research aod ezteosion funds should be redirected. We call on you to

resist any cuts in these programs but to invest in the future for a productive, enviroiuneatally sound and socially

responsible agriculture. Research and extension investments and redirection is increasingly important to help

fanners cut input costs, diversify their crop and animal production systems, and regain a greater share of the
food marketing dollar in ways that are resource-enhancing.

The Campaignfor Sustainable Agriculture Is a networit ofdiverse Interestsfrom all regions ofthe country

working together to changefederalpolicy tofoster a sustainablefarm cutdfood system. The CampaIgH,
which emergedfrom a two^fear eonsensus^ulUIng effort that encouraged brood popularparticipation bt

definingfederalpolicy options, bnohes overfour hundredgrassroots and national organbations
representingfamilyfarmersy consumers, environmentalists, environmental andsocialjustice advocates,fish

and wildlife Interests, ruralandcommunity based organizations, animalprotection supporters,farmworkers,

religiota community, people ofcolor, communityfood groups, and other concernedcUtens. We look

forward to working with you andparticipatlHg In the incoming debate on the budgetprocess, apprt^rlatlons

and the 199S Farm Bill

Sincerely,

American Farmland Trust

Clean Water Action .

Community Nutrition Institute

Environmental Energy Study Institute

Humane Society of the USA
Izaak Walton League of America
Mothers and Others for a Livable Planet

National Center for Appropriate Technology

National Contract Poultry Growers Association

National Family Farm Coalition

National Farmers Union
Natural Resources Defense Council

Organic Trade Association ofNorth America
Presbyterian Church, GJS.A.) Washington Office

Rural Coalition

Sustainable Agriculture Coalition

Union ofConcerned Scientists

United Methodist Church, General Board ofChurch and Society

Wallace Institute for Alternative Agriculture

World Sustainable Agriculture Association
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CENTER
FOR SCIENCE
IN THE
PUBUC INTEREST

'''*^'' Nutrition Action HeaUMetter

Fd)ruary 15, 1995

The Honorable Pete V. Domenici

Chairman

Senate Budget Committee

I>-621 Diilcsen Senate Office Building

Washington, DC 20510-6100

Dear Mr. Chairman:

We urge the Committee on the Budget to investigate foreign and domestic agricultural

marketing programs, including the Market Promotion Program (MPP) and federally

authorized research and promotion programs for the beef, pork, dairy, and egg industries.

Collectively, these programs have spent over two billion dollars on promoting agricultural

products. Yet the programs have not proven effective, have wasted taxpayer dollars, and

may have raised costs to consumers.

• Overseas Program

The United States E>epartment of Agriculture (USDA) has spent over $1 billion of

taxpayer money on the MPP since its inception in 1986 to promote the consumption of

agricultural products oversees, purportedly to aid the U.S. economy and the agricultural

industry. Millions of these dollars, however, have been received by private companies, such

as McDonald's and Campbell Soup, to market brand-name products. American taxpayers

should not be paying for the foreign advertising expenses of huge multinational restaurant and

processed food corporations.

1875 Connecticut Avenue, N W., Suite 300, Waskingum, D. C. 20009-57S8 • (S02) 332-91 10 • FAX (202) 265^954
Executive Director: Michael Jacobson, PhD.
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• Domestic Programs

The USDA also oversees programs to promote consumption of agricultural products

within the U.S., and, until 1993, has financed their legal costs. These programs include

those sponsored by the Cattlemen's Beef Promotion and Research Board, the National Pork

Board, the National Dairy Promotion and Research Board, and the American Egg Board.

Since their inception, these programs have spent over $1 billion promoting the consumption

of products, many of which contribute to a high-fat, high-cholesterol diet, which increases the

risk of heart disease and cancer, the leading causes of death in the U.S. Moreover, it is

likely that at least some of the costs of these programs are passed onto consumers in the form

of higher prices.

Domestic program fimds may be spent on promotional or research efforts.

Unfortunately, most of these funds are spent on promotional efforts, some of which are

questionable endeavors. For example, a Dairy Board promotional brochure states: "Do not

restrict diet to lowfat choices to meet dietary guidelines...Use fats where needed for flavor

and enjoyment...," an explicit contradiction of well-accepted nutritional recommendations,

including USDA's own Dietary Guidelines for Americans. The Pork Board's "Other White

Meat" advertising campaign has been investigated by the Federal Trade Conmiission for false

and misleading claims. The FTC referred its concerns to the USDA, which has taken no

public action.

Furthermore, many research projects sponsored by these programs are self-serving and

attempt to contradict well-accepted nutritional research. For example, the Dairy Board has

conducted research to try to conclude that only some people are adversely affected by milk

fat and the Egg Board has tried to show that dietary cholesterol does not adversely affect
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blood lipids.

Finally, these programs are not accomplishing their intended objectives. The

authorizing statutes explicitly state that their purpose is to promote higher consumption of the

industry's products, but the programs' billion dollar effort has proven futile. For example,

the beef program became effective in 1987, when per capita consumption of beef was 74

poimds. Since then, per capita beef consumption has declined steadily to 61.5 pounds in

1993, the last year for which official USDA figures are available. The egg program became

effective in 1977, at which time per capita consumption was 267 eggs. In 1993, per capita

consumption was 233 eggs.

Regardless of whether taxpayers, consumers of specific agricultural conunodities, or

the agricultural industry pays for these programs, it is inappropriate to use government

resources to favor particular segments of the food industry, especially when no public interest

is served.

We would be pleased to assist the Committee in its examination of this issue.

Sincerely,

'hJjfjfj^
S. Leila Farzan

Staff Attorney

Office of Legal Affairs
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Senator Brown. Mr. Secretary, thank you again. If you have any
additional thoughts you want to share with the committee, I hope
you will feel free to submit them and we would be glad to include
them in the record.

Acting Secretary ROMINGER. Thank you.
Senator BROWN. Thank you, we are adjourned.
[Senator Frist submitted an opening statement to be included in

the record the statement follows:]

Opening Statement of Senator Bill Frist

Thank you, Mr, Chairman, Mr. Secretary, Senator Lugar and Senator Conrad, we
certainly appreciate your taking the time to testify before us today. I cannot over-

state the importance of the agricultural sector to Tennessee. According to the Ten-
nessee Department of Agriculture, the Tennessee agriculture industry has a $6 bil-

lion impact on the State's economy. About 12.4 million acres, or roughly one-half

of the State's land area make up some 87,000 farms. Tennessee production ranges
from beef cattle, dairy farms, tobacco and vegetables in the eastern part of my home
State to soybeans, wheat, com, cotton, and sorghum in West Tennessee. Some 13
million acres of farm and non-farm forest lands make Tennessee the Nation's lead-

ing producer of hardwood lumber.
And so, Mr. Chairman, I am very interested in this issue of reform of Federal ag-

riculture programs. We must continue to promote the U.S. agriculture industry,

maintaining safe, reasonable priced food for American families, and enhancing U.S.
exports. I look forward to the testimony of our distinguished witnesses, and I appre-
ciate their longstanding interest in this subject. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

[Whereupon, at 12:00 p.m., the committee was adjourned.]
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ca^^i National Family Farm Coalition
no Maryland Avenue, NE, Suite 307 • Washington, DC 20002 • (202) 543-5675 • Fax: (202) 543-0978

Statement of the National Family Farm Coalition

to the Senate Budget Committee

Hearing on Agriculture Reforms for the FY 1996 Budget

February 16, 1995

The National Family Fann Coalition (NFFC) represents family farmers in over 30 states through

our 39 member organizations. We are extremely concerned about the implications of the current

budget debate. Farm programs are not simply a budget item to be slashed but should be designed

to meet different needs and goals within our society. The 1995 Farm Bill should focus on the

important role of farm and food policy for all members of society: those who produce the food;

the rural communities in our nation, and all consumers.

The FY 1996 budget submitted by President Clinton last week recognized the important role of

many USDA programs. These programs included increases in direct lending programs in the

credit arena to meet increased interest rate levels £uid unmet needs; fimds to provide for the

continuation of the Conservation Reserve Program, technical assistance through USDA outreach

and education with support for programs directed at minority farmer participation; a federal

match for state mediation programs as a more cost-effective method of resolving conflicts, or a

USDA national independent appeals division to provide a fair appeal as an integral part of the

USDA reorganization plan. NFFC strongly supports the continuation of much needed federal

food assistance and nutrition programs that meet the needs of low income consumers.

NFFC supports changes in programs that are part of the 1995 Farm Bill debate. These include

changes in the dairy program, the right of contract growers to negotiate and bargain for fair

contracts, support for Minority Farmers and Farmworkers, improvements in rural marketing and

sustainable development programs, conservation incentive and stewardship programs, and

programs to promote community food security.

Our testimony today will focus specifically on the farm commodity programs that are most

affected by changes in agricultural support programs. Many existing farm commodity programs

are not working for family farmers or their rural communities. We agree that there are more

efficient and cost-effective ways to use existing resources. We strongly disagree with further cuts

that will directly reduce the net farm income of family fanners in this country. The current

"subsidy" debate is misconstruing the role of government farm program payments. The reason

why family fanners have become so dependent on a "farm payment or subsidy" is the farm

program structure that has kept the price of wheat and feed grains artificially low to provide a

low-cost purchase price for grain traders, processors, and exporters.
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The t£irget price was established to provide a level that was supposed to meet or come close to

the farmers' cost of producing that commodity. This level has not increased since 1 986, so in

real terms, farmers have been taking a cut in their net farm income every year as their input costs

have continued to rise. From 1980-1992, market prices dropped over 25% for wheat and 44%
for com based on a recent National Farmers Union analysis. In 1990, the Omnibus Budget

Reconciliation Act (OBRA) put in place two rounds of budget cuts. "Triple base" cut the acreage

level by 1 5% upon which a fanner could receive payments. The other cut changed how the

average market price used as the basis for the payment is calculated. This directly cut farm

program payments for the small to moderate sized family farmer who is most dependent on the

farm program to survive. The farmers who have production that exceeds the $50,000 payment

limitation received no cut. This budget process must close loopholes that exist regarding

payment limitations.

NFFC agrees that the taxpayer's role in subsidizing agricultural interests through the deficiency

payment should be reduced. Our solution is to increase the commodity loan rate and institute a

grain reserve and storage program that works alongside conservation, environmental, and supply

management programs. For the past five years, farmers have been unable to put their grain under

loan since it has been so low that it has been economically unfeasible. Farmers should be able to

have more control over the marketing of their grain production. The current system forces

farmers to sell their grain at harvest when prices are the lowest. There should be real budget

savings in this approach due to increasing the minimum price paid for the wheat and feedgrains

by all users through the setting of a fairer level for the non-recourse loan rate. This change

would minimize the direct budget cut to the farmers and producers who are struggling to meet

their family living and operating expenses. Recent USDA data demonstrates what many farmers

have known for years; that they are increasingly being forced to work off-farm to meet their

weekly expenses. Working off-farm means displacing other workers; it also means

compromising on-farm improvements and investments in the operation.

Senator Lugar's proposal to reduce target prices by 3% a year for the next five years, as quoted

in the February 1 5th Washington Post, would put farmers in the position of receiving less per

base acre in direct payments while having less of their acreage covered under the farm program.

For com farmers, this drop would be fi-om $2.75 to $2.38 over five years and for wheat fi^om

$4.00 to $3.46 per bushel. These cuts serve as a double negative - forcing farmers to opt out of

the farm program which may eliminate "support payments" but also eliminates conservation

compliance and other public benefits fi-om the federal role in agriculture. While a 3% cut may
sound good on the editorial page of the Washington Post, the reality is that farmers would be

further squeezed by an inconsistent national policy. This policy keeps prices low to promote a

high volume of exports while ignoring the domestic consequences that destabilize family

farmers and their rural communities.

Senator Lugar may be serious about confronting different constituencies in his quest to cut the

budget and reduce the deficit —but he has thus far overlooked the primary beneficiaries of these

programs - corporate agribusiness and the stockholders of major processing and exporting

industries. While farmers had a less than 3% return in 1993, General Mill's stockholders reaped

a 35.3% return; Kellogg's a 34.4% retum; Quaker Oats at 34.0% and ConAgra at 16.2%.
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These industries have been receiving an indirect subsidy through their purchase of low priced

grain and record profits during the past decade. This "subsidy" level far exceeds the $9 or $10
billion per year in CCC outlays for 1995 or 1996. These same companies receive an additional

subsidy when they export under the Export Enhancement Program (EEP) or the Market

Promotion Program (MPP) - both slated for increases in the FY 1 996 Clinton budget as part of

the "Green Box" GATT agreement.

The "free market" in agriculture is a myth. The public support and desire for a healthy, safe, and

sustainable food supply is directly threatened when farmers are forced to compete against unfair

labor and unsustainable land and resource-use practices in some other countries. The United

States should not further reduce our production standards, labeling, inspection, or other

safeguards in response to the anti-regulatory fervor in the Congress or to the lowest common
denominator standards of any potential country that wants to export their commodities. NFFC
strongly believes in farm programs that are fair to farmers and producers in this country and in

other countries. U.S. farm policy directly impacts others in this global economy. The

commodity loan rate has set the world market price in almost every year since the early 1 960's.

The exception was in 1987-88 when devastating drought conditions resulted in high market

prices and no deficiency payments - thus making the commodity loan rate irrelevant to the

pricing system.

Our farm policy must look at how, who, and where our nation's food supply is produced. We
support a farm and food policy that meets the needs of family farmers, consumers, and the

environment. We see a direct connection between the need for family farmers to earn a decent

living from their farming operation in their efforts to farm sustainably -both economically and

environmentally.

NFFC looks forward to working with the Budget Committee as you shape the FY 1996 budget

for our nation's overall funding priorities. We recognize the importance of the federal role in

developing and delivering important services that work for, not against our nation's family

farmers and consumers. Thank you for considering this statement as part ofyour budget

deliberations.





THE PRESroENT'S HEALTH AND HUMAN
SERVICES BUDGET

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 23, 1995

U.S. Senate,
Committee on the Budget,

Washington, DC.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:02 a.m., in room

SD-608, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Pete V. Domenici
(chairman of the committee) presiding.

Present: Senators Domenici, Grassley, Nickles, Gorton, Snowe,
Frist, Exon, Lautenberg, Conrad, Dodd, Boxer, and Murray.

Staff present: G. WilHam Hoaglsind, staff director; and Keith
Hennessey, economist for social security and health.
For the majority: William G. Dauster, democratic chief of staff

and chief counsel; and Joan HufFer, senior analyst for income secu-
rity, social security, and medicaid.

OPENBVG STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN DOMENICI
Chairman Domenici. The hearing wall please come to order. I un-

derstand Senator Exon vsdll be along shortly, so we are going to get
started. Senator Murray is here, and we appreciate your being here
this morning. Thank you very much for coming, and coming early.

We know you are very busy, and we wsint to start on time and
get to your testimony as quickly as we can. Are you on any time
situation that I should know about?

Secretary Shalala. No, sir.

Chairman Domenici. Thank you very much.
Let me depart from the way we have been doing things and

make a brief opening statement. Then if you would like to. Senator,

you may on the Democrat side, and then we will proceed to ques-

tions.

First, I want to welcome Senators who are here and those who
will come shortly, and you, Secretary Shalala, to this hearing on
the President's budget request for the Department of Health and
Human Services. We do not go into details in terms of your re-

quest, but obviously we have to have some kind of overview of it

and see where we are going and what we will allow the committees
to spend or what we will ask them to reduce.

Before we hear from you, I want to make just a couple of points.

First, regarding health care, I must confess, Secretary Shalala,

that I am somewhat friistrated by the position of the Administra-
tion, and let me explain my frustration. In your remarks, you
might answer or answer as if a question had been put to you.

(559)
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To the best of my knowledge, the President and this Administra-
tion agree with me and many others who have looked at the budget
for a long period of time and say kind of in harmony that the only
way to get the Federal budget under control is to get Federal
health care entitlements under control. Now, I believe I have heard
that in various iterations from the President on many, many occa-

sions, and perhaps from you.

As we all know, medicare and medicaid continue to be the fastest

growing programs in the budget, averaging about 10 percent a year
growth each year. If we do nothing, some startling numbers: Medi-
care and medicaid will grow from $266 billion in 1995 to $694 bil-

lion by 2005. That is not a century. That is just 10 years, from
$266 billion to $694 billion by 2005.
Moreover, it is now commonly known and accepted that medicare

hospitad insurance and the trust fund that supports it will go broke
very shortly, 2001, according to the last board of trustees' state-

ment.
Senator Exon, we decided to start. Senator Murray was here, and

I am in the middle of

Senator ExoN. Please proceed. That is all right. I was at Armed
Services. We are all running back and forth. I am glad you went
ahead.
Chairman DOMENICI. Thank you very much. So let me continue

on.

Every time we bring these issues up, the Administration re-

sponds by saying—and I am paraphrasing a bit—we need health
care reform, comprehensive health care reform, to solve these prob-
lems. And the President tried that last year.

Well, quite frankly, I find these answers to be very inadequate
and very irrational, because the President's health care plan did
nothing to solve the underlying problem of excessive growth in Fed-
eral health care spending. In fact, I think according to the CBO,
the President's plan would have increased Federal spending by
$428 billion over 10 years, increased taxes by $300 billion over 10
years, and increased the deficit by $128 billion.

Now, I am not saying this is still the plan, but I will get to the
point. Furthermore, the President's health care plan did not fix the
Medicare HI long-term imbalance and urgent situation with ref-

erence to insolvency. So if the Administration answer is we will get
health care's 10-percent annual cost increases under control when
we have health care reform, I would like to see a plan that cuts
overall health care spending and addresses medicare's imminent
insolvency.

It seems to me that every time we talk about reducing the ex-

traordinary growth in these health programs, instead of applying
that savings to the deficit, somehow or another that savings is

going to be spent on something else. And if that is the logic, then
I would ask how do we ever get the deficit under control.

Welfare, I would just address it very briefly. Similarly, the Ad-
ministration has said that it wants to reform our Nation's welfare
system, but this section of the 1996 budget is noticeably absent.
There is no provision, major provision, for welfare reform in the
President's budget.
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I am encouraged by the discussions occurring between Congress
and the Governors of these sovereign States. We are examining
ways to give Governors more flexibility to make resource allocation
decisions closer to the people who are affected by them. The Gov-
ernors are telling us that they can provide better health care and
welfare programs for the poor at reduced Federal outlays if we will
only cut some of the strings that we have placed upon them. If we
are willing to untie the Governors' hands to promote and operate
medicaid and low-income programs as they choose under some na-
tional goals that are truly what we want them to do, the Federal
Government will have a predictable, manageable stream of spend-
ing going to them. But we will not tell them precisely what to do,
and we will be able to move toward a balanced Federal budget.

I hope that before this year is out the dialogue about these very
issues can occur between those of us in the Congress who sincerely
want to get health care costs under control and at the same time
want to comply with what the President has analyzed, and that is

that you won't get the deficit under control until you get those
things under control.

I thank you for your attention.

Chairman Domenici. Senator Exon, I will yield now to you for

an opening statement if you have one.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR EXON
Senator Exon. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much.
Welcome to you. Madam Secretary. We are awfully glad to have

you. I apologize for being late. There is an important meeting going
on over at the Armed Services Committee this morning that I have
got to be back and forth on. I hope you will understand.
You will certainly have a full plate since you seem to be in the

center of many, many very important and long-range issues that
are going to be debated and, hopefully, at least begin to be solved

this year. Your situation is loaded down with some of the hottest

potatoes, I suggest, in Washington: welfare reform, possible medi-
care and medicaid cuts, and perhaps another run at health care re-

form.
More often than not, the current welfare system does not work.

Once a bridge to span the difficult times, welfare now leads to a
dead end, unfortunately, in all too many cases. We should not pun-
ish the truly needy, but work opportunity and responsibility should
be major components of any reform effort. And I think you agree
with that.

I will be most interested to hear your comments on what it will

take to break the cycle of dependency. Do you believe that block

grants are the solution to our welfare problems? If so, how far do
you think we should go in that area?

I have long favored allowing States the flexibility to try innova-

tive approaches, which some of them are now doing and that is

somewhat encouraging. But we must ensure that the National con-

cerns are addressed as well. I also look forward to hearing your
opinion of the welfare budgetary savings proposed in the so-called

Contract With America.
Madam Secretary, I am sure that you are intrigued by the com-

ments made by the distinguished majority leader on the cutbacks
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in medicare and medicaid needed to balance the budget by the year
2002. Senator Dole has suggested cutting medicare by $146 billion

over 5 years and medicaid by $75 billion during the same period.
These numbers are not carved in stone, as I understand it, but I

want your assessment of the potential impact of such cuts on those
two programs.
Any discussion of medicare and medicaid leads back to health

care reform. I was extremely disappointed last year during that de-
bate. It produced a lot of heat, but little light. It was full of par-
tisanship and recriminations. As much as I tried, I was never able
to work on a bipartisan basis to address that issue, and in the end,
as we know, it all collapsed.

However, one thing has not changed in the last 6 months. We
cannot allow the status quo to prevail. Health care security is still

a nightmare for millions of Americans. Cost shifting is just as bad
as it ever was. Federal health care programs take more and more
of our national treasury. More than anj^hing else, they contribute

to the deficit clouds which we see on the horizon and are certainly

looking at very closely these days.

We cannot run away from health care reform. I hope that, for the
good of the Nation, we can this year put politics aside and work
with all of the Members of the House and Senate to provide ade-
quate health care for all Americans.
Once again. Madam Secretary, I welcome you and I look forward

with great interest to your testimony today. Thank you for being
here.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Domenici. Thank you. Senator Exon.
Please proceed, Madam Secretary. Your in-depth statement will

be made a part of the record as if read.

STATEMENT OF HON. DONNA E. SHALALA, SECRETARY, UNIT-
ED STATES DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERV-
ICES

Secretary Shalala. Grood morning, Mr. Chairman. Senators and
members of the committee, thank you for the opportunity to dis-

cuss the President's 1996 budget for the Department of Health and
Human Services.

Our budget for fiscal year 1996 protects the taxpayers' dollars,

improves the efficiencies of our programs, and invests carefully in
the future health and well-being of this country.
Our budget request totals $716 billion. Our budget for entitle-

ments is $676 billion, an 8-percent increase over the 1995 level.

Discretionary spending for 1996 will total $37 billion, an increase
of 4 percent over 1995.
Mr. Chairman, to be responsive to the legitimate demands of the

American taxpayers, we are looking for ways to change the way we
do business—all of our business, from medicare and medicaid, to
public health programs, to the administration of the Department.

Let's start with medicare and medicaid. Under the Clinton ad-
ministration, projected medicare and medicaid spending during the
period fi-om 1994 to 1998 has dropped by $212 biUion. This extraor-
dinary drop in projected spending is due in large part to the Presi-
dent's historic deficit reduction measures, to a strong economy with
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low inflation, and to the bipartisan legislation on taxes and dona-
tions passed by the Congress in 1991. This is a significant contribu-
tion to lowering the deficit.

We have also stepped up our efforts against waste, fraud, and
abuse in the Medicare and Medicaid Programs. We are doing a bet-
ter job as watchdogs of the taxpayers' dollars.

Let me illustrate for you. Successful prosecutions and sanctions
in 1994 added up to $8 billion in fines, penalties, and savings for
the American people—the largest amount in the history of the De-
partment.

In 1996, we intend to intensify our assault on waste, fraud, and
abuse. We are examining innovative methods to fund and carry out
important program integrity responsibilities, focusing on those
parts of the country where we know the problems are the greatest.

Our bottom line is protecting taxpayer dollars while maintaining
the quality and availability of services for the elderly, for the dis-

abled, and the disadvantaged.
But as we concentrate on that bottom line, we must continue to

find ways to improve efficiency and provide better customer service

in Social Security, medicare, and medicaid.
Through a commitment to prudent management and advanced

technology, we are making great progress.

The Social Security Administration is completely overhauling the
way it does business. It has taken dramatic steps to provide better

and faster service to all of its customers.
Our 1996 budget requests an additional $483 million for SSA's

disability and automation investments. With these investments,
people no longer will have to wait 100 days or more for their dis-

ability claim to be processed. By the end of 1996 alone, we will

have cut that by a third.

We are also committed to continuing our 5-year investment in

automation, which will enhance the productivity and the customer
service of Social Security into the next century.

The solvency of the Social Security Trust Funds is a matter of

continuing concern to all of us, and that is why v/e have estab-

lished a bipartisan advisory council of experts, chaired by Ned
Gramlich, of the University of Michigan, to recommend steps that

should be taken to protect the future of Social Security. That coun-

cil has indicated to me that it will deliver its findings in June,
which I will share with the committee.
Our improvements in the Medicare and Medicaid Programs are

also substantial. We know that States have the ability to develop

effective health care solutions to meet their local needs. And that

is why this Administration has approved more statewide health

care demonstrations than any other Administration in history.

With these demonstration waivers, more and more States are

taking advantage of opportunities to expand choice by offering

managed care programs under medicaid. Last year, medicaid had
a 63-percent increase in the number of people enrolled in managed
care plans, from 4.8 million in 1993 to 7.8 million in 1995.

The number of older Americans choosing managed care through
the Medicare Program also grew by 16 percent, from 2.7 million

people in 1993 to more than 3.1 million in 1994. And we expect an-
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other 20 to 25 percent increase this year in the number of elderly
moving to managed care.

Of course, our commitment to improved health and security in

this Nation extends beyond the Medicare and Medicaid and the So-
cial Security Programs, and that is why the President has asked
both parties in Congress to work with him to expand insurance
coverage for the American people and to contain health costs for

families, businesses, and governments.
That commitment, Mr. Chairman, is the answer to your question,

that we are prepared to sit down to design the first steps in a
health care reform plan that will help us move towards both cost

containment as well as coverage for millions of Americans who
have no coverage.

The President is also committed to working with Congress to re-

form our broken welfare system. He insists that we replace the old

system of handouts with a new one that offers a hand up, a new
one that requires work and individual responsibility.

We are committed to a bipartisan approach, but we are con-

cerned about legislative proposals that are weak on work and weak
on parental responsibility, but tough on children.

We are also concerned about proposals under the guise of welfare

reform that simply shift the costs and the responsibility for the

problem from the Federal Grovemment to State bureaucracies.

Meaningful reform must be, first and foremost, about moving
people from welfare to work. That means providing safe and reli-

able child care, offering education and training, and putting in

place work requirements that have real teeth.

JMr. Chairman, we believe that welfare reform cannot and should
not be about punishing poor children for their parents' past mis-
takes, which is what some would have us do.

We must insist on real work requirements and strong protections

for our children while helping their parents to move from welfare
to work. The American people will accept nothing less than both.

As we look at ways to reform welfare and improve Social Secu-
rity, medicare, and medicaid, we must also look at our discre-

tionary programs. In our 1996 budget, we were determined to cut
discretionary spending, to consolidate services, and to do more with
less.

One way we are doing this is by consolidating activities into per-
formance partnerships. Most notably, in the Public Health Service,

we have combined 108 activities. This will give States and grantees
greater control and flexibility and accountability in managing these
programs.
We have reduced funding for 69 programs, taking them below

the levels approved by Congress for 1995. We have frozen an addi-
tional 57 activities at their 1995 levels. We are also re-examining
the administrative structure of the Department to find more effi-

cient ways of doing business.
Some of our overhead functions will actually be eliminated. And

administrative responsibilities will be returned to our agencies, re-

sulting in fewer positions and lower administrative costs.

These savings are real. They represent some of the hard deci-

sions we have made in putting together this budget.
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By squeezing down on spending and re-thinking the way we do
business, we were able to target increases in a few key investment
areas that have shown significant payoffs. I am proud to say that
this budget reaffirms the core value of the Administration—putting
people first.

One way we do that is by promoting good health and preventing
disease. The budget commits an additional $468 million for the
brilHant biomedical research at the National Institutes of Health,
research that holds the key to conquering such diseases as sickle
cell anemia, breast cancer, and AIDS. We know that this invest-
ment has made a difference.

Just last month, we announced the NIH-funded discovery of the
first drug treatment for severe cases of sickle cell anemia. This was
a major breakthrough that gives hope to more than 70,000 Ameri-
cans who suffer from this disease.

The NIH has also made major breakthroughs in breast cancer,
including the discovery of the BRCA-1 gene, which is linked to

breast cancer.
From 1989 to 1992, breast cancer mortality rates declined by 5

percent among all women, and by 18 percent since 1987 among
women in their thirties.

Mr. Chairman, we are also faced with another tragic health prob-
lem that demands national attention—the problem of AIDS. AIDS
is now the number one cause of death among Americans between
the ages of 25 and 44. And this Administration is continuing to

lead the fight against this deadly disease by strengthening our re-

search prevention and treatment efforts.

Our 1996 budget provides an increase of $91 million for Ryan
White AIDS Programs. This increase will assure that the lO-to-14
newly-eligible communities will receive vital funding.
We also are strengthening America's efforts to stop crime, vio-

lence, and drug use, and we are building on our historic success in
immunizing preschool children. Our Childhood Immunization Ini-

tiative is another dramatic example of how our investments are
making a difference.

Before we began our immunization initiative, only 55 percent of

2-year-olds in this country received basic vaccinations. One year
later, 67 percent of those children were immunized. This is now the
highest percentage in American history.

With this kind of progress and with this year's budget commit-
ment of $844 million, we will be well on our way to meeting our
1996 goal of immunizing 90 percent of 2-year-olds with the initial

and most crucial vaccinations.

This budget also continues the President's commitment to chil-

dren and families, as reflected in our investments in child care and
Head Start. Our 1996 budget provides an overall increase of $100
million to help States provide high-quality, safe, and affordable

child care for more working families—goals we all share.

We are also requesting an additional $400 million to improve the
quality and capacity of Head Start centers throughout the country.
Some of this increase will help fund our early Head Start initia-

tive, which will serve more than 25,000 children under the age of

3 in 1996.
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Mr. Chairman, we believe these are smart investments. They are
crucial to the future of the Nation, and they fulfill our Govern-
ment's commitment to the American people.

What I have just described is more than a budget. It is a new
way of honoring our responsibility to work for the public good. It

maJces very tough choices, and it will produce measurable results.

We look forward to working with this committee, and I greatly

appreciate the opportunity to testify before you this morning.
I would be happy to answer any questions.

[The prepared statement of Secretary Shalala follows:]
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Good aaorning, Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee.

Thank you for the opportunity to discus* President Clinton's
1996 Budget for the Department of Health and Hunum Services.

Our budget for Fiscal Year 1996 protects taxpayer dollars,
improves the efficiency of our programs, and invests carefully in the
future health and %Mll-being of this country.

Our budget request totals $716 billion. Our budget for
entitlements is $676 billion, an 8 percent increase over the
1995 level. Discretionary spending for 1996 will total $37 billion,
an increase of 4 percent over 1995.

Mr. Chairman, to be responsive to the legitimate demands of the
American taxpayers, we're looking for ways to change the way tie do
business — all of our business, from Medicare and Medicaid, to public
health programs, to the administration of the Department.

Let's start with Medicare and Medicaid.

Under the Clinton Administration, projected Medicare and
Medicaid spending during the period from 1994 to 1998 has dropped by
$212 billion dollars.

Yes, that's "billion" with a "b."

This extraordinary drop in projected spending is due in large
part to the President's historic deficit reduction measures, a strong
economy with low inflation, and the bipartisan legislation on taxes
and donations passed by the Congress in 1991. This is a significant
contribution to lowering the deficit.

We have also stepped up our efforts against waste, fraud, and
abuse in the Medicare and Medicaid programs. We're doing a better job
as watchdogs of the taxpayers' dollars.

Let me illustrate this for you:

Successful prosecutions and sanctions in 1994 added up to
$8 billion in fines, penalties and savings for the American people —
the largest amount in HHS history.

In 1996, we'll intensify our assault on waste, fraud, and abuse.
We are examining innovative methods to fund and carry out important
program integrity responsibilities, focusing on those parts of the
country where we know the problems are greatest.

Our bottom line is protecting taxpayer dollars while maintaining
the quality and availability of services for the elderly, the
disabled, and the disadvantaged.

But as we concentrate on that bottom line, we must continue to
find ways to improve efficiency and provide better customer service in
Social Security, Medicare and Medicaid.

Through a pommitment to prudent management and advanced
technology, we are making great progress.

The Social Security Administration is completely overhauling the
way it does business. It has taken dramatic steps to provide better
and faster service to all of its customers.

Our 1996 budget requests an additional $483 million for SSA'a
disability and automation investments.
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With these Investments, people no longer will have to wait 100
days or more for their disability claim to be processed — by the end
of 1996, «ie will have cut that by a third.

He are also coaaaitted to continuing our five-year investment in
autooiation, which will enhance the productivity and customer service
of SSA into the next century.

The solvency of the Social Security Trust Funds is a matter of
continuing concern to all of us. That is why we have established a
bipartisan advisory council of experts, chaired by Edward Gramlich, to
recommend steps that should be taken to protect the future of Social
Security. That council expects to deliver its findings in June.

Our improvements in the Medicare and Medicaid programs also are
substantial.

He know that states have the ability to develop effective health
care solutions that meet their local needs.

That's why this Administration has approved acre statewide
health care demonstrations than any other Administration.

Hith these demonstration waivers, more and msre states are
taking advantage of opportunities to expand choice by offering managed
care programs under Medicaid.

Last year, Medicaid had a 63 percent increase in the number of
people enrolled in managed care plans — from 4.8 nillion in 1993 to
7.8 million in 1994.

The number of older Americans choosing managed care through the
Medicare program also grew — by 16 percent — fron 2.7 million people
in 1993 to more than 3.1 million in 1994.

And we expect another 20 to 25 percent increase this year.

Of course, our coonaitment to improve health and security in this
nation extends beyond the Medicare, Medicaid and Social Security
programs. That's why the President has asked both parties in Congress
to work with him to expand insurance coverage for rhe American people
and to contain health costs for families, businesses and governments.

The President also is committed to working with Congress to
reform our broken welfare system. He insists that we replace the old
system of handouts with a new one that offers a h&nd up, but req[uires
work and individual responsibility at the same time.

He are committed to a bipartisan approach, but we are concerned
about legislative proposals that are weak on work and parental
responsibility, but tough on children.

He are also concerned about proposals that—-onder the guise of
welfare reform—simply shift the costs and responeibility for the
problem from the federal government to state bure&ucracies.

Meaningful reform must be, first and foremor:, about moving
people from welfare to work.

That means providing safe and reliable chile care, offering
education and training, and putting in place work requirements that
have real teeth.

Mr. Chairman, we believe that welfare refom cannot and should
not be about punishing poor children for their parents' past mistakes-
-which is what some would have us do.
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He must insist on r«al work requirements and strong protections
for our children, while helping their parents move from welfare to
vrork. The American people will accept nothing less than both.

As we look at ways to reform welfare and improve Social
Security, Medicare, and Medicaid, we must also look at discretionary
programs

.

In our 1996 budget, we %#ere determined to cut discretionary
spending, consolidate services, and do more with less.

One way we're doing this is by consolidating activities into
Performance Partnerships. Most notably, in the Public Health Service,
we've combined 108 activities.

This will give states and grantees greater control, flexibility,
and accountability in managing these programs.

We reduced funding for 69 programs, taking them below the levels
approved by Congress for 1995.

He froze an additional 57 activities at their 1995 levels.

He 're also reexamining the administrative structure of HHS to
find more efficient ways of doing business.

Some of our overhead functions will be eliminated. And
administrative responsibilities will be returned to our agencies,
resulting in fewer positions and lower administrative costs.

These savings are real — they represent some of the hard
decisions we made in putting together this budget.

By squeezing down spending, and re-thinking the way we do
business, we were able to target increases in a few key investment
areas that have shown significant payoffs.

I am proud to say that this budget reaffirms the core value of
the Administration: putting people first.

One way we do that is by promoting good health and preventing
disease.

This budget commits an additional $468 million for the brilliant
biomedical research at the National Institutes of Health — research
that holds the key to conquering such diseases as sickle cell anemia,
breast cancer, and AIDS. We know this investment has made a
difference.

Just last month, we announced the NIH-funded discovery of the
first drug treatment for severe cases of sickle cell anemia. This was
a major breakthrough that gives hope to more than 70,000 Americans who
suffer with this disease.

The NIH has also made major breakthroughs in breast cancer
including the discovery of the BRCA-1 gene, which is linked to breast
cancer.

From 1989 to 1992, breast cancer mortality rates declined by
5 percent among all women — and by 18 percent since 1987 among women
in their thirties.

Mr. Chairman, we are faced with another tragic health problem
that demands national attention — the problem of AIDS.
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AIDS is now the number one cause of death for Americans between
the ages of 25 and 44.

This Administration is continuing to lead the fight against this
deadly disease by strengthening our research, prevention, and
treatment efforts.

Our 1996 budget provides an increase of $91 million dollars for
Ryan White AIDS programs. This increase will assure that the 10 to 14
newly eligible comnunities will receive vital funding.

We also are strengthening America's efforts to stop crime,
violence, and drug use, and v are building on our historic success in
immunizing preschool children.

Our Childhood Immunization Initiative is another dramatic
example of how our investments are making a difference.

Before we began our immunization initiative, only 55 percent of
two-year olds received basic vaccinations. One year later, 67 percent
of those children were immunized — the highest percentage in our
history.

With this kind of progress and this year's budget request of
$844 million dollars, we will be well on our way to meeting our 1996
goal of immunizing 90 percent of two-year-olds with the initial and
most crucial vaccinations.

This budget also continues the President's commitment to
children and families, as reflected in our investments in child care
and Head Start.

Our 1996 budget provides an overall increase of $100 million
dollars to help states provide high quality, safe and affordable child
care for more working families — goals vb all share.

We aleo are requesting an additional $400 million dollars to
improve the quality and capacity of Head Start centers throughout the
country.

Some of this increase will help fund our Early Head Start
initiative, which will serve more than 25,000 children under the age
of three in 1996.

Mr. Chairman, we believe these are smart investments. They are
crucial to the future of the nation and they fulfill our government's
commitment to the American people.

******

What I have just described is more than a budget. It is a new
way of honoring our responsibility to work for the "public good." It
makes tough choices. And it will produce measurable results.

We look forward to working with this Committee, and I greatly
appreciate the opportunity to testify before you this morning. I'd be
happy to answer any questions.

Thank you.
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Chairman DOMENICI. Senator Grassley?
Senator Grassley. You stated that medicare spending is slowing.

Your chart shows that. The Congressional Budget Office, though,
is estimating that the Health Insurance Trust Fund will be spend-
ing more than it takes in within just a few years, and I believe the
Chairman referred to that as 2001.

I can't find any indication in your statement or in the budget
summaries of how the Administration thinks that we should deal
with the problem at the year 2002, and you can't wait until then
to deal with it.

I would like to have you just give us some general view of how
you see that problem.

Secretary Shalala. Well, we see the problem very much the way
you do; that is, that we need to deal with the problem of the trust
fund. The trustees of the system will meet in April. We will have
new calculations as to what the outyears will look like, and we will

come back to the Congress for a discussion as to the scope of the
problem after we see those new calculations. And we do intend to

work in a bipartisan m£inner to address the issue.

Senator Grassley. That report is in June, so then before the
Secretary Shalala. The Social Security Advisory Council group,

chaired by Ned Gramlich, will report on recommendations for the
Social Security Trust Funds in June. The Trustees will report with
their calculations in April, for the Social Security and Medicare
Trust Funds.

Senator GRASSLEY. OK. So this spring.

Secretary Shalala. This spring we will have new calculations,

and we will come back and discuss them with Congress.
Senator GRASSLEY. During this year?
Secretary SHALALA. Yes; the trustees, as you know, last year rec-

ommended that we look at the issue. We would like to see the new
calculations, particularly in light of the decline in the baseline,

though our guess at the moment is it may affect it only a year. And
we do intend to have discussions with Congress once we see those

new calculations and the new trustee recommendation.
Senator Grassley. So at this point, my next question was going

to be: Any specific suggestions you might have, they will come after

the report in April but
Secretary Shalala. After the trustees' report.

Senator Grassley. But not too long afterwards?
Secretary Shalala. As soon as I have the trustees' report. I am

a trustee, along with the Secretary of the Treasury and the Sec-

retary of Labor and two public members. We will come back up and
have discussions with Congress.

Senator Grassley. A little more specificmquestion on a different

point: Can you explain your proposals for the consolidation or clus-

tering of several of the Department's broad program areas? More
specifically, are we talking about actual program consolidation so

that there would be an integration at the local level of health serv-

ices that are now separate and distinct? Or are we talking about
changes that will be felt only at the Federal level?

Secretary Shalala. We are talking about both. Let me give you
an example.
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The immunization programs now require State governments to
fill out these many forms to apply for a number of our immuniza-
tion programs. We are simplifying the application structure, so this
is basically what the States will be filling out. They will be able
to integrate a variety of programs that fit into their strategy.

We had taken some of these steps with the AIDS prevention pro-
grams last year, so that what the States will be able to do is design
their strategies, and we have simplified the application for the
moneys.
Let me give you an example from the community health centers.

The community health centers now apply for eight major grants in

separate applications with separate timing. They will now be able
to apply for those grants in one application.

In some cases, we may come back to Congress and ask for the
programs actually to be merged together because they are too small
as categorical programs. But we are simplifying both the applica-

tion process as well as the flexibility that the States and local com-
munities have to develop their own strategies.

Senator Grassley. Do you have a dollar savings that might re-

sult from these clusterings? Or aren't they being done necessarily
for saving money?

Secretary Shalala. For both. We are eliminating positions and
administrative costs at the Federal level, and our major savings
are in our administrative costs. What the local governments will

get is as many of the dollars for direct spending as opposed to these
programs paying for heavy overhead costs.

Senator GRASSLEY. Can you tell me whether the Administration
intends to propose only a 1-year extension of this year's Older
Americans Act's authorization as contrasted with the usual 3- or 4-

year extension we have had?
Secretary Shalala. We have no plans to shorten the extension.

When we come up for reauthorization, we will ask for a normal ex-

tension.

Senator Grassley. Mr. Chairman, my light is on.

Chairman Domenicl Senator Exon?
Senator Exon. I will yield to Senator Murray.
Chairman Domenicl Senator Murray.
Senator MURRAY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And welcome. Sec-

retary Shalala. It is good to see you here again today.
I was pleased to see the Administration include in its flexibility

and accountability in health care programs, and I was especially
pleased to see additional funding for biomedical research at NIH,
especially continued funding for AIDS research. As you stated,
AIDS is the leading killer of adults between the ages of 25 and 44,
and I think we all have to pay attention to that. I also commend
you for your focus on child immunizations and Head Start again.
We are debating the balanced budget amendment in Congress,

and everybody is asking what is going to happen if that passes and
who is going to get hurt. And, frankly, the first indication we got
was by watching Washington, DCs budget crisis. The first thing I

see that is going to get cut is in education: they are going to short-
en the school year and increase class sizes. Kids are the first ones
to go. And I guess the second indication came to me last night
when I saw the House Labor-HHS panel's rescission package. One
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hundred-five million dollars cut from Head Start, cutting school
lunches, eliminating the drug-free schools program and educational
programs.

I believe the adage that we are going to be judged by how we
treat our elderly and our children. So I want to give you an oppor-
tunity to tell me, again, of your priorities in the President's budget
in terms of our children and our elderly.

Secretary Shalala. Well, I think they are reflected in the Presi-
dent's investments, an investment in the Head Start Program, an
investment in the Medicare and the Medicaid Program. Many peo-
ple think of the Medicaid Program just as a women and children's
program, and actually, most of the spending is in long-term care.

So the fact that our budget, while we brought down the baseline
and tightened up on the programs and reorganized, continues this

Nation's commitment to children, to the disabled, and to the elderly

is a reflection of where our priorities are.

Senator Murray. I appreciate that and look forward to working
with you on those programs.

I have another question in another area. A number of my con-
stituents have expressed a great deal of concern about healthcare
in our rural areas. I was especially concerned with the 1995 rescis-

sion which would eliminate rural health transition grants and es-

sential access community hospital, rural primary care hospital

grants.

In view of the recent emphasis on primary care and reaching out
to rural areas, can you tell me why those programs were specifi-

cally targeted for cuts and what options there are for the future?

Secretary Shalala. We target them for cuts because we have
made systemic changes in the reimbursement in the Medicaid and
the Medicare Programs that bring rural hospitals up to what urban
hospitals are getting on their reimbursements. So those programs
were originally put in place because of the differential and the

heavy costs in rural areas. Density and sparsity both produce very
high costs. So we made systemic changes in the Government's
health programs so we no longer needed targeted categorical pro-

grams. And we have started to make changes in trying to get more
resources to primary care physicians as opposed to putting the
money into just specialists.

So by making those systemic changes, it allowed us to go in and
to begin phasing out or eliminating the special targeted programs.

Senator Murray. So you don't see a decrease in services?

Secretary Shalala. No, I do not. In fact, I think that most rural

hospitsds believe that they are substantially better off with the di-

rect reimbursement activities and being part of the regular pro-

grams, as opposed to having targeted categorical programs.
Senator Murray. OK. Since we are emphasizing primary and

preventive care rather than disease management, a group of physi-

cians that I hear from a lot are osteopathic and naturopathic physi-

cians. Their emphasis is on alternative medicine.
How have you addressed that field of research and treatment,

and what is your commitment to this in the President's budget?
Secretary Shalala. Well, we have done a number of things. In

alternative medicine, there is a center at the National Institutes of
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Health which explores alternative medical treatments. Therefore,
we made a research investment.
As to the array of medical services that we are provided through

the Medicaid Program, for example, those decisions are very much
local decisions in terms of what they feel is appropriate. And we
think that is as it well should be. But we have tried through our
investments, particularly through the National Institutes of
Health, to avoid prejudice, and I think that our recent experience
in the Southwest on the hanta disease, where we worked with the
medicine men on the Navajo reservation, the CDC working with
them to identify the source of what was a very serious and deadly
disease, was an example of the thoughtfulness with which I think
this Administration seeks to solve some of our major health prob-
lems. They not only identified the deer mice, but gave us great in-

sight and a sense of security to the community itself in that par-

ticular instance.

Senator MURRAY. I appreciate that. Bastyr is a really important
group in my State. They do a lot of good work, and I care a lot

about that.

One other quick question. Actually, it is not quick; it is one I care

a lot about. It is Head Start funding. Can you explain what you
have done with Head Start in your budget? I am especially con-

cerned because the House last night was asking to cut $105 mil-

lion. Can you tell me what that means in real terms; how many
kids will not be served?

Secretary Shalala. The House actually restored at the last mo-
ment the cut they were going to take in our increase. So we expect
the House Appropriations Committee to recommend the full

amount, it looks like, from what there was an attempt to do last

night. Unfortunately, they also took it out of Chapter 1 to restore
that amount.
We have, as you know, been ratcheting up the Head Start Pro-

gram, but with very serious caveats. First, that the program must
use a significant amount of the resources to improve the quality of
the program. We would like to extend the program to full day-full

year so it is supportive of working families. And, third, a new ini-

tiative, a O-to-3 initiative, that will allow States and communities
to fit their earlier childhood programs directly with the Head Start
Program so there is a seamless program in place.

So we are very pleased with what we have been able to do, but
I can't tell you or repeat enough that the emphasis on Head Start
must be on quality. We cannot simply expand the program without
substantially improving the quality of the program.
Senator Murray. I agree with that. Having been a preschool

teacher and having worked with young kids, I know what every
budget cut means. It's frustrating to be judged on how well kids
are educated and to be accused of not doing a good enough job
when the real problem is lack of funding. So I appreciate your com-
ments.
Chairman DOMENICI. Thank you very much, Senator.
I might note that you received 7 minutes instead of 5, which was

our understanding for the first round after we made openings. Sen-
ator Grassley did not, but he will get his on the second round.
Senator Nickles, you have 7 minutes.
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Senator NiCKLES. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much. Maybe
I won't use the 7 minutes.
Madam Secretary, welcome to our committee.
Secretary Shalala. Thank you.
Senator Nickles. In looking at your budget, I am interested in

looking at some of the comparisons between 0MB and CBO, and
maybe if the Chairman and ranking member have already talked
about this, I v^dll not go into it. But there are significf>nt differences
in the estimates by 0MB as compared to CBO, a difference of
about $70 billion over the 5 years for medicare and medicaid.
Could you tell us in a minute, very briefly, what the differences

are?
Secretary Shalala. Well, I think my first answer is that the ac-

tuaries actually do differ because they are trying to predict the fu-

ture. The differences are not that significant over that period of
time. They are about 4 percent. And they are significant in terms
of, obviously, the amount of money, but we are suggesting a 9-per-

cent-plus increase in these programs over that period of time, and
CBO is suggesting 10 percent.

If you look over time at the Administration's estimates and
CBO's, there have been some differences. I think our actuaries who
are civil servants—we haven't redone their numbers—believe they
have been very conservative. In fact, they did not start to identify

this baseline slowdown until this period. They were very conserv-
ative, even though they began to see some indication of it.

Senator NiCKLES. Madam Secretary, let me just ask you a couple
questions. The 0MB growth rate for medicare and medicsiid over
the 5 years is 9.5 percent, and CBO is 10.5 percent over those 5
years.

Secretary Shalala. That is right.

Senator NiCKLES. And the difference in that 1 percent is a dif-

ference of $70 billion.

Secretary Shalala. That is roughly correct.

Senator NiCKLES. Correct me if I am wrong, but this shows medi-
care in 1995 being $154 billion and in the year 2000 being right

at $250 billion. It almost doubles in that 5 years. And medicaid,

again, under 0MB is $88 billion in 1995, and in 2000, 5 years
later, it is $136 billion, not quite doubling in growth.

Secretary Shalala. Let me explain the medicaid number, for ex-

ample. What the actuaries are telling us is what they think the be-

havior of the States is going to be in relationship to the Medicaid
Program. Are the States going to begin to slow down their medicaid
growth? Are more of them going to come in for waivers and move
more of their medicaid population into managed care at some kind
of a discounted rate?

So what we are discussing is not something that I have a great

deal of—I mean, obviously, these are senior civil servants that

make the actuarial estimates. And what the two sets of actuaries

are doing is making some assumptions about the behavior of State

government over the next few years.

Senator Nickles. We have a history, though, in medicaid—and
I don't have the chart with me, but my memory tells me that med-
icaid had compounded in the last 5 years, 28, 29, 13, and 10 per-

cent, an explosive growth—a lot of that due to the disproportionate
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share program, a lot of that due to States exploiting the Medicaid
system.

Secretary Shalala. Right, and we have closed that down.
Senator NiCKLES. Well, let me ask you a question. There are

some things that are directly under your discretion. You have a lot

of States right now that are petitioning you to grant them signifi-

cant medicaid funding. I guess in waivers—well, not waivers on
their programs for new programs, but significant—I don't think you
would classify that as waivers. They have petitioned your Depart-
ment for hundreds of millions, in some cases billions of dollars of

medicaid payments. I am not sure how those are classified.

Could you bring us up to date on what you have pending, what
is being discussed with what States?

Secretary Shalala. There are two different things that are going
on. Senator. One is the request on waivers, which must be budget
neutral, and the other is related to what the Congress did in 1991,

and that is to close down the loopholes on the use of—perhaps we
should describe it as the creative use of taxes to leverage up their

reimbursement under medicaid.
There are some States who did not, I think it is fair to say, move

as quickly as they should have to close down some of those provider

taxes and other inappropriate taxes now under existing law. Those
States are in some fiscal difficulty. They include a State like Lou-
isiana, for example. And they are having trouble slowing down
their growth rate and finding local revenues to make up that dif-

ference.

They have come and said we are having great difficulty doing
that, is there anything you can do for us? I have repeated what the
law is and what my authority is; that is, I cannot change the law
or give them inappropriate resources.
Senator NiCKLES. I am running out of time.

Secretary Shalala. What we are talking about is two completely
different things.

Let me also say regarding the expansion of medicaid over that
period that medicaid actually isn't growing at much more than the
private sector. It is growing with the private sector, except for the
expansion of coverage, and that is, more people are being covered
under laws that were put in place in the last few years. So
Senator NiCKLES. Madam Secretary, I am running out of time.

Let me just quickly state for the record that in 1990 medicaid grew
at 19 percent, in 1991 it grew at 28, in 1992 it grew at 29 percent,
in 1993 at 12 percent, and in 1994 at 8 percent. So it has exploded.
Would you please provide the committee a list of—and you may

even have it in your submission. I apologize if you do. But State
by State, what the State is putting in, what the Federal Govern-
ment is doing, and the ratio? Because it is supposed to be a SO-
SO type share, and I think some States are now 70-some-odd per-
cent Federal?

Secretary Shalala. Well, it depends on what part of the program
they are participating in and—there is a differential.

Senator NiCKLES. If you would give us that breakdown, and also
give us a breakdown of what is pending in requests from the var-
ious States, what they submitted. I know the District of Columbia,
you mentioned the State of Louisiana, I believe some other States
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have multi-billion-dollar requests before your Department. If you
would provide those for us, that would be appreciated.
Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The following was subsequently submitted for the record by Sec-

retary Shalala:]

FEDERAL MEDICAL ASSISTANCE PERCENTAGES

State

Alabeuna
Alaska
American Samoa *

Arizona
Arkansas

California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
District of Columbia

Florida
Georgia
Guam *

Hawaii
Idaho

Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky

Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan

Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska

Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York

North Carolina
North Dakota
Northern Mariana Islands *

Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon

Pennsylvania ....
Puerto Rico *

Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota

93-696 95-20

FY 1995
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Tennessee .... ,^
'

Texas .
66.52 65.64

Utah ^^-31 62.30
„ ^ 73.48 73.21Vermont en qi ^-^ tt i

Virgin islands * ...:::; : : : ; ; r^iol to'.ol
'

"'^^'Sinia 50 00 ^^ 3^
Washington 51.97 50.19
West Virginia 74.60 73!26
Wisconsin 59.81 59.67
Wyoming 62.87 59.69

* For purposes of section 1118 of the Social Security Act, the
percentage used under titles I, X, XIV, and XVI and Part A of title IV
will be 75 per centum.

STATEWIDE HEALTH CARE REFORM DEMONSTRATIONS (3/16/95)

Approved
Oregon
Hawaii
Rhode Island
Tennessee
Kentucky (not implemented)
Florida (not implemented)
Ohio (not implemented)

South Carolina (framework approved)

Under Review
Massachusetts
Delaware
Minnesota
New Hampshire
Missouri
Illinois
Louisiana
Oklahoma
Vermont

Pre-application (Concepts Discussed)
New York
Utah
Kansas
Texas
Washington
Montana (mental health carve-out only)
West Virginia (mental health carve-out only)
Alabama (sub-state expansion for children and pregnant women)

Chairman DOMENICI. Thank you, Senator Nickles.
Senator Exon?
Senator ExoN. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much.
Madam Secretary, I want to follow up on a question that my col-

league from Washington State, Senator Murray, made reference to
with regard to my early days as one of the original founders of the
Rural Health Care Caucus. You stated, if I understood you cor-
rectly, in answer to a question from Senator Murray, that we
should not be concerned about the Administration's proposal to
eliminate rural health transition grants. Those of us who represent
large rural populations where we have smaller hospitals for exam-
ple, in Omaha, NE are concerned about rural reimbursement rates.
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Because of the unusual mix of the population, we have very heavy
participation in the programs because of the elderly. Some of those
beds are occupied by, you know, somewhere between 48 percent
and 64 percent elderly population. Any change in the reimburse-
ment rates there are particularly devastating.

I understood you to say that that should not be a concern be-
cause basically what you have done is recommended that the pay-
ment per bed be the same in Omaha, NE, as it would be in a very
rural hospital. Are you saying the same amount per day?

Secretary Shalala. No; let me clarify.

First of all, let me not leave you with the impression that I think
that we have solved all the rural health care problems in America
by some change in the hospital reimbursement rates. What we
have done and what the Congress has basically done over time is

we have been phasing in a change in the reimbursement rate for

rural hospitals so that we bring them up to similar rates that we
have in urban hospitals in this country. That is my understanding.
The transition grants were an attempt to solve that problem, and

what the Congress and the previous Administration decided to do
is to solve it more systemically. I do not want to suggest in any
way that that has solved the problem of rural health care in this

country, which includes a very serious problem with getting provid-

ers out into rural areas. I was recently

Senator EXON. Don't broaden it. I want to talk about the cost per
hospital bed. Are you telling me that your recommendation would
significantly improve the ratio of cost per hospital bed in rural

America as opposed to metropolitan America?
Secretary Shalala. In 1995, rural hospitals are getting paid at

the urban rate for reimbursement. And we would be happy to pro-

vide you with details on that. Senator.
Senator ExON. That would be very helpful to me because I think

that is a very important matter that we should take a look at.

[The following was subsequently submitted for the record by Sec-

retary Shalala:]

DETAILS ON RURAL HOSPITAL PAYMENT

In the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990 (OBRA 90), the Congress estab-

Hshed a process whereby rural hospitals would receive, after a phase-in period, the

same base payment amount as urban hospitals. This goal has been achieved by ap-

E
lying higher updates to the rural base payment rates until they equalled the urban
ase payment amounts. This equivalence was achieved on October 1, 1994, the start

of fiscal year 1995 as all urban hospitals received an update to their rates of 1.1

percent while all rural hospitals received an update of 8.4 percent.

Large urban hospitals, those in Metropolitan Statistical Areas with more than one
million people, continue to receive a slightly higher base payment amount. Prior to

fiscal year 1995, there were three base payment rates: large urban, and rural. Now,
there are two, large urban and other. Hospitals in large urban areas receive a 1.6

percent higher base payment than those hospitals in all other areas.

Each hospital's final payment amount for each case is derived from the base pay-
ment amount plus adjustments made to that rate. The base payment amount is

multiplied by the Diagnosis Related Group weight, or DRG weight, which is a meas-
ure of how costly a certain procedure is, relative to other procedures. The base pay-
ment amount is also adjusted by the wage index, which measures the relative wage
levels for each area. The payment amount may be further adjusted for those hos-

pitals that have teaching programs or serve a disproportionate share of low income
patients. Finally, while in most cases this adjusted base payment will constitute

total payment for a case, in those cases where there are unusually large costs or

long stays, outlier payments may be triggered to compensate for those cases.
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I would like to get your opinion on some of the things that I cov-

ered in my opening statement. You are, I think, aware that some
of my colleagues on the other side of the aisle say it is easy to re-

duce the deficit, just slow the growth in health care and on our
mandatory programs. I suggest it is not going to be quite that easy.
What would happen in your opinion if we would cap, just cap the
rate of growth for medicare and medicaid, which is a tempting pro-

posal, given the facts that have just been addressed about rapid
growth in these programs by Senator Grassley and Senator Nick-
les?

Secretary Shalala. Let me talk a little bit first about the Medic-
aid Program if we cap the growth rate in the Medicaid Program or

block grant it. There are a number of different proposals out there.

It would have an impact on the number of people that could par-

ticipate in the program. It would have an impact obviously on the

reimbursement rates and the amount of health care that individ-

uals got. The difficulty of capping the Medicaid Program or block

granting it would be that the program works in a way that re-

sponds to the populations for States, for instance, that had a big

increase in population that needed the Medicaid Program. Those
States would have a very serious problem as opposed to those

States that had a decrease that might get a windfall as part of a

block granting approach.
In the Medicare Program, capping the Medicare Program would

have an impact on the services that are provided, and we would ei-

ther have to take the resources out of the providers or increase the

amount of money paid by those who participate in the program.
I should point out that more than 80 percent of those who get

medicare in this country have incomes under $25,000 a year. There
is a good possibility we would cost shift, and our reluctance as an
Administration to squeeze down these programs outside of the con-

text of health care reform has been our deep concern that squeez-

ing down on the Government's programs which are a significant

part of the health care market in this country would increase the

cost to people who are buying—to companies and to people who are

buying their health care insurance directly.

So there is no simple solution here, and that is why we have al-

ways talked about doing it all together, that we needed something
to take the first steps toward something more comprehensive.

Senator EXON. What you are saying is there is no magical solu-

tion.

Secretary Shalala. I wish I knew one, Senator.

Senator ExON. I was hoping you would say there is one, but
there is not.

Let me ask you to comment, if you might, on some of the innova-

tive suggestions that have been made. A member of the Budget
Committee, Senator Gregg, and others have been talking about and
are considering advancing a concept known as medi-check, to re-

form medicare costs. Under this proposal, beneficiaries would re-

ceive a fixed-dollar voucher to purchase private insurance.

What is your opinion of this proposal? It is innovative, and I am
wondering if you have given any thought and consideration to such
a proposal.
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Secretary Shalala. Since the proposals first came forward, we
have begun to think about the proposal, and that is basically a
voucher program for health care for the elderly. Let me simply re-
peat this is a very high-risk group. When the Medicare Program
was put in place in 1965, only 50 percent of the elderly in the Unit-
ed States were receiving—had health insurance, and the program
was put in place because the market did not respond to high-risk
folks.

A rigid voucher program would simply shift costs on to the indi-
viduals. It would have the same effect of bringing down the per-
centages, and that is, do some cost shifting if there wasn't enough
money in the program. It would leave the elderly and the disabled
population, the two highest-risk groups, at the mercy of a market
that has not over the last few years demonstrated that it wants to

take in high-risk people. In fact, there has been so much risk selec-

tion in the market in terms of pre-existing conditions and other
kinds of things—it would be fair to say that most elderly and dis-

abled Americans already have pre-existing conditions—that it is

hard to believe that the market would be there to respond to a
voucher.

Senator EXON. My final question, Mr. Chairman and Madam
Secretary, has to do with the costs. We see these continuing costs

of health care delivery in general exceeding, maybe double, the
overall cost of inflation that is a part of our economic structure.

What do you think is the main cause of the fact that we are talking
9, 10, 11, 12 percent growth in many of these programs? Is it that
more people are coming under coverage, coupled with the fact that
costs seem to continue to go up faster in the health care field than
in other fields of our economy?

It would seem to me if we could get a handle on this of some
kind, it might be helpful. There has been some reduction of 11
down to 9, as I understand it, in the projections of what these costs

will be in the future. What is the reason for that small reduction
of 2 percent? And is there any basic reason why these costs that
I think Senator Nickles outlined in the chart that he had, are there
one, two, or three reasons that these things are so astronomically
high compared with the rest of our economy?

Secretary Shalala. First, let me make a preliminary statement
about this. I don't want to be seen as defending the current struc-

ture and organization of the program. I well recognize, as, in par-
ticular, does the President, that we cannot tolerate the growth of

the Government health care programs at the rates they have been
growing and do what we want to do, and that is, bring down the
deficit, make the kind of investments in other programs. And so
there are some things that we must do.

The reason that no one has done it like that is because it is com-
plex in terms of why health care costs have gone up. The Medicaid
Program has picked up a number of the people who have been
dropped, whose health insurance has been dropped by their compa-
nies. The Medicare Program has responded to technological break-
throughs in the health care business. Technological breakthroughs
do not automatically result in reductions in costs of health care,

unlike other parts of our society where technological breakthroughs
would result in more efficient kinds of cost.
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In fact, in health care, better identification of the disease, earher
identification of the disease, more sophisticated identification of the
disease has often resulted in more procedures and in more invest-
ments to save lives and improve the quality of life.

The Medicare Program, in particular, has been a fee-for-service
program with a very high risk group, and I think it is very impor-
tant to talk about the population that the Government is taking
care of, the highest-risk group, the poorest, the most disabled, the
most elderly. If they were simply spun into the regular market-
place, there is no question that the private sector would not be able
to keep their costs slowing down the way they have been able to
because you would be adding to the pool a much higher risk group.
Are there inefficiencies in the system? Absolutely. And we must

address those inefficiencies as part of a larger approach—are the
programs also absorbing the inefficiencies of the rest of the system
in which large numbers of Americans, a million last year, don't

have headth insurance? The Medicaid Program clearly is doing that
for people who don't have health insurance. They are using the
most inefficient parts of the system, emergency rooms, critical care,

people putting off getting their own health care, and that is being
absorbed by both the Government programs and, until recently the
private sector programs.

In fact, the private sector programs have gone down so fast in
terms of their cost containment, particularly with the large cor-

porations beating on the industry to bring down their costs, that
there is some evidence now—and most of it is anecdotal—that we
are cost shifting back into the Government programs. That may ac-

count for why medicare isn't coming down as fast as we would like

it to come down.
Senator EXON. Thank you. Madam
Secretary Shalala. The failure until the last couple of years to

move heavily into managed care, where we think we can get some
savings, but we are not sure because of who has been moving into
managed care. So it is all of the above. Senator. I am sorry that,

again, I do not have a silver bullet for you.
Senator ExON. Thank you. I will yield. Just let me make a com-

ment if I might, Mr. Chairman. I guess one of the things that we
continue to overlook also is the fact that the longevity has in-

creased in the last 20 or 25 years from 65 to 75. We are paying
for that now. That we don't often look at. I guess the same thing
is true with regard to the future of the Social Security system and
its solvency.

You know, it is good that people are living longer and getting
better care, but it isn't free.

Thank you.
Chairman DOMENICI. Thank you very much. Senator Exon.
I have not had a round of questions, so I will take my round now.
First, Madam Secretary, I saw a cartoon in the Albuquerque

paper today that had to do with DC, I am struck with it about how
we treat taxpayers and the budgets that we control. This is two
people walking up steps to come before the Congress, and it is DC
Government. And it says, one to the other, 'Tou know what really
gets me? Having to explain to these guys how we spent more than
we had."
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Now, you know, we tend to say that about DC, but it seems to
me we come before the Congress and we really don't worry about
explaining to these guys—and I would add gals—how we spent
more than we had.

Essentially, what is happening. Madam Secretary, is that within
your budget, within the programs you control, lies the secret to
whether or not we will ever have a balanced budget for the United
States.

Now, I want to ask you some very specific questions. If the Con-
gress of the United States creates a block grant out of medicaid

—

and let me tell you, it is going to be in your lap, as I see it, because
you are going to answer this today or soon after, because it is going
to happen. And the greater growth is not going to be 9.5 percent.
It might be as low as a growth of 5 percent or 4 percent, and we
will take off all the strings except say you have to treat a certain
kind of population. And we will say let's try this for 5 years.
Now, are you suggesting that if we attempt to apply those sav-

ings—which I might say to all of you, compared with current base-
line expenditures, could be a savings of over $120 billion, and we
would still have the programs growing, so everyone will under-
stand—over 7 years, $120 billion, 7 years, in time for the balanced
budget if it passes. And it might be more than that if you really

went down to 4 and stayed there, but let's just use that number.
I want to know specifically, is it the policy of this Administration

that they will not support that, even if we do it, unless we wait
for comprehensive health care reform? Just tell me yes or no.

Secretary Shalala. The answer is that the President has said
that he is prepared to discuss the Government's programs in the
context of comprehensive health care reform, because we believe

that all we will be doing is cost shifting, and we will not be bring-
ing
Chairman DOMENICI. Right. So the answer is you would not sup-

port it.

Secretary Shalala. We will not support it.

Chairman DOMENICL Second, Madam Secretary, medicaid for all

you talk about in terms of bringing the baseline down and all the
other things, the truth of the matter is that the States have pushed
the baseline up very high. In mginy States, they have taken advan-
tage of this program, not only in the extraordinary ways they have
used these tax gimmicks, but also funding of programs. They got
a very high base.
Now, I cannot imagine why this Administration would be busy

about granting waivers, statewide waivers, and lock us into these
extremely high numbers rather than come up with some com-
prehensive policy to reduce the amount of money that States get.

We are not talking about cutting programs. We are talking about
reducing this enormous, enormous overage that is occurring every
year.

Now, Madam Secretary, I remind you that Governor Engler may
not be somebody whose philosophy you respect or admire, but I

chose to find out how many rules and regulations are attendant
medicaid in the State of New Mexico because the Federal Govern-
ment essentially runs it, whether we want to admit it or not. In
my State, there are eight volumes this thick that are New Mexico's
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rules, regulations, and guidelines for 24 Medicaid Programs, not
one. And their costs are skyrocketing.
Now, I spoke to them and, frankly, I suggested that they ought

to run the program. And I suggested we ought to throw those eight
volumes away and that we ought to give them maybe 3 or 4 or 5
percent less growth than we are now giving them, and let's see if

they can't run it better.

Now, I gather that most States are willing to try that. They may
argue about, Senator Nickles, whether it is 4 or 5 or 3 percent. But
most States are willing to do that.

But I understand you are sa5dng the Administration is not. Is

that correct?

Secretary Shalala. Let me again repeat: We are prepared to talk
about the Medicaid Program and the Medicare Program and the
growth in both of those programs only in the context of a broader
discussion of health care reform so that cost containment and ad-
ministrative changes and insurance reforms are part of the discus-
sion. And I am not ruling out any of the individual questions you
are asking me, but only simply saying that we want to sit down
and talk about it within the context of health care reform.
Chairman DOMENICI. Fellow budgeteers, let me suggest to you it

is amazing that health care is under control in every segment of
the American population except those programs that the Federal
Government runs. Now, there is something about that that doesn't
strike right. Medicaid is growing under one projection at 9.5, under
another at 10.5, while health care in America seems to be coming
down. In fact, you admit that it may be growing at 5. There are
some saying huge segments are growing at 0, and I cannot under-
stand. And I believe before we are finished Americans are not
going to understand why we should not try something different

with the Federal Government's portion.

I submit to you waivers to the remaining States who are locked
in at extremely high levels and say this is going to be nice reform,
we had better send them a signal here today that they may think
they are locked in at those levels under waivers. But you are just
locking them in at programs that are absolutely wasting our money
because we won't let them be efficient. I believe that, and the more
I study it, it is the United States Government that won't let them
be efficient and gives them these broad opportunities to take ad-
vantage of the taxpayers.
But I understand you don't want to do that. You want to wait

for more comprehensive health care.

Secretary Shalala. No, Senator. What I am sa5dng is that this

has to be a bipartisan effort and that we have to put a number of

things on the table. In the process of bringing down private sector
health care costs, another million Americans lost their health in-

surance. Some were picked up by the Medicaid Program. Mstny
were not.

What is clear here is that coverage is declining for people in the
private sector as the costs are coming down. There is no question
costs are coming down. We are also slowing down the growth of the
Government's own programs. That is also going on. But not one
Governor has come in to see me with a waiver request, Republican
or Democrat, that wanted to take less money as part of the process.
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What vve have locked them into is a budget-neutral approach,
and that is, they could not get more money out of us in the process
of trying to reform their system. And what many of them are trying
to do is to expand coverage to working Americans. They have used
the waiver process to take the money they currently have and to
take the Federal Government's money to get more working Ameri-
cans insurance coverage. They are responding in their States very
much to what is happening, and that is, people are being thrown
out of their health insurance systems, working Americans.
Chairman DOMENICI. Madam Secretary, it is absolutely foolhardy

and irrational to assume that a Governor will come in for a waiver
and say, I will take less than you were giving me. The issue is not
that. It is whether they will take less, all of them will take less,

and try to do as good a job or better than we are doing. That is

the issue. What Governor is going to come up here under a law
that says you can get a waiver and say, well. I want a waiver and
I want to give the Federal Government back $450 million?

Secretary Shalala. Well, in fact, they are doing that in a sense.
Chairman DOMENICI. I thought you just said they weren't.
Secretary Shalala. What they are asking us to do and what they

are trjdng to do is to take existing money and to cover more people.

And to be fair to the Governors, what they are trying to do is to

deal with an issue that we have not yet dealt with as a country;
that is, large numbers of working Americans who have no access
to health insurance, to make sure that low- and middle-income and
low-income workers have health insurance.

So, Senator, I would argue that the issue of flexibility can be sep-
arated from the issue of how many resources we are going to put
into the system. You and I will end up agreeing on flexibility as
long as there are some standards and some expectations on behalf
of the taxpayers, the Federal taxpayers.
But what we may not agree on is how fast we can bring down

the system independent of a broader discussion of cost containment
and
Chairman Domenicl Well, I don't want to belabor the issue, and

I want other Senators to have a chance. I have many questions, but
I really think we have today hit on one that will be front and cen-
ter for the rest of the year. I cannot believe that Congress is going
to wait around for some kind of comprehensive health care to save
the American public $120 to $130 billion in a Medicaid Program
that has gone wild.

Now, if that is what the Administration is going to say, then we
will just be there. We will be there, because we will plug in a num-
ber in this committee substantially less than now on medicaid, and
we will assume some kind of a block grant or getting rid of the
cumbersome rules that are there. I don't know whether it will be
bipartisan or not. My hunch is before we are through it will be
when everybody understands this. We will arrive at something
here that we think the American taxpayer needs, must have.

I yield now to Senator Lautenberg. Thank you Madam Secretary.
Secretary Shalala. You are welcome.
Senator Lautenberg. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Welcome, Secretary Shalala.
Secretary Shalala. Thank you.
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Senator Lautenberg. I was interested in your statement. I am
sorry I wasn't here when it was dehvered, but I have read it. You
close with a comment, describing "more than a budget. It is a new
way of honoring our responsibility to work for the public good. It

makes very tough choices, and it will produce . . . results."
I think that has to be kept in mind. The fact is that these pro-

grams are programs designed for the public good. And while we
all—and I say all—want to see the most efficient operation pos-
sible, the least cost possible for reasonable health expectations for
everyone from childhood through old age, sometimes I think we get
lost in the rhetoric of talking about only the budgetary con-
sequences that are immediately felt in the given year. And when
we look at 70,000 people less likely to be stricken with a significant

result, a damaging result from sickle cell anemia because of discov-

eries recently made, and all kinds of prevention measures, that will

make a huge difference in the way we spend our money in the fu-

ture.

I noted in your comments also that the number one cause of

death of those between ages 25 and 44 is AIDS, and I assume that
everybody heard the shocking news this morning about our famous
diver, Greg Louganis, who hit his head on the diving board in one
of the meets—I think anyone who has ever seen that picture will

remember it—and he bled into the swimming pool, and the doctors

tried to fix him, and this morning there is an admission that he
had HIV-positive infection.

It brings home the fact that this is a problem that is going to

overtake us. And if we succeed in eliminating people their cov-

erage, as is the sole interest, apparently, in the budget review, then
perhaps we will cast those people out on the street. I doubt that
America will turn so coldhearted.

At the same time, I agree that we ought to be saving money. One
way, I think, is to look at the consequence of smoking in our soci-

ety. In 1993, a Center for Disease Control study stated that direct

costs associated with smoking was $50 billion a year. Of this $50
billion, about $20 billion paid for by medicare, medicaid, and other
Federal health programs. And I understand the figure might grow
more in the future as more and more people are eligible for medi-
care.

Do these expenditures place a significant burden on our Federal
health care programs?

Secretary Shalala. They do. Senator. As you know, there are
significant expenditures on upper respiratory diseases and on can-

cer, and if we could do something about smoking, something signifi-

cant about smoking, particularly about young children starting to

smoke, it would make a difference in Federal health care expendi-
tures.

Senator LAUTENBERG. So we ought to certainly look at ways to

recover some of these costs.

As you know, in 1993, EPA reports showed that secondhand
smoke was responsible for 3,000 lung cancer deaths per year and
thousands of more cases of respiratory illness. In the last Congress,
I introduced legislation that would make all Federal buildings
smoke-free. It passed the Senate and was dropped in conference.
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Now, in addition, some departments of Government, HHS, De-
Eartment of Defense, EPA, have entirely smoke-free facilities. The
ill was endorsed by EPA Administrator Browner, and she also tes-

tified that making all Federal buildings smoke-free would save
$100 to $300 million a year in reduced maintenance, property dam-
age, and absenteeism.
Now, why hasn't the Administration moved on an Executive

order making all Federal buildings smoke-free when we know that
secondhand smoke is dangerous and that such an action might
save the Federal Government significant money?

Secretary Shalala. We have, though not with an Executive
order. There is a rule out for comment in the Labor Department
now which would essentially do that, and that is, end smoking in
any Federal buildings. I can get you the name of the part of the
act that
Senator Lautenberg. How long a process might-
Secretary Shalala. It must be out for comment, which means

there must be a certain number of days in which we collect com-
ments and then it goes into effect. I can get you the details on it.

Senator LAUTENBERG. Does anybody know how long the comment
period is likely to be?

Secretary Shalala. Normally 45 days, but we will find out where
we are.

Senator Lautenberg. Yes, I think it would be good if the Federal
Government set the example that we talked about.

Secretary Shalala. Right. But, basically, it is our intention to do
that this year.

Senator Lautenberg. I would hope so, because the sooner, I

think, the better the opportunity to deal with it.

[The following was subsequently submitted for the record by Sec-
retary Shalala:]

STATUS OF PROPOSED STANDARD FOR INDOOR AIR QUALITY

On April 4, 1994 the Department of Labor, Occupational Safety and Health Ad-
ministration (OSHA), published its proposed standard for indoor air quality.

Following hearings, the Administrative Law Judge, on March 13, 1995, set a bi-

furcated comment period. The record will remain open until July 3, 1995 for the re-

ceipt of written information and additional data. It will then close for receipt of in-

formation and data, but will remain open for the receipt of written comments, posi-

tion statements, or briefs until Septemoer 11, 1995.

Senator Lautenberg. In 1992, New Jersey put in a welfare re-

form law that included the so-called family cap. This denies the old

$64 increase per child for families on welfare. Have you been evalu-
ating the consequence, the results of this experiment? What do the
data show about welfare expenditures in reduced births to welfare
recipients in New Jersey? Do you know?

Secretary SHALALA. The data is too preliminary in New Jersey
for us to come to a conclusion. We are tracking it, but I have been
told by our researchers that it is just too early for us to have an
answer to that question.
Senator Lautenberg. Would you, therefore, then be unable or

unwilling to comment on the type of program? Do you have any
view of

Secretary Shalala. Not unwilling; unable at this point in time.
Senator Lautenberg. Thanks, Mr. Chairman.
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Senator Grassley [presiding]. Yes, thank you.
Ms. Snowe?
Senator Snowe. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I want to wel-

come you, Madam Secretary, to our Budget Committee. Obviously,
the discussion is centering around the existing costs and increasing
costs of medicaid and medicare, and it is alarming when you see
the growth in both the caseload and also the growth in medical
service, and at least according to the Congressional Budget Office,

both of those elements are what have attributed to the substantial
increases in both of these programs.
For example, the growth in caseload by the year 2000 will in-

crease the outlays of the Medicaid Program by 20 percent. I mean,
I think that is staggering, as well as alarming. So, obviously, we
are going to have to do something dramatically different in deliver-

ing some of these programs.
Getting back to the block grant approach, why aren't we encour-

aging the use, rather than the States having to seek waivers for

the use of managed care programs, for example, in the Medicaid
Program?

Secretary Shalala. There has been a rapid increase in the Med-
icaid Program into managed care, about 25 percent now, and that
is increasing rapidly in the States. Let me say something about the
caseload in relationship to medicaid because I actually think you
were probably a supporter of this.

What you did over the last few years is expand the number of
women and children that moved into the Medicaid Program. That
is, some States expanded to 200 or 250 percent of poverty, so that
caseload increase is directly related. The expenditures in medicaid,
though—two-thirds of them are in long-term care and care for the
disabled. So most of the heavy expenditures are for a different pop-
ulation than the caseload expansion issue.

It is actually relatively cheap to provide insurance for kids of
low-income workers. What is expensive is long-term care; nursing
homes, for example, and our ability to get control of those costs.

The Medicaid Program—when you remove the growth in the popu-
lation as a result of Congressional mandates—that is, to expand
the program to the kids of working people—is actually not out of
control. It is growing at about 5 percent a year, so we have got to

be careful when we talk about the Medicaid Program being out of

control.

All of you made a very serious decision to expand medicaid to the
children and women that are basically low-income in this country.
We think it was a good thing to do. The program is also picking
up some of those million people that have been thrown out of their

insurance program by their employers, but are still employed, and
that is they are low-income workers maybe at the minimum wage.
So it is a tough decision on medicaid because it really has been ex-

pansion, and most of the money is for people we know in long-term
care in nursing homes in this country.

Senator Snowe. Yes, but the States are dealing with the inflexi-

bilities of our mandates, like expanding the caseload, and you are
right. I mean, we have expanded it to include the women and chil-

dren in the low-income definition of the Medicaid Program. But the
fact of the matter is, when the States come for those waivers, they
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don't ask for less money because they are still having to deal with
the mandates of providing for a specific population at a certain
level.

I guess my concern is that we are not looking creatively at ways
in which we can deliver this program differently; i.e., through en-
couraging the States to use managed care. Second, consider the
percentage of costs of health care expenditures in this country due
to waste, fraud, and abuse—which you made reference to that in
your testimony. I know Senator Cohen has introduced legislation to
aggressively expand the law enforcement tools and mechanisms
within your department to pursue waste, fraud, and abuse. But if

waste, fraud, and abuse amounts to $110 billion a year, by all ac-
counts and estimates, why aren't you and the Administration ag-
gressively pursuing that? I mean, that is a way in which we ought
to be able to recover some of our costs—which I consider to be as-

tronomical—in both of those programs.
Secretary Shalala. Let me give you two answers. First, on the

growth in managed care, the States have not had a serious problem
getting permission to do managed care or using managed care.

There has been a 63-percent increase in the use of managed care
in the Medicaid Program.

Second, on the issue of waste, fraud, and abuse, this Administra-
tion has had the largest settlements in American history, and my
department had the largest amount collected in fines or in settle-

ments in the history of the department. So it is hard to say we
haven't been aggressive. We need some other kinds of total, and in

REGO-II, in Reinventing Government II, I hope to present the
Congress a new strategy for the department.
One of our problems has been that if you look at our budget

—

and I pointed out we have over a $700 billion budget—$37 million
is for discretionary money. Waste, fraud, and abuse enforcement is

in that discretionary money. Most of that discretionary money is

the Indian Health Service, Head Start, the National Institutes of
Health, I mean, if you look at where the money is.

I have to get all of our enforcement out of the discretionary part
of the budget, and we will be coming back—and we referenced it

in our budget request this year—we will be coming back with a
new approach, a new strategy, and I think you will be very pleased
with what we think we want to do in the future. But in the past,

we have been the most successful people going after this in the his-

tory of the department.
Senator Snowe. Do you need wider discretion or more authority

or tougher statutes to pursue those who do defraud our system
while participating in that system?

Secretary Shalala. We will come in and ask for what we think
we need, and some of it is a different way of financing the system
because we are so restrained, because for every dollar our Office of

Inspector General spends we get $80 back, and some of it is some
systematic change. But the changes we are making—we, for in-

stance, have closed down some plans this year that weren't deliver-

ing in the Medicare Program.
We have consolidated our computer system so we don't have all

this differential. So there have been a series of steps, administra-
tive changes in the department, and aggressive—I happen to think
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we have got the best inspector general in the country in June
Brown—aggressive going after fraud in the department. Eight bil-

Hon dollars is the largest amount ever collected in the history of
the Department of Health and Human Services, so you will not
find anyone more enthusiastic or firmer, I think, than this crowd
at HHS.
Senator Snowe. I just think that we have to move on that front

very, very aggressively and do everything that we can to give you
the tools to deal with that because $110 billion is an astronomical
sum of money to be lost.

Secretary Shalala. I can't, Senator, I should say, confirm that
number. I can say that there is a lot more to be done, and part of
our exercise this year will be to present Congress with a new strat-

egy on behalf of the department because we think with our existing
strategies and our existing finance we have reached our limit in

terms of what we can do and we would like to do a lot more.
Senator Snowe. I know GAO had done a report—I think it was

within the last couple of years—that indicated that about 10 per-

cent of health care expenditures in the country were due to waste,
fraud, and abuse, so it is in that ballpark.

Thank you.
Senator Grassley. Senator Boxer?
Senator Boxer. Thank you.
Welcome, Secretary Shalala. When you collect these funds that

Senator Snowe brings up—and I want to associate myself with her
remarks; we can't afford to waste a dollar, let alone, hundreds of
billions—what happens to the money? Does it go to deficit reduc-
tion?

Secretary Shalala. No; it goes back into the—it depends on
what it is, whether it is a settlement or whether what we did was
they have to pass back into the fund that it was taken out of.

There are different approaches for different

Senator Boxer. I would like to know; I would like to have some
more detail on that.

[The following was subsequently submitted for the record by Sec-
retary Shalala:]

DISPOSITION OF FUNDS COLLECTED FROM FRAUD AND ABUSE ENFORCEMENT

All funds recovered from anti-fraud activities are returned to government entities.

Currently, a portion of the Office of Inspector General's (OIG) civil and administra-
tive recoveries goes to reimburse the Medicare Trust Funds for payments erro-

neously made from those funds. Similarly, States are generally made whole for

sums improperly paid due to medicaid fraud. However, the majority of civil and ad-
ministrative recoveries are returned to the U.S. Treasury.
The following examples demonstrate the disposition of OIG's recoveries:

• For the period 1991-1994, $160 million of OIG's $274 million in non-civil mone-
tary penalty law (CMPL) receivables were creditable to the Medicare Trust
Funds.

• During 1994, the State Medicaid Fraud Control Units recovered $36.5 million in

fines, restitutions, and overpayments. These funds were returned to State med-
icaid programs to make both the State and Federal shares of those programs
whole, according to the medicaid funding formula used for each State.

OIG is also currently exploring legislative authorization to reinvest certain of its

recoveries in enhanced oversight and enforcement efforts in the health care areas.

Senator BoxER. I want to talk a little bit about what the Chair-
man said, and I think it is fair to characterize him as very angry
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with the Administration on its view that, absent comprehensive
health reform, the President is going to stand up and fight against
cuts in the Medicare and Medicaid Programs. I frankly think it is

exactly the right position to take because without comprehensive
reform, we are going to keep on adding people to the rolls of the
uninsured and it is a whole false economy. Eventually they are
going to show up somewhere unless we turn into a country that al-

lows people to die on the street, which I never believe we would
ever do. We are going to force more people into the emergency
rooms.

I want to put a statistic out here so people know what I am talk-

ing about. All the talk about how we are ratcheting down in the
private sector—this is true and it is to be applauded, but some of
it has to do with the fact that people are being pushed out of that
private insurance sector.

Let me give you a number. The number of Californians covered
by MediCal—that is the Medicaid Program in California—in-

creased by 740,000 between 1989 and 1992 to compensate for de-
creased access to private insurance. Unless we take all the monies
we spend and have a plan, I think we are perpetrating a fraud on
the American people to sit here and say we plugged in a lower
number for medicaid, therefore those people are going away. They
are not going to go away. They are going to pop up somewhere, and
unless we allow them to die in the street, they are going to be
taken care of.

You can't tell people don't get sick. You can't tell people don't be
poor and don't get old. You know, we honor our elderly. I think the
fact that we now have a lot of people over the age of 100 in our
country—I forget the number, but it is astounding. We are living

longer, and it is something that we treasure in this country. We
have a doctor now sitting with us on this panel who has been on
the cutting edge of a lot of these new surgical procedures that help
us live longer and maintain a better quality of life.

So what I want to do is take issue with our Chairman—I am
sure he is not at all surprised—that I think the Administration is

doing the right thing, and I think the American people will under-
stand that just because you plug in another number doesn't mean
the problems disappear, and the fact that we are ratcheting down
on the private sector in many ways means that these folks are
showing up elsewhere.

In my remaining time I want to ask you some questions about
programs that are very important to my State because everything
we talk about, times it by 10, and that is how it impacts my State.

I want to say that the increases in what I call investments—Head
Start, immunizations, biomedical research, the Ryan White Care
Act—are very welcome to my State, and to me. Those investments
will make us a stronger people.

Certainly, when you ask the person in the street, what are they
more afraid of, a missile coming over from Russia or the fact that

one of their family members will be struck by cancer, Alzheimer's
or AIDS, I think we know the answer, and that speaks to some of

the priorities of this Administration. The Ryan White funding—

I

hope we can fight to keep it in because it does have the element
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of a block grant in many ways. We let the local people—we have
standards, but we let the local people spend it the way they see fit.

I want to say that I am very glad to see that for the first time
this Administration is budgeting $150 million to help States pay
for the costs of providing emergency medical services to undocu-
mented immigrants, although I must say it is inadequate—under-
score "inadequate". We had a GAO report that I requested show
that California spends $395 million in medicaid costs for illegal im-
migrants. So, here, you have $150 million for the entire country
and it is costing us $395 million. So it is inadequate, but you are
the first Administration that has done anything about it.

I would like to know how you are planning to spend that, and
then my last question deals with this issue of the eight volumes of

guidelines that the Chairman spoke about. I always find it interest-

ing. If we don't like a program, we say, look, it has eight volumes.
You know, if we like a program, we say, look, it has eight volumes.
It depends on how we feel about the program.
But the fact of the matter is did we have eight volumes under

George Bush? Did we have eight volumes of guidelines under Ron-
ald Reagan? Have you, in fact, cut the guidelines back or have you
increased the guidelines? Can you give me a sense of whether or

not these eight volumes started with the Clinton administration?
So, my two questions: How are you going to spend the undocu-
mented immigrant reimbursement funds? And talk about the eight

volumes of guidelines.

Secretary Shalala. On the reimbursement, we have not worked
out the formula yet, and we will be working on how that money
is to be distributed. It is targeted for emergency care for illegal

aliens to help States like your own offset what are substantial costs

in certain parts of California, but also costs for other States, like

Illinois and New York and Florida who also have these problems.
Senator BoxER. Will you keep us informed
Secretary Shalala. Yes, we will. And we will be in conversation,

I think, with appropriate legislators

On the issue of eight volumes, yes, the eight volumes did exist

before. I am not happy about anything that takes eight volumes.
We are in the process, through reinventi- -^rnment, of looking
at all Government regulations to see what -- ^^solutely necessary
under the Vice President's and the President's direction. Medicaid
is one of those programs that is going through a thorough review
in terms of what regulations we need to get rid of or shorten.

Let me also say that, in saying that, we believe there can be
more flexibility in the Medicaid Program. There is no question ei-

ther in medicare or medicaid or the welfare programs that what we
need is better performance measures, outcome measures as op-

posed to all the kind of detailed inputs that we have been putting
in these programs.
We do have different management ideas about how you ought to

manage very large, complex programs. The Medicaid Program is

essentially managed by the States, as opposed to the Medicare Pro-
gram that is managed by private contractors that the Government
contracts with. So, you will see over the next couple of years sub-
stantial reform in the regulation progress from this
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Senator Boxer. If I might say, and I know my time is up, and
this is very brief. I would say that the Chairman makes a good
point. And I will tell you why I feel that way.

In California, you would not believe what a bad program Medi-
Cal is. We have physicians—and I think Senator Frist would be in-

terested in this—who have assisted in complicated births who were
reimbursed only $17. Now, better that they would just say I am
making a charitable contribution of my time. So something has
gone wrong and perhaps somebody has taken a heck of a lot off the
top. And by the way, in this case, it may well be that the State
is doing it. But I don't really know who is doing it. It could be an
underfunded program.
But when I hear those things, it is very, very upsetting, because

to pay someone $17, a doctor who assisted in a complicated deliv-

ery is just—I think it is a shame on our country. So let's reduce
those volumes of guidelines and figure out a way to make it a bet-

ter program.
Secretary Shalala. That is a case where the State has made a

decision to keep its expenditures in medicaid substantially lower,
for instance, than some other States around the country.

But, you are right. I mean, it costs more than $17 to fill out the
form probably for most physicians. I recently met with the head of
the California Medical Association, and we had a long conversation
about what he had to do in his own office and how many people
he had to employ. But it wa^'t just the Medicaid Program; it was
all the different insurance companies that he had to deal with. He
had to keep a full-time staff on just because each plan had a dif-

ferent requirement. And he was arguing for a standard plan for ev-

eryone that would make it easy for him to determine what he could
do with a patient when they came in.

Senator BoxER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for your patience.
Chairman DOMENICI [presiding]. Senator Frist.

Senator Frist. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Welcome, Secretary
Shalala.

Secretary Shalala. Thank you.
Senator Frist. I am sorry I missed your opening comments and

questioning, so don't repeat anything that you have said.

Let me shift just a little bit away from medicaid and medicare.
If I have time, I would like to come back to the Medicare Trust
Fund.
For the Food and Drug Administration, right now you are re-

questing congressional authorization to create two new user fees,

$142 million in 1996, I believe, to support FDA activities. And as
you know from my previous conversations, I have been very in-

volved from the development of the artificial heart to the use of in-

vestigational drugs, and so I speak with some very personal experi-
ence with the FDA.

Conceptually, theoretically, this money I would think would be
able to or is aimed at accelerating the FDA approval process. Many
would argue, as you well know, that just the money alone will not
fix the process. Is it your feeling or comment upon whether or not
there should be some change in the statute, some more oversight
of the FDA activities? As a physician, as an investigator, people
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have begun, especially in my new position here, people have been
coming forward giving me more and more information about this.

I would like to get your general comments with regard to the re-

view process.

Secretary Shalala. Two comments and two strategies in our
case. Number one, the user fees were worked out with the indus-
try, for the most part, as a way of getting resources in and cutting
down the amount of time. But the amount of time is related to the
process it takes. And it has been our view—and I hope you will see
some results, and I expect you to see some results this year—that
we need to think through the process and whether we need each
of those steps for everything, whether it is medical devices or

whether it is for drugs.

So not simply adding on personnel to streamline a process that

itself may be flawed is very important. So we are proceeding down
both tracks, and I fully expect you to see changes recommended by
us this year, both in the process as well as some effectiveness in

cutting down the number of days.

Senator Frist. OK. That is helpful. So, I guess, your response,

then, would be basically, let's see what we can come up with this

year in terms of the process itself?

Secretary Shalala. What I would urge you to do. Senator, is to

take a look at, when we report out as part of our reinventing gov-

ernment process, at how we are conceptualizing and rethinking

what the FDA does in relationship to drugs, in relationship to med-
ical devices. And we may not have gone far enough, but I think it

is very important that you hear from me that I don't think that we
fix some of the deep concerns by simply adding people and re-

sources to cut down the amount of time.

In Social Security, for example, we rethought the entire disability

approval process and cut out steps before we added resources.

Senator Frist. Yes, and I guess that is my point, is that we see

the user fees, and I guess I would like to see the process actually

changed more so.

How much of a role is there for the private sector? You have re-

sponded that internally we will look at it, look at the review proc-

ess. What role do you see for the private sector in accomplishing
this change in the process?

Secretary Shalala. I think that this is a partnership. I have al-

ways believed that. I believe that Dr. Kessler believes that, that
the private sector, the business community, the biotechnology in-

dustry, the venture capital industry has as much of a stake in high
quality reviews. It is as much as a protection for them.
But they also have an expectation, and an increasing expecta-

tion, which I think is real and has to be listened to, that the Gov-
ernment ought not to be doing things that are unnecessary, that
delay their ability to get a quality product to market, that delay
and significantly affect their ability to compete both in this country
as well as around the world.
We have to find the balance, and the challenge is in finding the

balance. The important thing is you hear from us an attitude that
we know it is more than just a resource problem.

Senator Frist. Right. Let me again shift gears quickly. Again, a
program that I have been involved with in medicaid is TennCare.
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That was viewed as one of the early 1115 waivers. The process has
been difficult, I think, on everybody's part. It started as a concept,
implemented very rapidly in a State that was only moderately well
prepared in terms of managed care to bring others up to date. Med-
icaid in Tennessee became TennCare, which is a 100 percent man-
aged care program.
To date, has it been successful from an expenditure—total ex-

penditures in the medicaid population there, the curve is flat. So,
clearly, total expenditures have flattened out on the revenue side?

Tennessee has had real problems in terms of reaching out to the
patients and constituents directly.

If you look at the curves of expenditures in health care and med-
icaid for the State, it has been $2.9 billion, essentially flat, for the
last 2 years. As a policy maker, you look at those numbers and one
says it looks pretty attractive when you look at other curves.

How do you view that program so far?

Secretary Shalala. Well, first, what the State did, as you well

know, is put almost 500,000 people under health insurance. And
Tennessee actually is one of those States that has had a very high
percentage of its population covered. This covered a very substan-
tial part of those who were uninsured. So success number one is

moving large numbers of working Tennesseans into health insur-

ance.

It was a major change, and we expected problems, and we tried

to mitigate them in our negotiations with the State. Certainly, we
did negotiate an increase as part of that—a flatter increase than
I think the State would have wanted, and that is, we tried to con-

trol the growth to make it budget neutral. Part of the slowdown,
the State believes, is because we negotiated hard on that.

I have said to the Governor—the new Governor, who raised the
issue with me, he said, Is there room for changes? I said I don't

think we should ever lock anything in. If you have some improve-
ments you want to come in with, as you talk to the medical com-
munity in terms of how they adjust to the system, if there are
things that we can do to make the providers and the patients more
comfortable as you are moving into the system, we ought not to be
rigid.

Was it a rough beginning? You live there. You will tell me that
it was not an easy beginning, and I, of course, not only heard but
I saw various constituency groups.

I have recently asked my senior policy aide to go down there and
take a look herself, Judy Fader, with some people, take a careful

look and talk to some people as part of that, though I continue to

talk to people in Tennessee about the transition.

I think we need to watch it. Whether it was Oregon or Ten-
nessee, the States that have gone through major changes, some
other States are moving ahead, we learned a lot from that experi-

ence, but we need to protect the population and the Federal Gov-
ernment's investment. We need to watch it, and we will be inter-

ested in your reaction.

But you should know that if there are some things that the State
and all of you feel that we ought to be doing as part of this discus-

sion, we want to make it work. And we want to make it work in
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a way that provides a model for some other places around the coun-
try.

Senator Frist. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman DOMENICI. Thank you very much, Senator.
Senator Conrad?
Senator Conrad. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Welcome, Secretary

Shalala.
Secretary Shalala. Thank you.
Senator CONRAD. It is good to have you here.

You have been critical of the House Republican plan with respect
to welfare reform, saying that their proposal was very weak on
work requirements. I would like to hear your analysis of why their

plan is weak on work requirements and how the Administration's
plan would differ.

Secretary Shalala. The subcommittee plan in Ways and Means
actually has almost no work requirements. The requirements are
so weak, they are weaker than the Ronald Reagan requirements
that were passed in 1988. They would expect about 4 percent, man-
date about 4 percent—the States would only have to have 4 percent
of their welfare recipients in work in 1996. Under current law 6-
8 percent of recipients are working in some kind of part-time em-
ployment. The proposed plan contains almost no work requirement.
Our other criticisms, which have been rather extensive, have to

do with holding both parents responsible. The Republican bill has
yet to have any child support enforcement. It knocks out from any
kind of cash assistance all teenagers and their children. It, in fact,

punished children as part of the strategy. It knocks out education
and training funds. It doesn't provide the child care funds.

We believe it is not welfare reform, that it is, in fact, simply tak-

ing the money, giving it to the States, with no real requirements.
I can't imagine that for all of you here that would meet your test

of genuine welfare reform. The President's bill requires work, has
substantiEilly higher numbers in terms of the number of people

moving into work requirements, has time limits on it, had edu-

cation and training, has child care built in as part of it. And we
believe that is genuine—and it doesn't cut off teenagers and their

children from any kind of cash assistance.

So I would describe the Republican plan as not welfare reform
at all. I am not quite sure what I would call it, except it is just

transferring money. It has none of the work or responsibility re-

quirements that have been in other Republican plans and main-
stream plans, in conservative Democratic plans, in middle-of-the-

road plans. It simply has no work requirements.
Senator CONRAD. Let me, if I could, turn to the whole concept of

block grants. I have always been very skeptical about block grants,

and I have been skeptical because it seems to me it divorces the
responsibility for raising money from the responsibility for how the
money is spent; that is, there is really a disconnect here.

They are saying, well, you at the Federal level raise the money.
You go to taxpayers and tell them they have got to pony up in

order to pay for a program. But then we don't determine how the
money is spent. We just send a check off to somebody, and they de-

cide how the money is spent. They have not gone through the so-
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bering responsibility of actually requiring somebody to pay for it.

So it seems to me it gets viewed in many cases as free money.
I would just be interested in your comments on the whole concept

of block grants.
Secretary Shalala. This Government over a long period of time

has decided there are certain Government investments, fundamen-
tal investments in children, in the disabled, in the elderly, that
ought not to be block grants. And, obviously, the block grants that
you describe have so much flexibility that there is no way there is

any accountability built in for the Federal taxpayers. There is a
real question—if you hauled up the Secretary of HHS with the
block grant on welfare 3 years from now, I wouldn't have a clue
what the States were doing with that block grant and could not be
held accountable for the Federal teixpayers' money.
You are absolutely right that what the block grant does is simply

give the money to the States without accountability, and we have
seen some examples in new legislation that is being proposed up
until now.

It does something else. If I was in North Dakota, I would be very
wary about a block grant in slow-growth States. In a State like

North Dakota, you may get a certain amount of money, but if there
is an economic downturn where working people get laid off, you
would not have Food Stamps or the Medicaid Program or cash as-

sistance through welfare to help people on a temporary basis. The
economic stabilizing effect of entitlements has worked not to help
the poorest of the poor, but to help working folks who need tem-
porary help. It has worked in exactly the way that we want welfare
to now work, as a temporary transitional program for people to get
on their feet.

So there is a substantial problem with using the block grant ap-
proach from the point of view of States who may go into a reces-

sion, or part of the State that may go into a recession, in terms of

pulling themselves out because they would not have an infusion of

money from the Federal Government to help in that transition.

The economic recession would go deeper and broader, and the
business community could not pull it out. It would hurt the econ-
omy of a State not to be able to have that kind of input. So ac-

countability and real economic effects to protect the States are two
major reasons why block grants, it seems to me, are really not in

the interest of the people of this country.

Senator Conrad. I would just say that, for me, if the States want
to have this responsibility, then I think they should have the re-

sponsibility for raising the money to pay for it. If they want to

make the decisions, fine. Then they ought to raise the money and
pay for it.

I think this idea of separating responsibility for raising money
from the responsibility for pa)dng for it, how the money is used, is

a very flawed principle, that you always ought to keep together the
responsibility for raising money and how it is spent.

I thank the Secretary for your testimony today.

Secretary Shalala. Thank you very much. Senator.

Senator Conrad, I look forward to working with you in the year
ahead.

Secretary Shalala. Thank you very much, Senator Conrad.
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Chairman DOMENICI. Thank you very much, Senator Conrad.
Could I just ask you a question about Indian health care?
Secretary Shalala. Sure.
Chairman DOMENICI. It is not a macro issue like these billions

of dollars, but it is pretty important.
First, last year your budget submission was very, very bad for

Indian health. I don't know wherein the mistake was made, but in
short order you acknowledged that it was being cut way too much.
And we did succeed in putting in substantial new money. I gather
this year you are not cutting Indian health.

Secretary Shalala. That is right.

Chairman DOMENICI. But I do want to ask you if you could sub-
mit for the record—and I know this is very precise, but I would like

it—what the staffing effects of your proposal are for facilities like

the new $58 million hospital at Ship Rock. Could you do that for

the record?
Secretary Shalala. Yes, sir.

[The following was subsequently supplied for the record by Sec-

retary Shalala:!

NEW IHS HOSPITAL AT SHIPROCK

The fiscal year 1996 President's budget requests additional funds for staffing of

the new Shiprock Hospital as did the fiscal year 1995 appropriation. Staffing at the

facility will increase from the present 548 full-time equivalents (FTE) to 584 (FTE)
in fiscal year 1995, to 628 FTE in fiscal year 1996. IHS intends to increase the num-
ber of FTE at Shiprock to 677 in fiscal year 1997. These staff figures represent a
combination of Federal employees paid for with appropriated funds, Federal employ-
ees paid for with reimbursements from patients' health insurance (including medi-
care, medicaid and private insurance) and contract staff.

IHS plans to meet the challenge of an increasing service population and the need
to staff new facilities by reducing staff at headquarters and the area offices, and
by increasing the amount of staff at its hospitals and clinics which are provided by
contracts, either with tribes or tribal organizations or with the private sector.

Chairman DOMENICI. I want to try a notion on with you, and if

you give me the slightest go-ahead, I would do a little communicat-
ing through the Indian Affairs Committee. You probably know that
I have a genuine concern about mental illness, severe mental ill-

ness, and I work very hard here in the Congress to try to make
sure we are not doing things to make the life of those people more
difficult.

I note—and I believe you should be very concerned about this

—

that the suicide rate among Indian people is among the highest

—

it is the highest in the Nation, and in certain tribes it has sky-

rocketed. I think you are aware of that.

Secretary Shalala. I am.
Chairman DOMENICI. Now, frankly, a lot of different reasons are

assigned to it, and it gets kind of muddled when you try to get

numbers and statistics and reasons why, and it banters around be-

tween drugs, alcohol. But I am of the opinion as a layman that a
lot of it is attributable to depression, whether it is clinical depres-
sion or whether it is depression that is added to by drugs or alco-

hol.

I am very concerned that Indian health has not had a strong
enough program with reference to the diagnosis and clinical treat-

ment of depression and other significant mental diseases like

msinic depression, schizophrenia, et cetera.
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I think we ought to ask you to take a look, ask you to ask the
good Dr. Trujillo to take a look at this. I have been very concerned.
I have some examples where medicines that were available to non-
Indians for schizophrenia were not available to Indians, and on a
case-by-case basis I have slugged that out and prevailed. I don't
like to do business that way.
But I think good overview of the psychiatric and clinical mental

illness component of Indian health, especially in light of the enor-
mous suicide rate, would be in order. Ajid I have gone about asking
a couple of people if they would consider helping you do this eval-

uation. I have spoken to Herb Pardes at Columbia medical institu-

tion and to a doctor in Albuquerque who used to be at NIH. You
may know him. Dr. Sam Keith.

I wonder if I were to ask you if you would consider asking a
group of people such as this who would do this for free, gratis, if

they would help Dr. Trujillo evaluate that program and give you
and Congress a report on how we might make the program better.

Secretary Shalala. I would be happy to, Senator.
Chairman DOMENICI. Thank you very much.
Now, let me talk about FDA and the campus that is being pro-

vided and prescribed by FDA.
If I am wrong then I stand corrected. We are in the process of

trying to help them streamline and do a better job of helping doc-

tors and others get their medicines out quicker. We understand
that in many areas it is very slow, and we understand particularly
in the area of medicines for children that we really have some very
significant hiatuses.

But I am kind of worried about how much money we are going
to spend for a new campus. So I would like to just tick off a few
numbers and see if you, Madame Secretary, might share some con-
cerns about this.

First of all, we have already appropriated $316 million for this

new campus that is going to be in suburban Maryland. I have
heard estimates that the total cost of this 539 acre campus will be
$690 million. In addition, the FDA is also building two other office

complexes for another $200 million. One of these is a $40 million
center for veterinary medicine. I do not pick on any, I just state

some facts.

As I understand it, FDA will come back to us between now and
1999 and ask for another $572 million in program and budget au-
thority for this new construction. Now if I add all this up, I guess
I wonder why we are trying, in this episode of badancing budgets,
why do we need to spend $890 million on new FDA campuses?

Secretary Shalala. This has gone through a lot of hearings £ind

oversight. I think that all of this is part of a long term plan to

streamline and consolidate the facilities of the FDA. I am happy to

provide for the record the details on those expenditure numbers,
which I really do not want to confirm since I have only part of
them now. But we came in 2 years ago on the tail end of some of
these decisions with the GSA. I did review them. I will take re-

sponsibility for them. I do not want to back out of what is an ap-
propriate responsibility.

But the attempt here was to really consolidate the facilities of
the FDA. They have been all over the place. In the process, not put
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the old FDA inside the new buildings, but hopefully have a new
streamlined FDA as part of the process. But let me provide an an-
swer for you in the record.

Chairman DOMENICI. I want to state for the record that I think
our national government has a tendency, when there is a problem
with reference to rules and regulations and extremely difficult

management schemes, I think we have a tendency to think of a
new building. But I am not at all concerned about whether they
should have new buildings.

I am very concerned about whether the regulatory process is

working right. And I do not think that they are synonymous. That
if we spend $900 million for a new building we will straighten out
the problems with FDA processes. Some of them we have to

change; some of the rigidities have to be changed. And some of

them you have to help us change. I mean, some of the require-

ments are absurd in terms of the risks that have to be met in ex-

perimental drugs and the like. I think everybody knows that. But
maybe with the new Congress we will change some of them. Hope-
fully, we will do them consistent with good common sense and per-

haps you will be sharing those with us.

[The following was subsequently submitted for the record by Sec-

retary Shalala.]
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FDA HTADQUARTERS CONSOLIDATION

Consolidation of th« Food and Drug Administration's facilitiss
was authorized by ths FDA Ravitalization Act (P.L. 101-63S) of 1990.
At present, FDA is scattered in 48 buildings—many with outdated and
unacceptable laboratories—in 20 different locations. Through this
law vre will be able to improve our laboratories and consolidate in t%#o
locations in the Washington area. The Revitalization Act authorized
the Administrator of the General Services Administration (GSA) and the
Secretary of Health and Human Services (HHS) to work toward that end.

On March 15, 1994, the Office of Management and Budget approved
a consolidation plan for the headquarters programs of the FDA, now
estimated to cost $810 million, which will provide the agency with a
total of 3.6 million gross square feet of laboratory, office, and
support space. This plan calls for the Center for Biologies
Evaluation and Research, the Center for Drug Evaluation and Research,
the Center for Devices and Radiological Health and Office of the
Coinmisaioner staffs to be located in Montgomery County, MD, while the-
Center for Food Safety and Applied Nutrition and the Center for
Veterinary Medicine staffs would be located in Prince George's County,
MD. Congress has already appropriated nearly $319 million for the
project and the GSA has augmented these funds by internally
reprogramming about $6 million, creating a total of $325 million in
availiLble project funds.

We think this project deserves your continued support because it
will make the FDA more efficient and effective. Moreover, according
to current projections, it will save U.S. taxpayers a very significant
amount of money over the next 30 years.

Expected Benefits

• Consolidation will allow FDA scientists to engage in
collaborative efforts that are critical both to the advancement
of knowledge and to the coordination of research and review
functions performed by the agency.

• Operational efficiency, managerial efficiency and productivity
will increase. When our scientists can work in close proximity
to each other, they can increase the speed of our product
approval decisions—one of FDA's highest priorities.
Additionally, working together makes it easier for scientists to
share their expertise and bring the best possible scientific
intelligence to bear on critical product approval and public
health decisions.

• Replacement of antiquated laboratories with 'state-of-the-art'
facilities will en2U3le FDA to handle today's advanced laboratory
functions and meet accepted industry standards for safe research
operations. In order for FDA to make its important product
approval and other regulatory decisions we need sound science
and qualified scientists. The scientific work done in our
laboratories provides critical support for our regulatory
missions across the entire range of FDA program activities. But
our ability to do this job is being threatened by our outdated,
inefficient facilities. FDA's leased laboratory buildings were
never designed to handle today's advanced leJjoratory functions,
nor do they meet accepted industry standards for safe research
operations. The condition of the laboratories makes it
difficult to retain highly qualified scientists.
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The agency's ability to recruit and retain the beat scientific
talent will be greatly enhanced as we replace antiquated
laboratories with improved facilities. For example, some
employees in the Center for Veterinary Medicine continue to work
in laboratory space constructed in a facility that previously
was used as a chicken coop. The current overcrowding of
laboratories and offices will be relieved and existing unsafe
working conditions will be eliminated once the consolidation
project is completed.

Cost Savings

The FDA consolidation project makes good economic sense. In
addition to helping us help the public, it will give American
taxpayers a solid return on their investment. Not only will
FDA's operational capability be greatly enhanced, its operating
expenses will also be reduced. Consolidation of FDA facilities
will cut travel costs, provide for the better utilization of
existing laboratory equipment, reduce the need for duplicating
equipment needs and improve the time frames for product approval
decisions—thus reducing costs.

Over a 20-year period, commencing in 2003, the consolidation of
FDA programs is expected to save in excess of $1 billion over
currently-projected leasing costs, according to the General
Services Administration.

The thrust of this entire project is in keeping with the
initiatives of the National Performance Review and the
streamlining and reinvention goals of the Dep>artment and the
Food and Drug Administration.

Current Status

GSA and FDA are committed to completing the headquarters
consolidation project with a cost-effective, functional and
flexible design chat will serve the mission of the agency far
into the next century. The proposed sites will house a
combination of general office, storage, and special-purpose
space, including a significant cunount of laboratory space. The
projected space for the buildings is 3.4 million grcss square
feet. The Montgomery County site will occupy 2.4 million gross
square feet. The Prince George's County site will occupy
approximately 1 million gross square feet.

GSA advertised for 350-to-400 buildable acres in Montgomery
County, MD, on March 21, 1994. On December 9, 1994, at the
property known as the Clarksburg Triangle at the southwest
quadrant of MD route 121 and 1-270 in Montgotaery County, MD, was
announced as the preferred site. A public hearing was held on
February 9, 1995 to receive comments on the draft environmental
impact statement. of the 27 citizens who testified at the
public hearing, 22 provided strongly supportive responses. The
majority of citizens, county representatives, and community
representatives welcomed FDA as their new neighbor. The
Montgomery County site will house the agency's headquarters, the
Office of Regulatory Affairs, and the centers for drugs,
biologies and medical devices.

The Prince George's County site will house the centers for food
and veterinary medicine. Construction of the Center for
Veterinary Medicine research facilities began in September 1994.
The decision to put foods and veterinary medicine together is a
reflection of their similar food safety mission. The Center for
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Veterinary Medicine regulates animal drugs and animal foods
which, by their eQjility to cause residues in animal-derived
food, can be a food safety concern.

Chairnian DOMENICI. I think one of the problems I have, Ma-
dame Secretary, when we talk about the President's approach to

reinventing Government and we see proposals to streamline Gov-
ernment and consolidate programs. In my head, when you take a
huge number of programs, like I understand in the President's

budget he proposes to consolidate over 100 categorical programs.
Public Health Service, into 16 "clusters and performance partner-

ships." I applaud that.

But this debate about how we streamline Government is clearly

going to go beyond that. Obviously, one approach is to give more
flexibility and responsibility to State governments and grantees.

Now having said that, maybe I am wrong, but it appears to me
that after all of this clustering and performance partnershiping,

that the savings are $15 million in 1996 from overhead, but the

budgets for each of these agencies affected, the Health Resource
and Service Administration, Substance Abuse Administration, and
Centers for Disease Control, go up, not down. As a matter of fact,

they go up $220 million in budget authority in 1996 as compared
with 1995.

I know there is apparently some great accomplishment in creat-

ing these clusters and performing partnerships, but I wonder if it

is not sometime possible that when we do it we would spend less.

Secretary Shalala. Senator, that is a fair comment. If you look

over all of the reinventing Government that the President has
done, in some cases we actually substantially cut back and restruc-

tured agencies as we did with HUD and with the Department of

Energy. In some cases, what we were after was to save the number
of drug treatment slots that went out to local communities, but we
wanted to make the programs more flexible and reduce our admin-
istrative costs here in Washington. That is what you see in some
of the clustering.

Or we felt that we needed to increase our prevention commit-
ment in some areas like women's health. But what we did was we
reduced our administrative cost by consolidating some smaller pro-

grams, but either increased the direct money to the community
slightly or kept it about the same.
So I am not pretending that every time we consolidate lots of

small programs we will save more than administrative costs. Some-
times we will recommend eliminating or straight lining the pro-

gram. There are different ways of doing this as you well know. I

think that in our reinventing Government process you will see a
little more in the next couple of months in terms of the kinds of

tough decisions we are making. But if you look across the Govern-
ment, we have done one, two, and three depending on the agency
and the priority that the President placed on it.

Chairman DOMENICI. One last question. First, let me just sug-

gest, I know there are some ups and downs as you consolidate.

Some go up, some go down. But I think it is pretty obvious that
on the appropriated side of this budget, which these programs are,

there is not going to be much room for anything to go up. Any pro-
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posals I have seen over the next 5 years, appropriated accounts for
discretionary spending are going to be reduced off a stagnant base-
line in numbers in excess of $100 bilHon. So we are looking for con-
solidation like you have done or more major—but we are looking
for savings at the end of that consolidation.

Secretary Shalala. Senator, I took 69 programs down below the
1995 appropriations, and the President made the decision to in-

crease a number of programs. I just think that in this public life

that we have to have some investments, a handful. It could be that
in our case the major investments are in Head Start and in the Na-
tional Institutes of Health.
What I think that you should see from us is we are willing to

hold down some parts of the budget. But we are not willing to say
that there are not some things in which the future of this country
is so important, like the basic biomedical research, where we are
not prepared to make the sacrifice in some programs to increase
those. So that is all you see revealed in our budget.
Chairman DOMENICI. I have one last one that I just want you to

think out loud with me and see if I'm on the right track. This has
to do with kind of a general question. Can a fee-for-service system
control costs without cost-sharing? I think there is some evidence
around that it cannot. It cannot control it without some cost-shar-

ing. Medicare operates largely as a fee-for-service system. Both
Part A and Part B of medicare attempt to control costs by requiring
that a beneficiary share part of the cost of the benefits that they
receive.

But there are two services that have no cost-sharing provisions.

They are relatively new, but nonetheless, have been around for a
while. They are home health care and clinical laboratory services.

I note with interest that while hospital payments have risen 6.8

percent, that part of medicare; Part A benefits, 9.8; physician's pay-
ments, 11.8; home health care, 21.6; clinical laboratories, 13. I note,

Madame Secretary, that the latter two have not cost-sharing. I

wonder if you would share with me, do you really think we can con-

trol fee-for-service systems if they are going to exist—and they are,

I assume, for a while. Can you do that without cost-sharing?

Secretary Shalala. Senator, let me share that the literature is

mixed on this. Common sense would seem to dictate that if some-
one had to share some of the cost they would be more conscious
about what they were asking for. But it depends on what popu-
lation you are talking about. For a population whose incomes are
under $25,000, which is basically the medicare population, would
cost-sharing change their behavior? And what kind of behavioral
change are we after?

What we are obviously after is to make sure that we are not
doing excess things, as opposed to having people put off a stomach
ache because they had to pay something up front, where that stom-
ach ache may lead to something much more serious.

So what all of us are trying to find in what is a complicated busi-
ness is what is the mix between cost-sharing and keeping the kinds
of quality health care that we want. Let me point out that at the
same time we are also trying to preserve choice and do some other
things in health care.
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Home health care is an example. The private managed care busi-
ness has been as unsuccessful as the Government has been in its

ability to manage home health care. Everybody is struggling with
how you do oversight and manage home health care in this coun-
try. So whether or not you have some cost-sharing in home health
care does not necessarily dictate our ability to control the cost. The
problem is, if you put someone into someone's house, it is much
more complicated to try to manage that from an HMO's point of
view than if someone is in an institution, in terms of controlling
cost.

So it is tremendously complicated. I do not think the literature

is clear. All of us believe, in terms of common sense on this, that
we ought to find the mix. Congress has struggled with this, obvi-

ously, in Part B of medicare.
But again, it is one of those issues that ought to be part of our

ongoing discussion about health care. It is clearly something that
everybody will want to discuss. We simply want to discuss insur-

ance reforms, and what we do with existing programs, and cost

containment at the same table. That is the only point I have been
making about the President's willingness and his understanding of

how the health care system works.
I was at Jackson Hole this weekend and had long discussions

with the industry about how you contain private sector costs and
not cost-shift now back to the public sector, and vice versa. I think
that we would be happy to provide you with what studies are avail-

able on this issue, and come in and have a longer discussion. Per-
haps a panel discussion by experts who have tried different kinds
of approaches.
Chairman DOMENICI. Let me just ask on home health care, since

I have a very strong bias in favor of it. I do not intend to prejudice
it by my statement here today. It is just a number. Perhaps you
could just take it specifically and answer in the record

Secretary Shalala. I would be happy to do that.

Chairman DOMENICI. There may be some other reasons for it. It

is now filling a lot of vacuums that wereotherwise
Secretary Shalala. It is new. Some of it is, it is new and we

haven't built the management systems to figure out what we do
about it. But I share your view that the quality of life is much en-
hanced by our ability to be able to keep our loved ones in our own
home. But simultaneously, we cannot have a program that has
costs that we do not understand and cannot control.

[The following was subsequently submitted for the record by Sec-
retary Shalala:]

HOME HEALTH CARE COST-SHARING

Last year the Administration did include a home health coinsurance proposal as
part of the Health Security Act. Oar proposal would have required a 10 percent co-
insurance on home health visits occurring 30 days after a hospital discharge. We
would be willing to discuss developing a home health coinsurance proposal this year
if it is done in the context of comprehensive health reform.

Chairman DOMENICL I want to just close the hearing now unless.
Doctor, you want another round.
Senator Frist. No, I have no further questions. But the things

we touched upon in the last 20 minutes or so, the Food and Drug
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Administration is something that I will be very interested in work-
ing with you and really getting more input from the outside and
not just internal sort of reorganization. I am not sure exactly, and
beyond this hearing we can talk, to how best I can participate in
that process.

The Medicare Trust Fund issue is one that I know was touched
upon before I came in. The 6-year projections, and I know we are
looking for new numbers and you look at new numbers. There is

a lot of information out there. The numbers are out there, and I

really want to be able to address that very directly. I am not sure
how much that was addressed earlier.

Secretary Shalala. A little bit. What I indicated was in April we
would have new numbers from the trustees of the system, and that
I would be back up to talk to Congress about those estimates, to

begin the discussion on behalf of the Administration with the Sec-
retary of the Treasury.
Senator Frist. My only comment is' that we have last year's

numbers and the year before, and I know your response is that
they are going to be different.

Secretary Shalala. In part because of the impact of the baseline.

Senator Frist. And in the whole medicare-medicaid reform is-

sues, we touched upon a lot of things almost superficially today,

but I very much look forward to working with you and the Admin-
istration in addressing these.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman DOMENICI. I would just comment, a lot of discussion

took place here about categorical grants versus block grants—at

least some. I would not want to leave the impression with anyone
who was paying attention or listening to this and this discussion,

that the United States Federal Government set about in a methodi-
cal way to establish the categorical situation which permeates the
Government today.

It is pretty obvious that it is a willy-nilly, patchwork of some
Senator or Representative who got an idea we ought to be involved
in this and we passed a bill and we are involved in this. And next
year somebody got an idea we should be involved in that, and now
we have 2,600 programs and we do not even, in many instances

—

you all do it because you have got to go through budgets, but in

many instances Congress does not even know they are out there.

And we keep funding them because it is sort of status quo, keep
it going.

I think that happened, and it just had to happen as the Supreme
Court made its interpretations during the Great Depression. They
made interpretations then that the Federal Government under the
Tenth Amendment had a lot more latitude to get involved than
anybody thought before that. Since then it has been a wide open
door.

If anything is going on now it probably is taking another look at
how many of those areas should we really be in. It is not just block
grants, which concern us all. But we may have no alternative other
than to do some major block grants.
But some of the other is, should we just stop doing some things

we are doing. It is kind of funny that we keep telling our States
how proud we are of them for having balanced budgets and we end
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up the spender of last resort. No wonder they can have balanced
budgets. I mean, we are going to spend $350, $400 billion. Where
do you think it goes? It does to people in their States. It is not
going into outer space except the little NASA Program. But even
there, the people get paid.

In any event, I think that is what we have to start looking at.

I do not know how we get a handle on it. But I might say, this Ad-
ministration has not been too interested in getting a handle on that
aspect of it either. Not that it should have been your responsibility,

but I do not think there is much. Reinventing Government has not
really taken on the issue of how many programs should we not
have because we cannot afford them any more and we just got into

them by some process of, let us do something neat. So we did it.

I might add, Madame Secretary, I cannot leave you with a
stronger admonition from one who is very, very concerned that you
streamline the strings and regulations that attach to the programs
you administer. I know that it is hard for some to believe this, but
the American people are angry. And it is not just because we spend
too much. They are angry because our rules and regulations are

frustrating to the point of people just absolutely giving up, whether
it is in medicaid, whether it is in medicare, whether it is whatever.

I am talking to small business people and— I had a woman who
is the personnel director for a company with 90 workers testify for

8 minutes off a prepared text, and if I can remember, I will send
it to you. You will be very interested. She went through a list of

alphabet soup that applies to her job that is beyond average Ameri-
cans even understanding in terms of having 90 workers, men and
women work in a company in Albuquerque. Incredible what they
go through. Same as everywhere.

If you wonder what the last election was about, it might have not

been for all these things people are saying, but I think it was. Peo-

ple are very concerned that their Government is too pervasive, it

is too big, and its regulations and rules just do not make sense. I

think that is kind of it.

Thank you, Madame Secretary. It is a pleasure to have you up
here.

Secretary Shalala. Thank you, Senator.

Chairman DOMENICI. We stand adjourned.

[Whereupon, at 12:14 p.m., the committee was adjourned.]
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